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1825.
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ng in this country, he married the daugh-
Doraonico Corri, and, most unfortunately,

iself and his art, entered into trade as a

, in partnership with his father-in-law. He
sequence obliged to leave England suddenly,and

.o ] famburg, w-here he remained above two years,

repaired a second time to Berlin, and from a mere
nlancc, became the Companion, and at last the

iate and confidential friend of Prince Louis Ferdi-

d of Prussia, who died so bravely for his country

Saalfeld, in 1906. This prince was well knowrn to

possess more talents than any other member of hig

family, independently of his skill on the piano-forte,

and his elaborate and clever compositions for that instru-

ment. On the death of his royal associate, Dussek

wrote a Sonata expressive of his feelings on the oc-

casion, under the title of an “ Elegy.” After a short

engagement with the Prince of Isenburg, he entered

into the service of the celebrated Talleyrand, prince of

Benevento, in which he continued to the end of his life

in 1812.

His compositions, which reach Op. 77, are unequal,

because many of them were produced by contract,

—

according to order, in mercantile language,—and were
therefore adapted to the capacity and taste of the mob
of players. But we know scarcely any composer who has
given to the world 60 many things that are Doth good and
popular at the same time: his Concertos, Op. 15 (The
Plough -hoy) and 22, (dedicated to Miss Cbllins,) to-

gether with his Sonatas, Op. 13,24, and 31, and his

many airs with variations, may be offered as instances.

But his permanent fame must rest on his greater works

;

amongst which he is said to have held in the highest estima-

tion Op. 9, 10, 14, 42, Les adieuxa Clemently and Lc Retour
t) Paris, called here, the ulus ultra.

,
in opposition to, or

perhaps in ridicule of VVoelfl’s well-lo “ AV plus

ultra.” His three sonatas, Op. 35, de^ 1 ' nienti,

have always appeared to u.s to l»- as
combining a greater portion of ori and
effect. His Fantasia and Fuju iner,

is undoubtedly his most learned
\

the

profound musician it has many ;sti

yet an Oratorio of his compos r-

rection, the words by the great a
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HARMONICON.
No. XXV., January, 1825.

MEMOIR OF JOHANN LUDWIG DUSSEK.

Johann Ludwig Dussek, or, as his countrymen name
him, Ladislaw Dussek, was bom in the year 1760, at

Czaslau in Bohemia, a province which Dr. Burney

i
’ustly calls the most musical m Germany, and who adds that

e knows no country where the art is more generally

and successfully cultivated. The first-rate composers, how-
ever,—by which title wre mean to designate those who
are renowned for invention and for original genius,—have
not been natives of Bohemia, the musical fame of w hich
rests on its executive, rather than on its creative talent.

In no part of Europe are to be found individuals who
excel thorn as performers on wind-instruments ; and for

the piano-forte, the names of Dussek and Moscheles
t'peak decisively as to their ability.

At the age of ten, Dussek was sent by a nobleman, a
friend of his father, to one of the principal colleges in the

university of Prague. During the seven years he re-

mained there, he studied ancient and modem literature,

hut chiefly music, and profited much by the lessons

of a Benedictine friar, who made him write every kind
of exercise in counter- pci at. He had attained his nine-
teenth year, when he repaired to Brussels, and under
the patronage of a gentleman at the court of the Stadt-
holdcr, gave a concert at the Hague in the presence of
the whole court, which as much increased his reputation

os his finances. Before he proceeded to Paris and Loudon,
he determined on a journey to the north of Europe, and
had the good fortune to become acquainted with the

celebrated Emanuel Bach, at Hamburg. Hence he de-
parted for Petersburg, but on his way, Prince C. Rad /iv ill

made him such advantageous proposals, that he could
not resist them, and remained with this prince two
years, in the heart of Prussian Lithuania. lie then
returned to Berlin, and after a short stay, went to Paris,

where he remained a long time. At the beginning of
the French revolution he discreetly quitted that metro-
polis, and set out with all speed for Loudon, where he
continued till 1»0£>. During more than a ten years’

residence in this country, he shone as the greatest

S
iano-forte player that had ever been heard, and it is

i Uic iilt to determine whether lie has since been surpassed
in grandeur, brilliancy, and delicacy of taste. It is no
ordinary praise of him to say, that many able judges
have ascribed in part the great refinement of Cromer
to the many opportunities he bad of hearing his friend’s

exquisite performances on an instrument that afforded

Vox.UL

them both so many triumphs, but has never yet produced

them an equal.

While residing in this country, he married the daugh-

ter of fcignor Domenico Com, and, most unfortunately,

both for himself and his art, entered into trade as a

music-seller, in partnership with his father-in-law. He
was in consequence obliged to leave England suddenly, and
removed to 1 1 amburg, where he remained above two years.

He now repaired a second time to Berlin, and from a mere

acquaintance, became the Companion, and at last the

intimate and confidential friend of Prince Louis Ferdi-

nand of Prussia, who died so bravely for his country

at Saalfeld, in 1806. This prince was well known to

possess more talents than any other member of his

family, independently of his skill on the piano-forte,

and his elaborate and clever compositions for that instru-

ment. On the death of his royal associate, Dussek

wrote a Sonata expressive of his feelings on the oc-

casion, under the title of an “ Elegy.” After a short

engagement with the Prince of Isenburg, he entered

into the serv ice of the celebrated Talleyrand, prince of

Beuevento, in which he continued to the end or his life

in 1812.

His compositions, which reach Op. 77, are unequal,

because many of them were produced by contract,

—

according to order, in mercantile language,—and were
therefore adapted to the capacity and taste of the mob
of players. But we know scarcely any composer who has

given to the world so many things that are Doth good and
popular at the same time: his Concertos, Op. 15 (The
Plough -hoy) and 22, (dedicated to Miss CollinsA to-

gether with his Sonatas, Op. 13,24, and 31, and bis

many airs with variations, may be offered as instances.

But his permanent fame must rest on his greater works

;

amongst which he is said to have held in the highest estima-

tion Op. 9, 10, 14, 42, Let adieu* d C/emen/t, and Le Retour

a Paris, called here, the pins ultra, in opposition to, or

perhaps in ridicule of Woelfl’s well-known “ Ne plus

ultra." His three sonatas, Op. 35, dedicated to Clementi,

have always appeared to us to be his best work, as

combining a greater portion of originality, science, and
effect. His Fantasia and Fugue, inscribed to Cramer,
is undoubtedly his most learned production, and for the

profound musician it has many charms. There exists

yet an Oratorio of his composition called the Resur-

rection ,
the words by the great poet Klopstock ; and a

J2
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2 THE HARMONICON.

mass which he wrote at Prague at the age of thirteen;

but nothing is known respecting their merits.

The compositions of Dussek are all marked by a rich

and ready invention, and a peculiarly delicate taste.

Those of a gav kind shew great brilliancy and freedom

of melody ;
while his graver works, which were, appa-

rently, produced con amore , display an entire command
of all the stores of harmony, and great depth of feeling.

Some very distinguished composers have modelled their

best works after the originals of DusfA ;
and if morbid

fashion, which is always panting after novelty, did not

hold such despotic sway over the musical art, his pro-

ductions would be now as familiarly known as they were
twenty years ago.

LIST OF DUSSEK S CHIEF IFORKS.
Opera

' 1. Three Sonatas for the p.-foite or harp, with accompani-
ment for viol, and vrcllo.

2. Three Ditto, for Ditto, and Ditto.

& Urn Ditto, for Ditto, and Ditto.

4. Three Ditto, for Ditto, and Ditto.

5. Grand Sonata.

6. “ Petit* Aim,*’ with variations.

B. Three Sonata*.

S. Three Soo.tta* fotp.-forte or harp, with accompaniment for

viol, orycello.

10. Three Ditto, for Ditto, and Ditto.

11. Duet for two p.-forto*. *

19. Three Sonata*, dedicated to Mrs. Coswaj.
IS. Three Ditto, dedicated to Mias Jansen.
14 Three Dittos with popular airs.

15. Concerto in a flat, with Plough-boy.
18. Three Sonatas with violin arcompt.
17. Three Ditto, fer Ditto, and Ditto.

IS. Three Concertos.

1®. She Sonatina* for p.-forte and Violin.

20, Three Ditto, for Ditto.

SI. The Rosary.
22. Concerto in B flat, dedicated to Miss Collins.

S3. Three Sonatas, dedicated to the Baronne de DopfF.

24. Sonata, dedicated to Mrs. Ohlnnery.
25. Three Sonatas, with Scotch airs.

25. Duet for two harps.

27. 'Concerto iur., dedicated to "Mrs. Hyde.
28. Six easy Sonatas.

29. A Grand Concerto.
30. A Ditto Ditto.

31. Three Sonatas, and three Preludes, for p.-forte, and flute.

32. Grand Duo. & quatrr mains.

33. Overture f*w two performer* on one piano.

34 Two Sonatinas, for harp and flute.

36.

Trr Grand Sonate, dedicate al Muxio Clement!.

36. Duet, foe harp and piano.

37. Sonata, for harp, arranged for p.-forte, by Cramer.
38. Grand Duct, for harp and piano, or two pianos.

39. Three Sonatas, dedicated to Mrs. Aprecce.

40. Concerto Militaire, for p.-forte.

48. Pantasie and Fugue, dedicated to J. B. Cramer.
43. Sonata Harp, arranged for p.-forte, by Cramer.
44. The Farewell, a Grand Sonata, dedicated to Clementi.

46. Three Sonatas, for p.-forte.

45. Six Easy Sonata*.

47. A Sonata.

48. Duct, dedicated to The Sister.*.

4b. Concerto, dedicated to Mr. and Mrs. Vidal.

50. Duet, arranged by Cramer.
51. Three Easy Sonatas, for p.-forte and flute.

58. A Quintet t, p.-forte, Ike.

61. Elegy on the death of Prince Louis.

62. La Consolation, an Andante for p.-forte.

67. Three progressive Sonatas, fur four hands on p.-forte.

Opera

68. Concerto Notturno.

70. Concerto in b flat, dedicated to Viotti.

71. Six airs with Variations.

79. Two easy Sonatas.

77. L* Invocation, Grand Sonata.

78. Posthumous-Rondo, for p.-forte.

The above List 1* collected from English and Foreign Cata-
logues, from Gerber, itc.

;

but owing to a want of uniformity in

numbering file works df authors, both here and abroad, much
error frequently ensues, and we fear that the foregoing is far
from perfect.

MAYERBEER'S NEW OPERA,

IL CIWCIATO IN EGITTO,

LATELY PRODICED IN ITALY.

(From a Foreign Correspondent.]

A TRIUMPH of music, of ft very unusual kind, has re-

cently been obtained at Florence, in the production of

Mayerbeer’s opera, II Crociato in Kjitlo ; a work, say
the critics, not composed of a motley colleeticm of frag-

ments, but forming an entire ami connected whole ; one
of those effusions of genins which appear rarely in an
age. It ib considered as a happy amalgamation of the

music of the German and Italian schools
;
as full of

well -digested and profound harmonies, blended with a
spirited and expressive melody.

This opera was first produced at Venice, where it

obtained no less applause than at the latter place. The
piece commences with a majestic overture

;
the intro*

auction consists of a chorns of slaves, strongly expressive

of their longing desire of liberty, and of their joy in

again revisiting their native land
; this is followed by

a cavatina of the prima donna, (Adelaide Tosi,) as Pal-
mide, the daughter of the Sultan, who with consoling

words and gilts, appears as an angel of peace among
these children of slavery. The music of this part is full

of touching effects, perfectly expressive of the sentiment,

and heightened by the instrumental part, which is ad-
mirably in unison with the voices. In this part an extra-

ordinary effect is produced by an interchange of six trunv-

pets, part of wbicn are in the orchestra, and part on the
towers of the holy city. This is sneeeeded by a chorus
of female slaves, who sing and dance round the tent

where Mirra , the little son of Palmidc , sleeps, which
is full of very charming movements. Another chorus of
Emirs introduces the hero, Armandos

,
(Velluti,) who

arrives with the olive-branch of peace ; the cavatina

which he sings, os well as the whole music of this

scene, breathes the very notes of gentleness and peace.

This is succeeded by a duet between Velluti and Reina,
(he tenor, which is exceedingly descriptive of a pacific

disposition in the former, and disappointed rage in the

latter. This interchange of feelings is happily ex-
pressed in the music.

There are also some romances iu the first act, which,

in order to be perfect, only require a more accurate adap-
tation of the parts, and a greater degree of brevity. The
jinale consists of a canon in five parts, and a chorus of

warriors, full of power and dignity ; in this it is doubtful

which we ought most to admire, the beauty and expression

of the song, or the power and admirably characteristic

effects ofthe instrumentation. One ofthe chief excellencies

df Mayerbeer’s music is the respect that is always shown
for the human voice; in the above chorus, tile strong

joogle
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t-Hects of the full orchestra, and of two band# upon

the stage, together with a very beautiful trumpet con-

eerto, are truly overwhelming, but well managed
;

in-

tervals occur in which the voices of the warriors calling

to anas are finely caulrested with those of the timid

female train, claiming the sacred rites of nature and

love, and which are all allowed to be distinctly heard

through these masses of harmony.
The second act, which is shorter than the first, rivals it

in beauty. The parts principally admired are, a chorus

of the Emirs, in the act of forming a conspiracy ;—the

quartet! of the Preghiera.terminating in n sestet t, which
may stand a comparison with any music ;—a chorus

of Knights and Saracens, and a duet of great beauty,

const rut- toil entirely ou the Italian model.

It is true that in Mayerbaer’s music we sometimes

meet with very uncommon phrases, which will not at

once be either relished or understood : but when lieard

often, they enchant by their novelty and beauty, and
strongly rivet the attention. It must be acknowledged

by all, that the com positions of this master not only
please the ear, but also express a language that speaks

directly to the heart. His music may be compared
to some of those grave-looking persons, who alarm
us on a first introduction, but, upon closer acquaint-

ance, charm us by the suavity of their manners, and the

elegance of their conversation.

One fault we tnay be permitted to find with this

composer, but if is a happy one, as Quintilian calls it,

and this is a redundancy of genius
; if be possessed

self-denial enough to retrench these exuberances, if

he would bear constantly in mind that great law,

ne auid minis , bis music might approach rapidly to

perfection. It would bare this immediate advantage,

that bis opera would be considerably shortened, and
his hearers would not be deprived of an hour or two of

their natural rest. Much praise was given to Mayerbeer
for his Ramilda, but in the present composition be has
made a giant's stride. His Crodato ranks him with the

greatest composers of the day, and will in all probability

transmit his fame to posterity.

The singers rose in dignity with the mnsic they had to

perform, and never did Tosi and Velluti appear to greater

advantage; their merit was the greater, as they had many
difficulties, many new forms of melody and ornament, to

contend with. The house was crowded to excess, and
the public were more than pleased with the production ;

the applause was enthusiastic. At the conclusion of the

piece the composer was summoned to make his appear-

ance, and receive the congratulation of the house; nay
more, the singers, and the scene-painter, Facchinelli,

as well as the manager himself, were called forward

to receive these honours, rarely indeed bestowed in the

latter instances. But to say the truth, the decoration*,

the scenery, and the whole paraphernalia of the opera,

w ore in the highest degree splendid and full of good taste.

ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND.

This is a subject which has engaged the attention of

the greatest philosophers, and is highly interesting

to really scientific musicians. We insert the follow-

ing facts and inquiries, under the hope of drawing
the attention of our readers to so important a subject.

The result# have been deduced by Dr- Gregory from the

experiments made by himself and others on the velocity

of sound •.

1. That sound moves uniformly; at least in a hori-

zontal direction, or one that does not greatly deviate

from horizontally.

2. That tlie difference in the intensity of a sound

makes no appreciable difference in its velocity :

3. Nor consequently does a difference in the instru-

ment from which the sound is emitted.

4. That wind greatly affects sound in point of inten-

sity, and that it affects it also in point of velocity.

5 That when the direction of the wind concurs with

that of the sound, the rum of their separate velocities

gives the apparent velocity of sound : when the direction

of the wind opposes that of the sound, the difference of

tke separate velocities must be taken.

IS. That in the case of echoes the velocity of the

reflected sound is the same as that of the direct sound.

7. That therefore distance# may frequently be measured

by means of echoes.

8. That an augmentation of temperature occasions an
augmentation of velocity of sound, and vice versd.

The inquiries with regard to the transmission of sound
in the atmosphere, which, notwithstanding the curious

investigations of Newton, Laplace, Foisson, and other*,

require the further aid of experiment for satisfactory

determination, are, I think, the following, viz.,

1. Whether bygrometric changes in the atmosphere
have much or little influence on the velocity of sound?

2. Whether barometric changes in the atmosphere
have much or little influence ?

3. Whether, as Muschenbrook conjectured, sound have
not different degrees of velocity, at the same temperature,

in different regions of the earth ? And whether high

barometric pressure would not be found (even indepen-
dently of temperature) to produce greater velocities ?

4. Whether, therefore, sound would not pass more
slowly between the summits of two mountains than be-
tween the bases ?

5. Whether sound, independently of the changes in

the air's elasticity, move quicker or slower near the

earth’s surface than at some distance from it ? (See
Savart’s interesting papers on the Communication of
Sonorous nitration.)

0. Whether sound would not employ a longer interval

in passing over a given space, as a mile% vertically up-

wards , than in a horizontal direction ? and if so, would
the formula? which should express the relation of the

intervals include more than tberrooxnetric and barometric

coefficients ?

7. Whether or not the principal of the parallelogram

of forces may be employed in estimating the effect of

wind upon sound, when their respective velocities do
not aid or oppose each other in the same line or nearly

so l

8. Whether those eudiometric qualities generally

(whether hitherto detected or not) which affect the

elasticity of the air, will not proportionally affect the

velocity of sound ! and if so, how are the modifications

to be appreciated t

• Cambridge Philosophical Tiaosacttoas. mdcccxxiv.
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ON THE NATIONAL SONGS OF MODERN
GREECE.

[Extracted from the interesting work recently published by M.

Fauricl, entitled ‘‘ Chant* Papulaire* de la Grice Modem*."]

If, as has been frequently observed, the manners,

character, and genius of a j>eople, are best learnt from

their national songs, those of Modern Greece, of a

nation in whose behalf so general an interest is at

present felt,—cannot but be worthy of attention.

The National Songs of the Modem Greeks are the

direct and genuine expression of their character and

spirit ;
a species of poetry which does not live in books,

which enjoys no factitious life, but breathes and speaks

in the living mouths of her sons.

In all parts of Greece, every public event, however

small its importance, or limited the sphere of its interest,

becomes the subject of one, and frequently of several

songs. Even tbe incidents of private life, when attended

by any circumstances more remarkable than usual, sel-

dom fail to find a poet to celebrate them, and a musician

to adapt them to some characteristic air.

It is one of the peculiarities of almost all popular songs

and airs, that the authors generally remain unknown;

this is the case with the melodies of Modern Greece.

Hut it is a remarkable circumstance, that the greater part

of them arc considered as the productions of blind itine-

rants, who are spread through all parts of Greece, where

they represent the ancient rhapsodists with a fidelity

which has something in it very striking.

In Greece there are no mendicants ; every man ca-

pable of labour is expected to work, except he be blind

;

and even this exception is not apparent, for, in Greece,

blind persons exercise a profession which renders them

not only agreeable, but, in some respects, necessary,

considering the character, condition, and lively ima-

gination of the people:—this is the profession of

itinerant singers.

Blind persons are in the practice, as well upon the

continent, as in the islands of Greece, of learning by
heart a number of popular songs, of every kind and

period. Many of them acquire a prodigious quantity,

and all of them know a great number. Furnished with

these treasures of memory,—the only treasures to which

such poets can generally lay claim,—they are always upon

the march, traversing Greece in every direction, from

the extremity of the Morea to Constantinople, from the

Aegean to the Ionian Sea. They go from tow n to town,

from village to village ; a motley auditory is soon gathered

round them, and they 'tnake choice ofsuch songs as are suited

to place and circumstance, and best calculated to awaken

the generosity of the hearers, in order to ohlain the trifling

reuumeration which constitutes all their revenue. These

blind singers arc to be met with more frequently in the

villages, than in the towns. Wherever they come, they

seem to give the preference to the uncultivated part of

the population, which is Always the most curious, the

most greedy of strong impressions, and the least fas-

tidious in the choice of the subjects offered to them.

The Turks are the only persons who do not mingle

in these groups ; they pass by with an air of apathy

or disdain. It is at the fairs, at the village feasts,

—

known under the name of Paneghyri,—that these iti-

nerant singers are to be found, where they are sure

of meeting with the greatest degree of encouragement.

They sing, accompanying themselves by an instru-

ment with strings, which is played with a bow. This is

exactly the ancient lyre ol the Greeks, of which it

retains the name as well as form. This lyre, when
rfect, consists of five strings, but frequently it consists

t of two or three; the sounds of which, as may
well be supposed, have nothing very harmonious in

them. These blind singers are generally found single

;

but sometimes also they unite in groupes of two or more,
in order to sing the same songs together.

These modern rhapsodisls, being alwAyi on tbe move
from place to place, always in quest of whatever can
excite the imagination, or satisfy curiosity, nothing of

interest can escape them, nothing of what is passing in

the towns, villages, and country places. They take note

of every thing, celebrate every occurrence, and through
tbe medium of their songs, spread by degrees throughout
the whole of Greece, the renown of adventurous actions,

and of the men by whom they were performed. These
blind rhap&odists are, therefore, in fact the chroniclers

and historians, at the Same time that they are the poets of
the people; in this respect perfectly resembling the

rhapsodists of Ancient Greece.

There is another very remarkable point of resemblance
between the ancient and modern rhapsodists; tbe latter,

like the former, are at the same time musicians os well

as poets. Every blind songster who composes a song,

composes the air to it at the same time. The compo-
sition of verse is to him but tbe half of his function ns

poet ; to set his verses to music is indispensable lor

fulfilling the object and end for which they were made.
It is true, that new words are sometimes composed to

an air already known ; but this is not ordinarily the case,

for, generally speaking, every new song is produced and
circulated with an air invented expressly for it

Among these blind rbapsodists, there are, from time to

time, found individuals gifted with the talent of improvi-

sation. I beard of one in particular, who was living

towards the close of the last century, in the small town
of Ampelekia in Thessaly, in tbe neighbourhood of
Mount Ossa. His name was Gavogannis, or John the
Blind, who attained to a very advanced age, and gained
a great reputation by the facility with which he improvised
upon any given theme, as well as by the prodigious
number of historical, And other songs, with whicn his

memory was stored. Having become rich, or at least

comparatively so to his itinerant brethren, he afforded

the rare example of a stationary rhapsodist. His visitors

were numerous, as well to hear the songs of deeds of
other days, as to propose subjects for bis extemporaneous
talent, for the exercise of which he was sure to be
liberally rewarded.

Every Greek village celebrates annually the feast of
its patron saint. On this occasion all tbe neighbouring
villages repair thither. Song, accompanied by music,
forms one of the most lively and most characteristic

enjoyments of these meetings. It is there that these
Homers of the day are sure of finding a numerous
auditory, well disposed to feel all the varied expres-
sion of verse, the admiration of valorous deeds, or tales

of tenderness and love. There can be no means more
certain, and more rapid, of circulating these songs. A
piece sung on one of these occasions, for the first time,

is repeated on the morrow by eight or ten other villagers.

In fact, it can easily be imagined, that songs sung in the

midst of a great concourse of people, in the open air,
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amidst the gaiety of a feast, of which they form a prin-

cipal ornament, and amidst that communion of joy and

happiness which imparts a charm, even to the most com-

mon expressions, winch cannot fail of making an impres-

sion not easily to be effaced.

Among the songs in question, some are composed with a
view to be chanted to the accompaniment of a lyre, which

is sometimes small, and sometimes approaches in size to

the Welsh or Irish harp. Others are composed in order

to be sung in dancing, which may be justly denominated

ba/infls, in the strict seuse of the word, as it was under-

stood in the old proven^al poetry, though that meaning

be how lost.

We shall present our readers with two specimens of

TOT IANNH ITA0A.

Mat-pv xxpxZi sjtXee *a tx fxipn rr,r K.a<jex>l>pxi
m

Mafya wavia to txszx^av, xai x oupxnv w*vtiip*.

'EfXTcpot x-jpGitx pi' aXixvjv <mpiaixv too i^yr,xf

u Ma'iVa, ^wvb^ei, tx tfavia, rx , xztoj !”—
M Ae> t* fjuutxpeit rx Trxnxf oi-$£ ra priyw xxr& !

44 MfS fxt Qxppitrs viovi/pupr.v, vt va vpioxuMr,s&/.

“’fiptvi'lzwmr roy XTx0x t
yx/xCpbrTOu MarwxoCaXXa.

4t TpxxoVf >.e

C

i'jrsff fivtZer*' *

a

rwv vptbpan to xzpxZi'

“ TftJv T^xw xlfxx xp**t*» faimus pin ^vyart^

—

Oi Toupxoi /SoXrav tppnfpn, x' lyvpwan tt,v vpdpxv.

ripuTOf b 'lavrar %iro$fi pi< to ajraSi *a to yi%i.

*X rx fairux Tfiynnt aipiara, bxkcvsax xoxxoi^ei*

'AXXi ! »X.Xa ! Ol aflffTOI Xfa^OVTEf, 1T^0<TXl/VDUV=.

O TA<D02 TOT AHMOT.

'O H\iQf iCa7iX«i/£, xi 6 Aflptor JiaTa^ti*

“ St-^rr, xaibtx piw/, *<j to wpo>, vo/pii >a |iir aToJ'S.
** Ka» ijv A*juvpxxji fx avsJ/iE, xxQou c5&' xovtx ptoy*

« Na! r* affxxrx pioy tyiptw, va r.oai xaTETaW
** Kai oar, xrouJia /xoy, vxftrt to tpnpwv ptoy,

“ n^aoiva xoxpcTc xXaoia, erpS/ari fxotr va

“ Kai ip«^n ror orvEy/xaTixor >a pi i^optoXoyiijp*

“ Na ror ut.u tx xplfxxrx Soa xapuvpUva*
“ iftavra ypitf opiafTtt*Xor, x* £7x001 E^a/

“ Kai Ttupx fx %pQg 9araror, xai v' djrxlQstw.

“ KajAfre to XiCofyi /xov 7t\xry, 4^)Xw va yi'vp,

4< N* <rWx* o^)6oy va woXEpuv, xai £iVX« va ycpuTw.
“ Ki* awo to picpor to $il;l aprjffTg xapxQvpi,

“ Ta ^EXtSoxx va V3XarvTa‘> tt,v avoi^iv va Qipotn,
u K.al t awSorta ror xaXov Manv va pit piaOairoyr.”

these, one a sea-song, the other the farewell of a dying
chieftain; and in order the more to identify them, we
give the original Greek text. The hero of the first

flourished about the beginning of the last century
; the

other was a Klephtic chieftain: Both these songs are

said to be of great celebrity in Greece, and to be sung on
almost all occasions. The reader will doubtless be struck

by the great naivete of the latter, highly expressive of

The ruling passion strong in death,

—

of the aged chieftain, who imagines that even in his

tomb it will be necessary for him still to enjoy the

sweet illusion of wagging war with the Turks, and
of breathing the air of his native mountains on the return

of spring.

JOHN STATIIAS.

Topp’d by her floating flag of blue,

Across the waves a vessel flew

;

Another vessel bears in sight.

Known by her flag of crimson bright.

“ Lower thy sail !*’ in conscious pride,

And lordly tone, the former cried.

“ Lower thy sail to thee ! beware
M For I the noble Stathas bear.

“ Tbiok’st thou I am a timorous bride

“ Who lays when bid her veil aside ?

—

“ Grapple her fast, my seaman brave ;

41 Dye deep wr

ith Turkish blood the wave !”—

The Turks brook not the haughty check,

But Stathas now is on tier deck.

The waves are stain’d with crimson die,

They yield, and Alla ! is the cry.

THE TOMB OF DEMOS.

The sun was sinking in the west,

When Demos thus his sons address’d :

44 My sons, your evening meal provide,
44 Then come and seat ye at my side.

44 Thou, Lamprakis, hope of my race,

41 There ! take my arms and fill my place.

“ My sons, my mucb-lovcd sabre take

;

44 Cut boughs a verdant couch to make,
44 And when upon it 1 am laid,

44 Go, call the priest my soul to aid.

44 Full fifty years my land 1 served,
44 Nor ever from my duty swerved,

44 Prepare my tomb, and make it large ;

44 Place me in act the foe to charge

;

14 And in it leave a passage free,

44 Where spring’s sweet bird may visit roe,

41 And nightingales, whose notes may bring
44 The tidings of returning spring.”
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OK THE MUSIC OF THE ABHANTEEfl AND
F.VNTEE8.

[Continued from page S9t.]

on
ind

the women in a line opposite to them. Individuals rise

and advance, tinging in turn *.

lit. W»man. My bnsb«nd likrv me too much, I ra wiw pirases uri bwmiihi umy,
H* it good to m«,

I
Hat wb«n 1 leave joo, jou go to other*.

SPECIMENS OP VARIOUS AIRS.

No. 15. FANTEE AIR. For the Oompoochwa.

No. 17. ASHANTEE AIR. For the Benttca.

Vivace.

The following is a translation of a long Ashantee So

with little or no air. The men sit together in a line

one side, with their snnkos and other instrument*
; i

Bat I emot like tiro.

So 1 mast listen to inj lover.

M v wife docs not please me,
I tire of her now

;

So I will plense myselfwith another,
Who is very handsome.

My lover tempts me with tweet words.
But my husband always does me good.
So I roust like him well.
And 1 mast be true to him.

Girl, you pnss my wife handsome.
But I cannot call yoa wife

;

A -.if. I,,.. ..1.

No. 18. MALLOWA AIR. For the Violin.

Andantino,

w
The music of Empoongwn is, generally, very inferior the ascendancy over the moon, who were first made of

to that 1 have before noticed. The enchambee, their coeval power by their common Father,

only peculiar instrument, resembles the mandolino, but No. 1, (which I imagine commences in F major, and
has only fire strings, made from the root of the palm- ends in G major,) is an Kmpoongwa air, played on the

tree: the neck consists of five pieces of bamboo, to which enchambee. I do not know if the inversion of words ia

the strings are fastened, and, slipping up and down, are common in their conversation, as well as in their songs,

easily, but not securely tuned
; it is played with both A native envies a neighbour, named Engaella, who has

hands
;
the tones are sweet, but have little power or ivory to barter with a vessel,

variety. I-ong stories are recited to the enchambee in AiwriR l-Mtyn.Ha ; impnmfee m'arfgiPiaimd..

the moon-light evenings, in a sort of recitative
; a favour- A bnu“ f*” •“ *“• *»' En*«ai« ; >*orr I b«e got mmt.

ite one, is an account of the arts by which the sun gained Here we find me answer to the personal pronoun, I.

• lucre, hevd this mug, without it* nulling Home.'. betntihl little dialogue ode, (9 lib. >,) “ Donee gratuj aim tibi."
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No. S, in G major, in a Sony in which (he men sing

the air alone, and the women join in the chorus. It is

an old one, and the subject the first appearance of a
white man. One Terse will be qnite ennui'll to satisfy

others, and exculpate myself. At least half a dozen

followed it

Ha *mrw» nta tmigun be*.

A fine strange thing, a tine strange thing, my mother.

Dtitavmga Mai eamherteaona euryranee.

Like the leaf of the tat tree*, true I say, to it is.

Sangire meeckee, faia.

I make you look Uwisy, my mother.

. Bat' yamgirm tnanoe.

My mother fears this Fetish man.

My patience during a series of dull Empoongwa songs,
was recompensed by the introduction of a performer, as
loathsome as his music was astonishing. It was a white
negro from the interior country of Imlwekee

; his features

betrayed his race, his hair was woolly, and of a sandy
colour, with thick eyebrows of the same ; his eyes small,
bright, and of a dork gray ; the light seemed to hurt
them, and their constant quivering and rolling gave his

countenance an air of insanity, which was confirmed by
the actions of his head and limbs, and the distortions of
bis mouth. His stature was middling, and his limbs
very small ; his skin was dreadfully diseased, and where
it was free from sores, bore the appearance of being
thrown on, it hung about him so loose and so shri-

‘

yelled j his voice was hollow, and his laugh loud, inter-

spersed with African howls. His harp was formed of
wood, except that part emitting the sound, which was
covered with goat skin, perforated at the bottom. The
bow to which the eight strings were fixed, was consider-
ably curved, and there was no upright ; the figure head,
which was well carved, was placed at the top of the body

;

the strings were twisted round long pegs, which easily
turned when they wanted tuning, and, being made of tha
fibrous root* of palm wine tree, were very tough, and not
ant to slip. The tone was run, lm, mouluus, ,,,-i acop.
lie sat on a low stool, and supporting his harp on his
knee and shoulder, proceeded to tune it w ith great nicety

;

his hands seemed to wander amongst the strings until he
gradually formed a running accompaniment (but with
little variety) to his extraordinary vociferations. At
times, one deep and hollow note burst forth and died
away ; the sounds of the harp became broken

;
presently

he looked up, pursuing all the actions of a maniac, taking
one hand from the strings, to waive it up and down,
stretching forth one leg and drawing it up again as if
convulsed, lowering the harp on to the other foot, and
tossing it up and down. Whilst the one hand continued
playing, be wrung forth a peal which vibrated on the ear
long after it had ceased

;
he was silent ; the running

accompaniments served again as a prelude to a loud reci-
tative, uttered with the trreatest volubility, and ending
with one word, with which he ascended and descended)
far beyond the extent of his harp, with the most beautiful
precision. Sometimes he became more collected, and a
mournful air succeeded the recitative, though without the
least connexion, and he would again burst out with the
whole force of his powerful voice in the notes of the
Hallelujah of Handel. To meet with this chorus in the
wilds of Africa, and from such a being, had an effect I
can scarcely describe, and 1 was lost in astonishment at
the coincidence. There could not be a stronger proof of
the nature of Handel, or the powers of the negro.

I naturally inquired if this man was in his senses, and
the reply was, that he was always rational but when he
played, when he invariably used the same gestures, and
evinced the same incoherency. The accompanying notes
were caught whilst he was singing

;
to do more than set

them down in their respective lengths, was impossible,
and every notation must be for inadequate.

Andantino.

No. 2 . EMPOONGWA SONG.

As regards the words, there was such a rhapsody of
recitative, of mournful, impetuous, and exhilarated air,

wandering through the life of man, throughout the animal
and vegetable kingdom for its subjects, without period,
without connexion, so transient, abrupt, and allegorical,
that the Governor of the town could translate a line but
occasionally, and 1 was too much possessed by the music,
and the alternate rapture and phrenzy of the performer, to
minute the half which he communicated. I can only
submit the fragments of a melancholy and a descriptive

part.

Bunt of a man led to execution.

. F'awa j«ww WinJet
y'luru tni ystra
W'hut have I done ? What have 1 done I

Bewailing the loss of his mother

Vawa saaka ihnngmrrltmli jntaa
Wo Ha boo, 6fc.

My mother die ; who II cry forme nowW hen 1 the i &e.

wmraraR.rim.1
Hark ! I know now,
I hear her snap the dry stick*.
To apeak, to call to me.

JHHWJ. jiggieay, too too tee too,” ofteninvaded or broke off a mournful strain
; it vras said to be

an^im,tatmn of the note of a bmi, described as the wood-
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the harmonicon.

H*. 8. NOTES SUNG BV THE WHITE NEGRO FROM IMBEEKEE.

FRENCH OPERA.

The following notice, has been issued by the adminis-

tration of the Academic Royale de Mtisiijue, (The French

Opera) at Paris.

Meeting tor the turposf. or determining
the Prize* roll Lvric Poetry and Musical
Composition.

Programme.—His Majesty, with a view to encourage

Literature, and the art of Music, ns it relates to the com-
position of pieces destined for the French Opera, decided

on the l*th of October, is *4, that there should be an

annual meeting, for the purpose of giving prizes for the

two best works in the above classes.

First Prize of 4000 Francs.

This prize shall be awarded to the best lyric |«cni,

in three or five nets, npon an historical, national, or ima-

ginative subject.

The Second Prize of 4000 Francs.

This prise shall be adjudged to the best poem in one

act. in the comic or pastoral style.

Conditions of the Qmpet&ons.—TTie style of the com-
position is not fixed, and the poets may adopt either the

chetmlercsuue, or heroic, or that which has an affinity to

comedy. The taste of the day may prefer a mixture of the

two styles, as the success of many operas performed for

some yean past demonstrates.

A national subject may be purely historical. It may
be also inventive, and without losing sight of the man-
ners and customs of the age from which the plot is drawn.

The administration will have pleasure in seeing our poet*

employ themselves in recalling, in such subjects as they

treat of, the great actions and virtues of our kings, nnd
the deeds that have honoured illustrious Frenchmen But
lie the subject selected what it may, the first of all con-

ditions will l>c, a respect for religion, monarchical princi-

ples, and morality.

Cholegraphy (wing necessary, as well to the pomp as
to the variety of performance*, authors are invited to

select incidents for the purpose of forming ballets. They
are, however, apprized, that the administration, being
tdiliged to limit the expense in getting np grand works ,

will not he able to accept such, whatever their merit may
be, a* will require too great a profusion of decoration,

machinery, and costume.

Judgment tmrl oshnisston of works.—A jury, the forma-
tion of which shall be settled between this and the firxt

of January, will pronounce upon the works sent to be
examined, ami will assemble in the Hotel of the De-
partment of Fine Arts. The poems, in five acts, must be
transmitted to the secretary of the above department
before the first of May, IS8S. Those in one act, before

the first of February, in the same year.

The competitors will annex a scaled note to each
iece, containing their names, titles, and residence ; and
aviag a device, which must be repeated at the bead of

the manuscript.
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The periods above stated will be punctiliously kept.

The examination of the works and the decision of the

jury will take place in the month that fallows the two
above-named periods.

The names of the successful authors will be published

in the journals.

The pieces already accepted will be again submitted

to a jury, which will regulate the rank that they ought to

. hold. If the merit be equal, the preference will be given

to the work of the oldest date.

The authors of the accepted pieces shall he free, on re-

nouncing their acquired rights, to submit their works to

competition.

musical Composition.—Prizes equal to those awarded
to the poems, shall be given to composers of music, ac-
cording to the following rules :

As soon as the poems deserving the prise shall be de-
cided on, scenes shallbe detached from them, and printed,

in order to serve for the musical composition
; copies

shall be delivered in at the office of the secretary of

the Royal Academy of Music.

Composers who wish to compete for the prise, must
transmit scenes set to music, within one month, if the

poem he in one act, ami. within six weeks, if in three or

five aels, after the opening of the meeting.

A musical jury will examine all the compositions sent,

and decide by means of a ballot.

The composer who obtains the preference, shall in-

stantly be put in possession of the accepted poem- He,
will sign the engagement, under penalty of losing the

prize, to transmit his finished score within four mouths
after receiving the poem, if such poem do not exceed
three acts, and within six months, if it is in five acts.

The prize shall be definitively assigned to the com-
poser, after the fourth representation of the work, pro-

vided it be admitted by the musical jmrv that its success

is undisputed, and that it has obtained the public suffrage.

Both French and Foreign composers shall be admissible

as Musical competitors.

THE ROYAL SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND
DECLAMATION IN PARIS.

Solemn distribution of Prises under the presidency of
M. the Viscount de la Rockcj'oucauit.

Concert and Declamation.

M. le Viscount dc la RocbeJbucaull opened the sitting

by a discourse, iu which he congratulated the professors,

the pupils of the school, and the director, M. Cherubini.
This discourse was received by two rounds of applause.

A passage in it appeared to announce that new and au-
thorized measures for the promotion of the dramatic art

are in preparation, which will raise the courses of de-
clamation to the same degree of prosperity as those

of musical study.

The distribution of prizes then took place. Tl«e suc-
cessful candidates approached to receive their awards,
in the midst of the applause of their fellow pupils, of
their relations, and of the public, which always encou-
rages rising talents, awl participates in the joy of their

triumph.

M. the Viscount de la Rochcfuucault annexed to the
prize of each pupil, a medal, on one side representing the

9

impress of the monarch, and exhibiting on the other the

elegant words in which that royal personage promised
to uphold the institutions which Iris august brother btul

established. -

Amongst the fortunate pupils who were more es-

pecially noticed and applauded, were young Alkan and
Dejazet, both youths, who had obtained the first prizes

for the piano-forte, and who have time sufficient before

them to become first-rate practitioners on that instru-

ment, should their talent grow with their growth.

The distribution of prizes was succeeded by a concert

and by declamation. The concert was, as it usually is

at the conservatory, remarkable for the selection of its

pieces, and the merit of the performers. The declama-
tion excited, what it seldom dues,—a feeling of interest.

MISCELLANEOUS.

The new (Ninth) Symphony of Beethoven, composed
for, and now in the possession of, the Philharmonic
Society, is characterized, in a Vienna journal, as the

ne plus ultra of this master's orchestral works, according

to the unanimous opinion of the first-rate professors of
that capital. In the last movement is introduced n
tong!— Schiller’s famous Ode to Joy,—which forms a
most extraordinary contrast with the whole, and is cal-

culated to excite surprise, certainly, and perhaps admira-
tion.

BlAHETKA, Kaj.KBBE.XNES, MOSCHEIXS.
'

In the same report, which, by-the-bye, is more dis-

tinguished for bombast than any other quality, is drawn
a singular parallel between the above piano-forte players,

and, smrtsbile dictu

!

the palm of victory (Siegvspalme)

is given to Miss Leopoldine Blahetka, aged thirteen

Years only; “as she combines the great qualities of
both those masters, in addition to which she possesses

some exclusively.” Mr. Kalkbreniter, and Mr. Mos-
cbeles who visited Vienna nearly at the same time,

about a year ago, are thus compared:—Kalkbrenner
seems to have, with the same bravura, a greater share of
"sentimentality,” ami Moscheles the finer tone, and
wore brilliancy.

Beethoven's Opera, Msiussne, remains iu statu quo ;

hut J . N. Hummel has published a new opera, called

Mai/tiUe das Guise.

A posthumous work of the Abbe Vogler, a Missa pro

Defunctii, is spoken of in all the musical journals of

Germany in terms of the highest praise.

The widow of the late Nicola lsooard is publishing a
complete collection of the operas of Gluck, Sacchini,

and Piccini, ia score, under the title of “ Repertoire des

Operas Franfait,” though, singularly enough, the title

does not contain one French Dame. The work has this

motto, “ On peut exploiter des mines precieusex dans tea

pays loiinams ; mats n'onblions jamais les richesses

ipie nous poasedons.
”

J. Prey, another Paris music-seller, is about to publish,

in a similar manner, at no very moderate prices, the

C 2
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THE HARMONICON.10

scores of Mozart’s operas, all of which hare been

brought out long ago, in most correct and elegant edi-

tions, by Simrook'and Ilaertel, at a much lower rale.

The score of Figure in Frey's edition actually swarms
with errors.

Signor Rossini announces likewise the intended pub-

lication of the scores of his operas, including, with those

already performed, all that he is now composing, among
which are named two comic operas. In addition to

these are to be given to the subscribers, with every opera,

a book of Arietts, and Solfeggios, all by the grand

Signor.

M.M. Saner and Leidesdorf are going to embark in

a similar speculation ; their Collection des operas de Ros-

sini* which they have advertised, will prove profitable

only to the engraven and paper merchants.

The great Goethe, as he has been stvled these

twenty years past, has written a political satire, which

Bierey has set to music, and the title of this singular

joint production is this: Dkmagogisch Gedicht Von
Goethe, fur eine Singstimme und tier Fros.be, mil Piano-

forte von Bierey, Breslace,—i. e., Demagogical Poem of

Goethe for Vox Humana and four frogs, etc.

The words are extremely ludicrous, and, coming from
Goethe, arc, as a matter of course, quite original. His
Excellency had better be more careful of the /one great

members of the Holy alliance.

The French boast of having turned their Code Napoleon

into verse
;
but a German has achieved something much

more wonderful. He has not only versified, but set

to music the whole Justinian Code of law
; and, what

is more absurd, it is written w ith a serious view. The
title of this nonsensical production, is, Romisch - Juris-

tiaches Gcsanghuch. Leipzig
,

182S. Every particular

chapter in the code is set to a popular melody ;
for in-

stance, the rights of persons to “ Life lei us cherish," SfC.

REVIEW OF MUSIC.

* Te Deum, Jubilate, Sancttjs, Kyrie Elk e son,
Magnificat, et Nunc Dimittis. A Morning
and Evening Church Service, for Four Voices, with an
Accompaniment for the Organ or Piano-forte, composed,

and respectfully dedicated to all Choirs, by Samuel
Wesley. (Halls, 408, Ojcford Street, and the Author,

10, Euston Street, Huston Square.)

Enolish Cathedral music has hitherto required to be
clad in the venerable garb of time, before it could obtain

a cordial reception in our choirs. New composers are

always suspected of a tendency to a kind of heterodoxy.

Furcell, during bis life, was thought too airy in his me-
lody, too secular in his style, by most of the provincial

churches that held an episcopal choir, and was obliged to

yield to the grave counterpoint of Thomas Tallis, that

worthy wyght.

Who for long tyme in inutucK bore the bell,—

and the wailing strainsof William Byrde, Richard Farrant,

together with other erudite composers of the Elizabethan

age, who had gained possession of the temples of worship.

The masterly and cnarming works of Greene, Boyce,

and Nares were, w hen first produced, declared by many
to be only fit for the concert-room, and never got into

general use till after their respective authors had been
released from all those hopes and fears that a laudable

desire for fame generates. Even now the excellent ec-

clesiastical compositions of Dupuis and Arnold are al-

most entirely confined to the royal chapel, for which es-

tablishment those works, and indeed all that we have
alluded to, were officially composed.

Such being the fact, and the stimulus to the production

of cathedral music being so weak, it ought to excite no
wonder that so little is Drought out

;
in truth, it is only

under peculiar circumstances, or when printed without

risk, by subscription, that any thing in the shape of a
fresh supply is offered.

The regulators of our various choirs have thus ge-

nerally objected to the introduction of new music into

their churches, on account of its alleged gaiety,—of its

departing too widely from what they considered the

standards of devotional harmony. But no such reasons

can, we are persuaded, operate against the admission ot

the present service, for it is written according to

the rules laid down in the practice, or the common
law, of church composers: it is the production of one
who evidently has studied Gibbons and Child, who
is well acquainted with the less severe, but not less able,

works of more modern masters, and has discerned the

beauties of all. Hence an adherence to a style long

established has been induced in Mr. Wesley, which has
precluded any bold attempt at novelty, and led him into

a few of those errors of emphasis that are so abundant
in the early church musicians: but he has indulged in as

much freedom from restraint as his well-considered plan
allow ed ; in the Jubilate and evening service particularly,

his Te Deum being more rigidly orthodox.

We regret that the author did not complete his work,

by setting the Nieene Creed, which is sung in all cathe-

drals. The Sanctus and Kyrie Eleeson, both of which, on
account of their brevity, should be most studiously written,

are not so likely to please as the other parts of the ser-

vice. We will here just observe, by the way, that

Mr. W. has had the courage to correct the orthography

of the word eleeson

,

which, being ixiw* in the Greek,

(from tAjftf,) should, in conformity to the rules of English

pronunciation, always have been spelt with a double

e, and not « as is usual. Whether this reform were now
necessary, or not, may be a question.
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Before offering a general opinion upon the merits of

this work as a whole, we shall, in the impartial discharge

of our critical duty, mention certain objections to some of

its parts. In the Gloria Palri to the Jubilate , we meet
with the chord of the 7th and 2nd in an extremely bare,

crude state, and to our ears very cacophonous, though

Dr. Blow might have enjoyed it much.

—

; An E flat in the penultimate bar of the same, is rather

mystifying in a final cadence. In the second bar of the

Gloria Palri to the Magnijicat , the composer has placed
himself in a dilemma, and, interpret the harmony as he

may, he will not be able to defend it by argnraeuts
drawn from cither rule or effect. These, and one or two
other blemishes that might have been pointed out, do not

much surprise us in a work of considerable extent ; such

inaccuracies are often overlooked by their author, who,
himself, would have been one of the foremost to perceive

them in the composition of another person. The service

possesses beauties that would hide numerous deformities,

did they even exist : amongst its distinguishing qualities

is the jast expression of the words, wherein hail a man
with so highly cultivated a mind as Mr. W. possesses

failed, we should indeed have been disappointed, anti

one of our cherished theories would have been shaken.

The fugal points in which the full parts of the service

abounds, sing well, and are dexterously worked, particu-

larly the peroration of the Magnificat ; and some of the

verses are replete with elegant, but simple harmony, which
in performance must prove very delightful. With two
examples of the latter we shall conclude this article.

They are both for four voices,—a soprano, alto, tenor,

and base.

Slow. Soft Organ.

The contrast of the following, after a strong energetic passage, is very judicious and impressive.

Soft and Slotc.
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Terns Heoreux, Petite Fantisie for the Piano-
Forte, composed by J. B. Cramer, Op. 68. (J. B.

Cramer, Addison and Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

This d ivert isemen t, or petite fanta.de ,
as Mr. Cramer

modestly calls it, is one of the most agreeable fruits of

his genius that we have enjoyed for a long time past.

It was certainly imagined in a favourable season, view-
ing it musically, and, judging by its suavity and calm-
ness, we cannot but conclude that it was produced at a

period of enviable moral tranquillity. So far, at least,

the title is well chosen. It comprises fire movements,

four of which are very brief, and the fifth,—or the third,

in the order of arraugement—is a very charming original

air, upon which the author has written six short varia-

tions, all of them strictly in character, bat, notwithstand-

ing, free from monotony, and in an engaging style.

Though tie extract may be thought a copious one, we
shall lake the liberty to insert the air in this place, as it

may assist in drawing the attention of piano-forte players

to the whole composition, which is exceedingly worthy

the notice of all lovers of music, and is not, fn point of

execution, beyond the attainment of the great bulk of

performers.
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J. B. Cramer’s Sequel tn hit Celebrated Bod of In-

dructimu for Ike PiAWO-FaATE, connding of expressly

composed and tmetyutrranged Pieces ; each preceded by
a short Prelude, fingered by the Author. (J. B. Cramer,
Addison, and Benia, *01 , Regent Street, and Chappell

and Co., 30, New Bond Street.)

We congratulate all juvenile students in music on the

publication of another work for tbeir nse, by an celebrated

a professor as Mr. Cramer, and shall acknowledge that

we hare (brined a very ermneows conjecture, if masters

generally do not view its appearance with satisfaction,

and introduce it among their younger pnpils freely ; for

nothing flatters learners more than being set down to

compositions that come out under a great name, a sort of

flattery that communly proves beneficial, by stimulating

industry. But a more cogent reason for its use by
teachers is, that it is calculated to inspire a pure taste,

and to train the hand well for those efforts of a higher

hind that are to follow.

We should say that the present work consists of six

Sonatinas, were the term admissible into the nomencla-
ture of the passing day, each of them, except the last,

comprising tnree movements, and all accompanied by a
short prelude. The author calls them Pitres, in com-
pliance with the reigning fashion ; so that to “ speak by
the card,’’ we bare here six pieces, each in three pieces.

The popularity of these will not a little depend on tbc

number of favourite airs woven into them, which, as may
be supposed, are well selected, and skilfully incorporated

with the

1

various movements. Amongst them are, sub-
jects from Haydn’s symphonies ; from Mozart’s Figaro,

ZauberJToie, and Don Giovanni

;

from Rossini's Cruda
Sorie, and Weber’s Overture to the Freischvte

;

from
Corelli’s FoUia (TEspagna, and one of Handel’* con-
certos

; from Gluck, flevel, and Beethoven ; together
with parts of dementi’s Cfuuse, Viotti's Pulacea, Arne’s
44 Soldier tired,” Scotch and Irish Melodies, Stc. The
work is fingered all through, and we hardly need add in

a manner that, except in a few instances, will be received

without hesitation, Mr. Cramer’s authority being of great

weight, and the excellency of his general system not to

be disputed
; for we judge of a tree by its fruit*. Never-

theless it seems to us, that in the instances alluded to,

hi* method will not qni&e accord with the rules and prac-
tice of many good masters, and that it will at least pro-
duce tome discussion. This we shall not regret, for trora

the collision of opinions truth is sure to he elicited. The
introductory Preludes are very useful, and if committed
to memory, as they ought to he, being short, and simple
in construction, may he rendered applicable to other com-
positions.

1. Overture, alia Irlandese, for (fie Piano -Forte,
composed, selected, and arranged by Henby R.
Bishop, Comparer and Director of the Music to the

Theatre Royal, Drury Lane

.

(Goulding, D’Almaine,
and Co., Soho Square.J

fi. ImOBl’CTtoi* and Roxdo for the Piano- Forte,
by B. Blytb, Mus. Hue. Oxon. (Goulding k Co.)

8 . Irish Air, arranged as a Rondo for the Piano-
Forte, with an Introduction, by Burford G. H,
Gibs one. (Goulding and Co.)

Mr. Bishop has stooped a little, to put together what
he might properly enough have named, a Medley-Over-
ture ; for tuii before us, in the Irish manner

, is made up of

at least nine popular Hibernian airs, scattered among
three movements, forming altogether a piece oi music
that cannot (ail of ohtinning a very wide circnlatiou*

being got up with a view to please a large body of per-
formers, particularly in the country and in schools, by
its ease, simplicity, and—the nature of it being consi-

dered—we may add, good taste. Things like this are
always in demand, and are generally produced by very

incompetent persons : we are therefore glad when able

masters condescend to employ themselves in such works
of minor consideration, and rescue young practitioners

out of the hands of those whoso pseudo-compositions are

not very likely to improve the feeling for music in

youthful students.

No. 8, Mr. Blylh’s Rondo, might have been called te

Papillon , without any misnomer. It flutters about so, that

it is very difficult either to find out if it have any design,

or to trace its form ; nevertheless it is very- sparkling,

and, if played by a light finger that has a brilliant touch,

will not he ineffective. The notes generally lay well

under the band, and a moderate player, having industry,

may make a figure, and by no means a contemptible one,

with this flighty rondo.

The Irish air chosen by Mr. Gihaone, is in itself the

least meritorious part of his publication, for it is vastly

common in phrase and style, and not wholly free from
what savours of vulgarity ; but he has introduced it in so

elegant and charming a manner, and enlarged it with

such musical judgment and taste, that he has converted

an indifferent melody into a pleasant rondo.

I. “ Venderlo sol bramo," from Paer's Opera of Grisdda,

composed for the Piano-Forte, with accompaniment
for Flute, ad. lib., bu T. A. Rawlings. (J. B.

Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 801, Regent Street.)

8. Favourite Airs, from Webers Opera, Der Freischutz,

arranged for the Piano-Forte, with an accompani-
ment for the Flute, ad. lib., bu I. S. PeilE. Books I,

8, and 3. (J. B. Cramer and Co.)

The first of these publications is one of Paer’s most
beautiful airs, worked up into a short divertimento, and
preceded by a good introduction of one page in length.

The whole is rather brief, very familiar in manner, well
arranged for the Piano-forte, and adapted to a numerous
class of performers.

How many shapes is the Freischutz destined to assume ?

We can hardly imagine one in which it has not already

ap|)Cftred, except as a series of psalm-tunes ; and we
shall not be at all surprised to see it in the service of the

church. 44 Why should the author of evil have all the

good tunes to himself ?” asked John Wesley, and imme-
diately adapted one of his hymns to the song of A"ancy
Dawson. We hardly expected, when we first made this

fine opera known to tne public through the channel of the

Harmoxicon, that it would have put so many pens in

motion, and consumed so many thousand reams of paper.

Mr. Peile has done little more than copy the airs, Stc.,

as many had done before him; and the various adapta-

tions are, most of them, so much alike, that it is difficult

to distinguish one from the other. But in none that has
come under our view', have we seen the beautiful and
pathetic Cavatina, in A flat,—(see Harmoxicox, No.
XI.)—transposed iato a key so foreign to it as that of A
with three sharps, in which it now appears. Never have

we met with anything of the kind naif so injudicious.
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It is only to be matched by the jerking cadenza, by
which the fragment of the air given is joined—to what ?

— to a wait* !—to the very waltz printed in our Number
IV. An amalgam of “ The trumpet shall sound," and
“ Drops of brandy,” would not have astonished us more.

After this we cannot with reason complain of the mutila-

tion which the cavatina has suffered
;

for as little is re-

tained, little is spoiled.

1. Brilliant Rondo for the Piano-Forte
;

the

Subject in imitation of the celebrated Storm Rondo ; com-

posed by M. C. Wilson, Op. 24. (Clementi and Co.,

86, Chcapside.)

2. Fantasia Scozzebe for the Piano-Forte, on the

favourite airs of The blue bells of Scotland, and Ye
banks and braes of bonny Doon, with an accompani-
ment for the Flits, ad. lib. by W. T. Ling. (Gow and
Son, 162, Regent Street.)

3. Le Sentiment d'Atnour, a familiar Divertimento
for the Pi ANO- Forte, in which is introduced an ad-
mired Irish Melody ; composed by J. Monro. (Pub

-

. blishedby the Author
, 60, Skinner Street , Snotc Hilt.)

The admirable rondo by Steibelt has drawn forth three

imitations that we have seen
;
perhaps there are many

more. One of them was noticeJ in our review not long
since. The present work is perceptibly modelled after

The Storm , but not copied from that celebrated movement,
and is a very clever composition, with a lively melody
running through it, invigorated by some excellent modu-
lations, and diversified by many brilliant passages, that

require certain pcfwers of execution, but are not uncon-
querably difficult for fhe better order of performers. One
of these, in E flat, at page 3, is not the less classical

for resembling in some degreq an exercise by Cramer.
We donbt whether imitations are likely to answer a
composer's purpose, if he have profit in view : reputation

undoubtedly is
1

to be gained by such a publication as the

present, and we shall hope soon to see some works more
strictly original by the same author.

It does not follow that because everybody possesses the
Blue bells of Scotland by Griffin, and the Banks of the

Doon by Steibelt, they should not be reset by as many as

may choose to coxppete for public favour with those com-
posers : on the contrary, we are glad to see others enter

the lists, for honourable rivalry', though now and then

dangerous, is generally productive of some good. We
have examined Mr. Ling’s Fantasia without any invi-

dious comparison, and wish that he had delayed the

publication of it, not for nine years, according to the pre-

cept which Horace gives to poets, but nine months
; he i

then most probably would have revised, and might have
improved it. Parts of it are good, but the harmony in

many places is rather erroneous, and not very pleasant

to the ear; for instance

—
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and Page U.

Altogether it appears to us, that Mr. L. would ultimately

be better pleased with his own efforts, if he kept his

manuscripts longer on his table, and sent fewer ot them
to the engraver.

The Irish air in Mr. Monro’s divertimento is, “ My
lodging is on the cold ground," which is indeed very

familiar to everybody ; and he has made no stranger of

it by any of his additions. It is followed by the Isle-

worth Waltz , and would have been complete had it been
preceded by the Brentford-Butts March .

1. Mnemosyne, an Air with Variations for the

Piano-Forte, composed by 3 . A. MoRalt. (Monro
and May, 1 1, Hoibom Bars.)

2. Romance, with Variations for the Piano-Forte,
composed by Augustus Metes. {By the same.)

3. Introduction, and thepopular French Air, “ (Test

L*Amour** arranged as a Rondo for the Piano-
Forte, by S. Poole. {By the same.)

4. Introduction, and the celebrated Irish Melody,

“ The Bower of Eveleen,’,* arranged with Variations
for the Piano-Forte, by S. Poole. {By the same.)

From the title of No. 1, and an inspection of the Air

and its Variations, we are led to conclude, that 31r.

Moralt is not a little indebted to memory for the mate-

rials of which bis present production is composed.

The Romance by Mr. Moves, is quite a bagatelle, and
intended, we presume, for only very young performers.

No. 3 is an extremely easy adaptation of the French
Air printed in the third number of this work, accom-
panied by an unvaried succession of triplets in the base;

out is short, and may suit very young learners.

No. 4 pretends to something more than the former,

by the same, and therefore compels us to say that it

will not bestow on the Author any very splendid reputa-

tion as a composer.

\
Beethoven’s Overture to Egmont, arranged for

the Piano Forte, with accompaniments of Violin, Flute,

and Violoncello, bu I. Moscheles. (J. B, Cramer,

Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent-street.)

Of the music to Goethe’s Egmont, set by Beethoven,

nothing is known in this country, except the overture,

which was performed some years ago at the Philharmonic

Society, and by its grandeur and originality excited the

warmest admiration in all true connoisseurs of German
music, and has never since failed to produce the same
result. It was immediately arranged as a duet for the

piano-forte by Mr. Watts, and widely circulated in that

form. It is now adapted forquartett parties, to whom ia
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its present state it will be a valuable acquisition : but

it may be performed on the piano-forte, divested of the

accompaniments, with very good, though certainly not

with equal, effect.

M. Moscheles lifts arranged this overture so as to omit

nothing essential in the harmony : he could not make it

easy to execute, but has not crowded it unnecessarily with

notes, and it is in a very practicable form. The ac-

companiments are free from all difficulty.

We shall not be expected to enter now into the merits

of so well-known a composition ; but as a specimen of
the manner in which it is arranged, and to give such
of our readers as may not happen to be acquainted with
it, a single passage as a sample of the whole, we insert

the following few bars :

—

sva loco

1. Hummel’s Overture, Helen and Paris, arranged

for Two Performers on the Piano-forte, fry W. Watts.
(J. B. Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201

, Regent-street.)

2. “ Oft in the stilly night,” from Moore's National Me-

Unites, arranged with Variations for Two Performers

on the Piano-forte, by Ferdinand Ries, Op. 130,

No. 1. (J. Power, 34, Strand.)

3. Duet for the Piano- forte, selected and arrangedfrom
the Der Freiscbiitz of C. M. von Weber, by Samuel
Webbk. No. I. (J. B. Cramer, Addison, & Beale,

201, Regent-street.)

4. A selection from C. M. ton Welter's Opera , Der Frei-

schiitz, arranged as Duets for Two Performers on
the Pinno-fortc, by J. C. Nightingale, Organist of
the Foundlina Hospital. Set 1 . (Monro and May,
11, Ilolhom Bars.)

The opening of Hummel's Overture, an andante of one
page, is an elegant and delightful movement, that must
succeed in pleasiug all who have an excitable taste for the

art. Those whose feelings are not touched by it, may
be assured that they have no taste at all in music. The
rest of this composition, which is of course the greater

part of it, is a very brilliant allegro
,
in an extremely po-

pular style, divested from those scientific modulations

and difficult passages that so frequently arc found in the

productions of this celebrated author, and quite adapted
to the most numerous class of amateurs. Indeed it is so

devoid of demisemiquavers and even semiquavers,—there
not being more cf both together than of pages,—that it

looks more simple in construction, and more easy to ex-
ecute, than it really turns out to be. This overture is very
well arranged, a praise that is due to all the publica-

tions of Mr. Watts; which consist wholly, we believe, of
adaptations.

No. 2 is an easy work by Mr. Ries. The air has all

the charms that tranquillity of strain can produce, am!
the variations are in character with the subject; except

the second, a ritnee, which is entirely out of place, and
will be at once discarded by those whose sentiments are

in unison with ours on this point. The rest of this duet,

is very pleasing, and may be placed before almost any
performer.

Nos. 3 and 4 bring Der Frvischiitz once again into onr

view. Mr. Webbe lias chosen two subjects for bis short

duet, that are less popular in their style than most of the

airs in the opera, but not without that peculiarity of cha-
racter which distinguishes M, von Weber from all con-

temporary composers.

Mr. Nightingale has selected the Jaeger, or Hunts-
men’s, and the Nuptial chorusses, together with the

March •
; three of the roost favourite pieces in the Frei*

schulz, and has put them into an exceedingly easy form.

• Sec Number* VI. on*J XXI. of the Harmonicon.

VOL III. D
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FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

Berlin.—The performances at the opera during the present

season have been II Barbiere, by Kowiui; Die Wmm and

Her Alorder (tlic Orphan and the Awassiu) ; Die Hetlcnlotlin,

by M. Benelli; Kinking, Uie wuaic by Gtrowelz, the ballet by

Tito* ; Hamlet, the music by K. von MiltiU ; Die Galetre*-

sklamcu, by Schubert} Jean dt Paris, by Boieldicu ; Precioia,

by M. von Weber
; DU Vnterbrechtne Opperfett, (the Inter-

rupted Sacrifice,) by Winter; Joseph cn Egypt, by Mehul;

Richard Caur de Lion, by Grctry j Dcr Freisehu.tr ; and Die

Ftdtcke Prima Donna, (the False Prim* Donna,) by Ignatz

Schuster.

The only novelty at this theatre, for ao it may be called,

was the revival of the celebrated and long*wished- for opera,

the Mairimonio Secreto of Cimarosa. Too long have our

boards been occupied by objects of inferior value, to the

exclusion of many of the master-pieces of the art ; and it is

a subject of great satisfaction to the friends of genuine music,

to sec that the managers have had the courage to break

through the general routine of stage performances, in enter to

make place for works of a loftier character. But at the same

time that we applaud the spirit which lias led tbe conductors

to revive this ornameut of the old school, wc cannot help offer-

ing a few remarks upon the manner in which it has been

brooght out. In the first place, wc cannot agree with the di-

rector of the music relative to the time which he has chosen

for the various movements of the opera ; nor, io the next place,

can we feel satisfied with the omissions that have been made,

for instance, of the beautiful duet iu C, in the first act, and

particularly of the admirable tenor air io E flat, iu the second

net. Not antis fled with this, the three female singers also

were allowed to spare themselves tbe trouble of learning the

airs allotted to their parts in the second act, aud wc were

obliged to rest satisfied with that of the Count only, with

which we could have willingly dispensed. Hence we bad tbe

Mairimonio Secreto, without either soprano or tenor air S Could

Cimarosa know this fact, be would not rest at peace in his grave.

It is to be hoped that, for the future, the directors will be

careful not to fill into blunders like these, which cannot but

prove injurious to themselves, and offensive to the good taste of

the public. No reasons can justify such liberties takcu with

a work of classical authority, whatever may be done iu Use

instance of the ephemeral productions of the day.

Musica.—The last representation for the season at the Royal

Theatre here, took place in July. The whole of the repre-

sentation* given were thirty-seven in number. It cannot lie

denied that the opera buffa of the Italians, from its fire, its

vigour, and the wonderful preciaioa with which the performers

act up to each other, possesses a charm peculiarly its own,
as we have lately had occasion to witness in the performance

of II Barhiere, La Cenerentola, L'llaliana in Algrri, La
Repretsaglia, See. But if we look at the serious operas also,

we see abundant occasion for the most exquisite enjoy-

ment. If we bad reason to be delighted with Signora Ffcnri

in the characters of 5emir«midr, and Elcia in the Mosc, we had
no less cause to be satisfied, aud even to be still more charmed,

with Signora Lalaudc.

Thia great singer appeared in both the parts above-men-
tioned, as well as in I he character of Donna Anna, in Don
Giovanni, of Ninette, iu La Gaze* Ladra, as well as in the cha-

racters of Elismhetta and Agilda. Her expressive style of acting

is no less admirable than her singiug, aud whenever abe ap-

peared, she was hailed with tbe most enthusiastic applause.—

The concerts given here have presented no novelties. If we
might be allowed to venture our opinion, we should say that,

admirable as is tbe manner iu which instrumrntal pieces are

performed, and judicious as it the selection made, including

most of what is sew, and all that is excellent in this depart-

ment of the art, yet we could wish to see this tsate rather leas

exclusive. Surely that ooblcut of all iustrumeuls, the human
voice, might be allowed a more exalted place o* these Ocea-

nians, without being deemed au intruder I

Darmstadt.—Four operas have been produced here, new to

this place, Climene, by Kapellmeister Wagner; Aferope, by

KapeHmeistir Mangold; Der Freisckutz; and the Olimpia of

Spontiiii. Euryanthe is also on the list of operas to be giveo.

Breslau.—This place possesses au able musician, in Kapell-

meister Schnabel, and an excellent musical director iu M.
Berner, both ofwhom are indefatigable in their exertions for the

interests of the art. There n here, besides an institution for

church music, a Singvmrtne (Song Association), by which

occasional concerts are given. In the former, the town pos-

sesses a very superior organist in M. Berner; indeed be may

with justice be said to rank among the first professors on that

instrument of the present day. Kapellmeister Schnabel

presides in tbe cathedral choir, where he has produced many

masses of his own composition, which have been deservedly

admired, particularly one in A flat major, which is remarkable

not only for tbe beauty of its song and splendid organ ac-

companiment, but also from the peculiarity of the circum-

stances under which it was composed. Daring the time (bit

place was attacked by the French, the composer and his

family were obliged for a time to seek shelter i« a deep cellar,

where he beguiled tbe melancholy hours by tbe composition

of this maw.

In the vocal institution, M. Berner is the director, and gives

instruction in song, as well as lectures upon composition.

Besides this, M. Freudenberg hat instituted an academy for

music, upon a new system, which has created a great sensation

here. The professor lately gave two public examinations oT

his pupils, in which satisfactory proofs were offered of tbe pro-

ficiency of the scholars in playing, as well as (n composition.

The first class, after affording a proof of their perfect acquaint-

ance with the rudiments of the art, showed their practical

knowledge, by putting a given theme into four parts.

With respect to the concerts they are led by both the

professors, and are chiefly composed of amatcars and dilettanti.

Every praise is due for the great correctness with which the

music is given, but still it cannot be denied that the finish

observable in the better orchestras of Germany, is here wauled;

that delicate tint of colouring with which the different parts

of a musical picture are made to harmonize together, and

which by happily blending softness and power, produces the

perfection of the art. In the last concert performed here, Beet-

hoven's symphony, entitled Metreutille tmd Gltickliehe fahrt.

(The Stillness of the Sea and tbe Happy Voyage), was performed

with much effect, aud iu a manner that augured well for the

future fame of Breslau in instrumental music. It is to be re-

gretted that there is uot a single lady here to enliven these
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co«certR by her voice, which cannot but seem dreary when that
charm is wanting. Probably this defect may be owing to a
want of good professors hitherto to give a finish to singing; but

is cheering to know that this defect will soon be remedied.
We must not forget to mention that M. Berner has been

fbr several years past occupied with several interesting Uieo-
rotical works, some of which wc may hope shortly to see laid
before the public. He is, besides, the author of various can-
tatas, and lias produced many valuable compositions for the
piano.

In the villages around Breslau, music is every where cul-
tivated, particularly that of the sacred kind. Many of the
churches have very respectable choirs, where some of the
beat compositions are occasionally attempted. Nothing is

more common than to bear charming natioual airs in several
parti sung by the peasantry, which prove a delightful solace
to them after the labours of the day.

Gret2.—Music continues to gain ground in this town, and
to count in its lists an increasing number of votaries. The
company of singers here is effective, and the following
operas have been performed in a msuner not unworth v
of theatres of greater eminence; the Italians in Algeri, Jean
d* Puri*, Otrllo

, H liarbiere di S ictglt a, La Gazza Ladra,
Dvr Freisckutz, Joseph et set Freret, Cenerentola, aud Pact's
Senyino. \\ ith respect to this latter opera, we cannot but re-
mark, em panant, that the whole composition ia replete with
truth and beauty, and is full of tender romantic effects, which
were well preserved in the admirable acting of M. Yager. The
cantilena that reigus throughout this opera is delicious, and
bears all the character of having emanated at once from the
heart, and its colouring is that of a masterly picture drawn
from nature herself.

Miiak.—

T

here has lately appeared here a new opera from
the pen of the young composer Sotiva, entitled Elena t Mal-
vina. This composer is already known by his opera II Capo di
Ferro, a composition which he produced immediately on quitting
the Conservatory, where he had distinguished himself with
much honour. Every one recognised in the young composer
no common knowledge of music; his name became at once
established, and his talenti were immediately called into
action in a foreign country. Arrived on the banks of the
Vistula, he there ranked among the first professors, and
on his return to his own country, gave prooft that his time
had been well employed, and that he was still more deeply
skilled in the mysteries of the art. Of this abundant evidence
was afforded in the opera above-mentioned. Not that we
mean to assert that the opera is of the first class, or even
attractive us a whole, or that its originality is such ns not
to allow frequent imitations to be recognised ; but the merit
of a well-arranged combination of harmonies cannot be denied
it, os well as many new forms of melody, and ornaments
which are to be allowed a composer, provided they do not
degenerate into extremes. In the introduction to the first

act, the only objection that can be advanced, is its unrea-
sonable length. Tire excellencies are conspicuous. In a ter-
settc^ a duet, and in the finale, though not iu au equal degree.
Tbe first act met with considerable applause, but the com-
poaer risked much in extending his subject to so uncon-
scionable a length ; for a space of two whole lioura ia sorely

enough to try the patience of Use moat iodulgcnt audience.

Composers, and all who exereiae their talenti for the amuse-
meut of Ibe public, should bear strongly in mind, that the

delight which, like eternal talkers, they feel in hearing them-
selves without ever growing fatigued, cannot lie transferred

to the hearers. We observed that this prolixity arose from
a repetition of the same motive*, of which the composer seems
so much in love, that he cannot for his heart separate from
them. Iu this respect Rossini surpasses all his brethren;

this prolixity might be pardoned, if it were limited to sim-

ple airs merely ; but when it exteuds to duets, terzetti, quar-

tett, quintetti, &c., so that the principal subject is only served

up agaiu in a variety of shapes, the patience of the most
indulgent is put to a test, which it requires more than

mortal endurauee to support. Experience has taught ns, that

an act which exceeds an hour creates displeasure, one of

an hour aud a half fatigue, and above two hours ennui and
disgust.

The second act has the advantage of being shorter than

the first, but with the exception of the duct between Elena
and Malvina, it did not produce any very great effect. The
performers exerted themselves on this occasion in the most

praise-worthy manner, particularly Madame Belloc, Signora

Fella, aud Signor Galli ; the voice and acting of the latter it

above ail praise.

Florence.—Tealro della Pergola. The company at preieut

here consists of Prima Donna, Adelaide Toai; Musico, Gia.

Battista Vellutt ; Tenor, Domenico Reina
;

fiats, Luigi

Biondini. The first opera given, was Mayer's Ginevro eft

Seozia, in which, according to the very laudable and consistent

practice, now so prevalent, many pieces of music foreign to

the piece were introduced. But after all it did not please, and
particularly as the principal singer, Velluti, was indisposed, and
suug wretchedly out of tune. After this was given Meyerbeer's

Crociato in Egitlo *, which was brought out by the master him-
self, and enriched with a new duet. This opera was received

with great furore ; during the first three evenings, the Com-
poser was regularly summoned to make his appearance at

least four timet during the course of the piece, in order to

receive the congratulations of a very full house. The singers

were also called to share the same tribute of applause; nay
more, we arc assured that on the first evening, the imprestario

himself was destined to partake of the same honours.

Among the singers, the great favourite is the Signora Tasi,

of whom the public form the greatest hopes, and who had
the good fortune to enjoy, during a whole year, the in-

struction and advice of one of the greatest singers of the age,

the Chevalier Cresccutini. Her advantages are many, both as

to voice and person
; the former is of the soprano kiud, im-

pressive, sonorous, and of very considerable compass; the

latter is full of beauty, accompanied with great grace and
modesty of deportment. There can be no doubt but she win
become greatly renowned in her profession, aud may tie sard

to be almost Die only living representative of the school of

the great Crcsccntini. She had already obtained a very en-

thusiastic reception in Turin, and would have still more in-

creased her fame there, had it not been for the circumstance of

the closing of the theatres, in consequence of the death of

King Victor Emanuel. Site has however succeeded in es-

tablishing her reputatiou at Florence.

See page 8.
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Lord Burghcrab, His Britannic Majesty's Minister at this

place, lately gave a grand fete here: part of the amusements

consisted of an opera composed by himself, in which Signora

Toai, Signori Vclluti; Reinn, &c., j performed.

Vk s ice.—The season here began with the Zelmira of

Rossini, which, however, obtained hut little success; it was

followed by the general substitute of this composer's failures,

11 Jlayhirre, which was very effectively performed, and sue-

credcd in soothing the disappointment felt in the instance of

the other opera. After this was given the Adctim% of Gen-

ncrali, which is rather a favourite. But the great attraction

has been the Crocinto in Egitto, a new opera by Mayerbeer,

and which was received with great furore. We shall Hud an

early opportunity of giving more particulars of this masterly

composition *.

Amsterdam. We hear that a considerable improvement

has been effected by an artist of this city in the French horn.

He has contrived a mode, by which a transition into a variety

of keys con be expeditiously effected. This was formerly

managed by means of additional piece* which were screwed

on or off as circumstances required ; it is now effected without

the necessity of having recourse to these means. This will be

of great consequence in the orchestra, as it will prevent the

interruptions necessarily attendant on the present method.

The German theatre in this city is ordered to be

shut, by a decision of the authorities. A quarrel between two
female performers lias occasioned this measure. The last

songstress engaged by Ihe manager excited the jealousy of

the donna, who had long held possession of the public favour.

The partizanx of these ladies became violent: an obstinate con-

flict took place in the theatre, and tlie sub-director of the local

police, assisted by a great number of bis agents, attempted in”

vain to quell the tumult: it became necessary, therefore, to

introduce soldiers into the pit, and force the combatants out of

the doors. The new singer, who was thus opjiosed, possesses

real talent, and a brilliant voice; but she is a native of

Holland, and the amateurs, most of whom are of German
origin, refuse to listen to any performer who is uot of that

nation.

Malta.—The celebrated Sigmund von Praun,—at present

a Roman Count, and Knight of several orders, possessor of

various prize medals, and member of several philharmonic

academics,—who, from hiscarlicst years, attracted Ihe attention

of the fashionable world, by bis acquirements, and his won-
derful progress iu the arts and sciences, fins been equally sue.

cessful in the Held of music, and has acquired the reputation

of being one of the first violinists of our time. He lately paid

a visit to this Island, and afforded the friends of music a great

treat. He gave three concerts, two in the royal theatre,

and one in the Palazzo Castiglioni. The loud applause with

which he was greeted, was a proof of the enthusiasm which
he had awakened in the audience. On the second evening,

at the conclusion of a concerto which had called forth all his

talents, a crown of laurel was contrived to be lowered dotvn

upon his head, and a printed ode, composed by the poet

Ccsare Vassallo, was circulated about the saloon. Some dilet-

tanti have uot hesitated to declare that, in tlie youthful Praun,

Paganini has no mean rival of his fume. We learn that this

artist is about to proceed on his musical travels.

• See page 2.

Paris.—The Sacrifice Interrompa Having been frequently

interrupted by the colds of M. Leon, the manager has struck

at the root of the evil, by obtaining from the authors per-

mission to suppress the part of the Ecnyert which lie per-

formed. These gentlemen made no difficulty in acceding to

the sacrifice, aud what is singular, the public has uever per-

ceived tliis double excision.

The dilettanti of the Louvois are all in rapture: Roosiui

is at last named manager of the Theatre Italien. It is affirmed

that the first act of authority exhibited by the Maestro was to

propose an engagement to Madame Rossini, who offered no

objection to its acceptance:—44 Women, he subject unto your

hutbands."

M. Cherubini has just given in Kis resignation. MM.
Lcsueur, Berton, and Boieldictt have given iu theirs ; wc have

reason to fear the departure of the latter for Russia. What
in the meanwhile Vill become of the Ecole Royale de Mn-
sique f There is no other hope but in the interference of the

august protector of tlie arts. An ordinance which lie lias

coudcsccudcd to issue, is said to furnish a favourable augury

m this matter.

In order to make M. Habeneck a proper compensa-
tion for the flourishing state in which he has left the Opera, in

regard to the singing strength of the house, tlie Minister de la

Matsun Royale has just appointed him joiut-director with

M. Clteruhiui of the Ecole Royale de Musique. He thus sud-

denly becomes the leader of the Lcsueur: ,
Berton*, Boirldieus,

Kreutzers, Rail lots, Plantndcs, &r. It is moreover said, that

M. Ilabencck, impressed with all the importance of the place

which he is about to occupy, has solicited permission from

the minister to be admitted as a pupil into MM. Hcicha’s

and Fctis' classes of counterpoint and fugue, and into that of

superior composition under the control of MM. Berton,

Lcsueur, and Boicldieu*.

Zuchclli has appeared again iu La Cenerentola, since

his return from Italy. His excellent intonation and taste, the

gaiety and originality of his acting, arc as highly appreciated

as ever.

- - — The jury of the opera f have received unanimously

the music of Pygmalion , composed by M. Halrvv, a pnpil of

M. Cherubini, who gained a prize at Rome, and whose talents

are full of the most brilliant promise. The authors of the

words have added new' characters to the lyric scenes of J. J.

Rousseau, and introduced more action.

Signora Schiasseti has appeared in the character of

Isabella in LTtaliana in Alyeri: her success was great, but

Mile. Cinti is 'still remembered in the same with pleasure.

Zuchclli is admirable iu the part of Mustaphat and makes us

forget Galli.

Curium continues to perform, and lias often appeared as

Osiride in Most, with some success ; but lie is not very popular

here as a singer. Mad. Mombclli, who pleases so much in the

Ccuerenlolat does not produce any effect in the part of Elicia.

The serious opera is uot calculates:! for her voice.

• This severe sarcasm will doubtkss bo understood by the

English reader. (Ed. Harm.)

f At the Aendimie Royal de Aturiquc, the pieces offered to the

theatre ; are examined and judged by a certain number of officers

attached to liic establishment, who form a Jury. This English

word is now adopted in France.
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Pakt*.—M. Cherubini is about to revive a comic opera

composed by him twenty years ago. The drama is to be

written by M. M. Scribe and Mellesville, who have already

had joint interviews with M. Cherubini on the subject.

M. Habeneck, Director of the Opera, it is said, will

soon be allowed to retire.

DER FRE1SCHVTZ.
Dec. 8. The famous opera of Weber, the Freiscknts,

was yesterday brought out at the Odeon, under the name of

Robin ties Rois. It is unnecessary to dwell upon the absurdity

of the work as a drama ; the public here did justice to it, by con-

demning it. Of the music we must acknowledge that it should

be heard oAener than once to be comprehended. The over-

ture, some agreeable airs, and above all the chorus of hunters

in the third act, were much applauded
j
but in general the

pieces are long, and want melody.

[Such is the opinion winch some of the Parisians have formed

of this admirable opera ! Our correspondent, however, con-

demnatory as be is of it on the whole, allows it more merit

than most of the French journals discover. And yet they can

find nothing but transcendent beauties iu La Cenerentola, aud

in L’Jtaliana in AIgtri !—Ed. IIajim.

But upou the subject of this Opera, the French are not

unanimous in opinion, as will appear from the following notice

of it, written by a gentleman who unites iu himself, what are

rarely found in the same person, musical knowledge and literary

ability, and published in a Paris Journal of the most extensive

circulation.

—

Ed. Hack.]

As to the music, there is but one opinion of its admirable

beauty and pure simplicity
;
the ear, accustomed to the noisy

bursts and irregular accompaniments of Rossini, is sweetly and

deliciously soothed by the gentlest concords, and by airs of

combined harmony and melody, and yet suited to the situations.

The composer, according to the example of Mozart, whom he

appears to have taken for a model, never forgets that he writes

for the stage, and rather eudeavours to excite various feelings

than to heap notes upon one onolher, thrown together almost

by mere hazard.
** Jf the music of the Freischutz can triumph over the words

which it lias to encounter, there is no doubt that it will be

successful, and give rise to serious reflections amongst those

musicians who have tied themselves to the chariut of Rossini.

In this music, wc may seek in vain for that coutcmptible

profusion of deafening notes for those unmeaning flourishes

and that continued use of the vulgar crescendo, which serve

uselessly to swell out the scores of the Italian Orpheus. The

orchestra of the German master is foil and well supplied; hi*

musical edifice is placed firmly upon its foundation ; and all

the parts are scientifically finished, and not sacrificed to exter-

nal ornaments.
•* Still he knows how to do homage to grace, t° that grace

which in all the arts is inseparable from purity and real beauty

of form; that grace which may be discerned in the severe

architecture of Greek and Roman nuns, and not that which

allies itself with the irregular boldness of the middle ages; the

grarc^in short, of Gluck, of Haydn, and of Winter, of which

so little is to be found in the works of Rossini. The overture to

this Opera, which intimidates private piano-forte players, is very

fine with the orchestra, and the learned author ha* introduced

with much art and felicity, the motive* of the different pieces

in his work. The most remarkable of these are, an air for a

tenor, foil of fascination and sorrow; a delicious duet for

female voices, which might well be attributed to Mozart
;
a

polacca, an admirable prayer, also for a female voice ; a trio,

and all the chorusses, of which those of the hunter*, and of the

young companions of the bride, are especially worthy of notice.

“ The finale of the second act is of a kind quite new, and the

musician has converted to his advantage, with all the boldness

of genius, a situation which placed at his disposal only two

singers, and a subterranean choir. He appears even to have

voluntarily imposed upon himself afurtherdifficulty, by making

one of the characters sing very little, and confining the other

to recitative—all the interest is concentrated iu the terrific in-

fernal symphony, which paints with irresistible force the con-

vulsions of nature, shaken by the conflict of tile contending

powers, the resistance of the demons to a mortal armed with

magic strength, and the disorders of living bei ngs, and of the

elements, on each new concession obtained by the conjuration

of the huntsman.
“ Such is the impetuosity of movement in this passage, that

it begips in C, and after having confounded the seuses by a

bold succession of all the modulations, and run through all the

major and minor key*, it cuds in A sharp ; and yet all is con-

nected with perfect art; nor docs the composer seem to have

felt a moment's hesitation, or difficulty. The rests in this sym-

phony are not like several simitar passages in Rossiui, mere

blank spaces interposed between different kejs. Weber has

no need of these petty artifices of a harmonist not sure of his

science. These rest* arc destined to mark, by the vigorous

chords which follow them, the casting of each bullet, as it

is forced by magic from the infernal spirits."

MUSICAL FESTIVALS AT WAKEFIELD AND
NEWCASTLE.

The performances at Wakefield in October were really splen-

did ; the selections nearly the same as those at York last year.

The chorusses were*admirably performed, and the best judges

allowed that they had never been exceeded as to accuracy aud

spirit of execution. The receipt* will barely cover the ex-

penses, a result which was fully anticipated, aud excited,

therefore, no disappointment. The performers were, . Mrr.,

Salmon, Miss Stephens, MissTravis, Messrs. Braham, Vaughan,

Terrail, Phillips, and I&hcrwood. Dr. Camidge was at the

organ, and Mr. Knapton at the piano-forte. The leaders were

Messrs. Mori and White.

The number altogether was

—

Principal vocal - - - 8

Sopranos - - * 24
Altos - - - - - 18

Tenors .... 20
Basses - - - - - 24

—— 94 Vocal.

Violin* - - - - 24
Violas - • • • - - 10

Violoncellos - 8

Double Basses ... $

Wind Iustrumeuts, \c. - 35
33 Instrumental.

Total 179

The Newcastle Meeting did not go offvery brilliantly: Mr.
Sapio, and M. and Mad. de Begnis w ere absent from ill health,

and the chorusses were very meagre and inefficient. Madame
Catalani was allowed to sing " He was despised" in the key of

G; and “The Lord shall reign” was actually transposed into

B flat, to suit her voice! This meeting was farmed by M.
Vallebrequc. The chief performers were Madame Catalan*,
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Mr* Salmon, Mi* Stephens, ML* Goods!!; Mean. Brabant,
Termil, Bedford, and Phillips. Organ, Mr. Thompson ; Con-
ductor, Sir G. Smart; Leader, Mr. Mori. The whole toge-
ther amounted to only one hundred and eight persons, viz;—

Principal Vocal - . . 9
Sopranos - 17
Altos - «... g
Tenors .... jg
Busses - • • . - 18

64 Vocal.
Violins .... 16
Violas ..... 4
Violoncellos ... 5
Double Basses ... 4
Hautboy .... Iff
Other wind Instruments - 16— 44 Instrumental.

Total • - - - 108

EDINBURGH MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
roa ran bsxefit orm rtriLic charities.

Tn is festival took phtcc in October last, commencing on the
evening of the 25th, and terminating cm the 30th. Three
morning performances were given st the parliameut-houae, and
three evening concerts at the theatre royal. The former con-
sisted of the Creation, the Messiah, and the Mount of Olivet,
together with a selection from the sacred compositions of
Mozart, Ac., and including the most admired songs, and the
double choruascs from Israel in Egypt, and Judas Maccabeus.
The evening performances comprised some of the finest orches-
tral compositions, symphonic*, overtures, Ac., ofHsydn, Mozart,
Beethoven, Romberg, Rossini, Cherubini, and Weber : with
solos, concertos, Ac., by the chiefs of the various instruments.
The principal vocal performers were Madame Ronzi de

Bcguis, Mbs Stephens, Min GoodaH, Mi* Travis ; Messrs.
Brabam, Vaughan, Bellamy, Phillips, Terrail, Swiff, and
Signor de Begnis. Mr. Yaniewiez led the band, occasionally
assisted by Mr. Loder; and Sir G. Smart conducted. The
numbers in the orchestra were as follows

Principal Vocal 1 j

Chorus ....... yg
Violins ...... g{
Violas

Violoncellos ..... 5
Double Basses ..... 5
Wind Instruments, Ace, • . . 16

Total ....... 137

Sets of six tickets were sold at three guineas; tiuglc tickets,

fifteen shillings.

The various perfornutaces gave, upon the whole, general
satisfaction ; but the grand festival at York last year, and the
more recent one at Wakefield, had taught many of the northern
amateurs, 011 the present occasion, to be romewhat fastidious

,

it was therefore discovered that the voices in the choruascs were
not well equalized, and that this important department did
mot produce effects so grand and striking as those which were
fresh in the memories of many of the audience. A trashy
tong or two, and the eternal repetition of the same airs in

London, aud in the country, are very juatly censured by a
writer in an Edinburgh journal, where we find some ex-
cellent remarks on the above meeting. These, however, are
mixed up with n little too much unction; and the detached
notices of individual performers, which, by-the-bye, had ap-
peared before, are quite do trop.

At a roeetiug of the Directors of this Festival. held on the
3rd of Dec-, tin* treasurer presented a detailed report of bis
accounts, of which the following is the result 5

—

df. *- J.
Receipts . . 4 lo
Expenses . - 4,397 18 11

Balance - - 542 5 1

1

THIS DRAMA.
Drury Lake Theatre.

Ox the Grit of lost month, Mr. Sapio, a vocal performer who
has been highly distinguished as a concert singer during the
!*st four or five years, made hit first appearance on any stage,

at this theatre, as the .Srroihrr, in The Siege of Belgrade.

The musical talents of this gentleman have for some time past

been held in high estimation
;
his fame preceded him to tlae

profession he has joined, and it devolved upon him leas to ac-

quire a new reputation, than to sustain that which be had si-

ready gained. His voice is a rich, low tenor, round in its tones,

smooth, very musical, and powerful enough for any legitimate

purpose. It has, perhaps, rather a tendency to the guttural,

but this inclination may be combated, and finally overrome;
we therefore do not set it down as an established defect. Ths*
which we always most admired in Mr. Sapio, was the chaste-

ness of bis style, and we trust that he will not now be led

away by gallery applause to forfeit the good opinion which, for

thcac qualities, he has gained with all real admirers and con-
noisseurs of song. “ It would be curious indeed,'* says a judi-

cious weekly paper, " if a singer, signalized in the concert-
room, by justness of conception, correctness of taste, and a
freedom from the dap-traps of violent transition and Bond or-

nament, should be emulous of displaying them [the two latter]

on the stage." Let him reject every iuvitalion to indulge in

meretricious finery that is offered him by the praise of those

whose applause is censure
;
let him trust in the elficucy of that

correct aud flubbed style, for which he has hitherto been ap-

proved, and be will carry the public with him, even that portion

of it which is now most deficient in real taste.

As an actor his pretensions are considerable; his speaking

voice is clear and audible, and his delivery correct and impres-

sive. Ilis figure is good, and his deportment manly and en-
gaging : there is a gentleman-like propriety in his tone and,

action 011 the stage which denotes the habita of good society;

and thb Mr. S. may be assured is not the least valuable of the

many qualifications he possesses, lib debut was most successful

;

be has at once taken the highest station,and is likely to maintain it.

On the 12th Mr. Sapio appeared as Prince Orlando, in the

Cabinet, aud was quite successful. ** Some called," says a
daily paper, ** for the polaeea a third time, but the siuger, with
more good sense than singers usually evince, merely came for-

ward, bowed, and retired. The manager, however, waa deter-

mined to have it again ; and the scene was left standing till hia

object was accomplished." On the 22ud he performed the cha-
racter of Henry Hertram, in Guy Manntrine/, and introduced
“ Oft in the stilly night," one of Moore's melodies, with great ap-
plause. A failure in a high note, in “Scots whs ha' w I' Wallace
bled," alarmed himself, aud hb friends, but without any just
cause. We hope, however, that it will induce him to economise
hb powers a little; we admire energy, but have no taste for

mere physical force of voice.

Covent Garden Theatre,
One of the most delightful of Sbakspcarc's comedies. At

you like it, was brought out iu sti operatical form at thb
house, on Thursday, December the 9th. This is really the most
injudicious of all the attempts that hare been made to convert
Slwkspearc's dramas into sing-song plays. In former instances

there was something in the shape of excuse: the Comedy of
Errors m extravagant, the Two Gentlemen of Verona is tedious

and uninteresting; and cveu Twelfth Night is tiresome in some
scenes “ where the actors are the laughers, instead of the
audience." But in At you like it, the profanation b unpardon-
able : in fable, poetry, aud incident—in variety and contrast

of character, it is rich, almost beyond compare, ami no piny

leaves on the mind a stronger impression of delight. Of the

new music by Bbhop, we shall soon liave to s}tesk in our
review, we, therefore, will not enter upon it here. The pieces

by Dr. Arne were those that carried away alt the applause,

and most deservedly they are admired. Two of them we have
inserted in the musical part of the present number; they were
enthusiastically received by tbc audience, and will always be

heard with pleasure, because formed of materials that never fede.
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MEMOIR OF A.

.Axdhk Ernest Modeste Gretry (member of the

French N ational Institute, Inspector of the Conservatoire

of Music, and member of the Philharmonic Academy of

Bologna) was born at Liege, the 1 1th of February, 1741.
“ The first lesson in music I received,” says he, '* nearly

cost me my life. I was alone at four years old, when
the boiling of an iron pot attracted my attention ; I be-
gan dancing to the music of this drum ; afterwards wish-

ing to see how it was produced in the vessel, I overturned

it into a very hot fire, and the explosion was so great,

that I was scalded all over, and nearly suffocated. Ever
since that accident my sight has been weak.”

After his recovery, his father gave him, at the age of

six years, a music-master, and wished to make him one
of the children of the choir. “ Since miserable children

have existed, no one,” he says, 44 was ever so miserable
as I, abandoned to the power of the most barbarous music-
roaster that ever lived.”

Gretry afterwards relate an accident, which, be thinks,

gave his mind a musical bias. We will quote his own
words, observing, that G retry is not a writer of the first

rank. The same individual never possesses all the gifts of

heaven, in an equal degree
;
yet we are often struck by the

tone of simplicity, candour, and good nature of his recitals.
44 In my country, they tell children that God will not

refuse them any thing they ask of him on the day of their

first communion. 1 had for a long while resolved to ask

him that 1 might die on the day of that august ceremony,
if I were not destined to become an honest man, and one
distinguished in my station. On that very day I was
nearly killed. Having gone into a tower to witness the

striking of the wooden bells , of which 1 had no idea, a
beam, which weighed three or four hundred pounds, fell

Xti my head. 1 was knocked down senseless. The
rcliwarden ran for the extreme unction

; in the mean
time, I came to myself, hut I hardly recollected where I

was ; they shewed me the beam that had fallen on my
bead. Never mind, said I, since 1 am not killed, I shall

be an honest man, and a good musician.”

After ibis accident, Gretry became habitually thought-

ful ; bis gaiety changed into melancholy, and music was
the only balm that soothed his sadness. It is probable

that the alteration in his character was produced by this

casualty, and the change was, perhaps, propitious to his

talent. He remarks, that all his life alter ne felt occasion-
ally the effect of the concussion.

VOL. III.

E. M. G RETRY.

Gre try's father gave biin a new preceptor in music, as

gentle and kind as the other was rough and cruel. At
ibis time a company of Italian singers arrived at Li&ge ;

they performed the operas of Pergolese, G&luppi, Arc. 41 1

took a part,” says he, 4 ‘ in all the rehearsals and perform-

ances : there it was that I acquired a strong taste for

music.”

The young chorister, incited by these new lessons,

made a rapid progress. His father perceived it, and
tagged his master to let the boy sing a motet tbe next

Sunday. The account of this first triumph is still more
touching than that of the day of bis first communion.
Gretry dared to acknowledge, in an age of illuminati ,

44 my
timidity had a support which was only known to myself.

I had felt, fur the last year, a devotion to the Virgin

Mary almost amounting io idolatry
;
and having for nine

days implored her assistance, I was confident in the pro-

tection of heaven. The motet which 1 sang wns an
Italian air translated into Latin, an address to the Virgin,

Aon semper super prata casta fiorescit rosa. 1 had hardly

sung four bars, w hen the orchestra softened itself to pia-

nissimo, for fear of overpowering me. 1 at that moment
darted a glance at my father, to which he returned a
smile. Tbe children of the choir, who surrounded me,
drew back from respect ; almost all the singers left their

seats, and did not even bear the bell which announced
the elevation of the Host. I, at that moment, perceived

my good mother in the church ; she w iped away her tears,

and 1 could not restrain my own.”
After having gradually advanced for some years, he

ardently w ished to go to itome, then tbe country of music.

His parents opposed it, on account of the bod state of his

health. 44 But,” said he, 44
if I go on foot, and beg on

the way, my resolution is taken, 1 will abide by it.” At
length, in March, 1759, he was allowed to undertake tbe

desired journey, being eighteen years of age.

v On his arrival in Italy, his reflections do justice to that

country and his own feelings. “ After we had penetrated,”

he says, 44 a little wav into the mountains, rocks, and
laeiers, nature seemed suddenly to have changed her face.

Vith what pleasure did 1 find myself all at once in a
field enamelled with flowers ! It appeared os if some good
genius had transported us from eartn to heaven. 1 begged
our guide to let me stop a moment to enjoy this delicious

prospect
;
but what was iny rapture when I heard, for

the first time, Italian melody sung by an Italian l It
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was from a charming female voice, which transported me
by its melodious accents. It was the first lesson that 1

received in music, in a country to which 1 had travelled

for instruction. And this touching voice, with that plain-

tive expression which au utmost vertical sun generally

inspires ; in short, those delicious and exquisite sensa-

tions that 1 sought at such a distance from my native

soil, and for which 1 had quitted every thing, were found

in a simple country girl
!”

The first studies ofGrctry at Rome were combined with

circumstances which he details in a manner both inte-

resting and agreeable. Among the latter we place the

following :

—

41 The fatigue of my journey and of the ex-

cursions 1 made in the environs of Rome, to view the

precious relics of antiquity, threw me into a fever. When
the physician of the village made his second visit, an old

owl, named Pizclliy said to me in a grave tone, Bisoyna
confessa r$i, * you must confess yourself.’ 1 went into a
rage in maintaining to him that I was not so ill as to be
afraid of dying, lie departed in a passion, saying that

the inhabitants of Liege nad heads of iron.

“ A young surgeon, whom they gave mo as a compa-
nion, was insufferable ; our chamber he converted into

something like a cemetery, and he once said to me, in a
tender tone, 4 Ah ! ray friend, I have lost my tibia ; if you
die, perhaps you will permit me’ Rut I took care not

to render him this service.”

Nothing can be more natural, or more naif than Gretry's

account of his first visit to that author, to whom the French
lyric theatre owes Atyj, Didon , Roland, Arc.

44 1 very much wished to see Piccini, who so well
deserved his reputation. Two years ago he presented
the theatre d'Alberti with La Buona FigliuoUr, and, what
is rare for that country, it was continually performed
during two years. A friend of mine, an abbe, offered to

introduce me to the composer
; and presented me as a

promising young man. Piccini paid me very little atten-
tion, and to say the truth, it was all 1 deserved. Happily,
I did not want emulation] but wbat pleasure woulcfthe
least encouragement from him have given me ! I con-
templated his features with a respect that would have
appeared flattery, had my natural timidity allowed him
to see what was passing in my mind. I immedi-
ately relumed to my college, and having shut the
door, wished to do every thing that 1 had seen done at

Piecini’s. I placed a little table by the side of the harp-
sichord, laid on it a book of music paper, and a printed

oratorio

;

I read the words, ran over the harpsichord,
marked out the paper ready for my score ; all this ap-
peared to me very charming, and my delirium lasted for

two or three hours. 1 should have been quite happy could
I have believed myself Piccini. At length my air was
finished, 1 sat down and played it over. But, oh misery!
it was detestable

; I began to cry, and the next day, I

wgbing, returned to my study-book.” •

Grfctry afterwards went over afresh the various lessons
he had received from Casali, the only master he avows,
and who thought bis scholar too far advanced to require
any further instructions. But it was necessary to reduce
into order that chaos with which the teacher had filled

the pupil’s head. Grttry was passionately fond of the
music of Galtippi, Piccini, Sacchini, but still more that
of Pergolcse ; and was persuaded that he should never
become a good musician, if he did not take declamation
as his guide.

14
1 used such prodigious exertions to employ well the

elements with which my head was full, that it overcame
me. Experience had not yet taught me, that the good artist

is distinguished by his skill in correcting. If I took pains

to be simple, a crowd of ideas obscured my sketch. When
I embodied the whole of these 1 was discontented

; I

then retrenched, and was still less satisfied.
44 This combat between judgment and fancy ; that is to

say, between taste which would choose, and inexperience

which did not know what to reject—this struggle was so

violent, that it destroyed my health.”

Was he then ignorant, who was benefittedhy the les-

sons and works ol all the great masters who llicn flou-

rished at Rome? No!—be possessed in the highest

degree, judgment and taste, the first attributes of genius,

and without which, nothing either good or beautiful can

be composed
;
the proof of which is, the combat to wrhich

he was a prey, and which inode him sink under such a pro-

digious exertion.

After having heard at Rome some scenes of Italian

operas and symphonies, he set to music the opera of le

\ endemiatrice. The result of this ctwp d'essai was most

brilliant. The author was covered with marks of distinc-

tion by every class of society, and a few days afterwards,

many of the airs of that opera were sung in the streets of

Rome.
Being recalled by his family, he quitted the capital of

Italy, leaving in the hands of some of his countrymen,
his psalms, masses, and lessons in composition.

He then proceeded to Bologna, where he was admitted

a member of* the Philharmonic Society ;
hut previously to

obtaining that honour, he performed the usual exercise,

by writing a fugue on a fragment of a canto famo, taken

by chance, in which the good Padre Martini assisted him
with his counsel.

He afterwards went to Geneva, and undertook to in-

struct twenty female scholars, in order to provide for the

expenses uf his journey to Paris, and first residence in

that capital. lie wrote to Voltaire, entreating him to

honour a young artist, just come from Italy, with a lyrical

drama, to try nis force in a language so enriched by hi#

immortal productions. The aged poet sent him word that

he could only answer his letter de vive voixt as he was too

ill to write, but desired to see him as soon as possible.

He had the next day a most gracious reception at Forney,

of which he gives an amusing account. M. Gr£try in his

youth, was interesting in his person, and pleasing in his

manners
; Dr. Burney saw, dined, and conversed with

him at Paris, three years after the period above alluded

to ; and Voltaire, who treated him with great kindness,

seems to have viewed him in a most favourable light.

While he was at Geneva, he set his first French opera,

Isabelle et Gertrude , which was so well received, that the

audience called for him, after the manner of Paris.

Arrived and established in the capital of France, M.
Gr^try soon became connected with the principal literati

of that city, particularly M. Marmontel, all of whose
lyrical dramas were written to be set by the musician of

Ltfge. The success of his compositions surpassed his

most flattering anticipations, and nis popularity was only

inferior to that which Lully, Ratneau, and Gluck had
before enjoyed. Some of his operas are even now listened

to with as much pleasure as they produced forty years

ago, La Caravane du Caire particularly, which continues

a stock piece, and is performed at the grand opera very

regularly.

The subject of this Memoir became a warm partisan of
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republican government, at the era of the revolution
;
and

was the author of one, if not more, of those national airs

which resounded in all parts of France, and alarmed
every monarchy in Europe, at that eventful period. His
political principles afterwards proved as pliant as those

of his friends tne satioiu, and he lived to accept the order

of the Legion of Honour from as deadly an enemy to free-

dom as modem history can name. In private life, Gretry
was an amiable character

;
he was frank, upright, devoid

of envy, humane, and religious ; his genius rendered him
happy ; his works display tne lively emotions, the unspeak-
able delights which he owed to the art he cultivated.

Fame heaped her favours on him
;
he was tenderly loved

by his wife and his children ; but here Providence placed

a boundary to his felicity. Three charming daughters,

whose filial piety distinguished them, even more than their

talents, crowned his happiness during many years ; but

they all died successively, as they attained their fifteenth

year. It is difficult to refrain from tears, while reading
m his Essais, the language of profound grief in which the

wretchedness of the father is expressed.

Gretry died at the Hermitage of Emile, Sept. 24, IS 13,

and was buried with great pomp in the cemetery ofMount
Louis, close by Delille the poet, in a handsome tomb,
pon which appears a simple inscription, in letters of

gold, indicating the time and place of his birth, and the

period of his decease.

No French composer ever obtained so widely extended
a reputation as Grctrv ; for many years he was not only
the great favourite ol France, but enjoyed the triumph of
having his operas performed, with unanimous applause, in

several of the principal European cities. His Zcmire et

Ator was produced in London, both on the Italian and
English stages

;
and on the latter, his Richard Cceur dc

Lion, as well as numerous selections from his various

works, have been introduced with uniform success. In

his native country, and in many parts of Germany, his

dramAtic compositions continue to be given, and some of

them will never be superannuated, particularly the Cara-

vane du Caire, which possesses merit that will always be
appreciated by persons of real taste and discernment.

In 1780, he published at Paris, a work entitled ML
moires, ou Essais fur la Musique, of which the French
government, in 1793, printed another edition, in three

volumes octavo. The first volume contains the musical

life of the author, and observations on his operas, which
are very useful to young composers. The two others

treat of the moral and metaphysic of music. Most of his

observations are those of an ingenious, thinking man,
though a considerable share of personal vanity pervades

all the volumes, and the whole work betrays a great de-

ficiency of knowledge in what has been written on his

art. It nevertheless, ought to be read with attention by
the studious musician, who would not fail to draw from it

much useful information.

The following is a complete list of the operas of Gretry,

with the names of the authors of the words, and the dates

of performance.

Le Vendemiatrice, at Rome, 1765.
Isabelle et Gertrude

, at Geneva, 1767.

All the following have been performed at Paris, at the

Comidie Ilahenne
,
or at the Acadbnic Royale de Musique.

At the Comedie Italienee, he Huron, in two acts, words by
Mormontel

;

1769. Lucile, in one act, words by the

name; 1769. Le Tableau Parlant, in one act, the words
by Anseaume ; 1769. Sikain , in one act, words by Mar-

monfcl

;

1770. Les Deux Avares , in two acts, words by
Fnlbairc

;

1770. L’Amitii d TEprevve , in three acts,
words by Favart

;

1771. Zcmire et Ator, in four acts, words
by Mnrmontel; 1771. L'Ami de la Maison, in three acta,

words by the same
; 177i. Le Magmjique, in three acts,

words by Sedaine ; 1773. La Rosilrc de Sulency, first in
four acts, afterwards in three, words by Petay ; 1774.
La Fausse Magic , in two acts, words oy Marmontel ;

1775. Les Manages Sammies, in three acts, words by
Duratoy

;

1 77G . Alatroco, in four acts, words by Latycon ;

1778. Lc Judgment dc Midas , in three acts, words by
tTHdl

;

1778. L'Amant Jaioux, in three acts, words by
the same; 1778. Les Evenmens Imprivus, in three acts,

words by the same ; 1779. Auca&*in et Nicolette, in three
acts, words by Sedaine ; 1780. L’Eprcuve Villageoise

, in
two acts, words by Desjurges ; 1 784. Richard Cotur-de-

Lion, in three acts, words by Sedaine

;

1785. Lc* Mt-
prises par Rcssemblance, in three acts, words by Patrat

;

17S6. Le Prisonnier Anglais, in three acts, words by
Desfontnines

;

1786. 1* Comte d’Albert, et sa suite , in
three acts, words by Sedaine ; 1787. Ia Rival Confident,

in two acts, words by Forged; 1788. Raoul Barbe-

Bleue , in three acts, words by Sedaine ; 1789. Pierre-le

Grand, in three acts, words by BouiUy ; 1790. Guil-
laume Tell, in three acts, words by Sidaine

;

1791.
Callias

, in one act, words by M. Hoffman ; 1794. Lisbeth

,

in three acts, words by M. Faviires

;

1797. EJisca, in

three acts, words by M. Faviires ; 1799.

At the Acadimie Royale de Musique : dphale et Procris,

in three acts, words by Marmontel

;

1775. Andromaquc.

in three acts, words by Pitra

;

1780. Colinette d la Cour

,

in three acts
;
1782. VEmbarras des Richesses, in three

acts; 1782. La Caravane du Caire, in three acts, words
attributed to M. Morel

;

1763. Panurge, in three acts,

words attributed to the same ; 1786. Amphitrion, in three

acts, words by Sidaine; 1786. Aspasia, in three acts,

words attributed to M. Morel; 1787. Denis-le- Tyro*,
maitre d'icole d Corinthe, in one act, words by Sylvam
Marichal ; 1794. Anacrion, in three acts, words by
M. Guy

;

1797.

ITALIAN MUSICAL LITERATURE.

A new edition has lately appeared of a work first pub-

lished in 1821, entitled “ Ditcorso sulla Origin? , Prooressi

e Stato Atlualc della Musica Italiana, di Andrea Majer,

Veneziano” The spirit and freedom of opinion, and
exposure of the abuses that have crept into modern music,

which mark this volume, have created a considerable sen-

sation in Italy. We shall present our readers with an
extract from the latter part of the volume.

** In the eighteenth century, an age during which the

worst taste prevailed in the greater part of the other arts,

music attained to a state of perfection. It alone re-

mained unconUminated by the general coulaaion, and
succeeded in creating a new language, calculated, by
originality and truth of melody, joined to the power

of harmony and instrumentation, to attain the true ob-

ject of the art—expression. In the annals of music, there

does not appear, if 1 may so express it, any medium time

(tempo di mezzo); in its rapid and sudden career, it

started,—if 1 may be allowed a comparison drawn from

a sister art,—at once from the coldness and stiffness of a
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Gelasio ami a Cimabue, to the grace and rigour of a
Raphael and a Correggio.
“ As to the theoretical branch of the art, the greater

part of the writers of the eighteenth century saw the

reasonableness of abandoning all vain and learned spe-

culations relatire to the music of the ancients, and of

turning their attention to an analysis of the modem.
After this period, schools were seen to fpring up in every
direction, among which the most celebrated were those

of Naples, Rome, Florence, Hologna, Milan, and Venice/*

The author then takes a rapid view of all the different

kinds of music, and shows the progress which various

composers made in each : he also gives an historical sketch
of the different theatres ; but the epoch in which he con-
siders that music had attained the highest degree of

perfection, is about the middle of the eighteenth cen-
tury.

“The moment/’ continues he, “had arrived, in
|

which nature had decreed to form, at a single cast,

a host of eminent geniuses, who were destined to raise

to the climax of perfection all the parts of music, and
of the poetry of the lyric drama. And to begin with
the latter, to mention the names of Zeno and Metastasio
is to say every thing ; but at the same time that these
two writers were employed in perfecting the melodrama-
seria, some poets of ability in Naples and Venice did
their endeavours to render the same services to the mu-
sical comedy. Tullro, a Neapolitan, wrote the Sena
padrona , immortalized by the music of Pergolesi ; Loren zi,

a Neapolitan, wrote the the operas of Fra i due Utiganti
il terso gode, set to music by Sarti ; the Idolo Cinese,

by Buranello, and La Pietiu simpatdica, by Palma.
About tbe same period with the Don Chisciolte of Apos-
tolo Zeno, appeared the Socraic immaginario of Goliani,
and various drarnmi buffi of Goldoni, tne most celebrated
©1 which are La Buona Figlivola , 11 FilosoJ'o di ram-
pagnu, and II Mondo della Luna. At a more recent
period, Palomba, a Neapolitan distinguished himself
by his Sposo di tulte, e Marito di Nessuno, set to music
by Guglieltni, and / Zingari in Fiera , and II Tamburro
NoUurno

, by Paisiello.
41 Nor were our composers tardy iu answering to the

call of the muses. Iu Naples were seen a Scarlatti,

a Vinci, a Leo, who created the lain of melody, and
the accompaniments of the dramatic air; a Logroscino,
who presented the first model of the musical buffo style;

a Porpora, who gave the last degree of perfection to

prosody, and to the pathetic modulation of tne recitative ;

a Durante, who preserving the unity of the motivo amidst
a variety of modulations, gave the idea and the example
of a perfect duet

;

finally, a Pergolesi, who enriched the

musical language with a thousand original and sublime
forms, both of melody and harmony, and succeeded in

perfectly purifying it from its ancient dross. About .he

same period arose, at the other extremity of Italy, a
Marcello, who taught the harp of David to resound anew,
in strains sometimes soft and tender, at others majestic

and sublime. Meanwhile, in a humble islet, near the

city in which the last-mentioned composer flourished,

arose a Galuppi, surnaraed Buranello, a fruitful and
universal genius, who succeeded in ornamenting thea-

trical music with a thousand new beauties
; and diffusing

around him the treasures of taste, of sensibility, and
imagination, in almost every style, succeeded in obtaining

a place in the first rank of modern Italian composers.

In the track of these greater luminaries appeared a host

of other stars, some of which were scarcely inferior in

lustre. To signalize them individually would exceed my
limits, suffice it to mention the names of a Hasse, a
Gluck, a De Majo, a Sacchini, a Picciui, & Trajetta, an
Anfossi, a Sarti, a Guglielmi, a Ciuiarosa, and to ter-

minate nobly this catalogue of glorious names, the

immortal Paisicllo.”

Signor Major next proceeds to a consideration of the

causes that have led to the decline of music, which
brings him to the third part of his treatise, “ On the

present State of Italian Music/’
The following is a summary of the principal defects

which our author observes in the music of the present time.
“ 1st, A confusion of the different genera of music
2d r the general triviality, and indefinite character of
the canttlene ; 3d, the accumulation of a hundred
different motivos, saving the exact one suited to the sub-
ject

;
4th, the intemperate use, or rather abuse, of

the furious dithyrambic style, intent only upon asto-
nishing the ear, without any ambition to touch the heart

;

5th, the irregular and frequent starts in the time and tune,

without their bearing any relation to the words ; 6th,
the tiresomeness of the thousand-times repeated cadences,
varied only in the figures; 7tb, the absurdity of the
perpetual obbligato chorus ; bth, the charletanism
and unworthy artifice of causing the violin parts to be
executed by wind instruments, to seek to cover, by the
extraordinary execution of the performers, the nudity of
the cantilene ; oth, the other still more ridiculous

practice of cutting inelodiol phrases iuto piecemeal,
assigning a morsel to each instrument, as if the words
of a discourse were to be pronounced by different in-

terlocutors
; 10th, the pedantry of noting down the

smallest appoggiatura and cadence of the singing parts,

transforming the spontaneous ornaments of song into

a formal and scholastic solfeggio

;

lllh, the want of
originality and of characteristic expression in the

melodies, composed for tbe most part of variations upon
the same subjects, to which all kinds of words may be
adapted indifferently; l¥th, the marvellous sonatas of
the throat (sonatc di golaj of modern singers, to the
greater part of whom nothing iti the world is wanting but
a knowledge of the portamento di race, of the proper
method of taking the breath, of time and intonation

!

13th, the ridiculous profusion of unmeaning and
affected divisions, which destroy every idea of musical
rhythm, and divide the bar into as many parts as suit

the singer's caprice; 14th, the havoc which is made
in the prosody, changing, as fancy directs, long syl-
lables into short; the pausing and shaking upon the

mute or nasal vowels, a fault which thirty years since,

would not have been allowed to pass w ith itnpuuity in the
merest beginner; 15th, the introduction of anew mode
of pronunciation, which divides the word suddenly into

two parts, striking the last syllable with a rebound of
the voice, not unlike the blow of a sledge-hammer, as
vendet-tdaaa, amor-ceee , campbooo ; 16lh, the new mode
of commencing the art of singing, without having first

learnt to speak, which renders it impossible to guess in

what language the actors are discoursing, and by which
means the theatre is converted into an hospital for the deaf
and dumb ; 17th, the perversion of instruments, as to the

nature of their several properties, and their relative place

in the general scale
;
istb, tbe whistling ottavino, the
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great drum, the Jannissary band, the whirlwind and
tempest of the modern orchestra, in which the violin

is made to counterfeit the /lute, playing the chords upon
the bridge, or striking them pizzirati with the Zinger

after the manner of the guitar; 19th, the contrabasso,

which is made to run flights of semiquavers
;
20th, the

wind-instruments, with their short and sharp sounds,

which imitate the clucking of a hen ; 21st, the sis-

trums, the cymbals, the timbrels, and the great drum,
which deafen you with their stormy uproar, while the

singers are accompanying the orchestra with all their

might and main in arpeggios of three and five, of four

and six, or go running up and down, like persons pos-

sessed, through all the degrees of the chromatic scale.

—

Such are the besetting sins of the music of the present

day, and especially of the mclo-dramma tcria.

“As to the opera bujjfd^ it is scarcely worth while even
to name it, for it no longer exists. It is now several

years since the opera buffa , and its attendant humour
and merriment, have disappeared from our theatres. A
malignant fever of the sentimental kind has invaded the

minds of all. The public now-a-days frequent the thea-

tres in order to attemper, with lacrymose farces and
semi^seriout dramas, the too lively transports of the

general happiness that pervades all classes in Italy*.

The moment your eye is greeted with the title Bvffo
Serio upou the bills of the Opera, all that remains for

you to do is to recite the fuucral oration of the arts, and
of poor common sense."

Signor Majer proceeds in the same strain of complaint
against the modern church music

; and again returning
to that of the theatre, he strongly expresses his dis-

approbation of the practice which prevails in the modem
serious melo-drama of having, by little and little,

omitted all the redtatiro parlantc ; as if, he observes, in a
dramatic action, it can be natural to suppose the whole
of the personages to be in a state of strong excitement
and passion from one end of the drama to the other.

Our author concludes by observing, that “ the depar*
ment of music in which the Italians at present excel,

is that of the instrumental kind. Do we not see a
Dragonetti capable of performing, even to a wonder, on
the contrabasso the most difficult part of the first violin

;

a Paganini, who after having surprised the audience by
one of the most difficult of tiis concertos, w ill repeat it

from beginning to end on the single first string of the

violin ; a Schumatz. who also performs wonders upon
the bassoon. It has been justly remarked, that when the

facility of surmounting curious difficulties in the fine

arts is considered as a merit, it is a certain charac-
teristic of their decline."

ON THE NATIONAL SONGS OF MODERN
GREECE.

[Concluded from page 3.]

Next to the war songs of the Greeks, the most remark-
able are those of a domestic nature, which are nume-
rous, and adapted to almost every situation of life. Our
space will allow us to particularize two only of the most

• When it is remembered that Signior Majer writes at Venice,
the bitter irony of this passage will be fully understood,

prominent—that on the departure for a foreign land, and
the funeral song.

The domestic relations of the modern Greeks are

more marked, more expressive of profound feeling, and
attended with more ceremony and circumstance, than

in any other country. To what cause may this be

traced ? Does it arise from the conformation and sim-

plicity of their social state
;

or is it the oppression un-

der which they live, that makes them feel more sensibly

the necessity of clinging more closely to each other f

Whatever the cause may be, certain it is, that all the

most characteristic traits of the domestic usages of the

Greeks furnish a proof of the fact ;
and under no cir-

cumstances is it seen more strongly, than in what usually

passes at the departure of some member of a family to a

foreign land.

Many causes oblige the young Greek to quit his home ;

and there is no event more painful to bim than this tera-

rary banishment. So attached is the Greek to his

me, that to him every foreign land is a land of misery

aud exile, which he never names without the addition

of an epithet which is at once expressive of all

that is most tender ill regret, and most terrible in the

anticipation of evil. In quitting his native place, and
bidding adieu to his family anu friends, he is not only

in a state of uncertainty as to the possibility of bis ever

beholding them again ; he is also uncertain whether the

Turks will permit him ; whether they will snare the

patrimony and lives, and, what is dearer than life, the

honour of those whom he leaves in their power.

These observations will sufficiently explain the kind

of ceremonial employed by the Greeks, in taking their

farewell of those who are departing for a foreign land.

On the day fixed for departure, the friends and rela-

tives of the individual meet at his house, to partake of

a farewell repast. AVhen this is finished, the traveller

sets out, escorted by his relations, aud the whole of

the guests, who accompany him to the distance of some
miles.

On this, as ou all other occasions in Greece, poetry >

and music are the organs through which are expressed

the emotions of this interesting moment ; the regrets

and presentiments, both of him who goes and of those,

who remain. There are songs and music particularly

adapted to this domestic ceremony, some ot which are

sung during the farewell repast, null others on the road,

and at the spot where the final separation takes place.

It is impossible for one who has not been witness of

the scene, to form any adequate idea of the deep pathos

and effect produced by these songs of exile. Some are

of very ancient date, and have, from lime immemorial,
been common to the whole of Greece. Others are ex-

pressly composed for some individual occasion, some-
times by the traveller himself, at others by those who,
accompany him. Sometimes they are composed extem-
pore by the mother, the wife, or the sisters of the indi-

vidual who is quitting them. The following account of

one of these affecting scenes is from an eye-witness, of

my acquaintance.

In the district of Zagori, in the vicinity of Mount
Findus, lived a respectable family, to which belonged

three brothers, the youngest of whom, by a very rare

exception, was an object of aversion to his mother.

.

After having borne for a long time, in silent and un-

complaining sorrow, her unjust rigour, the poor young man „

was obliged to set out for Adrianople. There was, ac-
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cording lo custom, a farewell repast, which was nu-
merously attended, and afterwards the whole of the
guests accompanied the young traveller lo the distance
of four or fire miles. The place where they halted
was at the foot of Mount l’ihdus, a spot of a very wild
and savage aspect. Several pathetic songs, appropriate
to the occasion, hail already been sung

; all was pen-
siveness and melancholy, when a circumstance occurred,
which tended to render the scene doubly affecting.
Suddenly ascending a part of the rock which overhung
the road, the young traveller intoned a song which he
had composed to a most pathetic air, appropriate to the
occasion. He expressed, in the most touching manner,
his grief at quitting his family, his country, and above
all, his parting regret at not sharing his mother’s affec-
tion. The voting man’s tone of emotion, the well-known
justice of his complaint, the pathos of the melody,
rendered doubly effective by the solitude and melancholy
of the scene, penetrated every heart, and drew tears
from every eye. The young man's mother was there

;

as the song proceeded, her emotion became extreme,
and before it was finished, she burst through the crowd,
threw herself round the neck of her son, covered him
with kisses, and in the midst of sobs solicited his par-
don for nut having heretofore been a good mother to
him : she promised to be so in future, and religiouslv
kept her word.

The AfynUmfia, or funeral song, is of very remote
antiquity. \\e see in Homer the whole family of Priam
pouring their funeral sorrows over the corpse of Hector

;

and the custom has descended to the modern Greeks, in
all its inspiration and originality.

These funeral laments last till the moment the priests
come to convey away the body for interment, and is

prolonged till the arrival of the funeral procession at
the doors of the church. They are suspended during the
prayers and psalmody of the priests, but are renewed
again when the corpse is deposited in the earth. Nor
do they terminate with the funeral

; they are renewed
on n variety of occasions, and during the whole year
the female part of the family siug no other songs than
those of a melancholy character.
. Mothers are often heard to ponr forth funeral la-
ments over the infants or which death has rohbed them;
and these elegiac effusions are often of a very pathetic
and graceful kind. The little innocent is regretted under
the emblem of a delicate plant, of a flower, a bird,
or any other pleasing object to which the fancy of the
mother takes a melancholy pleasure in assimilating it.

1 he music to which these elegiac effusions are sang,
approximates greatly in its general character to the
Gregorian chant, but they have this peculiarity, that
while other songs generally terminate in a low note, they
finish iu a high one. Another peculiarity is, that they
are sung by women only, and are always produced ex-
tempore. It may well be supposed, that when this
task, which custom imperiously demands, falls to the
lut of a timid, ignorant, or uncultivated person, it de-
mantis a violent effort, a species of interior meta-
raorphosis of the most extraordinary kind. It is requisite
that at a given moment—at a moment when their ordinary
faculties are confused or distracted by grief, they
should suddenly acquire a power to which they were be-
fore strangers, of so regulating and modifying this grief,
as to bring it under the control of poetry ami music ;and this, too, in presence of an innumerable crowd, who

are looking on, and expecting to catch emotion from
theirs. Hence, it is by no means an uncommon thing
to see women faint under the effort to which they have,
as it were, wound up their powers. The following is a
well-authenticated instance.

A woman of Melsoven, near Mount Pindus, at the age
of twenty-five, had lost her husband, who had left her
with two young children. She was a poor peasant girl,

of great simplicity of character, and who had never
given any indications of mind. Taking her two chil-
dren bv the hand, she advanced to the body of her
husband, and began her myriologue by the recital of a
dream which she had had some days before—a recital

which she addressed to the dead body. Her manner
was highly impressive, and the kind of recitative in
which she sung it, expressive, in the highest degree,
of agitation ami solicitude. The beginning was as
follows :

—

Methnught as I was busied with my domestic rarr,

A youth stood on my threshold, of fierce commanding air,

Adown liia shoulders waring were wings of dazzling white,

And in Ida hand a naked sword, uh dread, appalling sight I

He sternly gazed upon me, then thus the silence broke :

"Is thy good man within ?” All trembling, thus l spoke ;

"My good man is at home, and lulling on his breast

Our little weeping Nikolus, to soothe him into rest.

But pass nut thou my threshold ; 1 prithee, youth, forbear,

Thy terrible demeanour my little boy would scare.
-"

But vain were my entreaties, resistance wae in vain.

The white-wing'd youth was resolute, and would an entrance

gain.

He darted o’er the threshold, and plunged Ids cruel sword

Deep, deep within thy bosom, oh thou, my heart's sole fold t

There, too, is little Nikolos, thy hope, thy fondest joy.

At him the monster aim’d, but I saved our darling hoy.

After this opening, the words of which, and the tone

in which they were uttered, had made the bystanders
shudder, some of whom looked towards the door, as if

fearful of seeing the young man with the white wings

;

while others gazed upon the little infant clinging to the
knees of its mother—she threw herself, with convulsive

sobs, upon the body of her husband.

With respect lo the music to which these songs are
snug, it appeared in general extremely simple, ac-

companied with a drawling kind of effect, and approxi-

mating nearer to plain-chant than to the music of the

other nations of Europe. Their character always par-

takes of the plaintive, even when intended to celebrate

the victories of their chieftains, or to convey sentiments

the very opposite to the gentle and pathetic. On hear-

ing them, one is tempted at once to pronounce that they

must have been composed expressly to be sung among
the mountains, and to be repeated and prolonged by
the echoes, like the Kanz des Vaches of the Swiss Moun-
taineers.

With respect to the music of the rhymed songs, com-
posed and sung in the greater towns, or the isles, it has

more sweetness and unity of character, and betrays more
artifice and contrivance. 1 heard many which were
sung to Italian airs long since forgotten in Italy.

The air of the mountain songs is frequently comprised
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in a single verse, usually in two, never in more. But
the air, or more properly speaking, the couplet to the
measure of which it is restricted, is frequently prolonged
by the aid of words, which are arbitrarily introduced
as a kind of burden, between the verses, and which, as
being frequently altogether foreign to the subject, pro-
duce a very whimsical effect.*

The places and occasions in which the Greek songs of
every kind, and of every part of Greece, may be heard
to the greatest advantage, are in the Khans, or small
Turkish ions at Constantinople, Odessa, &c., where the
Greeks from the various provinces generally put up.

On these occasions there is no other pastime than
song. The old men usually set the example ; the mid-
dle-aged, and afterwards the younger part of the com-
pany continue them ; and not unfrequently the greater
part of the night flows Away, before the singers are
tired of singing, or the hearers of listening to them.
There each one yields himself up to the sweet emotions,
awakened by the remembrance of his country, his

family, and the spot that gave him birth ; and each
individual feeling tends to communicate an increasing
impression to the whole. There, brought together
by accident in a foreign land, the mountaineer of
jEtolia, the inhabitant of Larissa, and the native of
Scio, forget that they are any thing but Greeks : all

those repugnances which belong to particular places,
and particular modes of life, are suspended as if by en-

MAPTTPOI TOT XOTAIOT.

ZlfyntpOlf fJMvfOV VMt'rx^l TO 2ov>U XflU TW» K*«p*>*

'OXvjpLEfOt'Xa eCfFX&V,

K’ «w* to wpoCavav evar >07*0* XtCtmtf •

*A»o ra 'laivnua Xixp x, fxavpa fjuxvTxrx pipn *

44 T® waXXnxafut ti xxX® atnrfopoi rwr ri yyitQtn.

44 ‘AxOVVTS, QtoTOV Tfll WXlZlX, TOU ApfiCXOU vxk\vxxpt*t

44 To A&Civov to aw»*rov *p6&a/9t ra waiJi* fxas.

44 *2 1* *AXn 9X9X T9 Ta ££ XfxV dpX&OL.

11 Avro* t* Ttonpx twv oc/o X*/54?*4*

44 Tow A^axo;/ roii woo, xai t dbifpov row <J>wtw.
w

K* iwi'wi XxQlif T XXOVOXi, $XffX TOOf X*XOpivW.

44 Aurora, toy w^atTwrawav tpw>a£xv x ol 300,

Zy,a/i ra fAYtyxoavix twy f$ Kx/J.VKzfiuv puis*

44 Ta Joo, xaSwr ra rtvaspa, opaytAivx ra fxsTpovtxe.

44 Om O rCf XYlOf fytYiV TWV 2oC/?.lttT<V>
*

M Ovte SoeXtwmr ^onrravof *0 Ta x^f 1* T0V

chantment. The mountaineer is not Ashamed to yield to

the tender emotious produced by the sweet accents of the

poetry of the Arcliijjolago, and the soft islander catches

a momentary enthusiasm from the bravery and daring

spirit of the heroes of the mountains.

The hero of the first of the two songs translated be-

low, fell in an engagement with the Turks, in which the

latter were commanded by the famous Jousouph, one of

the generals of Ali Pacha, sumaincd, by the Greeks, the

drinker of btood, an epithet that appears to have been

no figure of rhetoric. It would, perhaps, ho proper to

inform the reader, that it is a particular point of honour

with the Greeks, not to allow their heads, after death, to

fall into the hands of the Turks, who practise upon them
every barbarous outrage. 44 My friends,*' sain an ex-

piring chieftain, “ cut off my head, that our enemies
may not bear it with them, to be exposed to the gasre of

every passer-by. My enemies will see it, aud their

hearts will laugh with joy—my mother, also, may see

it, and would expire at the sight."

The second song is founded upon a real anecdote ;
and

it is to the two heroes mentioned in the text, that the

noble resistance of Souli is principally to be attributed.

It is added, that the moment the prayers for the dead

were said for the six hostages, the indignaut chieftains

sallied from the church at the head of their chosen baud,

fell like lions upon the Turks, slew a great number, and

forced the rest of the detachment to retreat.

THE MARTYRS OF SOULI.

On Souli’s towers, and Kiapha,

The tempest beat, the deep snow lay

;

When morning broke, a Souliot came,

Jannina’s capture to proclaim.

14 Our allies are our ruin—they

“ Have dared our sacred cause betray ;

44 Yc sons of noble Photos hear,

“ Ye sons of Drakos lend an ear.

44 Six of our brethren are betray’d,

“ The victims of the Pacha made ;

14 Those only who have pity won
44 Are Photos’ brother, Drakos* son/’

The warriors heard the chief proclaim,

Deep sunk in grief, their kindred's shame ;

Then cried, 44 Priest, be the office said,

44 For all the six alike are dead.

44 When Souliots win a Pacha’s grace,

14 They ill are worthy of their race.

41 Who wear the chains that tyrants give,

44 For us, at least, have ceased to live.’*

* The reader will at once call to mimi the aarnc effect as produced in some of the earlier Scotch aonga, meb, fy

r

instance, »»
“ Up in the morning earjy."

—

Not* of the Tranttaior.
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TOT TWTAKH. GHIPHTAKIS.

oi xzjATCoi yix vspa, xal rx (Zouvx yta yt
nux f

Kal ra Upsbua yix sroc/Xni, a* oi Tovpxo* ytx xipxktx.

u r
Ap<* to r* *x yivnxs* w /axw* row Vvfrxxn,

<f TIov tyjxQi rx Suo xrxi^ix, ro» xSipfir Ttjf , rplx ;

“ Ka» r^at vaX:xCa/$?)XE, xati xepvxte7 xxl x\xtit *

44 MwTE '* TOVf XXfJLVOUC $XtV£7Xi /ATJT5 *
«S TX XOp^foGoviiX.'"

*f Mar (Tray «i{px «repxie, isipx ’a rx BXaxoX^ 13c *

“ K* ixif TowpiKM* Jwe^Ta*, xai QXiGtpx ppovrovaxM.

4 ‘ Mute «ir yxfjAu r #ir#^Tay /Aim Eir etxvnyupix

.

<l Mo>ov Toy r^Tiiv XiCvrav *<r to yonx xxl 'a to

u 2ay StVfyov ippxyi'jft-nxs, oav xuxxpunt tri^iru *

'I'wX-tfir $&rrov\av e»*Xf, oay woXXwxsrp* ottoi; *jt*v *

* 4 Iloy «i<rai, xaXi fxnu x5if$i y xa* woAayamvAEUE ;

4t I><te «r»<w, flra^E /*€, ira^E /aou to xeipxkt,

“ Na Xny to vxp v) wayxux, xxl o 'Iirowp xplirn

44 K«i /aoD to otxn *<J ra’Iafyyiva t’ *AX$» tov <rx*/Xot».
n

The moontains thirst for clouds, the plain

Parch’d by the sun, for cooling rain
;

The vulture for his prey, and more.

The Mussulman for Grecian gore.

44 Where is Ghiphtakis’ mother fled,

“ Who wails, e’en now, two children dead ?

“ Wand'ring amid the mountains wild,

44 Seeks she her last, her fondest, child ?

44 The sounds of war her ears assail,

44 The gun loud thunders in the gale :

44 Alas ! not now to celebrate
44 The nuptial feast, the tillage fttc.

44 Then Ghiphtakis she wounded found,
44 Stretch’d bleeding on the damp cold ground

;

44 Thus lies the cypress, when the blast
44 Its honours in the dust has cast.

44 The foe is nigh ; strike home !” he said,
14 And bear far hence your chieftain’s head,
44 Lest by the victor it be borne
44 With joy, to glut bis savage scorn.”

A NEW MUSICAI. INSTRUMENT,
THE SIREN1UM.

[ From n f’ienna Journo/.]

M. Joseph Prombebger, of Vienna, has recently

completed a new musical instrument, upon which he has
been employed for several years, and to which he has
given the name of Sirknium. It is of the piarto-forte

kind, but is distinguished from that instrument by its

compactness and convenience of form, and more particu-

larly by its internal improvements. It stands perpendi-
cularly, and reckoning from the pedestal, does not exceed
four feet in height. It has two ranges of strings, on
which, by means of a peculiar preparation, its power of

sustaining sound is brought to the highest degree of

perfection, and its tones are so beautiful, clear, and full,

that it is wonderful how so small a body, and strings of
so short a compass, can produce such power. But the

most extraordinary part of this invention is, that the

sounding-board is moveable, and independent of the ge-
neral frame-work : indeed, it is this peculiar feature that

constitutes the great value of the instrument. It bas

also another peculiarity
; the hammer being separated

from the key, whereby n certain advantage is gained

over the English piano, besides allowing of the works
being taken out with less danger of sustaining injury.

The dumper also is admirably contrived, and from the

manner in which the instrument is constructed, the tuning

likewise is rendered very eAsy ; and the double range of

keys, instead of making this more complex, renders it

in reality more simple.

The beautiful external appearance of this instrument

makes it also an elegant and desirable piece of furni-

ture ; and, at first sight, its destination would not be dis-

covered, since no one would expect to find within so small

a compass, a perfect piano-forte. The hinges, See., are

very tastefully arranged, and as they are interior, the

division of the head-board is scarcely discernible.

We have no doubt that, from its compactness, its

strength, firmness, and clearness of tone, and particularly

from the durable nature of its mechanism, and the ease

with which it can be tuned, it will be welcomed as a
happy invention by many amateurs of the pianoforte

;

and, in all probability, it will survive several of those

shew v, noisy, and pompous inventions, which have sur-

prised for the moment, but almost instantly fallen into

oblivion.

NEW ORGAN AT BRISTOL.

To the Editor op the IIarmonicon.

Sir, Bristol
,
December, 1824.

As a lover of music 1 have been pleased at learning,

through the medium of your pages, tne progress of the

art in other countries as well as our own ; and, being in-

timately connected with America, I was particularly gra-

tified at observing in No. XXIV, page 282, some ac-

count of what our Trnns-atlantic friends are doing, and
at page 232, a description of two organs, one of large

dimensions, lately built at New York. Perhaps the

follow ing account of an organ erected here, a few months
ago, in the parish church of St. James, by Smith of this

city, a native and self-taught organ- builder, may not

be unacceptable to your numerous readers. The instru-

ment possesses amazing powers
;

I know not whether, in

l variety of effect, even that at York Minster exceeds it:
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certainly there is no other in this kingdom which raft

vie with it. The height is 88 feet, width 1G feet, and
depth 10 feet, and there are four rows of keys, besides

two octaves of pedals from ccc.

Choir Organ, in a separate case, in front of tlie gallery, from
c c to r in ait:

Stopped diapason,—Flute.

Dulciana,—Principal.

Fifteenth.

(iiibat Organ. from cr to r in alt.

,
Open diapason,—Tierce.

Ditto,—Laritrot.

Stopped ditto,—Twenty-second.
Principal,—Mixture, two ranks.

Ditto.

Twelfth,—ScKpiialtcra*.

Fifteenth.—Trumpet.
Ditto—Octave bassoon.

Swell, from c to c in altissimo, four octaves.

Open diapason,—Cremona.
Stopped ditto,—Twelfth.

Principal,—Fifteenth.

Hautboy,—Tierce.

Trumpet,—Cornet.
X Borrowed Ciioir Organ, same compass as great organ.

Open diapason,— Principal.

Stopped diapason,— Clarionet.

Flute.

Pedal*, from ccc, two octaves..

Open diapason,— Bassoon.

Stopped diapason.— Principal.

Double stopped diapason, lowest pipe cccc.

The pedals are of breus* an invention of Mr. Hodges, the

organist. Their greAt recommendation in, being brought

nearer together, by which two octaves now take up less

room than an octave and a half formerly occupied. These
are made to unite with either the great or choir organ, or

both, at octaves ; that is, the pedals being an octave

lower than the keys, the lowest pedal takes the lowest key.

There are six connecting stops, whose offices areas follows

:

1. For uniting the swell in unison with the great organ.

5?. Ditto, an octave above with the great organ.

8. For uniting tlse great organ and choir organ.

4. * Ditto, the choir organ and swell.

5. Ditto, the pedal* to the great organ.

G. Ditto, ditto, choir organ.

in addition to these there arc four wild stops for shutting

off the wind at pleasure from either organ, of great use

in case of ciphering ;
anil also in producing a variety of

effects not otherwise obtainable. There are also keys at

the end of the swell row, for playing the pedal pipes with

the hands
;
a great advantage to the performer who has

not been accustomed to pedals ; but these keys do not

unite with the other rows. The borrowed choir organ is

also without a connecting movement. The number of

stops is fifty , and the combinations which may be effected

by means of the different connecting stops, are almost

incalculable. The effect of the swell when united to the

great organ, is such as to lead even the most experienced

organists who have heard it, to suppose that the whole

organ is one immense swell When the octave as well

as the unison is added, it is almost overpowering. The

• A camectaag *top for drawing ih* three preceding one* together,

t A connecting *lop for drawing the preceding three together.

J So called being principally borrowed from the great organ, and
to diaiinguiah it from the amall choir organ in front.

VOL III.

2ft..

bellows are supplied by five feeders, worked by a revolv-

ing handle and crank, which move so freely, tbst a little

boy has been found competent to the task of blowing
during the performance of a full cathedral service. This
instrument, of which 1 have attempted some descrip-

tion—and 1 assure you, Mr. Editor, Uiat it is but a faint

one,—must be heard to be fully appreciated. It was
opened for the accompaniment of divine worship, on,
Sunday the second of May with complete cathedral ser-

vice. The Te Deum
,
Jubilate , Anthem, and Responses in

the morning service, anil the Confute Domino and Deus %

Misereatur, in that of the evening, were composed for the »

occasion by the organist, Mr. Edward Hedges. I he
choir, about twenty-five in number, consisted entire lyof
amateurs. Of their performance, or of the music itself, l
1 shall only say, that both were such as to elicit the
warmest approbation, and an unanimous request that the

services oi the day should be published, with which the

author is about to comply; the public will therefore have
an opportunity ofjudging for themselves, of his merits or

defects as a composer of ecclesiastical music.

A considerable debt having been incurred in erecting

a new gallery for the organ, and Sunday-school children,

a musical performance was offered for the purpose of
raising the necessary funds ; accordingly, on Friday even-
ing, the twenty-fifth of June, a grand selection from the
works of Handel, Haydn, Beethoven, Pcrgoltii, Ac.,
was given at the church, and (with the exception of the
leader, and two or three others,) entirely by amateurs, in

number about fifty, who kindly volunteered their services.

The performance completely answered the end in view

:

the debt incurred in building the gallery was thereby
liquidated, and a numerous and most respectable assem-
bly were highly delighted, at finding that Bristol pos-
sessed, within herself, so much musical talent. This
city has been stigmatized as a place where the fine arts

are neglected ; where men are too intent on the accumu-
lation of wealth, to pay any regard to those pursuits which
have no direct tendency to that result. It has been re-

peatedly asserted, that a tolerable quartett could not be
got up by residents within her walls ; but with what little

justice, the events of the evening alluded to have demon-
strated. Bristol may be, and I fear is, deficient in pro-
fessors ; but while fifty resident amateurs can be brought
together, almost by the influence of one individual, and
while musical judges, who had the previous week at-
tended the ,4 <»ranil Festival” at Bath Abbey, are com-
pelled to acknowledge, that in the performance of some
of Handel's cliorusses, the amateurs were equal, and even
superior, to the congregated host of regulars

; they need not
be afraid to attempt quartern

,

or even “ grand selections.”

INJUNCTION against the WORDS of Dn. ARNOLD S
DUET in No. XXV. or tub HARMONICON.

When we presented to our readers the beautiful

Duet, by Dr. Arnold, printed in our last number, we
little imagined that the genius of litigation could

dispute our right so to do, or involve us in pains

and penalties for an attempt to rescue from unmerited
oblivion that delightful composition. Such, however,

is the “ glorious uncertainty” of the law, that on
Injunction has actually been obtained in the Vice-

F
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Chancellor's Court, to restrain us from printing, with the

Dtiet in Question, the words extracted from Little's

Poems, altnough the music was actually set to those very

words by Dr. Arnold in ISO*, and in the same year
sung upon the Haymarket stage, and published by
Messrs. Caulfield, in a book containing all the music of

the piece to which it belonged
;
from whose undisputed

copy, and NOT from the work of any other person, the

music ami words printed in theH A R monicon were taken.

Scarcely, however, had our Twenty-Fifth Number
appeared, when a claimant to the exclusive property in

the poem, from which our eight lines had teen taken,

started forth in the person of Mr. Power, Music-seller, of
the Strand, who most industriously circulated through
the music-trade his determination to slop the sale of our
Number

; and before we had well recovered from the

surprise occasioned by so unexpected a claim, our

Printer and Publisher were served with notices of a
motion in the Vice-Chancellor’s Court. We were
accordingly compelled to appear by our u Counsel learned
in the law," to answer for the offence which we had
so nn intentionally committed.

The following is a brief report of the proceedings :

—

Mr. Stvart moved for an injunction to restrain the defend-

ants from publishing in the Harmox icon, the words of a song
composed by Mr. Thomas Moore, the copyright of which was
the property of the plaintiff. The affidavit of his client set forth

that * volume of poems by Mr. Moore was published in the year
1808, by Carpenter, of £oitd- street. The name under which
they went given to the world was. Perm* by the late Thomas
LrvTLB, The copyright of these poem* wm vested in the

publisher, Carpenter, and remained wholly with him uutil be
tiwn&ferred certain songs selected from it to the plaintiff, by an
agreement entered into in the year 1S09. The songs were six-

teen In number, and the song which was the subject of the pre-

tent appeal to the Court was amongst the number. M r. Moore
and Mr. Power made a contract after this in 1811, and for cer-

tain considerations Mr. Moore assigned to Mr. Power his rever-

siuoary right in the musk as well as the words of certain songs,

aad among these was included the aong In question. It wan
sworn that the word* ofthe song in theHarmon icon were part of
those published in “ Littlk's Poems and since published with

music by the plaintiff. HU client swears that he derived con-

siderable emolument from the sale. It was evident that the

worth of the song in the Harmoxicon were those published in

the original poems, and tie thought the plaintiff was clearly en-
titled to the injunction for which he prayed.

Mr. Lorr ainb, for the defendants, opposed the motion. The
affidavit of his clients staled, that Littls s Poems were pub-
lished anonyinuusly, and the preface lo the first edition informed

the reader that the author died in his twenty-first year, and
added, that if he had lived longer fit* judgment might be riperami
his mind more chastened. Tlia death oC the author was thus

specifically put forward, and in the second edition it was re-

peated. As the law then stood, the copyright was vested in the

author for the term of fourteen years. This term had elapsed,

and his position was, that no claim toade under an Act of later

date, which extended the copyright to the author daring his life,

could hold good in this case, as the author’s death was positively

affirmed in the first edition, and studiously repeated in the second.

Mr. Lorrains then said, it was sworn in the affidavit of one
the defendants, that in the year IfcOS, soon after the publication

of LittjLK's Poems, Doctor Arnohl composed a flurfettn, or
Musical Piece, which was performed at the 11 aymarket Theatre,
ip August, 1808; called Fairy ilrrrb, or Low in the High-
Utn'h • • in thk piece the Doctor adapted, as a duet, from the

• A copy of the Book, containing the « hole of the Music ofthe
Hurk-ti.i, printed ertrf published in tho.yeer ISUii, wtr* pco<h*rod in

Court* and the words flora which were found to^he correctly copied.

Poems of Little, the song of—•* When time mho steals our yean
mcayr The design of the Harmon icon was to communicate
to the public the progress of music ; and for the purpose of carry-
ing that design into execution, it gave examples of various
cumposers, and amongst them gave a specimen of the style
of Dr. Arnold. They took this specimen from the Fairy Revels,
and used the two stanzas of Little’s song, originally used by
the composer • neither music nor words wrre taken' from the
works of Use plaintiff. This explanation, he was sure, would be
sufficient, ami his clients could not possibly he thought guilty
of such a violation of copyright as would justify the granting of
an injunction. The transgression, if it could be called one, was
of so minute and trifling a description, that it neither demanded
the protection, nor required the interference, of so solemn a
Court. The original publication from which the song was taken
consisted of three or four hundred pages

;
the jwirt which his

clients were accused of abstracting was composed of eight lines.

This fact, and the circumstances under which the lines were
taken, would bear out his clients. There was at all events one
reason for which an injunction could not issue. It was lonr a
settled point, that where the party had by any conduct or laches
of his own, thrown any doubt upon his property, he could not suc-

ceed in an>| appeal he might make to that Court. Hu was bound to
establish his right of property in a court of law. The prefaces
to the two first editions, and the absence of all complaint respect-
ing the BurletU of Doctor Arnold, in 1802, were circumstances
fully sufficient to throw a doubt upon the right of property, and
therefore, before the plaintiff conld be heard in this Court, he
should have his claim ascertained by a jury.
The Vicb-Chaxcrllor was or opinion that an injunction

should issue, to restrain the defendants from publishing those stan-
zas which were proved to be the plaintiffs property.

To the judgment thus given, it is of course our duty to

submit ; we have accordingly called in oar Numbers,
cancelled the leaves containing the objectionable stanzas,

and reprinted the same l>oet by Dr. Arnold, with words
from Congreve adapted to the music.

We may perhaps be allowed to contrast the proceedings

resorted to on this occasion, with our own conduct in the

case of a very flagrant piracy recently committed on
onr work. Whole Memoirs, perfectly original, and
which we had obtained at considerable pains and ex-

pense, were taken from us, without permission or acknow-
ledgment ; the piracy comprised nearly every one of the

papers that had appeared tip to the time of the jmblica-

tion of the piratical work, and the quantity ot matter
amounted to between 50 and 00 pages of small type in

two columns. Not knowing the parties, we, as a matter

of course, instructed our solicitor to proceed against the

publisher of the work; but when we found that the

original proprietor, and present publisher, had been
deceived by the compiler of the work, and, (aUJwugh
responsible to us,) were themselves wholly unconscious of

that piracy, we relaxed in our legal procce* lings, aad
placing the question in the hands of a mutaaf friend,were
content with the cancelling of the matter, and an acknow-
ledgment of the arrangement in a temperately -worded

Advertisement. We have hepsinted Light lines
which were set to Music, sung on the stage, and printed

and published, upwards of two and twenty yean ago, and
for this offence have been exposed to the trouble and
expense of a chancery proceeding, at the suit of an in-

dividual who has succeeded in proving that ho purchased

an interest in the said eight lines, seven Verbs after.
the publication of the work from which we copied them,

bat of which purchase we, in common with the a hole

world, were, from the very nature of the transaction,

necessarily as ignorant as we are of the contents of bta

will, or the clauses in the lease of his house.
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REVIEW OF MUSIC.

The whole of the Music in As YOU UU n, as performed

at the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, composed by

H R.\ It v R, Bishop; to which are added, the three

Sengs amasnedfar the above Play by Ds. Ah»K. The

Poetry selected entirety from the rlays, Poems, and

Sonnets of Shakspeare. (GouMing, D'Almaiue, Si Co.,

Soho-Square.)

I it our last Number, under the head of Drama, we de-

clared our sentiments without any reserve on the oon-

versior, into an opera of Shaltspeare’s rls you Uhe it, *

play which ranks, deservedly, amongst the most de-

lightful of his works, and that requires no *uiseditious aid

to render it palatable in the present age, w hen ils author

is more generally understood, nnd more highly valued

than at any period since the birth of his productions.

We hare now therefore, only to express our opinion ot

the manner in which Mr. Bishop has executed the task

assigned to him, without again adverting to the me-

tamorphosis, which we hold to he altogether indefeasible

in the present instance.

Thu publication comprises aa overture and fourteen

vocal pieces : three of the latter are Dr. Arne's beautiful

and well known song*, “ Blow, blow, tbwt Winter

Wind," “ When Basics pied," and “ Under the Green-

wood Tree* all the rest are newly composed by Mr.

Bishop. The overture is of the genuine medley kind,

made op of fragments of airs that are, or have been sung

in all Sbakspeare's piavs ; of unconnected bit* from

Purcell's music i« Macbeth and the Tempest
; from

Arne’s melodies in this very drama, and from those set

by Bishop or selected by him, for the plays which he

has already assisted in transfcrutiuj; into operas. The
whole of it when kneaded and dm-e-tatled together, is, with

the exception of an extremely good opening andante,

not worthy of so able a composer, and infinitely below

the occasion.

Wewill nowconsider the vocal pieces separately, nccord-

Ingto theorder in which they are performed and published

.

The first that appears! a duet for two Sopranos,

takes all its character from the key, a fiat, and is not

without merit as a composition, hot discovers no novel trait.

The second, a song tor Rosalind, recals to the memory

the overture to Macbeth, though in different measure.

There is nothing very distinct or attractive in its air,

but the accompaniment has some good ancient harmony
in it, that suits well with the scene

;
for example—

Su:;h passages remind us very seasonably of the ma-
dri;alislH of Shakspeare's age. We cannot quit this song

without observing, that it exhibits a new mark of mea-
sure, and it i s not easy to guess why ;

for we assert that

there is no difference betweeu J. which is here employed,

and common lime, as hitherto designated by a c
;
there-

fore most condemn the throwing a fresh perplexity in

the way of performers. It ought to be the study of

sensible musicians to simplify their art, which is most

unnecessarily complicated in its signs, and not to dis-

courage those who pursue it as a delightful accomplish-

ment, by the intrusion of another impediment.

The third piece, an interminable song given to Celia,

is but indifferent. The words are ill mlapted for music,

and injudiciously chosen. The next is a glee for four

male voices, in e flat, six-eight time, Attn Caeoia, that

is, in the hunting style, and very like all composilioa*

of the kind. Then comes one of Arne's delieious songs,

“ Under tire Greenwood Tree,” to refresh us after the

chase. The sixth is a comic song, given to Touchstone.

The seventh composition in order of publication is the

beautiful sonnet, “ Crabbed Age and Youth," act as a
trio for Rosalind, Celia , and Touchstone. We cannot

help being surprised that Stevens's admirable glee v«
not brought in here, for it would liavc been no difficult

matter, in these days of dramatic violence, to produce a
fourth person on the stage.

The eighth is Dr. Arne’s exquisite air. “ Blow, blow,

thou Winter Wind." The ninth, a mediocre glee uad

chorus for four men’s voices. A very pretty song follows

this, “Oh! thou obdurate!” though the words are not

very tractable in musical harness. This is succeeded

by an air for Rosalind, in £, equal to the last in point

of beauty, and superior as a union of poetry and music,

beginning, ** If love had lent you twenty thousand
Tongues." It is written for Miss Tree, and adapted to her

low compass, going down to n continually ; therefore not

practicable by all female voices , but it may be transpo-

sed into G without suffering materially, and can thus be
snog by any soprano.

Arne’s playful, melodious, and charming song, “When
Daises pied,” is the twelfth piece

;
and here we notice an

instance of squeamishness that amounts to downright
immodesty, in the change of the common name of the
plant, Lady's-tmoch, to Lady's-frock! Now, although it

IS not at the present day supreme bon km to allude to this

part of female attire, and we should be much surprised to
near, in any place, the homely Saxon word used volun-
tarily, in preference to the Trench term, which is become
quite Anglicised

;
yet, os the former is perfectly inof-

fensive ill itself, and has never before been objected to

in its place, we cannot but disapprove the alteration, if
every word iu Shakspeare is to be at the mercy of ca-
pricious fashion, we may as well bid adieu at once to the
writings of our great dramatic bard.

For the Procession of Hymen a lively and agreeable
march and daoce are introduced: after which the con-
nubial God himself sings an air, set to the words, “ Then

Fi
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is there mirth in heaven,” which it rather in the style of
“ Bid me Discourse but very remote in degree of merit

from this fine song.

The duty imposed on the critic is any thing but a
pleasing one. We Teel the force of this truth in men-
tioning the errors of accentuation which so often obtrude

themselves on our notice in musical compositions, and

from which the foregoing pieces are far from being

exempt. In the Trio, “ Crabbed Age and Youth." the

accent is thus thrown
;

7'V'r3 . i-
•

4 _
_OT -fcf—j-

-e*-

Age tike win - ter, like win-ter hare.

. in the same trio, we find

In the chorus, No. 9, the first word* in the follow ing

dine, “and having clim'd the steep-op beav'nly hill,”

are set as follows.

and having climb'd, and having climb d the

The air, “Oh! thou obdurate '. ” shews similar in-

Jiecaraeies, which are also observable in other plates.

But we gladly quit these, to notice a kind of new reading

produced by emphasis, in the before-mentioned trio, in

which Mr, Bishop ha* deviated from the usual mode, and,

we think, with great judgment

:

O'. si sic omnia!

Les Charroes de Baden, Rondo Pastorale pour

le Piano-Forte, par CHARLES C'ZKRSET. Op. 4.5.

(Boosey St Co., as, Hatles-Strecl.)

We have here a very clever, pleasing rondo, by M,
Czerney . rather less difficult than one nr two other com-

positions by the same master that we have had to re-

view, though in truth it seems to be a stubborn task for

him to write music that is practicable for any but

decidedly first-rate performers. We, therefore, felt our-

selves uncommonly fortunate in being enabled to offer

to our subscribers, the air that appears in this number,

which is almost the only comparatively easy work by
the author that has fallen ir.to our posses*ion.

This Rondo Pastorate occupies seventeen pages, in-

cluding two allotted to the ndrodttzione. Its molivo,

which is remarkably buoyant and gay, is borrowed from

• part of the French air, “ C’esl 1’amour.” and w ell relieved

by other subjects. The ntodolations are skilful, w ithout

being painfully rtxhercktes, and a studied dear design is

traceable throughout the whole. The introductory part,

an adagio in the eanlabitt style, shews great taste
; and

the second subject of the Rondo (page «, staff I,) is

beautifully expressive. Amongst other novel passages that

are scattered in different parts of the rondo, is one that

partakes of tire nature of the double shake, produces
nearly the same effect, and is easy to perform. We
insert a tingle bar of it

;

sva alia.

We have only to regret that the author of this piece
draws so largely U|*m the performer’s powers of execu-
tion; for not many will be found ready to answer the
demand. Nevertheless this, like a few other things of
the kind, may most advantageously he practised, and it

must reward the student for the trouble bestowed.

Tiihee Brilliant Waltz-Rondos for the Piano-
Forte Composed hy J, N. Hummel. Maitre de Chapelle,

tfc. No. 3. (Chappell It ('a., JO, A'etc Bond-Street.)

This is the third of a series of rondos, the two first of
which were reviewed in No. xxtii, page SI08, of our work.
The present is in a much more familiar style than its

forerunners, and the greater part of it, is so easy to

execute, that most players may undertake it without
apprehension of failure

; though there are some few pas-
sage* in it that will demand from the majority of per-
formers a little patient practice. This is a very charm-
ing rondo, fuil of melody, with a distinct and forcible

rhythm, that leaves an impress on the organ of hearing.

These are properties that all understand and feel; hat
it is not wilhont oilier qualities that will recommend
it to the learned in music . the modulations are scien-

tific, hut not forced, os pleasing as ingenious, and are
blended with the lighter parts with so much taste and
judgment, that wc shall be much deceived 11' it do not

become a very general favourite.

A Favourite Waltz, with Variations for the Piano
Forte, Composed hy the following Eminent Composers,

Beethoven, C. Czerney, Gansbacher, Gttt-
nek, Hummel, Kalkbrknneb, UsiDEsooitr,
Liszt, Mavskber, Moschkles, Mozart Jun*,
Putts, Peachy, Tomaschek, Wobziscbek.
(Boosey, St Co., Holies-Street )

In our eighth number we printed a waltz by A. Diabelli

of Vienna, which has been so much admired in Germany,
that nearly all the composers of any fame in the capital

of Austria have written variations upon it : Beethoven,

our readers may recollect, Composed no less than thirty

three. A variation upon the smite subject from each
of the fifteen whose Himes appear in the above title,

has been collected, aud the w hole together formed into

one piece ; thus exhibiting io a single work the different

style* of the masters who have contributed. Something
like this was produced many yean ago hy Mr. Latour,
who, wrote a number of variations on a given air. In imi-

tation of the piano-forte composers residing at that
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time in London* It was an ingenious thought, and he

executed it well, but still it only consisted of imitations ;

whereas the present is an aggregate of originals, and
consequently much more interesting and curious.

Like most of the new publications that appear in

Vienna, this offers no facilities to the great body of

piano-forte players : it should rather be considered as an
exercise, or an assemblage of examples, than as a piece

to be performed merely for amusement. Indeed its

length, twenty-five pages, will prove a bar to its general

use in social parties. Hut as a study it is much to be

recommended
;
the assiduous practitioner therefore will

not regret obtaining a copy, and devoting some time to

the overcoming of the formidable obstacles which it cer-

tainly presents.

Before quilting this article we must add, that wre ex-
amined the contribution of the son ofMozart with a very

anxious eye, but found nothing in it that indicated the

genius of the parent : it is elaborate, and full of inten-

tional difficulties, without effect, though shewing no
want of scientific contrivance. This fact is more mor-
tifying than surprising : it does not seem to be the

intention of nature to make genius hereditary.

1. The favourite Scotch Air, 41 Sandy lent the man his

mull,” with an INTRODUCTION, arranged for the

Pi ano- Forte and Flute, (adlib.) by T. A. Haw-
lings. (Gow & Son, 162, Regent-Street )

2. The Bridemaids’ Chorus, Carillon Rondo, for

the Piano-Forte, composed by Augustus Mevks.
(Cramer, Addison, Sc Beute, 201, Regent-Street.)

Both of these arc light compositions, full of pretty, easy

passages, such as everybody can execute, and none will

dislike. The Scotish air possesses a great deal of

character, and will excite more or less of gaiety in all

who hear it played with the spirit that the music of our

northern neighbours requires.

The Bridemaids * Chorus, is The Fairies
,
published in

the fifth number of the II armoniCOn* Mr. Meves has

mingled a great deal of what may be termed bell-music,

—passages usually given by cnurch-bells,—with this

charming little piece from the Frciscbtitz, and has made
a perfectly easy, and a very agreeable compound of the

two, and some few additions of his own.

1. The Parade, a Military Divertimento for the

Piano-Forte, by Cipriani Potter, Op. 17.

(Gow and Son, 162, Regent-Street.)

2. The Sicilian Air, on which is founded ** Home,
sweet home !” arranged with Variationsfor the Piano-
Forte, by J. C. Nightingale, Organist of the

Foundling. (Halliday, 23, Bishopsgate-Strcet.)

Mr. Potter’s divertimento consists of a march, with a

trio, alia Rossini, and a quick step as a finale. All tbe

movements are written with a view to general circulation,

therefore facility is the first thing which the author has

studied, and he has succeeded in his aim.

Mr. Nightingale has put some easy, hot yet shewy,
variations to the pretty Sicilian air, which constitutes,

—

not 44 on which is founded**—the popular air sung by
Miss M. Tree, But we most observe, that as the melody

33

is quite of a plaintive kind, and the words set to it excite

nothing but tranquil associations, quick variations upon
it are altogether out of character.

A familiar Voluntary for the Organ, composed by

J. C. Nightingale, Organist of the Foundling Hos-
pital. No. 4. (Monro and May, 11, Holbom tiars.)

This is a continuation of the series that we have men-
tioned before, and is well worthy the attention of all

organists. The work is good, and singularly moderate

in price. The present number is confined to four pages,

comprising a soothing andantino for the swell, and a
spirited luguc for the full organ. The latter may make
a good exercise for the left hand, and is a brilliant

movement for tbe noble instrument to which it is dedi-

cated.

La Salle d'Apollon, a collection of new and elegant

German Waltzes fir the Pi ano-Forte, composed

by the most esteemed foreitpi authetrs. Nos. 1 to 7.

( Wessel and Stodart, 1 , Soho-Sguare.)

This is a very elegant little work, in the style, hut far

superior in engraving and paper, of some pretty German
publications. It is in octavo, and each number contains

a waltz and trio in two closely-printed pages, in a small

character, with a neat copper title,—for sixpence each !

If this do not produce a sensation in the profession and
trade, we shall he much surprised : such an attempt to

reduce the price of music, and to sell it at a profit of only
one hundred per cent., ought to he immediately resisted,

surely, gentleman ! In the meanwhile tlie name of

Prince Ypsilauti, the composer of one of tbe waltzes,

will bring this work into most alarming notice.

1. La Petite Ecossaise, Air with Variations for the

Piano-Forte, comjwed by James Calkin. (Lind-

say, 217, Regent-Street) •

2. L’Offrande an genie, Divertimento for the Piano
Forte, by the same. (Eavestaff, 66, Great Russel

Street
,
Bloomsbury.)

3. Waltz for the Piano-Forte, by M. C. Wilson.
(Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent-Street.)

4. Frenuh Air, with Variations for the Piano-Forte,
by Thomas Valentine. (By the same.)

5. La Gracieuse, a Divertisement for the Piano-
Forte, composed by Joseph de Pinna. (By the

same.)

No. 1 is as simple and easy as the youngest or humblest

performer can wish. Mr. Calkin certainly has not be-

stowed much time in search of original ideas for either

his present air, or the variations to it.

The second is of a different description, and possesses

considerable merit, particularly the aria, which shews
both taste and knowledge.

% \

No. S is a pleasant bagatelle. No. 4 is Le Troubadour

du Tape* with three short variations and a finale: tbe

whole forming an easy, pretty piece, of five pages.

No. 5 is put together with taste. In other respects

what we have said of No. I, may fairly and safely be

applied to this production of M. de Pinna.

Digitized by Google
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I. Tht Overture to Der Frrischut* arranged for
- the Harp ami Pi ano-FoRTK, uxth an arrompaniment

of Flute and Violoncello, Ay N. C. Bochba.
(Boosey and Co., *8, Holles-Street.)

8. Amusement for the Harp, Ay Jf. C. BocnsA ; Nos. 1

and 8. (J. B. Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 801,
Regent-Street.)

3. Dirertisement Eeossais, Ay T. A. Rawlings, ar-

ranged at a Duet for the Harp and Piano-Forte,
by D. Bruguier. (Gow and Son, 108, Regent-Street

.)

The above overture by M. Weber is, in its present form,
exceedingly well contrived for effect, and ihe accompany-
ing parts are very easy to execute. It is here that H.
Bocbsa excels, his arrangemenu are almost always
skilful, and do justice to the authors whose works he
adapts, for he understands well the characters and powers
of the various instruments he employs.

Both numbers of the “ Amusement for the Harp"
are easy, without being trifling. They have neither of
them much pretence to originality, but are popular in

their style, and well put together. The first has the

fine air, Rosline Castle, introduced in it as a slow move-
ment ; and in the second appears Gluck's pathetic air,

Che faro tensa Euridioe ! both of them in a simple form
and not distorted by any irrelative variations.

The third of these imblications is a very easy arrange-
ment of the pretty Scotish Divertimento oouiposed by
Mr. Rawlings, originally for the piano-forle only.

1. “ Child of the San," Scena for a Baritone I'oice,

empmed by Burford G. H. Gibsone. (Boosey
and Co., and Cletnenti and Co.)

8. “ What is Prayer ?" Composed for Three Voices, by
Samuel Werbe. (Cramer, Addison and Beale,
SOI, Regent-Street).

Mb. Gibsone's composition, which he ter/ns a scena,

—though he does not tell us from what dramatic poem
the wonts are taken,—manifests a good deal of enterprise,

and some ability
; but as to invention, the best but rarest

thing in art, we have not been able to discover in it much
of that irrefragable proof of genius, it must however be
confessed, that there appears to be a necessary sameness
in all English works ol the cantata kind, written for a
base or baritone voice, which no talent or industry can
overcome. Dihdin gave a good receipt for the construc-
tion of an Italian bravura : and, unless we are much
mistaken, we could supply a formula for the compounding
of a British base cantata.

This scena proves the author to be well acquainted
with the great modern composers: that he has studied

them with assiduity and advantage, his harmonies shew
most clearly, and iiis instrumental parts partake of the

same school
;
but the air, which after all is the grand point,

wants novelty, it resembles, without being in any way
borrowed, a hundred other airs for a base voice. Let
Mr. Gibsone, however, not be discouraged ;

let him go
on, and we think that he will have no reason hereafter lo

regret his perseverance. We do not recollect any great

composer whose first, second, or even third work, gave him
a niche in the temple of Fame.

Mr. Wehbe gives no name to his composition, which
therefore we venture to call a hymn for a soprano, tenor,

and base voice, with a piano-forte accompaniment. It

has a solemnity in it that is strictly in character with
the words, and though not very new-,—how little, alas,

can boast ef this quality !—is elegant and soothing. The
poetry of this is surely very beautiful

;
bat unfortunately

it appeared in the newspapers when two or three of them
were teeming with the false accounts palmed upon them,

and with nonsense ; and the whole of what they printed

being judged en muse, these stanzas were too generally

condemned along with the wretched stuff to which they

were joined.

1. Sung, “ Pale the moon-beam shone,” lorilten by T.
G. Smith, Esq., the music by John Purkis.
(Hodsoll, 43, High Holbom.)

8. Duet, “ Hark ! those tunes of anisic stealing," with

an accompaniment for the Harp or Piano-Fortb ;

the words from Bo wring's Specimens of Russian
Poetry, composed by M. S, (Monro and May, 11,

Holbom Bars.)

3. Ballad, “The Dew-drop," composed by James
Clarke. (Lavenu and Co., 84, Edward-Streei, Man-
chester-Sguare.)

There is much to praise in the first of these vocal

pieces, in respect to composition ; and a little to censure,

as far as regards the setting of the words. The mosic

displays a considerable share of fancy, and a strong

feeling for bold harmony
;
though the G fiat in the last

vocal staff of page 3 is rather daring. Mr. Purkis, in

giving three quavers to the word “ maniac,” in exceed-

ingly slow time, is not governed by the modern rules of

orthoepy
;
ma-ni-ac sounds very ill, at a period wben

the best speakers strive to press the word into two sylla-

ables, ma-noic; and as Dr. Johnson’s maniac is by uni-

versal consent quite exploded, it mast not now be adduced
as any authority. We object also to tbe breaks made
by the accompaniment, in lines that ought not to be sepa-

rated by rests : such errors in setting offend sensible

hearers, and bring the art into discredit with those whose
opinions ultimately will prevail.

The duet is an exceedingly pretty, unpretending little

work, and though it will not strike by its uriginality, will

please by its simplicity and ease.

Tbe ballad contains tbe following lines complimentary
to music;

—

“ And music U never so dear.

Aa wbeo to iu l»rt notea we listen."

Wc often feel the justice of this assertion, while lis-

tening to a dull performance. But now and then, when
coming in at the end of a guinea concert, the truth of
the remark flashes upon ns forcibly, though in a some-
what different sense.

Tbe author of this air does not appear to have much
respect for prosody, for he places the above preposition

“ to," on the accented part of the bar, and repeats it in

the same way no less than three times in the space of

fire bars.

Analysis of the London Ball Room; in which is com-
prised, the History of the Polite Art, from the earliest

period, interspersed with Characteristic Observations on
each of its popular Divisions of Country Dances, which

contain a selection of the most fashionable and popular ;

Quadrilles, and Wallses; arrangedfor the Piano-forte.

(Thomas Tegg, 73, Cheapside, and R. Griffin and C<x,

Glasgow.)

A right active man is Mr. Tegg, and most useful is

bis calling ; be never puts his hand to toy thing with-

Google
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out proving his wish and means to do good. Lately he
gave us an excellent work on chronology, and now be
supplies us with one on choregraphy, both closely con-
nected with nimble-footed Time ; that, shewing bow be
slips away, and Ibis, teaching bow he may be kept.

There are some good treatises on dancing extant, but

they arc scarce, and most of them too elaborate. No-
vcrre's is really a learned book, but it relates chiefly to

the ballet, and theatrical ' branch of the art. Sir John
Oalliui’s is more applicable to general purposes ; this

however is out of print, aud a little too diffuse, the na-
ture of the subject being considered.

The present work is well got up for popularity, con-
taining much in a small space, and at a moderate price,

compared to what is usually demanded for quadrilles, Sfr.

We wish that the historical portion had been some-
what less diffuse, and the didactic part rather more ex-
tern ed, the author's objects would then have been, we
think, more fully attained. These be states to be,

—

“ 1 st. To furnish the youthful part of the polite world
with a Manual, which, without affecting to instruct them
in the mode of acquirement, should, being instructed,

supply them with the necessary materials for the practice

of a rational and elegant amusement, in that situation,

of all others without impeachment, the jiaternal roof.

2ndly. To take such a view of the History of the Art aud
its capabilities as may tend to remove the prejudices

which may be entertained against it. Srdly. To present

to all the rotaries of the muse a companion easy of
access and correct in information.

A full third of the volume is occupied with a history of

dancing, the modern application of the art, and a consi-

deration of its utility. This is, of course, a compilation,

hut it is well compiled. Some directions for preserving

the “ etiquette of the ball-room” follow, which are as

ranch intended for the instruction of the master of the

ceremonies as of the public. Then begins the musical
part of the work, which contains twenty-one country

dances, six quadrilles, and nine walties, printed in type.

The specimens are remarkably well selected, but die

type is uf the ancient and very imperfect kind.

“ Country dances," the author teUs us, “ are the most
popular, the oldest, and as capable of almost unlimited

variety the best style of dancing that the English ball-

room presents ; they arc considered to he of English
origin, aud as according in a remarkable degree with the

genius of * inerrie England’ we are inclined to that

opinion, and till better reasons are exhibited we shall

continue to consider them as national.

“ The general character of this style of dancing is

simplicity, ease, freedom, and liveliness, rather inclining

to the mirthful than the gracetul, and to cheerfulness

than elegance."

Of that species of dance which for the present at least,

has quite superseded the former, the author says, “ Qua-
drille!. are of novel introduction in this country , and we
are indebted to the French for their revival, for they ap-
proximate so nearly to the dance termed the rot i Him] that

design or invention cannot with justice be applied. They
are danced in sets of eight, twelve, or sixteen persons,

bat the set of eight is best calculated for displaying the

true spirit and the elegant graceful evolutions of this mode
of dancing."

“ The characteristics of the style are freedom, chaste-

ness. and graceful eaie. It will be obvious from the li-

mited number of participators, that the quadrille is better

adapted for the select few who compose the private as-
sembly, (and for wboSe nse this work is principally de-
signed) than for the public ball, where too frequently the
numbers prevent that selection we deem important.
“ It is customary to play the first part uf each tune

prior to dancing to it, when it will commence with the
second, unless it require the first to be repeated, with
which also it usually terminates."

Last, though not least in general liking, comes the
waltz, so vigorously assailed by some stern moralists, bat
which, nevertheless, keeps firm possession of the ball-

room, unmoved by the anathemas of those who would
check the social and innocent intercourse of the sexes,

instead of encouraging its openness, and directing its in-

fluence. Of this German invention it is here observed,
that “ Assimilated with the conntry-dance, and par-
taki ng of iU social character, it yet preserves its own pe-
culiar features ;

the air, the movement, the graceful in-
clinations of the body and limbs, skilfully adapted to its

expressive music, and keeping m unison with it, added
to the various elegant positions, form, altogether, one of
the most pleasing pictures the English ball room presents.”

FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.
Vienna.—

A

new Optra Stria from flic pen of Mereadante
has been produced here, entitled Doralict, which, notwith-
standing the exertions of the singers, proved little better titan

a failure. The opera was produced for the benefit of the
Signora Cckerlio ; and was brought out by the author hi ro-

se If, who comes to make homes stay at Vienna. The effect of
the whole was flat, aud the only two pieces that pleased
were an air in the first, and a duet in the second act; the
latter is really a production of great beauty and originality.

The overture, though uoisv and full of pretension, met
.with but little applause. Tue same was the case with the
first scenes, where there was but little to a)>plaud, saving
Hie excellence of the performers. The opening air of
tin* hero (Signor Rubini,) served the singer as a scale upon
which he was enabled to exercise all Ins powers of voice
and variety of ornament, and as such met with its por-
tion of applause

,
but as to originality of moiivo or manage-

ment of subject, it was looked for in vain. The entrance air

of the heroins (Signora Eckertin,) though proceeding from
beautiful lip^ produced no impression, for it had some trifling

draw backs--*a waul of subject, and of everything romantic ;

a character of music, so well suited to the powers of this

singer, and so naturally expected from the situations of th«
piece. The opening part of another sir, sung by Don-
zelli, with its accompanied and expressive recitative, was much
aud deservedly applauded, and afforded ample scope for the
jiowers of this admirable singer { in one part lie reached the
C in alt with perfect sweetness and pre« ision. The air that
followed was one of the favourites of the piece. The finale

of the first act does not rise above mediocrity, and abounda
with passages to which we arc constantly templed to bow as
to old acquaintances.-—The duet in the second act between
Rubini and Douzelli, forms an exception to the rest of th»
music. It is foU of sweetness, ofan original cast, and enjoyed
the advautage of being admirably sung; the applause was
stormy, and both the singers aud the maestro were orlied forward
to receive the congratuTationa of the public. The concluding
air of Use Signora Eckertin was of a piece with the real of
the work—weak and ineffective, and the finale, noisy, without
energy and character. In a word, this composer must be allowed

to be well vemed in the technical branch of his art, and c*n

get np a score cleverly enough, but in all his compositions

there shines forth scarce one spark of real productive ge-

nius; scarce s trait of redeeming originality is found to

annoote the nuns. But the greatest fault we have to find
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with Mercadante u the undisguised manner in which he imi-

tates and borrows from the works of others, good and b.id.

Like the Boa Constrictor which devours indiscriminately

all animals that come in its way, though it dors not disdain

the more delieatc repast of a Jamb or a fawn, so our author
surrounds every thing with the gluten, with which Ins vo-

racity supplies him, uud thus swallows by wholesale.

V

r

in k a.—

T

he other operas given here have been Otel/o,

11 Barbitre di Scviglia, II Corradino, Jjn Gaxza Ladra, and the
Elisa e Claudio of Mercadante, which was received with
considerable applause ou the first representation, but which
afterwards diminished iu attraction.

Berlin.—During the dearth which at present prevails in

flic field of crcutivc excellence, our theatre here, under the
direction of the indefatigable Spontini, is devoting its attention

to the revival of the neglected lieauties of the ancient school.

The AUtste of Gluck has been brought forward with great

effect, and every core has been taken by the composer
above named, U> have it givrn according to the true tradition

of the movements; he has been for days together on the stage

directing the orchestra mid the performers in the attainment
of this most desired ohjeef. The other masterpieces of this

,
great ornament of the old German school are to follow m
succession, and under the auspices of such a master, what may
not the public expect ! The other operas have been Dtr
Y.oyliny der A'slorr (The Child of Nature,) by Homaui

;

Prrciot* ; Belmouti ttnd Constance, by Mozart
j
Der Bur and

Der Basso, (Uie Bear aud the Basha,) by Blum ; 1m Folic, by
Meliul ; Die Farias

,

by Seidal
;
Die Zauberjidte ; Le Canlatrice

Villone, by Fioravanti; Der Freisehuts ; Jean de Paris

,

by
Boitdieu; h'iakinp, by Girowetz ; // Barhiere di Seriglia ; II

Don GiotariMi; Der Sckijfskapitain, (The Ship Captain,) by
Blum

j
aud ou one evening was tried a selection in one act, of

pieces from the Ciro in Babilonia of Rossini.

Dp.rsden.—Tlie management here has been very liberal

this season iu treating the public to a variety of dishes in the
great music feast of the Opera. A long list of composers of
various degrees of merit has been presented to us from Mozart
to Komiu^from Rosrini to Blum. The following is the bill of

fare: La Dama ColontUo, by Raimondi, three times. The
inusic of this opera is light and ineffective. The truth of this

aecrna to have been felt, if wc may judge from the numerous
airs and other pieces which it was judged necessary to intro-

duce in it, not to mention a concertino with variations, given

by Coucertinaster Rolls, between the nets; La Cenrrrntola,

three times; the Maometto of Winter, twice; Tanertdt, once;

La Garza Ladra, twice
;
Le Cantatrice VUIemt, by Fioravanti,

once; Otello, once; TVie pernfen, (the Arrival Apropos) by
Paer, the music without power, an opera depending upon the
good (lerformsucc of the singers; Eurgnntke, twice ; Preriosa,

three times; Der Freisehuts, four time?; Die Entfahrang ans
clem Scroll, twice; Dsn Juan

,

twice; Die Zanberfiote
three times ; Jean de Paris, by BoiMeau, once ; Aschen-
Irudcl

:

Cinderella, by Isounrd. once; II Saerificio Interrotto,
by Winter, twice; Cordelia, by Kreutzer, once; Rochas
PnmDernickel, by Blum, twice ; Die Bothehappe ; (The Red
Cap,) by Dittersdorf, I wire; SachtigoU and Babe, Night-
ingale aud Raven, by Weigl; Fidelia, by Beethoven; and
Le Chaperon Bottgc, by Boildicu.—Signor Rastrrlli, (the
elder composer of that name,) is engaged here as director of

the Italian Opera.

Me Kiev.—The novcltv here has been a new opera from the

pen of Pavesi, entitled Egilda. It was sustained by some of
the first talent of the day, Signor Crivelli, Velluti, and Signora
Calami?, and abounded with ninny strong theatrical situations;

but after all it obtained but little or no success, which may in

a great measure be attributed to this circumstance, that the

music was not adapted to a German public, as all was done
for the voice, aud little or ootliiug for the instruments : the

latler appeared to be considered a* merely assistants to the
former; they were never allowed to maintain a prominent
situation, or to tell their part of the story with effect. Add to
this that the piece is full of reminiscences. Emboldened bv the
example of Rossini, modern composers seem to imagine that
they can net thus with impunity: but in the present instance it

was seen, that if relying upon the strength of his reputation,
Rossini despises the ridicule pound upon him from every
quarter, ou account of this his besetting sin, yet that a
composer of less note must not venture to take the same
liberty. Favesi tried it, mid bis piece fell to the ground.
The other o^teras given during the season were, Ehsabettn,
twice; Im Garza lMtlrn, twice ; II Don Gioranni, four times;
Fidtlio, twice

; in which latter difficult music, a new singer of
the name of Dcvrient, acquitted herself to greut advantage, aud
gives great hopes of future excellence; Scmiramide, once

;

Sophonisba, once; 1m Molinora, three times; Cost fan tatte,
three times ; Ottllo, twice

; Der Sehnee (the Snow-Storm,) four
times;—the latter will, in all probability, be found here every
season, with its attendant winter ;—and II Mos4, which had a
long run.—Tlie great attraction of the season has been the
Signora Lalaude, who was received on all occasions with
great enthusiasm. This Indy studied under Garcia, and after-

wards became a pupil of Velluti. Power, taste, novelty in
the ornaments of song, and an admirable delivery of the reci-

tative, arc proof of the good school from which she came.

Strasscrc.—

T

lie company here during the last season was
very effective, nor have we ever witnessed a more brilliant

and successful season, both at the French and German Opera.
In the former were given La Xeige, by Auber; Otello, by
Rossini, and arranged iu French by Cvstii- Blaze

; Valentina
de Milan, by Mehul ; La Valet de ekambre, by Carafa ; Le
(accrue, by Leseur; 1m Flute Enchanter, by Mozart; 1m
Confidences

,

by Nicolo; (Edipcen Colour, by Sacchini
;
1m Cara -

rane

;

Rousseau's Dirin de Village, and Pigmalion, iu which
Madame Moriane Sesai made her appearance, and was received

with great applause. She is a very chaste singer, and is likely

to become a great favourite liere.—At tlie German opera were
given Don Juan

,

;Vancredi,
Zauberjidte, Freisehutx twice;

Sckwettzer-famHie, Barbicre di Seviglia, Italiana in A lperi,

Opperfest, (The Sacrifice,) Die Unsirktbaren

,

by Eule ; Bochus
Pumpetmihel, Johann von Paris, Die Entfuhrnng aus dem
Serail, Watsen tutus, (The Asylum,) and Daniel or Der
Strassbnrger anf der Probe, (the Strassbdrger at his wits
ends.)

Among tl»e Concerts of this season was one given in tbe
theatre by M. Eugene Roy, the following was his announce-
ment ;

M Flageolet solo des Fetes de la Cour de France,
compositeur de musique ct artiste d’un des principaux theatres

de la Gapilalc; 1m Caprice d*s dames Paritieunei ; au*»i

divertissement, ou pot-pourri burlesque, tire dc I'opera, Frei-
sch'utz de Rossini! ! arrange a grand Orchestra par M. Roy, tel

qu'il a eu I'houtieur de l*«fciilfr devant pluvipurs Sou ve rains,

et r£ceinment it la cour de S, M. Ee ttoi de W’Ortemberg, dout
il a rc<,u les lomoignages lea plus fiutteurs.'' But singular as
this advertisement may appear, we must do M. Roy the justice

lossy that bis performances on tlie flageolet are very extra-

ordinary, particularly the effect of a prolonged echo which
excited great admiration; in the dying falls of which, the

tones were so faint that they were produced by tbe artist

with his instrument quite beyond his lips.

—In church music, we have had Die Siebm Worte, (The
Seven Words

)

of Haydn, and a grand mass, by Beethoven,
which were both given with great effect.—The music Insti-

tution under the superintendence of M. Bnxtn.um, which is

conducted on the principle of mutual instruction, proceeds in

a prosperous manner. This indefatigable artist has succeeded
in teaching lus pupils, after a comparatively siiort instruction,

what other professors have found it difficult to accomplish
after long aud laborious efforts we mean the art of
singing at sight, and of writing down musical phrases, and
whole compositions from hearing them only, ana that with a
facility that seems scarcely practicable.
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Wcixar-—The opera* performed here during the last

wason hare been Tancredi, II Matrimonio Star to, La Molinara,
i/l Devx Joumift, Jean de Paris, Cenerentola, Je toller je
better, /The Folly), Die beyde* Blinder ran Toledo, ('Hie Two
Blind Men of Toledo), Sacht in Wtdde, (Tho Night in the

Forest,) Die ZunberfDte, twice; Entfiihiutng ams dem Serail ;

Prryseh'utz

,

four times; Suenficio interrotto, Libusw, Coant
(Hcickrv, twice; Su'dnire, (Tlie Witch of the Saal). Scbe-
western von Pray, Xeue Sonntagskind, (New Sunday's Child,)
Function, Bcusa and Bar, Die beyden Gtdeertn sklaveu, (the

two Galley -slaves, ) Jungfrau non Orleans, (Maid of Orleans,)
Brant ro* Messina, (Bride of Messina,) Wilhelm Till, Mad-

cken freunderhafi, and towards the close of tlic season, Euro-
antke, twice. With roped to the latter opera, much might
he said both in its praise and dispraise; many of its parts arc
good, many bad, and many between both. It is a gcueral
observation among performers, that the music of this opera
ranks among the most difficult that has ever come before
them. Richard cteur de Lion and Ferdinand Cortex, are »if

rehearsal.'—Among the sacred music performed here, h;ivr been
different Cantatas, by Houiiliiis, Mozart, mid Zumstrg, the
Hallelujah from the Creation of Kunzun, a Te Deum by llaxse,

Haydns Stabut Mater, various masses by Haydn, and Mozart,
the Creation of Haydn, bis Four Seasons, and Handel's Mes-
siah .—Among Concerts, the most remarkable have been those
of Hummel, w ho has bccu received here with great enthusiasm.

Ofno*.—-This town has in its turn been visited by the incom-
parable Paganini, who excited no less enthusiasm in this, than
in the other places through which be passed. His con-
certs took place in the Teatro da Sant 'Agostino, which was
crowded in every part. It may not be uuintcrcating to know
the exact arrangemeut of pieces selected by Paganini on
those occasions, ft is said that no one is more judicious in

bis choice than thia artist, or, at least no one knows better
how to adapt hit selection to the taste of his audience ; this

lUt will, therefore, teach you to form a correct idea of the
reigning musical taste in Genoa.
The first concert consisted; 1st, of au Introduxione by

Asioli—but coldly received ; hid, Cavatina from II Tnreo in
Italia, sung by Signora Pastori, prima donna of the Teatro del
Falcone—obtained applause; 3d, Concerto di nn tempo (an
allegro movement by Kreutzer,) executed by Paganini—was
received eon furore: 4th, Aria buffa, sung by Signor Coppini,

Jlaffo caricato in the Teatro del Falcone—pleased much ; Stli

Overture from the Deinofoonte of Vogel ; 6th, Cavatina from
La Gotta Ladra

:

7th, A Pot-pourri, eom|X»sed and executed by
Paganini—tumultuous applause; fltli, Duet from II Tnreo in
Italia; 9th, an Air from Koisinii lOlli, Duet from the Teobaldo ed
Isoliua of Morjscchi

; 1 Itb, Introdusione, forgetto, e Variations
snl Rondo della Cenereutola di Rossini, composed and performed
by Paganini

—

furore on furore; 19th, Finale a tutta Orchestra.
The arrangement of the second concert differed but little

from that of the first, except with respect to the introduction of
two youthful claimants to public favour. The first was a Signora
Biancbi, under twenty years of age, who was characterized in the
bills as tlse little virtuoso forestiera ,

and who sang three airs;

the other was a Signora Barette, who played a Pesxo can-
tabile, and a Sonatina upon the violoncello. They both ex-
perienced a Battering reception. The first has considerable
powers of voice and execution ; the latter is wonderfully gifted
considering her age, which cannot be more tbau between
twelve and fourteen. Paganini played another Concerto Ai
stm solo tempo by Uodc, opening with an allegro movement in

D minor and terminating with a Arnvonm sonata consisting
of several pieces—the audience seemed to think this too long,
» Sonata milUaire for the G string, composed expressly for
this occasion

;
as well as a Larghelto a doppie corde, e Vuria-

sione snl team, “ Pria eke t" impeouo magistral proceda", and
an Adagietto e PUaecketta. con Variation r. But to describe
I lie manner in which Paganini performed those various pieces
is for beyond my powers. Those who have not heard him,
will be able to form but a very imperfect idea of the unlimited
command which he has of his instrument, of the brillisncy
and originality of his touch, sod of the magic effect which be

VOL. III.

knows so well how to produce by blending a kind of soft

melancholy even with his most brilliant movement. An anec-
dote has been commnnicated to us, which is a proof of the

extensive sphere of hia attraction. A northern traveller and
passionate lover of music, M. Bergman, reading accidentally

the evening before in the journal at leghorn, an announce-
ment of Paganini's concert, lost no time, but instantly set out

for Genoa, a distance of a hundred miles, and luckily reached
the spot iost half an hour before the concert began. He
came with his expectations raised to the utmost, hut, to use

his own expression, the reality was as far above his an-

ticipations as the heavens are above the earth. Nor could
tliia enthusiastic amateur rest content with once hearing

Paganini, but actually followed him to Milan, in order to

hear him exercise his t dents a second time.

The Ofkeras given this season in the Teatro del Falcone.

have been II Most of Rossini, w hich wo received with great
applause; It Barbiere di Siriglia, by the same, tlso very suc-

cessful ; II Don Giovanni, Elisa e Claudio by Mcrcadante, so,

so. Operas are alternately given in this theatre, and in tins

Teatro Ha St. Agostino: the latter is not only ranch larger

but much better calculated for effect. With respect to the
decorations and costume of these theatres, as well in the operas
as in the ballets, which arc of a mediocre class, they are far

from being upon a footing with the (icrformances, which arc
worthy of a better collection of properties. It is at the same
time but justice to observe that the orchestra, which possesses

sc»end a rt ists of merit, did its best to merit t he favour of the public.

Bot ocx a.—A new singer has made her appearance here of
great promise in the person of Signora Cauzi. She made
her debut in the Barbiere di Siviglia, and gave her part with
great archness and effect, and displayed considerable powers of

voice. She is likely to prove a great acquisition to the thea*

tre, and in every representation rises in the public estimation.

After one of her performances, tbe following Sonnet was
thrown at her feet, attached to a crown of laurel.

“ Alt Impareggiabile Cantante Signora Caterina Canzi, Prima
Donna nelle opere esiguite ncl Gran Teatro di Bologna.

“ SONE1TO.
" Eccelsa Donna, se ai soavi accenti

Spiegbi la vocc, ogni mortal tu bei:

Te sola ammirnn !e Feltlnee geuti,

E di gloria al tuo notne ergon trofei.

La gr-izie, oode se’ adorns e li poasenti

Modi, di die ti fer dooo gli Dei,
Most ran e fra lue pene e ne’ conteuti,

"]

Che flglia ai Numi, e lor delizia aei.

E se I* obblio ricopre or queate or quelle,

Che al dir de’ vati fur si care a noi,

E srrssero quaggiti fin dalle sidle,

Alma non fia, cheT alto tuo valoic

Pcwm ohbliar, e degli accenti tuoi

Quel dolcc suon, oude favclli al core.
** Alcuni Amm i rutori Del Siguora C. C.

m

{Translated.]
M To the Incomparable Singer Signora Caterina Canzi, Prima

Donna in the operas executed in the Gran Teatro di Bologna.

« SONNET.
“O Lady, when in tones by feeling graced.

Thy magic voice steals soothing o’er the ear.

What wonder that Bologna's sons should haste

Some humble tribute to thy fame to rear

!

But to the gifts of voice the powers divine

Have joined the winning charm of form and face

;

Resolv'd a two-fold conquest should be thine.

By song to charm us, and subdue by grace.

Unlike tlie transient charmers of the day

Thy memory shall not lightly pass away,
Nor from our mind thy form and talent part:

When long, long years have fled, in memory’s ear
Tbytones of melting sweetness shall we hear.

Thy voice persuasive, speaking to the heart.
u Some Admirers ofSignora C. C."

G
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Gottbnbcrc.—The celebrated composer and pianist

Ferdinand Hies, is at present here* It is said to be hia in-

tentiou in future to take up liia abode in the neighbourhood of
his native place—which abo gave birth to hia illustrious

master Beethoven, and bis friend M- Salomon—and in the
bosom of bis family, devoted at oucc to them, aud to the art

be cultivates with such success. His residence in this neigh-
bourhood cannot but tend to promote the spread of the art,

and increase the number of its votaries.

PaBIS.—The Journal des Modes, \n which the name of Rossini

is eminent enough to be noticed, accuses this celebrated com-
poser, of giving the ladies bad accompaniments, in piano-forte

pieces, ll maestro, adds the critic of fashion, crowds and ac-

celerates the movements towards the end of his morceans,
in such a manner, as to deprive amateur singers of breath.

This is a very grave accusation, and one which without doubt,
M. Rossini will answer.—— Theatre Italien. Since we last spoke 'of the Theatre
JtaJien, Most, Nina, and Llialiana in Algeri, have been
there performed. Cartonf,s singing in the first of these pieces,

was very unequal ; he is not so good in Most, as in Otillo.

Mad. Momhelli appears more bold than graceful ; Madlle. Cinti
more graceful than bold ; aud Zuchelli rt, at once the moat
skilful and natural singer that can be heard. In Nina vie

bear and see no one but Mad. Pasta. It was not easy to suc-

ceed in this character at Paris, after Mad. Dngazon aud
Madlle. Jiigottini who, without speaking or singing, was as

pathetic as Mad. Duyazon. Mad. Pasta, without imitating

either, has by this very means placed herself on a lerel with
both these great actresses. The character which she gives to

the madness of Nina, has more of exaltation in it than melan-
choly ; but though we arc moved leas sensibly, we are not moved
less deeply. Mad. Pasta sings the air 11 mio ben

,

with admir-
able talent : but it is to the manner in which she sings it, that

she owes the effect she produces. This piece is exceedingly
well conceived

;
the expression and situation could not agree

better. The above air, so simple and melancholy, is only a

modulated declamation ; tbe accent of nature is there. It is

one of those pieces which cannot grow old ; indeed this may
be said of almost all the music of Nina. Paesiello has not
composed any thing more simple and sweet

It is said that Mad. Pasta is likely soon to give an
incontestable proof of the conjugal felicity enjoyed by lier

husband and herself.

By a decision of the King, dated 26th November, some
alterations have beeu made in the management of the Academic
Royals de Mnsique, which had been revived by the ordinance

of the 22nd of October, 1821. The management is committed
to a director ; an inspector general ; a prouerty-mau ; a stage

manager, and a secretary. At the head of this establishment,

is M. Dcsplantis, knight of Saint Louis, and an old officer

of the army of the west. M. Ilabcncck, sub-director of
tEcole Royale de Musique et de Declamation , is elected con-
ductor and leader, and the public will again hear with plea-

sure, the artist whose talent they have so often applauded.

M. K reutzer, after long and honourable exertion, is allowed
to retire, and M. Gransire accompanies him. Amongst the

persons engaged by the new administrations, the following
are spoken of; M. Handry de Janvry, M. Henry, late of
the accountant's department of the treasury, and M. Chauvin,
one of tbe editors of La Gazette de France.

THE DRAM A.
Drury-Lane Theatre.

On Tuesday, January the 18th, a new Opera, under the name
of Tiib Fall or Atomns, was produced at this theatre, written

br Mr. C. Walker, the author of fFallace, and composed by
Mr. Bishop, being the first work that he has set to original

music, since his engagment at this house. The fullowing are

the characters, and tbe persons who represented them

:

Orasmin, a Bey of Algiers Mr. Scspio.

Admiral Rockwardine, ..... Mr. Terry.

Algernon Rockwardine, Mr. Horn.
Timothy Tourist, Mr Harley.
Cogi Baba, Mr. Gotti*.

Mahmoud, ••••••••» Mr. Brown.
Hartley, Mr. Mercer.
Ben Brown, , . Mr. O. Smith.
Omar, Mr. Comer.
Selim, Mr. Howell.

1st Slave, Mr. Webster.

Amanda, . . . Miss Craddon.
Lauretta, . . , Miss Stephens.

Zaida, .... Miss M. Niooll.

Alinaide, . . . Miss Carr.

This Drama is made up of very slight materials, although
its performance lasted four hours. Story, plot, or incident it

cannot boast, and in situations, (according to the theatrical

term,) it is lamentably deficient. The first act introduces Alger-
non Rockwardine to our notice, who details to Timothy
Tourist, his servant, the story of his woea.-—of his early mar-
riage, and of his father’s displeasure. Timothy, determining
to lighten the load of captivity, commences taking notes, ana
resolves, when liberated, to publish an account of the gentle

treatment of slaves, under the mild government of the Algerinee.

Algernon's wife, Amanda, is also a captive, and Orasmin falls

deeply in love with her. He presses his suit, but in vain ; Alger-
non, however, is within his grasp, and he is promised immediate
freedom, if he will resign his wile into the anus of the Algerine.
But the former, like most other scenic lovers, determines to

sacrifice his life rather than comply, and Orasmin threatens hint

with instant death. At this critical moment the British fleet

heaves in sight, commanded by the father of Algernon, when
the Dry consents to the liberation of all the Christian captives.

Orasmin however determines to make Amanda his property,

and refuses to obey his master s order : the bombardment of the
citadel tlicrefore commences, and in a few miuutcs Amanda is

restored to her husband, and the Admiral has the pleasure of
rescuing a son, wltosc fate he had long considered as utterly

hopeless. There is also a love affair between Timothy Tourist
and Lauretta, but Cogi, on old servant of the governor’s, is

smitten with her beauty, and has placed her as an attendant

on Amanda, in the Harem, until a fitter opportunity occurs fur

making her his wife. She yields a pretended consent to bis ad-

dresses, and he, in the excess ot hit love, gives her sundry
jewels, which he had purloined from his master. Thehc jewels

she speedily transfers to Timothy, and aids his escape, by furnish-

ing him with the cloak in which she herself was to have passed

the guard, on her way with Cogi, to take shipping for England.
The Siege of Algiers is decidedly a counterpart of that dull

drama. The Siege of Belgrade ; but the latter is adapted to

Martini's best, and very generally-admired opera. La Cosa rara .*

while the funner is not one of Bishop’s happiest efforts. The
master is shown in every part of it, no doubt, but not in that

airy, fanciful humour which generates popular melodies, or
striking effects. Mr. Bishop has not written an overture to

this opera, therefore that to Cherubini’s Anacreon is per-

formed : but the band is not powerful enough to give due

effect to this splendid composition. The weakness in chiefly

observable in the violins, which ought to be unusually strong to

do justice to ao grand a work ; a work that is considered as the

author's chef-dcruvre.

To Miss Stephens and Mr. Sapio in the vocal department,

and to Mr. Harley in the comic, whatever success The Siege

of Algiers may experience, must be mainly ascribed. To their

efforts the public did justice, though the injudicious attempts of

friends to encore some pieces that did not strike the audience

generally, were powerfully resisted. A song and a duet how-

ever were almost unanimously re-demanded, and merited the

applause bestowed on them. But here we must stop, as. most

likely, this opera will come under our notice in a printed form.

Covent-Garden Theatre.
This theatre has offered nothing to our notice of a musical

kind that is now, since our last report. It is said that Weber's

Mdo-draiua, La Prcciosm, is getting up at this house, and we
hope that there is truth in the rumour.
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PRECIOSA, OR THE LITTLE GIPSY,
A ROMANCE,

Os which is rounded the Melu-Drama Composed by Cabl Maris eon Wkbrs

J

Tssxsosnto akd ABuinfiBo rno* THB rPAKlSH or

MICHAEL CERVANTES.

Aw old g-insy wommi . who ranked high in her community, her pretended tuuit carried her to Madrid, with a view to

‘had brought up a little girl in the quality of her nuios- exhibit her talents, and to turn this treasure to the best

She gave her the name of Preciosa, and instructed her account at the court, where, says the intrepid Cervantes,

in all the art* of the gipsy profession, especially in those every thing is to be bought and sold, like Osh or fowl, in

of dancing and singing, which were object* of much the common market. Preciosa made her first appearance

importance in a lucrative point of view. In these she ex- in the capital, ou the festival of St. Ann, the patroness

celled to admiration ; but at the same time her conduct of the city. She entered by one of the principal streets,

shewed a decided superiority over the other girls of the heading the other gipsy girls in a dance, to the enliven-

troop, to whom her general manners and conversation ing sounds of the Biscayan labour and the gay castas-

presented a striking contrast. She even exhibited traces, nettes. Her companions were decked out in gamly
of good breeding, and of a superiority of mind far beyond finery, but Preciosa chose rather to appear attired wish the

her situation. Added to this, she was beauty itself, utmost neatness and simplicity. All the dancers excited

Neither the son nor the air, nor all the severity of admiration, bnt Preciosa bore away the palm of applause,

wwather, to which these wanderers are exposed, had in the Indeed, she far outshone the rest, and possessed a
least tarnished the lustre of her beauty, or impaired the charm of manner, and n marked superiority of air, that

delicacy of her complexion. She also possessed great involuntarily attracted the attention of all who beheld

natural vivacity of manner, and a talent for wit and her. The people Hocked in crowds around her, and
repartee ; hut though her conversation was playful and young as well as old, joined in manifestations of delight

unreserved, her language never gave offence to delicacv
;

and encouragement. When the dance was concluded, she
and such was the profound respect, strengthened by v-as requested to sing; this she did with unaffected grace:

affectionate regard, which all the gipsy women, both old love and war formed the subject of her romance, and
and young, entertained for . her, that there was no one when it was ended, the air resounded with shouts of
in the whole •sisterhood, who presumed to say or sine any applause. Aftorlhis the party proceeded to the church of

thing in her presence that was calculated to raise a blush. Santa Anna, where, after dancing before the image of
The old gipsy, her reputed aunt, was fully aware of the the saint, Preciosa sang a hymn in her hononr. The
value of so precious a treasure, and acted like the eagle, hearers were all rapture. Heaven bless thee, child !

who while she teaches her young ones how to fly, still said one. What a pity, exclaimed another, that she
keeps them within the reach of her talons. Wherever should be a gipsy; on my soul she merits a better

Preciosa went, she was always accompanied by the old fate, ami deserves to be tbe’daughter of a lord. Others
woman, who sedulously impressed upon herlhe importance wore more gross in their remarks,—Oh, let the young
uf malting the most of her voice. Accordingly our young baggage only grew up, said one, and she will steal more
heroine was amply provided with a store of ballads, hearts than she will rob hen-roosts !

sarabands and BiHwmUet, which she sung with wonderful When this itinerant party were on the point of retiring,

grace. If the reader is curious to know from what source a handsome young man availed himself of a favourable

a constant supply of these useful materials were procured, moment, made his way through the crowd, approached

we will inform him, that foe old gipsy kept a number Preciosa. presented her with a folded paper, whispered a
df poets in her pay

; for, singular as the fact may appear, lew words of well-turned compliment, and disappeared,

even in Spain, there were numerous sons of the Muses to -On reaching her home, Preciosa examined the enclosure,

be found, who were gracious enough to condescend do and 'found it to contain a song in her praise, and a
accept of money from the gipsies, in return for their carolu* of gold. “ il is somewhat extraordinary," said

compositions! she, with her usual sprightliness, “ to receive gold

Preciosa received her first education in various parts of from a poet ; such gifted beings have seldom much to

Castile, and when she bad attained the age of fifteen, give. If this be his mode of offering a song, may he

HI
•
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copy the whole collection of romances ever composed,

and present them to me one after another !” Bat in

3
rite of this sally of wit, it cannot be denied that the

egance of the unknown poet’s person, and the delicacy

of his manner, excited Preciosa’s curiosity, and left

behind something of feeling to which she had before been

a stranger.

After making a short, but profitable stay, in Madrid,

the gipsy band quitted the capital, in order to pursue

their adventures in some other place. . As they pursued

their way, they beguiled the time with the following

lines, which they sung in chorus:

—

Through fomtc

—

Through jfrcvnwoud forests around.
The echoes sound.
The merry echoes sound

As our jovial song
The deep woods along.

Comes mi'll with the echoing horn’s rebound.
Trarah, Trarah, Ac.

The night, the night.

Throughout the livelong night.

Our watch »c keep,
While the drowsy world’s asleep.

While wolves arc prowling
Our resting place round.

But start at the hay of the drep-mouth'd hound,
Wauwar! Wauwar, Ac.

The world we roam.
The wide, wide world we roam,

Our ample home.
Tike world’s our ample home ;

While forests and valleys

Arc loudly resounding
With song* from tike north to the welkin rebounding,

Ilolloo! Ilolloo, Ac.*

They had proceeded only a few miles from the city,

when in the midst of a pleasant valley they were over-

taken by a person wrapped in a cloak, who said he
wished for a private interview with the aunt of Preciosa,

and the young gipsy herself. Accordingly, after a short

consultation, it was agreed to hear what the stranger
had to communicate, ami they all three retired to a short

distance from the company. No sooner were they alone,
than the young man raised the beaver with which his face
had before been partly concealed, and Preciosa was
surprised to behold the young poet, who bail presented
her with the copy of verses, enclosing the carolus of gold.

Addressing himself to the aunt of Preciosa, he told her that

he was distractedly in love with her neice; that he had
made many efforts to conquer his passion, but finding it

impossible, had come to the resolution of devoting his
life to her alone. Having made this declaration, he
threw aside his cloak, and discovered on his breast the
badge of one ol the chi«‘f orders of Spain. He then
proceeded to tell them that his name was Don Juan de
Carcame, that he was an only son of one of the gran-
dees of Spain, and entitled to a very large inheritance

;

but that all his fortune would be of no avail to render him
happy, unless he could share it with Preciosa ; that if
they entertained a doubt of his sincerity, he was
willing to submit to any test they might think proper to
require ; and in order instantly to give them some proof
ol the truth of his assertions, he presented the old

• These ver*ca, and all that follow, exrept those beginning
** When Prcc:o»'s gentle touch,” in pa«e 41 , were translated frum
the German, and adapted to the original music which appears in iltc

subsequent part of this number, they were therefore produced
under restraints that must apologize for »uy irregularities that may
be found iu them.

woman with a purse, containing a hundred crowns of
gold, to be divided among the company.
The whole time Don Juan de Carcame was speaking,

Preciosa listened to him with the most earnest at-

tention ; neither his person, his looks, nor his manners
were disagreeable to ner, and above all, his discourse and
the earnestness with which it hail been delivered,

excited her most serious reflections. After a moment’s
pause, she requested permission of her aunt to address
the knight. She began by assuring him, that though
she was only a poor gipsy girl, that she had a soul

above disgrace, and a virtue that was proof against all

resents and promises. That to shew the sincerity of
is professions, a more substantial pledge was necessary

than his bare declaration. That sne must in the first

E
lace ascertain whether he really was the noble person

e proclaimed himself to be, and if so, that he must
make up his mind to quit his father's house, and take

up his abode among the gipsies for the space of two years,

by way of probation.

The knight without hesitation accepted of the terms
proposed

; it was agreed that a party of the gipsies, with

Preciosa at their head, should revisit Madrid the following

day, in order to ascertain, by certain tokens given tbem by
Don Juan de Carcame, the truth of the statement relative

to his family, after which thfey were to repair to an ap-

pointed spot, at some distance from the capital, to await

the return of their new companion, who, to prevent any
suspicions from arising in his father’s mind, was to pre-

tend a journey to the north of Spain, where friends of

his family resided. All this having been arranged, the

knight took an affectionate leave of Preciosa, and returned

to Madrid.
The following day, Preciosa, the old woman and a chosen

party of the gipsy girls mounted their mules and revisited

Madrid, in order, as had been agreed, to make the neces-

sary enquiries respecting the family and connexions ofDon
Juan de Carcame. The particular street had been named
to them by the knight, and the sign by which they were to

know the house was a balcony with gilded lattice-work. On
their way they were surrounded by a crowd who impor-

tuned them to dance, but so intent was Preciosa upon
the object of her search, that nothing could divert her
attention. They reached tbc street in question, and had
not proceeded far down it, when they perceived the

balcony which had been so particularly described to

tbem. Standing there they saw a gentleman of about

fifty years of age, who wore a red cross on bis breast

;

by which distinction, as well as by the dignity of his

deportment, it was no difficult matter to see that he was
a person of high distinction. This gentleman no sooner

perceived the gipsies, than he beckoned them to come in,

assuring them that they should be handsomely recom-
pensed. At this moment, three other knights joined ibe

gentleman in the balcony, and they immediately per-

ceived that one of them was Don Juan, who could not

conceal his emotion at beholding his charming Preciosa.

Encouraged by the invitation, all the party entered the

gate and proceeded to the saloon, excepting the old

woman, who purposely remained below, in order to

gather from the servants something relative to the quality

and expectations of Don Juan. As soon as the young

gipsies entered the saloon, the elderly gentleman already

described, exclaimed, 44 Doubtless that young girl/’ point-

ing to Preciosa, 44 must be the pretty gipsy girl who has

been so much the subject of conversation here for some
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days past, and of whose wit and accomplishments so

much nas been said.”—** Yes, it is .she," returned Don
Juan, 44 and without exaggeration she is one of the most
beautiful creatures ever seen.”—44 Yes, they say so,”

said Preciosa, “ and it shows bow blind tbe whole world
m»ist be!"—“By tbe life of my little Don Juan,” ex-
claimed the gentleman, 44 you are a thousand times more
beautiful and charming than fame had reported; I snv it

w ithout a word of flattery.”—44 And w ho is this little t)on
Juan, this son of your’s?” inquired the young gipsy,

with an arch demure look.—44 Oh, the young knight who
stands near you,” said he pointing to the lover of Pre-
ciosa. 44 Well,” cried the cunning gipsy, 4i

I could have
sworn that you were protesting by the life of some little

Don Juan, who could hardly run alone. Do yon call

this, pray, your little Don Juan i Why he is old enough
to be a married man ; and if I may be allowed to judge
by some peculiar lines which 1 observe in his features,

I do not think three years more will pass over his head,
without his taking a wife, and that wife of his own
choice too, or his mind must undergo a wonderful change.”— 14 1 hen you have some skill in physiognomy” said one
of the gentlemen. — 44 To be sure 1 liave,” returned Pro*
ciosa, 44 for what as a gipsy should I have been doing all

this while in the world, if 1 had not possessed some
little knowledge of the art, in order to oe able to dis-
cover the tempers and dispositions of men ? For in-
stance, I know that Don Juan is of a very susceptible
heart

; he is disposed to jealousy, and he is also disposed
sometimes to make indiscreet promises, which, he may,
perhaps, find it no such easy a matter to perform,
ileaven grant!” continued she, regarding Don Juan
with an expressive look, 44 heaven grant he may not
prove a deceiver!—Yes, on looking again, I see he is

shortly to undertake a journey
; hut people do not always

follow the route they profess to take. Perhaps, he may
speak of going to the north, ami yet it may be so ordered,
that his journey may lay to the south : man proposes, hot
heaven disposes!”—4* Strange to say, little gipsy,” said
Don Juan, somewhat disconcerted by Preciosa's frank-
ness, and yet delighted at her iugenuity, 44 strange to say,
that many things you have foretold concerning me, are
perfectly correct ; hut 1 trust your suspicious as to my
Doing a deceiver, will never bo verified ; I am sure, upon
my conscience, that no such imputation has heretofore

attached to my conduct. Yes, I am to undertake a
journey, and 1 trust it will prove a prosperous one.”

—

44
I trust it may,” said Preciosa ;

44 but before y ou set out,

allow a gipsy girl to offer you a little piece of w holesome
advice. Young man, learn to moderate your passions,
do not act precipitately ; make no engagement that you
do not fully mean to fulfil ; detest falsehood, and—don’t
forget to give me something for having told your fortune.”—44

1 thank you most sincerely,” said Don Juan,
44 for your good advice. But there is one thing upon
which you have dwelt, that morlifies me extremely

;
you

have renewed your charge of doubting my sincerity ;

you would seem to insinuate that I am a deceiver, i must
then protest my abhorenee of deception. Falsehood is

debasing to all, and particularly to those who pretend to the
rank of gentlemen in society. But you have asked me to

recompense your gift of divination ; 1 am ashamed to say
I hare not at this moment tbe means. It was but yes-
terday that I had an unexpected call upon me for my
money, and X have exhausted all my allowance ; but
here is my father who will reward you iu my place.”

In the mean time the old gipsy entered, and said she

must put an end to the conversation, for that they had
much to do, and must deport for the country* before the

nightfall. ATI the gentlemen entreated that they might

he indulged with a dance. With this the gipsies complied ;

Preciosa took a Biscayan tambour, and led the dance with

so much agility, lightness, and elegance, that the whole
company was in an ecstacy of delight.

And here a little incident occurred, which we must not

neglect to notice. Just as Preciosa was finishing the

dance, she dropped a paper, which one of the gentlemen
picked up and instantly exclaimed, 44 Oh charming! here

is a madrigal, let it be read aloud for the good of the

company.” In fact, it was the copy of verses which hod
been presented to Preciosa by Don Juan, and which she

had ever since kept treasured in her bosom. The father

of Don Juan wished to look at it : it was handed to him.

the turn of the thought pleased him, and he desired his

son to read it aloud. 1 bis was a thunderbolt to poor

Don Juan. But what was to bo done ; to refuse, would

in some measure have been to criminute himself; there-

fore, with much stammering and agitation, he read aloud

the following madrigal.

When PrecioM’a gentle lourh
Awaken ill*’ lute with forceful aft,

The magic of the t«»nrft is Mich,
They Meal unheeded to ihe heart.

Aud when her voice with dnlcct sound,
Melodiutii strikes the raptured ear,

What sweet enchantment hrratbca .*round.
What pleasures gladden all who hear'.

But though lu-r voice pi^ieu mrh power
To lead nt will the captive mind,

Yet Haims this pipajr fur her dower
Charms of a more resistless kind.

Her sparkling eye darts forth such ray.

Her beauty wakes such wild alarms.
That all must usu her magic sw.iy.

And kings be slaves of such bright charm*.

Preciosa pretended to he very angry at the reading of

these verses without her permission, but in secret she*

enjoyed extremely the confusion of Den Juan, am) was
delighted with this new proof of his love, for his embar-
rassment but too plainly revealed what was passing in his

mind. Exchanging looks of tenderness, the lovers now
bade a silent adieu, and the gipsies returned to their inn,

.mounted their mules, and returned to join their company,
who had pitched their tents at the skirt of a wood, iff

order to jiass the night.

Meanwhile Preciosa found that a revolution had taken

place in her heart’s affections
;
she was no more the same

person, she felt that she no longer existed for herself alone,

her heart was another’s; but then that person was ofa rank
in life that made her startle at the contrast. Them too he
was absent, and the alarming thought would dart through

her mind, that he might not return; that she might never

again behold him. She became thoughtful and melancholy;
she sought to be alone, ar.d ihe import unities of the

old gipsy were how doubly annoying to her. At length

tbe beldame fell a sleep, and Preciosa profiled by this

moment to steal out alone. The evening was beautifully

calm, and the moon rode in unclouded lustre. She
wandered to a retired spot, at a distance from the gipsy

camp, and gave vent to her feelings in the following song.

When the jjeotle cvc descending,
Brings a charm to day unknown,

When the moon her light it lending,

bwcei to wander forth alone.

h y
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Vet not tarty, fl»«m on tmtr me,
ta tliwtefi |yfnrpi»k)iH hour*

How ihnao looks thcHte *ccruU direr ibc,

ImaijM strong by fancy's power!

Absent far, in bourn of gladness
Or of sorrow , think on me ;

lVu«t me still, in Joy, in sadness.

All my thoughts are still with thee.

The following day beheld the relum of her lover. It

itfls hailed with joy by the whole party, and the
necessary preparations were made, without delay, for

initiating Don Joan dc Carcame into all the mysteries of
the profession. One of the largest of their cabins was
carpeted with turf, strevtod with sweet herbs, and
adorned with boughs and flowers. In the cenlre stood
an elevated seat of cork-tree, on which the knight was
placed, into whose hands were given a hammer and a
pair of pincers, as emblematical of their arts. It was
then agreed that the name of Don Juan dc Carcame
should be changed into that of simple A wire ; and two
£ipsics thrumming a prelude on their guitars, he was
called upon to show his agility in dancing, by cutting a
caper or two. He was next ordered to uncover one of
his arms, which was bound with showy silk riband, and
then desired to wield two cudgels, which he did with
great skill. These important ceremonials being con-
cluded, the oldest gipsy of the band took Freciusa by the
hand, and leading her up to the initiated, addressed him
in a set speech. “ We appropriate to you," said he, “ the
compauiouship of this oar favourite maiden, who is the
flower and ornament of all the gipsies in Spain. Con-
sider maturely, and once for all, wliether she lie really

the object or your choice, for we warn you that that

choice once made, you can never again retract, and must
be contented with your fate”. He then entered into a
long eulogium on the gipsy life, described its numerous
advantages over a fictitious state of society, and drew
a most animated picture of the gipsies* spirit of ad-
venture, of the trials to which they are exposed, and of
the undaunted courage with w hich (hey bore up against
persecution and ill-fortune. “ We are masters,” con-
tinued the gipsy, warming with the inspiring nature of
his subject, “ we are masters of the fields and woods, of

the mountains, springs, and rivers, The forests supply

tts with fuel unbought, the trees wilh fruit, the vines with

grapes* the fields with game, the rivers with fish, and
* the hedges with the best and the whitest of linen. Early
accustomed to hardship, we can scarcely be said to be
sufferers. We sleep as soundly upon fresh straw, as

others upon beds of down, and infinitely more to the pro-
motion of our health

; and by exposure to all the seasons,

our bodies become covered, as it were, with a coat of mail,

impenetrable to all the inclemencies of the weather. We
become insensible to grief ; we learn to despise torture

and death ; we ridicule all distinctions between the nega-
tive and the affirmative, except when it suits our purpose.
The dazzling splendour of glory, the flame of ambition,

and a certain tickUshness about honour, never affect us,

though, to be sure, in this respect, we do but resemble
many other fraternities. One of the great maxims of

our profession is, that as the world is one great family,

all things ought to be in common, and that the odious
distinctions of mine and thine should be totally done
away wilh. Hence, as members of this great family, we
freely appropriate to our use such of its goods as come in
our way, and of which we feel the natural want. It is

true that the fictitious institutions of what is called

society, freouently interfere wilh this our great principle
of action ; out niter all, what is its effect but to tcaA
people a necessary degree of cant ion, and a laudable
watchfulness over their property? He assured, young
novice,” cried the venerable gipsy, raising his voice,

while his eves sparkled with animation ;
4* be assured

that you will derive inconceivable delight from a profes-

sion, which possesses infinitely more charms than you
can as yet imagine. Indeed, what in the world can’we
picture to ourselves as more delightful, than to possess,
w ithout labour, all those things for which others waste
the sweat of their brow! than to quit our houses in the
evening destitute of every thing, and to return in the

morning laden with every thing that the heart can wish

!

It cannot, however, be denied,” added he, gradually lower-
ing his voice, “ that every question has its worst aide

:

there are disagreeables belonging to every profession ; it

would be foolish for people always to look for fortunate

days ; the merchant cannot be always a gainer by his

traffic : but it is also true to say that, in our profession,

the good infinitely overweighs the evil
;

indeed, there

is no kind of comparison between them. It cannot be
denied that our way of life sometimes terminates all of a
sudden at the gallows ; but this only happens very, very
rarely, and the misfortunes of a single individual ought
not to dishearten all the retd of mankind. Besides, we
have nothing to fear from a suffering brother

;
silence is

one of the most sacred articles of our creed : in a word,
we hold that a man may die a martyr, but never a con-
fessor. No,” exclaimed be, again raising his voice ,

44 the
fate of one individual ought not to put us out of heart.

Because one vessel meets with a storm, and is wrecked,
does it follow that others must not venture to sea ?

Would it be very wisely resolved, that the soldier should
renounce the profession of arms, because, in the lajisc of
ages, a few millions have perished in the field ? and
if some of us are sentenced to tug at the oar, and to

bear those little brands which are sometimes burnt into

our shoulders, what, if things arc considered in their real

light, what should they be looked upon but as the staffs of

our office, and tho stars of our knighthood ?” He con-
cluded by again impressing on Don Juan's attention the
necessity of a conscientious adherence to the principles

and observances of the tribe, and of devotion to Freciosa,

the acknowledged and affianced partner of his peregrina-

tions. The inamorato replied at some length to the eloquent
harangue of the aged orator, promising to remain true to

the gipsy laws, and faithful to the lovely partner that

they had consigned to him. When be had finished, the

party again struck their guitars, and all joined in a
song in praise of their newly initiated companion, Andrt*.

After a variety of adventures in this part of the

country, it was determined that they should go and re-

cruit the funds of their company in the province of

Meroia, was a rich district, and where the party

wax not known. Accordingly, early on the following

morning, they set out upon their march. A young colt

was offered to Andre, but he refused it, declaring (bat he

preferred proceeding on foot, in order that he might

attend upon his young mistress, who was mounted on a
sorry mule. These attentions were not lost upon Freciosa,

who felt her love for Andre daily increase. The morning
was fresh and delighlful ;

the sun was rising in all his

.glory over the mountains of Mercia; and the matin song

or a thousand birds resounded on every side. Tim
moment was inspiring; the gipsies felt its influence, and
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as the^ moved, briskly along. they sung with groat glee

and spirit, the following chorus

W* nmka with twin,

Our tourw tu mo,
O'er tuonjilaius and valley* afar.

The rrow ol cork.
Our 'lirara cloik,

Oar wstrfc.ligiu the twiaklwg *ar I

With mrrry mm»(5
We marrii «lon*,

,
No runner what count 17 we roam,

Tl»e worUl i«- wide.

Let wIoh Letnh*

Wherever we come » Unmet.

Kind nature fwmrt
Pur M he? store*.

Ami wit uvrr dainty are we ;

Tu refill DO ,

And to laugh at thrift,

OtirnMtnim* of wtxfcrm shall be.

After a juumev of a few days, daring which the two
lovers were inseparable companions, exchanging an
abundance of tender expressions, and reiterating every

hour their mutual protestations of eternal love* the com-
pany arrived at a town within throe leagues of Mercia,

and encamped near it. The hand here, according to

custom, distributed themselves into parties, and the more
respectable among them, Preciosa, Andre, the old aunt,

ami two young gipsy attendants, entered the town, and
took up their lodgings at on inn kept hy a widow, who was
reported to be very rich. She had a daughter between
seventeen and eighteen years of oge, naitted Carducia,

who was of a verv lively temper, rather good looking, and

hy no means of a Dad taste. This young girl saw the gip-

sies dancing, and was much delighted with their grace and
spirit, particularly with that of one of the inmates of her
mother's bouse. This was no other than Andre, of whom
she became so suddenly enamoured, that she was resolved

not to let the very first opportunity pass of revealing to

him her passion. No sooner was this hasty resolution

formed, than she was all impatience to carry it into

ftxccutinn. She bad not watched long for the young
gipsy, before she saw him enter an inner-yard to look

to his muli. As no one was near the spot, she at once
accosted him, ami without further preamble

—

,k Andre,"
said she, having already learnt his name, “ I am an
only daughter, and shall inherit a good fortune ; there

are some persons who do not tjiink me so disagreeable,

and if I am fortunate enough to find favour in your eves,

there is nothing to prevent your becoming iny husband.
Answer me candidly, and if yon are wise, do not suffer so

favourable an opportunity to escape you ; it is not every

day that you will have the good fortune to find such a one."

Andre remained confounded by the suddenness of the

address, and the frankness with which such a declaration

was made to him by the young, and not unhandsome,
heiress. •' You shall be satisfied," said he, the moment
he had recovered from his surprise ;

“ I will not keep
you in suspense. To be candid with you then, my good
Card uesa, you have addressed yourself to a wrong per.'on;

my heart is pre-engaged, nnd no longer at my disposal.

I nave pledged my word to another, and our marriage is

to take place the earliest opportunity
; and to speak the

truth, we gipsies never marry but with those of our own
race. May heaven requite you for the favour you
intended to confer on a poor gipsy, of which 1 am very

unworthy, but eve* if 1 thought myself otherwise, and
you were tea timet as rich as you say you ore, all would

be unavailing to mak* me unfaithful to the word that I

have pledged, which ho me is more sacred than the obli-

gation of an oath,"

So utterly was Carducia confounded at this unexpected

declaration, that she nearly sunk to the earth. She
was not at all prepared for the rejection of so liberal a*
offer, and was about to remonstrate, when some other

gipsies eutered the yard, and prevented her. Filled

• with rage and disappointment, she immediately hurried

away, breathing nothing but vengeance, and resolving to

seize the first opportunity of carrying it into effect.

1 Andre, who was not unacquainted with the female heart*

and knew of w hat a disappointed woman was capable,

like a wise and prudent man, was desirous of avoiding the

impending storm by a hasty flight, lie made known ail

that had takeu place to the party, and entreated them l#

Oiare to quit the town without delay. Hut if Andve
his views. Carducia, whose advances be bad repulsed*

had also hers. Jealousy and love are always upo*
the alert ; she had contrived to gain intelligence of Audri’a

intended departure. As there was no time allowed her to

renew her suit, she came to a resolution of arresting by
forte, him whom she was unable to detain by love. See-

ing that not a moment was to be lost, her ingenuity was
awakened, and love and vengeance supplied her with

menus which succeeded but ton effectually. Amidst the

confusion into which the gipsies were necessarily thrown

by the suddenness of their departure, they could not look

to every thing ; and Carducia taking advantage of their

embarrassment, got possession of Andre's leathern tra-

velling bag, which she knew from the rest, and put into it

various articles of value, such as a gold chain, a pair of

rich coral bracelets, several rings, and other trinkets of

her own. At length the gipsy band commenced their

movements; but scarcely had they left the iqn, when*

Carducia rushed into the street, and burst into the most

tragical lamentations, exclaiming that the gipsies had
robbed her, and carried away ber jewels. The whole
of the inhabitants of the village, with the Alcaide at

their head, ran together at these outcries. The gipsies

made a halt, and boldly aiiseverated to a man, adding,

some pretty round oaths into the bargain, that they bad
not taken a single thing, in proof of which they offered

to open their baggage, and allow every thing to W
searched. There was one among them, however, who,

was terribly alarmed at this proposal j tor besides the
splendid dress which Don Juan had laid aside on em-
bracing the gipsy profession, she had certain other

valuables in her baggage, w hich she was very anxious
should not be exposed. But she was soon treed from Iter

dilemma by the artifices of the designing Carducia. who.

alter the baggage of one of the party had been examined,
inquired which was the pack belonging to yonder fine

dancer, pointing to Andre, for that she bud twice observe*

him enter ber room and perhaps he bad her property,

Andre burst into a laugh , but be did not laugh long, for

what was his confusion, when, on opening bis bag, the

officers pulled out the whole of the stolen articles! All

attempts at justification were vain ;
the Alcalde was un-

bounded in his reprobation, as well at Andre as of the

whole party, and a soldier, one of his relations, who
stood near hiiu, roused Andre from the stale of stupefac-

tion into which this mysterious occurrence bad thrown,

him, by a violent blow on the face, which acarly iewile*

him to the ground. It was then that the gipsy Amiti

vanished, and nothing wao seen but the high-born spirit
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of Don Jnanf His lofty nature could not brook the

insult ; he darted upon the hrota! soldier, snatched his

sword from its seaboard, and stretched him, to all ap*

pearance, lifeless at his feet. The enraged Alcalde sent

lor a strong guard, while the people ran furiotudr to the

Spot anti seized the bold gipsy. Preciosa fainted away, and
tne unhappy lover, more solicitous to succour his mistress

than to defend himself, quietly submitted to he seized by
the populace, whom he could easily hare dispersed, had
not the lore and the grief that overpowered all his facul-

ties, prevented his making use of the soldier's sword
which he held in his hand. Andr6 was immediately
loaded with irons, and the Alcalde, who grieved for the

fate of his relative, would have hanged him upon the

spot without further ceremony, had he been invested

with the power ; hut it was necessary to semi him to

Mercia, as this town was nnder its jurisdiction. All

therefore that his fury could do was to expose the un-
happy man to the insults of the rabble, and during the

whole night to torture him with every kind of indignity.

The following morning the Alcalde marched off Andrt
ami the rest of the gipsies, for they had all been made
prisoners, under a strong escort to Mercia. The rumour
of the affair had already reached this place, and the

whole city flocked out to see the prisoners. Preciosa,

whose beauty appeared still more interesting in the midst

of her tears,* attracted the admiration of all. The rumour
of her charms reached the ears of the governor's lady,

who felt so deep an interest in her fate that she desired

to see her, and prevailed upon her husband not to suffer

her to he imprisoned with the rest. Accordingly, Preciosa,

as well as her reputed aunt, were, by the command of the

governor, conducted to the house of the governor’s lady.

In the meantime, the unhappy Andre was thrown into a
dark dungeon, with his hands and legs strongly lettered.

Preciosa had no sooner entered the room where the

governor's lady expected her, than the latter received

her with great kindness, embraced her with extraordinary

tenderness, and rivetted her eyes so strongly upon her,

that, without being able to assign any reason for it, she

conld not withdraw them again. “ What is the age of

this sweet young creature ?” said she, addressing the

reputed aunt of Preciosa. 44 Madam,” replied the old wo-

man, “*he will be fifteen, in a month or two." “The very

age,” cried the lady, heaving a deep sigh 44 of my poor

Uonstancia. Alas 1" added she, 44 this young thing makes

me sensibly feel that I ain the most unhappy mother in the

work l ;
she renews a secret source of grief ill my soul,

which will not cease to flow till death has sealed it up

for CTer." In the mean while, Preciosa, who was over-

come at being received with such unexpected kindness,

had taken ihc hand of the lady am) was bathing it with

her tears. She now ventured to speak ; she endeavoured

to impress the mind oTher protectress with a conviction of

the innocence of the gipsy who was in prison. She
protested with great earnestness, that the jewels which
had been found in his baggAge, bad been placed there

by a wicked artifice to ensnare him to his ruin ; that as

for the soldier who had been killed, be hail drawn his

destruction upon his own head by his imprudence and

brutal conduct. 44 If you are pleased to feel any interest

for me,” continued she, kneeling, and in a tone of the most

earnest supplication,
44 preserve my life by preserving that

of the prisoner. Yes, my life depends on his ! he is my
husband, though iusi and honourable impediments have

delayed our marriage, and our hands have not yet been

united a< the altar. If money be necessary to obtain
pardon, to appease the demands of the relations of the
deceased, we are all of us willing to sell every thing we
possess in the worlds Oh, madam, you know what love

is
;
you are married

:
pardon then the urgent soltci

tation of a wife who is virtuous, and who pleads for the

life of a husband, whom she loves with all the devotion

and temlernes of her heart.”

During the whole of this address the eves of Preciosa

were rivetted on those of the governor’s lady, while she
held her band fast locked in hers, bathing it with the
tears that streamed from her eyes. The lady, who had
listened to the whole with an interest and an emotion that

were inexplicable even to herrelf, could not withstand the

earnestness of the last appeal, and melted into tears.

In the midst of this, the governor entered the room, and
was not less struck with the singularity of the scene,

than with the beauty of Preciosa, doubly heightened by
grief. He inquired the meaning of all these tears; and
the answer Preciosa made him was to release his lady's

hands and run and embrace his knees. 44 Behold me at

your feet," cried she, nearly exhausted by her grief,
44 to crave the pardon of my husband ; or rather to

demand justice for him at your hands, for he is innocent

;

his misfortune and his natural greatness of soul are his

only crimes. But if his evil destiny should pursue hint

even to death
;
if the fatal sentence of the law must be

passed upon him, at least, let me be permitted to die in

his place; and if such a willing sacrifice be not sufficient,

at least, sir, do but suspend his sentence for a few days

;

for 1 despair not to be able to produce proofs of his in-

nocence. Heaven will always protect those who are only

criminal because they have not the means of defending

themselves." The governor was so astonished at the

force and justness of such reasoning in a young girl,

that he was not able to utter a word in reply, so utterly

was he absorbed in admiration.

During this touching scene, the old gipsy woman
stood lost in thought. She seemed pondering over some-

thing of importance, and her bosom appeared to labour

with some mighty secret, which embarrassed her greatly,

and which she could not bring herself to disclose. At
length, appearing to gain resolution, she approached the

governor, and begged permission to withdraw for a few
moments, adding: 44 With your permission, sir, I will

explain an important mystery, which will more than

surprise you, and convert your grief into joy ;
although,”

said she, muttering in a under voice, 44 what 1 am about to

disclose may prove fatal to myself." Saving this, she

rushed out of the apartment, leaving them confounded at

her words. During her absence, Preciosa redoubled

her tears and supplications, and above all entreated

respite. Her object in the last request was to gain time

that she might apprize the father of Don Juan of all

that had passed. She saw that it was the only expedient

left for aelivering him, though with relation to herself

it was the most fatal alternative she could adopt, for it

was in reality nothing less than to renounce for ever the

hope which she had so fondly cherished, of one day be-

coming the wife of Don Juan.

The old gipsy was not long before she returned. She

entered with a small casket under her arm, nud entreated

the governor and his lady to withdraw with her for a

moment into another room, as she had something of

great moment to disclose to them. The governor, who
had no other idea than that she had some theft to dis-
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cover, which might in some way or other affect the

present case, complied, and they retired into an adjoining
room. No sooner were they alone, than the old woman
threw herself upon her knees, and said ;

“ If the joyful

tidings I atn about to impart, does not merit your pardon
for the crime of which 1 am come to confess myself
guilty, then I am ready to suffer every punishment you
way please to inflict; but first,” added she, 44 let me ask
you whether yon know these jewels /"producing thecasket
which contained the jewels of Preciosa, and presenting

them to the governor. He declared he had no knowledge
of them. 41 Then,” said the old woman, placing a paper in

his hand, 44 this will inform you to whom they belting.”

Tbe governor hastily opened it, and read as follows.

—

44 The name of this little girl is Donna Constantia de
Azevtdo y de Idlenesses ; her mother is Donna Guimar de
M(messes, and her father Don Ferdinand de Azeveda,

Knight of the order of Culatrava : she disappeared on
the day of the Ascension , at eight o'clock in the morning,

in the year 1 595. The tittle girl had on thesejewels, which
hate ever since been carefully preserved in this casket.

"

The lady of the governor had no sooner heard tbe

name of (jonstantia, than hastily seizing the casket, she
opened it, and recognised the jewels, which she covered
with kisses; but so overpowering were the feelings of the

moment that she sunk into a swoon. When she reco-

vered, she addressed the old gipsy:

—

44 Alas !” cried she,

in a transport of joy mingled with fear; “and where is the

mistress of these jewels, or 1 should rather say, the dear

child to whom they belong ?” 44 You ask me where she

is ?” said tbe old woman ;

44 where but in your ow n house.

The young gipsy girl, who has already drawn so many
tears from your eyes, is their mistress ;—she is your
daughter—your beloved Constantia. It was I,—with

remorse I confess it,—it was I who stole her from your
house in Madrid, the very day and hour mentioned in

that paper. Can you have clearer proofs than these V
11 Yes,” exclaimed Donna Guimar, rushing with a mo-
ther’s tenderness into the room where she had left Pre-

ciosa, and where she found her surrounded by the whole

household, who were attracted thither by her beauty and
the interest they felt in her fate,

—

44 yes, there are proofs

even stronger than these so saying, she hastily oared

the neck of Preciosa, and found a natural mark, with

which she knew her daughter to have been born, and
which had gradually increased as she had grown up.

She then overwhelmed her with caresses, and taking her in

ber arms, flew into the apartment where she had left her

husband. 44 Yes,” cried she, 44
it is, it is our long lost

daughter ! Every thing convinces me of the fact ; nay,

were there no other evidence, the extraordinary presenti-

ments which nature herself dictated^ the very moment I

beheld her, would be a sufficient testimony.” 44 Yes,” cried

the enraptured husband ;

44
1 felt tbe same presentiments

with yourself; it is our beloved, our long lost daughter,

whom heaven has restored us by a miracle, and for which
we can never sufficiently express our gratitude.”

Preciosa was perfectly bewildered by this extraordinary

scene ; ignorant of what had passed in the adjoining

mom, she was lost in astonishment at the overwhelming
endearments lavished upon her by Donna Guimar and
her husband, who almost stifled her with their embraces.
But when she became sufficiently composed to comprehend
what had passed, no language can describe her emotions

of gratitude, wonder, and rapturous delight.

The governor wished, for the present, both bis wife
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and her daughter Constantia to keep the affair secret
;
he

enjoined the old gipsy to do the same, assuring her that

he granted her his free pardon. He added, that tbe joy
of having recovered his daughter completely recompensed

him for all thcanguish he had felt in losing her, and that

there was but one thing that still rendered him unhappy,

which was the reflection that she should have been alfi-

anced to a gipsy, a thief and a murderer. 44 Ah ! sir,”

said Preciosa, interrupting him, 44 he does not merit any
of these epithets ; it is true that he has been the cause of

this man’s death, but so gross and brutal was the

soldier’s conduct, that he could scarcely expect any
other than the fate which has befallen him. The name of

murderer, sir, applies only to those who assassinate in

ambush, and not to the man who draws his sword in

defence of his honour, as this cavalier has done.”

—

44 Cavalier!” exclaimed the governor, 44 what is this pri-

soner then not a gipsy f” llere the old woman gave a

brief account of the history of Andre. She said that he

was the son of Don Francisco di Carcame, a knight of

the order of St. John, an honour which he himself also

enjoyed. She added, that she had preserved the dress

which he had laid aside on becoming a member of the

gipsy band ; and she gave them an account of the con-

tract and agreement that had been entered into between

Preciosa and Don Juan, on whom she was most lavish in

herpraises, though not more so than his merits justified.

Tne governor and his lady were not less surprised at

this recital, than they had been at the adventure of their

daughter. The former ordered the old woman imme-
diately to go and fetch the dress of Don Juan, which she

did, and shortly after returned, accompanied, by a
gipsy, who had had the especial charge of it. During
the old woman’s absence, the father and mother of Pre-

ciosa asked her a thousand questions, to all of which she

replied with so much gooa sense, grace and naivetti

united, that she could not have done otherwise than

command their affection, even had she not been re-

cognised as their daughter. They pressed her most

earnestly to tell them, whether she really felt a sincere

regard for Don Juan. The question embarrassed her at

first, but, at length, she acknowledged that her attachment

was of the warmest and most sincere kind, being founded

at once, upon love and gratitude ;— love for his virtues

and amianle character, and gratitude for his conde-

scension in having humbled himself so far as to become a
gipsy for the love of her. That she felt it a duty to

make some return for the extraordinary sacrifice which

he had made ; but that, nevertheless, this feeline should

never exceed the bounds which their consent and appro-

bation should think fit to prescribe. 44 Let us talk no more

of this, my dear Preciosa,” replied the father, 44 for it is

my wish that you should ever retain that name in memory
of our having once lost you, and happily recovered you
again. I am your father, you are my daughter ; and be

assured that 1 shall neglect nothing to procure yon an

alliance worthy of your birth ami your virtues.” Preciosa

sighed deeply at hearing these words, and her mother,

full of penetration, saw clearly the depth of her attach-

ment for Don Juan. The governor also mode tbe same
observation in his mind, and continued :

44 Your destiny

my daughter is fixed. Don Juan is of a distinguished

family ; his love for you cannot be otherwise than sin-

cere f heaven has certainly formed you for each other,

and it is not for us to oppose its designs. In the mean
time I must direct my attention to the poor Don Juan,

I
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•who is suffering in prison; but till I find a proper oppor-

tunity of publishing his innocence, I enjoin the strictest

silence on this subject,” Saying this, he embraced Pre-

ciosn, and went to visit Don Juan, in order to pnt in

execution a project which he had conceived, ofascertaining

whether the affection of the prisoner foe his daughter

was sincere.

He accordingly repaired alone to the prison in which
Don Juan lay, loaded with irons, and on reaching it,

learnt with great satisfaction that the soldier, who had

been supposed to be mortally wounded, had recovered,

and was pronounced out of danger. On entering the

cell in which the prisoner lay, he ordered a skylight to

be opened, in order to have ao opportunity of surveying

his countenance more attentively, and assuming a stem
aspect, thos addressed him: “ You see before you the

chief judge of the city; I am come to examine yon on
the subject of the crimes of theft and murder with which
you arc charged. But first of all, 1 wish to ascertain

whether it be true, that a young gipsy girl, who belongs

to your party, and who is at present in my house, be

your lawful wife ?” Don Juan no sooner beard these

words, than a suspicion flew across his mind that the

governor had become enamoured of Preciosa and had her

conveyed to his house, in order to try and persuade her

to become his own. He manifested great uneasiness,

and replied in an agitated manner, “ That if the gipsy girl

had declared herself to be his wife, she had been guilty

of no falsehood, for that, if in one sense, she was not his

wife, in another she certainly was.” 44 It is true,” replied

the judge, that she has simply said she was affianced

to you, and I can well believe it ;
for though eventually

it matters but little to me whether you be married or not,

it was necessary that your answers should strictly cor-

respond. This young girl, who in consideration of her

extreme beauty deserves that I should grant her some
small request, when not in opposition to my official duty,

seeing that there was no hope of your escaping the sen-

tence of the law, has so earnestly importuned me to per-

mit your espousals to take place before the execution of

your sentence, that I have utmost come to the resolution

of granting her request.”

—

44 Ah ! if it were permitted

me to mingle my prayers with hers,” said Don Juan, 44
it

would be the only favour I should have to ask at your
hands. I feel that if this were granted to me, I should

ha\e nothing to regret in the loss of life ; conscious that

I die innocent, solely for having been actuated by the

iust indignation of the moment to punish a coward who
had insulted my honour, that honour, which belongs to

every state and profession.”

—

44
I see yon are desperately

in love, with this little creature,” said the governor.

—

44 Yes, sir, I do love her with all a husband’s tender-

ness,” said Don Juan ;
“ with a love more sincere than

language can describe ; and 1 snm up all the happiness

1 expect upon earth in exchanging with her my plighted

faith, and receiving her hand before 1 die. Let this he

done, and I welcome with joy any fate that may await

me, however severe.”—“ Well,” replied the governor,

scarcely able to restrain his feelings at this proof of

genuine love, 44 this very day, you shall have your re-

quest.” Accordingly, at the appointed hour, (lor so the

governor hud arranged it,) Donna Guimar, a father con-

fessor, Preciosa, And some domestics, met in one of the

apartments of the prison. Don Joan was introduced,

laden with chains, and pule from exhaustion, confinement,

and agitation of mind. Preciosa, who was ignorant of

wbat was to take place, uttered a scream at the sight of
him, trembled violently, and would have sunk in a swoon,
had not her affectionate mother come to her support,

and soothed her with the assurance that all was intended
for her happiness, as well as that of the object of her
affections. All were struck at the contrast of feelings

exhibited on this occasion
;
Preciosa in tears and agita-

tion, Don J uan overwhelmed by bis feelings and melted at

the view of Preciosa, while the governor and his lady

were all composure and even cheerfulness.

After a few moments of profound and painful silence,

Don Guimar desired the priest to make the necessary
arrangements for performing the ceremony of marriage
between the gipsy man and the little gipsy girl. The
priest said he could not undertake to do if, as the forms
of the church, which were indispensable, had not yet
been complied with. 44 The ceremony most then be
postponed, said Don Guimar

;

44 and this interruption
will he the means of delaying the punishment ot the
criminal

; because, as my honour is engaged that he shall

marry this little gipsy, I must see the requisite forms of
the church complied with to that effect. And,” continued
he, addressing the prisoner, 44

I draw the most favourable
omen in your behalf from this delay. But tell me
honestly

; should fortune prove favourable in this instance,
and at the moment you are mutually exchanging vows
with this little gipsy, should your pardon be pronounced,
in which character would you wish to estimate your hap-

E
iness f Would it be as the gipsv Andre, or as the
night, Don Juan de Carcame V What was Don Juan’s

astonishment at hearing himself addressed by his own
name ! But this surprise did not prevent his answering
the question, with his usual candour and nobleness of
feeling. 44 I find,” said he, 44 that Preciosa has not been
able to preserve secresy, and that she has disclosed who
I am. Never mind

; i will not falsify m? own heart.

Were I permitted to taste the happiness which you pro-

mise, 1 should be a thousand times more happy than if I

were the master of the world. With her, and with her
only, 1 centre every wish of my heart, every hope and
comfort on this side the tomb.”

—

44 Don Juan,” said the
governor, 44

1 can contain no longer. I pronounce you inno-
cent. I have heard all; I have the happiness to acquaint
you that the soldier, who was thought to be mortally
wounded, has recovered, and there is no longer any fear

for his life. Preciosa shall be yours
;
and in possessing

her, Allow me to say that you possess all that I myselY
hold dearest upon earth. Yes, in giving you the hand
of Preciosa, 1 give you Donna Constantia de Menesses,
my only daughter, who if she is equal to you in love and
sincerity, is not beneath you in birth and connexions,”
Don Juan, at hearing these words, could scarcely per-

suade himself that he was not under the sweet delusion of
some pleasing dream, from the enchantment of which the
terrible reality might yet awake him The affectionate

caresses of his Preciosa, and of his fofnre parents, how-
ever. soon convinced him of the blissful reality.

The union of the two faithful lovers took place shortly

after, with the entire approbation of the father of Dm
J oan. Never had Mercia witnessed a day of more ge-

neral joy and festivity, for the sioty of the Two Gispies

had become familiar m every mouth. Balls and fire-

works doseif the happy day, and lowg years still beheld

the wedded fair in the possession of increasing happiness.
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THE BEAM A.

King's Theatre.

Though the parallel may appear rather lutficrotts, yet we
cannot avoid comparing this theatre to some fen-farms, which,

if product ire once in every four or fire year*, pay enough to

enable the tenant to bear the losses lie sustains during1

tile

unsurrfKxful intervals. Now anti then we have a good season

at the Opera House, but it conn** about as often as a fine sum-

mer, once in an Olympiad, and helps us in our musical chrono-

logy, as the celebration of certain games assisted the Greeks

in marking the periods of their history.

The last season will long be remembered in the annals of this

theatre
; the patronage of the beau-moods was never more

lavishly bestowed, and the receipts have seldom been exceeded ;

yet the performance* were unsatisfactory, and a heavy list of

clebts, which will never lie discharged, were left, to the serious

injury of numbers of deserving persons, and, we may almost

say, to the disgrace of the nation itself. But let the blame of

all this fall on the right head, on Signor Benclli, who, without

any one qualification for the office, undertook the management
of the establishment, encumbered it with extravagant engage-

ments, in order that he might profit by the commissions he re-

ceived on them, involved the whole theatre in confusion, and
then decamped, after having raised money here, as he had done

in various other places, by every sort of means, and without

the most distant prospect, or the slightest intention of ever

ing his creditor* a single farthing in the pound,

n consequence hereof, the lease of the King's Theatre for

the only remaining year granted by Mr, Chambers, has been

thrown hack on the hands of Mr. Ebcr*, who, to protect hint-

self against the injury which he would unavoidably suffer were
the house not opened to the public, has again embarked in the

enterprise, and commenced his undertaking by circulating in

the fashionable world the following note :

—

Khuj'm Theatre, February lit, 1823.

“Ms. KBHH8 begs leave most respectively to acquaint the No-
bility and Gentry, Subscribers to the Opera, that, encourag'd by the

advice, and supported by the patronage, of many Personages of tbe

Highest Rank, lie has resumed the I .rase of the Kixo's Tmkatrk
for the present Season, and (bat it will be opened on Tuesday next,

the I5ih of February, under the direction of Mr. Ayrton.
“ The following Performers have been engaged during the short

interval (bat lias rlapsed since the Theatre returned into the hands
of Mr. Kbehs; and under the very peculiar circumstances of the

Establishment lie hope* (hut tlic annexed list of those with whom
arrangements have already been made, and of others with whom
treaties are pending, will he considered ns u pledge that the Italian

Opera will loose none of its lustre during the approaching Season.

“ For the Opera— Madame Ronzi de Begnis, Madame Vestris, and
Modnme Canid or i

;—Signor Garcia, Signor Curioni, Signor Brgnrz,

Signor Remorini, Signor Porto, Signor (‘rivelli, Signor Di Giovanni,
Signor Rubbi, and Signor Dc Begnis.

“ The Chorus will consist of Thirty-six Voices.
“ Leader of the Band, Signor Spagnoletti ; Composer and Con-

ductor, Signor Coccia
; Poet, Signor Sictano Vestris.

*• For the Uatlet—Monsieur Charles Vestris, Madame Ronzi
Vestris, Monsieur Coulon, fils, Mademoiselle l«rgro», (to whom
engagements have been sent.) Monsieur Le Blond. Mademoiselle
Julie Auracr, Mr. Boisgerard, Mr. Vcnafra, Mr. Bertrand

; Made*
moisclle M. Gladston, Mademoiselle Le Court, Mademoiselle
O’Brien, Mademoiselle L. Colson, Mademoiselle laura, Madame
Spitalier ; with an improved and augmented Corps de Ballet.

“Principal Bullet Master, Monsieur Aumrr
; Second Ballet

Master, M. Boisgerard; leader of the Ballet, Mr. Ropiuno Lacy.
u Principal Scene Painter, Signor Zara; Stage Manager,

Mr, Kelly; Assistant Stage Manager. Mr. Di Giovanni; Secretary
and Treasurer, Mr. Allan.

" Mr. Ebcrs is in treaty with Mademoiselle 1-aCroix, for the Ballet.

A treaty is also nearly concluded with Madame Pasta.**

The theatre, bowevrtv did not open on the appointed day, on
account of the illness of a principal performer

; and when, at
length, all persons engaged were ready to make a commence-
ment, the Lord Chamberlain, at the instance of the Secretary

of State for the home department, interposed hi* authority, and
suspended tike license that he had granted, till the building,

which rumour stated to be in a very unsafe state, should be
surveyed by Messrs. Soane and Smirke. After a careful exami-
nation of the premises, these gentlemen reported that it would
t»e necessary to make considerable repairs in the north wall,

which would require about three weeks to complete. I n conse-

quence of the unavoidable delay thus occasioned, Mr. Ebers, at

tbe pressing desire of many subscriber* to the opera, has, it is

said, been induced to engage the Haymarket theatre for the

first few nights, and there to give such opera* and ballets as the

limited dimensions of that stage, orchestra, Stc., will allow, till

the more splendid and appropriate building is prepared for the

reception of tlie public. We believe this report to be true,

though we cannot vouch for its correctness, afe no announcement
to such an effect had been made when our present Number
went to pres*.

Drury-Lane and Covert-Garden Theatres.

No new musical drama of any kind tu»s been produced at cither

of these houses since our last report ; hut both theatres have

exhibited real scene* that are sufficiently humiliating to the

nation
;

scene* that must be attended by many evil conse-

quences, but which we hope may be followed by one good effect,

and teach us tn estimate the comparative moral* of other coun-

tries with rather more liberality than we have hitherto exhibited

in judging of foreign habits and mauners.

Oratorios.

These Performances are to be divided between the two wiu-
tcr theatres this year. They commenced at Covent-Garden on
Friday the lfcth of last month, when a considerable portion of

Judas Maccabwus w as performed, together with a miscellaneous

act. Some parts of the fine oratorio of Handel were well exe-
cuted ; others were much less fortunate, and upon the whole we
cannot bestow much commendation on this evening’s entertain-

ment; which, nevertheless was not entirely without amusement,
for the Nopen’ntendent of the oratorio* at Covcnt-Ganlen,
thinking, we are bound to conclude, that tbe various forces in

the orchestra wanted more generalship than either the leader or

conductor, (two able men) could bring into the field, and perhaps

not unwilling to make a little display, posted himself in the very

front of the action, where, brandishing a truncheon in hi* hand,

he laboured hard to make the troop* move together: but he strove

iu vain ; they were, very likely, raw, they probably wanted drill-

ing
; and moreover, to confess the honest truth, as this was the

first time that the superintendent had ever essayed to command,
it is possible that he did not inapiic the ranks with so much
confidence as he seemed to feel iu himself, or as they might have

felt in a veteran.

The chief performer* at the Covent-Gardcn Oratorio* are.

Miss Patou, Mrs. Bedford, Miss Love, Miss Graddon, Messrs.

Bmliam, Sapio, Pearman, Bellamy, &c. The leader is Mr.
Mori, and the conductor Mr. Wesley.

PHILHARMONIC CONCERTS.

Previously to the re-ruininrnccmcnt of tlkese concerts, the

Philharmonic Society had three private meetings in the months
ofJanuary and February, for the purpose of trying, with the

full orchestra, new compositions, and deckling on their fitness

for public performance. Amongst these were, a symphony by
Mr. Cipriani Potter, an overture by Mr. Goss. Weber's overtures

to Preeiosa and Evryanthe, and » Grand Symphony recently

composed for the society, by Bcctboven. AU of these we shaH

12
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hare to notice vrhen they are regularly before the public. But
much curiosity having Seen excited by the latter composition,

from the pen of so prc.it a master, we shall anticipate in part

our regular criticism on it, by observing, that it manifests many
brilliant traits of Beethoven’s vast genius ; that it embodies
enough of original matter, of beautiful effects and skilful con-

trivances, to form an admirable symphony of ordinary duration

:

but that unfortunately, the author has spun it out to so unusual
a length, that he has “ drawn out the thread of his verbosity

j

finer than the staple of his argument," and what would have
been delightful had it been contained within moderate limits, he
has rendered wearying bv expansion, and diluted his subjects

till they became weak and vapid. When we add that the time

which it is calculated this compoaition will take in performing,

cannot be much less than an hour and twenty minutes, our
readers, though they have not heard it, tnay almost judge for

themselves of its inadequacy to fix the attention of any audience,

or to produce such an effect as the admirers t*f Beethoven must
|

earnestly wish.

The first concert of this season was given, at the Argyle
Rooms, ou Monday, February 21st. The following is the pro-

gramme of the performance.

ACT I.

Sinfonia, in B flat. Op. HO . . .
*

. . Beethoven.

Itartio, M Far calaettr,” Mod. Konzi di Begins and Sig.

De Begnis Mosca.

Quintrtto, two Violins, two Violas, and Violoncello,

Messrs. F. Cramer, Oury, Moral!, Lyon, and Lindley . Mozart.

Scena cd Aria,*' Del), pariate,” Mad. Honzi De Begnis,

(II Sacriflzio d'Abranto) . . . ... Cimarosa.

Overture to Kuryantbc, (never performed in this

country) Carl Maria ton Weber.

ACT II.

Sinfonia, No. 11 • • Haydn.

Ilccit. and Air, w In splendour bright/’ Mr. Sapio . Haydn.

Pot Pourri, Violin Obligato, M. Mori . Spohr and May seder.

Duetto, “ La ci darero,’’ Mad. Honsi de Begnis and

Mr. Sapio Mosart.

Overture in D . . . . • • * B- Romberg.

Leader, Mr. K bisewetter.—

C

onductor, Sir G. Smart.

The two sinfonias performed in this concert, arc less

known than most of the other orchestral compositions of the

same authors. That by Beethoven has few traits that strike

generally, and at once, but possesses much to please the true

connoisseur ; it is written carefully, and betrays none of those

eccentricities that are often at variance with established rules.

The other, which is the eleventh of those composed for Salo-

mon's Concerts, is much more airy and popular in its style ; the

andante of this, in G, is one of the most elegant of Haydn's pro-

ductions
;
how beautifully the first violins sing the melody,—

how ingenious and effective the accompaniments of the other

instruments,—and how masterly the climax ! Haydn, says a
modern writer on music, begins to be Laid on the shelf; an as-

sertion in which we cannot acquiesce. Grant it, however, to be
true, he is only where Milton has long been placed, by a majority
of those who are denominated well-educated persons. But do
the real admirers and judgrs of poetry and music consign cither

of these great geniuses to darkness and dust ? certainly not, for

true taste recognises a standard, and is never swayed by fashion.

We admit that in the indulgence of a sense, satiety may be pro-

duced, and indiscreet zeal is too apt to force a composer before

the public so often, as to excite an ennui that is frequently mis-
taken for a change in opinion.

Bernard Rombergs fine overture we have more than once had
occasion to notice, in our remarks on these concerts. The novelty

of the evening was the overture to Weber's grand romantic
opera, Euryanthr

, a very bold, imposing composition, in which
the author again shews how plentifully he is stored with original

ideas, and how well he understands musical effect. To compre-
hend thoroughly the present work, it must be often heard, and
herein it differs from the overture to the Freitchutz , which
stikes at once : indeed the latter is the superior production of the

two, though we are not disposed to compare them invidiously

;

both proceed from the mind of a great master. The charming
quintett of Mozart, had ample justice done it by Mr. F. Cramer:
the strong feeling it cxcitcu, and the applause which every now
and then murmured from each auditor, shewed that, whatever

state musical taste may be in elsewhere, it is in full vigour

among the subscribers to'the Philharmonic Concerts. We can-

not pass this without mentioning in terms of prabe, Mr. Morale's

judicious performance of the viola part. The violiu pot-pourri

displayed all Mori’s talent on this instrument
;
the composition is

of no ordinary kind, though wc are heartily tired of the meagre air

Partant pour la Syrir, which is embodied in it. The cotnic

duct, sung admirably by Signor and Madame De Begnis, is one
of the best things of Mosca that we ever heard. The produc-

tions of this modern composer are generally very ftimsy, and
only fit for the minor Italian theatres. The arena of Cimarosa

is one of the finest of his works, and was sung with vast energy
and true feeling. Mr. Sapio, who was literally called out of his

bed to supply the place of Signor Garcia, proved that his powers

arc soon awakened into action. In the hurry of the moment it

is difficult to make a good choice, otherwise, doubtless, Mad.
De Begnis and himself; would have found something less com-
mon than !m ci darem la mono, which looses half of its effect

when removed from the stage.

The whole performance proved the unabated excellence, and
the enthusiasm of this fine band. While the Ancient and Phil-

harmonic Concerts last, and ^re properly managed, music will

be in no danger of sustaining any permanent injury from the

caprices of fashion
;
although there will always be some to cry

out, that Handel is gothic, and Haydn superannuated.
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MEMOIR OF PETER WINTER.

Peter Winter, a veteran in his art, and the ablest
living dramatic composer in Germany, is one of the few
eminent German musicians who have lived to see the
liberation of their country from the oppressor’s yoke,
and its return to the halcyon days of peace. Winter
has also had the personal good fortune of being in the
service of a prince whose greatest pride is the patronage
of the fine arts. The enlightened king of Bavaria

—

whose capita] is so illustrious from the large assemblage
of brilliant talent in all departments of literature and art,

which has gradually gathered there—was not merely
satisfied with placing Winter, his principal musician,
above the every-day difficulties of life, hut he also re-

warded his merits with high honours and dignities, by
first conferring knighthood on him, and then raising him
to the rank of nobility. ,

Peter von Winter, chapel-mostcr royal to the king of
Bavaria, and Knight of ihe Order of Merit, was, according
to several German biographers of the latest date *, bom
at Manuheim, in the year 1755 ; other writers, however,

namely, Gerber, Choron, and some English biogra-

phers, state him to have been bom at Munich, in the

year 1758. Ilis father was a brigadier in the Palatine

guards, and it was probably owing to (his peculiar em-
ployment that be could take little share in the educa-
tion of his son ; but as he evinced at an early age strong

Bymptom.s of a natural genius for music, he was placed

under the court musician Mair, to acquire the first rudi-

ments of that art. His instrument being the violin, he
subsequently took lessons from W. Cramer, the father

of Messrs. J. B. and F. Cramer, who was first violin at

the court of Mannheim, from 1750 to 1770; and under
this excellent master, he made such rapid progress, that

he was admitted into the elector’s orchestra at the early
age of ten. Here he soon distinguished himself on
several instruments, but more especially on the violin,

which had ever been his favourite.

The higher department of the art, harmony and com-
position, he studied, as far as the latter can be taught,
under the far-famed Vogler

;
and no mean reputation

accrues to the venerable Abb£, when upon the list of
his pupils are found three such names as Winter, Carl

•The authority for thia date which we moat raly on. is the
following :—Baieriacbcs Music-Lexicon voa f\ J. Lipowaky,
Munich. '

M. von Weber, and Mayerbeer, the justly-admired com-
poser of the opera 11 Croriato in Egitlo.

Winter had by this time risen so high in the estima-

tion of his sovereign as a musician, that in the year 1775,

at the opening of 'the German theatre at Mannheim, he
obtained the honourable appointment of director of the

orchestra. This situation he also retained at Munich,
when the elector’s court was removed from Mannheim to

that capital Lipowsky states, that in the year 1768,
the elector Carl Theodor appointed Winter his chapel-

master, and that he at the same time desired him to com-
pose, for the carnival at Munich, the opera of Grce,
which, however, was never performed.

The first compositions that made Winter’s name
known, were his ISalltits. After these had stamped his

reputation, he began to write concertos, symphonies,
quartettes, and many pieces of church music ; by these
various musical exercises, he not only acquired great readi-

ness. and a tact for composing, but also that particular

skill in the management of instrumental accompaniments,
and the treatment of vocal purts, which render his finest

productions so characteristically beautiful.

The master whom Lipowsky names as having initiated

Winter into the arcana of his art, aud as having finished

his musical education, prior to his many professional

journeys into foreign countries, is Salieri, styled by him
the first classical chapel- master in Europe.

But although Winter travelled much, both in his own
and other countries, yet Munich always was his principal

home, and the city to which he was most attached. Hig
musical .wanderings have, indeed, been so frequent, and
of such extent, that he may he said to have post yrats on
the high-roads of the continent ;

and if the immense
number of bis works be considered, it is difficult to ima-
gine how he found time lor either, much less for both of
these pursuits. He has several times visited Italy at the
invitation of the theatres of Venice and Naples ; several

times Paris, and once London. His first professional

tour in Italy occurred in the years 1792 and 1793; and
then it was, and not till then, that lie became thoroughly

acquainted with vocal music. It has been remarked, how-
ever, that he always retained his own peculiar style of
composition, and he composed pieces in the same original

manner at Paris as he did in London, Venice, Naples, and
other cities, with the least possible sacrifice to the taste

of the public, und the spirit of the age.

K
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Between 1796 end 1799, he visited Vienne, where,

Dm vntcrbrocJiene Opferfest (The Interrupted Sacrifice,)
allowed by the unanimous consent of critics to be the best
of his operas, and indeed of his numerous works—was
brought out. The gay Viennese, to w hom whatever is

light, joyous, and easy, is always more acceptable than
the grave and the profound, considered that beaut i (til

opera to be “ too pathetic," and it dkl not, therefore, at
first meet with tne success, which it has so decisively
acquired since, on the stages of almost every capital in
Europe.

In the month of January, 1800, bis grand serious
opera of Montalban was performed for the first time at
Munich

;
and in the summer of 1801, he resided during

six months at Paris. Early in 1803, he made a second
journey to that capital, for which, in the course of the

J

jrecodiiig year, he had w ritten his next best opera, Tarner-
an, to french words. Charon in speaking of this magni-
ficent production, < haracteriws Winter as “ tin compost-
tmr (nergique, riche, abondant, dramalique, et tmjowrs
local dans sa musique ci dans ses motives."

After a short slu v at Paris, he came to London. Here
be remained till the end of the year 1804, after having
acquired the highest honour and reputation by the operas
Zaire, J'roserpina, Calypso, Castor and Pollux

;

and by
the extremely successful ballet of Orpheus.

In 1800, he once more took the road from Mun ich to
Paris. In March, 1817, the journals of Venice announced
his departure with regret, softened, however, by a promise
to furnish two serious operas for their theatre. Of those
which he afterwards wrote for Italian theatres, and Ita-
lian tastes, none was so well received as his Maomclto, an
Opera seria, produced but a few years ago.

In speaking of Winter generally as a composer, it

must be allowed, that from many years’ experience and
fltudv, he [(assesses in particular, a profound knowledge
of w hatever belongs to the voice ; and that he understands
belter hovr to adapt compositions to its compass and
power, than any other living composer. His fast volu-
minous work, published only a few months ago, A
Treatise on Singing, in 3 vols. folio, shows with what
diligence he must have applied himself to this important
branch of the musical art. As a dramatic composer, be
has been deservedly extolled for grandeur of declamation,
and effective instrumental accompaniments. Many of his
airs in the Opferfest, in Proscipina , and Tamerlan, vie
in beauty with the most favourite productions of Mozart

;

and in several of his overtures may be discerned much of
the spirit and fire of Beethoven.

The catalogue of his works cannot fail to create sur-
prise. Gerber, whose dictionary comes down only to 1813,
enumerates thirty operas (including Calmalj, and since
then he bos produced several new pieces. Besides these,
be has written many grand masses, Ojfertoria , Graduates,
a Requiem, twelve or more grand Cantatas, among which
Timoiea, or the \xncer of music

, is most celebrated
; con-

certos for single instruments, overtures, orchestral sym-
phonies, including the celebrated grand symphony with
cborusses, for the solemnization of the battle of Leip-
8tc, ISIS, not to enumerate at least two hundred other
pieces—single songs, screnatas, quartetts, quinletts,
and septetts, for stringed and wind instruments ; which
prove him to be no less industrious, than lie is productive
and full of genius.

This venerable man, with seventy winters on his bead,
is yet in health, and ill active possession of his fine facul-

ties. He still resides at Munich, where his great name,
well known throughout Europe, is as fresh and flourish-
ing as ever.

LIST OF WINTER'S WORKS.

I. For ma Church.

1. Missa, for 4 Voices, *md Orchestral Accompaniments, MS.
Traeg. Vienna.

2. Graduate, ditto, ditto.

3. Offertoria, ditto, ditto.

4. Die Pilgcrauf Calvari, Oratoriuin, written for Munich.
5. Bettulia Liberates, Oratoriuin, 1792, for Venice.
6. Die Auferstekung, (The Resurrection,) Cantata, MS.
7. Die BAosung des Metuehen, (The Redemption,) with a

subjoined Staba t mater.
8. A Requiem

;
by far the best of his compositions for the

Church.
9. Pastoral-Mass, Munich.

It. For tub Theatre.

1. HAierophon, Melodrama for Mannheim, 17S7.
2. Helena and Paris, for Munich.
3. Psyche, German Opera.
4. Circe, Opera seria for Italy.

5. Leonardo und Blondine, Melodrama, to the text of Burger.
6. Cora und Alonso, ditto.

7. Armida, Melodrama with Choruases, in 3 acts.

8. Der BeitAstudeni, (The Poor Student,) Operetta Vienna.
9. Orpheus, Pantomime with Songs.
10. Das Hirtenmadchen, (The Shepherdesses, ) Operette.
11. Sherx, List

,
und jRache, (Mirth, Cunning, and Revenge,)

Operette.
12. Cato in Utica, Opera seria, for Venice, 1791.
13. Antigone, Opera seria, for Naples, 1791.

14. J Sacrificj di Creta, Opera seria, 1792, for Venice.
15. Armida und Rinatdo, Melodrama, for Vienna, 1793.
16. / Fratelli rirati , Op. buffa, 1794, for Munich.
17. Opts, oiin if Trionfo di bel Sesso, Opera buffa, 1791, for

Prague.
18. Die Sommerbelustigungen, (The Delights of Summer,)

Ballet, for Berlin, 1795.

19. Das unterbrochine Opferfest, (The Interrupted Sacrifice,)
Operette, Vienna, 1796. This Opera has been arranged
in Germany, for nearly all instruments, a proof of its po-
pularity in that country.

90. J due y'cdoei. Opera buffa, 1796, Vienna.
SI. Die Tbomasnacht, Operette in 2 acts, 1795, for Bayreuth.
29. Die Pyrumiden von Babilen, u the second part of the

Zauberftote.
23. Klise, Opera for Vienna, I79S.

24. Das Labyrinth, ditto ; one of his most Burcessfnl works.
25. Der .Sturm ran Shakspeare, for Munich, 1799.
26. Maria von Montalban

, Opera seria, 1800, Munich.
27. Tamerlan, Opera, with French words, for Paris, 1802,

wliere it was received with great applause.

28. Castor und Pollux, Italian words, for London, 1808.
29. Der Frauenbund, (The Female Union,) Opera, for

Munich, 1801.

SO. Colmal, Grand Opera, for Munich, 1809.

31. Die Blinden, Opera von Holbein, 1810, is much praised.

32. Calypso, Opera Seria, for London.
33. Proserpina, ditto, ditto.

34. Zaira, ditto, ditto.

35. Muometto, ditto, written a few years ngo fur Italy, and
rereived with the most flattering applause.

36. Eletinda, one of his latest Operas, performed at Milan.
87. Die PantoffAn (the Skippers), Opera, performed at Ham-

burgh without success.

3S. J due Faldomiri
, also one of his latest Operas, performed

at Milan.
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a*. GUUai in tier HSuitrluU. Bali. t, for B,rli*.

40. Der Tod Adam*, (The Death of Adam,) Ballet, for Munich.
41. Aritsnne , Grand Opera.

flL For the Chamber.

1. Pignudione, Cantata.

2. Piratno e Tkishe, ditto.

8.

Die rerlassene Dido, (Dido Dewrtcd,) ditto.

4. Vortiger, ditto.

5. Hertor, ditto

6. Agnes de Castro, ditto.

7. Henri IV., ditto.

8. KayerxcKe Lustbarkeit, ( Bavarian Merriment.) ditto.

9. Der Franziisische Lustgarten, (Tlie French Measure Gar*

den,) ditto.

10. Die Hoehzeit dee Figarot Cantata.

11. Andromaque. ditto.

12. Prague et Phitomeie,

All theae were composed before 1798.

13. Die. vier Tageszeiten, (The Four parts of the Day,) Can-
tata.

• 14 Die Hacht der Tone (Timoteo), ditto., Ital. and German,
to Dryden's Alexander's Feast ; one of hi* greatest works
in this class of compositions.

15. Germania Friedens Cantata
, (The Peace of Germany.)

26.

Getange heitn Clavier, in 3 Parts
;
Munich.

J7. Three Cantatinas, Ital. and Germ.
18. Nine Canzonettat, ditto.

19. Quatuor, for voices ditto.

20. Gesang auf den Tilsiter-Frieden, (Song on the Peace
of Tilsit.)

21. Patriotixehes Lied, with Orchestra.

22. Preisgesang der Musik, (A Musical Prise Song.)
23. 6 Canzonettas, Duelle, Terzette, 4<\, Ital. and German.
24 6 Airs Italiennes, avec paroles allemandes, 2 Viol., Alto. e.

Velio.

25. Freuds schoner Gatterfunken, (Hymn to Joy,) for 4 Voices,

with Piano- Forte.
26. Die Musik, for 4 Voices, with Piano-Forte.
27. Phantasie der Liebe.

28. Das Waidhorn, eierstimmiger, Gesang, with Piano-Focte,

IV. Instrumental Compositions.

1. VI. Concerti & Viol, print., e Orcb.
2. Concerto A Oboe print., ditto

3. Concertino 4 Viol. Clar. Cor dc Bassetto, e Fag. print., e

accouip. di 2 Viol., Viola, e B.
4. Rondo ton Variaz., k Viol, print., 2 Vk>U, 2 FI., 2 Cor.,

V. e B.

5. III. Sinf. k gr. Orth., Op. 1, 2, 8, Offenbach.

6. Quatuor, p 2 Viol., AHo ct B., Op. &, Un. 1900.

7. III. Quint., p 2 Viol., 2 Alto et B., Op. 6, Leipz. 1602.

8. 8e*tetto, p 2 Viol., 2 Cors., AHo et B., Op. 9.

9. Trois nouv. Qtiat., p 2 Viol., Alto et B„ Paris.

10. Septuor, p 2 Cors., Clar., 2 V., Alto et B„ Op. 10, Leipz.

11. Sinfonia concert., p V., Clar., tas-. et Corn etc., Op. 11.

12. Six Entreactes, Lfv. 1, 2.

18. Gross* SrhJachtsymphonie mit Chorea, (Battle-Sym-
phony,) in commemoration of the battle of Leipzig, 1813.

Vofistandige Singsehute, in 3 VoL folio, in Germ., French,
and Italian, Mainz 0 Schott.

To the above may be added at least Thirty more pleees in

different kinds of composition, either published within the last

five Tears, later than the biographies from which this catalogue

has been compiled, or still possessed by Winter In manuscript.
Among these are about twelve orchestral overtures, and various

pieces for the voice, with orchestral accompaniments.

MUSICAL GLEANINGS IN AFRICA.

From Mams Laing's Travels in Wsitun Africa*.

Major Laing, who was sent by Sir Charles M‘Carthy,
in the year 1822, on a mission to (ha King of the Soolima
country, for the purpose of establishing a commercial
intercourse between tnat kingdom and Sierra Leone, has
just published a most amusing and interesting account
of his travels to that distant and hitherto unexplored
country. The route of the enterprising traveller lay

through the Timannee and Kooranko countries, and front

thence to Soolimana; regions which had never before

been visited by a “ white man,” and accordingly every
page of his journal teems with new features of savage
life, facts and observations relative to manners, customs,

and scenery, or incidents of personal interest and adven-

ture, which constitute the peculiar charm of works of
travels in unfrequented countries.

Much as we have been delighted by the perusal of

this highly interesting journal, we must of course confine

our observations to such parts of it as relate to the sub-

ject to which the Harmonicon is exclusively devoted

;

and we therefore proceed to collect the accounts and
observations of Major Laing relative to the rude music,

and incidentally to the dancer, of these hitherto uuvisited

children of Africa.

In describing the customs of the Timannecs, Major
Laing says :

—

Dancing is a favourite amusement among the Timannee*, but

it U accompanied with neither grace nor exertion ; the musicians

(If they may be so called) stand in the centre, while the men and

women, mixed indiscriminately together, dance round them, but?

with little change of place, as the movements are principally

confined to the head anil ripper parti of the body. The women

are not unfrequentfy indelicate in their attitudes ; which, ns

they are entirely encouraged by the men, is not to be attributed

as a fault to them.

Among these people

There are four trades or professions, to which conjointly Is

given the appellation of Xylmahalah
; they rank in the order in

which they are enumerated, and consist of the Jino, or orator •

the jelU, or minstrel
;
the guarangf, or shoemaker

;
and the

nnomo, or blacksmith
;

all of whom are high In the scale of

society, and are possessed of great privileges. They travtl

throughout the country unmolested, even in war
;
and strangers,

if of the sable hue, are alw ays safe under their protection. The

guarang£ and noomo earn their livelihood by the exercise of

their respective trades
;
the fiuo by his oratory and subtlety as a

lawyer; and the jell£ by singing the mighty deeds and qualifi-

cations of rich men. who, in hi* opinion, hare no faults. Like

the minstrels of old, they are always at hand to laud with hy-

perbolical praise the landlord of a feast, and headman of a town.

During his short slay at Kooloofa, our traveller zayi

—

About nine in the evening I retired to rest, and In a very few

minutes closed my eyes in slumber, which the good inhabitants

• Travels in the Timmanc*-. Kooranko, and Soolima Countries.

In Western Africa. By Major Ale sender Gordon Laing.—With

Plates und a Map. 1 vol, 8vo. Murray.
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of Kooloofa were termioed I should not long enjoy

; for, out

of compliment (as they informed my boy) to the first white man
who had ever set foot in Kooranko, they commenced such a din

of drums, flutes, and various other instruments, accompanied

with dancing and singing, which was kept up all night, that

sleep was banished from my pillow till daylight.

At Scemcra, in the Kooranko country, Bee Sirnera, the
king of the place, paid him a very high compliment :

—

At parting, he sent his griot or minstrel to plav before me,

and sing a song of welcome ; this man had a sort of fiddle, the

body of which was formed of a calabash, in which two small

square holes were cut to give it a tone
j

it had only one string,

composed of many twisted horse hairs, and although he could only

bring from it four notes, yet he contrived to vary them so as to

produce a pleasing harmony ; lie played at my door till I fell

asleep, and waking at day-break, his notes still saluted my care,

when finding that his attendance would not be discontinued

without a douceur, I gave him a head of tobacco, and toft him
to go home and thank his master.

A day or two afterwards, the major, haring the good
fortune to stand very high in the king’s estimation, was
informed by his sable majesty “ that he had ordered
some of his people to dance for his (the major’s) amuse-
ment this royal entertainment is thus described:

—

In a few minutes, a man beating a big drum with his right-

hand, and playing with the thumb of the left, armed with a

thimble, upon a conical-shaped piece of hollow iron slung from

the fore-finger, and followed by a crowd of women, entered the

yard; when commenced a most grotesque kiud of dance, in

which there was more action than elegance, and more labour
than grace. The dancers scarcely moved their feet, but made
up for their deficiency in that respect by twisting their bodies

into attitudes completely serpentine, and giving a continual mo-
tion to their heads ; they brandished in the right-hand a large

knife, and in the left a tomahawk, with great dexterity. They
were followed by successive couples, each displaying their acti-

vity in a manner which was rather distressing than agreeable to

witness; the female by-gtanders encouraging them by clapping

their hands, and evincing by acclamation and gesture their un-

qualified approbation. The amusement was kept up with un-

abating vigour till the close of day.

At Nyiniab, says Major Laiug, among other civilities,

the head man of the town

Paid me a visit early in the morning, attended by his chiefs

and his principal griot*, the latter of whom sung loudly the

praises of his master, whom he represented as the richest and
most hospitable man in the whole country. He sung “of the

white man who enme out of the water to live among the Koo-
ranko people

; the white man ate nothing but fish when he lived

in the water, and tliat was the cause of his being so thin. If he
came among black men, he would get fat, for they would give

him cows, goats, and sheep to eat, and his thiret should be
quenehed with draughts of milk.”

• Jell£-man, or minstrel.

At Woorowyah, the major and bis parly rested to

recover the fatigues of their journey. On their way to

this town, they narrowly escaped being murdered for the

sake of the merchandise which they carried with them

;

a plot to effect that diabolical purpose having been laid

between the head-men of the two towns through which
the route lay. The cool, prudent, and determined con-
duct of Major l4ting prevented the commencement of
the work of treachery ; and the gratitude of a discharged

Negro from the late Royal African Corps diverted the

party destined to make the attack, out of the road
through which the travellers passed ;

time was thus

gained, and the party arrived at the town without being

molested. The intended murder and robbery was, how-
ever, known at Woorowgah ; and the women, disap-

pointed in not participating in the spoils of the destined

victims, gave vent to their disappointment in their songs,

and apostrophized the “ white man” and his riches in a
way by no means agreeable to the feelings of their

auditor.

In the evening (says the major) dancing commenced, accom-

panied with song* from the females, the tenor of which did not

entirely please me. They sang “of the white man who had come

to their town
;
of the houseful of mooey which he had

;
such cloth,

such beads, such tine things had never been seen in Kooranko
.

before ; if their husbands were men, and wished to see their wives

well dressed, they ought to take some of the money from the

white man.” 1 am not certain how this might have terminated,

if Tamba*. who still accompanied me, had not mixed with the

singers, and being well known among them, answered them by

a counter song. He sung of “ Sierra Leone
;
of houses a rnilc

in length filled with money ; that the white man who was here

had nothing compared to those in Sierra Leone ; if, therefore,

they wished to see some of the rich men from that country come

into Kooranko, they must not trouble this one ; whoever wanted

to see a snake's tail must not strike it on the head." Tamba’s

song was listened to and applauded, and my money remained

unmolested.

Pursuing their journey, the partv arrived at Kamatoo,
where they “ found the whole of the inhabitants crying

and howling bitterly, it being the commencement oi

their custom on the death of a chief who had been slain

in battle” with a neighbouring state.

Ttic lamentable howling of the mourners was continued all

night, and at daylight was superseded by music, which lasted

with little interruption during the whole of the day and succeed-

ing nigtit ; some of the instruments were skilfully handled, and

sent forth most melodious sounds
;
and the vocal performers,

who I learned were jcllc-inen from Sangara, far snrpassed the

uncouth squalling of any of the attempts I had hitherto heard

on the part of an African. The deep tones of a large ballafoo

resounded through the still morning air in a manner truly so-

lemn ; I awoke early, and lay listening for upwards of an hour

with pleasure to the music which rung on my cars like magic*

• Tomb* is the discharged negro before mentioned; he bad,
since his return to his native country, assumed the profession of
jellt-man, or minstrel, and in this capacity rendered the major a

second essential service, displaying in both instances the most
grateful devotion to bis former masters.
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and I might hare been thus entranced much longer, had it not
|

been for the unpleasant sensations of a parched skin, hcadach,

and chilliness, too faithful harbingers of the approach of fever,

with which I was attacked.

At length the party reached the place of their desti-

nation, the Soolinia country, in which they were most

hospitably received, and soon welcomed by the special

messengers of the king, who sent forward a party, headed

by his own son, to conduct the travellers to Talaba, the

capital of the kingdom, and the royal residence. The
king received them in the kindest manner, aud during

tbeir stay in his capital, continued to them the most

benevolent treatment. On their arrival at the town, a

grand military spectacle took place, in which sham
fights were performed by large bodies of horse and foot

soldiers, under the command of Yarradee, the king’s

brother, who was the War-Master, or principal military

chief of the country.

While tlicte warlike movement! were going forward (says the

major), another set of people were by no mean* idle
;
consisting

of above one hundred musicians, who playing upon divers instru-

ment*. drums, flutes, ballafooa, harps of rude workmanship, with

many other kinds which it would be tedious to enumerate, kept up

a din sufficient almost to crack the tympanum of ordinary cars,

and which compelled me to fortify mine with a little cotton
;
two

fellows, in particular, with crooked sticks, kept hammering with

provoking perseverance, and with the violence of blacksimtlis

at the anvil, upon two large drums which stood about four feet

high, in shape similar to a chess-castlc turned upside down

;

their only desire appeared to be that uf making a noise, and in

that I suppose the chief art consisted, for the harder they beat

the morr applause they obtained. A nod from the king at length

put a stop to tliis clang of steel and din of drums, and I was

flattering mvsclf with the hope of being permitted to retire to

the apartment allotted for me, but my motion was interruped by

the king, who said I must hear something more. Being again

seated, a jelle, or singing man, elegantly attired in the Man-

dingo costume, his wrist and elbows ornamented with bells, and

beating on a sweet^toned b.illufoo, the notes of which lie ran

over with taste and velocity, stepped out, and after playing a

sort of symphony, or prelude, commenced a dialogue in song

with some persons who did not appear at first, but who after-

wards joined him.

Jetti.—'“There is a white man come from afar, come from Use

very salt-water, that a Soolima man has never seen. Let us

do him honour, for lie has come to shake hands with the great

Assana Yeera, the powerful in war. Let us do honour to As-

tana Ycera, and shew* the white man that he is great, and that

bis people lore him, because he is good. Where are my wives

to join me in the song ?'*

(Voicet answering of the FTives, who had not yet appeared.)

" We are here, but we fear the white man’s skin ; wc fear bis

greegrees will kill us, if wc dare to look upon him ; none but

men can behold him ; the woman fears him too much*.”

* The Soolima females conceal their faces when they either eat
or drink in tlie presence of men ;

they never venture to take even
the smallest unauthorised liberty.

JetU.—44 Come out, my wives, and see the white man, come

out and do him honour; hi* greegrees are strong, it is true,

but then he is good, and has walked to this country to do us

good.”

JFires entering.

—

44 Then we come, but we must shut our

eyes, for we never yet looked upon a man with a while skin

;

we come to do him honour, wc come to sing to him of the great

Assana Ycera, renowned in war ; and of the heroic Yarradee,

his valiant brother."

The jdlc-uian was now joined by ten women, fancifully dressed

out in fine cloths, bracelets of party-coloured bends encircling

their wrists and ancles, and having their hair ornamented with

shells and pieces of cloth
j
drawing up behind Yarradee, the

jellt* began a lively air in praise of that chief, in which he waa

joined by the females, who bawled till every vein in their throats

was distended with blood
; in my life I never heard the female

Toice raised to such a pitch ; it was absolutely terrific 1 ex-

pected every moment that a blood-vessel would burst, especially

when the measure was long, and the attempt to continue voci-

ferous to the last without drawing breath, brought blood enough

into the throat to have almost created suffocation
;

I was much

distressed, and certainly not amused, and was happy when the

clamour ended. The words which they sung were the following*

and, as I was informed, are rehearsed on all public occasions

before Yarradee, to commemorate an advantage gained by that

warrior over his inveterate enemies the Foulahs, at a time when

an army of 10,030, headed by Ba Dernba, laid siege to Falnba.

Song.

44 Shake off that drowsiness*, O brave Yarradee ! thou lion

of war
;
hang thy sword to thy side, and be thyself.

44 Dost thou not behold the army of the Foulahs ? Observe

their countless muskets and spears, vying in brightness with

the rays of the departing sun ! They are strong and powerful,

yea, they are men ; and they have sworn on the Alkoran, that

they will destroy the capital of the Soolima nation.

44 So shake off that drowsiness, &c.

44 The brave Tahabaeere, thy sire, held the Foulahs in con-

tempt
;

fear was a straneer to his bosom. He set the fire-brand

to Timbo, that nest of Islamites ; and though worsted at

Hericot, lie scorned to quit the field, but fell, like a hero*

cheering his war-men. If thou art worthy to he called the son

of Tahabaeere, “ Shake off that drowsiness, Stc.

“ Brave Yarradee stirred
;
he shook his garment of war, as

the soaring eagle ruffles his pinions. Ten times he addressed
1

his greegrees, and swore to them that he would either return

with the sound of the war drum*, or with the cries of the jell£ J.

The war-men shouted with joy

—

4 Behold 1 he shakes from him

that drowsiness, the lion of war
;
he hangs his iword to his

side, and is himself again/

* Yarradee is remarkable for natural listlcssness and inactivity,

t In triumph.

X The jdle people arc always employed to sing at the death of

any great man.
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m ‘ Follow me to the field,' exclaimed the herok Yarradee,

4 fear nothing'
;

Tor let the spear be sharp or the boll swift, faith

in thy greegrees will preserve thee from danger. Follow roc to

the field, for I am roused, and hare shook off that drowsiness.

I am brave Yarradee, the lion of war j I have hung my sword

to my side, and am myself.'

"The war-drum sounds, and the sweet notes of the balls

encourage warriors to deed* of anus. The valiant Yarradee

mounts his steed, his head-men follow. The northern gate • of

Falaba is thrown open, and a rush is made from it with the

swiftness of leopards. Yarradee is a host in himself. Observe

bow he wields his sword. They fall before him—they stagger

—

they reel. Foulah men 1 you will long remember this day ; for

Yarradee 4 has shook off his drowsiness, the lion of war
;
he

has hung his sword to his side, and is himself.*
**

While the Jell£ and his wives were vociferating these words

(for I can hardly call it singing, as, although the air played on

the ballaibo was both melodious and in good time, the voices

kept neither time nor measure), Yarradee proudly threw himself

into various pantomimic attitudes, suitable to the expression*

and at the conclusion giving a loud shout, made a rush forward,

ami being followed by bis war men en maw, represented the

part which he had performed in reality with so much success

among the Foulahs about fourteen years before. This part of

the performance being finished, he stepped forward singly, and

with sword in hand opposed himself to twelve musketeers, who
nude repeated attempts to fire at bun, but in vain, the priming

always burning in the pan, Yarradee at the same time laughing

and shaking his greegreest in taken of defiance; at length

overcoming them all, and making them kneel at his feet, lie

commanded them to discharge their muskets in the air, which to

my great surprise they did, and not a single musket missed fire.

These ceremonies beinp concluded, the major retired

to the hut prepared for him, making his way through a
whole defile of wondering women and children. *• 1 be-
lieve,” says he, 44

I was more than once addressed by
the curious, in order that they might hear me speak, for

when 1 answered * Alla baraka,’ they would shout,
4 Kumulo, Fooroto Kutnulo!’ 4 He speaks, the white man
speaks !

* m

The news of my appearance was soon spread abroad, and the

yard was forthwith crowded with dancers, musicians, and singers;

among the latter of whom 1 was not a little annoyed to behold

the females whose stentorian lungs had so stunned me in the

morning, and I was obliged not only to suhinit to a repetition of

Yarradee** war-song, with their diabolical chorus (which is a

favourite air among the Soolima musicians), but to pay them

Car their trouble ; otherwise, according to Musah J. I should have

had a bad name amongst them, and nothing is more dreaded by

aa African than a bad name from the jcllcs. The sound of the

holla was beautiful, as also the recitation by the singing men,

but the din of the chorus roared forth by the women was savage

in the extreme. After the war-song of Yarradee, they sung for

• The gale which looks (owaids Foulah:
* Fetiaoc*, or charms.

The guide and interpreter.

nearly half on hour of the wars between the Sooliroas and Fou-

lahs, a few sentences of which were translated to me os they

were caught by my interpreter ; and are as follows

Song.

"The men of the Foulah nation are brave. No man but a

Foulah can stand against the Soolfma*. The Poutahs came to

Falaba with 30,000 men
;
they came down the hills like the roll-

ing of a mighty river ; they said, Falaba men, pay, or we will

burn your town. The brave Yarradee sent a barbed arrow

against the Foulahs, and said you must slay me first. The fight

began
; the sun hid his face ; he would not behold the number

of the slain. The clouds which covered the skies frowned, like

the brow of the Kelle Mans*. The Foulahs fought like men;

ami the ditch around Falaba was filled with their slain. What

could they do against the Soolima Lion? The Foulahs fled,

never to return ; and Falaba is at peace."

As soon as the Amazons had finished their song, a droll-

looking man, who played upon a sort of guitar, the body of

which was a callabash, commenced a sweet air, and accom-

panied it with a tolerably fair voice. He boasted, that by hU

music lie could cure diseases ; that he could make wild beasts

tame, and snakes dance ; if the white man did not believe him,

he would give him a specimen
;
with that, changing to a more

lively air, a large snake crept from beneath a part of the stock-

ading in the yard, and was crossing it rapidly, when he again

changed his tune, and playing a little slower, sung: 44 Snake,

you must stop
; yon mn too fast, stop at iny command, and give

the white man service.** The snake was obedient, and the mu-

sician continued: 44 Snake, you must dance, fur a white man has

come to Falaba ; dance, snake, for this Is indeed a happy day.**

The snake twisted itself about, raised its head, curled, leaped,

and performed variuus feats, of which I should not hare sup-

posed a snake capable ; at the conclusion, the musician walked

out of the yard, followed by the reptile, leaving me in no small

degree astonished, and the rest of the company not a tittle

pleased that a black man had been able to excite the surprise of

a white oue. On my retiring to the interior of my dwelling, the

dancing commenced, the noise of which deprived me of rest till

a late hour
;
and on my awaking in the morning, I found, by

the sluggish beat of the fatigued drummer, that some, more re-

luctant than others to break up an amusement which daylight

alone puts a stop to among Africans, had not yet discontinued

their exertions.

With Ibis extract we take our leave of Major Laing’s

very sensible Journal of his Travels to the Soolima
Country, a work which we can confidently recommend to

our readers as one of the most interesting and amusing
modem books of travels which baa fallen under our

observation.
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DISCOVERY OF ANCIENT GREEK TABLETS
RELATIVE TO MUSIC,

OK A DATE 709 YEARS BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN ERA.

By Professor Mubcrabd, of Berlin.

The doubtful character of all known accounts relative to the

music of the Ancient Greeks, atxt the obecurity in which the

•ubject is couacquently involved, render interesting, in a

pceuii.tr degree, the discovery of tiro documents of high

antiquity and unquestionable authenticity, with the parti-

culars of which we here present our readers.

The documents to which we allude are two metal tablets, on

which is engraved in ancient Greek, an account of a Music

Feast at Ephyrw, (Corinth,) in the third year of the Sixteenth

Olympiad, or in the year before Christ 709, by Lahits, of Iler-

mione. An important addition to the History of Ancient

Greek Music is thus furnished, interesting alike to the an-

tiquary and to the lover of the art, and which throws more

light upon its nature and character in those early ages, than

all the labour* of the numerous writers upon this subject.

The following account, with the comments and historicalme-
moranda attached, is given by the celebrated Promason
Mcrcharii, of Berlin, whose nephew, M. Krai’taiakm, was

the fortunate discoverer of these interesting relics of antiquity.

Frederick Krautmann quitted the university of Heidel-

berg at the moment when the present state of Greece first

attracted the attention of Europe. Being a young man
of an enterprising and adventurous spirit, be determined

upon joining the cause of liberty in Greece ; and accord-

ingly departed for that country, and fought under the

standard of Colocotroni. Circumstances brought him to

Gerema, the ancient Corinth, in the neighbourhood of

which city he had frequent opportunities of making short

excursions. Inspired by the thought of being upon classic

ground, he determined on directing his attention to the

numerous relics of antuiuity in Corinth and its neigh-

bourhood; more particularly with the view of collecting

inscriptions towards an elucidation of the history of this

part of Greece.

One evening, attended by a faithful Greek servant, he
Had sauntered to a small grove of olive-trees, to the

south-east of the Acropolis. Having prolonged his

ramble further than usual, and becoming fatigued, he

threw himself upon a bank to rest. They were both

unarmed, and os at the distance to which they had strayed

from the town, they might tie exposed to some sudden

attack, he ordered his servant to rut down a young olive

iilan t, in order to provide them with the means of repell-

ing any assault. The servant, a powerful fellow, vainly

attempted to pull up the plant by tne roots
;
but, being re-

solved not to be foiled in his object, he removed with his

hands the earth about the root of the plant. Mr. Krautmann,
who had not observed what the man was doing, was sud-

denly aroused by the exclamation of his servant

;

44 Master, here is au iron pot in the ground." Mr.
Krautmann instantly sprung forward, assisted the man
in removing the olive-tree, and in the cavity formed by
the loosening of the roots, discovered the upper part of

a metallic vessel embedded in the earth. By their

united exertions, they removed it from its place, and
cleared it from the earth that adhered to it

It proved to be an amphora of metal, about two feet high
and oue broad, and was hermetically sealed. Wo words

can describe the delight of the youthful antiquary. Fa-

voured by the darkness of the night, they bore home the

treasure in safety ; on the way something was observed to

rattle within the vessel. The moment he had reached

his apartment, Mr. Krautmann hastened to discover the

contents of the amphora Nothing remarkable could be

recognised on the exterior, except the body of verdigris

with which it was incrusted, ana which bespoke its an-

tiquity* Every attempt to open it proved fruitless, and

he was obliged to retire to rest with the mortification of

not being able to effect his purpose. In the morning,

the necessary instruments were procured, and Mr. Kraut-

mann proceeded to vv6rk with great caution, and in order

as little as possible to injure the vessel, he determined to

saw off the lid, which was accordingly done. Through

this aperture two detached tablets were observed ; his

curiosity was doubly excited, and he did not hesitate for

a moment to sacrifice the amphora, in order to come at

the precious contents. After much labour and time, the

body of the amphora was sawed in two, and the treasures

it contained were brought to light. The sides of the

vessel were an inch in thickness, and hence it may
well be imagined that the operation was not effected

without much difficulty. By what means these tablets

were originally enclosed in the vessel, and how it was

hermetically sealed without damaging them, are ques-

tions which I leave to the connoisseur. With incon-

ceivable joy, Mr. Krautmann found that the tablets

contained Greek inscriptions, which were sharply and

plainly engraven in the metal. Being no unskilful

philologist, he immediately proceeded to decipher them,

and upon the tablet designated by an Alpha, found the

following title.

** La sus, the son of Et poLis, of IIermione,

Recounts to Posterity tiie Music-
Feast OF EPHYRJt.”

Shortly after, Mr. Krautmann returned to his country,

brought safely with him lhe.se precious relics, and de-

posited them in the hands of his learned uncle, Professor

Murchard.
The two tablets are formed of an unknown metal, of a

colour betweeu green and gold. As Ephyrte was after-

wards called Corinth—the reason for which will be

shortly seen from the tablets themselves— 1 do not think

I am hazarding too bold an opinion, if I assert, that these

tablets are formed of the metal known by the designa-

tion of Corinthian, a cbymical analysis of which will

now become possible. Fionas and Pliny seem to have
given a just description of it, when they represent it as

consisting of a mixture of gold, silver, and copper. Such
indeed is its appearance*, and not that of brass ; and,

therefore, the learned mineralogist Heil is wrong in his

conjectures on this subject. Both the tablets are a foot

and a half in height, eight inches in breadth, and a

quarter of an inch thick. The characters nm from right

to left, ami lake a sloping direction. In some few places,

the verdigris has eaten away some of the letters, yet, ex-

cept in two places, it has been found practicable to fill up
the lacumc, and these do not, from the context appear to

be of any great importance.

I now proceed to give a faithful translation of the first

tablet, inserting a few observations in such places as ap-

pear to require elucidation. After .the heading lines, as

given above, the first tablet runs literally as follows :
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“ In the third year of the fourth Olympiad. in the

reiyn of king Telestes, the Heraelite, there was in

Ephyrae a meeting of many men and maidens skilled in

song. There were also many actors there, and players

on the
. flute and cythara, for the people and the king

were joyous, and loved in their hearts the god-like art of
song.”

This very beginning deranges the results of historical
researches which had cost long years of toil

;
for, sup-

posing Troy to hare been destroyed list before Christ,
and that Telestes was reigning 500 years later in Pclo-
ponnessus, it would follow that Gatterer, and the more
modern writers, and particularly v. ltaumer, are wrong
in fixing the first Olympiad 776 liefore Christ, but that
Petavius was perfectly ripht in placing it in 777 . It is

also further proved, by toe introduction to this tabular
inscription, that the ancients really reckoned their
Olympiads according to the sovereign, king, or art-lion,
See., but by no means continued to reckon them according
to chronological order.

“ But there were also present at Ephyrte, Pherckvdes
of Patne, the giver of the rhythm (PY0MArOX)*and
Damon of Cyreiue, who instructed the scholars."

The word here translated ijitcr of the rhythm signifies,
as will be seen in the sequel, nothing more than music-
director. Damon of Cy rente being here mentioned as
contemporary with Telestes, shews the fallacy of the
opinion heretofore entertained, that he was a contem-
porary of Socrates, -1*2 before Christ, which would make
him above two hundred years old. How nugatory our
struggles after truth are frequently found to be I

“ But Damon gave instructions in the Ilvpocritic

music.”

(Cnfurtunately no explanation is here afforded.)

“ There was besides in Ephyrie, Pyrene, the daughter

of Teresias, skilled in song, and admired throughout the

whole of Hellas and the Pelnpnnncssns. When the

Choragi had spoken, she sung in the Hypolydian and

Hypomixotydian modes. But Pherekydcs bad improved

the Epigonion, and invented the ninth and tenth tones,

but the tenth is called Antihypate.”

M'e here become acquainted, for the first time, with a
songstress, who lived 700 years before Christ. 1 hail

imagined that 1 before knew what Hypolydian and Hy-
pomixolydian meant, but 1 now feel convinced that 1 am
ignorant about the matter, for it is afterwards said that
Pyrene, the daughter of Tcresias, sung the Hypopota-
mon *, which had never before been heard of. Now it is

supposed by the moderns that the Hyperbolaion of the
ancients was our A above gamut. If this were correct,
then Pyrene must have sung to E in alt, in which case it

is not easy to divine how this tone could have created such

• How beautiful and appropriate ia this designation; Hrpopo-
Umoa aigmltea aometOing which lieu on the other aide of the river,
and, therefore, is not to be attained to.

admiration in all Greece, as it lies perfectly within the
compass of a female soprano voice, and our soprano
singers sing a full octave higher. Hence, it is much
more probable that the Hyperbolaion of the accents
was the tone of B or C in alt ; for that the tone of F
in alt. or G in alt, should have caused such astonish-
ment is much more likely. Now, in the Hypolydian and
Hypomixoly dian modes the Hyperbolaion does not occur at
all, and yet Pyrene sung in these inodes, and. therefore,
five tones higher than 'the Hyperbolaion !—Epigonium,
according to its very etymology, signifies a stringed in-
strument, which was set upon or held between the knees.
Further on wo shall find that it resembles our violin.—What is meant by the ninth and tenth tones, heaven
only knows.

“ I-astly, there was also at Ephyrae, Lasus, the son of

Eopolis. The same was sent for from Hermione by-

king Telestes. For Lasus bad written many works on

the mnsica, (MOY2IKA) which is a compound of

poetry, eloquence, sculpture, painting, dance, and the art

of singing, as well as that of the playing of the flute, and

of stringed instruments. But this latter art was called

by distinction musica. Lasus had also written the lives

of many great singers and players on the cythara ; and

Kypsiles was the greatest player on the cythara of that

time.”

Here we find Lasus making some mention of himself,
of whom nothing till now was known, except that he
flourished 600 years before Christ, and had written
something theoretical upon music. The errors of chro-
nology are again very sensibly felt in this passage ; but
of still greater importance is the discovery that, at the
lime of Lasus, under the term musica , not philosophy
and grammar, but the combined idea of all the arts was
understood, aiid that as the Greeks Imd no distinct word
for music, they employed the collective term musica to

signify music in poilicular. NVc also see that lasus was
the musical Plutarch of the Greeks. NVhal a loss to the
art that his works should have perished ! That Kypsiles
was the most celebrated player of the cythara'of his

time, is also an interesting notice; but of still greater
importance to the philologist is the circumstance, that
from this name, as well as from the ancient name of
Corinth (Ephyrie), as well as from many other passages
in these tablets, it is sufficiently evident that the letters

Z.H.T. were already known in the time of Lasus ; and,
therefore, that those writers who have maintained that
Simonides of Keos, who lived much later, out., 467 years
before Christ, was the first inventor of these letters,
have been greatly in error.

“ But Telestes, inasmuch as many singers, and players

on the cythara, as well as dancers and actors were present,

and as bis throne was splendid, commanded Pherekytes to

prepare a great feast in honour of music (MOY2IKA.)
But Pherekytes obeyed, and expeditious messengers hast-

ened to Hellas, and to Peloponnessus, to invite all re-

nowned artists and umpires, and many people from all

countries, to Ephyrte. For, at the command of the king,
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all took a part in the feast who loved musical contests.

Ar^NEX MOTXIKOI."
44 But soon there came Terpander from Antissa*

Ibvkns from Rbegium, Kypsiles from Mitra, and Tha-

myras the Thracian, to Ephyne, to assist at the feast.

And Terpander was the inventor of the barbiton, and of

the new signs of tone; Ibykos was the inventor of the

sambuca, and Thatnyras the inventor of the Dryopian

mode.’*

Here oor chronological premises are again suddenly
disarranged ; for Ibykos ot Rhegium had till now been
considered as having flourished about 550 years before

Christ, but Thamyras, or, as the learned Herrman calls

Jiiin, Thamyris, is even mentioned by Homer; now, may
not the authentic document lying before us tend to

strengthen the new-formed theory, that no such person
as Homer ever existed, and that the works which bear
his name are the productions of a much later period ; or,

supposing the Homeridcs to be the real authors, could
have been produced only in the seventh century before

Christ ? Again, if Terpander was the inventor of the signs
of tone, how could it have been Pythagoras ? The Dryo-
pian mode is the same ns the Dorian, for Doris was an-
ciently called Dryopis.

“ Now, when they were all together, the town could not

hold the assembled multitude, for there were many
people from all countries. But Telestes ordered the

people to repair to the mountains. There they made

merry, for the king was hospitable, and feasted the

people. And many sacrificed in the mountains to the

God who guides the steeds
;
hence, the Isthmian games

were repeated this year. TOYTO . TAP . EAAHX-
nONTOT. AKOYES0AI . ONOMA."

The people went into the mountains ;—by these moun-
tains may probably be understood the range of hills that

cross the isthmus between the Morca and the main land ;

for it is expressly said that the people sacrificed to the God
who guides the steeds, (Neptune), ami that the Isthmian

games were renewed : now it is known that the Isthmian

games, in honour of Neptune, took place here.—The
Greek words above quoted, indicate a lacuna which 1 am
unable to fill up.

11 But Telestes had caused an amphitheatre to be

erected in a meadow near the town, for the entertain-

ments of the evening. The same was extremely spacious,

and bad room for the many thousands of men that had

assembled. But on tbe^ Kathcdta* sat the maidens and

the matrons.

14 Now, when Pherekydes had arranged every thing as

had been commanded him, the people hastened there,

and the feast lasted from that time forward full eight

days.”

lienee it cannot be maintained that women were
not accustomed to be present at the spectacles of the

VoL. III.

undents; but, »t the same time, it is evHd.t that the

men are here mentioned as being serrated fre,
n <h||

women, and it would even seem " me women did not

sit at all in the amphitheatre, hut in a place (the

KalhedrtrJ which was separated from it; for had it been

included within the amphitheatre, the latter must have

been of an enormous sire. However, it is possible that

only women of the belter classes were admitted.

(To be continued in our next.]

FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

Vienna.—On occasion of the hirtl»-dav of his majesty, the

opera of Der Sehnee, and the grand ballet of Ptyche were
commanded, between which Haydn'* Hymn for the Rmperor
was sung bv the whole of the company, andrercived with every

demonstration of patriotic feeling. The great attraction of the

season has been Rossini's Most1 in Effitto, which was cast with

great power. Considerable judgment |)ai!i been shewn in making
the opera terminate with the very effective i*rtghiera,ix\& in leav-

ing the catastrophe of Pharoah’s host to the imagination of the

spectators. Indeed, the finest machinery in the world, aided

by the most powerful music, could not cover the absurdity of such

a spectacle. On the merits of this composition so much lias been

said, that any remarks from us would be altogether superfluous ;

suffice it to aay, that nowhere has Rossini given so undeniable

a proof of what his powers are capable, w hen lie has the courage

to follow the native impulse of his genius, unbiassed by the

fashion of the moment.
The other operas of the season were Die Foliche Prima

Donna, in which M. Blumeufeld gave the part of the pseudo-

CataJani with very great effect ; his soprano falsetto is of the

most extraordinary kind, and enables him to imitate this great

singer in a manner that is altogether astonishing. The Bourns
del La ip), in which the celebrated Signor CoiiudU-Unbini ap-

peared to great advantage in the character of Malcolm CJnemc.

Der

,

Sanger und der Schneider, (the Singer and the Tailor), an

opera founded on the well known anecdote of Fariinclli.

lirr Thurm pom Gothenburg, (the Town of Gothenburg, by
D'Aliayrac, kc. *

- A grand ballet was produced by M. Vestris at the

Karnthneiihor theatre, entitled Afcine

;

the music selected from
various masters. About twenty years since, a ballet of tlse

same name delighted all Vienna, not so much by the excellence

of the dancers, as by the exquisite made of the great Weigh
May we not be permitted to ask, why such genuine treasure

of the art should be allowed to lie buried in the dust of the

archives, while modem trash is forced without merry upon the

public ? Would not the directors of opera establishments find

their account in every way, by reviving such mu.de, rather than
bringing forward other compositions, merely because they arc

new?

Among the concerts that have taken place here

the most remarkable were the four Quartett-subscription Con-
certs given by professor Schuppaozigh, in which ample justice

was dune to some of the muster-pieces of Haydn, Mozart, Beet-

hoven, Spohr, Onslow, the two Romberg*, &c. In these meet-

ings the celebrated Carl Czerny, presided at the piano.

With this season concludes Sig. Barhaja's engage-

ment here, but at tlse request of the musical public it is to lie

prolonged another half year, at the end of which term, it is

said the Italian Opera is to cluse altogether. But this is almost

impossible, for it haH taken such deep root among ns, that

it would he universally felt as a privation of something almost

necessary to our very existence.

Preparations arc making for the musical celebra-

tion of the approaching nuptials of the Crown Prince of Aus-

L
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irta, with the Princes* Sophia of Bavaria. On this occasion

,Siff. 'Jfercadantc is to produce a nrw opera, and a cantata fur

the occasion, on which he is now imid he to busily employed,
doubtless, tacking together his work front all the compositions
of thr best Italian masters, ami by way of a contrast, and of
ftumethliur particularly new, we do not despair to hear r» part

of Haydn's concluding’ dinrus of the Creation, All the great
Italian singers arc engaged to sing on this occasion. the Court
Kapellmeister, Eyhlor. it said to have alreadr completed a new
Tc Drum, which is to be produced at this solemnity.

Berlin'.—On occasion of the celebration of the birth-day of
his majesty the King of Prussia, was performed La Xrigr, by
Auber ; a new Festive March by Spontini

;
and a Cantata in

honour of the day, by the same master; all of which were
received with great applause.

The only novelty of the season has hern a new opera entitled

CardUlac, the music by Kapellmeister Schneider. This is a

subject of a terrific bind, and the music is entirely in character

With the poetry of the piece, and displays throughout the hand
of a master.

This Was followed by Don Juan, Ferdinand Cortes, ft

Jlarbirrr, Le Nosze di Figaro, Weronymux Knicker by I)5t-

torsdorf, a very favourite comic opera, which has continued to

delight the public here for more than thirty years past ; Der
Freitehuts, Die Falehe Prima Don na, music by Iguatz
Schuster; Ein Abend in Madrid, (An Evening in Madrid,)
the music by J. P. Schmidt r Dan Gehemnext, (The Secret,)

by Solie ; ft Matrimnnio Serreta ; Atpbonso uml Leonora, by
Sor

;
Le Rentier, by Boyeldicu

;
Der Rrisende Student, (The

Travelling Student,) by Winter; Lc Fete Champetrc, by
Boyeldicu

;
GioventA di Knrico F. by Morlacchi ; Tancrcdi,

La Gazza Ladra ; and Margarita d'Anjou, by Maycrbeer.
With respect to the last-named composer, one of the Berlin

Gazettes has the following remark. “ it is surely to be
regretted that Mayerbcer has heretofore exerted his superior

talents for strangers only, and not for bis native country. Can
this have arisen from any neglect or indifference on the part of
his countrymen ? Let us yet hope that some German director

will call upon him to display his genius in the composition of a

German opera, that he may fairly compete for the palm of
triumph, on the same ground with* some of the kindred spirits

of his native country. And let us hope that this will be done
before the flower and freshness of his genius have been poured
forth in the adornment of themes tor other lands. While Ger-
many possesses a native genius of tills Hass, capable of adorning
her stage with the waster-piece* of his talent, how melunciioly

a spectacle is it to see that stage usurped by tbc trivial, and some-
times contemptible, productions of foreign composers !’*

• Two concerts given by Moa-chele* here, before hts

departure, were among the most splendid that Berlin has

witnessed for many years. With respect to this great pianist, we
w til not say a word relative to mechanical difficulties conquered

by him with perfect case, a* these may he vanquished by almost
nil, who labour in earnest to attain their object. What we
would dwell upon is, his sylph-like facility, and the bold, but

playful, character of hi* style : the most difficult series of tones

nit away, not as if the strings had been struck by the key and
tbc finger, but ns if they had been swept by the passing breeze,

whence accents so new, so varied, so expressive, arise, licit even

amateur* the most difficult to be pleased, are forced iuto ad-
miration.

With respect to this professor s compositions ; many of them,

being written in great haste, and in moments snatched from
his continual occupation, cannot be supposed to posse** superior

merit, but on the present occasion we were delighted to hear

two concertos of real excellence ; vis., in E flat major, and G
minor. There is a greatness of ideas, and such a high and
poetiral instrumentation in the Adagio,—a movement in which
tdt virtuosi do not exrel,—that the beauty of the composi-
tion can for a moment make us forget even this performer himself.

It is with no common feeling of regret, that wc reflect how
long it may be before wc arc again enchanted with this artist's

jwrfcrwmw. Virtuosi may be ownpored to comets ; they

arc not stationed like composers in the centre of a circle of

which they are the life and soul ; they are not governed by

Gomroon laws ; their course is wild and eccentric, they excite

a momentary astonishment., and then sweep away into vast dis-

tances, from which their return is not to be calculated.

MfWIClf.—Tlie new theatre opened the find of January,

when the king and lit* family went, and the receipts were very

considerable
;
bis Majesty commanded that they should be dis-

tributed amongst the poor. A prologue, a cantata, and the

fairy ballet of CendrWon, composed the ertertainment.

Naples.—The last novelty brought forward in this city,

before the Hosing of the theatres on account of the death of the

king, was a grand historical ballet from Sir Walter Scott's

novel of Keuitivortb, the music by Pacini, and the action,

dances, &r„ by.tbc celebrated Gioja. This ballet isfull'nf cha-

racter, power and beauty. The finest scenes of Sir Walter**

story have been woven together with great judgment. The
episodic dances arc full of spirit, character, and picturesque

effect. The Scotch danre* are well managed, and pleased ex-

tremely ; the dance of the Nereides at the feast given by Leicester

to Queen Elizabeth, is a picture not unworthy of the genius of

Guido : and the warlike dances of the Britons, Homans, Saxons
and Normal]*, are like some of the bolder works of Michael

Angelo, with occasional touches of the pencil of Raffacllo.

The music was of a higher character than that usually adapted

to spectacles of this kind, and was marked throughout with

numerous beauties, and great characteristic effects. ,

Milan.—The Maomctlo of Rossjui lists been attempted hero

but without success. The following remarks wc quote from

oue of the Italian journal*. " History inform* us of two Ma-
homet*, one the founder of Lhimhm, the other the conqueror
of Kegropont ; the serious opera has ulso its two Mahomet*,
the first from the pen of Winter, the second from that of

Rossini. Whoever bears the one in mind, will scarcely con-

descend to think of the other. The air of Galii, which would
be heard to greater advantage with a simple nccanipauimeot
than with a full orchestra, as well as the eternal Stretia of

Zoraidc, would, if placed in the scale against a single musical

phrase of Winter, in his celebrated Invocation, tic sure 4
to

kick the beam:* the former is every-day music, the latter

is eternal. If such be the case, the question may naturally

be asked, why, iustead of producing music merely because

it was new, recourse h ad not been bud to the neglected scores

of Winter, which could not have faded to delight all the tine

lovers of music? Was it for the pur|icsc of affording; GaJli

an opportunity of appearing on the stage on horseback? Yet
wc cannot help thinking the singers vanity might have been

gratified at a lower rate, than by the sacrifice of good taste. The
Manmetto of Rosmiii did not please nt V ienna, where it was
first produced; why then seek to force it tluwn the throats of

the public here, especially when it i* known lliat the father

of this deformed offspring has been heard to express tus dis-

satisfaction at the child of his own fancy V”

Four composers have during the present season en-

tered the arena of the theatre of this city, to dispute the palm of

musical glory, Rastjeili, Nkoliui, Soiiva, ;iud Pacini. Of the

first of these wc can only say that lie has yuuth and hope
before him

;
from the second both the one and the other are

fled never to return ; he has sunk into a mere scribbler of

notes, an eternal blotter of music paper, au exhauster of the

patience and good-nature of the public. The third of these

composers, Solivn. came off with some share of glory; hut

the fortunate musician was Pacim, who has before reaped no

common laurels in his fiarone di Dohhrirn, and who on the

present occasion obtained a decided success in hi* serious opera

entitled habtlla td Enrico, which was hailed with unanimous

applause. This success was the more flattering, in propor-

tion os tbc disadvantages lie hod to contend with were the
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greater; by the term disadvantages, we do not mean the com*

petition be h*fft to sustain with ha* rival composer*, but the

tauk was not »o e*)av to cuter into the field of contest with such

music as Tancrcdi, Apnete, and II Don fftoranni,—pieces which

at this ltnjc occupied the Lboatre of this place. The overture

xvtu brilliant aud at once bespoke a favourable attention, lo

the first act the favourite pieces were an aria and serna, a

duct, aud the finale, which was full of powerful effect*. In the

second act, also a duct, a tenor air, and a concerted piece, with*

out particularizing several minor beauties, which mark con-

siderable originality of talent, and great command of the re-

sources of bis art. Tlie music improved upon ui at a third

bcuriug, and if there were any defect which our calmer judg-

ment would l>e disposed to criticize, it was in parts of the ac-

companiment* which were too uoisv. The author, like Rossini,

betray* too great a fondness for the trumpet and the trombone,

aud appears to think he can never give hi* bearers too much
for their money. There were also many misplaced and feeble

passages w hich served only to impede the march of the action,

and diminish the interest of some of the situations of the piece.

But these blemishes were not sufficient to outweigh its

numerous beauties, and the new and charming melodies that

Were scattered throughout; mid in adverting to them, we
arc influenced solely by a wish to offer a useful suggestion

to this composer, relative to his future efforts.

- The Maometto Srcondo of Rossini served as a

deb fit for s new French singer, of the name of Favellr,

who was very favourably received ; but not so the opera.

In spite of all its stage effect, and the introduction of horses

into the bargain ; In spite of the great drum, introduced in

a rrcitaiivo obligato, in one place, and violin! piszicati in

another, all would nut do. The good Milanese pronounced it

plainly and roundly to be un rert> errorr. With the exception

of a preghiera in the first act, the whole is poor in soug, and
barren of ideas. But if these are wanting, the hearer is

treated in their stead with boisterous chorusses, janissary bands
introduced on tlie stage, and a fury of instrumentation in the

rccitatiri obligati, before unexampled.
If it be recollected that, in the space of fifteen years, Rossini

ha* composed twenty-seven operas, and six farxi, (pieces in

one act ;) that the greater part of them are quietly laid at rest

for ever, aud of the farsi but one, (the Ingttnno feliee,) still

known to the public, and that of his later operas in particular,

the greater part have come almost still-born into the world, it

Assuredly ought to act as a hint to the composer, that it is

time to let hi* talents lie fallow for a time, in order to gain

energies for future productiveness.

The Maometto was followed by Torraldo e Dorliska, also by
Rossini, which shared a somewhat better fate than its prede-

cessor, for it is much more in his better manner, and abounds
with melody and song.

The Donna del Lugo, aided by the talents of the Pesaroni,

who performed the part of Malcolm with great energy, wn* re-

produced this season with considerable effect. A judicious amend-
ment in the finale of the first act, was the omission of a dozen

trumpets, which formerly overpowered the singer, and before

wliich, like Jericho of yore, the opera was nearly falling to the

ground on the first representation. Tlie part of tlie heroine

was sustained hv the Signora Garcia, hut though she sung the

opening air with much effect, she did not succeed upon the

whole. With respect to this air, some Parisian critics have
objected to the too frequent repetition of its motivo. No such
blame would have existed, had such a repetition been from the

pen of a great master. Has not Mavrrbecr, in his Etule di
Granata, from Four single notes formed ail entire and excellent

stratum ? was its continued repetition ever thought tedious ?

by no means. Have the eternal repetition* of the principal

ideas in the music of Haydn been ever deemed wearisome or

misplaced ? oil the contrary, they hare been thought by real

i

’udges to constitute one of its greatest charms, and to act as a
jtid of emphatic impression of the subject.

Semiramide
,
by the same composer, followed. It was re-

ceived with the same applause as last season.

Nothing can be more remarkable than tlie advanced posts of
the Koesiiuan horde, which besiege the orchestra, the greater

»
part of whom quietly doze out the principal part of the onwra„
and are only awakened at proper time into activity by th*
plaudit* of their colleagues, and return tlie echo with half-shut
eyes. Into what a nuMViuiral affair lias not applause degene*
rated in the present day 1 the rm- same hour, nay at the
very same minute of each returning dav, one hears tlie same
hands clapping as well in the opera as ftf. j.allct : it would *ect«
as if the great clock in the proscenium of tfu Seala had been
expressly stationed there for the purpose of enabling ourselves t®
ascertain this curious fact, and those said gentlemen io know
the precise moment when their hands are to be set in motion.
Such have been the operas given this season, and frequently

with one act from one opera, and another from another alter-
nate! v.

Of the music pf the grand ballet of Sesostris, all that ran btf
said is, tliatit is, entirely of the modern school of music of that
kind ; so far from having any thing of an Egyptian cast about
it, the principal dance is to a waltz movement. Signor Tag-
liour has made his Egyptian* move in step* perfectly French }
besides this wc have another instance of modern good taste;
the stage is, as ill Rossini's Maometto, on more than one occa-
sion crowded with horses and Janniss.iry bands. If such strong
stimulants are continued, and found necessary to satisfy this

gross taste of the public, adieu to the orchestra, and to tlie

charms of song : in a word, when all that belongs to *urli
gorgeous spectacles is exhausted, to what is recourse to be had
next ?

The celebrated Paul, for the ballot, was engaged
at a very considerable sum, but his dancing was not exactly t®
the taste of the public here ; he therefore, fell very opportunely
sick after two or three nights, and appeared no more.

Those who are well versed in such matters, hint that
the new direction ofMr. Gloasop. will, atthcrlose of this his first

season, find a rather serious deficit, although in tome instances he
has introduced a certain degree of economy. Once for all we
would remark, that it might be well for this Director if he pos-
sessed a little more firmness of character, and did not suffer
himself to be led by the singers, and would show a better choice
in the selection of his operas. It is a great pity that drums
and trumpet* are allowed to chase away the opera buffa, for
which the Italians have so natural a turn.
HT

e shall shortly he able to give you some particulars of th«?

forthcoming opera of Cnraffa, the appearance of which is look-
ed forward to with a considerable degree of curiusity.

- We have the honour of having at this moment among
ur Signor Giuseppe Antonio Augusto Bene Hi, late fmpressari®
of the Italian opera in Lundon. It is to this worthy man that
Rossini is indebted for the ample pockets-full of English guineas
which he carried away with him from that liberal capita)

;
though it i* said that it required immense persuasion on the
part of Giuseppe Antonio Augusto Benelli to persuade him t»
undertake the journey. After making a melancholy bank-
ruptcy in tlie British capital, filling the pocket* of others, and
expending every farthing of his Own handsome property
which he had embarked /

!

he is now here looking out for
some fresh speculation, and as hit honour and integrity (1!}
are to well known and so justly prized

,
we doubt not of his

sjiecdy success.

Vrnich.—

C

pectus opera of Clotilda has been produced at

the fenlru St. Luca, tor the purpose of introducing to the
public a new singer in the person of Fanny Ayton, who met
with considerable success in the principal part, and Is likely to

become a great favourite with the public. Her voire poKsesaes

great sweetness and flexibility, but is defective in strength.

Palermo.—On occasion of a visit of the Duchess of Partins

to this place, a Cantata was written in her honour, by the

celebrated Gknkkali, and performed at the theatre. This
master is engaged here as Maestro di Capetla, It was recently

reported that thi* composer was dead, but we are happy to find

this opportunity of contradicting the report.
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To*'*.—A nnr nj*r» rfcCTtlf produn;,! We on the
theatre of the Pnnre ( «wnui of Savoy, entitled La Pa,torn,
the music by the Neapolitan Maestro NirtiLo Vaccai It
tv„ very favourably revived, „nd ^ «!
rordirty to cu.tmn. »*£ it thrre fir8t r,prewI, llliion,,

yt hailed W'th «,pe“.
ff(j and enthusiastic applause. We hope

to be able shortlv ^ j,;ve further particulars of this composition.

TatRSTR.—We were condemned to witness here another

melancholy failure ofan opera, as we had done before at Vienna ;

with this difference, however, that the Didone of Mercadante
at least retained the greater part of the recitative of Mctas-
ta»io, hut in the Thcmistoeles of Pacini, only a few scattered

lines erf this great poet were allowed to be heard among the

new, but worthless rhyming of some modern versifier. This
poetical crime is not less atrocious than the musical one, for the

commuter and the corrupter of the teat have shewn a kindred

mind, and were both punished by the contempt of the public.

Ih addition to this, the virtuosi of the establishment inserted in

Pacini's opera a number of extraneous pieces, which, however
they might Im? favourites with them ami their own coterie, were

by no means so with the public, who expressed their discontent

in no equivocal manner. But to compensate for all this, we are

promised the Crociato of the celebrated M aykudker, which is

looked forward to with great expectation.

Ilo vigo.—The season here opened with Gksbr.vi.ih opera

/ llaccanttli di Roma. In producing it here, recourse was

had to a method now become hut too common, and by which

several works of merit, not to sav gome of the greatest master-

pieces, have been so disfigured, as scarcely to be recognised

again
;
we mean rise custom of introducing pieces in operas not

originally belonging to them. But in the present instance,

those interpolations were managed with so much judgment, and

so well contrived not to intrrferc with the general march of

the action, tlmt the public rewarded the attempt with general

approbation.
The favourite singer lierc is the Signora Antonictta Caleazzi,

who in the present instance had a very arduous task to fulfil, of

which she acquitted herself to great admiration. (Critics speak

of her genuine ami beautiful tenor voice, and the judgment
and g«md taste that mark both her arting and singing. The
orchestra here is very powerful, and admirably conducted by the

able leader Signiw (JartanoZocra, of Ferrara
;
indeed the whole

management of the chorusscs, Sic., reflects great honour on
the establishment.

EsTB.—We arc sorry to announce that the theatre here has

fallen a prey to that devouring element, whose rage few of the

greater theatres of E irone hare escaped. During the per-

formance of the grand ballet V Intendto it Aiptilrja ordinato

da Anita, one of the scenes caught fire, and so rapidly did the

flames spread, that the dancers were obliged to escape in their

light attire ; and so great was the alarm in the orchestra, that

several of the musicians left their instruments behind them.
Fortunately no lives were lost on this melancholy occasion.

Paris.—The new measures which have been taken at the

Thiatre Ratten, have nut yet produced the expected result ; the

increase of exertion which they imp.*e upon the performers it

not compensated by a corresponding benefit. It is even pro-

bable that Monday's representations will always be to empty
benches ; the very means which have been adopted to induce tho

public to come, will be the cau*o of their staying away.

By announcing that Mondays would not he included In the

days of subscription for the season, but that they would be re-

served for occasional subscribers and for amateurs, they have
thrown discredit upon this day.

A person who goes into the pit, and exposes himself to be
suffocated, on one of the three fashionable days, disdain* to use

a box for Monday, because to be seen at the Italian opera then,

is to compromise, to degrade oneself. Monday at the Thiatre
/fatten, is what Saturday is at the Opera Franfaitt, the day
for the citizens. The increased price of the boxes has not

produced a corresponding increase of profit. The effect of
this measure is to force many into the pit, who find the boxes
too expensive, and to chase from the pit, those who cannot

submit to pay three francs, (2* fat,,) when they have for so long

paid only thirty sons. (Is. !Ut., ) for it cost no more to hear

Y'igannni, Mnndini, Rafanelli, Rovedino. and M uric belli, in the

operas of Paesicllo, Sarti, Martini, and I'iinarnsa.

The pit began to hiss this innoration ;
it is no longer so, but

the managers gain nothing thereby. The amateurs have

changrd their rage into stillenness, and have deserted the house ,*

and little pains have been taken to induce them to come back.

It is not by varying the performance, or increasing their stuck

of pieces, that. they will succeed; and indeed this stock is

hemming poorer every day. Not only Elisabeth, Le Ture en
Italic, and Lc Harbiere di Srriglia, have disappeared, but
those pieces which arc performed tlie most frequently, arc not
the most approved. We have waited for many weeks for La
/fame da Lae, a composition both original and melodious,

which has, at last, taken its proper rank in the public estima-

tion, and which is liked better every time it is heard. We have
not heard Zoroide for many months, and indeed by the extra-

ordinary manner in which the parts are distributed*, they have
deprived both the pieces and the performers of the greatest

part of their charm. Does not the part of Donna Anna do as

much injury to Mile. Monbelli, as she to it? And Mile. Schiat-

setti, beautiful as she is, does she not deprive the /ttdiana of
the very charm it takes from her ? There is little wisdom in

these ladies thus to misapply their talents, and little firmness in

the directors to suffer them.

The manager of the Italian Ojvera in London, is en.
dcavmiring to detach from us the charming Pasta ; hr holds out
to her the allurements of a m«*t enormous salary, and the pay-
ment of the debt due to her from the regissenr, Beneili. Sig.
Curioni is preparing to depart for London, and it is thought
that Mile. Monbclli is also anxious to go thither.

- M. Rossini has been defeated in his design of bring-

ing out M. Mavcrheer's opera, Jt Crociato in Egitto, in such
a way ns to endanger its safety. The composer himself lately

arrived in this city, and immediately represented his case to

the minister, who, handsomely ordered that five German Amn-
teur- Musician should he allowed to cast all the characters, and
produce Ids work in his own manner. He has, therefore, moat
prudently, reversed all M. Rossini's arrangements, and lie will

now, consequently, stand a fair chance of success.
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REVIEW OF MUSIC.

Amicitia, a Sonata for the Piano Fortf., with an
accompaniment for Flute or Violin, (ad libitum) C«m-

sed% and dedicated fa I. Moschcles, by hit friend,

B. Cramer. (J. B. Cramer, Addison and Bede,
201, Reyenfastreet.)

With unfeigned pleasure do wc again sit down to re-

view a work by this ingenious, elegant, and intelligible

composer, who so thoroughly understands the character,

and so accurately estimates the powers of the instrument
for which he chiefly write?, in Mr. Cramer's produc-
tions wc neither observe that glitter which is generally

employed to hide a poverty of invention, nor those ex-
travagant passages of degradingly-mechanical execution,

which serve only to conceal the want ofexpression ; but

we find that good taste which arises from a strong

musical feeling, and from a full recognition of the

sovereignty of harmony ; a taste that is not fleeting, like

the ultra fashionable works of the day, but which existed,

under different forms, more than a century ago, and will,

perhaps in other shapes, exist as long as the art is cul-

tivated, because founded on an immoveable basis.

This Sonata is adapted from a quintet t which is about

to appear, and is in every way worthy of the celebrated

perlormer to whom it is inscribed. It certainly demands
reat practical skill, and must not be attempted by any

ut players of a high order : it requires strength cf hand,

quickness of finger, and above all, that peculiar and im-

pressive touch which so few have been found able to

imitate. It is in four movements ;
the first in E major,

slow; the rest in the same key, Allrgro; the third an
Adagio, in li major, and the last a brilliant Rondo, of

course iu E major. The following is the subject of the

Allegro, which is w’orked with spirit through eight

pages:—

Allegro
Giocoso.

-o I
fr ' 5*

•’/SaferX

i

The adagio will be improved by the accompaniment
of the continuous sounds of a bowed instrument : on this

account it seems to us that we shall like it better in its

originnl form as a quintett. The rondo opens in a very
sparkling manner, out the master* passion of the com-
poser—the passion for the expressive—continually peeps
out in the midst of the assumed gaiety. As an instance

of this, we extract the subjoined beautiful passage,

wherein the ancient style is so happily revived, bringing

with it all those recollections of classical music that, we
fear, so few in the present day ore enabled to enjoy.

It is an andante, expreuim, occurring in the middle

of the movement, ana with which we conclude this ar-

ticle:—
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1. Four Recreations for the Piano-Forte, hy J. N.
Hummel. Book 2. (J. B, Cramer, Addison and
Beale, 201, Regent-street.)

2. A collection of New Germ aw Walt**#, composed

for the Piano- Forte, In/ 1 Mii8CHEi.es. (Chappell

and Co,, SO, AVu> Bondi- street.)

Tbk first of these is one of those useful publications

that we are always glad to see, and most will my to com-
mend.: it will assist materially in smoothing the nigged

path that learners hare to bent, and is sanctioned by a
name of the highest musical celebrity. These recrea-

tions contain eight easy movements, which will gratify

and at the same time improve the young student, Accom-
plishing a most desirable cud, by converting the toil of

practice into the enjoyment of a pleasure.

The above remarks are quite applicable to the new
(iertnan walties of M. Moscheles, which are as good
and pleasing ns they are practicable. They are seven in

number, five followed by one trio, and the remainder by
two. The increasing number of easy works by good
composers looks well ; if young players are to be con-
demned to the painful 1 1rugger) of learning the trash
that is too often placed before them, because it is not

difficult, it most be obvious to all. that not only the taste

of such persons can never be well trained, hut that dis-

gust must soon supervene. But let it not be understood

that we mean to mention this publication by M. Ma-
nebiles as one that is only adapted to those who cannot
achieve better things: it undoubtedly offers facilities to

a very moderate description of performers, but it is

worthy the notice of all. and is as fit for the accomplished
piano-forte player, as for those who are only in progress
towards that high degree of improvement to which some
arrive.

Vari ations, in an «uy style, in the favourite Finale
in the Melo-Dsama, La lie de France, for the Piano-
Forte, composed by Charles Czerny. Op. 52.

(Boosey aqd Co., 2s, Holies Street.)

M. C. Czerny is beginning to learn, that publishing

for a few mechanical players is an unprofitable employ-
ment ; be is therefore reducing bis compositions to the

humble level of such performers as only wish to give

pleasure In those that have a real taste for music, pro-

perly so called; such as have no more desire to master

the difficulties that are sometime# contrived, than an
elegant dancer has to figure on the slack, rope. These

sis. variations are a proof of the reformation which, we
begin to hope, is taking place in the present author’s

opinions
;
they are attainable by all players of tolerable

abilities, are written with some taste, and a due consi-
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deration of the nature and capabilities of the iinstrument.

The air itself is of a very familiar kind, and, though

rather trite, has something in it that will catch the at-

tention.

1. Seven Brilliant Variation® for the Piano-

Forte, io a Theme of Rossini, composed by FRANCIS
Liszt. (Boosey and Co., Holies Street.')

2. Impromptu Brilliant, for the Piano-Forte, on

Themes of Rossini and Spontinl. Op. 3. Composed

by the some. (Published by the same.)

The author of these two publications is the juvenile

wonder that lias astonished all the connoisseurs in Europe

by his performances, during the last two or three years,

and has often been mentioned in different parts of the

Harmmueon. In these pieces he has only noted dow n

some of the brilliant passages of execution that he has

often, iu various shapes, practically displayed, and which

pleased as extraordinary feats, though they are neither

likely to gratify thus combined and offered as a musical

composition, nor to lind many who will take the trouble

to practice them : they shew a taste that mature age

will, we sincerely hope, very much improve ; but they

certainly mauife&t a knowledge of the art that is per-

fectly surprising in a boy of ouiy twelve, or at the utmost,

thirteen years of age.

Of the above two compositions, we prefer the Im-

promptu, consisting of themes from La Donna del Ligo,

and A rmidn of Rossini, and the Olimpia and Fernand

Cortes of Spoutini. The times of these are indicated by
the metronome, though not quite clearly. The note

whose length the pendulum vibrates, should be stated.

Selection of Piano-Forte Music, composed by L. Von
Beetiioven. Nos. 1, 2, 3, and 4. (Gow, and Son,

162, Regent Street.)

Judging from the fir*t four numbers of this work, it is

likely to prove an excellent selection from the best com-

positions of the great German master. The first is the

elegent air, Quant' c

1

pin folia, from Paisiello's oj>era,

La Molinnm ; the second, the theme in G ; the third the

admirable sonata in A flat, dedicated to Prince Lioh-

nowski, in which is the sublime Marcia Funebrc, printed

in the fifth number of the J/armoninm ; and the fourth

is the popular melody, Net cor piu turn mi senta, also by
Faisiello. These are all well brought out, but, consider-

ing that the publishers have no copyright to purchase,

the prices are too high.

1. L’Ami tie, Fantasia^ot the Piano*Forte in tcfrich are

introduced Three Favourite Airs; compysed by J. A.
Mon alt. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent

Street.)

2. Le desir de Plain*, Divertimento for the Piano-

Forte, comport by James Calkin. (Gow and Son,

162, Regent Street.)

3. Masonic Air, with Variations for tin Piauo-Forte,

composed In/ William Calkin, Orgaunt of Arundel
Church . (Gow and Son.)

4. Divertimento, for the Piano-Forte, in %chick is in-

troduced liishop's admired Duet, “ 1 love thee by T.

Valentine. (Goulditig, D'Aimame and Co., 20,

Soho Square.).

These composition! are all very easy in execution, and
adapted to performers who have learnt music from one
and a half to two years, according to their different de-
grees of aptitude.

The first is marked by that good taste which generally
distinguishes Mr. MoraltV publications. The two French
airs, Malhrouk

f and Ah! rout dirai~je maman, in-
troduced by him, are common enough, certainly, though
the former may, perhaps, be not very much known to ail

the present generation.

Mr. Calkin's divertimento consists mainly of a rondo

rtorale, which is very agreeable in effect, and need not
disdained by superior players. It is, however, too

long for the quality of its subject, and the prudent master
or performer will curtail it.

Of the masonic air we cannot say much ; it is very
feeble, and the variations on it partake of the nature of
the theme. Ten j>ages are really loo much to devote to

such materials.

The Divertimento, No. 4, has the advantage of No.
3, in being modestly short ; iu oilier respects it is on
about the same level.

1. FANTASIA, in which is introduced the Bacchanalian

Song and Jitger Chorus, from Weber’s Opera, Der
Freischiitz, arranged far the Piano- Forte, by Camille
Pleyel. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale. 201, Regent

Street.)

2. Introduction and Variations for the Piano-

Forte, in Weber’s Jagcr Chorus, by J. Lord. (Pub-

lished by the same.)

3. The Freibchutz Rondo, consisting of the March,
and the most favourite Airs in Weber’s celebrated

Opera ; arrantjed as a Divertimento for the Piano-

forte, or Harp, by C. Arnold. (Bedford Repository,

4.5, Southampton Row, Russel S*/uare.)

4. Rondo, on n favourite Theme from Weber’s Freis-

chiitz, for the Piano-Forte, com/xtied by J. A. Tattet,
(Gow and Son, 1«2, Regent Street.)

5. The Overture to Euryanthf, newly arranged

for the Piano-Forte; composed by C. M. von Weber.
(Published by the same.)

C. Overture to Preciosa, composedand arranged for
the Piano- Forte by C. M. you Weber. (Cocks and
Co., 20, Princes Slre*yt, Hanover Square.)

7. The beauties of WbBUR'S celebrated MelodramafpRB-
CI 08 A, composed and adapted for the Piano- Forte, by

the Author. (Published ity the same.)

From the day when wc first made known to the public

M. von Weber and his Freischiitz, up to the present mo-
ment, every music shop in London has poured it forth,

in all possible shapes, till the town is almost inundated

by it.

Camille Pleyel’s fantasia we have placed first, be-

cause it decidedly takes tbe lead of all the rest, and is a
clever composition, but rather difficult.

No. 2. by Mr. Lord is well adapted to Ihc hand, and

also to the instrument, though somewhat lengthy.

No. 3 is very short, easy rondo, combining the march,

the hunter's chorus, the waltz, and another air ;
with a

lithographic print, well designed, as a title-page.

Mr. Tattet's Rondo is the ckanniug air in the finale

ligitized by Google
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to the last act ; which is the same as the subject in G in

the overture. *
The overture to Euryanthe, No. 5, is not judiciously ar-

ranged, for it is here rendered more awkward to execute

than the edition published in Germany, in which the

convenience of the performer has not been very sedulously

studied. Of the overture itself we have more than once
spoken. It is a most masterly work.

The overture to Prermsa is in the possession of all our

subscribers, ami does not require any further notice here.

The Beauties also of the same melo drama. No 7, are

only, in part, what have been published in the //armo-
nicon.

1. M Audivi Vocem de Carlo,” a Motet, composed on the

lamented Death of the Rev. Thomas Rennell, B.D.,
Vicar of Kensington, and inscribed to his Memory by
William Horsley, Mu*. Bac. Oxon. (Welch
and Hawes, 21-6, Regent Street.)

8,** What is prayer,” composed for a Single Voice, with

an Accompaniment for the Piano- Forte, by William
Horsley, Mus. Bac. Oxon. (Birchall and Co., 140,

New Bond Street.)

Canons, were formerly much used in the compositions

of the church, and were introduced, it is said, as a check

upon that lighter and more fanciful style which a vivid

imagination might otherwise have indulged, in writing

music that demanded gravity of manner.
As, however, it was soon found that this simplicity

might he accomplished without an adherence to rules that

put genius in fetters, canons were no longer necessary

;

though, bv way of exercise to young contra-puntisls, the

Study of them in the schools maybe, and frequently is, of

aervice.

There is a great variety of canons. Those by aug-
mentation and diminution, and working in contrary
motion, are probably the most difficult of construction

;

but those in most general use are the 3 in 1, and 4 in 8.

The first of these consists of one subject only, given to

three voices, the bass and upper part moving in precisely

the same intervals, so as to constitute the same melody

;

and the middle part forming also the same melody, only

taking it in the dominant, or fifth of the key. Such a

canon is Non Nobis Domine. The canon 4 in 2 is in four

parts and embraces two subjects
;
the upper and middle

voice, and the bass and alto, or second treble, forming

two distinct melodies in strict interval, yet the whole

constituting a complete and correct harmony. This ay
peart to be more complicated than the three voice canon,

but we have our doubts whether musicians in general

think so.

After a careful examination of the motet now before

us, vre are enabled to bestow upon it almost unqualified

praise. There are some trifling drawbacks on the general

effect ; but in the very best canons there will, and must
necessarily be, a hitch or two somewhere, especially

where the subject is so lengthened as in the present

instance. In the fifth bar, page 8, there is a little clash-

ing of notes that is not very agreeable ; and in the first

bar of page 3, we greatly regret that we cannot have

some note in the tenor, instead of the rest ;—the treble

and alto alone produce a meagre and disappointing effect.

Upon the whole, notwithstanding, this is an admirable

specimen of the canon 4 in 8. The subject is highly

expressive of the sentiment, and is at once devotional and
funereal, and from the holding note upon the word re-

quiescant to the close, uncommonly solemn and affecting.

In our twenty-sixth number we remarked on the

beauty of the verses, “ What is prayer ?” &c., which,
the more we know of them, the more we discover tbeir

poetical merit and strong feeling. Jn setting such words,

it was impossible for a man of Mr. Horsley's judgment
to indulge in that free melody which is applicable to

sentiments of a less serious nature
;
the subject pointed

out to him a boundary, and be has not attempted to ex-
ceed the prescribed limits. Hence in this hymn,—as we
venture to call it,—much of w hat, musically speaking, is

termed pleasing, with respect to air, must not be looked

for, but in lieu of this quality, we have a most correct

and suitable adaptation of the notes to the words, afford-

ing to the singer every opportunity of expressing the

poet’s meaning with a heightened effect, and of giving

such a colouring to his ideas as must render them more
striking and impressive. To religious people, of what-

ever sect, and to those who like sacred music, this hymn
will really prove an acquisition ; and the young composer,

—(we might have added, also many old ones,)—may
study it most advantageously, in order to learn how pos-

sible it is to set words without obscuring their meaning,

or sacrificing their accent.

1. “ Here's the vow,” Ballad, sung by Mr. Sapio, rom-

posed by Da. John CL\KKV,(ofCambridge) (pcNAd*
ing and Co., Soho-sqvare.)

8. “ Farewell to thee, Scotland!” Me poetry by Sir

James Webster Wedderburne, suggested by the authors

departure for Italy : the music composed by Henry R.

Bishop, composer to the Theatre Royal, DruryLane•

(Golding and Co.)

3. Dl*ET, “ At Summer's Eve,” for two trebles ; the

poetry from Campbell's Pleasures of Hope, with an oc-

companiment for thepiano-forte ; composed by WlLl.l A M
H. Callcott. (Birchall and Co., 140, New Bond-
street.)

It is not the lot of a composer to be always successful.

Dr Clarke has certainly been more often so than mast

of his contemporaries ; he has given to the world many
proofs of talent, that will be known and admired long

after the present and succeeding generations have jwiss-

ed away. But this ballad will not go down to posterity,

we surmise ; it has no faults, but shows no traits of

novelty, and probably is now as little esteemed by the

author as by us.

The poetry of No. 8 ought to recommend it, though

the air alone w ill not do much in the way of a good in-

troduction. The fine national feeling, the strong local

attachment displayed in the words, should we think,

have imparted more warmth to the composer than ap-

pears in his present publication, which is rather tame

for the subject, and without any apparent attempt at

originality : though it must be granted that the melody,

were it new, would not be unpleasing. In the first

symphony there is a bar loo much, an error which may

be remedied by beginning the vocal part on the third

quaver of the eighth whole bar, and omitting the ninth

bar altogether. We much recommend all of our readers

who purchase this song, to have recourse to ihe measure

by Google
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here recommended, for nothing in music is more dis-

tressing, except singing out of tune, than a fault in

rhythm.
We were glad to see again the name of Callcott as a

Inrrng composer
; it raises up a thousand agreeable re-

miniscences, and excites a hope that the father may
revive in the son. This is, probably, Mr. W. Callcott's
first attempt, and as such we will not examine it very
closely. We advise him not to be over-hasty in pub-
lishing his early productions, for no man is au fait till

^ he has blotted many quires of paper, and not to be
anxious to appear before the world till his compositions
have received the imprimatur of an able-judgiug pro-
fessional friend.

A Selection of French Melodies, with symphonies
and accompaniments, by W. Eavestaff: the words
by W. H. Bellamy, Esq. No. 1. (W. Eavestaff;

0(i, Great Russell-street, Bloomsbury-square )

This is tbe first number of a work which is intended to

make known to the purely English amateur of song, the

national airs of our Gallic neighbours, which, as we have
often observed in our publication, possess a degree of
merit that is as stoutly denied as uublushingly profited by,
in the case of many composers amongst our own country-
men. How excellent some French melodies are, the

subscribers to the liarmonicon have already had many
opportunities, and will have many more, of judging

;

though we have generally thought it advisable to give

them in their native language, which is so well known to

alt who cultivate music as an accomplishment, that we
have considered a translation as quite supererogatory.

This is the first number of six, to which the collection

is to be extended : it contains three airs, one whereof is

also arranged as a duet ; the whole making four vocal

pieces. The melodies now published are well chosen,

if simplicity were the object chiefly in view, and have
very appropriate accompaniments. The work is in

quarto, and brought out with great neatness and care.

Tbe poetry, though it does not exhibit much imagina-
tion or fervour, is smooth, and far from inelegant

;
but its

beat praise, as part of the present work is, that it is well

adapted to the music, and though it may not astonish by
its vigour, will please by its good taste. As a specimen
of it, we insert the following, set to the third melody.

Tell me not of life's decay.

Here to-day and gone to-morrow
;

While I bask in pleasure's ray,

What know 1 of sorrow ?

While the Bowers are round me blowing,

Beauty's eyes with fondness glowing.

Nectar from the goblet flowing,

What know I of sorrow ?

While the sun shines warm and bright,

1 will sport without repining

;

Time enough to think of night

When tbe stars are shining.

While the light guitar is sounding.

Bright forms o'er the green turf bounding,

Ev’ry joy the scene surrounding,

Who can think of pining ?

VOL. III.

1.
u

. On pense A toi,” Romance, a Maria Stuart;
paroles du Comte de la Gardc, mises en musique
par Us Marquis de Salvo. (Bedford Repository,

45, Southampton Row.)

2. w La Leijon inutile,” Romance
;
paroles de Comte dc

Lagarde; musique par le Marquis de Salvo,
(Published by the same.)

8 . “ Le SoldatLabouraur/RoMANCE^rRoMAGNESl.
(Published by the same.)

4. “ Le depart du jeune Grec,” musique de Garat.
(Published by the same.)

5. “ Embarnucz-vous,” chansonnetie, par Monsieur Amf.-
dee de Beauplan. (Published by the same.)

6. “ Le Chant des Chasseurs,” written and arranged to

the Hunter's Chorus in Der Freiscbiitz, by the Count
de Lagarde. (Published by the same.)

Both of the romances. No. 1 and 2, shew talent, hut
talent that requires the aid of a little scientific know-
ledge, and more cultivation.

No. 3 is a spirited air, alia marcia
t
by one of the

cleverest of the many good composers of this kind of
music that are now living in Paris. No. 4 is in the same
military style, but very inferior in all respects to the
former. Perhaps the author thought, reasonably enough,
that war and harmony are at variance, and having
elected the first for his subject, be must reject the last as
an accompaniment.
The chansonnette, No. 5, has given us much pleasure ;

it begins in the minor, ami ends with a few bars in the

major with excellent effect, ami to those who like good
French music we recommend this air. All tbe above
fine vocal pieces are embellished by very well-drawn
lithographic frontispieces, illustrative of the subject ; a
custom that is gaining ground fast in France, though we
only view it as a sort of excuse for the high prices

charged for a couple of pages of engraved music.

No. «, the hunter’s chorus in the Frcischiitz , is cer-

tainly not improved by being reduced to a one-part song.

There are many specimens of harmonized airs to be found

in every music shop in London
;
here is an instance of au

nnharmonized quartett.

1 . Duo, pour Piano-Forte et Guitar , compose par
Leonard de Call. Op. 105. (Wessel fit Stodart,

1, Soho Square.)

2. Philotnele, Recueil d’Airs, arranges, avec accompag-

nemens Progressifs, de Guitars, par Geo. Houri
Dkbwoht. No. 17. (Published by the same.

)

3. The Cabinet for the Spanish Guitar, containing

the most admired Vocal and Instrumental Pieces, by
eminent Foreign Composers. Nos. 1 , 2, 3, and 4.

(Eavestaff, Great Rutscll-street , Bloomsbury.)

We cannot help thinking it strange that any composer

should have achieved his 105th opera, without our having

inel with his name before. Nevertheless, the fact is

before us
;
and facts are proverbially stubborn. This

duet consists of two adagios following, and by way of a

finale, an andantino. The whole is perfectly easy, and

to slow-moving fingers, may, perhaps, prove very

agreeable.

The present Number of Pkilmlle
} is M. Lafonps

M
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Romance, Si hi m’oimais. The air is charming, and the

accompaniments, both for the guitar and piano- forte, are

excellent.

No. 3 is one of the most elegant and moderate- priced

little works we bare erer beheld. Each number con-

tains four pages, in octavo, of engraved music, comprising

an air with variations, and a French song for a soprano

voice, with a guitar accompaniment, together with a
ueatly-etehed frontispiece, the whole sewed up in a

smart looking coTer,—and all for one shilling ! The
work is to be continued monthly ; and amateurs of the

guitar will not be doing themselves justice, if they do

not at least look at this praiseworthy work.

1. Grand Pot-Pourri upon the Overture, Waltz, and
nine favourite Aire in “ Der Fretschulz," for the

Piano-Forte and Flute Obligato, by Henry
Kohler. (Cocks and Co., 20, Princes-street, Hanover
Square.)

2 . Vive le Roi, ou God save the King, en Fantasib et

Variation! pour la Flute, acre accompagncment de

Piano-Forte ou Harp, par C. N. Weiss. (Lindsay,

817, Regent-street.)

S. Fantasia Prill,inte, for the Flute and Piano-
forte, including the Bridesmaids' Song and Cavatina
xrom Der Freischuti, by C. N. W eiss. Op. 77.

(Published by the same.)

4. Three favourite Airs selected from Der Freiscbiitz,

and arranged as So 1-08 for the Flute, with brilliant

Variations, by U. Kohler. (Lindsay, 217, Regent-

street.)

5. Flore, Recueil dcs pieces let plus favorits et agreable,

pour la Flute Seule, par divers auteurs celebres.

No. A. (W'essel and Stoaart, 1, Soho Square.)

KonLER is a name of importance amongst flute players

;

the present is one of his nest works, and includes all the

most popular things in Weber's opera. This Fantasia

must have two expert performers, to whom, and to all

admirers of good German music, it will be sure to prove

interesting.

M. Weiss’ first publication is rather astounding ; the

very title-page, which we have prudently abridged, pre-

pared us for something out of the common way
;
and

certainly the variations on our national anthem required

due preparation. These are dedicated to George IV.:
should his Majesty perchance sec them, he will surely

exclaim, “ God save us !—can this be God save the

King?”
The Fantasia soars not quite so high ; its themes are

not so illustrious ns that in which the author erected his

other work, and he has therefore been more tranquil in

descanting on them. A tolerably good flutist may profit

by this publication, the accompaniments of which only

requires a moderate performer on the piano-forte.

No. 4 is for the flute only, and not so difficult as the

same author's work mentioned above. The airs here

published are, the Bridesmaids’ Song, the Jager Chorus,

and Through the Forests.—See No. XXI. of the liar-

monicon.

No. 5 is a continuation of the work before noticed.

This Number contains an adagio of Keller, and u
Fantasia by Kulau.

NOTICE OF FOREIGN MUSICAL LITERATURE.

he Haydine, omen lettere suite vita e le open del eelebre

maestro Oius. Haydn, di Guiseppe CarpanL E'hzioaa

teconda, riveduta ed aecresciuta dall ’ teuton. Padova,

1824.

The first edition of these interesting letters upon Haydn,
relative to which we have given some particulars, (vide

Harmon icon, vol. I., page 124,) appeared in Milan

in 1822. It has a pleasing portrait of Haydn, and en-

gravings of the various medals that have been struck at

various times in his honour. The present editiou is en-

riched with an appendix, containing various particulars

concerning Rossini.

he Rossiniane, otsia lettere musiee-teatrali, di Giuseppe

Carpani. Padua, 1824, with a portrait of Rossini.

Tina consists, for the greater part, of a collection of

such articles relative to Rossini, as have appeared from

time to time from the same pen, in various Italian

journals. It contains first, letters on the Venetian

theatre ; secondly, an answer to the observations of the

Berlin Gazette of 1818, respecting the Tancredi of

Rossini
;

thirdly, observations on the Fnisehuts of

Weber
;

fourthly, on the concert given by Rossini in

Vienna ; fifthly, letter on Zelmira *

;

sixthly, appen-

dix to this letter, on the variety and mixed character of

style, and on musical language (an entirely new article)

;

seventhly, answer to an article in the Milan Gazette,

against Zelmira ; eighthly, answer to an article in the

same on Zoraide e Ricciardo. Signor Carpani is an en-

thusiastic admirer of Rossini, and it is not difficult to

divine the object of these articles. The above-mentioned

new appendix, No. VI., which fills eighteen pages sva,

is intended as a refutation of the objections that have

been made to Rossini, that his operas have all but one

and the same colouring, and are marked by no distinctive

style and character. Signor Carpani begins by saying,

that as yet there exists no code of a general musical

rhetoric ; that the variety of the characters of nations

where song is cultivated, is the principal obstacle to

any fixed and determinate system, and that the true

rhetoric, as well as the true .esthetic of mnsic, are a* yet

to be sought for ; and how is it possible to find it, when
even the language itself does not exist. M W’here is

the note that expresses God, life, death, man, wife.

Sic. t How can it be positively determined that such

a particular passage belongs to the buffo, to the heroic,

or the pastoral ? I challenge any one to shew me such a

passage or accompaniment ns will express such or such

a phrase or sentiment, and no other. Music may re-

present the effects of mind, but it cannot represent

the causes, and still less particularize them, (rcairac as

particolari.) Musical passages or phrases serve for

every style : it is not their character, but their succes-

sion"andcooncxion which give it its variety neither

can the writer see how expression and variety of style

can be effected by instrumentation or accompaniment

:

he, finally, maintains, that harmony is but an accessary

in music ,
that the limits of style are so undeterminate,

* It was from this letter, which Bril appeared in the Bibtioteca

Jtaliana, that our extracts, vol. U,, page 126, wen taken.
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lbM even the most learned composers hare erred in this

respect, and that, therefore, the usual indulgence shewn

<o others, ought also to be extended to Bossini. At the
j

conclusion he proses, that even if a sanctioned musical

language were possible* still it were not at all to be

wiabed, as in this manner music, divine as it is in its

nature, would, by this most fatal acquisition (falalissimo

acquis tio>) cease to be a fine art, and bereft of its charm

and life, would belong merely to those that are mecha-

nical. In a long note, it is also maintained, that music

particularly acts upon the physical powers of man,

The Corricre dcgti Spcttacoli, of which wo have already

spoken as having made its appearance in Bologna, has

ceased, and in its place appears, in an elegant form, an

interesting journal under the title :

—

Cenni Stories interno alls Lcttere , invenzione, arti, com-

mercio , et spettacoli teatrali dcU' anno, 1 824. Parte pri-

ma. Bologna.

The last numbers contain a scries of critiques upon

Stendhal's Life of Rossini, whereof two editions

have appeared. After some observations on the manner
in which the French get up their books, aud upon the two

portraits of Rossini and Mozart, which nead these

volumes, the Italian Editor gets very angry at the

author’s presumption in bringing Rossini in comparison

with Mozart This passage is the more remarkable, as it

occurs in a volume printed in Bologna, where Rossini

received his education and first musical ideas. “ How-
ever high the esteem which the writer feels for his

protagonista, would it be right for him to couple this

composer's name with that of the man who has tilled the

world with his fame? And what comparison can there

be between a composer, however fortunate in certain

works composed for the theatre, and the author who by

the power of his genius has subdued the world, and

will make future ages respect his name? Who will

say whether the glory of Rossini is destined to survive

himself ;
and whether, after some few years, fashion, who

is as absolute an arbitress of music as she is of female

dress, may not cry up some other composer, who has

traced out for himself a path altogether different from

that of the idol of our day ?” How true and candid this

!

When in Stendhal's Life it is remarked, that “the

compositions of Mozart are of a melancholy, and those

of Rossini of a brilliant, character ; that Mozart was

but twice in his life gay, and that in his Don Giovanni

;

that Rossini was just as often melancholy as Mozart was

gay ; that one paints love as felt in Germany, and the

other as in Italy ;
that Mozart paints, brooding in silence

over its object, unhappy love, Rossini the more fierce and

violent passions:” the author observes in reply, “that

the autnor may be in the right with respect to Mozart,

as perhaps his passions were of a tender and melancholy

nature, but that with respect to Rossini, his character

was too well known to allow any argument upon the sub-

ject. If a passion must he felt before it can be ex-

pressed, how could Rossini succeed in painting the deeper

feelings of love, which he had never felt—if he has

laughed and still continues to laugh at those who are the

votaries of this passion !" This critique is not yet con-

cluded, aud at the rate the author has advanced, it will

yet be some time before it be to.

THE ANCIENT CONCERTS.

First Concur, 1825.

Under the Direction of Mis Grace, the Archbishop of York, for Hit

Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland. Wednesday, March
2nd, 1825,

Act 1.

i

hip. r
(AnthemJ

(Solomon.)

(Jwlat Maccabeus .)

(From his Lretons.)

( Deborah

)

Overture.

Chorus. O come let us sing.

Air. O come let us worship.

Chorus. Glory and worship, j

Glee. When winds breathe soft.

Recit. Thrice happy king. I

Sonj. Golden column*. J

Rccit. My arms.

Air. Sound an alarm.

Chorus. We hear.
Movement.
Song. Tear* soeh as.

T rio. Fall ’n is thy throne, O Israel

!

Chorus. Lord, thou art gracious.

Act II.

Overture and Dead March. ( Saul.)

Duet. Te tt^o qumsumus.
Rccit, Be comforted. 1

Song. The Lord worketb*
j

Quartet'. Prepare, then.

Recit. Relieve thy champion
Son;. Return, O God of Hosts.

Concerto. 2nd. (Oboe-)

B«iU Alas! I find.
1 (Wuwmne.,)

Song. Guiltless blood./

Monody. Forgive, blest shade.

Coronation Anthem. 7-adok the priest.

n. 1

as. I

(Judas Miscc.)

( SetncleJ

( .Samton .)

Handel.

H'ebbe.

Handel.

Handel.

Handel.
Handel.

Handel.

Marcello.

Handel.
Orassn

.

Handel.

Handel.

Handel.

Handel.

Handel.

CallcoM

.

Handel.

Wk had occasion last season to go scry much into detail in

nor reports of these concerts our observations, this year,

will not occupy so much of the reader's attention, as we

shall pass over such performances as we have mentioned in

former numbers, confining ourselves, for the most part, to such

nopelites as we may he fortunate enough to fall in with.

—

t\> trust that this 'conciseness will not prove unsatisfactory.

On Wednesday, the 2.1 of March, the Archbishop of Vork

treated us again with the opening of last year we say treated

us, because the authem •• O cutne let us sing" is one of those

noble efforts of genius that cannot be too often repeated*.

Than Handel s heasenly son?. "Orome let ns worship," and

Vaughan's rhaste anti feeling singing, nothing can be more

delicious. After the “soft breathing" of the old teiWs, we were

favoured with an air from Solomon, not particularly striking,

but we hailed it aa a novelty, aud as it introduced to our notice

a new performer, and one of considerable promise.— M iss

Wilkinson is, we Iirvc been told, a scholar of Mr. ( I restore \ s ;

her voice a low treble, clear, hot not vet arrived at that fulness

and fleaibilitv which time and practice will doubtless (five it.

—

To suit its quality and compass. Iter second song was tar better

chosen than Iter lirst she did great justice to “ Return, O God

of Hosts," but the " Golden columns" had rather a Iradrnuh

effect upon our ear besides, where was the necessity for

giving Miss Wilkinson a tenor song to sing, when there are so

many contr alto airs by Handel which would have suited her

so much twite r ’—This young lady will, unquestionably, under

the tuition of her able master, prove a peat acquisition to these

concerts ; nnd we would recummend her to turn her attention

speedily to Storgn * scenes in the oratorio of Jrphtka.

Mr. Sapios “Sound an Alarm," was an alarm indeed!

—

We will not lie so ungraciuus, on this gentleman’s first appear-

*We missed, however, the fair Lancashire Choir ,—not even

Miss Travis was is her place ;
aad the trebles, with Urn hoys only,

were os much too feeble and iDeficient, as they were before too

powerful.—Souse of ihe ladies, at any rale, we hope to see back

Digitized by Google
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ante in this concert room, as to treat him with all our rigour

;

but we earnestly adrise him to recollect, in future, that ting-

ing before an Ancient Concert Audience is one tiling, and

shouting to the one shilling gallery of Drury Lane Theatre

another.—his alteration of the time in the song, too, completely

destroyed its simplicity and energetic effect.—These stratagems

to shew off the voice, at the expense of the composer, are

scarcely tolerated on the stage : on occasions like tnr present

they are totally indefensible. Mr. Sapio's duet with Miss

Stephens, was *n performance much more creditable to him ;

—

but the part was still too high for his voice, and the continual

rise from Ins full tenor tones to the falsetto had a very feeble

effect : should this gentleman be finally engaged, we recom-

mend, with due deference to the noble directors, that his talents

be ronfined to the Italian school.—There he will be always at

home, and. we doubt not, alwavs respectable.

Mr. Phillips is another candidate tor an Ancient Concert en-

gagement, and we very cordially congratulate him upon the

strong and favourable impression he produced, by his perform-

ance of the evening, upon the minds of his auditors
:
particularly

in his last song, "The Lord worketh wonders,'" in which Ik*

was chaste, clear, and animated. There is a want of depth and

fulness in his tones, which defect, however, time and practice

will, we doubt not, remedy
;
but he i$ neither deficient in com-

pass nor flexibility of voice
;
and, what is better, has an accurate

ear. When this young gentleman has got the better of a

little provincial coarseness in his manner of accenting his words,

his singing will be still more pleasing ;—in short, it will be

his own fault if he be not, in process of time, though not exactly

a second Hardeman, perhaps found to approach very near to

him. We will say nothing about Mrs. Salmon's "Sweet
Bird.'" We muif presume that she was indisposed ! We grate-

fully thauk the most reverend director for a novelty which fol-

lowed : we never heard a more magnificent display of Marcello's

powers ! The modulations varying on the points of imitation

liad a wonderful effect, and the coda we nave seldom heard

equalled even by Handel himself. Our old enemies, the drums

and trumpets, were more clamorous than ever ;
hut there is no

help for it. Ling was very respectable in the 2nd oboe con-

certo, and indeed, now that we have lost poor Griesbach, is de-

cidedly the best performer on the instrument left us. Miss

Stephens sung her song from Susannah delightfully ; it is in

these tender and pathetic airs that she excels : when she has to

strain her voice in loud and elaborate passages, ber tones are

(we do not like to use the word coarse) any thing hut sweet.

We had nearly forgotten the quintette from Semite it had
novelty at least to recommend it,—but we have been favoured

with more striking novelties from Handel.

Well, three new singers and three new performances to begin

with, look well.

SECOND CONCERT.
Under the direction of the Earl of Derby, (or his Royal Hiqhness

the Duke of Camhrtdge. IVcdnesday, JfcrrcA the 9<A, I8i5.

Grass.
Marcello.

Dr. Croft.

(SalomonJ Hamlet.
Geminiani Corelli

(Jephihah.)

(Messiah.)

(Judas Mart.)

Handel.

Handel .

Act I

Opening of Grand te Deum.
Duetto. Qua I anelnnU*.

Anthem. Sing unto God.
Song. What though 1 trace.

Concerto 9th.

Rccil.aec. Deeper and Deeper. \
Song. Waft ber, angels. J
Chorus. Lift up your heads.

Recit. Let eternal honours. 1

Song. From mighty kings. /
Recit. March, Air, and Chorus. Glory to God, (Joshua.) Handel.

Act II.

Overture and Minuet. ( Iphigmia.)

S--su.il and Chorus. This is the day. (Anthem .)

Glee. Oh Nanny 1
.

Song. Softly rise. ?

Chorus. Ye southern brmn. y

Recit Sposa—Euridice'
'

Song. Che faro scorn

Gluck.

Dr. Croft.

Carter and Harrison.

(Solomon.) Dr. Boyce.

(Orfeo.) Gluck

Chorus. For unto us a Child. I

Chorus. Glory to God. 3
Song. Honour and arms. (Samson.) Handel.
Glee. Herr in cool grot. Earl of Afommgiou.
March and Cho. Crown with festal. (Hercules.) Handel,

With the bill of fare for this evening was presented the fol-

lowing notice:

Hanttrer Square,
March 9 , 1895 .

“ Tlie subscribers are respectfully informed that Miss Wilkin-
son is prevented singing this evening by sudden and severe indis-

position. In consequence, Mr. Vaughan will take ber part in the

duet ol * Qua! andante,’ and. instead of the recit. and air, * Cite

faro,' and the son? ,
* What though I trace,’ Miss Stephens will

sing the recit. ami air, * Fawn ell, ye limpid streams, and Mr.
Phillips the recit. and air,

4 Shall 1 in Mamre's fertile plains.” 1

We were sorry for it, not only on Miss Wilkinson's, but on
poor Phillips's account, to whom, instead of the song in Orfeo,

was given another of Rartleman’s most impressive performan-

ces:—-this is not quite fair;—airs of this description are, at

present at least, quite beyond Ins powers, and we should have
thought it would hare been obvious to those who are more
capable of judging on the subject, and on whom the business of

choosing the song* to be sung by this very rising performer

devolves.—Aa to ** Honour and Arms/' we do not hesitate to

affirm that, Uartleman excepted, we never heard it given with

greater accuracy and spirit ;—lie fully understands his points,

we would only advise him to be less exuberant, in future, in bis

cadences
;
these arc at all times difficult to manage with effect,

and should be quite let alone till the voice and judgment are

completely formed.—Mr. Phillips has been brought forward

two years at least too soon, ana we lament the cirrumstance

much, because the fHiblic do not always mark tlie progress of

improvement, and encourage it accordingly.

We were glad to see the Lancashire ladies in their places

again, and Miss Travis, was, as usual, pleasing and judicious

in the part she sustained in the opening ofGraun's •• Te Deum.**—
“ Qual anelantc,’’ was exceedingly well sung, and certainly

lost none of its effect by Vaughan’* taking the second part.—Miss
Stephens was feeling and delicate, as she always is, in “ Fare-
well,** but we think the orchestra always drag the beautiful burst

into the major key ;—the contrast, on every account, should be

marked with greater animation. In the last movement of the

9th Concerto, Dragonetti surprised, we confess, more than he
pleased us, by playing the violoncello part on the double bass:

—the occasional rasp of his mighty bow is very well, but a
quick succession of them has a disagreeable, and even a ludi-

crous effect.

Mr. Sapiu fried, at any rate, to give expression to the bitter

woes of Jephthah, but we can only rive him credit for his exer-
tions : it will nof do, the stage and the concert-room must be
separately considered ;—besides, Mr. S. may, with very little

practice, so far soften down his Italian manner of pronunciation

us to avoid vulgarisms,—'* Fautber,” for ** Father,*’ is sad
work.

The “Mighty Kings” of Mrs. Salmon was, we are grieved
to say, like her ** Sweet Bird,” on a former night, a complete
failure ; wc bare heard her, on former occasions, sing out of
tune, but nut continue so, with grating pertinacity, from the

commencement to the conclusion of her song, which was the

case this evening. How are we to account for this break ?

—

We will suspend our opinion a little longer. The magnificent

chorus from Joshua was Admirably sustained both by voices and
band

;
as to tbfe trumpet performer, (Harper we believe is his

name,) there may possibly have been as good, but there never

could have becu a completer master of his very difficult instru-

ment.
Vaughan's “Softly rise,” in the second act, was rich and

soothing ; a beautiful specimen of the pure English school of
singing ; we would advise some other gentleman tenor singers,

if they must imitate, to take Vaughan for their model.

Upon tlie other pieces performed we have nothing material to

remark: we can add nothing to what we have already said
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repeatedly of their respective merits. The concluding chorus
was, however, more judiciously chosen than is too often the case.
“ Crown with festal pomp the day/* is, indeed, so exactly what
it ought to be for sending the worthy .Indents to their carriages,
that wc wish it wax always reserved for that purpose.

PHILHARMONIC CONCERTS.

SECOND CONCERT, Monday, March 7/A.

Act I.
*

Sinfonia in D. . .

Mr. PhillIps, “ Haste, nor lose the Favouring
hoar,” (Der FrcischtiU) .

Concerto Oboe, Mr. Voot, (his first performance in
this country) . , ,

Trio, “ The flock* Khali leave the mountains,” Mis*
Stephens. Mr. S.tpio, and Mr. Phillips (Acts
and Galatea) ...

Concerto in C, Piano-Forte, Mr. Potter (never per-
formed in this country) ....

Act II.

Sinfonia, in C Minor «...
Aria, Mr. Sarto, * II two tesorof' (II Don Giovanni)
Introduction and Variations, Corno obbligato, Mr.

ScttttNCRE (bis first performance in this country) .

Scena, Miss Stephens,'* Softly »igh*,"(Der Freisc hull)
Overture, Pncmia ....

Mozart.

Weber.

royt.

Handel,

licetHarm.

fierihaven.
Mozart.

SehuncAe.
Weber.
Weber.

Leader, Mr. MoRt.—Conductor, Mr. Attwood.

With the exception of the two symphonies, the second con-
cert was very unequal to the first, and, indeed, inferior to most
that hare been given by the Philharmonic society. To these
orchestraj compositions by Mozurt and Beethoven,'wc have paid
many a sincere and just tribute of praise ; both were now ex-
ecuted with the spirit aud precision that mark the instrumental
efforts of this fine band

;
and the Overture to Weber's Predoga

is very original and pleasing. The concerto of Beethoven was
well plavcd by Mr. Putter, who shews an excellent feeling for
music of this high class

;
but it was not prudent to introduce it

in an evening, when two other concertos were put in the pro-
gramme. At the institution of this society, it was a fundamen-
tal law, that no concertos should be allowed. An occasional
relaxation of the severity of this was discreet, and almost neces-
aary. A new instrumental performer has a right—particularly
if a stranger—to have an opportunity of displaying his talent
once, in some piece in which he alone is to be conspicuous.
But between wisely deviating from a rule sometimes, and break-
ing through a salutary regulation thrice in an evetiing, there is a
wide difference; the one is a proofofjudgment, the other of unstea-
dines*. It was very right to allow M. Vogt to exhibit himself in
wliathe conceived the most advantageousmanner; but M.Schuncke
should have been reserved for another night, and Beethoven s
piano-forte concerto ought to have been heard when no other
single instrument was to make a display. M. Vogt, the first
hautbuis at. the French opera, or Acaaemie Royal tie Mustyue,
executes more on his instrument than any oboeist that wc have*
ever heard

; but his tone is thin, and somewhat harsh : he has
the fault of French singers, he forces the tones till tliey become
hard and disagreeable. M. Schuncke is a good horn player, but
not equal to Puzzi.

The vocal portion of this concert, after excepting Handel s
trio—much out of its place here—was very inferior indeed. To
give things that are almost nightly perfomved at the English
theatres, and with scarcely any change in the singers, is a sign
of poverty that we did not expect to witness, and indicates, we
conclude, that the managers are not at all aware of the vast
abundance of new vocal music, of the highest merit, that is
weekly appearing in Germany and elsewhere: not to roeution

shelf-loads full of excellent pieces by the greatest matters,
that, with a little industry might be produced.

THIRD CONCERT, Monday, March 91 st.

Act I.

Sinfonia, letter T. ..... Haydn.
Terzetto, “ Tittle le mw sperante," Mad. Cahaoori,

MissG. oDALL,& Mr. Vavqhan (Davide Penitent*} Mosart.
Quortettn, two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello, Messrs.

Spagnoleyti, (Jury, Moralt, and Linoley . Mozart.
Song, Mr. Vaco man, * Why doe* the God of Israel

sleeps** (Samson) .... Handel.
Quintetto. Flute, Oboe, Clarinet, Horn, and Bassoon,

| Messrs. Nicholson, Voot,JWillman, Platt, and
Mackintosh ..... IU*cha.

Roc it. ed Aria, Mad. Car adori, *‘ Per pieth” (Cost

fan latte) ... . Masart,
Overture, Le* deux Journle* . , . Cherubini.

Act 11.

New Grand Characteristic Sinfonia, MS., with Vocal
Finale, the principal parts of which to be wing by
Mad. C ira non i . Miss Gooiiall, Mr. Vaco iiam,

and Mr. Phillips (composed expressly for this

Society) ..... Beethoven.

Leader, Mr. F. Cramer.—

C

onductor, Sir G. Smart.

Haydn's symphony in E fiat, which is enumerated amongst his

old ones, beenuse produced antecedently to the twelve composed
for Salomon, is a beautiful specimen of its author's genius for

invention, and elegance of taste: there is a purity in it, both as

to construction and effect, that must always recommend it to the

student who diligently analyses, and to the public who attend

only to its performance. The andante was encored. The
overture to Let deux Jonrnics, which many consider as Che-
rubini's chef dVeuvre, has before been noticed a* it deserves

in this work. Both of these charming instrumental pieces were
received with genuine applause.

The uew symphony of Beethoven, composed for, and purchased
at a liberal price by, this society, was now first publicly produced.
In our last number we mentioned it. and we see no reason

for altering the opinion we there offered. We must, however,
correct our statement a* to its duration. At a rehearsal, where
so many interruptions occur, it is next to impossible to ascertain

exactly the length of a piece : we now find this to be precisely

one hour and five minute*
;

a fearful period indeed, which puts
the muscle* and lungs of the band, and the patience of the au-
dience, to a severe trial. In the present symphony wc discover no
diminution of Beethoven's creative talent

; it exhibits many per-
fectly new traits, and in it* technical formation shews amazing
ingenuity aud unabated vigour of mind. But with all the merit*
that it unquestionably possesses, it is at least twice as long as it

should be ; it repeats itself, and the subjects in consequence be-
come weak by reiteration. The last movement, a chorus, is

heterogeneous, and though there is much rural beauty in parts

of it, vet it does not, and no habit will ever make it, mix up with
the three first movements. This chorus is a hymn to joy, com-
mencing with a recitative, and relieved by many soli passages.
What relation it bears to the symphony wc could not make out f
and here, as well as in other parts, the want of intelligible design
is too apparent. In our next we shall give the words of the
chorus, with a translation; in the present number our printer
has not been able to find room for them. The most original
feature in this symphony is the minuet, and the most singular
part, the succeeding trio,—striking, because in duple time, for
which wc are not acquainted with anything in the shape of a
precedent. We were also much pleased by a very noble inarch,
which is introduced. In quitting the present subject, wc mast
express our hope that this new work of the great Beethoven
may be put into a produceaWe form

;
that the repetitions inay

be omitted, and the chorus removed altogether
;
the symphony

will then be heard with nnmixed pleasure, and the reputation of
its author will, if possible, be further augmented.
We have only tune briefly to notice the other parts of thi*

concert.
^
The terzetto, from an almost unknown work of

Mozart, is beautiful, and was admirably performed. The
quartett by the same was indeed delightful,' and Spagnoletti did
it justice. Mr. Vaughan's choice of " Why does the God of
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Israel slceo ?** wai not fortnnate
,

It i« quite beyond his physical

power, ana twit of hit style. Mad. Caradnri sang the aria from
Cost fan tutte with more delicacy than effect : But we regret to

leave off by saying, that the qumtetto for wind instruments, by
Retcha. was, by the whole room, thought unworthy of the place,

and of the performers engaged in it: its dulness for a short time

might for once have heen endured ;
but its extreme length, added

to its almost unparalleled barrenness of every thing either scien-

tific or pleasing, rendered it one of the most intolerable pieces

that we were ever condemned to hear.

ROYAL ACADEMY OF MUSIC.

A Coxcrut of vocal and instrumental music, for the benefit

of this Institution, was performed at the Hanover-square rooms,

on Friday the 25th of March, by the pupils of the Institution.

The following is the programme of the pieces given :

—

Tart I.

Symphony (Jupiter.)* Mosart.
Quartette, * ‘Lo star-led chiefs.” ( Pnltciinr.) Dr. Cratch.
Quartette, Violins, Viols, and Violoncello. Mozart.
Serena ta,

** Oh notte soavr.” Paer.
Military Concerto. Piano-Forte. DuMek,
Finale to the First Act of It Taneredi. Rottmi.

Part II.

Overture (.tnorrwm.) Cherubini.
Qumtetto, “ Santo, oh Dio.” (Co$i fan luttr) Moeart.
Solo, Flute « Tuton.
Air, “ N uni La ognor.* Htangnu.
Srstelto/' Sola, Sola. '* (It Don Giovanni.) Mozart .

Overture. (Der Freitchut*.) Weber.

There was much talent shewn at this concert, and the per-
formanre did credit to the masters, as well as to the gentlemen
of the committee. We wish success to this establishment, and
therefore recommend tlie managers to revise their plan, and,
particularly, to purify it from any person in the snape of a
teacher whose character and example may injure the morals of
all the young people who arc likely to be under the tuition of
such a person. we have received .r letter on the subject, a kind
of commentary on an article that appeared in a Sunday paper,
distinguished fur its humour, which we hope to be able to insert

in our next number. Unfortunately we could not make a cor-
ner for it in the present.

THE ORATORIOS.

Tubsb Lent Concerts, divided between the two theatres, filled

very well, and were conducted at a moderate expense. The new
composition of IVcber, produced by Mr. Bishop at Drury-Lane
Theatre, is an unequal work

;
much of it shews the original

genius of the author, yhile parts of it arc rather obscure and
tedious. The other composition by the same, was delayed so
long at Covent Garden, that we had no opportunity of hearing
it- There is a general feeling that these performance* are

protracted to a most unreasonable length, often five hours and
a half, a period which is enough to exhaust the patience of the

most determined fanatic* alive. The motive is, doubtless, a
legitimate one, and a spirit of rivalry compels one bouse to give

as much for money as the other; but a reform by mutual agree-
ment would be beneficial alike to the public and the performers.

MADAME CATALANTS CONCERTS.
Dl*rino the last month, this celebrated singer has given four
concerts, on Thursdays, at the Arryle Rooms. The first and
aecoud were not very fully attended

;
the two last were filled

almost to suffocation. The chief performers were, Madame
CataJani, Mrs. Salmon, Mr. Sapio, and Signor Remorini. It

is Madame Calalani'a intention to give four more after Easter.

THE DRAMA.
Italian Opera.

Thb architects of the Board of Works having determined that

very considerable repairs, and the entire rebuilding of the north
wall, were necessary at the King's Theatre, Mr. Ebert, ad
interim, engaged the Haymarket Theatre for the performances
of the opera. It opened on Tuesday, the 1st of March, with
Mozart's Adr.se di Figaro. The boxes are separated by tem-
porary partitions, and the pit and gallery are in romrouni-
caion, the latter taking the name of the Balcony. The
entrance into the pit is made by sacrificing the centre front box,
which is converted into a passage, and a short double staircase

descends from it in a very convenient manner. The orchestra

is enlarged by taking, in addition to it, one row of the pit, and
the major part of the band is thus accommodated.

This summer theatre is certainly not favourable to music,
owing to the number of breaks in the fronts of the boxes, and
the many cavities, in which the sounds are lost. The tones are

no sooner uttered than they expire
;
they fall as it were dead

from the mouth* of the singers, and that beautiful blending
which a very slight resonance produces, is wholly wanting.
This may be in some measure alio attributable to the curtains

that divide the boxes, which are likely to operate unfavourably

in so small a space, though in a larger area they have less in-

fluence.

No sooner were the doors of this temporary Italian Theatre
prepared to more on their hinges, when the principal tenor,

Sig. Garcia, was attacked by one of his hoarsenesses, and ren-

dered incapable of performing. A new opera was then to be
got up, which was no sottaer ready than Mad. de Begnis, the

prima donna , fell ill, and was rendered useless to the establish-

ment for upwards of a fortnight. Recourse was then had to

the Barbiere di Sieigiia, in which neither of these personages

was wanted. This, and a thousand former instances of the kind,

should operate as a hint to managers of the foreign theatre, to

engage principal performers conditionally, so that when real

illness, or appnvarhing age, or caprice* prevents their exerting

their talents, their salaries should be suspended. On the 19th

of March, a new Opera semi-teria, in one act, was produced for

the first time in London ; and by a composer, Generali, whose

name was before unknown to the theatre. The title of this is

Adelina , and the characters are

:

VAnn nil, Father ofAdelina - - Sig. Remorini.

Adr lin a ------ Mad. de Begnis.

('arlotta, another Daughter of Farner, Mad. Uaradori.

Ekxkvillk, Lorer of Adelina - - Sig. Garcia.

Dow Simone, Schoolmaster - - Sig. de Begnis.

Firm I Km, Servant - - - Sig. G. Crirellf.

The story is originally Florian's, and the subject of his novel

Chlorine. It was converted into a short, sentimental piece,

called LiAteth, for the French stare. whence the dramatic part

of the present opera is taken. TAe Father and Daughter
of Mrs. Opie, Agnete, and Clarl, are all from the same source,

and the history of the latter may be considered to be nearly the

same as that of the present opera. The music is very good
throughout, though not of the highest order, and is exactly cal-

culated for a small theatre. The most remarkable part or it Is,

that it has afforded Rossini much materiel for his Harbiere, and
Gazza Ladra. The resemblance, or rather identity, is so strik-

ing, that a critic, sitting near to us in the pit, said, ** This
Generali has taken his bait subjects from Rossini.” The former

composer assisted liis more fortunate, and indeed more gifted,

contemporary in his early works : it is said Generali is still living,

though it is commonly supposed that he died a few years ago.

On Saturday the 26th, L'ltaliana in Algeri, is to be pro-
duced. But as our work goes to press before that day, we
must speak of this revival in our next. The King's Theatre

will, it is understood, be re-opened on Tuesday, the 12th of April.

DRURY-LANE AND CoVENT-GARDEN THEATRES.
Both these theatres succeed so well with their old pieces, that

no fresh effort has been made to bring out anything new. The
Fraioekiit* continues to draw crowds at each house : a proof of

the tA5tc of the middling classes for what is really good in musie.
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MEMOIR OF Dr. ARNE.

Afuojif; our native composers, there is no one who, next
to Purcell, claims a higher distinction than Dr. Arne.
His genius, like that of his illustrious predecessor in the

art, had a decided influence upon the national taste, and
tended to settle and establish that manner, which, with
more justice than any other, may be denominated English.

Thomas Augustine Arne was the son of an eminent
upholsterer, of King-street, Covent-garden *, and was
born on the lgth of March, 1710. He received a good
education, being sent by his father to Eton, with a view

of bis being brought up to the profession of the law.

But his natural bias for that art which was destined to

render him so great an ornament to his country, dis-

closed itself in his earliest youth, and is said to have in-

terfered with those studies, which, in the estimation of
men of calcolating minds, arc of far higher importance.

His first musical means aud performances wore not, how-
ever, the most propitious. Some of his fellow-students

were heard to declare, that they had but too good reason

to remember his predilection for music at this period,

for, that by means of a miserable, cracked, common flute,

be used to torment them everlastingly, interrupting their

studies by day, and their repose by night.

On quitting Eton, this passion for music grew more

• The father of l>r. Arne had for hi* sign the Crotm amt f'u*hton.

lie ha* thr credit of being- the original projector of the performance

of Handel's composition* to English words. Mr. Amc is said to

hare been the Political Upholsterer delineated by Addison, in the

Toiler, end was probably also the person who perished so deplora-

bly in the Fleet Prison : for in Thr Totier, he is not only mentioned
as a bankrupt, but, in a report rend in the House of Commons, on
the 2d of March 1728, it appears, thnl a Mr. Kdward Arne, uphol-
sterer, being in the tup-room of that prison, was suddenly seized,

without tike least provocation, and forced into a damp, nauseous,

and unwholesome dungeon, without fixe or covering
; where, through

excessive cruelly fur the space of six weeks, he lost his senses, and
died.

On the Report of this Committee, John Huggins, the warden of

tike Fleet, was tried for murder, but acquitted. Janie* Barnes, his

agent, by whom this outrage was rommittrd, fled, and was never

tried. Ilowever, the I>ord Chief Justice Raymond was of opinion,

that, hud lie been on his trial, and the fact proved against him, he
would undoubtedly hare been found guilty of murder, having cer-

tainly exceeded his duty, and being guilty of a breach of that trust

which the law reposed in him, and being therefore answerable for

all consequences. Various other cruelties, exercised about this time,

gave rise to this Committee, which the humane Thomson has cele-

brated in his Winter, line S39 to 388

:

“And here can I forget the generous band," 4 c.

strongly upon him, anti he sought every means of gruti-

fying it. Of this tbe following anecdote, as heard from

his own mouth, will be a sufficient testimony. Fre-

quently, when his finances were low, he was tempted to

avail himself of the privilege of the domestics of the

nobility, by borrowing a suit of livery, and stealing into

the upper gallery of the opera, a part of tbe house at

that time appropriated to this purpose. At home too, his

ingenuity devised tbe means of pursuing his favourite

study* Well aware of the parental displeasure which he

should incur, should tbe secret of his devotion to the art

transpire, he clandestinely procured an old spinnet, and
conveyed it to a room on the attic story, where, after cau-

tiously muffling the strings with a handkerchief, he would
practice during many a live-long night, while suspicion

and the family were lulled asleep. And fortunate was it

for the young musician, that he escaped detection, for

his father is represented as having been a passionate

man, and, had he discovered how his son passed his time,

would perhaps have thrown the instrument out of the

window, and not impossibly the player after it.

The luckless moment at length arrived, when he was
to commence serving a three-years' clerkship to the law.

What a chilling announcement to tbe youthful and ardent

votary of the god of song! Though nature and inclina-

nation made him feel the impossibility of his ever cool-

ing down into a special pleader, yet a sense of duty

would not allow bun to oppose his father's will. He,
therefore, dissembled his repugnance, and to all appear-
ance applied seriously to the study of the profession : but,

alas ! Coke was forced to give place to Corelli. Besides
applying himself with redoubled diligence to improve his

execution on the spinnet^ as well as to acquire a know-
ledge of thorough bass, he contrived to procure the im-
portant advantage of Testing’s* instructions on the violin.

• Michael Christian Felting was a pupil of the great Gcmi-
niani. He filled the place of firat violin at a musical meeting
chiefly composed of noblemen and gentlemen performers, who
met on Wednesday nights, during the winter season, at the
Crown and Anchor Tavern in the Strand. On the building of the
Rotunda in Randa^li Gardens, he was appointed sole conductor of
the musical performances there. By his zeal and indefatigable

exertion, he also contributed very essentially to the establishment
of the fund instituted for the support or decayed musicians and
their families; and, for several years, discharged, without any re-

muneration, the uflrcc of secretary to that excellent institution, lie

died in 1752.

7P<i by Google
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Under this master he made so rapid a progress, that not

many months after his application to that instrument, he
was enabled to lead a chamber band at the house of an
Amateur who gave private evening concerts. It happened
that Arne’s father was invited to one of these musical

soirees, and his astonishment, not unmingled with indig-

nation. may be imagined, when he beheld his son, the

hopeful young lawyer, in the very act of playing the first

fiddle. It was some time before his anger could be ap-

peased ; but, at length, cool reflection and the apparent

desperation of the case, determined him to indulge this

pertinacious bent of nature, and afford his son every op-

portunity of turning his talents to the best account. The
ponderous volumes of||v w ere accordingly ousted from his

apartment, to make room for a selection of the best musical

works
; and being now at liberty to practise without re-

straint, the tonesof Augustine's violin bewitched the whole

family. Having discovered that his sister was not only

fond of music, but had also a very sweet and touching

voice, he undertook her musical edur-ation
; and so rapid

was the progress she made under his able instructions,

that she was soon qualified for a public singer. The style

in which she acquitted herself in l^unpe’s opera of Ame-
lia, induced her affectionate tutor to prepare a more bril-

liant character for the display of her anilities. Accord-

ingly, though at that time only eighteen years of age, he

Set to music Addison's opera of Rosamond, in w hich, w hile

the future celebrated Mrs. Cibber represented the heroine,

the younger brother of the composer acted the part of the

page*. The piece met with a very warm reception,

and was performed ten successive nights, the last being

for the benefit of the composer.

The success of this production was too encouraging to

permit the ardent mind of so young a candidate for fame
to remain inactive. He shortly afterwards tried his [tower

in a hurletta, and fixed on Fielding’s Tom Thumb. This

piece, which was originally brought forward under the

title of The Tragedy of Tragedies, was now transformed

into The Opera of Operas
, and re-produced at the new

theatre ill tne Haymarket “ set to music after the Italian

manner , by Mr. Arne, Jun." The reception of this effort

was uo less favourable than that of the former. At tins

second representation, the Princess Amelia and the Duke
of Cumberland were present ; the sixth was honoured

by the presence of the Prince of Wales, and the eighth

had among its auditors the younger princesses.

These two pieces possessed sutKcieut merit to establish

Arne’s reputation as a dramatic composer ; but the music

of Comus, produced in 1738, evinced powers of a more
lofty kind, and astonished and delighted every judge of

original air, and elegant composition. In this Mask he

introduced a style, unique, and perfectly his own. With-
out pretending to the loftier energy of Purcell, or the

more majestic dignity of Handel, it was vigorous, gay,

and natural, and possessed such strong and distinctive

features as to form an sera in English music. There is a
character of grace, a flowing, sweet, and lucid style of

melody about it, which captivates the ear by the simpli-

city of its motives, and satisfies the understanding by the

eloquence of its expression, and the truth of its emphasis.

* This drama, meritorious in its poetry, and delightful in iia

music. was Brat performed March 7, 17J*, at l.incoInVItm-Piclds.

Tlii' characters were cast an follow f* : the A>ntf, Mu. liirbier,

Sir Trwiy . Mr. Ix*vendee, (tba composer); Page, Mauler Awe;
Meotrnyer, Mr Corfu; Queen,M n. Junta; Gracldtiu, Mim»

C

hambers i

Rosamond, Misa Arne,

In the year 1740, Arne married Miss Cecilia Young,
a vocal pupil of the celebrated Geminiani, and a per-

former of considerable eminence. In 1742, they went
to Ireland, where the husband as a distinguished com-
poser, and the wife as a celebrated singer, were kindly
and honourably received. After remaining two years in

that country, they returned to 'England, and he formed
an engagement with the proprietors of Drury Lane Thea-
tre, fot himself as composer, and Mrs. Arne, as serious

singer. Here he produced his Britannia and the Judg-
ment of Paris , both Masques, Thomas and Sally , an after-

piece, and JCliza, an opera. On the deAth of Gordon,
the first violin, he accepted of the situation of leader of
the orchestra. His hand was at this time enfeebled hy
rheumatism, but he gave proofs of the goodness of his

school, and by his skill surpassed every other performer
on the violin who had preceded him in that situation.

In the summer of 1745, the proprietor of Yauxhall
Gardens having resolved to add vocal to instrumental

performances, Mrs. Arne was engaged as principal singer.

This change opened a new field for the display of Arne's
powers, in the composition of ballads, dialogues, canta-
tas, duets, and trios, many of which, after enlivening this

pleasant evening-retreat, spread through the whole king-
dom, and charmed universally, by their elegance, sweet-
ness, am! simplicity *.

In 1762, alter producing, besides the operas and pieces

above named, the two oratorios of Abel and Judith
,

Doctor Arne,—for during this interval the university of
Oxford had honoured him with the degree of Doctor of
Music,—ventured upon the new and arduous task of
composing an Anglo-Italian Opera,—an Opera consist-

ing of songs, duets, and recitative, without any spoken
dialogue. The drama be selected for this purpose was
the Artaser&c of Metastasio, a composition admirable in

the original, but much of its brilliancy and power wero
lost in the English translation, which was wholly exe-
cuted by himself t. It was in the music of this piece

that he first quitted that simple and natural cast of
melody, which in his Rosamond, Cornua , and other com-
positions,

:
had universally attracted and pleased. The

risk, therefore, which he ran id thus suddenly changing
his whole style awl manner was groat

; but his boldness
was triumphant, and his success complete. It must,
however, be allowed, that the nature of his undertak-

ing admitted of one resource, and of that he very li-

berally availed himself. As it was intended that the

style of the new piece should assimilate to that of the
Italian, abundant opportunities of imitation were afforded

him, which, while they had the effect of imparting to the

• Among the numerous compositions produced by Arne for

Vauvhall Gardens, no one was more admired and continued longer
n favourite of the public, than the little duigolue of Cotin and
Ptuehe, the words by Moore, author of the well-known Tablet for
the Female Sex. *

t linker, iq his Companion to the Play Howe, mention* this
transac tion in vent disrespectful terms, though ho extols tire music.
View til as a literary effort, it is certainly not entitled to anything
beyond motive praise ; but when com

j
wired to many subsequent

dramatic productions of professed authors, it may very liyrjy be con-
sidered its a superior work, lad the candid critic place the verses
of Irlaxrrret by the side of nine-tenths of the lyrical attempts
which tire to be found in the theatrical writings of the present age,
and he will be obliged to admit that, thus paralleled, Arne may
nlmnst be said to shine ns a poet. Dr. Arne was the author both
of tin* word* and music of two comic operas, The (iutttdinn Out-
voted, and The Rote

;

the former produced in 1764, and the lulter

iu 1778. Neither of these were successful.
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whole an air of novelty, ran no risk of detection from a
play-house audience. The original performers in Ar -

taxerxes were Tendueci, Peretti, and Miss Brent, the

Doctor's pupil, who did ample justice to the instructions

of her master, and became the favourite singer of that

period. The piece was received with an enthusiasm new
to the English stage, and had an immense run ; and, when
ably performed, is still, and will ever continue to be,

listened to with rapture.

The fame of Dr. Arne was now established on an im-
movable basis

;
yet he still continued to compose with

unwearied diligence, and, between the period ol \762 ami
1772, were produced, bis opera of the Fairies, his music

to the tragedies of Elfrida and Caractacus *, by Mason;
his additions to Purcell in King Arthur

;

his dramatic

songs of Shakspeare set to music, and his compositions

for the Stratfora Jubilee.

But though such success attended Dr. Arne's se-

cular productions, his compositions of a sacred kind were
altogether as unfortunate ; he was always a loser when-
ever his oratorios were performed. And yet it would be

unjust to thy that they did not merit a better fate. But
circumstances were against them ; Arne had to contend
with the gigantic strength of Handel, and the conse-

quence of such a competition was, that be was never able

to have his music so well performed. This great com-
petitor had always at bis command a more numerous and
chosen band, a better organ, on which he shone with

each unrivalled excellence, and better singers. But the

compositions themselves are full of beauty, and though, by
the side of this great master of his art, Arne’s cliorusses

dwindle into comparative insignificance, yet his melodies

are frequently admirable.

This charming musician died of a spasmodic complaint,

on the 5th of March, 177S, aud was buried in the Church
of St. Paul, Covent Garden.
Of the general character of Dr. Arne’s music, it has

been observed, that if the melody were to be analyzed, it

would appear to be neither Italian, nor English
;
but an

agreeable mixture of Italian, English, and Scotch. But,

except the opera of Artaxcrxes,' and some few of his airs

(hat form designed imitations of the Scotish style, no
compositions are more purely English than the vocal

productions of this master. It has, with an equal degree

of confidence, been asserted, that he was not a sound

contra- puntist ; but every candid adept in the science

of harmony will vouch for his erudition as a theorist,

and his skill in modulation and harmony. Unlaboured
simplicity and liquid sweetness are the natural cha-

racteristics of his music, not loftiness and grandeur

;

and it has been remarked, that if ever be compro-
mised his gracefulness, it was where be affected a

dignity or force, not natural to bis genius. But his

powers, if not gigantic, were animated and striking,

as well as pleasing and simple
;
and on proper oc-

casions, vigorous and brilliant. The air in Rosamond,

—

“ Rise, glory , Rite!** displays a fire and & nobleness, to

• CnfoTtonately, the music of this piece was never Jtriaicd. Its

histury is as follows : (he MS. was left in the bond? of the Doctor's

•on, Mr. Michael Arne, by whom it was sold to Harrison, a book-
seller in Paternoster Row. This man becoming a bankrupt, the

compositions were retold or lost. This is the more to lie regretted,

as Dr. Arnold, who had perused the score, described it as containing

some of the brightest and most vigorous emanation* of Dr. Arne's
genius. May some lucky chance yet bring it to light!

which few English contemporaries could pretend. Among
the more impressive examples of delicacy and tenderness,

we could instance his“ Vain is Beauty's gaudy flower ”

—

“ When in smiles the fair appears Gentle youth , oh,

tell me why,” and the air, 44 To keep my gentle Jessy
”
in-

troduced in the Merchant of Venice ; to these may be
added the well known melody of M Where the bee sucks,"

which has long proved the indispensable ornament of
Shakspeare’s Tempest.

Of instrumental compositions Dr. Arne has left us only
few, but they are sufficient to prove, that it alone required

a more constant exercise in that province of composition,

for him have to become as equally conspicuous there, as in

the vocal department. Besides his well known overtures,

he composer! several sets of Sonatas for violins and other

instruments, and a suite of harpsichord lessons, which are

not deficient in merit and bcAuty.

It is no common title to praise, in this bright and per-

manent ornament of the English theatre, that during the

fourscore years that elapsed between the death of our

British Orpheus, ihe immortal Purcell, and that of Arne,
no candidate for musical fame, among our countrymen,

challenged and obtained the high and universal admira-
tion conceded by his countrymen to the productions of the

composer of Comus and Artaxerxes.

LIST OF DR. ARNPS WORKS.

Rosamond, an Opera.
Alfred, a .MiiN|ue, (by Thompson and Mallet.)

Comus, a Manque, (altered from Milton, by Dr. Dalton.'.

Flint, an Opera.
Thomas and Sally, a Burletta*

Britannia, a Masque.
The Songs iti “As you like it,”

“ The Merchant of Venice,”
Arcadian Nuptials, an Opera.
King Arthur, Ditto.

Flfrida, Ditto*

Caractacus, a Musical Dratna.

Artaxcrxes a serious Opera.
The Guardian outwitteil, comic do.

The Rose, a comic do.

The Contest of Beauty and Virtue, a Melodrama
A Pasticcio.

Phoebe at Court, an Opera.
The Sacrifice, or Death ofAbel, 1

Judith, [in the Oratorio style.

Alfred the Great, j

In addition to these he wrote, and published in collections

under various titles, an immense number of cantatas, songs,

catches and glees, which were sung at the different places of

public amusement. His songs in the Lyric Harmony display

exquisite taste, and are deemed the standards of the true ge-

nuine English ballad. In Waanxif's Collection of Catches,

Canons, and Gleet, are several compositions by Dr. Arue, of

which Cunningham's elegy on the death of Shenslone. 14 Coma
Shepherds, we'll follow the hearse,” deservedly ranks as one

of the finest spedmenU extant of the class of music to which

it belongs. It was sent in as a candidate;for the prize gold medal

given by the Catch-nub. in 17B9, and failed of success. Dr.

A vlward's rival glee,
44 A cruel fate.” a 'cry inferior work,

proving the victor. Dr. Arne shewed his relentment by never

again entering the lists as a competitor for the prize, lie had,

however, previously obtained seveu medals, for three Glees,

three Catches, and a Canon. Dr. Arne was also the reputed

author of The Cooper, a musical entertainment, published hi

177*, and Don Stneiro, a Musical Drama, In 1750.

N *

Written, as

wellascom-
‘ nosed by
Dr. Arne. -
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R08SINI A.1D thb OPERA SINGERS, mu WEBER
and GERMAN MUSIC.

(From a Dresden Comukndxxi.)

Our theatre has been almost wholly occupied of late
by Rossini's music, to the exclusion of the works of onr
native composers. The German Opera seems sunk into
its winter sleep

; the Ions; promised EuryanUie has been
given here but once. Wiiat is the cause "of this ? Why
shduld this genial production of our great Weber be con-
demned to oblivion I

Those who have an opportunity of seeing behind the
curtain, will be able to trace the cause of this neglect not
to the public, but to the siDgcrs, w hose cabals and finesse
have a deeper influence upon a composer's success than
the world generally imagines. These people have been
so long used to the light, the often related and repeat-
ing strains ol Rossini, that they are become quite spoiled.
The music of the modern idol of Italy, is of such a na-
ture as to be readily learnt by the singer, and one of his
operas serves as an introduction to a knowledge of all
Die rest. Not so the music of Weber and other pro-
found masters

;
being drawn from the human heart, and

marking all its variety of feelings, its character is ever
varied, and requires to be studied with deep attention.
Now:, it is this very necessity that makes our singers
shun the task. No doubt the same causes that have
operated against the success of Euryanthe in our thea-
tre, have also had their influence elsewhere; how are we
otherwise to account for the apparent neglect with which
this striking and characteristic music has been received ?

Perhaps there never was an opera upon which so great
a variety of opinions has prevailed

; but it is to be re-
gretted that no able analysis of the music has yet been
given, beyond the general remarks which have casually
been made upon it. This opera has been reproached
with a want of melody. What an assertion ! Is not the
whole, from the introduction to the finale, replete with
melody in the true sense of the word l Do not the
numerous airs, duels, Rc., contain the most beautiful,
effective, and truly dramatic melody, emanating from the
very soul of feeling ? Some of the all-knowing critics
asserted, “ that it w as too full of research, and abounded
with evident attempts at effect." Now I cannot help
being of opinion, that if there are marks of researcli,
there are also evidences of something good having been
found. Weber is so favoured a child of genius, that the
materials of song are ever ready in his mind, without
the necessity of labour and study. These critics recog-
nise the effect! resulting from such research

; but pro-
vided we are furnished with the beautiful in song, we are
not very fastidious as to the mode in which it has been
produced, hut enjoy excellence as we find it.

In addition to this, it has been remarked that the pre-
sent opera is no FreitchuU. Seldom has a more mat-
ter-of-fact assertion been made, for can there be any
thing in the world more distinct than the character of
these two operas ; would our consistent critics have Adolar
Bing like Max, Lysiart like Caspar, Eurvanthe like
Agatha, and Eglantine like Annette ? What a contrast
ot persons, time, and situation !—It has been asserted in
n public Journal, that Weber bad been heard to declare
that he regarded his Euryanthi merely in the light of a
musical essay. Even if such had been the case, if in
some circle of his friends Ihe composer had dropped such

an expression, we may set it down as a proof of that mo-
desty which is commonly the attendant of genius. I have
but one word more ,o add, which is, that if this opera
were performed with the spirit and power requisite to do
it justice, it could not fad of a success equal to its merit.

DISCOVERY OF ANCIENT GREEK TABLETS
RELATIVE TO MUSIC.

OF A DATE 709 YEARS BEFORE THE CHRISTIAN ERA

By Professor Murchard, of Berlin,

[Conibuud from Va$t 55. J

“ Now the feast took place as follows : on the first day

the Ilymctlian dancers performed, and the priests song
the NOMOI. For the feast was sacred.”

These few lines would afford materials for a whole
volume, and yet such a volume might not suffice to solve
the doubts to which this passage gives rise; for who is

able to explain what is meant by Hymettian dancers?
That there was Hymettian honey, and why it was so
called, is known. If we were to say that Hymettian
dancers, wen* dancers from Mount Hymettus, then it

might be justly remarked that, according to a notorious
fact, inhabitants of the mountains are never the best of
dancers. It appears more natural to suppose that the
dances here spoken of were of a religious kind, since
Jupiter, as is well known, had the appellation Hymettius,
and therefore, it may easily be supposed that persons
belonging to his religions rites were called Hymettian.—
It will he remarked that in this passage of the text, a
kind of introductory festivity seems alluded to. “The
priests sang the vo/xoi:” after much research, I have not
ventured on a translation of this word. It evidently im-
plies certain religious songs, which were not changed : or
of a ritual nature, which were essential, and not to be
omitted; for vopwr signifies law. According to Claudius
i’tolonueus #

, the term vo/x?r was used by the Greeks to
signify a hymn to Apollo. Boethius, however, is of
opinion that the etymology of the term vo/xo* is to be
traced to the circumstance of the laws being at an early
period, before the invention of the art of writing, set to
music, and suns; by the people, in order that they might
be more strongly impressed on the memory. But in the
times of Telestes, this practice could no longer have
obtained, because the art of writing was then known

;

and, therefore, the priests mentioned in the text could
not have sung subjects appertaining to matters of law.

M On the following day the players and dancers, and

the performers on the flute and cy thara, acted a tragedy.

This was called Theseus, aud Telestes the Ileraditc bad

ordered it. Hence there was great splendour in the

dresses, and in the images ranged there. But, for the

performances of the strophes, Damon of Cy reuse had in-

vented new modes for the players on the flute, and

Kallias of Ephyrec for the antisfrophes, for the players

on the cythara. Also the part which was to he spokeu

• Lib. III. Cap. ir. f . ii.
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by Ibe Choragia, was now sung in the Phrygian mode,

this having been first preluded to them by the players of

the cythara and flute ; and this was a new invention of

Lasus, the son of Eupolis. But Pherekydes lived in the

greatest enmity with Damon of Cyren®, for the one

envied the other, for both were celebrated. Now while

the flute players were playing to the strophe, Pherekydes

flattered the people ; and the people whistled upon little

pipes. But Damou of Cyrcme went forth and wept.”

Here again we have much that requires elucidation.

Lasus makes mention of the splendour of the images
exhibited at the performance of the tragedy ; but no
mention is made of decorations. May not these images
have supplied the place of decorations, and may not the

latter have been implied by the former t How desirable
would it be that our learned Bottiger should make his

researches on these interesting point* ! especially as this

excellent Archaeologist has already in his work “ Idem
zur Geschicite tier often Malcrie" (Ideas for a History
of Ancient Painting,) started this very question, though
he has not attempted a solution of it.— from the subse-
quent lines of this passage, we see that the Chorus in the

tragedy of the ancients sung the strophe according to a
iveu form, and did not merely recite it. It is said to

ave been an invention of the time of Telestes, and is

mentioned as being alternate ly accompanied by instru-

ments. A later passage of the inscription leaves no
doubt as to the fact that the Greeks were acquainted with
harmony, much as the moderns have called the fact in

question. After the instruments had accompanied the
Cbonis, and then played a kind of interlude, the leadens
of the Chorus sang in the Phrygian mode. According to

Apuleius*, this inode was employed in preference, for

songs of a serious and solemn character. This is in ac-
cordance with our document, for the Choragi, a.s the an-
nouncers of the decrees of fate, could recite or sing in no
other than solemn and sustained tones.—Further on we
read, that Pherekydes and Damon, as being both cele-
brated, cherished great enmity one towards the other.

We are forced to acknowledge that, two thousand four
hundred years ago, the world was exactly the same os at

present, and we might be tempted to exclaim, Cat tout

cnmtne chez nous!—the same jealousies among artists,

the same envy, the same cabals, the same nationality,

the same tricks to obtain popular favour.

14 On the third day of the music feast at Ephyrte, there

was represented a tragedy, after the old manner. And,

when the Choragi had spoken, the cbonis sang in the Hy-
pomyxolidian mode ; and the Chorus consisted of men,

youths, boys and maidens. But Pyrene, the daughter

of Tciresias, sang the Hypopotamon, which had never

before been heard, since it lies five tones higher than the

Hypcrlmlaion. And all the people clapped their hands

aloud, so great was the joy that reigned in tfic hearts of

all the hearers. But King Telestcs caused to be pre-

sented to the divine songstress a costly set of jewels as

a gift. For the like had never before been heard.”

• />« .iitno Jureo, Edit. Rglmkin,cum ael. varL 17$6, Lib. IX.
Cop. 6.

With respect to the Hvpomixolydian and the Hypo*
potarnon, 1 have already given my opinion above •. It is

particularly remarkable that Lasus should twice obs^rveof

the Hypopotamon, that it had never been heard before. It

must, consequently, have been extraordinarily high. It

is also stated that the Chorus consisted of men, youths,

boys, and maidens: that the Chorus sang is also men-
tioned. Hence, how can it be any longer doubled that the

ancients, in the time of Lasus, were perfectly acquainted

with the varieties of the human voice, and that they com-
bined harmoniously the bass, tenor, treble, and descant ?

For it is in the highest degree probable that the men
sang the bass, the youth the tenor, the boys the treble,

and the maidei s the descant. The opinion that among
the ancients, female parts were played by men, is there-

fore contradicted, as it is certain, from the above text,

that in the Chorus, at least, there were female singers.

But King Telestes caused to be presented to the divine

songstress a costly present ;—hence we see, that it is not

mirage alone that is entitled to the epithet enthusiastic ;

that it is not with ns alone that singers are idolized

:

the ancient Greeks also were enthusiasts, and were not

less lavish of their or, (divine) than we are, since even

on a swine-herd they once bestowed this glowing epithet.

It is not a Catalan i alone that has received cosily

presents from royal hands ; the days of Grecian glory

can also reckon its art- loving mouarehs.

Now when the fourth day was come, the great

musical contests took place, and Telestes awarded to ihe

conqueror a golden branch of palm. But Pherekydes

began Ihe conies!, and sat himself down before all the

people, and played the Epigonion. For he bad improved

the same ; and he stretched four strings over a small

piece of wood, and played on them with a smooth stick.

But the strings sounded so, that the people shouted with

joy.”

Here we are made acquainted with the nature of the

musical contests of the ancient Greeks. The very exist-

ence of such contests is a proof that the Greeks must have

had a more cultivated music, than our musical antiquarians

seem to have been heretofore inclined to allow. A
concert in which a whole people participates, is assur-

edly rather more important than our musical soirees,

which, in some respects, may be said to appertain less

to music, than to conversation and to the refreshments of

the evening.—To the conqueror was decreed a branch of

fir. But whence comes it that the laurel is not men-
tioned ! Strabo and Euclid are too iniuute on this point

to leave any doubt as to the fact, that the laurel was the

plant placed upon the brow of the musical victor. Pro-

bably, in the releponnessus, and on the Isthmus, the fir

was substituted in place of the laurel, for Herodotus

mentions that, at the Isthmian games ihe brow of the

victor was wreathed with a branch of fir.— According to

the description here given, the Epigonion would appear

much to resemble our violin or violoncello. Imperfect as,

according to this description, the instrument would seem
to have been, Pherekydes must have possessed all the

requisite qualifications of a good performer, since the

tones which he knew bow to produce from his rude

• See Manncnicon for April, p.
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instrument, were capable of delighting, even to rapture,

the assembled multitude.

** Upon that, Damon of Cyren® contested for the prise.

Now he sang with his scholars in the new Dryopian man-

ner. And the people shed tears. But when Kypsiles

touched the 'Strings, there was again joy iu all hearts.

After this Ibykos of Rhegium sang to the Samtmka ;
but

Thadinis, the Phoenician, struck with great art the Kro-

tolon. At last there followed Terpaudcr of Antissa,

and the same played the Barbiton, and in such a manner

that all the people clapped their hands in loud applause.

Now when the um) ires consulted, they unanimously

awarded the prize to all the competitors. But Tclestes,

the Heraclite, was obliged to distribute much gold from

his treasure.”

1 have not ventured to translate the names Sambuka and
Krotolon. That the Sambuka and the Barbiton are not

the same instrument, as has heretofore been imagined,

is evident from this passage, otherwise in being thus

mentioned together with another instrument, the fact

would certainly have been remarked. Krotolon has

usually been translated plectrum. What an indignity

offered to those great models of every excellence, the

Ancients, to introduce among their musical instruments

the plectrum ! What would a Viotti have said, to have
heard his fiddle-stick mistaken for his crcmona ? It is

evident that it cannot have been a plectrum, otherwise it

would not have been itself struck upon, but have been

used to strike upon some other instrument. In order

to assume a place in musical contests, the Krotolon must

have been an efficient instrument
;
possibly it might have

been an agreeable sounding instrument, with hells or

chimes. By the way, it is to be regretted that Aris-

toxenes gives no account whatever of this instrument, in

his description of Ancient Greek instruments.

“ But now when the fifth day was come, a much

greater number of people were assembled there. Now the

fifth day was the most beautiful and remarkable in all

the feast. For Pberekydes, the giver of the time, had

invented a new method for all the flutes and cytharas

together. But all those skilled in music, who could play

on the flute, or the evthara, bad assembled, in order

that all might play together in the new method, and they

were, full 800 iu number. After the Rythmngos bad

ranged them in order, he appointed secondary givers of

the time, with white staves. But they stood facing the

morning, mid-day, evening, and midnight. Pherekydes

hod stationed himself in the centre, and bad placed him-

self on a high seat, waving a golden staff, and the players

on the flute aud cythara were placed in a circle round

him. Now when Pherekydes with his golden staff gave

the signal, all the art-experienced men began in one and

the same time, so that the music resounded afar, even

to the sea. And Pberekydes had arranged it so, that

tones differing from each other came together in such

a manner , that therefrom a harmony arose.”

This text needs no comment. Whoever would now per-

sist in disputing the fact of the Greeks having cultivated

instrumental music and harmony, must first of all at-

tempt to invalidate the authenticity of the documents
before us. Here then is it, foi' the first time, staled in

clear and simple words, that through the consonance of
altogether-varying tones, harmony was produced. And
what an orchestra this at Ephyrae t We thus see that

the Greeks knew the effect j»f strong aud voluminous
music, and that Pherekydes was an experienced and
observant director, since lie Yequired no more than four

sub-directors to regulate his soo musicians. He showed
great judgment in ranging the musicians in a circle

round him, as in this manner, all the extreme lines of his

graiKl orchestra were equidistant from him.

“ But this music sounded very masterly. For when

all the Antes and cytharas had played together, the flutes

singly took their turn, and then again the cytharas al-

ternately. Now, while all this was going on, the Rv th-

magos beat w ith his staff up and down
; and from this

have arisen the terms arsis and thesis. At the conclu-

sion, they again sounded altogether. But there were

there of flutes, the Lydian, Dryopian, and Phrygian

flutes ; the horn, the Celtic and Paphlagonian Salpinx
;

also the Syrinx, and Bombyx : of Cytharas, were cele-

brated the Satubuca, Borbitos, Trigonon, Pborminx,

Lyra, Magrepba, Pektis, Chelis, Epigoniou, and Simicon.

But the Simicon was played with a bow. Also were

here played the Krotalon, the Tympanon, and the

Sibtron. But the Rt/thmagoi beat with the staves in equal

movement i in order that all might keep together.”

Here then we have a proof that the Greeks bad sym-
phonies like ourselves, and that the mode of composing
with an interchange of stringed and wind instruments is

the most ancient. Tbeu that under the term flutes all

kind of wind instruments, and under that of cytharas all

stringed instruments are implied, is so evident from the
context of this passage, as to admit of no dispute.

Lasus reckons among the flutes the born as well as the
salpinx or trumpet ; and why should it appear too over-
strained to suppose, that under the terms Lydian, Dryopian,
and Phrygian flutes, our common flute, the elegiac

Clialyme, and the Clarionet, may be understood ? Are
not all these instruments considered by us as merely
individuals of the same genus ? I ani well aware, that

according to modem writers, the term Bombyx signifies

the ancient Chalyme, but how then did it happen, that

some centuries ago, the Bombards were designated by the
same term ? Caspar Bartolinus, in his learned Treatise, De
Tibiis Veterum , chap. <1 , describes the Bombyx as a large

wooden instrument, curved in the form of a worm, with
the observation, that its name Bombyx, (silk worm,) was
derived from this its form. Hence, in ail probability,

the Bombyx of the ancients was our Serpent. Again,
Lasus comprehends, under the term Cythara, all those

instruments that had strings. But it would be leading

me too far from my subject, to particularize all the

Digitized by Google
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stringed instruments of the ancients, especially as Met-
bomius* has so minutely examined this subject. I

cannot, however, permit the present opportunity to pass

without observing, that it is impossible the Semicon
could have had five and thirty strings, as is stated in the

Musiculishes Lexicon of Koch, for had such been the case,

it could scarcely have been practicable to play it with a
bow, Tho Semicon of the Greeks must, therefore, have
been a kind of violin. Lastly, how comes it that Lasus
introduces under the head Cythara, the Magrnpha, since

it appears incontestible from the Talmud and the sacred

writings, that this instrument, which was employed by
the Hebrews in divine worship, was of the wind kino.

Its very etymology bespeaks its Hebrew origin. We
further learn from the text, that the Greeks were well

acquainted with time. Lasus could not, in this respect,

have expressed himself more clearly than he has done in

tho above passage. Here, too, we have a clear definition

of the terms arsis and thesis. Rousseau, in his Dictionnaire

de Musiqtic, under the articles, 44 battre le mesure" and
44 Arsis,” observes very incorrectly, that the Greeks de-

signated the accented part of the bar by raising the hand,

ami the unaccented by the beat of the head ; he also adds
that Scarlatti used this method of giving the time; but,

for my part, at least, I frankly acknowledge that I cannot
understand Rousseau's meaning in these passages.

M Now, when this new^mode of performance was con-

cluded, a prodigy happened at Ephyrae. For on a sudden

there appeared a youth, who mingled with the men

skilled in song, and the same was of divine aspect. But

he was called Korinthos, and no one knew whence he

came. The same said to the people, that lie had iuvented

a flute more powerful than all flutes and cytharas, over

which it held the mastery. But Korinthos called his

flute nOMOPA, and the same was made like a slender

hollow column. At the top was a large gulden opening,

and the sounding head was artificially inlaid with golden

chased work, and formed like the capital of a column.

Now, when Korinthos had intoned it, there resounded an

unknown tone, deep and strong, even as when the waves

of the sea beat uj>on the shore. And he played it in the

manner of Pberekydes, and it sounded like — —

.

TE. AFNOEIN. But Korinthos called the deep

tone, which carried the whole new method, the Ilypan-

tiproslatnbanomenon. ’

'

It is one of the properties of human nature, to suppose
that there is some supernatural agency in those occurrences
which lie beyond our comprehension. This is particu-
larly the case in regard to the common people, of which
we see an example in the case in question.—An unknown,
and possibly modest, artist, brought some new and beau-
tiful invention, and having secretly withdrawn, in order to

shun the praises and proffered rewards of the people, it

was at once imagined that the hand of the gods was visible
iu the occurrence, and that possibly the youth himself was
some god in disguise. Perhaps I~asus had another and

more profound meaning in this passage ; for we shall im-
mediately see that what the unknown youth brought with
him as a present, was the fundamental bass. Now, if

all melody and harmony be nothing without the funda-
mental bass, and if they derive their value and character
from this alone, is not the bass then really the very soul,

the enlivening principle of music ? And was it not then
a truly Greek idea to endeavour to prove the boss to be
of divine origin ?—It is evident that the instrument of
Korinthos could have been nothing else than the contra-
bassoon, for this instrument resembles a hollow column,
and its metal funnel may without any great stretch of
fancy be compared to the capital of a column, and if

the instrument of Korinthos was of uncommon length and
thickness, such a comparison would be still more natural.

Lasus expressly says, that the tone was so strong, that it

44 carried" all the other instruments. What a bassoon

!

What a fundamental bass must this have been! The
tone A, as is well known, was called by the Greeks, Pros-

lambanomeuos. Now, if Korinthos called his deepest

tone Hypantiproslambanomenon, then this tone must, by
means of this anii, and the hypo, which bespeaks some-
thing still higher—have been the A of 84 feet.—Here
occurs the second lacuna in the text.

44 On the sixth and seventh days, the method of Phe-

rekydes was repeated, for the people would bear nothing

else, and they threw down to the youth wreaths of

flowers. But Korinthos upon that disappeared, and left

his Pomora behind him in Ephyr®.

“ Now after this, Telestes, the Heradite, gave to the

columns of his palace the form of the Pomora, and

ordered that the same should be called, after the youth,

Corinthian columns. And so lias it been 44 done since

that time.’*

Let rae be allowed to add one more remark
; may not

the Bass-poraincr, which was still in use some centuries
ago, have derived its name from the Pomora ? But l
would particularly bespeak attention to the circumstance
from w hich sprung the name 44 Corinthian columns," since
it naturally leads to this second conclusion, that from the
adoption of this order of columns, the name of Ephyr®
was laid aside, and this town obtained the name of the
columns for which it was so famous.

44 On the eighth day, the Hymettian dancers performed,

as at the commencement of the feast, and the priests

repeated the NOMOI» in order that the feast might

finish in a sacred manner. And the people remained yet

a long time at Ephyr®, till at length they dispersed

themselves.

44 Now thus was the music-feast at Ephyr®, in the

third year of the fourth Olympiad of the reign of King

Telcstes, the Hcraclite."

[Such is the conclusion of the first tablet.]

f'ntUrtio Antirpu* Murirvr ScnptPrUm, Sctfnn. Edit. Amst.
1652, Tom. VII., Lib. 2, Cap. 6.
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NOTATION FOR THE HORN.

To the Editor of the Habmo.mcos.

Cambridge, FaA. 80.

Allow me, through t h** medium of your widely-
circulated publication, to ash of musical composers, the
reason of an inaccuracy that has appeared to me to existm method of writing the Scale of the Horn. It is
well known, that the tones of this instrument are iden-
tical with (hose produced by the harmonic divisions of a
string, and accordingly we should expect tlieui to be, in
the natural key,

C, C, G, C, E, G, B|> (false) C, D, E, $r.

Now, I believe that tbe first of these notes is never used
although it is evidently the note of tbe instrument par
excellence, answering to the whole open string on the
violoncello for instance. This, however, I should not so
much wonder at, as it is difficult, perhaps nearly im-
possible, to produce it in the usual keys.

—

Quite impossible
it is not, as I hare, though but a young pertbnner,
sounded it in the high B flat key, and in A.—What I
wish to know is, why, if this note is not meruit to be
used, it should be written instead of its octave, lakin-
the trouble to put ledger lines under the bass clef, when
the proper place is tbe second space. I have before me
at this moment the 2nd Horn part of Beethoven’s over-
ture to Fidelio, in which the following passage occurs :

—f *=\
—*— -r-fli-j ;

ir f •

Here the break in the written scale is most glaring
the tones are meant, I presume to be continuous, and set
the author goes at once from G in the treble to the
twelfth below it in the bass. You will tell me that it is
the custom to write Horn music an octave higher than it
is played, for the same reason I suppose as In the case
of the Guitar— it is more convenient Then I ask, why
if they do this in the treble, they alter their practice In’
the bass; or rather, why they adhere strictly to whatmay be, perhaps, the original notation in the latter case
having, for the sake of convenience, parted from it in
general !

You will oblige me, and I dare say other persons, bv
giving a fuller account, if possible, of the Invention men-
tioned in vour last number, by which the kev of the
Horn may be changed without the clumsv expedient of
putting on a different crook. I have often thought this
might lie effected by giving two or more turns to the
slide, or coulisse, and I suppose this might equally be
applied to the I rombone—it would only be drawiug out
four or six tubes at tbe same time instead of two*

8

If you can iusert these remarks you will oblige,

Tour humble servant,

H. C.

AN ENQUIRY INTO THE ORIGIN OP THE NATIONAL
ANTHEM,

“COD SAFE THE KING'
From "An Accorxv or vita Guid Musical Fsjvivai at
Yorx," by Jobs Cnosst, E*a., F.8.A., F.R.S., Ac. Ac. Ac.

Tbr intimate connexion subsisting between the national
vocal music and the morals, the customs, and the history
of a people, has been allowed by the wisest of men in all
ages, and the saying of an eminent writer, that it matters
little who makes the laws of a country, provided care be
taken who writes its songs, was dictated no less by moral
than by political sagacity. It is natural to desire to see
our national songs collected, and to know something of
their origin, but it is a singular circumstance that both
the author aud the age of our most justly celebrated and
widely adopted one should have hitherto eluded all
research, aud almost baffled conjecture itself. We have
no expectation of l»eing able to settle a point, which can
probably be decided only by some fortunate discovery, and
not by any suppositions, however ingenious; vet, it would
not be right to pass over God tare the King, without
making some mention of tbe various statements which
have been put forth respecting it. Many of our readers
probably are not aware, that Mr. Richard Clark published
in 1.822, An Account of the National Anthem, Ac., in
which be attributes it to the reign of James I.* Having,
however, possessed ourselves of most of the copies of the
tune mentioned by him, and referred to the different no-
tices of it in several works, previous to the appearance of
his book, we shall endeavour to condense some account of
it within the compass of a note t, which we are not without
hope will be found to be generally interesting.

it is commonly allowed, that the earliest printed copy •

that is known is that at p. 252 of the Gentleman's Ma-
gazine, for October, 1745, where it is entitled, A Song
for hco I ’oices, as sung at both play-houses

; and in the
table of contents, God sare our Lord the King, a new
song. The words there given consist of the three verses
precisely as above printed, with the exception that ‘sing"
has been substituted for “ sag," in the last line but one.
It next occurs in the Thesaurus Muticut, published not
long after that period, and has been reprinted in this
original state, both by Mr. Clark aud Dr. Kitchiner.

About the year 1795, the attention of the public was
turned to the discovery of the author of this song, in
consequence of its being claimed by George Savile Carey,
as the production of his father Henry Carey, which claim
he industriously maintained, not without the hope of
obtaining some pecuniary recompense from the King, as
is apparent from the account of liis journey to Windsor,
in his Balnea, The claim was acquiesced in by Arch-
deacon Coxc, in his Anecdotes of J. C. Smith, Handel’s
amanuensis

; by Mr. S- Jones, in the Biogratthia Dra-
inahca ; and bv Mr. D'israeli, in his Calamities of
Authors. The latter gentleman, however, in the Gen-
tleman’s Magazine for August, I S 14, expresses his opinion
that Carey only adopted the music, and applied the song
by the change of a single word “ George" for •* James."
Certain it is, that neither Carey’s early poems, his
Musical Century, in 1737 and 1740, nor his dramatic

• Of this contemptible book we hare spoken, in the lermt that it

meriu, in the Fifth Number of the Uannomcon, Vol. I. p. 67 .—(Ed.)
t The whole of this very able essay appears in the shape of a

note is Mr. Crosse's work.-—
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woriu, collected in 1743, cootain the least notice of the

words or the tone ; and as G. S. C. was born in 1743, in

which Tear bis father unhappily put an end to his own

'

life at the age of 10, he could not hare received any
personal information from him. Vet, after all, it if

probable, that we owe the revival of them both to Carey,

for there is the positive evidence of J. C. Smith, who
assured Dr. Harington, in June. 1795, that Carey "came
to him with the words and music, desiring him to correct

the hass, which he accordingly did, and that it was
intended to form part of a birtli-day ode—and a writer

in the Gent. Mag. for 1790, Suppt. pt. ii., asserts, that

he heard Gotl me* the King sung at a tavern in Cornhill,

by Carey, about the year 1740 As Carey died in 1743,
it is thus pretty certain, that the epithet “ new" in 1745
is not slriclly correct; neither can Mr. Galliard's

assertion, that it was produced by, Carcv in 1745 or 8, be
considered to prove any thing more, than that he was
instrumental towards its becoming popular at that time,

when its performance is thus described in a letter to

Garrick by that dramatic enthusiast, Beniamin Victor,

dated Oct. 1745. "The stage, at both houses, is the

most pious, as well as most loyal place in the three

kingdoms. Twenty men appear at the end of every play ;

and one stepping forward from the rest, with uplifted

hands and eyes, begins singing, to an old anthem tune ,

the following words, 0 Lord our God arise, Ike., which
are the very words and music of an old anthem that was
sung at St. James's chapel, for King James II., when
the Prince of Orange was landed, Jtc."—( Victor's Letters

,

vol. L, p. 118.)—Now it must be admitted, that this

passage is a proof, that God save the King was then
believed by some to have been composed in honour, and
sung in the reign, of the last of the Stuart monarch*

;

and in corroboration of this belief, there is a weighty
body of traditionary evidence. Dr. Burney, in the fullest

account of Carey that we know of, in Rees's Coclopeedia,

Bays, " We have urgent reasons to believe, that it was
written for King James II., while the prince of Orange
was hovering over the coast. And when be became King,

who durst own or sing it ? We are certain, that in 1745,

when Dr. Arne harmonized it for Drury Lane, and C. B.

(himself) for Covent Garden, the original author of the

melody was wholly unknown." lie also told the late

Duke of Gloucester, that he knew the words were not

written for any King George , and when in his 87 th year,

he informed a friend of Mr. D israeli, that he well remem-
bered its introduction in 1745, when it was received with

so much delight, that it was re-echoed in the streets.

“ At that time,” says he, ** I asked Dr. Arne if he knew
who was the composer ; he said he had not the least

knowledge, nor could he guess at oil who was either the

author or the composer, but that it was a received

opinion that it was written ami composed for the Catholic

chapel of James II.. and as bis religious faith was not

that of the nation, there might be a political reason for

concealing the names of all those who contributed to

give interest to the catholic worship."—(Gent. Magazine ,

August, 1814.)—Dr. Arne, it may be remarked, was
himself of a Roman Catholic family, in which such a
tradition was likely to be preserved.—Dr. B. Cooke sup-

posed it to be the composition of Dr. Rogers, who died in

168—-, ami told E, J. (probably Edward Jones, Gent.

Magazine, Feb. 1798,) that be remembered to have
heard the tune suug when be was a boy, to the words of

God save areal James ; and Dr. Byrom, of Manchester,
Vol. It.

who was born in 1691, informed Mr. Lloyd, of Holme-
Hall, that the song was first written “ great Charles."
—(Gent. Magazine, December, 1814.)-—Dr. Campbell’s
assertion, that it was sung at the coronation of James 11.,

and G. S. Carey's admission, that it was attributed by
some to the time even of James I., are of little moment,
except so far as they testify the prevalence of a general

opinion of its early date.

In 1914, Mr. Clark published. The words of the most

faivurite pieces

,

Ite., from which his account of God save
the King being copied into the Gent. Magazine

,

Mr.
D’lsraefi ami other correspondents were led to renew the

discussion of 1795 and 6. Pursuing the hints that were
thrown out, and having observed in Dr. Ward's Lives of
the Gresham Professors, p. 805, these very words, affixed

as the title to No. 5 of the contents of a volume of organ
music by Dr. John Bull, then preserved in the library of
Dr. Pepusch, Mr. C. was induced to search the records

of the Merchant Tailors’ Company, respecting the

entertainment given by them to King James 1., on July
18 , 1607 , as is supposed, in congratulation for his escape
from the gunpowder-plot. It certainly appears, that on
that occasion, Ben Jonson was employed to write, and
Dr. Bull to compose, something in honour of tbc King,

which was sung by the gentlemen of the Chapel Royal;
and Mr. C. endeavours to shew, that our present song was
the very one then produced and performed. He does

not, however, seem to be aware, that the wish to dine

with the company originated with the King, and that the

report of the attempt to assassinate James on the 8 Sid of

March, in that year, although he quotes Jonson's sonnet

upon it, was productive of the greatest confusion and
dismay

; and, coming so quickly after the discovery of
the powder plot, was an additional circumstance, particu-

larly calculated to call forth expressions similar to those

of the song. Indeed, a letter written by the Earl of
Kent, on the occasion, speaks of there being *• just cause
to sounde forth God's praise, together with incessant

prayers for his Highncs' Innge, hapjie, and prosperous

raii/ne over us.”—(See Gifford's Jonson, vol. will., p. 179.)

—Vet, w hatever coincidence may exist between the words
of contemporary documents, such as the Prayers for the

5th of November, Ac., and those of God save the King,
all reasoning founded on the conjectured identity of the
tune with that so called by Dr. Bull, has been utterly

expluded by the publication of the latter by Dr. Kitchiner,

in his Louat ana National Songs of England, from the

original MS. in his possession ;
transcribed into modern

notation by the late Mr. E. Jones. Dr. K. observes, that

it is a ground for the organ on four notes, with 2<
different basses, totally unlike the modern air

; hut,

after reviewing the above particulars, we are far from
agreeing with him that there is nothing but " mere
hearsay evidence, and vague conjecture, that the words
or the music as now sung had been cither seen or heard

previous to October, 1745.’’*

I.el us now consider the various attempts to establish a
Scotish as well as a Jacobite origin for this celebrated

piece. Mr. Pinkerton, in his Recollections of Paris,

vol. ii„ p. 4, says, that •* the supposed national air is a
mere transcript of a Scottish anthem," in a collection

printed at Aberdeen in 1682. In this bold assertion be,

no doubt, alludes to a work which excited some interest

a few years ago from this imagined discovery. Songs and

• See Uttimopkon, No. V., page 67, lot a review of Dr. K.'r book.

O
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Fancies, to 8, 4, or 5 parts, S/c. Printed by John Forbes,

3d edition, 188*— (lsl edit., 1885. id edit,, 1886.)

Mr. Bindley'! copy of the Cantus part only of this work,

No. 8*84, was sold by Mr. Brunt, in Feb. 1819, for £l l.j

end again hi April, 18*3, No. 11*4 of Mr. Watson
Taylor's catalogue. Mr. Perry's copy. No. 19*3, was

old in March, 18*8 : both of these copies we have con-

sulted, hut hare never heard of any of the other parts

being known to be in existence. A transcript of the 9th

eng. in the minor key of G., is given by Mr. Clark, and

certainly it may, by curtailing and altering a little, be

made to resemble our present air
;

probably, however,

even this is not Scottish, as the work is chiefly composed

of “ choice Italian songs and new English ayre*."* An
edition of this book is also, doubtless, the one referred

to in the Proceedings of the Highland Society of London,

p. 83, where it is supposed, that the originul words were

Scottish, and in favour of the house of Stuart. Two
stanzas are, likewise, there given, which are rerv remark-

able: the first of them is substantially the same as our

present common version, and the other contains a prayer

tor the true-born Prince of Wales, and a second resto-

ration of the family. These verses, which are cut on an
old drinking-glass, preserved at Fingask, the seat of

V. M. Thriepland, Esq., certainly appear to belong to a

period not later than 1715, and another copy of them
is cut on a glass in the possession of the representative of

the Bruces of Clackmannan. Now, admitting the genu-

ineness of these Scottish fragments, which does not appear

to be doubtful, they afford tolerable evidence of an earlier

date than 1745. ln'confirmalion of this, we find Mr. Hogg,
at song No. 84, of the second volume of his Jacobite Pedes,

presenting uswith si* stall zasentitled, The King's Anthem,

which, he says, “ is the original of the anthem now so

universally snug, which has changed sides, like many
launch Jacobites, and more modern politicians, when
tonvcnicnces suited." Mr. H. gives ns also “ another of

• From copy of Forbes's Cantus, Dow lying before ns, wc print

the hymn alluded to, (or the lXfh Bong, as It is called,) which,
from tta revemblanee to God rare Great George our king, accms to

hare *ome near connection with it; but whether u the prototype,

or a* u kind or imitation, wc cannot pretend to determines

—

Editor
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the same,” (No. *5.) in a Kong of six stanzas to the same
tone, beginning “ Unions, uModareta claim," and men-
tioning Dutch Politics, Hanoverians, and Charles the son

of James, He does not assign any date to either of thes«
songs, hot asserts, that the music was undoubtedl y compo-
sed at a later period than they appear to havebeen

; which,
considering the peculiar metre, we think altogether
improbable

;
bat of the nature of Carey's claim he ia

evidently ill-informed, snpposing him to nave added tb«
accompaniments. We are unwilling to prolong this

account by quoting them at length, but we think the
reader will agree with os, oa referring to them, that the
first two stanzas of No, *4, may fairly be ascribed to the
time when James II. was on the throne, from the prayer
which they contain, “ God send a royal heir," and blest
king and oneen, that a royal progeny from them may
reign to ail posterity. The third verse, mentioning
Prince Charlie, and George . and the fourth, speaking of
the family who are in Italy, with the rest, are certainly

additions after the Revolution. We shall only further

observe, on this part of the subject, that the first and
second lines Gotl bless, and God save our Lord, the Kina,
of Mr. Hogg’s King’s Anthem, remarkably agree with
the UUe in the Gent. Mag. for October, 1745, although
the words “ our Lord " do not occur in the song itself as

there given, but are altered into 11 great George which,
we think, strongly points out Mr. 1 logo's as the old and
partially known version, alluded to by Dr. Arne, as written
lor James the Second.

Having stated thus much in illustration of the origin
of the words, the little that is known respecting the
music, previous to 1745, may soon he recounted. A
writer in the Gent. Mag. for March , 1798, asserts, that
the tune, “ which evidently furnished the subjert of it,

is to be found m a book of harpsichord lessons by H.
Furcell, published by his widow," and is in four parts.

Vague as tins reference is, its accuracy is worth ascer-
taining—Besides Rogers and Purcell, the air has been
attributed to Anthonv Young, the father, and to Anthony
Jones, Ihc grandfather, of Mrs. Arne

; but, if either of
them had been the composers, Dr. Arne would assuredly
have been acquainted with the fact. Some have even
ascribed it to Handel, and we are in possession of
transcript from a copy bearing the date of 16S9, with
the name affixed of Vanghan Richardson, whose master,
Dr. Blow, was the author of the catch, God preserve his

Majesty, and for ever send him victory, and confound all
his enemies. But the earliest known copy certainly

appears to be the one in four parts, without words, and
entitled God save oitr noble King, which is taken from
an old book, once the property of the celebrated Thomas
Britton, the musical small-coalman, who died in 1714,
and now in the possession of J.S. Hawkins, Esq, F. S. A.,

son of Sir J. H. This curious volume has the following
memorandum on the title-page, “ Deane Montcage, given
to him by his father, 1678,” on which il may perhnps be
deemed fanciful to remark, that Bishop Montiigu, tv Dean
of the Chapel-Royal, was one of those who, with Bird,

Bevin, Gibbons, Ac., sung “melodious songs” at the

dinner to King James, in 1807. Higher than 1678. the

air has not yet been traced. We can scarcely forbear

to mention, as some compensation to the memory »f

Carey, for denying his claim to the authorship of this

song, that Mr. D'Israeli has bestowed much greater

praise upon his works, as well for their poetry as their

patriotism, than they have met with from other writers ;
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but with the painful addition, that, although he was a
principal founderof the Fund of decayed Musicians, when
he wan found dead he had only one halfpenny in his

pocket. The mother of Mr. Kean, the actor, it may ba
added, was the daughter of G. S. Carey,

As might naturally be expected, the additions which

hare been made to this national song, on various public

occasions from time to time, Imre been tolerably nn-

merous. The two earliest of these are of the same date

aa the revival of the tune itself,—a stanza in honour of

Marshal Wade, (who was appointed to the command of
the army in October,) and four stanzas iathe Gentleman’s
Mayasine for December, 1743. entitled " an attempt to

improve the song ' Godsaee.'itt, the former words having
no merit hot their loyally,” and beginning thus. Fame
let thy trumpet round. These words, with a different

tunc to them, are given by Dr. kitebtner t who, omitting

the latter part of the above titles and forgetting that be
has himself ascribed the words and taosic of anothermng
to Mr. Webbe, strangely conjectures from their general
aimilarity, that “ they were all three the production of

come loyal subject, who desired no other reward than the

gratifying consciousness of having served his country.”
At least as early as 1734, the received wards were ren-

dered into Latin, as appears from a copy given in the

Gent. May. I7«5, Suppt
. pt. ii. But (he next English

words that we meet w ith arc five stanzas, written by the

Rev. W. D. Taltersall, for the 1st of January, 1793, and
published with the air, harmonized by l>r. T. 8. Dupuis.

On the 1 3th of May, ! son. his late Majesty having been
shot at by James Hadfield, at Drnry-Lanc Theatre, the

following stanza, said to have been' written on the spot

by the Right Hon. R B. Sheridan, was sung by Mr.
Kelly at the end of the farce, when it was enthusi-

astically encored by the agitated hot delighted audience.
In the Gent. Mac/, for 1800, it is, however, stated to have
been produced, impromptu, originally at Quebec.

• From every latent foe.

From the amwia's blow,

God save the Kingl
Orr ton thine arm extend.
Foe Britain's sake defend
Our Father, Prince, and Friend

;

God save the King

!

We find this national song in the books of the Ancient
Concert, for March, 1801 , where it was sung with a sup-
plemental stanza, imploring health for his Majesty j in

which year also the return of peace was hailed' with
additional verses at Manchester ; and probably Mr,
Webbe's iiues, above mentioned, beginning Welcome to

Britain'$ Isle, may be referred to the same period. Two
stanzas, on the occasion of the King’s illness, by G.
Children, Esq., sung at Tunbridge, by Mr. Sale, appear
to belong to the year 1811. On the visit of Queen
Charlotte to the City national schools, on April *otb,
18*8, being her last appearance in public, two stanzas,

written by E. L. Swift, Esq., were sung by the children,

in which he* Majesty joined ; and in tins Philanthropic
Gazette of July 81h following, are four stanzas, adapted
to a time of peace, and to the use of schools. Lastly,
the accession of his present Majesty has drawn forth
three additional verses from the pen of George Colman.
Esq., the second ef which is, perhaps, the only one
among those enumerated that at all deserves being
annexed in perpetuity to the original. Seven! attempts

have been made to adapt the air to hymns for divine

n
service, but it is too deeply connected with political anil

secular associations, notwithstanding the modern custom
of describing it as the national anthem, ever to provo

acceptable in acburch. -Nererlbeless, its effect, wherever

it is perforated, would be sensibly improved were it to be
sung in a slower time, and with more reference for the

name of tiop, than it usually is ; and that it was thus

performed in 1743, we have the testimony of Lady Lucy
Merrick, as given by Miss Hawkins, in her A necdotes,

that as Mrs. Cihber then song it, •* it was a perfect

hymn.”
Much more successful, as well as better directed, have

been the efforts to introduce this specimen of English

music into other countries. We learn from the Tour is

Germany, before (moled, that it has been adopted by the

Weimarese, the Saxons, and the Prussians, as their

national tunc
;
and that, upon the occasion of the King’s

paying a visit to the theatre at Berlin, when the writer

was in that city, the whole immense aadtence burst forth

in ” IInl dir im ucijrr krone," the Prussian God save

the King, suite to our notes. “The Austrians,” it is

justly observed, “ were perfectly right not to borrow from
foreign treasures, when they had Haydn to compose their
* Cot rrtuilte Frans den Kaiser;’, but the Austrian hymn,
with ail its melody and sweetness, has too much of the

psalm in it ; it wants the manly, majestic, full-hearted

boldness of the strains in which we are accustomed to

express, not more our respect for our monarch, than our
own national pride.” Tins very character of Haydn'*
air recommends it to our notice, ax admirably calculated

for the morning performances at a musical festival ;

and, if furnished with appropriate words, more strictly

sacred than those of God sore the King, it might be

adopted by us as property a national anthem, net less

suited to divine service on public occasions, and to

musical festivals, than the other is to the secular euuccrt-

room. A copy of the original score of Haydn’s hymn
in seventeen parts, as snug in the Imperial Chapel at

Vienna, for which we are indebted to the kindness of
Madame Catalan, is now lying before us ; and nothing

can exceed tbe effect of its performance as wc bate
heard it done by a tolerably large band, especially in the

chorus in the seventh and eighth lines, given alternately

fortissimo and piano, nod ending with the latter, in the

most subdued and affecting manner.
]n conclusion, we shall enumerate a few mslances in

which God kire the King has been skilfully interwoven

with, or introduced into, other works. Mr, Webbe,
happening, in the year 1789, to hear a person in the

street sing this song in the key of D . whilst some gen-
tlemen in tbe room with him were performing a glee in

B. minor, mi prompted thereby tu write the glee My
pocket's low, in which the upper part consists of the air

in the former key, while the words of tbe three lower

parts are set in U. with two sharps and two accidental

sharps ; nnd, in the glee of British sentiments, inscribed

to Mrs. Billing!on , alter tbe subject bus been led off in

common lime by tbe three under voices, tbe first part *f
tbe national tune is brought in by the soprano, slili pre-

serving four crotchets in a bar. Mr. Attwood has, with

no less ingenuity than propriety, introduced it in tbe

symphony to his Coronation Anthem, and Mr. dementi
has done the same, we are told, in a very scientific

manner, and with the happiest result, in a national

symphony, performed at the Concerts Spirituels of 18*4.

In Mr. George Ooikiw- x quartetts, however, is a still

O *
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earlier instrumental arrangement, apparently constructed

on the model of Haydn's quartet t. No. 77, in Op. 76,

containing the hymn for the Emperor. It forms the adagio

movement to No. 1. of his Op. 9, dedicated to M. Bou-
cher, and was composed before IS 14* in which year we

Ensured it in Paris, and heard it privately performed in

ndon, by the late Mr. Salomon, by whom it was greatly

admired.

ROSSINI’S “ MOSE IN EaiTTBy” ii* VIENNA.

[ From a Corrrtpondent at r«nn<i.]

.... After a variety of delays, with the causes of which

I need not acqu&iut you, os it is not likely they would
very strongly awaken your interest, we have at length

had the satisfaction of hearing Rossini’s delightful opera,

Most in Eyitto. The characters were thus powerfully

cast

Farao.vr, Re tli Egitlo . . . • Sig. Lablaclie.

Am ALTS a. Aua comorte .... Signs. Dardsnelli.

OsiRlDR, ere-tir rid trono . . . Sig. David.

Elcia, Ebrea, tua segrrla mogtie. Signs. FodorMsinville.

Mosft . Sig. Ambrogi.
Aronnr Sig. Ciccimsra.

Amrkopi, sorrila di Aronnr . . Signs. Unger.
Mambrb Sig. Raurher.

The singular phenomena presented by the operas of

Rossini, the admirable creations of genius ana fancy,

the splendid traits of masterly talent, ranging in singular

contrast by the side of things of a very common-place
nature, and even these copied and re-copied by the master

himself,—these phenomena, with which all his operas

abound, are also conspicuous in the Most. It is true that

this master is rich in felicitous ideas, that he knows
the happy art of combining them into a finished whole,

—

as, for instance, in the admirable Introduzionc to the opera

which forms the subject of my present remarks,—and,

consequently, he claims and receives the homage of my
sincere admiration ; but, at the same time, I must confess

that I am wholly at a loss what judgment to form of the

singular contrasts by which his compositions are marked,
where the feeble and the insignificant are so often seen

placed immediately by the side of the powerful and the

expressive. Rossini is a master that can paint single

parts of a subject, individual portion ; of a picture, with

admirable skill, but who 13 altogether defective in that

sustained tone, that uniformly characteristic touch, that

general keeping, which bespeak the master, the founder

of a new school. We are naturally prompted to ask our-

selves this question ;—How is it possible that one and
he same master should produce compositions so unequal

one to another, and hastily commit them to the judgment
of the musical world t The greatest masters have their

moments of weakness, but his are so glaring and so fre-

quent, that we naturally inquire ; Does, on these occasions,

bis faculty of creating so far abandon him that he is un-

able to invent new ideas, and is obliged to take up again

with old ones, many of which he lias absolutely worn
threadbare ? And yet when we observe more closely

the copious spring of bis ideas, whence gushes a con-

stant stream ot enchanting melodies, of high wrought

and effective harmonies,—when we notice the magic skill

with which he conjures up the most beautiful forms,

though, it is but too true, to fade quickly again into empty
air ; when we observe how in nis accompaniments he

sports with the most beautiful colours, and, by means of

a succession of new lights, creates new shades in pleasing

and endless diversity ;—yes, I say, when we consider all

this, it would be little less than folly to attempt to deny
this master his claims to genius. «

Another phenomenon which is frequently observable

in the world of composers, does not hold good in the

instance of Rossini
;

I mean the instance of a composer^

who, among the many works which he has produced, can

boast but of a solitary instance in which genius shines

forth in its native lustre, while in all the rest its aid has

deserted him. Have we not many instances of masters

who, in their first or second great work, have given

proofs of so powerful a genius, as to afford the world room
to anticipate a series of productions equally marked by
talent and excellence, and yet who appear in such creations

to have at once so far exhausted the resources of their

genius, os to leave all their subsequent works void of that

heaven-descended fire, which imparts to the inert mass
its warmth and vitality, and without which, the works of

the master are hut as so many cold and inanimate

statues, the mere products of labour and indefatigable

industry. We have seen several examples of this, in

men, who may not inaptly be compared to the aloe,

whose first blossoming is followed by its decay. But,

however, Rossini cannot be ranked with this class
; for

the works which he has produced are so numerous, and
marked by so great a diversity of character, that they are
entitled to he considered as individuals ofa different genius.

The inequality which marks his productions, and to

which we nave before alluded, is to be traced to the
circumstances in which they were produced. The com-
posers in Italy can boast of advantages, which are
denied to those of Germany. The former execute all

their works according to the order of the impresario
, and

at a stipulated sum. But where among us shall we find

the theatres which thus enter into engagements with com-
posers, in order to supply the musical wants of the public ?

In Italy, the impresario makes his engagement with the

composer, to pronuce his opera within a stated period, in
order to meet the exigencies of particular seasons. Now,
it is according to this criterion, that the fair estimate
and real valuation of the productions of Rossini should
be made. For it is possible, that the composer may
have proceeded in the composition of the first part of his
opera with the greatest diligence, and in conformity to
the impulse of his genius, and, in this way, may have
produced individual parts of a work which may have
surpassed, and even left far behind all his previous
labours. But suddenly the spirit of the impresario,

haunting him like a restless ghost, enters the composer’s
chamber, presents before his eye the contract which be
has signed, binding himself to the production of an opera
within a given period, and in a menacing attitude, de-
mands the fulfilment of bis engagement. Those who
know how the freedom of the mind is fettered, and its

spontaneous exertions crippled, by a state of feverish
anxiety, lest a work should not be completed within the
period stipulated, will not be surprised when we assert,

that there are very celebrated masters, and those too

who arc quite au fait in matters of this kind, and vet
who have been so distressed by this harassing state' of
the feelings, as to find all the faculty of invention
frozen up, and the powers of fancy so crippled, as to be
unable to write a single line. If we figure to ourselves

the gay and genial Rossini in a situation like this, he who
has ever been used to contemplate life but on its sunny
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side, and to yield to the happiness of the moment, reckless

of the future, we shall have no difficulty in conceiving how
readily the Italian maestro will have hail recourse to his

own store of materials ready at hand, employing with-

out ceremony such portions as he finds convenient for

the despatch of the work which presses on his hands.

Like another Procrustes too, he is ingenious in adapting

the music of others to the dimensions which his fancy,

or rather his convenience, has planned ; by this process

the works of other composers are brought ready to his

use ; all he has to do, is to reduce w hat he finds too long,

to the requisite size, and rice versrf: nor is the matter so

difficult as a novice in matters like these might suppose
; j

sometimes it is effected simply by changing an ascending

melody into a descending one, or the contrary. Who, within

the last years, has not beard of such chopped and changed
music, and how great a portion of old and musty spirit

has been distilled into some semblance of the essence

of Dcr FrdschiUs? But these are chiefly the artifices

of minds of an inferior order, who from necessity are

led to steal from the rich man’s table ; hence, such a
charge becomes a deeper reproach to the highly-gifted

Rossini.

With respect to the Most, it had the advantage of
being admirably performed throughout

;
the charming

Fodor was powerfully supported by the talents of La-
blachc, Ambrogi, ana David. The pains and labour be-
stowed on the production of the piece were immense.
The rehearsals of this exceedingly difficult music, had
been numerous, and at length had become so irksome,

that not only the music-director, M. Weigl, but the whole
of the performers, male and female, had waited with no
less impatience for the promised delivery from the plagues

by which they were oppressed, than did the children of
Israel for theirs by the band of Moses. But this meri-
torious endurance and persevering spirit were mure than
compensated by the complete success of the piece.

The universal feeling is, that the worthy music*direct»r,

Weigl, and the whole of the arlists, have gained them-
selves fresh laurels by the admirable manuer in which
this opera was brought forward.

The enthusiasm excited by the Introduzione, the duct

in the second act, the Scena of Madame Fodor in the

third, and the Pregkiera at the conclusion of the piece,

was the highest reward which can await the higher ef-

forts of art. The great effects of this opera depend upon
a proper attention to the lights and shades of the music,

and a due distribution of the piano and crescendo
, the

forte and fortissimo

;

and in the instance before us, all

these important points were carefully attended to, and re-

flect the highest credit on the music -director.

It is an undeniable fact, that, without a good and intel-

lectual performance, the highest and most finished pro-

duction of art would appear lame, and be deprived of
half its beauty and dramatic effect ; while on the con-

trary, it has tne power to uphold, and to impart a splen-

dour to, productions of a mediocre class: a truth, of

which we have recently hail a striking instance in this

city, in the Doralice of Mercadante, which was almost

entirely upheld by the powerful talents and exertions of

the performers.

In order that a performance may be perfect, all party

spirit should be banished, all personal jealousies should

sink before a noble zeal for the real interests of the art.

It is thus only that justice can be done to the great pro-

ductions of men of genius.
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FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

Vienna.

—

On occasion of the marriage of the Areh-doke
Francii with the Princes* Sophia of Bavaria, a new opera wag
procured here entitled Le Nozxe di Trlemaco ed Antjape ;

Azione Uric«, in due parti. The musk of tliii piece i< se-

lected from various authors, by Sig. Maestro Mercadante, to-

gether with dances analogous to the piece, by Sig. Veatris.

The characters were thus powerfully cast, including the whole

strength of the company : Ulitte, Re d'ltaca, Sig. Lablache ;

Penelope, mua moglie
,
Signs. Cotnelli Rubini

;
Tetemaeo, Sig.

David
;
Idomeneo. Ri di Salente

,
Sig. Ambrogi ; Antiope, tua

figlia, Signa. Fodor Mainville
;
Minerva, Signa. Ekerlin

;

Mentore, Signa. Ciceimarr*
;
Martc, Sig. Donzelli • Penere,

Sig. Dardanrlli ; Apollo, Sig. Rubini ;
Grandi, Saemloti ;

polo itttaca ; Guerrirri ; le Deiti del Olimpo ; Le Mute ;

Le Grazie ; il Comercio ; L'Agricultures ; le Arti, fyc. :—all

this sounds very grand and imposing, but the reality was very

poor and meagre, a mere combination of heterogeneous matter,

a thousand times heard, and a thousand times criticised. On
this spleudid occasion the Emperor and the whole court were
present.

This was followed by a new opera, by the same composer,

entitled II Podetti di Rargot. The same observations vrt

made in our last on Mcrradnnte's Doralice, may be applied to

the enmpoaition before us. Only two airs in the piece obtained

any approbation, and this was owing in no small degree to the

taleuts of Madame Fodor, and Signors Rubini and Lablache.

The story' is a miserable farce, and the composer has given

almost the whole subject parlando, and neglected the real con-
tilena ; an error into which, perhaps, the great success of similar

passages in the Matrimonio Secreto have betrayed him ; but

in the modern composer, where do we find the playfulness, the

spirit, the gaiety, the brilliant and appropriate accompaniments,
of the great Neapolitan master ?

On the same occasion Rossini's CanzonctU, entitled L'Addio
ai f'icntitti, was sung by David, but did not make any im-
pression.

When there is a dearth of new pieces at our second-rate thea-

tres here, recourse is had to a singular medley entertainment, re-

specting the good taste of which we leave our readers to decide.

The following is one of these amalmagations: First was given a
short fairy opera in one art, entitled Der Kurze-mantcl, (the

Short Mantle,) with the following bonbons for the dessert: 1st,

a duet from Doralice, sung by Donzellt and Rubini ;
SSdly a

Pat de deuJt, danced by Mad*lie. Heberle and M. Samengo

;

.‘idly, a Pas de trait, by Madlle. Vaquemoulin, Ramacini, and
M. Hulltn ;

4thlv, a duet from Rlisobetla, sung by Signa.
Dardnnclli, and fcig. Donzelli ; 5tbly, an aria from the Ihtn
Juan, sung in an enchanting manner by Sig. Rubini ; 6thly, a
Pat de deux, danced bv Madlle. Brugnoii and M. Kozier.

The whole was a compound of art and grace. Double prices,

a full house, and uproarious applause!

Among the other musical entertainments of Uus place, was
a grand Concert, for the benefit of the public benevolent
institutions, which was crowded! y attended. The bill of fare

ou this occasion was as follows.: 1st, Beethoven's overture
to Fideiio; 2nd, Cavatina from the Gazza Ladra

,

sung by
Ambrogi

;
3rd, a brilliant Rondeau (or the piano, cutnposrd and

performed by M. Benedict; 4th, a duet from Mayer's Adelatia
ed Aldermo, sung by David and Donzelli with great applause;
5th, Variations for the Flute, composed and executed by Pro-
fessor Janusch of Prague ; 6th, a duet from Tancrtdi, sung
by the Signoras Fodor, and Comelli-Rubini, which was re-

ceived with thunders of applause ; 7th, the CAorus from
Weber's Euryanthc

;

Sth, Overture from Catel's Semiramis

;

9th, a Terzetto from Mercadante's Apoteote ft Rrcole

;

loth.

Polonaise for the Violoncello by Romberg, performed by M.
Friinzl : 11th, an aria by Raimondi ; 12th, Duet from Fiora-
vanti's Muticomania, sung by Mad. Fodor, and Sig. Lablache,
and received with great enthusiasm ; 13th, aria trom Mosca,
sung by David wiui great power and expression

;
14th, the

Preghicra, from Moti in Egitto. The programme of this con-
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cert i« presented in foil, in order that it may serve as a eeiterion

to the reader In judging- of the reigning taste of this city.

In sacred music, the moat striking novelty has been it new
Requiem from the pen of Kapellmeister Wittaseck. Of thia

eompoaitimi . nearly the first which the author bat given to the

•uhlir. the critics speak in terms of unqualified approbation.

By ono It is pronounced worthy of ranking by the aide of all the

matter-piece a of this kind, and that ita lustre will not be ob-

scured even by the immortal work of Mozart himself. The whole

U described as breathing a spirit of patriarchal s'unplicity. as

being replete with song admirably adapted to the sacred cha-

racter of the text, and as clothed with a highly appropriate

awl expressive accompaniment. The parts that produced the

greatest and most decided effect, were the Dies Irte, the Hene-
dietus, and the concluding movement. Requiem trtemam, which

were all marked by distinctive beauties, though aJl in the same
solemn and impressive style.

Bkrlin.—

T

he only novelty that onr boards bare lately had

to boast is the opera of CardiUar, the music by Kapellmeister

Schneider, but it is not likelv to add much to the laurels lately

gained by this composer. tFith the exception of one or two
short pieces, and some instrumental parts to introduce panto-
mimic action, there is but little to show the hand of the master.

The story is good, but the poet has not been very successful in

his part of the work, an evil that is not unfrequently felt

severely by the musician, and which sometimes proves the wreck
of better music than the present performance has to boast.

Tli l» was followed by Don Juan, the Cortez of Spontlni, Ros-
sini** Rat h iere di Sirtglia, Le Kozze di Figaro, and the re-

vived comic opera of /heronimu a Knicker, the music by Dit-

tersdorf. Thirty years ago this was a very favourite piece with

the good people of Berlin, and its comic beauties appear to be
no less relished by the present musical rare, for its appearance
wa* baited with very great enthusiasm. The music is gay and
characteristic, and full of airs which have been long familiar to

the ear, though now beginning to give way to more brilliant fa-

vourites. Indeed what popular music can now stand its ground
against the attractions of Der Freisehutx t There was also

produced a Musical Potpourri, in one act, entitled. Die Schnei-

dermamsetU, (The Lady Tailors,) a pleasant little piece, with

some good music by Angely.

-» " « Among our concerts, the most brilliant was that

gfcpen by M. Moser, on which occasion was produced here, for

the first time, Beethoven's grand Symphony in C minor, which,

with ita spirited allegro, graceful andante, gay minuet, and im-
posing finale, was giren with great spirit and effect. M. Mtarr
played a new concertino, hr Marscder, with very characteristic

variations to the beautiful air La Rarcarola ; he also accom-

panied on the violin obbligato a scene and air from Maverbeer's
opera of Margerita ii'Anjou. What is principally admired in

M. Moser's performances is his firm sustained bow, united to

great case and brilliancy of execution. On the same evening
M. Mosrhele* delighted us with a new Rondo, executed by him
with his usual power, on that instrument of which he reigns at

one of the greatest masters of the day.

f’AJWKL.—Our opera company have been very industrious

lids season ; we have been treated with the following perform-

ances, which were given with a splendour, spirit, arid effect,

highly creditable to the director* of this establishment. Der
Frei'.chutz, four times ;

Sehteeizer-fatnilie, Jean tie Paris,

Axehenhrodel(Ctnett ntoia, ) Roth-kiippchen (t'haperon rouge,)

Calif de Ragdad, Tameresti. La Gazra Latlra, II Rarhirre
di Seriglia, by Rossini ; Sointagx Kind (The harmed Child.)

OAernn, Kario Fioras, Don Juan, ZauberjUitr, Fentinand
Carter, Le Petit Matetot, by Gaveaux, newly revived here

;

itodoUln by Cherubini
;
Faust by Spobr ; and lastly Euryunthe

by Weber, twice.

Der Freitehuts continues with unabated spirit. On one
occasion, during it* performance, the Grand Elector engaged
the whole of the house for the military, who had been assem-

bled at this place fbr the grand review. What with the terror*

of the stage, and the whiskered fierceness which the whole
house displayed, the scene was truly terrific, so much to indeed,

that wc do uot wonder at the almost total absence of ladies on
this fearful occasion.

The Faust of Spnhr was new to our boards, and produced
considerable effect. It was extremely well brought out ; the
singers, the chorus, and the orchestra, all appearing studious to
surpass each other. Of all the operas of this now celebrated
composer, the present appears to be growing the most popular.
The music is full of powerful effects, and admirably adapted to
the character of the subject. We cannot, however, withhold
au expression of regret to sec that inure has not been made of
Goethe's wonderful subject, or rather, that the subject bad not
been put into the hands of a person more experienced in stags
business and situation.

With respect to Weber** Euryanthe, it wa* not received
with the applause that was anticipated from a production by
the author oi DxrFreixcAntz

.

The latter still continues the great
favourite here. That, on the first representation of the former.
It was heard without any mark of applause, was a matter of
course; the Elector wax present on occasion of his birth-day,

and it is the etiquette to receive personages of this exalted
rank with silent applause. But that on its second perform*
anee, the approbation should have been so cold and reserved,
does appear to iis very extraordinary, considering the nume-
rous beauties with which the piece abounds. The general
opinion hers Is that the author has sunk beneath the feeble-

ness and insipidity of the story, upon which lie had the ill-

fortune to labour. It were to be wished that composers in
general would be somewhat more circumspect in the choice of
their subjects. Experience daily teaches us that, with the great
multitude—upon whom, after all, the success of theatrical pro-
ductions ia a great measure depends—the poetry, or at feast

the story, is an object of primary consideration. But it can-
not be denied, that Weber has produced in this composition
much that is new and nusterlv, aud there is no doubt hut it«

success would have been more decided, had lie not alarmed the
singers, and overloaded the orchestra with too many difficulties.

With respect to the accompaniments, a comparison between
this composition and one ofthe operas of Mozart—the Don Gfo-
vanni for instance—which in this respect is the model par ew-
etUence, would be highly interesting. In the present opera,

Weber's power is principally shown iu the cborussea and con-
certed piece*

Naples.—Our theatre, under the management of Mr. Gtoesop,
goes on but very indifferently. The principal operas given,
were the Zrlmirn and TViMcredi of Rossini, ns well as the
Teobaldo est Jsotina by Morlacchi

; but neither of them ob-
tained any decided success. This, by the partisans of the
Ro**inian school, was taken in high dudgeon, particularly with
respect to that great object of their worship, the Tanr.rtdi ;

and the want of success was at once set down to the account of
the singers ; and to say the truth, there was some foundation foe

such an assertion. It is said that, for certain, Signor Barbaja
is to resume the management next season, as the court is by no
means satisfied with the present administration

; and it is said,

that in the contract of Mr. Glossop, especial provision ia made
in one of the articles, that if Mr. Glossop should not give
satisfaction, direction of the said theatre should terminate utter

the expiration of one year.

The celebrated violinist, Paganini, appeared here recently, and
gave a concert. On this occasion his uouic was announced ia

the bills as Fitarmonieo, a term which gave occasion to serious

debates amongst the cognoscenti in this place
;
some considered it

as an appellation of modesty
;
others took it in a contrary sense:

at all events, it was considered as a little dash of atfectatiou.

Milan.—The latest novelty produced here has been an opera
from thcpco ofPacrini, the subject of which is taken from Grecian
story. Themixtocles being condemned to banishment, flies from
his ungrateful country, and seeks refuge In the state* of his chief
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enemy, Xerxes, to whom he surrenders with noble confidence,

and who not only receives him with joy, but is even desirous of

riving him the cnief command of his armies against Greece.

This illustrious mail, however, prefers death to the dishonour

of fighting against his country, unjustly as that country has

treated him ; and by this generous example of self-devotion, pro-

duces stirh an effect on the mind of Xerxes, that he breaks

the vow of eternal enmity which he had made against the

Athenians, and concludes a peace with them.

To this truly noble subject, lyric poetry is indebted for one

of its most memorable efforts, in the drama of Mrtastasio
;

a poem which has stimulated the talents of the young Paccini

;

though in the present instance we are sorry to notice such

glaring departures from the great original This composer
Kas, in this opera, attempted to realize a favourite project,

which is no less than an attempt to recal the recitative to that

character and expression which was formerly heard from the

lips of the great masters of the art of singing, and which formed
the genuine musical declamation. In the part of Themis toe Ies,

in which this attempt is chiefly exemplified, a Signor Ronaldi, a

singer of but second-rate talents, obtains that applause which is

often denied him in airs and duets.

This opera was evidently produced in favour of a singer,

who, after an absence of several years, bad excited a gene-
ral interest and desire to hear her once again

;
for it could

wot certainly be said that the excellence of the music had de-

termined the clmice of the piece. The Pesaroni, in the charac-

ter of Xerxes, makes us forget the dissimilarity that exists

between her, and the idea we arc led to form of this great king,

our attention being exclusively engaged lyr her song, in which
feature and art lutvc combined to subdue the soul by beauty,

weetnes*, and power. We do but repeat what is already

known, when we say, that the highest purity of sound, a flexi-

bility, without effort, an extremely soft modulation, a perfect

trill, and a distinctness of pronunciation, all combined in an
inimitable inezzolinto, entitles this singer to the praise of beinjf

w genuine mistress of her art. If any fault is to be found, it u
that she injures her simplicity by too great an endeavour after

the curious embellishments of art. This defect was particularly

visible in the opening air of Xerxes, which the composer had
doubtless written expressly to shew her vocal powers ; but
when these ornaments are not carried to excess, and the beauty
of her voice is allowed its full and natural play, it must be

acknowledged that the organ of Etaaroni is enchantment itself.

With respect to the opera, the composition is weak, and the

accompaniments meagre and ineffectual, and we seek in vain for

any great originality of idea*. The author has availed himself
of the ornaments of Rossini, without any attempt at disguise.

Two airs and a daef, however, have merit, but their success
cannot be denied to have been owlag In a great measure to
the superior talents of the artists by whom they were executed.
With regard to Paccini himself, we are sorry to learn that,

from the ill state of his health, he has been obliged to come to
the resolution of writing no more for the stage. We however
hope, that after renovating his health by some years of retire-

ment, we inay be enabled to hail Che re-appearance of this young
composer, who has already by his precocious talents given no
unpromising hopes of future excellence.

— - —— The following is the list of owr opera company:
Prime Donne, Signa. Pesaroni, Sign*. Favelli, Signa. Garm,
Signa. Alberti, and Signa. Btagitm ; Second* Donne, Signa.
Francini, Signa. Sacrhi ;

JV/mf Tenori, Sig. llonoldi, Sig.

Verger, Sig. Dupont ,* Second i Tenori, Sig. iirscottiui, Sig.
Bonaldi, (younger brother of the singer of the same name :)

/tarsi', Sig. t alii, Sig. Filippo OsilK, Stg.VasnU, Sig. Poggrali,

and Signa. Pesaroni, a contralto who performs in male cha-
racters ; her style. Is of the rnntabile kind, and according to the

opinion of the best professors of singing and cognoscenti of
Italy, it the first ringer now in the world. It is true tliat Fedor
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and Pasta have been extolled in all the foreign journals as the

non pint ultra of the art. But with respect to Mad. Fodor,
the composer i'araffa, who engaged her for St. Carlo himself,

averted that she ranked second to the Pesaroui, ami, though
the powers of Mad. Pasta are great and commanding, yet it

must not be forgotten that her pleasing person tells much in

her favour. But with Pesaroni the cate is quits different

;

though unable to boast of any exterior attraction, either in per-

son or features, and with a voice by no mcaus of the first

class, yet what refinement of art, what soul in her commanding
song, bow finely shaded all her performance! But beyond
the cantabile—wnich, however, is the true touchstone of a sing-

er’s excellence—we cannot deny that this lady has some defects,

which in the estimation of calmer judges than the Italians,

might detract considerably from the high reputation which, in

other respects, she has acquired. With respect to Signa. Fa-
vclli, she has tolerable power of voice, and upon the whole, may
be called a good singer, but her articulation is so bad that the

car cannot catch a single word iff what site is sinking : a fault,

for which, in our opinion, nothing can atone. She also occa-

sionally throws out a bold trill, but it is not always the most
judiciously employed, and does not produce the best effect.

With the Garcia every one was enchanted at the first public re-

hearsal ; in the moment of enthusiasm, it was declared that

nothing equal to her voice had been heard since the days of Mar-
ches!. And to say the truth, in the beginning, her beautiful,

clear, and flexible soprano voice, combined with great distinct-

ness of pronunciation, created a great sensation.

But tnis excellent voice began soon to get out of tunc, and it

was observed, that though the Garcia was capable of performing

much that was great, yet that she was not at home in many
important branches of her art: therefore the star of her fame was
obscured. Perhaps the size of our theatre might have been the

cause why her roice thus suddenly lost its tone ; indeed so vast

an Ulterior requires lungs of brass and has proved the wreck of

many a promising debutante. But we trust this may prove
only a temporary failure, aud that her beautiful gift may yet be
restored to her, to enable her to rival the fame of the great

Correa, of whom she is said to be a relative. With respect to

the younger Galli, he is in figure, voice, song, and action, the

very miniature of his brother. If we shut our eyes, we might
imagine we heard Galli behind the scones ; if we close our ears,

wc can suppose him acting in a diminutive size.

Padua.-—During the season of the great fair here, Mayer's
favourite opera of Rota bianca r Rota rotxa was given, which
pleased much

;
it was followed by the Semiram is of Rossini,

which was new to this place, but did not excite any very lively

interest. The other operas during this season, in the towns in

the vicinity of this place, were as follows
;
at Brescia, have

been given the Donna del Logo, and Mayer’s Rosa bianca,

both «f which pleased, and were well performed, particularly

the former, in which Lalande, Lorenzani, aud the tenor,

Winter, produced a great effect. At Bergamo was also given
the Donna dd Lago, in which Madame Belloc displayed her
talents to great advantage. At Sinigaglia was given Mer-
cadaute's Andronica, in which CrivelTi and Pastori obtained
well-earned applause. In Lugo, the same opera, in which the

chief character was admirably sustained by the prim* donna
Lnndini. In Vicenza. Mercaffante's Jhdone was given, in

which Ceceoni and Canzi appeared to considerable advantage
;

it was followed by Rossini’s Aureliano irt Paltliiett.

C>*OMn*A.—The theatre here, of the burning down of which

an account lias been given, has been rebuilt with additional

splendour, and opened with Mayer's opera. La Rota bianca ,

whicli was followed by several of the more popular operas of

Rossini, The company is effective.
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REVIEW OF MUSIC.

1. Kno, an Italian Cantata, for one voice, with an
accompaniment for the Piano-Forte, competed by

Sig'nor Maestro Cocci a. (J. B. Cramer,
Addison, and Beale, 801 , Regent Street.)

8. Calipso, Cantata a Voce Sola, coll' accompagna-
mento di Piano- Forte. Musica del Maestro Mle.
Car afa. (Vienna, presto Artaria e Comp.)

Thk Cantata,—by which is to be understood, n piece of

music for one voice only, wherein recitatives ami airs are

blended together, and accompanied by a single instru-

ment,—was very common till towards the end of the last

century, when it fell into disuse, and was superseded by
Abe scena , which in some respects it resembles, though it

is essentially different in many points. The best of tbe

early cantata were produced by Alessandro Scarlatti,

{the father of Domenico,! one of the most original com-
posers of Italy ; but Handel, Marcello, the Baron
D'Astorga, Pergolesi, pnd others, followed in the same
line, and gave to the world several that were much
admired in their day. England, during the short life of

her great musical genius, Purcell, was inferior to no

country in this speciesofmusic ;
“ Mad Rest,” “ Fromrosie

bowers," and “ Let the dreadful engines" have never

been exceeded in beauty of melody, in force and accuracy

of expression, or in originality of thought : indeed, wae

are much inclined to add, that they are without an equal,

even up to the present moment ; though we arc quite

alive to the vast merit of Haydn's Arumna a A'asso, and
Mozart’s !* Ch‘ in mi scordi di t< /”

The author of the first of the above cantatas, a Neapo-
litan by birth, and well known in Italy as the composer
of many excellent operas, is now conductor of the orches-

tra at the King’s Theatre The present specimen of his

talents makes us regret that he has not yet been called

upon to furuish an opera, which a professor in his station

generally engages to produce ; though, the state of the
establishment for the last two or three years being con-
sidered, he is, perhaps, fortunate, in not having exposed
himself to thti injury which he might have sustained

during such a period of anarchy.

The subject of Signor Coccia’s cantata is the history

of Hero and Leander. The beautiful priestess of Venus
anxiously expects the arrival of Leander ; a tempestuous
night ensues, and her solicitude increases ; morning dis-

covers the fate of the youth of Abydos, when, urged by
despair, she plunges into the same grave that has en-
tombed. her lover. All the various states of passion

which the story implies, are judiciously expressed in the

different movements of this composition, but without any
extravagance

;
without any attempt to describe in musi-

cal sounds what they ore incapable of representing
:
good

sense, and a full knowledge of prosody, mark the setting

of this cantata. The music is bold and energetic, par-

taking more of the character of the German than of the

Italian school, which will be seen in tbe following exam-
ple, extracted from the introduction :

—
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The episodiacal address to the dove, at |>age 19, is in the

best Italian style of ornamented melody, and charmingly

contrasted to the other parts of the cantata
;
when per-

formed by a singer of taste, it will never fail to produce an

effect on auditors who possess a real feeling forvocal music.

Signor Carafla has made his name popular by a single

air, dure felici. Of his other (compositions, scarcely any
one, out of the many that have come into our possession,

will be heard of a year or two hence. But he has plenty

of time before him, abundance of opportunities for dis-

tinguishing himself, and, it is said, much industry
;
wc

may therefore reasonably hope, that the author of n

melody so original and enchanting, has not exhausted

himself in a solitary effort. 1 1 is present work is founded
on the story of the departure of Ulysses from the island

of Calypso. There is a constant attempt made through-

out the whole of this piece to produce effect, but without

success ; we find in it no additional proof of that talent for

invention which appeared in the air above mentioned,

and though the composer lias aimed at harmonies in the

modem style,yet he has not been successful, unless the sub-

joined passage, from page 7, be considered as an instance

:

There are some Kossinian passages in this cantata, but
they are quite allowable, so fur as the right and title

of the composer of Pesaro is concerned ; for he has taken
the only flower of value in Caraffa’s wreath, and applied
it to his own purpose, without any acknowledgment.

J. B. Cramer’s 25 New and Craractf.rtstic
Diversions, Composed for the Piano-Forte, and
Dedicated to his Pupils. Op. 71. (Cramer, Addison,
and Beale, SOI, Regent Street.)

With Mr. Cramer’s two books of exercises for the

piano-forte, all musical proficients are so well acquainted,
that it is quite superfluous, in naming them, to add one
word to the praise whicli they have so universally, and
so deservedly obtained. We mention that admirable work
here, simply for the purpose of stating, that the present

publication may be regarded as a synopsis of it, because
containing many of the most essential passages in the

eighty•four studies, modified and condensed into a small

compass. But we would on no account wish to deceive our
readers by leading them to imagine that these Diversions
arc- calculated with a view to supersede the Exercises ;

though they may answer the purpose of those who are such
economists of time and money, as to pause ere they enter
upon a work in two large volumes, and to hesitate before
they embark in an expense ofbetween two and three pounds.
The intention of this publication is, to instruct the far-

advanced practitioner in the various styles of piano-
forte playing

; to equalize the power of the fingers, and
unite them in the legato manner

; to teach the two
principal kinds of touch, the light and the firm ; to ac-
custom the performer to the crossing of the hands, and
to the occasional striking of two keys with one finger ;

to give a facility in executing passages of quick sinco-
pation, 8cc. Each of the five and twenty diversion has

VOL. III.

a name indicative of the composer's object ;
thus the

third which is designed to shew the best means of sliding

a finger, is entitled Jl Sdrucciolare % (sdrvccioloso would
have been a better word) ; the thirteenth, for giving a
firm and brilliant shake, is called The united Couple; the

second, for equalizing the power of the fingers, is named
Les dfus Amis

;

and these titles afford the author some-
times an opportuuityiof being jocular : for instance, the

twenty -third he denominates The gilded Toy , which is a
provoked and excellent burlesque of “ the modern style of

adagio performance, and slide of double notes.” Here
Mr. C. gives us about eighty-seven notes in a bar,

amongst which are several double-double-double demi-
semiquavers! This reproof, from a master who knows as

well as any musician living how to produce the besi

effects from Piano-forte music, is seasonable and just,

and will, let us hope, operate as a check on the impolitic

practice, the stupid pedantry, of which a few living com-
posers are too often guilty.

Some of these pieces are very beautiful, particularly

The Rivulet, a smooth, flowing andante, meant to initiate

the learner in the art of playing in three and four parts,

one of these parts being in florid counterpoint. To
render this description more clear to some of our readers,

we insert the two first bars of the piece

:

The twenty-fourth, named I pensieri dolenti, abounds
in “ expression and feeling,” ss nidi are what the author
intends to inculcate. The last, '• The Author’s [i. e.

Mr. Cramer's] dream,” is a specimen of exceedingly
good harmony, and, by bringing all the fingers into use
at the same time, effects what he intends.

As Nullius addictus jurarc in verba magistri is our
rule,—we have no motto—we do not hesitate in differing

from Mr. Cramer in his manner of fingering some
passages ill this work. We shall mention only two
instances

; the first is in the above quotation, aud second
is ill the third dtvtrsionj page 7

:

We feel ourselves called upon, if pot to condemn both
methods, at least to recommend all masters who may use
the present publication, to exercise their own discretion

occasionally, by making such alterations as their judg-
ments shall dictate. We have no reserve in saying, that
iu the latter case our own fingeriug would have been, 1 x
1 2 3 4 x 1 x * ; and herein we are borne out by the
rules of another great master. We ought to stale, how-
ever, that the last bar is extracted from the example of

P

Google
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•tiding the Jittger, and lhat, prrbsps, (be author would
not use the same fingering in ordinary cases.

We have thus minutely examined this work, not only
on account of the reputation of its author, but because
we are persuaded that it will necessarily get into that

general circulation which it merits.

ANCIENT CONCERTS.
THIRD CONCERT.

—

Uniter the detmtitm nf the Kart nf Doralejr.

ti'ednetjny. March the ICxA. IKtS.

Act 1.

Overture. (Pastor FidoJ Handel.
Anthem. O sin^ umo the Lord.
Miidri^al. O’er dr*prt plain*.

Sonc Rasserena tl rocslo eq

'

Double Chora*. He pivt*

Itccif. No more in Sion.

Sorts:. Wise men, flau’riug.

Concerto, 7th.

Song. Quel brioconcel.

bong. Why do the natrons.

Chorus. IiCt us break.

Song. Thou slialt break.

Grand Cho. Hallelujah

Concerto. 4th.

Selection from Aci» aod Gnlai
Glee. A gen’rous friendship.

Duetto. Un fiume di pace.
Overture and Requiem.
Song. I^ord to thee.

Double ClKirua. Gloria Ntri

Handel.
H. n’flWimf, 1590.

Uo. Gluck.

(It. m Fgypi) Handel.

|
(Judas Mftcr.j Handel.

Corelli.

Peceini.

> (Messiah.) Handel.

iCT II.

(Otoe.) Handd.
Ml. Hamid.

Webbe.
(Psa/mo XL FI.) Marcello.

Jomrtli.

( Theodora.) Handel.
leCV.

Wb were too well pleated with the performance, generally, of

thiB Concert, to complain of its want of novelty: the duet '* O
worship the Lord" was delightfully given by. Miss Stephens
and Vaughan, and the whole anthem, indeed, very ably sus-
tained in ail its parts. Mias Wilkinson we were happy to see

in her place again ; she sang “ Rawerena" very chastely, and
with mure confidence, apparently, in her powers ; there is great

richness in some of her tones, and we think that the songs, &c.
hitherto chosen for her have been very judiciously selected;

whether by her master, Mr. Greatorex, or the director of the

night, we cannot say. Mrs. Salmon hat been very ill,—she

aung " Wise men flattering,” however, very admirably, in a

more subdued tone of voice than is usually the case, and with
less flourish and decoration, and wc trust tins is not in conse-

quence of coutinucd indisposition. Mr. Sapio executed his

song (by no means an easy one) in much better taste than on
former occasions, and wc sincerely hope he is beginning to for-

get the galleries nnd slips of Drurv Lane Theatre altogether.

Mr. Phillips is not quite a Polyphemus yet, hut his perform-

ance, especially in his recitative, was very spirited, and his con-

ception of the character quite accurate : another year will bring

him nearly up to the mark. Wc were much pleased at his not

hazarding the low F at the words “ capacious mouth;’’ he could

only have taken it in a voice so feeble as to have rendered the

effect ridiculous, and he showed his good sense, ns well ns his

diffidence, in rising to the upper note. The trio was admirably
sung. TIm* Italian duet did uot display Miss Wilkinson’s style

and voice so well as the air from Theodora, which she gave
with great force and feeling. The Requiem wag finely performed,
as usual. As to the sublime ,4 Gloria Patri” of Leo, brought in

as it was, amidst the motion and whispering of departure, when
the attention, however anxiously given, must be necessarily dis-

tracted, its effect was partly lost, from it* situation. Wc have
already so strongly ana repeatedly deprecated this violence to

good taste and feeling, that wc fear the grievance to be irre-

mediable we once more, however, implore, with great defer-
ence and respect, the noble director*, the most reverend one in

particular, to give this matter thrir serious consideration, and
we trust they wilt be disposed to think, that a ** Gloria Patri'*
of any description, and by any composer, should only be intro-

duced when it can be beard in Use stillness, and with the rever-
ence due to the subject. How many good choruses of Handel
there are that would be more suitable to such an occasion! If
our humble remonstrance does not now succeed, we have dooe.

FOURTH CONCERT.— Vmier the direction of HU drew tke
Archbishop of York. Wednesdayt March the 2 Sri/, 1825.

Act I.

Overture to (hr Occasional Oratorio. Handel-
PiyilinXXXlV. (N. V.) Through all the changing scenes.
Recit. nec. I ft-i-l. ^
Song. Arm, arm, yc brave.

Cliorua. We conic!

Trio and (’ho. Disdainful. 3
Song. O Lord! have mercy upon me.
Concerto, 4th. (From his Trios.)

fJudas Mace.) Handel.

J

Prrgolesi.

Martini.

Hondo/.
Dr. CaUeoli.

(Samson.)

( Drtfdtrus Ode.)

Handel.

Handel.

Song. I^*t the bright Seraphim
Glee. W ith sighs, sweet rose.

Recit. acc. Justly these evils. 1

Song. Why doe* tin? God. J

Recit. arc. But bright Cecilia. 1

Air and Gmad Cho. As from. /
Act II.

Overture to Henry the Fourth. Martnu.
Kjrrie Eleison, from a Service. Jomellt .

Song and Cho. Tlic trumpet's. (Dryden's Ode.) Handel.
Trio and Cho. Sec the conqo’ring. (Judas Mate.) Handrl.
Concerto, 4th. Corelli.

Luther's Hymn.
Song. W lint though I trace. (Solomon.) Handel.
Glee. Peace to the souls of (Ik* heroes. Dr. CaUcoit.

*«h - Hrioitc m, c-rnwryn.™.
1 (BfUStu,ar ) HanM

Chorus. Sing, O ye heavens: j

From the occasional overture constantly performed, we beg to

pass to ** the changing scenes of life,” of which we have only to

remark Uuit it was a less striking, nnd a less serious pjalm tune
than any we hare yet heard. His Grace the Archbishop seems
to be of opinion that it is introduced in a proper, though not

exactly the properest place. To such authority wc must, per-

force, submit
:
poor Hamlet did the s&nfc

—

* But break mv heart— for I must hold my tongue."

Phillips continues bis sttcce**fu| career, and wc cordially con-

gratulate him ; for though much, and deservedly applauded, his

manner is marked with that becoming deference and total ab-

sence of self-conceit which gives an additional interest to his

performance. His scene from Judas was perfectly understood ;

sufficient depth and fulness of voice must or the work of time,

but there is no deficiency in point of energy' or flexibility. Miss

Wilkinson’s "O Lord, have mercy" was given with great pathos

—but why must she sing bats and tenor songs? ** He was
despised" would have been surely a fitter companion for “ What
though I trace.” However, she sung both airs exceedingly well;

indeed no singer of the present day could have conveyed the

expression of the words more chastely or feelingly. Cramer’s

Cantabile in Martini’s 4th Concerto we cannot pass over in

silence, though we have heard it so often : a more delicately -

touched and highly-finished performance it is impossible to con-

ceive. Then as to Miss Stephens; wc were qnite astonished at

the force she displayed, and with all due discretion too, in 41 Let

the bright seraphim" and ** As from the power.” These are not

the kind of songs best calculated for Iter, but she sung the two

vervtrving and difficult airs above mentioned as well as we ever

heard Mrs. Salmon in her best dur. We very deeply regretted

the absence of this lady ; we fear from severe indisposition. It

was an arduous undertaking fur Vaughan to give the proper

effect to the tery difficult song. “ Why d<** the God," and yet

he did
;
so far at least a* spirit, feeling, and a clear articulation

could give it. The physical strength was certainly wanting, bat

we have heard voice* of far greater power tear the air to tatters.

We have hennl far rn«*re striking specimens of Jomelli s

Church music than the Selection that opened the 2d Act: there

is an interspersimi of fiddle- diddle accompaniment through the

graver passages, strangely incompatible with the religious sen-

timent of the subject, particularly in the last chorus : it is too

light and orchestra! all the way through, and the " Amen” is

taclted, as it were, to the ** Cum sancto spiritu” in an abrupt

and undignified manner, very unusual, and quite unworthy of

the splendid talents of this great composer.

We conclude our remarks on this Concert, by re-urging the

remonstrance submitted (respectfully, we trust), to the noble

directors in our last critique. What can be said tor the Introduc-

tion, at the verv beginning of the second act, of the clangits#

chorus in Dryden s Ode,—in which there is neither interest nor

dignity, and which Handel only designed for a noisy contrast to
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the " soft complaining flute,'*—and leaving to the very last, one
of the most sublime rraannt inm of hts genius f If there had
bren oae period ef the evening fitter to be selected for com-
manding the attention than another, it should have been dedi-

cated to “ R jiti, e, mv countrymen,
4
' and the glorious chortt*

which follows ; but, lo J it it made the signal chorus for the

carriages to draw up, and (tie company to depart.

FIFTH CONCERT.—Pnder the rfmWinn rtf the Pari of Forteteur
R'edneulay, April the I3*A, 1WS.

Act 1.

Overture. (father.)

(Solomon)Chorus. Your harps.

Ohe. Since first i ww.
Scene fsom Tyrannic Love.
Song. To Cod o«r strength.

Chorus. Prepare the hymn.
Song. Gratia* agisms.
Cosoertn, 4th, (From hit Sofet.)

Song. Bravo Jonathan.
Chom*. Eagles were not. f
Song. In sweetest harmony. t

Chorus. O fatal day !

The Passions. (Solomon.)

Act II.

Overture. (Ptolemy.)
Recit. To heaven's Almighty. 1
Song. O liberty!

Chorus. Sing unto God.
Song. Where e’rr you walk.
Chorus. Blest be the hand.
Concerto, 2d.

Recit. Spoaa! Eorydice! \
Song. .Che lard. /
Madrigal. Flora gave me.
Chorus. Blessed be the Name.

Handel.
Handel.

Ford.
Purcell.

fOtx. Oratorio.) Handed.

(Saul.)

Oufffirlmi.

Gemineam.

Handel.

Handel.

(JuJa* Mace.) Hantlei.

(Semelr.)
(Theodora.)

(Orfeo .)

(Anthem.)

Handel.
Handel.
Martini.

Gluck.

WHbyt.
Dr. ttoyce.

Wb were a little disappointed in the selection of this evening,
because we always look forward to I«ord Forteacue’s bill with
great expectation*. The Overture, Opening Chorus, Madri-
gal, a nd Scene from Tyrannic Love hare been *o often com-
mented upon, that a repetition of remark would be entirely use-
less. Mr. Phillips sang the fine song from the Occasional Ora-
torio with a correctness perhaps a little overstrained ; we do not
like too much ornament and cadenza, but, on the other hand,
a too sudden close has not a good effect ; and simplicity may
sometimes sink into tameness. In the quick moveincut he was
sufficiently alive; but the first part was a heavy affair. The
chorus (with the exception of the hammering repetition upon
the word* “ The timbrel hither bring,*' which we never could
relish.) is highly spirited and characteristic.

We do not think that any length of time ur practice will

enable Mbs Wilkinson to give effect to 44 Grattas agiimis.”

It is a song in every respect unfit for her
; Mr. Greatorex, very

probably, thinks so too.

We were glad to see Bellamy again ; for with all due defer-
ence to Mr. Phillips's rising talents, and confidently predicting
the excellence to which he will arrive, he certainly could not, at

present, have given " Brave Jonathan” in the style and with
the feeling of our veteran performer.

The scene from Saul was. as usual, finely executed
; Mis*

Stephens might have been more impressive in her beautiful

song, but we must make allowances for this ** never-ending still

beginning” of it, beautiful though it be.
44 The Passions” were given in all their full characteristic

colouring ; but Vaughan appeared to sing with effort, as if la-

bouring under a cold. The finest chorus, “ Draw the tear from
hopeless love," wc have heard much better performed : the chorus
singers were without confidence, and unsteady.
Mr. Sapiu acquitted himself very respectably in

44 O liberty.”

Mnv he continue thus moderate, hut—he lias made it up with
Edition.

Mrs. Salmon has not certainly the art to give effect to a song
with which she herself is not pleased; so we puts on to the cho-
rus from Theodora—a very fine one, and when it ha* been more
practised, will be better performed. The l>ett chorus singers
that can be collected will lose, by degrees, the useful acquire-
ment of reading music at sight, when they have ceased the
practice of the art. There is scarcely a chorus performed at the
Ancient Concerts that the present clioir could not sing as well

without the book as with it. Bus Wilkinson s air from the
Orfeo of Gluck was charmingly sung. Here site was quite at
home ; with a little more confluence, however, there would be,
what it* still wanting, a little more animation.

In W ilbye * beautiful Madrigal, Mrs. Salmon sung with foelr

ing and effect : the truth is, she was interested in the composition.

We endeavoured to hear, and pay the attention due to Dr.
Boyce’s very admirable an the in, but it was all in vain: the rising

of one-third uf the company to get to their carriages, and taue
five minutes, at least, of their most precious time, rendered it

impossible to listen to this masterly and effective composition.

PHILHARMONIC CONCERT.
POCRTH CONCERT, Monday, April 11, 1885.

Act. I.

Sinfonia in E flat ..... Mozart.
Recit. and Air, ** Deeper and deeper still/* Mr. Sapio
(Jephtha) ..... Handcl.

Concerto Piano- forte, Mr. Neate (never performed in

this Country) CJtf. VonWeber.
Aria, Mias STi fNIlU. 44 Grattas scimas tibi/* accom-
panied on the Clarinet by Mr. Wiu.wam GegHelmL

'

Overture, Olimpia (never performed in this Country) Spoidini.

Act. 11.

Sinfonia Pastorale .... Beethoven.
Aria, Signor IUmori wi, m Largo al factotum/* (II Bar-

biere di SevigUa) . . . Reumi.
Concerto Violiu, Mr. Kies

R

wettrr . Mnyseder If B. Romberg

.

Duetto, Miss Stfi*hf.ks and ;Mj. Sapio, “ Ab sc de’
mull miei” (II Tune-redi) . . . Rouini.

Overture, Anacreon .... ( firrulant.

Leader, Mr. Spaokolctti.—

C

onductor, Mr. Biauer.

In my remarks on this Concert, I trust that I shall be exone-
rated from any malevolent intentlou of detracting from the

merits of either the individuals performing, or the music selected,

further than is essential to the true ends of criticism, by pointing
out the imperfections, and thereby adding my endeavours to
those of the immediate Directors, towards ultimately rendering
truly excellent that which is already so superior, in roost re-
spects, to every thing of the kind in this country. The first

symphony (one of my most esteemed favourites) was most admi-
rably performed, with the exception of a trifling misconception
of the tempo giusto ; the introduction being tediously slow and
heavy, while Qie two allegro movements were ns much too fast.

This is a fault for which 1 hardly know how to point out a re-

medy ; and it is the more to be regretted, because a source of
annoyance in a great majority of the performances, that would
otherwise prove so high a treat to the lovers of the science. Mr
observations on this head apply equally to the symphony of
Beethoven in the second Art, in which tlie Peasant's Dance was
played so rapidly as to destroy the intended expression, and
make it a more appropriate accompaniment to an exhibition on
the tight- rone. Thi* was the more evident, from the distressed
manner ana difficulty with which the wind instruments were
hurried through it. I Tear that these errors will stand little

chance of correction, so long as the leader, whoever he be,
shall deem it unnecessary to study the character of the move-
ments. I am In the habit of seeing a gentleman at the piano-
forte as Conductor

;
what his duties are, I will not presume to

determine, but would strenuously recommend that he, haring
perhaps more leisure than the leader to peruae the score, and
judge bow far it may he possible to execute the various passages
at a certain speed, would occasionally suggest some amendment
on this point, and thereby relieve himself from the suspicion of
holding a sinecure. Indeed, let the duty devolve upon whom it

may, a more strict observance of the computer's intentions, In
many passages, would convey the sentiment, or poetry, uf which
this composition is characteristic, in a very different manner
to the minds of the hearers. The orchestra, in the slow move-
ment, should be kept in better subjection, nod drilled till they
understand a real piano

;

they would then produce that light

and sJiade,—*o indispensably necessary, but so seldom heard,—
which constitutes one of the most captivating cltarmt of music.
A better management uf the drums in the storm would have pro-
duced a much more appalling idea of thunder

;
mid a greater

precision ill the execution uf the short passage* given to the
violins, (apparently imitative of the lightning) would have reu-

P 2
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dered the imitation lest incomplete. Added to which, the doing

aw»r with that perpetual and insufferable nuisance of marking
the time by stamping, striking the bow on the desk, and, when
the slowness and length of the measure will not afford sufficient

opportunities for either of these, the barbarism of marking the

subdivisions of a long note with the bow, is a " consummation
devoutly to he wished." We may be thought fastidious in this

particular, but we feel assured that those who are less inclined

to quarrel with the evil, must have become reconciled to it

from habit and constant recurrence, as we are told those who
take up their abode next door to a coppersmith, may, after a

while, cease to be disturbed by his hammer. These and other

similar interruptions hare more than once induced me to wish that

music could be divested of bars, and rendered legible by some
contrivance less likely to produce tlie Gothic noises which now
disturb the Iteavenly feelings such harmonies, if heard without,

would give rise to.

Signor Remorini seemed labouring as though his song was
too high for his voice, nor did wc think it well suited for the oc-

casion, though so excellent in the opera for which it was com-
posed.

Mr. Neate's Concerto was owing to an imperfection in the

piano-forte, necessarily deferred till the second act. The Com-
position reminded me strongly at times of passages in /Vr
Freischutz. The march, and latter movements are charming,

but as a whole, it is not remarkably striking.

Miss Stephens's “ Gratias agitnus" was delightfully sung, and
as finely played by Mr. Willman on the Clarinet. The cadence,

like all double cadences that 1 have been unlucky enough to

listen to, was highly applauded
;

it would therefore perhaps be
presumption to oner the remarks which I should otherwise

nave ventured upon, with regard to these tasteless deformities.

Mr. Kicsewetter played in his usual style of excellence ; his per-

formance, which is always dignified and expressire, was never-

theless rather deficient in quantity of tone, arising, probably,
from a defect in his violin. I should have been more gratified

had he played the Concerto in its original form, instead of at-

taching the Rondo of B. Romberg to it.

Of the Overture bv Spontioi, there is little to be said, having

few claims to notice on the ground of originality. If noise con-

stitute music, it must take the place d'Mnnrur of must of its

contemporaries ; but this ingredient, like black in a picture, if

not sparingly used, fails to produce the desired effect.

[For the abate notice, tee are indebted to a Correspondent.)

THE DRAM 2L.

Khu n Thbatrr.—Thr return of the Italian Opera to this

Theatre, on Tuesday the lith of April, was a source of high

gratification to all lovers of music
;
the Havmarket, well as it

is constructed for the purposes intended, is ui no way calculated

for grand lyrical representations.

The indisposition of Madame De Begins delayed the per-

formance of Pietro tEremita till Saturday the 83d, when it was
revived in a very perfect manner. The characters are now
thus distributed

:

Noraddino, Sultan of Egypt, (Faroane) Sig, RkmoRINi.
OrOsaMine, Son of Noramino, (Otiride) Sg. Ct'RiOiti.

/emeno. Minister of the Sultan (MambreJ Sig. G. Crivblli.
Pietro t Eremita, Leader of the Crusaders, (Mote) Sig. Porto.
Lucignano, a General of do. (Araone) Sig. Brgrbz.
Fatima, the Sultana, (Amaltea) Madame Carado Ri.

Agio, daughter of a noble Crusader, and secretly married

to Oratmane (Etcia
\)

Mad. Ronzi di Brgnis.
Costanza, wife of Lucignano (Amenofi) Mad. Castblli.

This is the Most, the oratorio by Rossini, altered in name,

scene of action, and period, so as to render it admissible on our

stage. We have in the above list, added the origiual names of

tlw characters, for the convenience of those who possess foreign

editions of the opera. At we thall endeavour to notice this

work in our next review, we shall only state here, that it was
now given in a most efficient and perfect manner

;
all the per-

formers, as well in the orchestra as on the stage, exerted them-
selves to do justice to a piece that contains so many specimens

of scientific composition, ami some such admirable musical

effects. The union of the two departments, the vocal and

instrumental, was very remarkable on this occasion, and the
result was proportioned to the attention bestowed, and the
efforts made by all parties. Signor Curioni appeared for the
first time this season, in the present opera. His arrival will

relieve the management from many difficulties, and afford no
slight pleasure to the frequenters of this theatre, with whom he
is, deservedly, a great favourite. Mad. De Begnts as Agin
quite surpassed herself

;
never did she appear to so much

advantage. Madame Caradori acted the part of Fatima with
a little too much diffidence, but her singing was an ample
atonement for any histrionic deficiencies. Remorini, for whom
the part was written, made every thing of it that was possible,

and the deep, majestic voice of Porto, gave what may almost be
termed sublimity to the prayer at the commencement of the opera.

Drurt-Lakr Thbatrr —On Monday, the 4th of April, a
new afterpiece, under the title of Abon Hatton, or the Sleeper
Awakened, was produced at this theatre, the music by Carl Maria
Von Weber, adapted to the English stage by Mr. T. Cooke.

DRAMATIS |»RRS0N4t.

The Caliph Haroun Alraschid . .Mr. Bedford
Abon Hasson Mr. Horn
Zabouc ....... Mr. Harlbi'
Metrour, the Grand Chamberlain . . Mr. Browns
The Sultana Zobeide . . . .Mrs. Orurr
Zulema Miss Graddon
yousamoul . . . . . . Mrs. Harlowr.

Abon Hatton has given mortal offence to the Caliph of Bag.
dad, by uniting his fortunes to those of Z ulema, who has ren-
dered herself cquallv obnoxious to the Sultana on account of
her marriage with liatsan . The young couple, thus deprived
of their patrons' favour, are reduced to great extremities, and
determine, by the advice of Zabouc, to counterfeit death, as

their only means of living. The stratagem is accordingly

adopted, and Hassau betakes himself to the palace, where he
finds the Caliph in a particularly good humour, to whom be re-

lates a fictitious tale of distress and the death of Zulema. The
monarch is touched by the recital, orders him two hundred ae-

?

|uin* wherewith to inter his deceased spouse, ami six new wives
roni his own storehouse, by way of consoling him, and effectually

repairing his loss. In the mean tune, Zulema has been playing
off an equally successful hoax on the Sultana, by whom she also

is supplied with money
; but Zolteide, not having any husbands

to spare, does not offer to comfort her protegee with even a
single one. The pecuniary wants of the young people are thus

supplied ; but these are interrupted, as was to be expected, in

the height of their gaiety, by the appearance of the Crand
Chamberlain ami yousamoul, dispatched by the monarch ami
his spouse, who, on comparing notes, were rather mystified by
the contradictory statements of husband and wife. Accordingly
these functionaries appear for the purpose of ascertaining the
real ghost ; but disagreeing in their subsequent representations,

having been deceived by the alacrity and adroitness of Zabonc,
the Caliph and Sultana arrive in person to investigate the case.

Au explanation takes place, &c. &c. ice.

Is there one of our reader* so unfortunate as not to know,
that all this is from the immortal Arabian yigkts Entertain-
ment* t No!—and wc, perhaps, have been indiscreet in afford-

ing the space which the above outline fills. The piece ha* proved
decidedly successful, for the story is excellent, and the music,

—

though it does not, as that of the Freisehntx,

** Come on the sense like sounds from other spheres.
Heard by (be spirit,—not the body's ears"

—

it light, original, and pleasing. Of the latter, however, we leave

our readers to judge for themselves, for most of it is given in

our present number.

CoviXT Gardbm Thrarrk.—On the 8th of April, a play

in three acts, interspersed with music, named Tbe Hebrew Fa-
mily, or a Travellers Adventure, was brought out at this thea-

tre ; hut after a languid existence of a very few nighta, it w as
“heard no more." Tbe musk was a heterogeneous melange,—
some good, some bad, but much in a state of neutrality that

entitles its bearers to pity. Tbe piece is dead, and its faults

shall, for ua, lie buried with it. Some of the music survives,

and if it challenge our notice, we shall hare au op|HWt>inity of
examining it in our future critical columns.
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MEMOIR OF JOSEPH WEIGL.

For nearly thirty years the operas of Weigl have not
only honourably maintained themselves on the principal
stages of Germany, but some of them are to this day as
peat favourites as those of Winter, Himmel, ami Weber,
if not of Mozart. This alotie^ considering the influence of
time upon musical taste, sufficiently proves their intrinsic

goodness
; and Mr. Weigl, who is yet numbered amongst

tne living, must be considered as belonging to that small
class of German musicians, who have ventured to soar
to the more lofty regions of dramatic composition, and
succeeded in the arduous undertaking.

Joseph Weigl, maitre de chapelie and director of the
orchestra in the Imperial Theatre at Vienna, was bom
in that city in the year 1765. His father, who had some
reputation as a good violoncello player, instructed him in
the rudiments of musical science; but fortunately he was
shortly after placed under a much greater master, the
famous Albrechtsberger, who had more or less share in
the musical tuition of uearly all the great musicians of
the Vienna school, and who was at that time in Germany,
what the Padre Martini was in Italy. After he had been
properly grounded by this master in the principles of har-
mony and composition, he was transferred, according to

the usual practice, to Salieri, for the vocal department, or
for the application of the rules be had so lately learned.
That young Weigl had profited by, and was deserving of
the instruction of two such great men, is sufficiently

proved, by their highly honourable testimonies respecting
•' his diligence in the cultivation of the finest natural
talents for music, whilst under them.’' Still more flat-

tering was what Joseph Iiaydn, his godfather, addressed
to him in 1794, after the representation of bis first

opera, the Principessa d’Amal/L ** When I had the
pleasure of becoming your godfather, 1 implored Provi-
dence to give yon a great musical' talent. My prayers*
were heard. It is a long time since I have heard any
music with such enthusiasm, as yesterday 1 did your
Principeua d'Amalfi. It is rich in ideas, sublime, full of
expression ; in short it is a master-piece. I took the
warmest share in the just applause which was paid you.
Continue, my dearest god-child, always to pay attention

to this genuine style
;
that foreigners may again see what

Germans can do/'

Immediately after he had finished his studies under
Albrechtsberger and Salieri, he proceeded on a profes-
sional tour to Italy, and there produced several operas,

VOL. III.

which were received with extraordinary applause, parti-

cularly at Milan. After his return to Vienna, where he
had passed by far the greatest part of his life, and written

most of his operas, he received the honourable situation of

Director of Music at the Imperial Opera. Towards the

end of the year IS 15, he made a second journey to Italy,

in consequence of on engagement with the Milan Theatre
Im Sea la- Though he had here to encounter a most
severe contest with Paer, Rossini, and S. Mayer, who
were prepared by their happiest productions to dispute

with him the victory, his semi-serious opera, IJlmbascala,

was so well received, that in the first three represen-

tations be was called for at the close of each act
;
and

this favourite piece continued to be given to the end of
the season. After this he returned again to his native

town, no more to leave it, but to enjoy, in the midst of
his 'countrymen and friends, that life of independence
which he entirely owes to his talent and industry.

As a musical character, and particularly as a writer of
operas, almost his only works, it is difficult to compare
him with other composers, his style being so entirely his

own, and so strictly original. He is, in mnsic, what
Gessner is in poetry : be shines most in the idyl and the

pastoral, a species of vocal composition which is rarely

cultivated, even in Germany, but for which Weigl seems
to have been gifted by nature with a peculiar fitness.

The innocent, the insinuating, and gentle gaiety, and all

the softer emotions of the mind, are much Miter suited to

his genius, than the higher aspirations of grandeur and
sublimity. Two kinds of style are clearly discoverable

in his works. His earlier productions are eminently dis-

tinguished by freshness of colouring, by a natural charm,
and by beauty of melody, to which qualities they prin-

cipally owed their success in Italy. To these belong the
Principeua d'Amalfi, his Amor Marinam, (The Corsair in

Love,) the beautiful music to the Uniform, and to the

melodrama, The Youth of Peter the Groat, besides several

excellent ballets. An entirely new style, the character

of which has been described as a sort of 4( insinuating

sentimentality/’ is found in his chef d'auire. The Swiss

Family, which has continued to be performed, with very

few interruptions, ever since 1809, when it came out at

Vienna, and still is played with undiminished popularity.

In the Operas Das Waisenhaus, (written in ISOS,) and
Dcr Bergsturz von Goldau, (in 1812,) predominates the

same character as is found in Die Schweitzer•Familio.

Q
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Carl Maria von Weber called this style,—which owing
to the favourable reception of the last-mentioned operas,
became very general in Germany,—a sort of w inge-
nious, yet effeminate velvet painting;” (“ cine weib-
liche Sammetinahlerei,") an opiuion which conveys
as much censure as praise. This celebrated musician
gives Weigh at the same time, the highest credit for an
uncommon richnesi in the most pleasing musical ideas,
and above all, for that soundness and purity of style,
which, as he says, has become so predominant in the
Vienna school through the works of Mozart and Haydn.
14 Most striking,” continues Weber, in the Dresden
Aliendzetiuntj. No. 134, “ are Weigl's predilection for
the triple time in music ; his fondness for making the
violin always express the principal melodv ; his ap-
parent endeavour to give whatever ideas be turns to

music as melodiously rounded as possible
;
and to fulfil

more by these means, than by correctness and purity of
declamation,—all that is required for scenic. effect. For
serious dramatic music, he does not seem to possess a con-
genial talent, and his Opera Hadrian by no means bears
the stamp of that greatness which the subject so justly
demands. This was probably the reason why it so
little succeeded. On the other hand, his oratorios, (for
instance, La Pasnone di Giesv,) are composed in a dig-
nified and masterly manner. But very lately, the magic
of his flattering and pleasing melodies has anew shewn
itself, in the little melodrama, Die Nachtinall und Rabc,
(The Nightingale and Haven.) For the chamber he has
written very little. It deserves, however, to be mentioned,
that he has a distinguished talent for leading or con-
ducting any opera in which he feels himself interested.”
Thus far Carl Maria von Weber.
We now proceed to give a list of his principal works:—

LIST OF JOSEPH WEIGL'S COMPOSITIONS.

I. OPERAS and CANTATAS.
1. La Principessa ftAmalfi, Opera bufla. 1794.
2. Pen us and Adonix.

3. Der Stratten sammlcr, (Street Collector.) Operctte In one
art.

4. Giulirtta r Pierotto, Opera bnffa at Vienna. 1795.
6. Eugene II., tier Held nnterer Zrit, ( Eugene II., the

Honour of our Time.) in honour of the Archduke ( baric*,

at Vienna. 1707.

6. H Solitari, Opera bnffa, performed at ditto. 1797.

7. L'Arnor Marinaro

,

Opera butfa. 170S.
8. La Uajfietiera Bisxarra, ditto, Vienna.
9. It Pazzo per Forza, ditto, ditto.

TO. L'Academia di Cisolfiauto.

11. Overture and Entre-actrt to the Fiirsfengross e, (The
Renowned Prince#, ) together with three other Overture*.

lfiL Die Pilger, (The Pilgrim.)

18. The Uniform, Opera buffi for Vienna
; one of his best work*.

14. Die Perwandlunfr, (The Metamorphosis,) Operctte in one
act.

15. Das IPaisenhaux, (The Orphan Asvlum,) a German Opera
written for Vienna. 1808, and received there with uni-
versal applause. The music is like the story, full of
nnivetr, and is written rather in the Italian than in the
German *tvie. Without being very full of harmony, or
rich in bold modulations, it abounds in pleasing ' and
simple melodics.

10. Die Schweitzer-FamiHc, (The Swiss Family,) in three
acts. Vienna, 1809. This Opera has been the princi-
pal foundation of Weigl’* celebrity as a lyric or pastoral
composer.

17. Adrian von Ostade.

18. Der Bergsturz, (The Mountain Tomb,) Opera in three
acts. Vicuna, 1815. Thi* Opera also deserves to be
particularly distinguished, for the popularity it has ob-
tained abroad.

19. Dot Dorf tin Gebirgr, (The Village in the Mountains.)
A German Opera.

20. Des Jakrmarkt xu Grisnewald, (The Fair of Grunewald.)
21. Llmbotcata, for Milan.
22. Die lugendjahre Peter des Grotten, (The Youthful Dav«

of Peter the Great.) German Opera.
23. Dat Pclrrmdnnrhen.
24. Daniel in der Lowengrubc, (Daniel in the Lions’ Den.)

For Vienna, 1817.
25. Nachtinall und Rabe, (The Nightingale and the Raven,) a

pastorale from the French of Lafontaine ; for Vienna,
1818.

28,

Der Einsiedler aufden Alpcn, (The Hermit of the Alps.)
Opera.

27. Francisco w>» Foir, ditto.

28. The Emperor (Kaiser) Hadrian, Opera for Vienna.
29. 11 Rieah di se stesso, (or Dresden.
30. II Ritorna ifAxtrea. Cantata.
31. Pestas Feuer, (The Festival of Vetta.) Opera for Vienna.

II. BALLETS.
J. Die Rene des Pygmalion, (The Repentance of Pygmalion.)

1794.
2. Richard Caur de Lion, 1795.
3. Der Raultc der Helene, (The Rape of Helen.)
4. Die Zerstorung der Stadt Troja, (The Destruction of

Troy.)
5. Alonzo e Cora. 1797.

6. Die Permdhlung tin Keller. (The Wedding In Keller.)

7. Das Simbild des Menschlichen Lebens. (The Emblem of
Human Life.)

9. Alcina.
10. Der To<l des Hercules. (The Death of Hercules.)
11. Alceste. 1802.

HI. MISCELLANEOUS VOCAL COMPOSITIONS.
1. Kriegstieder, (War Song,) Von Collin.
2. Der Oestrcichische Grenadier, (The Austrian Grenadier.)
3. Music to die IPeihe dr* Zukunfit, (The Happy Return.)
4. Sieg des Eintraeht, (The Triumph of Harmony,) an alle-

gorical cantata, by Castdli.

5. La Passione di N. S. Giesu Chrisii, a Grand Oratoriunt
for Vienna. This is one of his finest productions.

G. Vier Lieder, (Fuur Songs,) Von Reiss ig.

7. Cavatine, Conte potrei mai rieere.

rv. FOR THE CHAMBER.
Three Trios for Huutbois Violin, and Violoncello. These arc

the only instrumental piccps of Joseph Weigh to be met
with in the Musical Catalogues of Germany.

NOTICES OF REMARKABLE MUSICAL PERFORMANCES
IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

Prom the Account of the Musical Festival at York, tn 1823. By
John Caossn, Esq., F.S.A., Ifc., 4r.

The following are some of the most remarkable musical
musters on record :

—

At an interview between Francis L, King of France,
and Pope Leo X., at Bologna, in 1515, the united
musicians of the establishments of both those munificent
princes formed a large body, the number of which is not
mentioned.

On the cessation of the plague at Rome, in the early
part of the 17th century, a mass by Beueroli, for six

Digitized by Google
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choirs, wav performed in St. Peter’s, by more than two
hundred singers, arranged in circles within the dome, the
sixth occupying the summit of the cupola. Hw organ
only was employed.

Lulli’s 7> Drum, composed Ibr the recovery of Louis
XIV., in 1686, (by beating the time to which be lost his

life from a mortification.) was afterwards performed at

Paris, on the reeorery of his eldest son, by ttn-e hundred
musicians.

In 1723, most of the great musicians of Europe being
assembled at Prague, to celebrate the coronation of the
Emperor, Charles VI., as king of Bohemia, an opera,
composed by Fax, was performed in the open air, by a
hundred voices, and two hundred instruments ; all the
principal singers were of the first class. Burney’s
derman Tnttr, Vol. ii. p, 177.
At the funeral of Rameau, al Paris, in 1767, a solemn

service was performed by the united bonds of that city:
and at that of Jomelli, at Naples, in 1776, three hundred
musicians attended, and contributed to the expenses.
The Musical Institution, at Vienna, similar to onr

Musical Fund, was formed about 1773, and executes
Oratorios twice a year, in Advent and Lent, with a band
of near four hundred vocal and instrumental performers,
the profits of which are about 500/. each time.

The Creation was performed to an audience of 1500
persons, by one hundred and sixty musicians, at Vienna,
m 1 805, in honour of the author, who was present until
the end of the first part ; when, overcome with age and
•motion, be retired, and hade adieu for ever to music and
the world. There waa also a performance in honour of
Haydn, at Vienna, about the year 181 1, of which some
account was given in the newspapers of the day, stating,
that the hand consisted of from seven to eight hundred
musicians. Of this remarkable assemblage, which is the
only one that rivals the Abbey meetings, no details have
fallen in our way, hut the fact has been confirmed to the
writer, whilst this sheet was in the press, by the kind
communication of the present Empress of Italian song.

Bands of hn> hundred, or more, musicians, are not rcry
uncommon in Italy and Germany; hut nothing equal to

the last Abbey Festival is to bo found in the continental
annals. An entertainment of a peculiar nature, though
only eowsisling of one humh-ed and twenty performers,
given to the Emperor Joseph II., in the Renoukn palace,
al Venice, desenres notice, however, on account of its

singularity. It comprised all the girts iu the four con-
servatories, under the direction of Bertoni, uniformly ami
elegantly dressed. Every kind of instrument, and every
species of mice, including double basses, wind instru-
ments, vocal tenors, and basses, were supplied by young
female hands and female throats on this remarkable
occasion.*

ON MUSICAL EDUCATION.

[From the Frenrh ofM. Gsbtsv,]

These is no truth that shonld he more frequently, and
certainly no one that can he more profitably, repeated to
the student than this:—** That it is hy observing and fol-

lowing natore, that the imitative arts’ are brought to per-
fection." It must, however, be at the same time remem-

* to “*r OMt » review of Mr. Hemet Work wilt aypeer.

bored, that all the modes of following nature are not

equally good. Every passion, every character, has a
variety offeatures ; and, according to the subject treated,

and the situation presented, there is always one which
will claim the preference or'er the rest. Hence the

danger of imitating even a good production, if that pro-

duction be itself but an imitation ; this copy of a copy
cannot but feebly reflect the lively sentiment with which
the man of genius was animated. In a word, if in his

productions the artist imitate only the works of man, bis

labours will perish, whereas the nearer he approximates
nature, which is imperishable, the nearer be approaches

immortality.

There is nothing that would tend more to the hap-
piness of my declining days, than to be able to point

out to the young artist the path he ongbt to follow
;

to inspire him with a confidence of being able to attain

the object in view ; to awaken m his breast a spirit of

emulation which no checks, no discouragements, can
cool. Whatever the road he had marked out for him-
self, whatever the peculiar bent of bis genius, I should
wish to encourage him in the race, hy pointing out the
prize that awaits him at the goal. In a word, I shonld
wish to convince him of this important truth,—that his

talent most be directed to some particular branch of ex-
cellence, to which he shonld limit his ambition, for that,

of all delusions, the most fatal is the presamption of
being able to attain to universal perfection.

But, it may be urged, is it not according to the more
or less active nature of bis being, according as bis orga-

nisation is more or less favourable to the science which
forms the object of bis pursuit ; is it not after having called

all his faculties into activity, and tried every kind of

excellence, that the young artist succeeds in selecting

that which is best adapted to biin 1 In some respects this

is true. Such is the courso which many have followed

in reaching the term of their studies ; But it is not the
best. It requires a mass of dispositions, which do not
fall to the lot of all the aspirants to excellence, to enable
them to surmount the dangers by which this method i(

attended. Wc may restassured, that many talents which
would have attained perfection, hare been destroyed in

the very hod of their promise, from an ignorance of the
means of giving them a dtte direction, and of forming
them according to models of acknowledged excellence:

It will not be denied, 1st, That a young man is often
thrown, almost at hazard, into the hands of an ignorant

master, who has no pretension either to tnste or discern-

ment
; mid that, unfortunately, whatever this master doom,

whatever be esteems, admires, and prefers, will, m this

pupil's regard, become the model of perfection to which he
will aspire. Is it not melancholy to sec that, in such a case,

every step ho takes towards the point ofimaginary perfec-

tion, is hut an aberration from the right line ! godly . That
the pupil, ere yet scarcely initiated into the science, may
fall into the hands of some pedant, who by dint of check-
ing the sallies of genius, and of moulding nature, as he
terms it, may render both the one and the other contemp-
tible. 3rdly, That he may fall into the hands of some
coterie, some knot of partisans of n particular species of
had taste, who recognise nothing ns good beyond their little

contracted sphere of excellence, tlhly, That if he fre-

quent the society of the amateurs of noisy music, of the

grand effects of harmony, of a curious comphention of

chords, he will be persuaded into the belief that this is the

only course he ought to adopt, 5thly, That if ciicum-

Q *
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stances should throw him in the way of church music,
either in Germany or Italy, where he will hear little else

than fugues, learned counterpoint and figured song, it

is much to be feared that the happiest disposition for

painting the passions, for creating felicitous melodies,
would remain smothered beneath these scientific masses,
fithly. That if he should labour for the theatre, and it

should fall to his lot to try his talents on some ineagre

and ill-digested subject, which afTords no exercise for

the imagination, he will believe himself destitute of
talent. Tthly, That, if after having composed good music
to au unsuccessful poem his music shoula be treated with
neglect, he will think that he has deceived himself, and
wish to change a manner that is good, for one which is

inferior.

When the pupil has been sufficiently instructed in the

principles of the art, a good master will choose the favour-

able moment for reasoning with him upon the grounds
and nature of the art itself, in order to determine him in

the choice of what is excellent ; he will demonstrate to

him what is the excellent of all times and places, in

opposition to that which depends upon fashion, or is

upheld by the mania of particular times and particular

men. Nothing will tend more effectually to determine
the pupil's mind, and convince him of the certainty of

a real standard, in opposition to that which is uncertain

and the product of circumstances, than an examination of

the method pursued by those masters who have obtained

celebrity, and a consideration of the reasons why such a
style and character of music has constantly maintained
its ground, while others have suddenly sunk into oblivion,

or insensibly fallen into neglect, after enjoying their

hour of celebrity.

Convinced of the truth of such observations, the pupil

would be prompted thus to rcasou with himself: 41 Yes,
I now begin to see which is the true road to excellence;

by following it, I shall, according to the means with which
nature has endowed me, approach nearer to perfection, and
shall no longer run the risk of being led astray by that

which has only the semblance of truth. If I have

talent, I may hope to obtain that reputation which will

not perish with the fleeting breath of popular applause ;

and without aspiring to perfection, I may reasonably hope
to have made some advances in the path of excellence,

and leave behind me some memorials of industrious and
not ill-directed study, by which those who succeed me
may possibly profit.”

There are two roads which conduct to celebrity in the

arts and sciences, that of theory and that of practice.

Theory is science, is speculation pursued as nearly os

possible to mathematical exactitude, from which results

a code of laws. Practice consists in the employment of
these rules, modified so as to produce the most pleasing

effect, and brought into action by beiug applied to some
determinate object which the artist wishes to describe.

In all cases, it is doubtless necessary to possess more or
less of the theory of an art, before proceeding to the
practice of it ; but we may also devote ourselves exclusively

to theory, aud become learned, without ever reducing the

elementary rules to pructice, without ever employing
them to the end for which they were made.

But let us consider, whether by dedicating too much
time to the theory of the arts, particularly those which
administer to our pleasures, we may not estrange ourselves

from the very object which these arts have in view. If

in our days too great au ambition has been shewn to

appear learned, if a curious complication of harmony bas
been too studiously sought, to tne detriment of genuine
melody, it is surely time to return to that noble sim-
plicity which is the very soul of art

;
it is surely

time to change our system, by consulting our feelings,

which reproach us with having run into excess. Yes,

let the youthful votary of the art be persuaded of this

important truth—that the more we affect learning, the

more we shall depart from the true, the touching, and
the beautiful. I do not fear to assert, that the smallest

original air is preferable to the most ingenious and
scientific complication of harmony. The author of a
beautiful air nas done something for our enjoyment

;

the author of a series of calculated harmonies has

surprised us, has led us into a labyrinth, from which
we are generally anxious tn extricate ourselves as

quickly as possible. The real amateur, the true musician,
will ever hold it as a principle, that it is only those

who are strangers to the soul of melody, that will show
an exclusive preference for the laborious system of har-

mony. No; harmony is but a beautiful problem, of
which song is the solution.

One of the first objects, therefore, of a good master,

will be to leach his pupil to construct tnelodial phrases,

ami to unite them with grace. He does this from a con-

viction, that the art of constructing captivating melodies

is the art par excellence. The very reverse of this is the

method usually pursued by masters of composition, who
begin by giving a bass, upon which they make the pupils

construct a melody. But it will be found, that the

result of such a method is not a melody properly so

called
; it is the product of a bass, and, according to the

best masters, the song is good if it proceeds in a contrary

movement to the bass, if consecutive fifths, double oc-

taves, and the intervals termed irregular be avoided, &c.
Why then give the pupil a bass, which can only produce

a formal melody, an artificial production, a mechanical
song, in which sentiment is out of the question ? No, a
good master will pursue the very opposite method to this :

he will teach the pupil to compose a melody, in which
taste and feeling have a share, and which w ill assuredly

be susceptible of a bass ; be will be cautious not to

impede the free march of feeling
; he will habituate the

pupil to the creation of easy and pleasing melodies ; he
will teach him to regard the bass, the harmony of ac-
companiments—in a word, the scholastic part—in the

light in w bich they ought to be considered, namely, as the

support of the melody, as the pedestal of the statue.

What, iudeed, can be more ridiculous, than to occupy the
pupil’s time in the erection of pedestals, without ever

speaking of the statues ? ».

But it may be said, if the pupil has genius, he will

afterwards naturally proceed to tue production of senti-

mental melody. I would auswer, no ; he will not do so,

unless urged by the force of nature herself. And why
should not the system of education have been sedulous

from the very beginning, to follow the course which

nature herself spontaneously suggests ? Our system of

education chains down the pupil to the mechanical

branch of the art, at the very time lie ought to be exer-

cising his talents upon that which is essential ; I call it

the essential part, because it is thence that all our

pleasures result. Having first of all fixed the ideas

respecting melody, I am aware, that in order to form a

finished composer, a painter of the passions, recourse

must uecessarily be had to the study of couuter-point

;
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bat then there will be nothing to fear ; song, the essential

branch of the art, will have taken deep root, and har-

mony and counter-point will come at a favourable moment
to foster its growth, and impart Jo it its necessary

strength. Heretofore masters appear to have been more
solicitous with regard to science tlian to song; on the con-
trary, it were to be wished, that harmony should ever be
considered as the assistant, as the support of jsong ; and
that the most effectual method of becoming a good har-
monist, is, in the first instance, to have the mind deeply
imbued with the essence of melody. Let this art, which
is justly entitled to the name of sentimental music, be
once developed

; let the pupil he taught to analyze his

feelings, to give a satisfactory reason why such a parti-

cular note in such a particular situation produces so

powerful an effect, making our bosom either thrill with
delight, or shudder with horror, and it will be seen what
a progress will be made in the real art of music

!

Never let us doubt of the important truth, that it is melo-
dy alone which can guide us secure through the labyrinth

of modulated chords
;
that it is she alone who can keep

us within the bounds marked out by good taste; that

when melody ceases to be pleasing, we are arrived at the

point at which science ought to stop. A good master,

therefore, will make his pupil compose the most pure
aud simple airs, and proceed to the art of modulation,
before he attempts to initiate him in the mysteries of
thorough bass. He will make him compose airs of a
passionate and terrible kind, progressing into a variety of
modes. He will be under no apprehension of his pro-
ducing a medley not susceptible of an accompaniment

;

for he has already taught him that song must be his guide
throughout. He will not, therefore, make incoherent

errors
; it is only the ambition of passing for learned,

that betrays us into the commission of sublime blunders
like these. According to this principle, let us suppose
that the pupil begins a subject in c major, he will after-

wards pass into G, into d, and into a ; he will be made
to pause and remark the note which has made him quit the

key in which he began, and conducted him into these

different modes. It will be observed to him
;
“ You were

in c
;
you touch the F sharp, the leading note of G, you are

therefore iu g ;
you touch the c sharp, you are therefore

in D, See.” Always obliged to be cantabile , observe what
his course will be. If he commence his air in c major,
and the train of his impression*, at the moment be of the

tender and pathetic kind, he will change his key, de-
scending by fifths into the minor mode. If, on the con-
trary, after commencing in c major, his feelings should

be of a joyous cast, or, mounting to the region of sublime
ideas—should he be prompted to sing of the glory of heroes,
be will ascend by fifths into the major mode. If in

modulating, he should fall into an error—and be will fall

into a thousand before he becomes an adept in the art

—

he should be told; “ You have committed a grand error

against rides
; for in this place you are no longer canta-

bile
”

It should then be pointed out to him, in what
respect he has erred against rule ; and the key should
be pointed out to him into which he ought to have
progressed

;
but he should never be told with that coarse-

ness which is but too common among masters; “ You are
ignorant. Sir;”—but 14 you have been betrayed into an
error here.” And if you destiue your pupil to be a painter
of the passions, permit him to make some blunders

;

it will make him more conscious of his strength after-
words.

In this manner it is, that instinct or sensibility wiU
lead your pupil to science

;
while it may be set down as

a principle, that science would never have led him to that

melody which is the result of sensibility. When these

happy dispositions have been superinduced ; wheu the

mind of the pupil is thoroughly imbued with song, and
skilled io the art of modulation, then is the happy mo-
ment to render him a composer, for composition , in the

strict sense of the word, signifies the art of making seve-.

ral parts move together. Then it is that be may lie

taught to form a scholastic theme of two, three, or more
parts upon a given bass ; for then, as before observed,

there will be nothing to be apprehended ; song, the es-

sential part, will be predominant iu all his compositions,

and harmony and counter-point will now come at the

happy moment, to impart to them additional force, and
strengthen their expression.

In order to render more clear the reasoning here pur-

sued, 1 would class the talents of composers as follows:

1st. The harmonist, without the faculty of melody

;

2nd. The melodist, without the science of harmony ;

3rd. The melodist, who is also master of harmony.

The harmonist who possesses not the faculty of me-
lody, but who occupies himself in researches upon
the theory of the art, doubtless merits our esteem

; he
calculates, he prepares the materials which await the
vivifying touch of genius ; but such a one runs the risk

of being forgotten when the man of genius has exhausted

these materials, when he has enlivened them with song,

and imparted to them those accents of passion which
render them indestructible.

The melodist without the science of harmony, is a
child of nature. There is no one of his accents but

produces an agreeable sensation ; he has the gift of

pleasing the multitude, who are solicitous only to be
pleased, without troubling themselves about science.

Even the man of science is constrained to love him, and
experiences in listening to his accents a charm which
pierces through the scientific coating in which he is

enveloped. Yes, those inelodial phrases which imprint

themselves on the memory, which haunt us night and
day, arc the genuine treasures of music, in the same
manner as those fortunate verses which are short in

words, but comprehensive in sense, constitute the repu-

tation of the poet.

The master melodist, who ut the same time possesses

a thorough knowledge of harmony, is the musician par
excellence

;

but how rare to find a man in whom these

great requisites are equally balanced ! It is sensibility

that produces melody; it is the patient study of barmonial
combinations that constitutes the learned man : to con-
ciliate the two faculties is a task more than difficult.

Let the youthful artist consult his own feelings, and he
studious to follow nature

;
let him build his music upon

melodies that are pure aud expressive, and they will

possess a character of truth which must survive all the

vicissitudes of fashion. Let him emulate the truth and
melody that reign in the declamations of Pergolese, the

tender and angelic song that breathes throughout the

compositions of Sacchiui, the expressive harmony that

prevails throughout the scores of Gluck. Study to pre-
serve your melodies so pure, and to render the phrases

so correspondent one to the other, that their impression

may be instantaneous, and the effect of the whole be
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wen at a glance. It is thus that they will eharm the

IWney, and produce so indelible nn impression on the

imagination, as nerer again to be effaced. Such is

the case with respect to all the great master- pieces

that remain to us. In some of their lesser details

they may hare partly grown out of date, but their

broader i features possess a character of nature and
truth, which bid defiance to the influence of times and
fashion*.

To Me Editor of Me Harmonicon.

London, May t, 18JJ.

Sir,

The following observations which I lately met

with in the Quarterly Journal of Literature, Science, and
the Arts*, I haye transcribed and sent to you, as they

mar probably prose interesting to the scientific readers

of the Harmonicon.
1 am. Sir,

Your very obedient Scrsant,

R. D.

OH THE OSPUXATtOVS OF SONOROtS CHORDS.

In a science of such universal interest as music, which

is the object of discussion, not only of the musician, but of

the mathematician and the natural philosopher, it is

remarkable what a discordance of opinion there exists

with regard to those sounds called hartnouics, and even

with regard to the oscillations of sonorous chords. The
following interesting theorem removes all obscurity from

these subjects.

If any two sonorous chords, A and B, be so placed, as

that the oscillations of one shall cause the air to act upon

the other, as in all stringed musical instruments, and
If A oscillates m times, while B oscillates « times, m
aad a being any whole numbers prime to each other

;

then, if either of these chords, as A, is put in motion,

the action of the air wilt divide B into m equal parts,

each of which will oscillate n times, while A oscillates

onlv once.

"this theorem is the base of the theory of harmonics.

It was deduced from a propertvdemonstrated by 1-agrauge,

in Sect S. .Wee. Analytiyue, that a vibrating chord is sus-

ceptible of beiug divided into any number of equal parts,

each of which would vibrate as if isolated. It affords a

refutation of (what geometers seemed not absolutely to

doubt) the assertion of Rameau, that every fundamental

note in music is accompanied with its octave, twelfth, and
seventeenth. It proves that, whether a sonorous homo-
geneous chord of uniform solidify has one, two, or three

species of vibrations, these oscillations being necessarily

performed in equal times, it cannot produce but une single

pole at a lime. It is remarkable, that while the illus-

trious geometer just named had the proof of the fallacy

of the received theory of harmonics before him, he was
framing an hypothesis to account for its truth.

MEYERBEER, and II. CROCIATO IN EGITTO.

Trieste, March, 1825.

The celebrated opera, II Crodatoin Egiito, is rapidly ma-
king the tour of Europe. This composition has been the
means of raising M. Meyerbeer into a reputation scarcely

less sudden than tbat procured for M. v. Weber by Der
Freischutz. After having been brought forward in most
of the principal theatres of Italy, it has within the last

two months Imen produced here, with a splendour hitherto

unknown to the theatre of this place, and received with
an enthusiasm almost unprecedented, eren in this laud
of vivacious feeling.

The opera had been for some time expected ; it wax
known that more than usual attention had been bestowed,
in order to enable it to be brought forward with all the
perfection possible; that the seal of all parties, united to
that of the composer himself, who had paid a visit to

Trieste, expressly with a view to superintend its produce
tion, was unremitting . that there had been no less than
thirteen full rehearsals, and as many separate ones of
the chonisses. Expectation and impatience were there-

fore on the tiptoe, and its appearance was at length
crowned with unanimous and tumultuous applause. I

shall not easily forget the enthusiasm which this moment
produced, an enthusiasm which a calmer review of the
merits of the piece has fully justified. For myself,

I frankly acknowledge that of all the operas I ever
beard, the music of It Crocialo has touched me most,

as well by thenovelty of its motivos. as by the sweetness

of its melodies, and the grandeur and lofty character of
its accompaniments.

As I am of opinion tbat Der Fmtckuiz is the fltst of

modern German music, so is It Crocutto the first of the

modern Italian : or rather I would correct myself and
say, that of all living composers, Meyerbeer is the one

who most happily combines tbe easy, flowing, and ex-

pressive melodies of Italy, with the severer beauties, tbe

grander accompaniments, of tbe German school ; to

w hich I would add, that he unites the still greater merit

of painting the various feelings of the heart with perfect

truth, and of carefully adapting his orchestral effects to

tbe character of the melody which they are made to

Uluslmle and enforce.

The means of tbe theatre here are bat limited, and
the liberality ol the management has not always been

a subject of praise
;
yet on the present occasion, the

facilities found for the production of the Crocialo asto-

nished every one, atul tbe efforts made seem to hare

surprised eve* the artists themselves
;
they could have

arisen only from that enthusiasm w hich can supply many
wants, anti make up for many deficiencies.

The journals of this part of the world are full of rapture

;

they declare that both singers and orchestra rivalled each

other in their exertions, and entered entirely into the soul

and spirit of tbe great composer, who happily for them
hud neon present at all the rehearsals to direct them
energies, so that the minutest beauties of the piece were

brought fully iuto view. The management is said to have

spared no expense, no sacrifice, in order to produce h
with a splendour deserving of the composition.

To complete all, the poet Rossi, the author of the

poem, was at Trieste, aud by actively co-operating with• Vol. XV., No. SO, Julv ISM, [>. m.
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tbe composer, succeeded in impressing the singers, and
particularly the chorus, with the force of the sentiments

they had to utter, and of making them enter into the
spirit of the sitnationB of the piece, many of which are

full of real theatrical effect. How fortunate would it

be if all theatres enjoyed these important advantages

!

at all events, more might certainly be done in this respect
than has usually been attempted

;
too often the artists

have been left to their own caprice, or to accidental

means of comprehending the spirit of the poetry, and
the force of the situations. By the way, we cannot let

this opportunity pass of remarking, that the poem of

Rossi is by far the best of its kind that has appeared in

Italy for many years
;
the style is good, and in excellent

keeping with the interesting nature of the action.

From what has been said, it will be seen, that in order
to do jnstice to this opera, considerable depth of stage,

and splendour of decoration is required, effective cho-
russes and performers, together with an energy of action

corresponding to the striking situations of the piece; for

on these, after all, much of the effect of the music will

necessarily depend. The following were the singers who
sustained the principal characters here: the soprano

,

Signora Canzi
; the mezzo-soprano, Signora Carolina

Bassi
; contr'aJto, (which was not effective,) Signor

Villa; primo tenore
,
Signor Tacdimardi

;
basso, Signor

Bianchi.

The chorusscs,—a wonder for Italy,— went off admi-
rably, though, upon the whole, too feeble for the situ-

ations. The soprano parts are particularly defective in

Italy generally, aud yet we are led to believe that the

children here sing almost before they can walk

;

whereas, with tbe exception of Naples and Milan, there

scarcely can be found a chorus with soprano voices. With
very few exceptions, the orchestra was perfect, and
executed the music in its true spirit and time. No idea
can be formed of the warmth with which the opera
was received. Meyerbeer was called upon the stage no
less than foar times at tbe close of each act ; tbe singers

also enjoyed their full share of honour. After the per-

formance*, the composer was met at the door of the house
by an immense concourse of people, who came pre-

pared with bands of music, and lighted torches, and
accompanied him to his residence with tumultuous accla-

mations. lie wa9 then obliged to show himself at the
balcony, amidst the roar of a thousand ervivas, the clang
of trumpcls, and the deafening roar of drums:—no very
judiciously-chosen compliment by the way, wherewith to

greet this creator of sweet harmonies.
After partaking of some refreshment he was invited

lo repair to the Cassino, where he was accompanied in

the same manner as before, and on reaching this place,

he was installed in due form, and crowned with laurel,

in the midst of a tumult of applause, and a riot of accla-

mation, of which those only who have witnessed it can
form any adequate idea. This uproarious meeting did

not disperse till four in the morning. Another honour,
less riotous, but more grateful* was also shewn to the

composer, in a public dinner given him by* the principal

people of the town ; nor on this occasion was the poet

Rossi without his share of honour ; he was placed in a
conspicuous situation near the composer, and greeted
with the approbation which his merits deserve. From
the more exalted loungers in the Cassino, to the ragged
idlers on tbe quays, nothing is talked of, but Meyerbeer
and the Crociato ; favourite pieces of the music are

hummed in every direction, and the favourite romance is

in every mouth *. In a word, the magic of this modern
music has effected more wonders on the shores of Etruria,

Adria, and Illyria, than ever was done by the art m
days of yore.

P. V.

ON THE MUSICAL DRAMA.

[ From a Paris JoMrna/.]

Singing is heard upon all the theatres of Paris, La
Comrdic Frattfaise excepted; nor is it satisfactorily

roved, that Melpomene and Thalia are not sometimes
card to utter there a kind of semi-lyric declamation.

Never was the saying of Mazarin more rigorously true:

Voltaire expressed bis astonishment, that tbe French
could sit out three hours of music ; were he still living,

he would feel no hesitation iu confessing, that without

singing, they could not exist a single day.

The same was also the taste of Inc people of antiquity.

Music formed the delight of tbe greatest kings
;
David

could no more separate himself from his harp than from
his sling; Alexander, after subduing the world, was de-
sirous ot learning to play on some instrument

; Socrates

could not discover that wisdom was incompatible with
music; Nero wras more tenacious of the beauty of hig

voice, than of all the prerogatives of absolute power.
Our ancestors also were fond of the song ; I find an
incoutestible proof of this in the treaty of peace made by
Clovis with Theodoric, king of tbe Ostrogoths in Italy.

In one of the articles it is stipulated, that the latter should

be obligated to send into France an excellent player on
the guitar. Dagobert, the same to whom

Le bon Mint Eloi
Dtmit ; O mon roi. • .

Vqtrv mnjcstC, &c.

fell violently in love with a nun whom he heard singing in

the choir
;
Louis XII. composed little ariettes, and the

grave Louis XIII. himself, noted down one, which is to

be met with in the Musuryin of Kircher. Was it not
Queen Elizabeth's wish to be lulled into her last long
sleep by the sound of instruments ? So many examples,
the number of which I should find no difficulty in aug-
menting, justify the taste of the French for music, and
are an excuse for their entertaining, in this respect, the

opinion of the master of M. Jonniain, who assures us
** that without it a state canot possibly exist.”

The Greeks were of tbe same opinion
;
they considered

harmony as the image of good order in government.
Full oi this idea, they made a decree that nothing should

be changed iu their music. Woe to the rash man who
should dare to propose any innovation ! lie was at

ouce anathematized, and liis name was added to the list

of criminals of the state. Hence it is seen that the

Greeks had their SocUU de Bonne Manque, the same as

we have our confraternity De bonnes letirvs. Our national

character will not permit us to imitate the example of the

Greeks on this point, for, rather than remain stationary

in the art, we should have overturned twenty govern-

ments, in order to have enjoyed the liberty of changing

• For this composition, «ce p. 18s of the Musk in the prricoi

Number.
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our music twenty different times. Happily there has been

no necessity of recurring to extremes like these: our

musical revolutions hare been successively operated

without any other disorder, than some smart fisty-cuffs

dealt out in quick time, and some wigs torn off* in irregu-

lar cadenzas.

Honour! a hundred times honour to the dilettanti who,
at a memorable period, risked their ears and noses in

order to raise Gluck and Ficcini to the worm-eaten
thrones of Lull! and Rameau! It is they who prepared

the way for the appearance of a Mehul, a Cherubini, a

Grclry, a Daleyrae, a Nioulo, a Berton, a Boieldieu,

who, by their learned harmonies and sprightly melodies,

bare proved, that in spite of all the eloquent sarcasms of

a celebrated philosopher, the French could also have their

music. Perhaps it would have been wise to stop there,

and not to have forgotten the important troth that, le

mieux cst Tcnncmi tlubien; but, attainted with Gartiiism

even to the third degree, our singers have been ambitious

only of warbling, and our composers being constrained

1o write for birds, came at last to consider our lyric

theatres ns so many aviaries.

The principal movers of this great musical revolution

have, doubtless, been the buffoons of Italy, who having

had the address to bring themselves into fashion, have

succeeded in making the public believe, that out of their

theatre there is no salvation. Since that fatal moment
our great composers have broken their lyres, and
abAUOoned the French scene to all the wild furor of the

point d'argue, the ereseenday and the roulade. Our
young musicians, seduced by the rage of the day, have

sought for nothing but ultrainoutaue inspirations ; and
bur poets too, infected with the same spirit, have esta-

blished their Parnassus at lierthelemot's, and set about

rhyming prose more desperate than the following passage

of an Italian Opera :

—

O mu churmunlr mcdni&re,
Tu m’o moutu le cerveau

Tii m'u rttluia «*n fariue,

To me pltrisrn pntcau,

Tu tnreuia a la sourdine

E m'nralcs d'un morceau

These verses naturally lead me to speak of the operas nt

the Odeon ; the success of which caunot possibly be called

in question.

Rossini, Winter, and Weber divide the public favour,

and in vain do Corneille and Molierc strive to make their

voices heard ; they are overwhelmed by the din of

trombones and contra- basses. The question on this point

is settled. The second Theatre Francaise is no more ; it

has fallen before the blast of the trumpets of the new
Joshuas, and upon its ruins we already nchnld the rising

walls of n temple to the God of ItaHco-Gtrmamco har-

mony. The present might, perhaps, be the proper place

to examine with what degree of right Melpomene and

Thalia have been chased from the sanctuary assigned

them as their property, by a royal ordinance ; but

this argument would carry me too far. I will return to

my subject.

# Oh mr rharrmoff maid of the mill,

Thou bail ground my brain to meal.

Thou to finest flour bn* brought it.

And into a cake hast wrought it.

And when baked so nice and brown,

Swallow'd nt a mouthful down.

In all the critiques which I have constantly launched
against the pasticci of M. Caslil-Klaze, 1 have never
pretended to deny the advantages which our young com-
posers may derive from the study of the scores of Foreign
composers; on the contrary,! am persuaded that no
musical work can be appreciated, till it has been heard ;

a simple reading will not suffice in music as in literature,

and in spite of all the talent of our musical judges, they
too often pronouuce ah opinion in the dark. In as far,

therefore, as the Odeon affords us an opportunity of
judging of the compositions of foreign masters, it is a
useful institution, and serves at once to promote the

interests of the art, and the enjoyment of the public;

but from the moment its directors are determined no
longer to keep within the limits prescribed by. taste and
good sense ; when it is to be notning but the same thing

over and over again ; to-day Rossini, to-morrow Winter,
the next day Weber, there is an end of French music.
Again, if we must have Weber, Winter, and Rossini,

let us have them pure and genuine, not changed and
garbled as fancy or caprice may dictate. Unhappily it

is more easy to imitate the defects than the good qualities

of wen of genius; and in this respect, it is not difficult

to anticipate the result. The danger is not imminent I

will allow
; the company of singers at the Odeon is not

yet sufficiently strong, or so organized, as to afford any
just cause for alarm ; but the moment may arrive when
our fears may not be groundless. Then will it come to

pass, that attacked on both banks of the river, the French
Muse will infallibly see her last asylum invaded, and
will have no other resource left than the street musician,

and his barrel organ.

But be it as it may, let not the young artist be dis-
heartened ; let him not lose sight of what one of our
masters, and be no common man, has observed relative to

this subject. “ The real sublime of every work," says
Gretry,

44
is truth ; upon that fashion can have no lasting

influence. A sparkling pretender to excellence may
eclipse for a moment the merit of men of ability

; but
it will not be long before the public will blush in silence

at having been deceived, and fresh homage will be ren-

dered to the native charms of truth/ 1

CONCERTS OF M. HUMMEL AT PARIS.

M. II l m m ti. has almost surpassed the. expectations to

which his great reputation had given rise. The three

pieces which he executed at hi» first concert excited

even enthusiasm. One of them, tbe Hondo Bnlltant
,

has been seldom heard wth accompaniments, which are
of extraordinary beauty, and afforded great delight. His
new Concerto is still more remarkable on account of its

science and grace.

The execution of M. Hummel is free, chaste, and in

perfectly good taste
;
be does not strain to astonish.

Manv performers have more pretension, and, if we may
use tlie term, more emphasis in their playing, but they

seldom produce the effect he docs. Mile. Schiassetti

and M. Hordogni were well received. An extempore
performance by M. Hummel, although rather too long,

shew ed the surprising skill and facility of invention by
which he is distinguished. Amateurs will long remember
this agreeable musical evening.

The room® of M, Erard, large as they are, cannot
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contain the crowd of amateurs who wish to attend the

concerts of this celebrated musician.

The extemporaneous performance at the end of the

second concert which he gave last Friday, produced an
astonishing effect npon some of the spectators. Madam*
Pasta surpassed herself in Gluck's cavatina in Orfeo,
“ Che faro tenxa Euridioc ?"

The third concert given by M. Hummel was attended

by great numbers This distinguished composer again
proved himself worthy of his reputation, and of thu success

of the two former concerts. The sonntaj'or two performers,
executed by Kalkbrenner and Hummel, appeared learned

and original. An adagio in the old style, if it hud lasted

much longer would have fatigued the auditory. Inter-

minable cadences, and shakes of a quarter of an hour
long, may prove the skill of the performer, as a minuet
well danced displays the ease ana grace of Mile. Noblet
ami M. Albert ; but these ornaments of the old school, to

be at all bearable, should be short. However, a very

delightful rondo succeeded this musical minuet
;
aud its

charming light style was more apparent from the con-

trast. 5l. Kalkbrenner took the upper part, and M.
Hummel the second. It was easy, to those amAteurs
w ho were a little experienced, to perceive and appreciate

at once, the effect produced by the imion of the brilliant

and elegant manner of the former, with the free and
easy style of the latter. The vocal j»art of this concert

was composed of au air bv M. Poer, sang by Madame
Marconi

;
aud a texzetto, by the same roaster, sung by

Madame Marconi, Mile. Dorns, ami M. Lavasseur
; and

another air by Paer, sung by Mile. Doras, who received

some applause. A trio by Hummel, performed by Hail-

lot, Norblin, and the author himself, was singular and
learned, and on this account was approved by composers.

M. Vimercati received the same applause for a very dif-

ferent son of merit,—he executed a concerto on the man-
doline. True connoisseurs are inclined to allow but little

to the mere conquest of dilDcullips.

The composition of M. Vimercati was not in good

(astc. Why has be not dedicated to the harp, or even to

the guitar, the immense time which he must have em-
ployed upon the mandoline, an ungrateful instrument,

whose sharpness he will never soften, and whose dryness

cannot be overcome. A theme from Mozart, Handel,

and Weber, on which M. Hummel performed some vari-

ations, gave him an opportunity to introduce one of the

most brilliant extempore pieces ever heard. We cannot

enough admire this instantaneous creation, thus facility of

producing in a moment, music, as pure in style, and as

brilliant, as if it had been polished in the stody of the

composer after long consideration.

SOME ACCOUNT OF M. MEYERBEER,
The Composer of It Crodoto in Rgitto.

M. Meyerbeer is (he *011 of one of the rie!»e«t bunkers

of Berlin, named Beer*. At a rery early age he

evinced a remarkable talent for music, and at ten years

old performed a concerto on the Piano-Forte, at a jmblic

concert giren at Berlin, for the benefit of the charitable

institutions of that place, on which occasion, their Majcs-

• lHtyrr among the Jews—for of lb"l community wa* this com-

poser > family—i. a puMMmoaj instead Iben-fore of snUUg Ilia

name M .-err fleer, he baa joiimd the :ao.

V0L.Hl.

ties of Prussia were present. His master bn this instru-

ment was the famous L&uska. He began the .study of

composition at a verv early period under Bernnard
Anselm Weber, /irst Kapellmeister at Berlin, and after-

wards under the distinguished Zelter. Being more ad-

vanced in age, he completed his musical education under
the well-known Abb£ Voglcr, at the same time with

C. M. von Weber, both being nearly of an age,—about

S5i At Munich he composed bis first opera, called

Jephthah's Hash Vqu\ to German words. The reception

which this obtained, encouraged him to cultivate his

favourite art with increased zeal. He accordingly pro-

ceeded to Italy, where he adopted more of the Italian

style, and produced several compositions, of which the

most successful were his operas of RomiUla e Castanza,

Emma di ReshorgOj and, last of all, his master-piece, II

Crociato in Etjilto.

Meyerbeer being a man of very considerable fortune,

does not compose from pecuniary motives, but altogether

in the spirit of an amateur; the profits arising from his

productions he has hitherto bestowed upon the most
deserving of those who performed them, and in other

acts of generosity.

THE YORK FESTIVAL.

The Second Yorkshire Grand Magical Festival is fixed to take

place on the 13tli of S&ptcmhcr, and three following day*, in

York Minster ; there will also be Concerts on the first three

evenings in the New Rooms,*—the building ofwhich was noticed

in the Hannonicon for July, 1824,—which will be lad by

Messrs. Kie»ewetter, Mori, and Lndrr, respectively. Mr. F.

Cramer leads the Morning Performance*, and the whole will

be conducted by Mr. (ireatom,— assisted by Mr. Cainwl^e. Dr.

Camidge, Mr. While, ami Mr. P. Knapton. The Cathedral

baud will consist of upwards of 600 vocal and Instrumental per-

formers, and the Concert Orchestra of 140 to 150 instru-

mentalists. The cbonittse* are to be delivered to tin* singers

in June, and a rehearsal of them is to take place on Saturday

the 10th September, which will ensure more correctness in the

new pieces than lias usually been attained at country meeting*,

at the tame time that tlie pressure of numbers upon the roads

will be somewhat more widely dispersed.

The first morning's performance will commence with the

Jubilate of Handel, composed for the peace of Utrecht, with-

out any introductory symphony
;
thu* producing the effect of all

the voice* and instrument* at once upon the ear. the want of

which is lamented by Dr. Burney in hi* Account of the Com -

utemoration.

The 10®d Meeting of the three Choirs, takes place at Here-

ford, in the preceding week to that at York.

The Derby Meeting follows tliat of York in October.

MISCELLANEA.

lx those places where musical contest* are carried on with

violence and animosity; where there are more critics and
theorists than composer* ami practitioner*, it is not to be ex

-

pected tliat the public taste can become very refined, or the

fancy and entlaisiasiu of tuu«ician> be much encouraged or

enlivened.

A rag* for universality, or for 4*in, tempt* many composers to

quit the road which nature and art hare destined fur them, and
to enter on another, where they are sure either to be bewildered,

R
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or to become so destitute of the necessary requisites for travelling
through it, as to be obliged to rob ana plunder every one they
meet.

Thk composer, who to genius unite* Roominess of judgment,
will not Iari«li upon common and trivial occasions, what should
be reserved for extraordinary purposes. He will leave to fops
and pedants In the art, all that alarms, astonishes, and per-
plexes • he will let no other arts be discoverable in his couipo-
utkrna, than those of pleasing the ear, and of satisfying the
understanding.

Dn. Burvrt, after hearing the compositions of a German, in
which, tlx High great art and contrivance were perceptible, yet
the modulation was natural, and the melody smooth and elegant,
exclaimed : “ As much art as you please. Sir, provided it he
united with nature ; and even in a marriage between art and
nature, I should always wish the lady to wear the breeches.''

thing, men are apt to be influenced by the force of fenink-
fences, and are tempted to call that the* decay of the art which
is frequently nothing elsj than tike decay of tlwir faculties, and
the effect of age, which steals on imperceptibly, and blunts the
finer edge of sensibility.

J. Schultxb has written a treatise Dt U*u Mmirit, Ue..
which appeared under the fictitious name of J. J. Weideneru

;

the eighth division of the work has the whimsical title, Cantorse
awant humoret.

Inventions, says an Italian Writer, make the tour of the world,
and at the place which they reach the last, generally leave some
memorial behind them. The only specimen I ercr saw of the
Tromha marina (the Trumtekeit of Lusdnio, as described by
him in his Musurgia,) was at Tornia. upon the northern shore*
of the Gulf of Bothnia. It appeared to hare been preserved
with great care, and was in the possession of a merchant, but
no one knew how to use it.

Tna Abbe More let, in his work Sur iExpression Musico/c,
has the following just and beautiful remark. ** A finished air
of the pathetic kind is an assemblage of various accents, which
have, al. different times, escaj>ed from souls endowed with sensi-
bility ; it resembles the painting of Zeuxis, which pourtrayed the
Goddess of Beauty by an assemblage of the most exquisite traits
of loveliness the painter could select. It is thus that the sculp-
tor and the musician concentrate dispersed beauties, and succeed
in inspiring us with that delight which nature could not of
herself, unaided and unassisted, impart.**

An author, speaking of the famous quarrel between the par-
tisans of the ancient and modern music, has the following re*
mark. “ If after having read all the authors upon music that
came in my way, from Aristoxenes to M. Rameau, I were per-
mitted to state the impression that has been left on mv mind, I
would do it in three words. The Ancients are the fathers of
music ; they left behind a numerous offspring, the greater part
of whom did not know their own parents; and the other part,
still more ungrateful, refused to know them.**

fits composer Vivaldi filled, at the same time, the functions of
priest and of maestro tii caorlla. A remarkable instance of
absence of mind is related of him. As he was saying mass in a
crowded church, the musician's mind wandered from the sacred
subject, and was busy amidst the creations of his fanev. Totally
absorbed by the brilliant conceptions of the moment, which be
was fearful of losing, what did the good priest do ? He quitted
the altar, to the no small amazement of the congregation, hurried
to the sacristy, and scratched down the precious motivo upon
the margin of a missal. He then returned quietly to the altar
and finished the interrupted sacrifice. This alteration of fancy
bad, however, well nigh eust poor Vivaldi very dear. Some
of the scandalized auditory made this pardonable irregularity
ot the musical priest, a subject of accusation to the Holy Otbre,
but the Inquisition, with a lenity not always found at that tribu-
nal, dismissed the complaint with indifference, for doubtless in
the eyes of the successors of Torquemada, a madman and a
musical virtuoso were one and the same tiling.

M'/bical paradoxes may be advanced and defended, with all
the fotce of logic and the powers of persuasion ; hut at last it
will, in all probability, be found, that common sense, habit, and
prejudice will not leave the decision either to reasoning or elo-
qiieoce, but insist upon having a vote upon the occasion !

1 hr grumblers, the laudatores trmporit aeti, are a very ancient
family. Aristotle, Plato, and other*, in the most flourishing
perujd of music in Greece, are full of their lamentations for the
corruption of the art. It is more than probable, that those
plnkksophers, like certain modem amateurs, exaggerated the
evils of which they complain. In music more than in any other

It is reported here (Berlin), that M. v. Weber has just com-
pleted the first act of bis new opera of O&rroo, which he has
been engaged to compose by the direction of one of the theatres
of London. As a literary production, the poem he ha* to work
upon, has been stated to be a very meritorious composition, full
of dramatic situation and effect.

Til Bit* has just appeared iu Leipsic, Shakxpeares Lieder, nut
Begieiturtg rf« Piano-forte in musick geie/zf, vOn Fr. von
Hoynrhnrgk, (Shakspeare's Songs set to music, with piano-
forte accompaniments.) It it spoken of a* a work possessing
great merit, aud abounding with original and effective roe-

RosaiNi'a opera of Armida has just been published by Breit-
koft and Hkrtel, of Lcipsic, the whole handsomely printed in
lithography.

Brkthovrn is still active; lie luw just completed two new
Quatuors, which are shortly expected to be given to the public.

ScmmART, in hia work entitled J?sMefi> dvr Tonkunst
,

(.‘Esthetic of Music), has given it as his opinion that the Jews
Harp might he so far improved as to admit of Concertos being
played upon it, and for this opinion he was not a little ridiculed.
But strange aa it may appear, the idea of this fanciful writer
has in a certain degree been realized. A. M. Enlenstein, from
Heilbronn, haa invented a new instrument, or rather improved
the little instrument already spoken of, which he calls the Mouth
Harmonica, on which he has been performing various pieces of
imisie to the astonishment and delight of numerous private
circles. After much study, and by much iftgenuitv, lie ha*
succeeded m obtaining from this insignificant instrument, which
in its vibrations usually produces consonants only, four entire
octaves in the major scale, and hence he can give melodies, not
only with ornamental passages, but even with entire van*,
tion*. As the tone is formed by the mouth, this instrument
unites the power** of the common harmonica with the mollifi-
cations which the human breath is capable of imparting to it.
According to M. Eulensttin, It cannot be played in the minor
mode, because the vibrations form the major third, but it pro-
ducei the minor sixth, which always proves an inconvenience to
the perfomwr in the major tones. This gentleman has studied
thorough bass, in order to extend and perfect his powers on the
instrument. Ha is a very modest, unassuming you»g man, and
meets with much encouragement. -

Ax advertisement recently appeared in a German newspaper
for a gentleman s servant. Among other indispensable requisites
tt was stated, that he was neither to sing nor whistle anv nart
whatever of Dor Freisckutz t

7 *

Mr. Fbrdinand Rira is at present engaged m composing »w
opera, which has been written expressly fur him by Mr Geom
Soane, author uf Faustns sad other dramatic works.
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FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

ViBjryx.—The only piece given here this season that can be
entitled to the name of novelty, wai Lt Cantatrice Fiflane, an
opera bn (fa by Fioravanti, which was admirably performed by
Signor Labi ache, and the Signoras Sonntag ana Dardanelli.
The ensemble was masterly, and the piece was received with
considerable applause. The other performances have been La
Molinara by Pasiello, six times; Xachtigatt und Rabt byWeigh
once ; Lt Lazrione ft una Vetloin by Generali, three times

;

Cordelia by Kruitzer, once ; AUefurehten sick, (They all Fear),
by laouard

; Pas Hauxgetinde (The Domestic\ by FiBcher,
twice

;
dcr Gebexserte Lorenz (The Lorenzo Improved), by

.Eulcnstcin
;
and Cenerentola, three times.—Among the concerts

the must remarkable was that given by Professor Schunkc and
his two sons, who performed woudert on the horn, as well as on
the piano. The elder, thirteen years of age, gave Hummel's
grand Couccrto in A minor, with a precision, taste, and feeling,

which is nut rarely surpassed. God save the King, with varia-

tions, performed on the tairn by the father and the younger non,

wag a surprising performance, and called forth a burst of
applause.

Our veteran Weigl had a very successful benefit, on which
occasion bis favourite opera of Pie Sckwtitzer-famUie was re-

presented.

Berlin.-—The greatest novelty that has excited the attention
of the musical world here has been the revival of Sacchini's

(Rdippe, that wonder of the last age. It was produced with
considerable spirit, uuder the direction of the celebrated Spon-
tini, who has already shewn great judgment in the manner in

which he has revived some of the masterpieces of the old school.

The great difficulty on these occasion* is to know the true
motemeui of the different parts of music, to which no positive

indications have bceh left by the composers. In the present
instance, so much attention was bestowed on this point, that all

the old cognoscenti,—which, by the way, is saying a great deal,

—appear to have been perfectly satisfied. Accustomed as we
have been to the more perfect orchestra, formed since the days
of Mozart, the music of the older school frequently appear*
meagre and unsatisfactory, and yet how is this evil to be
remedied ? A Mozart might venture to give additional accom-
paniments to the MruiaA, but where arc we to find the supe-

rior musician, the master-mind that would venture upon the

same task with respect to the masterpiece of the last age ?

No wonder therefore that this opera could scarcely he said

to have found a public, and that its rim was not what the

management had anticipated. Wc think that the principal
reason of this may be, the too great formality and uniformity
that prcvnils throughout the airs, duets, flic., a uniformity from
which the taste of the time did not allow the composer to depart.
Almost all his airs seem cast in the same mould, principal pas-
sage, collateral passage, anil then entire reprise, like the first

allegro ami other determined forms of the sonata.

Dresdbx.—The ZeLnira of Rossini was lately produced at
the theatre here for the first time, and was received with mode-
rate applause. Th»« opera is another proof, among the many,
of how much Rossini is capable, were a due direction given to
his talents, and had he been solicitous rather to consult the
real wants of art, than to he flattered into self delusion by the
empty applauses of his frivolous countrymen. Driven by cir-

cumstances to hasty composition, he has rummaged without
scruple in the scores of ah the masters both ancient and modern,

and appropriated as much to hh» own use as he found con-
venient

; and yet, in spite of all this, we must acknowledge that

he possesses so ample a fund of his own, that he might with

profit draw upon it if he would. The characters were well

cast, and the piece excellently supported throughout.—At
length Jeuonda ha* been produced here. After the expecta-

tions that had been raised by the fame which this opera of the

ingenious Spohr had obtained in Leipsic and Cassel, we were
at length amply gratified, and are nappy to bear testimony

to the merits of this composer. The overture, the duet, choral
of soldiers, and air of the heroine, in the second act

;
the chorus

of priests and air, in the third act, were the parts that pleased

the most. ft has been observed of this opera that it possessed

the peculiar merit of having made no attempts at effect, but

sought to attain its object by simple and natural melody, en-
forced by appropriate accompaniments.
The other operas given have been Seyfried’s Per ff'aise and

Per Murder (the Orphan and the Slurderer), twice ; Per
Freisekutz, twice ; Weigl"s Xachi igall und Kobe (Nightingale

and Raven), once ; Die Entfuhrung a us dem Serad, once ;

.
Ixs Cantatriee Villane, once

;
Taneredi, three times ; Rie-

cianto e Zoroide, three times ; La Gaxza Ladret, twice; La
Giovantu it Enrico V. f by Morlacchi, four times; Marghcritii
ftAnjou, by Meyerbeer, twice

;
and Rossini’s Jtaliana in

Algeri, twice.

Weimar.—The interests of music were never better consulted

here than during the last season. It is with satisfaction we can
state, that the utmost unanimity prevails between the members
of the theatre and of the court chapel ; and under such circum-

stances, even from performers of moderate talents, much mny
with justice be expected ; how much more then from artists of
the merit which this place has the good fortune to possess.

7*he following lint of the performance* of the season will show
that there has ueilher been any want of industrious exertion,

nor ofjudgment in the selection of tlie pieces performed—Cima-
rota's Malrimonio Sccreto, twice ; Lthussa, Ccnerentola, La
Follic, Pie Schteextern von Prag (The Sisters of Prague), Per
Freischiitz, six times • War and Pasta, twice; Per /Faster*

trager, (the YTatercarricr), Pat Xeue Sonntagsktnd, seven
times ; La Molinara, Taneredi, twice ; Pie Zauherjlute

,

twice
; Jean de Paris, Count ron Gleichm, twice ;

Itat

Opfcrfest, Pie Saalnire, the first time produced ; Fanchon,
Die Entfubrung aus dem Serail. twice ;

Euryanthe, three

times ; Ferdinand Cortez, twice
;

Le Xozze di Figaro,

Richard Camr de Lion, twice ; La CLmmza di Tito. Pen
neuen Cutsherm (The New Tenant), Camilla, twice ; and
Don Giovanni, once.

Stitoarii.—A new romantic opera in three acts, entitled

Per Derykoniy, (The Mountain King), the music by Kapell-

meister Lindpaiutncr, was produced here, and wa very

favourably received. The critics commend the composition a*

containing many very chunning melodies, worth? of the former

fame of this composer, of whom we have before nnd occasion to

speak with praise. The overture was full of new and striking

effects, and was loudly encored, as well as several of the airs

and a chorus. The composer was called for at the conclusion

of the opera and received the warm congratulations of the public.

It cannot be denied that in the composition of this piece, both

the poet and the composer had an eve to the Freisekutz, and

appear rather to have sought a resemblance in many parts than

to have avoided it. The decorations and the mode in which

R 2
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it was brought out was creditable to the management.—The
MMon hat Seen a veTy active one. Betide* the ahove new
composition, we had L« Rappesaylia of Kapellmeister Stuntz,

three times ; Momi, La rieiye, Rhubert'* Caleerensklaeen

(Galley Slaves'1
, La Clemenza di Tito, Cmlfau Tutte, Otetlo,

Centrentold, La Pa.ua Soltiado, Schweitzer-familie, Ter-

icamilungen (Tbe Metamorphosis), Preciota, Tancredi, Frei-

Kckiitx, Mark Antonio, Medea, Le Chafteron Rouge, Barbiere

di Serigtia, Don Joan, anti La Gazza Ladra.—Another

novelty her* also was the revival of Salomons Urthcil > The
Judgment of Solomon), the music by Quasi ns, which ha* long

l>ecn laid on the shelf. The music is of a very masterly kind,

though somewhat antiquated in its forms Some of the marches

contained in the piece are worthy of notice, as well as a prayer

by Solomon, a uiovriiieut full of touching effect, with an accom-

paniment by two violincellos obbligati, which i* very tender and

soothing
;

It was called for with great eagerness, and was re-

peated, together with some other of the pieces.—Among the

numerous concerts gireu here, there is one which I cannot let

pass without u particular notice. It was of an historical kind,

arranged by Kapellmeister Lindpaiutner, in which study and
amusement were Imth happily consulted. It was in three parts,

with four pieces in each part arranged as follows

:

I. Marenzio 155G. Lull! 1633. Handel 1635. Jomelli 171*.

II. Haydn, Mozart, Viotti, Winter.

III. Spohr, Roaaini, K. M. v. Weber, Spontini.

This praiseworthy and judicious idea was very happily rea-

lized, and excited the liveliest interest in all the lovers of music.

It is a practice which deserves imitation, and it would even seem
advisable that in every concert the piece* should he arranged in

their chronological series, by which the historical character of the

musk might be more exactly ascertained, and the different

school* be preserved distinct from each other. Such an arrange-

ment would not at all be found to interfere with variety, on the

contrary, as in the instanre before us, the contrast of pieces

was much more striking tlum if they had been selected from

contemporary composers only.

, MwflflH*—-In order to av oid a dry repetition of names, we shall

iu speaking of the theatrical prices of the season particularize

those things only whirh can lay claim to some degree of novelty.

The favourite opera La A'eige was followed by Le nourea

u

Rentier, an opera by Boieldieu, which did not however long

maintain its ground, and Le count Anaand.—The Italian opera

management was satisfied with giving no new prices during the

greater part of the season, till at last came L'Ahitrator del

Bosco, tlie music by Pavcsi. The plot of the piece is good

and well sustained throughout— praise to which but few

things of this kind rati lay any pretension. The mnsic is of

a pleasing but not very characteristic kind, arul one of the airs

by Rubini was warmly encored. An air of Mozart was intro-

duced in the piece, and stood like a vigorous plant among the

sickly shrubs by which it was encompassed. Signora Schiasetti

who is now regarded a* the no-unworthy rival of the Pa*ta, has

been replaced here by Signora ("asagli, a very accomplished

singer with a high soprano voice. A Signora Vecdu is also

rising rapidly into reputation here ; she performed the character

of Taueredt in a very effective manner, and showed a good

school and great flexibility and sweetness of voice.—In church

music, a great impression was made on the public by tbe perform-

ance of a grand posthumous mass of that extraordinary and
eccentric man the Abbe Vogler. It was like all the composi-

tions of this master, of a desultory kind, but yet full of such

powerful effects as to excite general admiration/

Brhmrn.—

T

he last musical half year of this place has con-

tained more of interest than any preceding year, so rapklly dues

the reign of music spread amongst us; concert has followed

concert, opera lias succeeded opera, and numerous have been

tbe artists that have visited us in the course of tlieir musical

travels. Tbe opera* given have been the following: Tancredi,

Don Juan, Jean de Paris, Die diry Sullaninne«, (Tbe Three
Sultanas) by Sttsmeycr. // Saerifizio /nterrotto , Otello, Fnt-
fuhntng a us dem Sr rail, Barbiere di Seriglia, Der Freisehut

7/ Flouta ifagico, aud La MtAinara. Furyanthe was also

well jierfonned by a full orchestra in a concert given by the

Gesang-verein (Song- society,) and called forth great and
deserved applause. In sacred music wc have had tbe Tod Jesu
offirnun, ltaydn's Creation, and Handel's Mentiah, all under
the direction of Professor Kir ius, whose zeal and devotion in the

cause of the art desen e every praise.

MAOnsnirna.—Music, which since our grand festivity has

rather languislied among us, has resumed fresh vigour with the

return of spring, and wc have been visited by numerous artists

of eminence, who have delighted the lovers of the art with many
judicious selections of most of the favourite pieces of the day,

as well in the concert room, as in sacred music. The favourite

piece of tlie seasou, and which has been repeated in every direc-

tion, was Goethe s celebrated song Kennst du das lande, set to

music by Muhling, which is a lovely melody, admirably expres-

sive of the sentiments of this far-famed song. The accompani-
ment is very charming, and the effect of an echo produced by two
horns quite magical. This song has already cxerriseu the

musical talents of numerous composer*, and lastly of the great

Beethoven himself 41

, but we do not hesitate to risk our opinion

Ural M. Muhling has been of all tbe most successful in rendering

the spirit and character of the poetry.

Vivici.—

S

ince the Crociato of Meyerbeer the taste of our
amateurs has been spoiled for music of a second-rate kind, but
wc cannot always enjoy the treat of such excellency. The
Crociato was succeeded by an opera that pleaded much in Milan,
but which failed here altogether; this was the Elisa c Claudio
of Mercadante. It had been mended, altered, and patched with

new pieces, but all would not do, it was played to empty benches,

notwithstanding the excellent acting of that improving actress,

Fanny Avion, who may now be said to be naturalized io Italy,

and who promises fair to be a distinguished ornament of our
lyric theatre.

Milan*—

T

he latest novelty of our lyric boards has been a

new Mcmi-seria opera of Caraffa, entitled Sonnabnlo, the success

of which was but very moderate, though full of very pleasing

things. But whence this want ofsuecess ? The cause is evident.

Rossini in his numerous, indeed too numerous compositions,

has exhausted every description of crescendo, agitato, mosto,

grace, and ail the family of dissonances, indeed every combination

of which the seven musical notes are capable, and haring done so,

he constantly draws upon himself and is pardoned, as tbe

materials arc his own ; and, bad or good, he has founded a school

of his own.
There is a peculiar fire and character about him even in his

very errors, wnieh redeem in a certain degree his failings, and
make him everywhere a favourite. Not so with those who, led

away by the taste of the times, imitate this great id. d of the day.

Reminiscences are pardoned in Rossini, but not in his imitators,

and among these imitators is Caraffa. It is to he regretted that

this composer should have suffered himself to sink into an imita-

tor, as he has the materials of originality within him, and
wants oidy confidence and industry to bring them into effect.

There were parts in the present opera which proved this truth

beyond tbe power of contradiction. We might instance, in par-

ticular a duet, by Galli and Pcsaroni, and n Cavatina by the

latter, in the first act, an air by the younger Galli and the finale

of the second, each of which was marked by passages of dis-

tinctive merit, and yet which fell off at the close, aud became

* Fot this Song mc HaanoHicoa No. XXVI.
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quite Roanoian. When will our composers quit this imitation Paris, April After a long illness, which attacked the

of imitation, and return In nature and truth ? Caraffa, we repeat, seat of the voice. M. Dojnzelli appeared last Tuesday in the

Is a composer of talent, let him trust to his native energies, let character of OteUo, in which be should be more moderate, he

him seek for that originality which will entitle him to the genuine would then both sing and art better, without fatigue, and would

esteem of his contemporaries, if not the applause of biter days. produce a greater effect. The efforts which be made occauon-

ally spoiled one of the sweetest voices we ever heard. The
continual passion to which he abandoned himself, prevented him

from being as impressive as he would be if he «»ccationally

Milan.—One of Cimarosa's comic operas has recently been altered his manner. Garcia was miserably defective in the same

revived here, entitled Oianninn e Hernardour. 1*his is a very way. It is bv skilfully passing from calmness to agitation, from

pleasing composition, and its appearance was hailed with great the most absolute dejection to the most terrible fury, that 1 alma

delight ;
among the pieces that called down the greatest applause, produces so great an effect, he occasionally releases the specta-

were the celebrated quartetto of the first act, and a duet intro- tors from their attention, and they pardon him for making them

duced in the aecond act, composed, as the report goea, bv fie- sometimes tremble, as he often leaves them to weep. But per-

ncrali. The comic, character of Iternardone, was admirably haps the faults which we here notice are more to be attributed

presented by the Buffo Parlamagni, a performer who is rising to the peculiar circumstances in which M. Donielli was placed

rapidly into public favour, and his daughter gave the part of on Tuesday, than to him. Perhaps he thought that his powers

Giannina with great playfulness and good taste. These two were not great enough, and in attempting to increase them, pro-

may be called -the real pillars of this opera, in which, on account duced the exaggeration of which we complain. But let him be

of the weakness of the instrumentation, many alterations have assured, that lie is not one of thoae who fail from want of power,

been made
;
with what success and in what taste, we maybe able The spirit of justice dictates the above observations ;

we wuj

to form some opinion, from the fact of the first flute-player having now add, thut as a singer M . Donielli displays great skill, and

been allowed to introduce a little concerto of his own compost- as an actor a rare sensibility, and that he has not lost any of the

ion in the midst of the nuartett above named, and which reputation he obtained in Italy. That this u the public opinion

lengthens the piece nearly half an hour. This season, which has was proved by frequent and unanimous applause. This was one

been under the management of Mr. Gloesop, may not unaptly of the best performances which we have seen for a long time, at

be termed the season of splendour and poverty. Splendour in this theatre. All the actors surpassed themselves, even includ-

regard to the singers, dancers, decorations, dresses, Sec., but ing Madame Pasta, which would have seemed impossible,

with respect to the music, poverty in the real sense of the word.
Four old operas by Rossini, to which a temporary interest is Paris.—The ancient quarTel between the baton, and the

contrived to be imparted by means of new bands on the stage, violin is not yet settled at the royal academy of music. After

and a troop of horses to render the action more piquant ; one certain observations, launched forth in some of the journals,

still more out of date by Paccini, and a grand ballet, with music like pilot-balloons to discover which way the wind blows, it

by the Neapolitan Maestro di capelin, Luigi Carl ini : snmma appears that, in the orchestra, tbe viohn is to be reinvested

summarum—ail Rossini, over and over again. It is true that with the government. It seems however to os, that the leader

the flattering hope was held out to us in the early part of the of a numerous musical army, will encounter great difficulties,

season, that we might expect to enjoy the 11 Don Giovanni, if at the same time he must attend to the singers ; to his own
but, alas, the pleasing illusion was destroyed, and, most pro- particular troops

;
to the score, and at the salne time, draw

bably, for more reasons than one. As long as the singers are those pure sounds from an instrument which ought alone to

allowed to rule with absolute power the repertoire of the thea- claim all his attention. But MM. Ilabcnek anu V
r
a!entino»

tre, and will only show off on their own hobby horses, it is itn- whose talents are so well known, are the most proper persons

pomible that theatrical music can make any advancement. The to decide to which the sceptre belonjgs. We only wish to

evil should be checked in time. It were a consummation devout- observe, that a general should direct his army, and rarely fight

ly to be wished, that all directors of great theatres would act in himself,
unison, and regain that authority, without which neither the
public can expect to enjoy good music, nor the meritorious Signor Veluti, the celebrated soprano, has set out for London,
composer to have bis deserts made known. Last spring a Signor He is so little of an admirer of what tbe RostinUtea so much
Galli, a well-known partisan of Kossini, was selected to fill the approve, and so unwilling to coalesce with the gran Maestro,
place of principal music director of the Seals. From such music that any engagement with him here vras impossible,

directors, good Lord deliver us ! However, I have the pleasure
of being personally acquainted with Mr. GJossop. and know him M. Meyerbeer’s opera, It Crocinto in Rgittn, has now been
to be a zealous votary of Mozart

; and that it is his intention in rehearsal more than four months at the Thatre Italian, and
to bring out all the operas of Mozart, from the first he com- its performance is again postponed till it is more fit for irpresen-

poaed to bis Idomeurn. It is to be hoped that no intrigues tation. We have had nothing new at the Italian Opera for

behind the curtain will prevent him from carying this laudable nearly nine months !—Tbe time is arrived that should give birth

intention into effect, to something.
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REVIEW OF MUSIC.

OxympiA* a Grand Opera, in three Acts, by the

Chevalier Spontini. (Schlessinger, Berlin.)

This opera, which was first produced at Berlin, has

excited so much attention in Germany, and indeed on the

whole continent, that an analysis of the composition, and

some remarks on its merits, have been asked for by many
of our readers.

It was on the banks of the Sebeto that this composer’s

genius first displayed itself, and where he made so

astonishing a progress in the science of harmony, that

his fame filled not Italy alone, but spread throughout

the whole of Europe. It was on the banks of the Seine

that his genius became matured, and that he composed
his two great works, La Vestate and Ferdinand Cortez

,

which filled all counoi&sieurs with admiration, who recog*

iiiaed in these classical compositions a legitimate disciple

of the school of Gluck and Mozart, w hose various qualities

he has, in a great degree, combined.

The poem on which this music is built, is Voltaire’s

well-known tragedy of the same name.

The overture, which forms a Teal, characteristic pro-

logue to the piece, commences with a grand allegro mar-

eato and a warlike air
;
after a few chords which repeat

the first motive, a change takes place into an andante

reliijkiso, a melody full of effect, with which the composer

concludes the grand chorus of the 7th scene.

This is succeeded by a repetition of the allegro marcato,

in a well-marked crescendo. The bass movement is very

striking, and from these four principal raolivos, the whole

grand overture is composed. Immediately after this

follows the introduction, consisting of a chorus of people

and warriors, which is very pompous and imposing.

From the joyous movement, a transition takes place

to a maeslnsti murcato, containing the rceitativo obligato

of the high priest

:

Then follows a march in B major, which announces
the arrival of Cassander, Antigonus, and followers. In

the same rhythm the two former sing a duel, in the mid-
dle of which is an andante with chorus. Theu comes a
prayer to the gods, in which the warriors swear unity

and amity ; this is one of the most original pieces of the

opera, and of very powerful effect.

The air of Cassander, to the words 0 Souvenir rnou-

ranUible, is in the grand style, and full of deep feeling.

The manner in which he has painted in notes the feast

of Alexander, and the treason that hns prepared the

poisoned cup, is full of vivid effects. While the wind in-

struments are made to express the joy's of the festivity,

the violins and violas designate by chromatic passages

the treachery that is stealing upon the security of the

banquet hour. Then follows the air of Olympia, Pm
d'un amant si tendre , in which the music bears llae

character of innocence and simplicity ; and in the melo-

dious duet which follows, the sentiments of two tender

lovers are admirably expressed. After this is a religious

march, of a real touching character, which shows very

K
werfully the bnnd of a master, as may be observed

mi the following subject

:

This music requires but to be heard to be duly appre-

ciated. In this there is a triple chorus, wherein the

ingenious composer has expressed three distinct senti-

ments; that of religion in the chorus of priests and
priestesses, the tenderness of love in the hero and heroine

of the piece, and the rage and fury which Autigomis

harbours in his breast against the two lovers. The
movement is admirable in its effect, and reminds one of

the happiest efforts of Mozart.
After a feast with dances, the music of which is very

original, Statira enters veiled, and sings an antiante

sastenutn
, highly expressive of the deepest Emotions of

grief. The surprise, the alarm with which she surveys

Cassander, the supposed murderer, could only be given

with such truth and reality by the genius of a Spoulini.

The exclamation 44 Cassander!” followed by a burst

of the orchestra ; the chorus uttering in astonishment,

Quel cris d'horreur, et quels accents! is productive

of an effect altogether overwhelming. To harmony
like this we may well apply the words spoken by iho

famous Scarlatti on another occasion ;
“ This indeed
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is music—music which shakes the soul, and will not

lei Ihe most insensible sleep.” The finale is also full

of energy and mingled passion ; and dull indeed must he

he, who is not touched and aroused by iti powerful

appeal to his feelings.

We now come to the second act. The scene repre-

sents a gloomy vale, in which Ihe solemn rites of the

avenging Diana are celebrated. A propitiatory sacrifice

commences ; then a chorus of priests and priestesses,

in F minor, with a very original accompaniment ; the

melodial effect is much heightened when the priestesses

join in the major mode. This passage displays great

know ledge of stage effect, and cannot fail to touch the

feelings.

The scene of Statira, which is expressive of inconso-

lable grief, and the despair of the unhappy widow of

Alexander, is a really classical and admirable compo-
sition, beginning with the words, Oh deplorable mere,

O Deux, quel el man sortl The ritornello in F minor
already expresses her melancholy situation ; the com-
plaining wind instruments enter, and strengthen the

Single passages, according to the passion of the moment,
whether of grief, of mt'lmicboly, or of despair. Then
follows the air, Implacablet tyrant, ennemis ax mon rang,

which is full of character and expression ;
the following

is the motivo.

Allegro impetuoso.

There is throughout the whole of this movement, sneh
power, originality, and truth, that the effect is truly

electrical.

The third act commences with a ritornello, allegro

agitato, expressive of the anxiety of Olympia, us to her
destiny. The priest whom she consults, raises her hopes,
and her sorrows are converted into joy; which is height-

ened into ccslaey, at the sight of her lover Cassamler,
who appears, sword in band, prepared to enter the

Hits against the faithless Antigonns. Here is intro-

duced u duet, which is not the least among the numerous
beauties of the opera. The contrast of feelings exhibited

on the scene, during the combat of Cassander and
Antigonns without, is of the most masterly kind. This
is a subject on which many composers have exercised
their skill, hot in our opinion, never has it been so

successfully treated as in the present instance. Anti-
gonus is vanquished, mortally wounded, and before he
flics, reveals the innocence of Cassander; the whole of
which is described in u picture of tones of the most pow-
erful ami expressive kind : the variety of modulation, the

sudden change of time from quick to alow, the progression
from the major to the minor mode,—all are replete with
passion, and mark the hand of a great master. With
what nature and truth is not the rage, despair, and finally

relenting spirit, of the dying Antigonus depicted ! This

scene is followed by another of a triumphal kind, in

which a march of a very spirited and original character

introduces Statira, who gives her hand to Cassander,

whose innocence has been fuller shewn. A general

eherus, of a lofty character, terminates an opera which,

assuredly, deserves to rank among the first production# of

the age. It is not sufficient that this opera be hoard

to discover its merits ; the score mnst he studied by tb«

connoisseur, in order fully to develope the merit of the

composition.

—

[From a Correspondent.'] .

Ax At a for the Piano-Forte, the Variation*
composed for, and dedicated to Her Royal High-
nksu the Princes# Agocuta, by George
Onslow. Op 88. (Boosey and Co. Holies Street.)

Thu name of Onslow as a composer is not unknown to

onr readers ; we have given some specimens of his tnlent

in our collection, which, in themselves, nre sufficient to

prove him a man of real genius, and we shall endeavour

to find other opportunities of corroborating the fart

The present is an elegant air, in A, andante, quasi alte~

grotto, full of taste and feeling, with eight variations,

which are not in the modern style of extravagant execu-

tion, but temperately written, practicable to moderately

good performers, anil pleasing to all. The first variation,

—a succession of double notes, in thirds, for the left

hand— is that which wo prefer, the other# are not so

much distinguished by their norelty, or so striking is

their elfeet. Mr. Onslow has in this work shewn little

of that learning in harmony which most of his other

compositions display; he has studied to he agreeable and
accessible, and has succeeded. The price he has set

upon it, four shillings for twelve pages, is surely higher
than good policy would dictate ; however it is well

brought out. ami worthy of the illustrious Personage to

whom it is dedicated.

1. A Second Divertimento for the Piano-Forte,
by Ferdinand Ribs. Op l it. (Birchall and Co.
140, Arte Bond Street.)

8. Ninth Fantasif. for the Piano-Forte, on the
modfavourite Themes in Weber’s opera, Der I'reischuls,

composed by Fkrd. Ries. Op. 131. (Boosey and Co.
Holies Street.)

The first of these opens with a larghetlo in A flat,

the favourite key of ihe day,—in a charming maimer,
which leads to an allegro moderate in K flat, a wry
comprehensible motivo, well relieved, and modulated,
not in an exceedingly original style, but with the
judgment that Mr. Ries usually shows on all points
where a practical knowledge of the science ought to bo
exhibited. This movement passes into n third, in the
former key, in which Ihe time is accelerated into nil

allegro molto. and thus terminates the piece with much
brilliancy. This Divertimento may, ns to the ability

required in the execution of it, be classed with the air of
Mr. Onslow : it is composed, not by any means for the
vulgar, nor for the dull mechanical pedant, but for the
many who have acquired a certain command of the
instrument, and have a taste too good tv be satisfied

with common aira rendered more tiresome by a string of
common variations.
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The fantasie, No. 2, is rather more complicated in its

structure than the preceding ; which, indeed, from the
nature of its themes, was to be expected ; for it would
be as difficult to put the music of the Freischut: into a
simple form, as to reduce a diophantine problem to the
rule of three. Mr. Hies has chosen the best and the
most popular of the airs in Weber’s grand opera for bis

present purpose, and woven them together with the
address of an excellent master, and with a proper feeling
for the original composer except in one instance, where
he has tr«ns]iosL*d the fine cavatina into a, from A flat,

the original and characteristic key, an act of barbarism
of which we should not have supposed so good a musician,
and so sensible a man coold be capable. Surely he
must, by this time, have learnt the difference between
the contemplative sobriety of shade, and the gay bril-

liancy of sunshine
;
two things not more opposed than

the key in which the author has written this exqui-
site air, and that into which the present adaptor has
transferred it. This fantasie is long, but not difficult,

and to those who are not already supplied with the
FreischuU in many different shapes,— if uny such are to

be found,—it will prove a useful purchase.

The Enigma, Variations and Fantasia on a
favourite Irish Air, for the Piano-Forte, in the style

office Eminent Artists ; composed, and dedicated to the

originals, by Cipriani Potter. (Boosey and Co.,
Holies Slrtet

;

Mecbetti and Co., Vienna.)

Not having the penetrating talent of an CEdiput, we
have iu vain essayed to solve this enigma, and to assign
to the ** five eminent artists” those variations in which
their styles are imitated. We cannot help thinking that
Mr. Potter, unknown to himself, has satirised the taste of
some of the very modern piano-forte composers,—Hum-
mel, Czerny, and such as delight in splitting demisemi-
quavers into halves and quarters ; wno study to render
music difficult and repulsive in most of their compositions,
and to load the market with crudities and impossibilities.

Mr. Cramer has well exposed the same in his late work,
the Characteristic Diversions, noticed in our last, and, with
the able co-operation of the author of the Enigma, we
hope that the desirable eod of bringing into disrepute
such glaring absurdities may finally be aceomnlisiied.

There is a great deal id' Aegance in parts of this pub-
lication. which wc cannot help thinking, arc loo good to

be employed iu a satire of the kind.

Allegro hi Bravura, romjiosed fie the Piano-
Forte by D. Sciilesinckr. Op 1 . (J. B. Cra-
mer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

This ie the first of a series of Allegri ili Bravura, (an
affected title, by the bye,} ami shews a vast deal of
patient industry, if not of native genius. It is a study,
meant to display not only what the author can write,

but what he can play, and is, we presume, published

rather with a view to making himself known, than with
any hope of an extended and profitable sale. Mr. Seble-
singer was a pupil of Mr. Hies, to whom he dedicates
this, his first work

;
lie therefore has bestowrd labour in

it commensurate to the respect which he l'eels for Ilia

master, and has paid his teacher the compliment of not

only proving himself to be one of his disciples, but one of
the most zealous, the most t<tint that he can boast.

1. A Divertimento, in which is introduced Mozart’s
admired air, The Manly Heart, composed for the

Piano-Forte, with an accompaniment for llu; Flute,
(ad lib.) by Camille Pleyel. (Cocks and Co. 20,
Princes- Street, Hanover Sgtsare.)

2. Introduction and Variations to the edehrated
Spanish Air, Cancion del Tragala, for the Piano-
hoRTE, composed by ). Moltwo. (The Anlhor, #,
Charles Street, Soho Square.)

3. Three Fantasias to a favourite Spanish Song, for
the Piano-Forte, cosnposed by the same. (The same.)

To transpose from one very characteristic key to another
altogether nnanalogous to it, seems to be the prevailing
fancy of modern arrangers. No sooner had we quitted

Mr. Ilies's Fantasie, than we look up M. Camille Ireyel'a

Divertimento, in which we find the beautiful duet in ihe
Zauberjlote

,
in £ flat, transposed into G, without the

slightest excuse ; for the whole piece might just as well
have been in the former, as in the latter key, in respect

to the author’s general purpose?, and infinitely better in

point of effect. Passing by this great error in judgment,
the present publication gives a pleasing instrumental

form to Mozart’s beautiful vocal duet,—a duet that many
years ago, was sung everywhere and on all occasions,

was chaunted iu churches, danced at balls, marched to

by regiments, harped, fiddled, and piped, till, like all

popular music, it was so hackuied, so continually dinned
into the ear, that it became actually tiresome, was laid

aside, and is now almost forgotten, and ready to be
re-produced as a new tiling. M. Camille Pleyel has not

made his adaptation of it difficult
;

it will suit most
people, and the flute accompaniment is an agreeable
addition to it.

Mr. Mollwu’s variations. No. 2, are brilliant, and
require an agile, neat performer. The air is national in

its character, and animating. The Introduxione is a
little after the school of Rossini, and ineffective.

The Three Fantasias on one theme are in rather a
familiar style, and, with the exception of a few bars oc-

casionally introduced, very easy to perform.

1. Introduction and Variations, with Fixtk
Accompaniment,

(ad lib.) on nn admiicd Air composed

by Mr. Shield, by T. A. Rawlings. (Goulding and
Co., Soho-sqvarei) >-*

2. Divertimento, La belle Bergere, for the Piano-
forte, with a FllTK Accompaniment ; composed by

the Same. (Clcmenti and Co., Cheapside).

The first of these has a spirited introduction of three

pages, leading to Mr. Shield’s beautiful air, 44 From the

white-blossomed sloe,” upon which four variations are

written, and a coda added ; ihe whole executed in very

good taste, except the fourth, alia polacca , a style that is

as remote from the character of the melody, and from all

the associations which a recollection of the words gives

birth to, as a hornpipe is from a psalm tune. Let the

rformer then omit this, and the rest of the piece will

worth possessing, will suit nearly all practitioners,

and please almost every hearer.

The second, a pastoral divertimento, is very simple in

construction,—as from its title was to be expected,—and
easy in execution, ll is a harmleta bagatelle, iu all things
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except the price, which, considering the quantity and
quality of the composition, has very little of pastoral mo-
aeration about it.

Mozart's Six Grand Symphony*:? newly ar-

ranged for the Piano-Forte, with Accompaniment

*

for a Flute, Violin, and Violoncello, by Mc-
zio Clemente No. 1. (Clementi & Co., S3. Cheap-
side).

In our former numbers we have noticed two of Mozart's

Symphonies arranged by Mr. dementi, forming n part of

the series of which this is numerically the first, though

the third in the order of publication. The present is in

E flat, the mast popular ot the six composed oy the great

master, and therefore, probably, the best. As it is evi-

dently Mr. Clementi's design, in these arrangements, to

lose as little as possible of the effects intended by the

author, he has never sacrificed any notes of the score for

the purpose of rendering his adaptation more easy to the

performer: hence, this number, as also the former ones,

requires a good piano-forte player, with a powerful hand;
for considerable force and a wide stretch are demanded
in almost every page of the symphony.

Mozart's celebrated Air, 44 Non piu andrai,” varied

for the Piano-Forte, by J. P. Pixis. Op. 70. (Cle-

menti 6c Co., Cheapside.J

This is an ingenious and pleasant amplification of the

fine air in the opera of Figaro. A snort introduction

leads to the ihcroe, and the latter is followed hy five va-
riations, the fourth of which is masterly, and the whole
are brilliant, though very attainable l»y tolerably good
plovers- M. Pixis is now one of the favorite composers
and performers of the imperial city of Vienna ; he seems
to have good sense enough not to render all his publica-

tions impracticable to amateurs ; a merit of which many
of his fellow citizens and brother professors cannot boast.

THE HEBREW FAMILY.

1. Dukt, “ Tell, pretty cousin,” Sung by Miss Tree and
Miss Cawsc, in the play of The Hebrew Family ; com-

posed hy Thomas Attwood. (Clementi pnd Co.,

Cheapside.J

2. Song, 41 When beauty courts the pensive mien,” Sung
by Mr. Sinclair in the same. By the same. (Clementi

and Co.)

3. Rect. and Air, Sung by Mis Tree in the same. By
the same. (Clementi and Co.)

4. SoNG
t
“ Care ! fly far," Sung by Mia H. Caicse in

the same. By the same. (Clementi and Co.)

Thf. Hebrew Family failed, as we stated in our

last number ; but its want of success fc» mainly attribu-

table to the feebleness of the drama, and in some degree
to the want of interest in purt of the music introduced

into it : though in justice to all the composers engaged
in the work, we must say, that the weakness of the plot,

and the deficiency in wit in the dialogue, were enough to

render abortive any attempt in an auxiliary department
Vol. HI.

to bolster up the play. Else could such compositions as

these now before us nave proved unavailing t—We fear-

lessly assert, that, supported hy a few other pieces of

equal merit, they would have sufficed to keep alive, for

a season, any drama possessing aught of the vital prin-

ciple, on which they had been engrafted. »

No. 1 is an animated conversation -piece ; the motivo

a very engaging melody, and the whole admirably well

adapted for dramatic effect. No. 2 is a song in two

movements, an amlantino in G minor, followed by an

allegretto in G major ; the latter in the polacca style,

and a little b la Rossini, with some divisions in it for

those who like

“ - To gargle in their throat n •onj.”

No. 3 is what the Italians would call an arm di

bravura , full of laborious passages, and not intended for

ordinary amateurs to execute. It is an imitative song,

very cleverly composed, and, though banished from the

stage by the condemnation of the piece to which it

belonged, likely to become a favourite in concerts.

The introductory symphony is extremely good, and
shewy, without being difficult for the accompanist.

No. 4 is in a very popular style, and, if our recol-

lection does not deceive us, was called for a second time

at the theatre the few nights that it was performed. An
exceedingly promising little girl. Miss H. Cawse, gave

great effect to this gay air by her manner of singing it,

so that the chauutress and melody together excited vast

applause. We should object to the accent of some of the

words in this, if we thought that they had beeu intelli-

gible to the composer, or were worthy of criticism : such

poetry is quite common at present on the English stage,

where nonsense verses are now uttered w ithout exciting

a shrug, and expected by the public as a manor of

course.

1. Duet, “ Busy, curious, thirsty fly,” sung by Mr.
Braham and Mr. Lory, composed by J. Kmdi.x, Esq.
(Gould ing, D’AImaine, and Co., 20, Soho-sqiure.)

2. Song, 44 The Sailor’s Return,” Ay a Young Lady.
(J. B. Cramer, Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent-street.)

3. SoNtt, “ Fair Geraldine," (in the Spanish style.) by

J oH IT Barnett. (Published by the Same.)

4. 44 Not a drum was heard,” written on the death of
General Moore, set to music by John Barnett.
(Mayhew and Co., 17, Old Bond-slrect.)

5. Ballad, “ Still let me love,” the words by Lwd Byron ;

composed by G. Ware. (Cramer and Co., toi,

Regent-street.)

The first of these, though recently published perhaps,

must have been one of Mr. Embd in’s early compositions,

for it contains inaccuracies that do not appear in his

later productions ; at the same time it shews invention,

the soul of music, as of all the fine arts.

We wish much success to the young lady who has

tried her strength in the second of these vocal pieces,

but recommend her to read the words of her next song

vyilb more care. The fair composer has, by rests, broken

what little connection there was in the words that she

has set, and thereby actually given a new sense to some

of the lines.

S
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Mr. Barnett must hare intended, in the third of the
|

above, to exemplify had accent: we scarcely ever saw so

successful a lampoon on many of our modern vocal com-
posers, as his present production exhibits.

No. * may also be considered as a didactic work, the

object of which is, to illustrate the roles of harmony
by shewing what is to be avoided. Here we have
consecutive octaves in abundance, and sevenths rising to

the octave to be resolved, Stc. ; then liy the arrangement
of the rests, the verse is made to express the burial, not

the firming, of the sod with the bayonets ; as well as

other things, which the poet never dreamt of All this

will prove a good lesson to young composers
;
but as there

is much feeling, and a laudable struggle at novelty in

none which combines them all in one point of view ; and
what confers the highest value on the present publication is,

that it brings under the eye of toe composer all the

practical knowledge of the present day, of which he
stands in need. The question here is not to know the

rules relating to counterpoint, in canons or particular

imitations, but the more difficult and rare art of render-

ing such arts of counterpoint available.

parts of the song, wc regret that the examples of errata

were not reserved for some other purpose.

Mr. Ware has studied the words ofhis ballad carefully,

and expressed them with taste.

FOREIGN MUSICAL LITERATURE.

Traitesuh la hacte Composition, by Antonie
Reich a. Professor of Music in the Conservatore at

Paris. 8 Vols.

The work here given to the public is a continuation of

the same author's works, entitled /ustruction i m C Har-
monic, and Traitr sur la Melodic. These three works
form the most complete series of musical instruction that

has vet appeared. As the well-earned reputation which
M. Rcicha enjoys, is sufficient to create an interest re-

specting any work proceeding from his pen, we shall

give an outline of the contents of this work.

The first book treats of the eccledasticat modes, and
their accompaniment

;
of the severe style

;

of double cho-

russes ; of harmony according to the new style
;
of a new

theory of the solution of dissonances. The first book is

an indispensible appendix to the science of practical

harmony ; it also serves as a natural introduction to the

books that follow.

The second book treats of counterpoint, and of its em-
ployment.

The third book, of imitations, and canons of every kind.

The fourth, of thefugue, in all its kind, and modes of

employment, as well in the old as in the modern school.

The fifth, of the various inodes of accompanying the

vocal fugue with the orchestra; of the various inodes of
treating the subject in fugues, of the fugue phraser, of the

employment of the matter of the fugue in the various

kinds of musical productions.

The sixth and last book, treats of musical ideas, of the
poetry, of musk , of the exposition of the ideas, of the de-
relopement of the ideas so exposed, of the form or plan of
musical compositions, most properfor the deielopement of the

ideas, and lastly of various objects which have not before
been treated of in works on composition.

Besides the numerous examples introduced for the il-

lustration of the text, there also occur in the course of
the work more than fifty complete pieces of engraved
music, in which all the subjects treated are practically

represented. The clearness and precision with which
all this is executed, bespeak the learning, diligence, and
skill of the Professor. Though there already exist seve-

ral works which treat of these various subjects, there is

Edsai bur la Musiqui:, set Functions dans let Mauri
el Sa veritable Expression, swim (Tune Bibliogra-
rhie Musicals, par M. P. Lahalle. (Roussilou,

Paris).

This work is divided into twelve chapters, of which the

following are the titles: Prtdegomenes, Argument, Its

Fasts, Suite ct Resume des Fasts, Analyse, Systeme. Deduc-
tion lies Doctrines Priceilantes, ou la Musique Maderne,
Genie Saiicmal, Borne i del’Art, la Poedede la Mxsdgue,
Qurtqnes litres Secondasres, Epilogue.

This short summary is sufficient to convey a clear
idea of the nature of the present work, but the author
himself has explained it more fully in his preface, which
is written in a very sprightly style. He had at first

entitled his work Philosophic Musieale, the real title, in

fact, suited to the work : but he was prevailed upon
by his bookseller to change the denomination, under the
assurance that it was not suited to the public of our time.
It is not improbable, however, that both the antbor and

This work neither treats of the principles of acoustics

and mechanics as applied to the musical art, nor of the
tbeoriesjof harmony, counterpoint, composition, or accom-
paniment

;
but merely of the nature of music, abstract-

edly considered, as forming no unimportant part of that
great whole, to which the ancients gave the name of

Combating such principles as are false, though sanc-
tioned by time and fashion, the author re-aseends to

Cannes, analyses them with care in order to demonstrate
their effects ', examines the nature of the passions in order
to discover the expression which is suited to each

; con-
siders the power of music in various points of view, both
as insulated, as united with painting and poetry, and, in

certain peculiar situations, as operating on both mind and
body.

M. Lahalle has . slightly touched upon the curious

subject of the relations existing between music and
painting, and from the talent discoverable in the little

nc has written on this point, we regret that he has
not investigated the matter more deeply. Il would
not have been difficult for him to find strong argu-
ments in favour of his system. It has been pretended
that music like painting, is capable of presenting real

imitations, and uat insulated from every accessory, evea
that of words, and rendered by instruments only, which
could present neither allusion nor local colouring, its

real expression might be rendered comprehensible. This
error is victoriously refuted by the autnor of the present
work ; but there is an infinity of other pretended rela-

tions, which it might not have been less useful to combat
and overthrow. For, with the exception of the progression

of musical tones, which are perfectly similar to the pro-
gression ofthe tone* of colours, painting and music do not

appear to us to have any relation to each other.
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On this subject an anecdote is related, which, if it be
not a mere invention, tends less to prove the contrary of

this proposition, than the originality, or the pitiable

delusion of a celebrated painter. Mengs had long been

at work upon a picture, the subject of which was the

Annunciation. One day, a friend of his stole into his

room unperceiYed, and found him singing away at a

furious rate. Astonished at seeing him so tnerry within

a very short period of his wile’s death, to whom he was
very tenderly attached, he inquired the reason of his

merriment. Oh ! pray do not interrupt me, said Mengs,
f am singing a Sonata of Corelli, as I am desirous of
painting my picture in his style.

Hence lias arisen a system as absurd os it is ridiculous,

and which its partisans can defend only by refusing to

those who refute them, the blessing of being possessed

of perfect organs, ami a soul sufficiently sensible to

perceive those fiuer gradations of shade, which, say they,

it is more easy to feel than to express.

In his last chapter, M. Iahallc gives a very clear,

though very precise resume of his work, which, to sum up
all in a word, is admirable both as to style and matter.

It is full of new views of his subject, which are pre-

sented with neatness and even elegance ; many assertions

of the writers of tbe day are ably refuted, and yet with due
modesty and reserve. There can be no doubt but that the

public will justly appreciate the merits of this perform-
ance, to which we shall possibly have occasion nereafter

to refer. The Ess it sur la Mrnique is followed by a short

treatise upon Musical Bibliography. The author has

shewn great research, as well as discernment, in the

manner in which he has arranged a list of references for

the materials of a General History of Music. It were to

be wished that M. Lahalle would fill up tbe outliue he
has given. We know no one who appears better qua-
lified for the task, one of the greatest difficulties of

which he has surmounted in the treatise before us. We
trust that he will meet with due encouragement for writing

the history of an art, the nature and essence of which
he has explained with so much talent and good taste.

THE ANCIENT CONCERTS.

Handel, the best we Ihink he hits yet sung ; and we were glad

to find that his return to the theatrical boards had not made him
unmindful of moderation in tbe orchestra of Hanover Square.
The sreoe from Joshua was very sweetly opened by Miss
Stephens, but urc think, as a whole, that it is not very striking,

especially with the omission of the only air which gare it variety

and animation, viz., “ Hark, 'tis the linnet !" Why the duet

was preferred, which is really mere common place pretliness, we
cannot imagine, unless Miss Stephens had a fancy to try whether
the lower tones of her voice could not charm us equally with her
high notes :—we should have been better pleased, we confess, to

hare seen and heard her on the wing. There was not much to

boast of in wbat followed ;—Mrs. Salmon did her best with it,

but Gugliclmi appears to hare been attending throughout the

song, as well as the chorus, more to the fiddles and basses than
to the choir ; the voices are accompanying the instruments,

rather tlian the instruments the voices.

Dr. Boyce's duet was a rich treat ;—a more beautiful compo-
sition of the kind wc do not know, and Vaughan and Phillips

sang it delightfully. There is no part of Oraun's Te Drum
that is not striking

;
the *election from it this evening was not

perhaps the best that could have been made, but it was very

well performed ; the music is too light and airy for the loftiness

of the subject. Miss Wilkinson's " Pious Orgies" was altoge-

ther a very affecting performance slie must, however, hear in

mind, that animation is requisite to give the full effect to the

most serious, as well as joyous airs. The marvellous chorus
from Israel in Egypt closed the act well.

The magnificent chorusses that open the Oratorio of Saul, may
be ranked among Handel's finest productions, and we should have
been better pleased to have had them by themselves, without the
" Daughter* of the land," though led by Miss Stephens herself.
" Welcome, welcome," to the tinkling of that thing which we
believe is called a dulcimer, was miserably flimsy and ineffective,

so immediately following the sublime Hallelujah!—Miss Wil-
kinson's " Dove Sei," was verv chastely given ; H is exactly

the description of air to whirh ske should adhere, and in which
she will always excel. " I know that iny Redeemer," was most
feelingly sung by Miss Stephens, and it is one of those divine

melodies of Handel,—perhaps the most so of any,—that cannot
too often be repeated. When we say that Stafford Smith's
conception and execution in the setting of Milton's sublime ode,

is equal to the poetry, we think he will be satisfied with oar
panegyric. It is, in truth, a very extraordinary composition

—

superior, of its kind, to any thing we have ever heard.

We do not absolutely quarrel with the winding up this time,

but why not always the '* tyrants" nr something in which the

trombones and double drums may be all in all ? Would that it

were so.

SIXTH CONCERT.— Puffer the Direction of the Karl of Derby.
H'etlnesday, April the JOth, 1875.

ACT L
Overton*. (OthoJ Hand'd
Song- Lord, remember David. (Redemption.) Handel.
Scene from the Oratorio of Joshua. Handel.
Song and Cliorus. Vcngo a voi. GugUrlmi.
Concerto tod. Corelli.

Dart. Here shall soft Charity repair. Dr. Boyer.
Chorus. Te glorious apostolorum. (Te Deum.J Graun.
Song. Pious orgies. (Juibu Maccabeus.) //male/.

Double Chorus. The I .ord shall reign. (Israel in Egypt.) Handel.

ACT n.

Overture. (Ariadne.)
Selection from the Oratorio of Saul.

Song. Dove sei. (RenteUndo.)
Concerto -4th. (Opera ith.)

Song. I know that my Redeemer. (Messiah)
Introduction and Chorus. Ye sons of Israel. (Joshua.)

Ode. Blest pair of Sirens. J.

Double Chorus. From the censer. (Solomon.

J

Hamlet.
Handel.
Handel.
Arison.

Handel.
HawM.

Handel.

Aptbr the pleasing overture to Otho (the gavotte by the way,
was wofully dragged) Mr. Sapio favoured us with a song of

SEVENTH CONCERT .—Cmler the DtrecOon of the Earl of
Fartesnte. 19'ednesday, April the tlth , 189.V

ACT I.

Overture. (Atalanta.)

Funeral Arnhem.
Rrrit. When lie is in His wrath,n
Song. When storms the proud. >

Chorus. Oh, Judah! boast. J
Rrcit.acc. Ah' perche.l
Song. It caro ben. /
Chorus. May no rash intruder.

Concerto loth.

Recit. arc. Me, when the sun.

\

Song. Hide me from day's. J
Glee. As now the shades of eve.

Chorus. No more to Ammon's god.

fAthalia.)

(Perseo.)

(

S

olomon J

II Pennereer.

(Jephlhah.)

Handel.
Handel.

Sacthmt.

Handel

.

Corelli.

Handel.

Dr. Coohe.

Handel.

ACT II.

Overture.
Chorus. O the pleasures.

Rrrit. Tis done!
Song. Heart, the seat.

Cliorus. O God ! who in thy heav'nly (Joseph.)

8 2

(Jess \ Galatea.) Handel.

Handel.
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I (Joshua.

)

Recit. Brethren and friends.

Recit. icc. 0 ! thou bright orb. ?

Chorus. ll«ho)d ! ihr liit'oing »un.)
Concerto 12th.

9ong. Verdi pmti. ( Alrinei.)
Chorus. Venus laughing. (Theo^loraj
Madrigal. Diisi all' alum mia. Luca Marrmio.
Song. Oft on a plat. ( U Peusicroso.) IIan del.

The Hundredth Psalm.

Hand*!.

Corelli.

Handel.
Hamlet. I

Thb spirited Overture that opened the present Concert nnd in

which Mr. Harper’s unrivalled trumpet was brought most nobly

into play, did not at nil prepare us for the Funeral Authriu, nil

beautiful though it be: ire should not like to be transported

suddenly from a Military Review or it Coronation Procession to

a gothic cemetery by moonlight—and yet, with a temper conge-

nial to either scene, there is much to admir*. " When storms

die proud” is a line song, but it is too ratirh for Phillips—when
he lias to eucountcr else lower or even o. he reminds us a little

of what is vulgarly called snarling—his upper notes are, on the

contrary, clear and mellow, his car very correct, and he is always
animated. We do not think that the song* generally chosen fur

MU* Wilkinson are chosen well ; she has not vet acquired the

finish, the ptdish, (if that be a better word) for the recitative and
air of this evening'. The Nightingale Chorus very properly

introduced " Hide tue from day's garish ere*” which (for the

truth we must speak) we have heard Miss Stephens sing eery
imucA better, and now that we hate begun to scold, we must
proceed to mention a fault she is too apt to commit* and that is

her adding to, or substituting her own, for the composer’* note

in the melody she is warbling ; few of Handel s slow airs will

bear the slightest change or addition, and the delicious song
under our present notice, the least of any.
We film the noble Director still enamoured of silence and

shade ; Dr. Cook’s glee was charmingly sung, but Mr. Jen*
kinson's drumsticks in the chemosh chorus quickly dissolved the

“magic spell:
-

' the fine fugue was completely destroyed by
them, and why:—Handel has, properly enough, introduced
trumpets in his Oratorio Score, hut we see nothing of Drums,
common or kettle. We shall dispose of the Second Act without

much comment, passing merrily over the “ plains” ax usual, and
- here however we must quit the cheerful mood, to express our
deep regrrt at the continued indisposition (for wc are loathe to

attribute her frequent failures to any other cause) of Mrs.
Salmon ; but the song allotted for her this evening is ip itself

difficult, ami full of those sustaining, a» well as gliding passages
which requiir great strength and compass of voice ; Mrs. Salmon
should have had a less arduous ia»k assigned her.

Of the two ehorusses which fallowed, the first is, beyond all

comparison the best, though the " listening sun" has his merits,

loo. We don't like the musical pun that Handel has conde-
scended to make by mean* of the trumpet and oboe each in its

turn standing still,

~

and he seems to have been a little ashamed
of it himself towards the close of the chorus, for the holding note
is suddenly discontinued. Now, this, on the other hand, we
do not approve ; the idea once adopted, should have been pre-
served throughout. Miss Wilkinson's " Verdi Prati" was as
it should he, but really we are as weary of it as the “ laughing
Venus" which followed:—and, by-tbe-by, wc are not quite sure
tliat the words of tliis heathen chorus arc exactly consistent with
ancient decorum.

Luca Marenzio'a madrigal again—and what wonderful charm
there is in the same, wc are quite at a loss to discover. “ Oft
on a plat” is not so well calculated for Sapio’s voice and style,

he sang the song, however, w ith feeling ; after which we made a
hasty retreat to avoid being chorusted out by the 100th Psalm !

EIGHTH CONCERT.— fader the Direction ofthe Earl of Darnley.
Wednesday, Hay the I/A, 1825.

ACT I.

Overture. (Rodelinda.)
Frost Scene. (Kitty Arthur.)
Duet. Qual andante.
Glee. Dehf dove.

Handel.
Purcell.

Marcello.

Dr. C'ooAr.

Recit. But who it he* I ,

Song. Awful, pleasing Bring. \

Chorus, O Father, whose almighty. (Judo* Maced
Concerto II tb. fGrand.)
Selection from Alexander's Feast.

Handel.

Hamlet.
Handel.
Handel.

ACT II.

Selection from Alexander's Feast.

Song. Hesta Icgrata.

Concerto I lib.

Hecil. If 1 give thee. 1

Song. Let me wander.
Chorus. And young and old. J

Round. Wind, gentle evergreen.

Selection from Israel in Egypt.

Handel.
(AnnidaJ Soeehnsi.

Geminiani I'ortUt.

(L AllegroJ Handel.

Dr. Hayes.
Handel.

lTpon the eighth concert there is scarcely any thing to remark
that we have not remarked before. The only |»rrfarmaiK-c* in

the first act are the “ Deh dove” of Dr. Cooke, and the beautiful

Ming from Joshua: of the first we cannot speak too highly:
there is an interesting variety in the whole of this motet, and the

parts are put together with tliat admirable skill in vocal arrange-
ment for which this distinguished master in the English school
is so justly celebrated. Miss Wilkinson did not exactly satisfy

us in •• Awful, pleasing being.
-

’ It is well adapted to the

quality of her voice, but there was no animation, and without
animation, without the expression of a varied feeling in every
bar, this fine invocation is totally lost.

We really think that Vaughan, as well as his admirable
coadjutor Mr. Lindlcy, have abundant merit in keeping their

eyes open, and performing so well as they do, the ** Lydian
measures.” How deadly sick of it they must both be !—

•

In the Second Act, Phillips was particularly happy in
“ Revenge, revenge ! '—Since Bartleman’s performance we have
never heard it given with so much fire aud feeling ; the second
part of this song, beginning “ Behold a ghostly band" is emi-
nently beautiful, but requires very finished singing. Miss Wil-
kinson pleased us more in Sacchini’s air than we expected

; it

is a charming song, but it demands much force of expression ;

Miss \V. has therefore the more merit in executing it so success-

fully. We have wandered by the “ Hedge Row Elms" so often
tliat we are really quite tired of the scene, varied and sweet
though it be ; Miss Stephens, we suspect, would as soon
“wander" any where else, too. The Hound was. indeed a
novelty I—though certainly not in its place ; it is so beautiful in

itself, and was so beautifully warbled by the Syren* Three that

we must needs praise. And then—what a concluding chorus !

In justice, however, to the worthy Ancients, they did not treat,

with their usual bustle and inattention, the gloruais Selection.
— W’e xaw uo symptoms of either, till withiu a few bars of tlie

very last chorus, when thev relinquished, with evident regret,

even ho small a portion of this sublime compoaition.

NINTH CONCERT.— Under the direction of His Grace the
Archbithoy of York. Wednesday, May the 11 Ih. 1825.

Act I.

Concerto, 5th. (Grand.) Handel.
Psalm XVIII. (St. Matthew's Tune.) Dr. Croft.
Cantata. Nel chiuso centra. Peryoiesi.
Glee. ’Tis the last rose of summer. (Irish Melody).

(Ales. Bains.)

Song. Odt grand umbra.
Concerto, 1st. (Opera SdJ
Recit. What blissful state!

Duet. O wliat pleasures!

Trio and Chorus. Sound the loud timbrel.

Recit. arc. O worse than death. 1 , ,

Son*. Angv-I., i-vor bright. /
rrw.ro.)

Song. Vouchsafe, O Lord ! ) g
— n

Solo and Chorus. OLord in thee.j
I*um -d

De Mojo.
Geminiani.

Handel.

Handel.

Act II.

Overture. (Sosarmes.)
Glee. Mark'd you her eye
Military Symphony.
Song and Cho. Come if you dare. /

(K .Arthur.)

Handel.
Spoforth.

Purcell.
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Ohu*.

Handel.

Handel.
Handel.
Handel.

Dr. Arne.

Purrell.

Wn do not like to pass by the Fifth grand Concerto quite

unnoticed ; it was, as usual, very spiritedly performed, and as

we eanot (hinc illar lacrimae !) be gratified, once in a way, with

a Symphony of HAydn or Mozart, the grand and oboe Con-
certos of Handel ought to hold their station. Miss Wilkin-

son was not effective in " Nel chiuso Centro*’ and the sue-

cceding air, and wc are sorry to observe that there is, as yet,

no perceptible improvement either in this young lady*» voice or

Style : we equally regret to give another opinion which we Hhre
hitherto withheld, because we would not give it rashly

; her

ear is decidedly defective
;
and though it be an imperfection

which care and constant practice may, and, we hope, will remedy
;

yet care and constant practice will alone do it. If Mug
Wilkinson be called upon at every Concert, to undertake those

powerful and trying Italian recitative* which were laborious

exertions even to the late Mrs. Billington, or Mrs. Salmon,
in their best days, there is an end to gradual practice, and
consequently gradual improvement, but barauro is not Miss
Wilkinson's style, and never will be.

The most reverend Director seemed determined to try of

what 44 stuff" (somewhat " perilous," too,) our little friend

Vaughan was “ made of : “Odi grand ooibra" would be a

trying song for Braham, with all his power and flexibility ; it it

certainly not a song calculated for Vaughan, yet he sung it

chastely, and with spirit and feeling, and was moat ablv sup-
ported on the bassoon hv Mr. Mackintosh, who, if he be not

?
uite so finished a performer as his admirable predecessor,

I oboes, follows very closely at his heels. We were not left

exactly in a 44
blissful §tate’*’aftcr

44 pleasures past expressing,

"

we do not recollect any son? or duct of our great Composer's,
that has less claim to attention.

—

44 Sound the loud Timbrel"
is a mawkish tantararara piece of business in our opinion :

—

however, it scented to give great delight, and was received with

vast applanse.— What can we say about the 44 Angels ?**

—

Phillips's 44 Vouchsafe" was very charmingly sung ;— with

feeling without vehemence, wilh correctness without sluggish-

ness ;—

i

ii short, he reminded us of Bartleinan, and what can
wc say more ? The heavenly chorus which followed would have
completed our treat, if it had not been so dismally dragged.

—

Mr. Greatorex is, without any comparison, the ablest conductor
of Choral Music, and of Handel's in particular, in this country

;

we think, however, that he is too apt to lean towards the adagio
in almost every composition of which lie has the direction.

We don ot remember to have heard the Overture in Sosarmes,
often at these Concerts,—the fugue is very pleasing and anima-
ting.—Upou “Marked you her Eye," 44 Come, if you dare,*

4

and “Caro and Bella," wc have really commented so often,

that we arc quite tired of the subject :—Purcell’s inspiring strain

produces a fine effect upon the stage, and he composed it for
action, not for a Concert Boom.—After the Concerto, the last

movement of which is singularly airy nod fanciful, Phillips
outdid his usual outdoing* in “Lascia amor."—It is in itaelf an
admirable song, full of fire and point, and it was given by this
very rising vocalist with correspondent excellence.—The song
was followed by one of those cnoru&ses which cannot be heard
too often It is what we should distinguish as one of Handel’s
melodious choru&ses, and we arc much indebted to Grcatorex’s
taste and judgment for the occasional break

s

into piano during
the performance, which produce a most pleasing effect.—Often

w« have heard the most animated, perhaps, of all our immor-
tal Purcell's bunts, yet wc can never hear it without delight,

and it must be confessed that though the action which should
accompany the music as in the former case be wanting, the
effect produced bf the Ancient Concert band is still inspiring in
a very great degree.

i Mel

fAleoste.)

(Julius CtO'or.)

Song. Ombre ! Larvc !

Duet. Caro! Bella!

Chorus, llitomi ora

Concerto. (From Select Harmony.)
Song. Lancia amor. (OrlandeJ
Chorus. Lei none despair. (HerctdutJ
Glee. If o’er the cruel tyrant Love*
Rev it. Divine Amtatr! I s t

Durt and Chorus. To arm*. I

PHILHARMONIC CONCERTS.

FIFTH CONCERT. Won,It). April 85, 18*5.

Act 1.

Sinfonia, No. 5 ........ Haydn.
Sccna ed Aria, 44 Tu consoli” . . . Gartkt.
Quartetto, two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello, Messrs.

Mori, Watts, Moral!
,
and I jndley . , Mayseder.

Aria, Madame Caradori Allen, 44 A1 pid dolcc," c earo

oggetUr*
’
(L’Inganno folice) ..... Rossini.

Overture • A. Romberg .

Act M.

Sinfonio in D Reelhoten.
Aria, Signor De Begnis, * 4 Agitato da smania funesta”

(1 Faorusciti) . . . . . . Parr.
Fantasia, Violoncello Obbligato, Mr. Lindlcy . -B Romberg.
Tenelto, “ Qurl seoibiante, e quello nguardo,” Madame

Caradori Allen, Signor Garcia, and Signor De Begnit
(I/Inganno felice) Rossini.

Ovorture, Zaira Winter.

Leader, Mr. Loder.—Conductor, Mr. dementi.

Havdn s symphony, the fifth of the twelve composed for Salo-

mon’s Concerts, is not so well known as most of this matchless

set : opening in a minor key it is less calculated to strike common
ears than those which commence more brilliantly, but to the real

amateur it is full of charms, which though they do not burst out

into sudden splendour, unfold numberless beauties gradually,

and permanently please. How delightful the andante of this

piece, in E flat—bow exquisitely beautiful the subject, and how
skilfully managed. There is a noble simplicity in the whole of

the composition that forms a fine and instructive contrast to

some of the laboured productions of the present day. Beet-
hoven’s symphony, the first in Cianchettiui’s edition, one of his

earlier works, is full of spirit and meaning, and was written
when his tnind was rich in new ideas, when he had not to seek

for novelty in the regions of grotesque melody and harshly-com-
bined harmony. We have here a larghetto in A, that speaks a
language infinitely more intelligible than (lie majority of what
are called vocal compositions hare the power to express : the
great elegance and beauty of this movement obtained a very
general encore.

Romberg’s and Winter’s Overture*, both of a high order, have
more than once been noticed in our pages. The quartett by
Mayseder was admirably performed by Mori, and bv the danciug
gaiety of its manner produced an effect that pleased the majority

of the audience. But this is a style of composition that has no
longevity in it, and will expire nearly at the same time that the

present tie of the cravat is exploded. Lindley’s Fantasia was,
in point of execution, a delicious enjoyment : where, if wc were
to lose this unrivalled performer, should we find hi* equal ? and,

nevertheless, how are his talents rewarded? tlie humblest Singer
that appears at these concerts is more highly remunerated than
the first Violoncellist in the world.

Of the vocal portion of this performance it is onlv possible to
spelk in terms of the strongest disapprobation, with the excep-
tion of a song by Pafcr. That the music of Rossinis very worst
opera should be allowed a hearing at the Philharmonic Concerts,

is a proof of neglect in those who selected or suffered it, that

makes us tremolo for the credit of the Society under whose name
ami sanction these performances take place. Not less repre-
hensible are the managers fur allowing a singer to produce any
composition of his own before an audience amongst which there

arc so many true connoisseurs. M. Garcia’s music may suit

very well a tew fashionable parties, where Mozart, Haydn, and
nearly all that is good, are excluded, but it is certainly not cal-

culated for the Philharmonic Society.

We had the pleasure to see the venerable, but still vigorous,

dementi, conduct this concert. How this justly-celebrated

composer must have enjoyed the symphonies!—How he must
have laughed in his sleeve at the vocal music placed before him

!

But he is a philosopher, and perhaps considered the one as a
contrast to the other, as the highest and the lowest specimens of

the art he bat so long adorned.
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SIXTH CONCERT, MmJay, May 9, ISto.

Act I.

Siafoma in D hforart.
Duetto, Signor Cunon i and Sigaor Dr Begoij, “ All* idea

di quel inrlallo," (II Burlucre di Seviglu) . Round.
Concerto Piano-forte. Mr. Peile , March,rlr*.
Aria, Mies Pilon, “ Di uiacer," (U Garza I„ndca) Ronini.
Overtons, * {/Alcalde d« la Vega*’ (never performed in

thie country) Oufotr.

Act II.

Sinfonia, No. 8 Haydn.
Aria, Signor Dr Regius, “ Miirlamiua," (II Don Giovanni) iVouirf.

ffeptetlo, for Violin, Viola, Violoncello, Double baas.

Clarionet, Mom, and Bassoon, .Messrs. Loder, Morall,

Lind ley, AnfoMi, Willman, Scbunckr,and Mackintosh Bmhorrn.
Duetto, Min P»ton and Bignor Curiom, “Rkciardo che
veggo/’ (Rkciardo e Zoniidr) Rimini.

Overture, Pidelio........ Bmihoren.

leader, Mr. Kiesewetter.—Conductor. Mr. Potter.

The symphonies in the sixth concert were, aa usual, performed
with a spirit and accuracy not to be found elsewhere

;
in England

at least. That by Mozart is troe of the most animated of hi*

orchestral works. Haydn'*, In x flat, written for Salomon's
Concerts, is a perfect picture to the ear, if the expression may
be allowed : the author intended it to represent to the imagination
a village ftte, the commencement of whkh is retarded by a

thunder-storm: all are creeping about to find shelter: the tem-
pest then abates, and the ftstmties begin. A second clap of
thunder suspends the gaieties, and consternation again reigns:
but die heavens soon rceorer their serenity, and the rural sports

suffer no further interruption.

The overture to L'Alcalde tie la Kr^a, a French opera now
performing with great success at Paris, composed by George
Onslow Esq., is a masterly composition, with strong claims to

the merit of originality, and effective in performance. The
author may be rlassed as one of the Beethoven school, the dis-

ciples whereof are remarkable for their ardour ami constancy hi

pnrsuit of novelty ; in the attainment of which, howerer, few are

successful, the major part only finding enough of it to mystify

themselves, puzzle their auditors, and bring some reproach an
the style itself. But Mr. Onslow is a brilliant exception

;
he is

a true genius, and, in all probability, would hare discovered a
path for himself, had not his illustrirMis precursor lived to point

out the way. The overture to Fidriio is one of those very ori-

gins! works that invite troops of composers to attempt similar

nights. We need not say how unequal to the adventurous task

are the vast majority of those who soar so high.

Mr. Peile ex ecuted a concerto of Moscheles with ability; but
thU performance was a direct violation of one of the fundamental
lawi of this society. The concertos of Mozart and Beethoven,
being orchestral pieces, are exceptions to the rule: and w hen a
composer himself, whose high talent pleads something of aa
excuse, wishes to appear in one of his own works, a deviation

from established usage may be palliated ; but to allow any per-

former to break violently through a law of such vital importance
to the well-being of the institution, is to shew, either great
weakness in those who IWIf the sceptre, or the influence of
favouritism. The septetto of Beethoven, one of the roost inge-

nious and delightful of his works, was performed in a manner
that almost reached perfection. The new horn. M. Shuncke,
It a man of high talent, which he exhibited in this piece most
distinctly.

The vocal part of tills concert was perhaps a degree better

than that of the fifth, though still exceedingly uninteresting.

The first duet was well sung, but has been beard t*> satiety.

The same must be observed of ** Madamina." Miss Paton may
be ambitious of singing Italian airs, but the ambition of the

manager* should prompt them to adapt the mu*ic to the talent

of the singer. Miss Paton in an English ditty,—we include

under this term Scotish and Irish,—is manning: in Italian she
Is a stranger in a foreign land, received kindly, but not at
home.

TBS DRAMA.

Kixc’x Theatre.—The opera of Pirtra tKnmilm, men-
tioned in our last, continued to draw full houses to this theatre,—
though once it was actually obliged to be represented without

Madame De Begins, the prim* donna!— till the arrival of

Madame Pasta, who, after a* much nrgoriation with the French
Government as would have sufficed for the exchange of a
colony, suddenly appeared in London on Saturday, May 7lh,

and on the following Tuesday, performed the part or Drsdrmana
in Rossini's Ohlln. The audience she drew, and the plaudits

she received, fully justified the management of the Italian

Opera, in the high terms granted to this admirable singer and
actress : the house wa* filled with people of the upper ranks,

who all seemed eager to testify their opinion of her merits.

On Friday the 90th La Semiramidr, by Rossini, was brought
out

;
Srmiramidr, Madame Pasta ;

Arutct, Madame Ventns ;

Jdrrno, Signor Garcia
;
Anar, Signor Remorini

;
Oror, Signor

Porto, it c. This opera had been announced for the prev ions

Tuesday, and was postponed, owing to some misunderstanding

between Mr, Ebcrs ana Madame Vestris, in whkh it did not
appear that tho latter was to blame. The public, with sufficient

reason, resented the change of performance, and so much dis-

approbation was manifested at the drawing up of the curtain,

that the performance wa* delayed upwards of an hour. The
tumult was, however, at length appeased by the appearance of

the Director on the Stage, who explained tne cause of the sub-

titutiou of OtrUa for Scmiramide, and the fanner was allowed

to proceed.

The spirit shewn by the public on this occasion will, we
earnestly hope, operate as a broad hint to the entrepreneur,

and act on the performers as a salutary lesson. The high

prices paid to a few, two or three, of the latter, instead of

warming their zeal in the service of the theatre, too often raise

their notion* of their personal importance, and seduce them into

a neglect «f their duty. It is said that one of the .Signers

here, has exhibited most decided symptoms of insubor-

dination throughout the whole season
;
and contributed much,

by refusing to attend a rehearsal, to the delay iu the production

of La Srmiramidr. Hf
by wa* he not shewn up at once ? If

the arrogance of such people do not receive some check, not

only tlw public at large, but the body of Italian
^

performers

themselves will ultimately suffer. The great majority of these

are respectable, well-conducted artists, who do their duty faith-

fully, and arc as much respected in private society, as they are

approved by the publk ; but one neglectful, refractory person

getting amongst them, is always fauna to be sufficient to inter-

rupt the proceedings of the concern, and throw a discredit on all

engaged iu it.

We have entered so much at large into the merits of

Madame Pasta, and devoted so much space to the examination

of La Srmiramidr, in former numbers, that it is auite unneces-

sary to add anything further upon either subject here. Before

this present number is published, Mina, PaisieUo's favourite

opera, will have been performed for Madame Pasta's benefit,

and also the Tmneredi of Rossini. We shall notice both in

our next*
*

Drury Laxe Theatre.—A new Opera, under the name
of Fauxtun, has been produced since our last; the music nat

bv Spohr, but by Bishop and other*. We must defer our notice

of H till next month.

Covent-Uardrn Theatre.

—

Nothing new hat appeared

here during the last month
;

the Theatre fills without the aid

of novelty.
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FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.
VtsxvA.—PMf* celebrated opera Aguest was recently re-

tired here, and the character* cut with great power, a* will

be seed by the following list r Agnese, Signora Fodor; Uherto,

Signor Labiathe ; PasguaU, Signor Baxsi ; Ernesto, Signor

Rubiui. The piece was meet admirably performed, and pro-

duced an effect here which we hare rarely witnessed. Ama-
teur* agree in ranking this opera among the be*t of Paer's

compositions, and it presents difficulties in the execution which
are not easily surmounted, ThH» was followed by Rossini’s

Bianca e Falitro, which was produced for the first time in

this place, but did not produce any great effect, from the cir-

cumstance that all the principal pieces were already familiar

to the public through the medium of tin? Concert room.—At
the Theatre an der Wien, the only novelty has been a new
fairy opera entitled Nitmdtlin , Prinz son Prrsien, the music by
Kapellmeister Riottr. The story is taken from that inex-

haustible mine for the dramatic writer, the “ Arabian Nights

Entertainment," and with respect to the music, it is of a pleas-

ing kind ; several pieces were encored, particularly a duet and
chorus, which possessed considerable beauty.

In sacred music, the pieces given this season lisve been
Weigl’s Oratorio Dus feiden unsers Herm Jesus Christas (the

Sufferings of Christ) and another on the same subject by
August Berg, but the latter produced no great impression.

Grillparzer has produced his uew Tragedy, entitled Ottokar

,

which has had coemderable success ; one of the booksellers of

this place purchased the MS. from the author for the sum of

SOOG florins, (about S500 pounds sterling.) We mention this

tragedy on account of the overture composed to it by Seyfreid,

in which various Austrian national melodics were introduced

with great effect, as well as other incidental vocal pieces of

considerable merit.

Berlin.—Our opera here is acqui ring fresh force under the

conduct of our celebrated Spontiui, who persevere* in devoting

onremitted attention to the reproduction of the classic music of

the great masters of the old school, Gluck has revived in nil

his glory, and preparations are making to give the remainder

of his master-pieces, which have so long laid upon the shelf.

The latest among the other revivals has been Wcigl’s comic
opera entitled Die Uniform , which has uot sppearrd upon the

scene above these twenty vears. Its appearance was hailed

with joy by all tire lovers or genuine and characteristic music,

and after several representations, it still continues to be
beard with delight, and mony of the pieces are constantly en-

cored.—The novelty at the lesser theatre has been a piece

entitled Die Riickhenr dee Kosahcn (the Return of the Cossack*\
from the Russian of Prince Scltachowskoi, which pleased by

the agreeable character ofsome of the national airs with which it

was enlivened. The other pieces that continue the great

favourites of the season, though of very opposite characters and

different degrees of merit, are Saccliini's (Edipns anf Colonus,

Spontiui's Ferdinand Cortez, and Rossinis Tancredi.

Among the concerts of the season, the most remarkable was
that given for the benefit of the excellent institution of this

place for decayed musicians. On this occasion, among other

pieces of merit, was given Wiutct’• celebrated Cantata entitled,

VOL III.

Timothens, or the Power of Music* and Romberg's beid von der

(rfocAe (Schiller's poem of the Bell.) The meeting was numerously
attended; and the objects of the charily fully complied with.

There has appeared at this place a publication of an impor-
tant nature in a musical point of view, entitled, Virsuehe uher

die Srhwingnngen getpannter Saiten, besontiers zur Bestimmung
tines sicherer Manstnbesfar die Stimmang, /"Essay on the Vibra-

tions of distended Strings, particularly with a view to determine

a more positive standard forTuning*’) by E. J. Fischer, Piufessor

of the Academy of Science*. Thi* volume contains many curious

experiments and facta relative to acoustics, which will donbtlc**

be found very useful iu tlie formation of that desideratum of

science, a complete theory of acoustic*.

Dresden.—The opera season here commenced with Cheru-
bini's favourite opera of Faniska, which to all the lovers of

characteristic music always proves a high treat The graud
air in the second act created quite a furore; this air ia a
specimen of melody and accompaniment which the French
composers of the present day would do well to imitate. The
other operas were Fnryanthe, Otello, Ijs Beige, Don Giovanni,

Mcrradante's Elisa e t'laudio, which, notwithstanding all ita

imitations, is full of pleasing effects, and indicate* no mean
talents; // Inganno fcUee, »ml II Theobalda ed ltxJinn uf Mor-
larchi.—A new German opera, the poetry by Kind, the author
of the poem of Der Freisehutz, Use music by Marsclmer, wos
lately produred, entitled Der Holzdieh (the Wood-stealcr,)

which was attended with considerable success. It abounds
with melodics and concerted 'piece* of no common character,

and is likely to prove a favourite piece. Jessonda also still

continues here in all the flourishing nieces*, of last season.—It

has been remnrkcd, that of late the musical world of this place

has divided itself into two parties, the first of which is all for

v. Welurr and his music, and the other for that of the Italian

school. The latter party is very powerful, and from the ad-

mirable manner in which the Italian operas are given, appear*
daily to acquire strength. 'Iliis conflicting spirit may lead to

results important to the musical interests of this place. Wc
shall have occasion to revert to this subject before long.

Lbipsic.—Since the last report which I gave yon from this

place, our music has been confined to concerts, vocal and instru-

mental. Among the former the Subscription Concerts were
particularly strong, and in the two meetings the following
master-pieces were given; Beethoven’s Symphony in A major;
Ditto or Feska No. 1, E flat major; by L. Spoil r, No. I, E flat

major; by Beethoven No. 4, B mnjor; Military Symphony by
Havdn; by Mozart in E major; by Bcrnti. Romberg, E flat

major; and Beethoven’s Pastoral Symphony. In overtures—
the Concert—Overture by B. Romberg; Overture of Medea, by
Cherubini, do. by Sigi*. Nenkomm ;

Overture to Jessonda; Over-
ture by Andr. Romberg; and Beethoven’s Overture to Corio-

Ian us.—On occasion of the Birth-day of the King of Saxony, an
additional concert was given, in which were introduced the
Jubilee Overture of C. M. v. Weber, and the solemn hymn
Domine Salvttm fat, by music-director Srhultz.—In the vocal
concerts, the chief pieces given were Schiller' .\ Die Macht dee
Gesttnges (the Power ofSoug,) set to music by Andr. Romberg;
Sceon, chorus and march from Idomeneo, Goethe's MeerestifU

T
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nnd gliUJiiieh FaJirt,- by Beethoven; Polymclot Prussiseher ,Va-

tional Lieder, by J. N. Hummel, an air from Emma di Resburgo
by Meyerbeer, which was loudly encored, as wai also an air

from Nkolini'aA nnibale en Bithinia, “Quanto I* empia fortuna."

A concert was also given by M. Buschmami of Gotha, in

which lie introduced au instrument of his own invention, called

the TerpodioH, which singularly combiner tlie effects of the
piano with those of wind instruments. Jt is of great power,
and admirably calculated (for giving the various shades of the
crescendo ana decrescrndo vutli a perfection of which werbapa
no other instrument is capable. But there ia an advantage
which it possesses peculiar to itaelf, ei>., that the tones of sus-

tained chords can at the same time be fully and distinctly given
stareat i, and be employed in conducting the melody* it is

most particularly adapted to the chamber and the chapel,
as choral and figural passages can be given on it with great
ease and effect. We feel assured that if this instrument were
once introduced into the musical world, a distinction to whirb
it is well entitled, there would very soon be no want of com-
positions written expressly for its tenor and character. We
understand that this ingenious mechanist intends to travel, in

order to exhibit his invention.

— lu sacred music we Imve had here, for the first

time, bchueider's Oratorio, Hit Sundfinlh, (The Deluge) which
was given for the benefit of the institution for poor arid decayed
WUMcmiis. It was well attended, and the object of the meeting
amply fulfilled, but the music did uot produce the entire effect

which was anticipated.

Praoue.—-This city continues to keep up its ancient musical

reputation, and is always select in its list of stock pieces. The
attraction of the aeasou hat been a Signora Arrigani, who made
htr debflt ia the character ofAgatha, in Der Freischutz. Her
voice is of a very superior quality ; she shews the goodness
of her school in every part of her singing, and bids fair to

become a favourite singer. Weber's Sylvana was revived for

the purpose of introducing another new singer, but the expe-
riment did not succeed, indeed the recollection of the success

which the famous Madame Gruubaum obtained in this piece,

two seasous ago, rendered it impossible for any siuger of second-

rate talents to succeed after her. The operas that followed
Ibis were Lm Clemens* di Tito, II Don Giovanni, Tancredi, II

Barbiere di Serigli* and Le Nozze di Figaro.—The genial

opera of Faust was again brought upon our scene. Tbit opera,

independent of its high value as a product of art, possesses a

particular interest for Prague, as having been produced here for

the first time in 1916, under the auspices of the ingenious M. v.

Weber. It had been finished in 1814, but had found obstacles

for its production elsewhere, and at leogtli had the good for-

tune to be ushered into the world on a stage that had witnessed

some of the most splcuded triumphs of the genius of Mozart.
In the very overture we recognise the hand of a master; it is a

genuine preface to the durk tale of ** Faust,*’ and paints the in-

ternal workings of this terrible mind. A golden thread of
melody runs through the whole texture of the piece, and binds
the whole together with admirable art lusd beauty, while the
harmony is of the purest kind, and the accompaniments full of

character, energy, and originality. The painting of the varied

situations of the piece are all of a masterly kind, and if defective

in any thing, it is in the general good keeping. The music how-
ever presents many difficulties for the performer, and, in the pre-

sent instance, we were sorry to ace that these difficulties were not

surmounted with the same spirit and facility as on former
occasions; indeed many of the characters were so supported as

to leave much to be wished for.—We are happy to announce
that the Society for the promotion of music iu Bohemia is

making a rapid progress. We leant that thirty-nine new
students have been admitted on its lists; vis, thirteen for the

violin and viola, three for the violoncello, three for the contra-

bass, and four for each of the rommou wind instruments. One
of the conditions of this institution is that the pupil must not

be under ten years of age, and not above fifteen, and must have
already acquired some elementary knowledge of music, but

particularly of song, in order that some estimate may be formed
of bis musical talents.

Bremen.—The lyric theatre of thia place has unfortunately
of late not kept pace with its former fame; various causes might
be assigned for this falling off, but we shall not enter upon them
at present But few regular artists of merit belong to the
operatic establishment and the public have to depend for their

musical enjoyments upon such travelling artists as circumstances
bring to this place. The operas given at intervals have been
Der FreischuUt Le Saxwe di Figaro, Der Mkiffskapitain, H
Jiarbiere di Sioitjlia, Camilla, Dm Waitot^aust, Fanekon , U
J)oa<w'imutmin, Preciom, CcnerenHda,and LaCiemenxa di Tito:
a list which is wonderfully full considering the circumstances
above alluded to, and which makes the defect still more to be
lamented, asdtis evident there is no want ofencouragement on
the port of the public.

A grand concert was given in the opera-house, in commemo-
ration of the victory of Leipsig, on which occasion was given
with considerable effect a new grand military symphony by
Schmidt, entitled Die SeklmcJst bey Grosckeeren (the Battle of
Grossbeereu), of which the critics speak very favourably.

Macocnuito.—In a dramatic point of view, this place has,
for some time post, been a perfect desert

; but for this dearth of
the lyric drama, ample atonement has been mode by the nume-
rous concerto that have been given here, unprecedented, as
well in number, as in the richnem displayed in the selection of
pieces, among which were some of the highest and moat
difficult compositions of the present day, all of which were
executed in a style iu the highest degree creditable to fbe taste

and industry of this city.
i

Milax.—The new Imprests and fresh company have caused
a great attraction to tlie theatre here lately, hut the charm Of
novelty once over, it was found that there was but little to
gratify curiarity. The two new pieces were not successful

;

first, Tagiioni a new Ballet, Bianco di Afcmsur, and next Co-
raffu's new Opera, II Sommambuio, in which there was but little

tlmt was new, though much of old materials to which a gloss
of novelty was attempted to be given, lu fact, at the present
moment, it is no little risk for a composer to write an opera,
except indeed he be gifted with a richness and fertility

of fancy far above the common. Rossini, as all the world
kuows, has brought to the highest finish the crescendo, the
cabaletta, every species of cadence and modulation, every kind
of variation and musical trickery. Janissary music, foe., and
has made them the chief support of his operas—-we say fiarib,

because they nil existed before his time. Now, if a com-
poser has uo other resources than these, the cry immediately ia,

that it is Rossini that has been plundered or imitated, a charge
that has been confidently brought sgainat Mosea and Generali,
though it ia well known that these composers trod out the path
for Rossini, and that he has made free with their labours to oo
extent that is hardly credible. On the other hand, if recourse
is had to other means, the composer may be sore beforehand
that he will displease the greater proportion of the public.
Aud yet, after all, we must contradict our first assertion, and
be allowed to declare, that nothing, perhaps, is more easy than
to compose au opera:—a little mechanical adroitness,some few
piquant new melodies (no matter whether they be the jrro-

perty of othera or not) to be wrought up into cabaletti and
arias; here aud there some beautiful passages of harmony from
the German school, in order to give the piece an air of learniug;
contrasts without number, even at the expense of common
arose; noise, in order to keep the bearer awake,—and you
have r modern opera cut and dried.

The Sonnambulo of Caraffi poaaesaes aome pieces of a mas-
terly kind, but which are not remarkable for llicir novelty. Jt
was given only four times. The miserable nature of the plot,

anil tlie bombast of tlie poetry, may possibly have contributed
to the ill success of the piece. The andante movement of the
overture was much admired for its beauty and expression, in
tliis opera Caraffa lias taken the heroic resolution of doing
away with the Janissary bands; if he should adhere to this

determination in oil his future operas, the Sonmarnkulc will

form a striking epoch in the iUkaa opera of the present day

;

uot but what we should regret the effect this would have oo a
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boot of niwkkm wliowodW thereby ‘be reduced to the m»rk-

'hotiw.

After «he fall of the Strmutmbuio there wm ft da capo. Srmi-

yrtmide vras most frequently fliarn ;*thr opera next in order was

the Don rut del Iatgo, which had a tolerable run; and then eumc

the Tnrvttlelo e VoHlisea, which enjoyed a very short reijffi.

The Seminwide pleases here above every thing; many of the

Milanese critics consider it as the finest production of tbe»r fa-

vourite, and find it fall of new and effective muaic ; of which

kind they particularly name the introduction and duet in the

first set, and Galli's grand arena in the second. It would not,

however be difficult to point out the sources from which

Rossini has derived much of the music of this opera. A Vene-

Iran marquis, a great cognoscente, was lately heard to declare

in company, that he had H from Roaaini’s own lips, that the

music of tlw first brilliant chorus of the introduction was taken

from a Hungarian ballet, entitled Dm VoUufeet in Aulw, (Ibe

RuralFeaat in Kisbar); it is also maintained that the Neapolitans,

in the second set, is not Rossini s own : but all these trifles are

pardoned and overlooked in the Child of fortune.

Florbncb.— TVulro della Pergola. The new opera, Le
due Dueheue, by Cefli, made a Jiaoco ; on which Mercadaute’*

JZUsae Claudio was produced, and met with considerable up

jplauae. The Crociato of Meyerbeer also continues to be re-

ceived with the same furore which its first appearance ex-

cited. This opera is in preparation for the theatres of Lucca,

Pudua, Leghorn, Bologna, Turin, and indeed of every tbeatre

in Italy of any note.—Lord Burghensh gave at h» own reai.

deuce an opera composed by himaelf, entitled Fedrut which
was performed by the principal singers of the opera. It was
followed by a ball, and the whole entertainment was of the

most splendid kind. The Florence Gazette says of the music,

that it is composed con uquisito gusto, e wrnma inteUigcnsa

delt arte, (with exquisite taste, and with the highest know-
ledge of the art.)

THE ANCIENT CONCERTS.

TENTH CONCERT -Under the Direction of the Earl Forletcue,
Wednesday, May the 18*A, 1825.

ACT I.

Overture. (Phammtmd.)
Quartet and CHotus. Then round about.
Recit. Relieve thy champion.
Song. Return, O Cod of Hosts.

Chorus. O filial piotv ! (Hercules) Hamlet.
Song. S<n not, O King. (Saul.) Handel.
Concerto 1st. (From his Soloej Gemtnians.

Madrigal. The silver swan. Orlando Gibbons.

Handel.

( Sampson.) Handel.

Recit. Sposv—Euridicc!)
Song. Che fard 3

Solo and Quartet. In my diatrefs.

Quartet and Chorus. We will rejoice.

ACT II.

( Semele.)

(Orfeo) Gluck

Marcello

Dr. Croft,

Overture.
Motet. Qni pacem nmatis,

Chora*. Janwit Domino*,
ketit. Vicli *J

Duetto. Almamia. (

Chorus. The people shall bear.

Recit. acc. Crudole ! i

Song. Ho pcfduto. J
Chorus. Envy, eldest born.

Concerto 5lh.

Chorus. Avert these omens
Madrigal. Star, Coryden.
8onr. Praise tW Lord.
Anthem. Sing unto God.

(AdmetutJ

(Jtraei hi Egypt)

(Saul.)
(Op. Seconil.

)

fSrmele.)

( Esther J

Handel.
Stefan/.

Leo.

Handel.

HandeL

PrxitleVo.

Handel.
Martini.

Handel.
H'Ubye.
Handel.

Dr- Croft .

With Lord Forteeeues lest aeleetieii tee -were . little diifn.nl
In quarrel ; bnt, for the pmut. we nmwt sufficiently express
estr-gratitude. itme, indeed, n rich treat, ud aothiwgnmukish

to interrupt our xalbfartiutl from the beginning to the etnl.

—

And yet we ore obliged tftnak » sad truth t
—“ A very heavy

Concert " n< the general whisper, »nd a terrible yawning wa«

succeeded hv a very pereeptible yearning oiler “ 0, Nanny}"
or some ouch delirium mereeav os n little relief from ennui.—At
that tale the oucieot concert never eon he the sterling enter-

Uimurnt it once ra under the superintendence of our late good

old Kmc. and will dwindle, at laot, into “ The Udieo’ atuuse-

ment,' as tome facetious editor baa entitled a collection of pretty

^ The spirited orerture to Pltaramond »«i followed by tint

exquisite chorus from Sampsoa, which we have lauded over and

over Strain, anil are ftill pleated tu laud. Mise Wilkinson in

“ Return O God of Host.'' was admirable I—These are the

nones for her, and the feeling manner in which site sang was, to

os at least, a convincing proof that she felt confident in her

powers to do this fine air justice. Then followed a noble

chorus from Hercules, to which, when the chons singers are

more perfect, justice may be rendered i^they were in a tad

state of igurrment this evening. We confess tu a little of the

lomhre in " Sin not, O King" and the •• Silver Swan" coming

au immediately after but perhaps it was for the sake uf con-

trust, and to introduce Madarnc Pasta with mure splendid elfect.

—It must be confessrd that, in some parti of her performance,

this fine singer exceeded our most sanguine expectations ; but

in others she was much too declamatory, and seemed entirely

to hare lust sight of the concert,morn : when she descended

from such exalted regions, and fell into tender warbling,

nothing could be more delightful.

We were not very much interested in Marcellos Quartet,

but the glorious chorus which followed made ample amends,~-

We do not recollect to have heard it performed here before, and
it was creditable tu all parties concerned that it was so admi-

rably sustained throughout—We regret that any portion of

this magnificent anthem was omitted
;
the trio that follows the

first movement is beautiful and impressive, and the cuneluding

chorus “ Some pot their trust in chariots, whilst it is animated

in the highest degree, is strictly devotional, and excites those

sentiments of gratitude to the dirine giver of ail goad which the

distinguished canposer intended.

*l*he second set opened with User strikingly original overture

to Setnelc, and the old and deserved favourite "Qui Paeem
Amalie." Leo's “ Juravit Dotninus" was a novelty, aud a uiag-

nilieent one
:

at the clow, however, there is a blot which turns in

an instant what had been the nc plus ultra of sublimity, info

downright pantomime. We allude to a little jiggish symphony

which is brought in during a pause of the voices.—it rs the

capering of Punch, interrupting the solemn march and rapt

emotion of the tragic mute i but such anumalies are not un-

frequent, we grieve to say. among the Italian composers of

church music, even the old ones.

The Duet from Adioetuf was another novelty, and one of

great character aud originality, and it was moreover exceedingly

well sung.—Then lullowed the kearie.t of the Acting chorustes

of Handel (according to ancient concert language in general)

“ The People shall hear." A composition which lor imagination

and contrivance, aud for characteristic sublimity, the great

master list never excelled, and very, very rarely equalled !—
Madame Pasta's second song was splendid indeed! Nothing

could be inure perfect than her style of singing it, and the

admirable management of Iter voice. This time, too, she

recollected the concert-room Polskih. had never greater

justice done to hit beautiful music. " Envy," the Concerto, and
•• Avert these Omens,'* were, as usual.ellsctively performed, end
W fibre » Madrigal wuuhl have UtU tas the expression iaj l«tter,

had the soprano voices been less thrilL—Fair ladies slumkl

recollect that in rice and madrigal singing, the tune should be so

subdued »s to mingle with, not overreach the other vocal parts,

so that the whole may be in keeping.—.The more mellow tones

of a boy suit always best in glees. Alisa Stephens might have

thrown a little more aaimatioii in " i’nusr the Lord" without

spoiling it ; it is not a sang exactly calculated for her.

“Sing unto God" and "Avert these Omens" should Imre

changed places ami then this admirable selection (iImII though

the ancients praelaanetl it;would have been complete.
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(Sainton.)

Martini.

Travert.
Ifon Jfl

ELEVENTH CONCERT UmDr the direction of Ike Earl of
Derby, »Wwi./oy, May Ike 25th, 1625.

Act I.

Overture Tih, and March.
Canzonet. Ilaste, ray Nannetie.
Recit. aee. The good we wish for. ?

Bong. Thy glorious deeds. $
Musette. (Concerto 6/A, Grand.)

*8oi»g. Vado ben spesso.

Chorus. Lift up your heads. (Mexthsh.)
Recit. acc. Trnmiuillo. ) . n r..

Son*. Ombra adorata. j

(Ramn ’ <?»'«*<J
Portuguese Hymn. Adcstc Hdcles.

Song. 0 lieautcoos Queen. (Either)
Double Chorus. Immortal Lord. (Deborah.)

Act 11.

Overture. (Hercules.)
Duet and Chorus. Time has not thinn'd.

Recit. acc. Berenice ! Ora sci .* ) . .. ,

Bong. Ombra che patlida. I
' uno *r9*'

Quartet and Chorus. Saints and angels.
Concerto 2od.

(Time awl Truth)

Handel.
Salvator Rota.

Handel.

GuffMmi.

Hamlet.
Hamlet.

Handel.
Jackson.

Jometli.

IVolf.

Martini.

Handel.
t.inley.

Handel.

•Song. Pleasure, my former.
Madrigal. I^et me carelcss-

• Recit. acc. Ye verdant. J . . - . . • .

So.iv ll.»h, 7. pretty. \
ftf" Galnlra.)

Verse and Chorus. God save the King.

'Martim’s fine Concerto did not well introduce “ Haste my
Nannctte"—we were however right glad to see otir old friend

Bellamy again : there are some things, yet, in which hia gene-
ral good taste and experience give him the pfe-enimence, and he
has a just claim still to the uotice and patrouage of the direc-
tors of the ancient concerts, and the public in general. Phil-
lips's arduous song from Samson had been belter placed else-

where, it looked a little like setting him, as it is termed, against
hit able competitor. We cannot say much in praise of Salva-
tor Rosa's air; it was prettily sung by Miss Wilkinson, but
nevertheless ineffective, “lift up your heads' require* no
comment as to the composition itself, but we have licard it

more spiritedly performed than it was this evening. Madame
Pasta was encored in “Ombra Adorata” and she sang it, upou
the whole, very finely ; she is, however, too vehement in the
orchestra both in voice and manner; her tones are harsh when
she exerts herself beyond a certain [mint, and then it follow*,

as a matter of coarse, that she must sing out of tune. The
Portuguese Hymn ia a very elegant air, but we got no relief

from it. A worse song for Sapio than “O beauteous Queen"
could not have been selected —it is altogether unfit for him:

—

what there it pretty in tire song requires the most delicate

singing to divert it of insipidity, and Vaugbuu ia the only siuger
to give it the least effect, “immortal Lord*’ we must not

overlook, but we have nothing new to say about it.

The opening of the second act with the admirable overture in

Hercules, did very little towards reconciling us to the absurdity

that followed. Madame Pasta's •* Berenice” was not what the

actors aay of a successful Drama, a hit,—sha sang the softer

parts well, and indeed, on all occasions, when this tine singer

indulge* us with her siibdurd tom*, they are exquisitely

beautiful. In the present difficult seen* and aria, Madame
Pasta appeared to sing without confidence in herself;—she
wanted the stage and the appropriate action, and, to say the

truth. Ibis fine invocation, without these helps, must lose much
of its eflfrct, he the performer whom she may. Mr. Wolf's
44 Funeral Anthem"' was n very lackadaitieal affair, and we
could wiah to bury it in oblivion this time forth and for ever-

more!—We had a niyktrappy tiling of this worthy's last year,

and hoped we had got quit of him.—Now really the composer
must have had good nature at least in his composition who
could ait down to set the following words.

Saint* and Angels joined in concert.

Sing the praise* or the Lamb :

While the blissful scats of Heaven
i Sweetly echo inlh his name.

Name and lamb make the moat ingenious rhyme that ever

met our eyes or ears.—Poor Vaughan !—How glad he would be

•to be able to say, for the last time, “Thee, Pleasure, now Ileabe"

—but we would rather hear him sing that, than not sing at all.

We wish Miss Travis would not think quite to much of her
own sweet pipe tlx next time she favours us with *• Let ax
tareless"—she quite overwhelmed the other singers, and we
know of no composition that requires more a distinct bJeuding
of the voices than the charming madrigal in question; a com-
position which, in itself, is sufficient to rescue the English
school from the reproach of want of genius.
There was such a sudden move (we trust for loyalty's sake

not to hurry away from the concluding chorus) when Miss
Stephens began her song, that she was scarcely audible. What
can we say of “Hush, ye pretty warbling quire F’—we en-
tertain too sincere a respect for Hie good old Earl, the direc-
tor of the night, to say that we were dissatisfied with lits selec-
tion—but we suspect that he would have given n» a much bet-
ter one, had lie bceu left to judge and determine for himself.

TWELFTH CONCERT. — ruder the Direction of the Earl of
Dam/ey, Wednesday, June the Is/, 1625.

Act 1.

Overture.
Recit. This day a solemn.
Chorus. Awake the trumpet’s
Duct. Duntiuc, niio ben- (

Recit. acc. Voile t colui. 7

Bong. Nosee al bosco. j
Glee. Swiftly from the mountain’s brow.
Chorus. Populous cities. (A’ Allegro.)
Concerto 1st.

Chorus. The depths have. >

Double Chorus. Thy right hand. 5

Recit. acc. Gmzic vi reodo. 7

Song. A compir,
, j

Coronation Anthem. The king shall.

Act II.

Music in Macbeth.
Quartette. Tacitc ombre. (// C'id.)

Madrigal. Will you know my mistress* face ?

Recit. C'lii per piota.1 /e .

Sane. Deh parlatr. )
<*««*"• * Mnmo.)

Luther’s Hymn.
Selection from Saul.

(Brunson.)

'omeo e Giuhrtla.)

.Etna.

lira?I in Eyypl.

Handel.

ZinyareUi.

Handel.

Wehbe.
Handel.
Martini.

Handel.

Guytie/fnl.

Handel.

M. Locke.

Sarehini.

Latte*.

Cimarota.

Handel.

Wr. would willingly say of (he twelfth, and last, concert, though
last not least, but our conscience forbid?,—what the perform-
ance mitjht have been is another aH’.nr, but more of that snou.
The opening of Samson will always be delightful to tliox

who arc fond of rh:iraetrri»tic music, and “Awake the trum-
pet’* lofty sound,” is one of the few heathen ehorusses which
is sufficiently airy and pointed to stand by itself. The duet
between Madame Pasta and Miss Wilkinson did not parti-
cularly strike us Zingarelli Iras great sweetness and taste in

his composition*, generally, but wo do not discover in them
much imagination. Phillips’s “ Nasce al bosco" was a rich
treat—ho sang it with spirit, feeling, and clearness;—but it is

impossible for a singer of any pretensions, and who has a
nerve iij hi* system, not to give something like interest to this

incomparable air. Miss Travis sang better this evening in
the glee—her voice mingled much sweeter with the others.
The poet of “Swiftly,” is greatly indebted to the musician for
one of the most happy adaptations ive ever beard ; the lovely
landscape preseuted to our imaginations owe* as much to the
lyre of the one as to the pencil of the other. “ Populous
cities,” formed a good contrast, certainly, but it is the least

effective part of L'Allegro, which is, perhaps, altogether, the
roost delightful effort of Handel's genius. The first Concerto
of Martini we must not pass over without comment:—It pos-
scftscs great originality, and is conducted throughout in a most
masterly manner: Cramer played with spirit and feeling,
but he will get on.—He reminds us of Johnson’s line,

‘* Punting time toils after him in vain.’’

We have heard the cliorua from Israel in Egypt better sung,
but, truth to say; the latter part of it, where the voices and
instruments clash together without any leading symphony, is

almost an impossible performance; Rossini himself would
own to a little difficulty in it. We cannot compliment Mad.
Pasla very much iu her song from Semiramide, yet wc have
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little' doubt of her pleasing «* •« R on Ihc Opera stage.

—

She seems beisrif to feel her inefficiency in the orchestra, sod

deprived of the assistance of action:—we, therefore, regret
'

that Italian seems have not been given, that are not so familiar

to her, and leas of a dramatic cast
}

slie would jerfora them

much more to Ixr own tnltsfacliou, stid, we doubt not, to that

of the public,

“The King shall rejoice,** was nil lieaven till Mr. •Indtsits

burst upon us like Zamiel in the Freiscbfitxf— We cannot

deny that Handel occasionally introduced these hateful Tym-
panum* in liia Anthems, but then the subject has been triumph

and victory !—In the most strikingly harmonious of his reli-

gious choruawa, be invariably avoida them,—so do vre not at

the Ancient Concert*, unhappily.

The music in Macbeth, which opened tl»e second act, was

performed in a very feeble, and even slovenly manner, and

who can wouder at it?—This witchery seems to haunt the

director of the evening more than any other of his noble col-

leagues. for we have observed that Lord Darnley never passes

over lire season without it; Would to heaven he would grant

us a respite, if only for once! Sacchioi's Qusrtrtto would have

pleaaed more had Madmrtc Pasta flourished less ; Irer shake 1*

by no means perfect, aud we would advise her by practice to

,
improve it; riiia is a beautiful composition, and was, altogether,

very sweetly sustained. A
*
pretty old madrigal, (or rather

glee, for it does not belong to the madrigalian school) by

Henry Lawes, whom Milton has immortalized, pleased us

very much, though there is nothiug particularly striking in it;

we recognised that pure English style which was afterwards

carried to such perfection by Boyce, Arne, Hayes, 4tc., but

which, alas! (so far at least as the public is concerned) lias

sunk under the weight of the foreign school*,—“ never/’ we
fear, “ to rise again.”—England is the only nation in Europe
that has trod her national music under foot, and if she con-

tinue to neglect and degrade it, the very names of the great

masters we lure mentioned, nay, even of Purcell himself, will

in twenty years be forgotten ! We thiuk Madame Pasta sang

“Deli parlate” ratlier fast: — her recitative was by far the

most striking part of her performance. Luther's h vmn, as it is

called, should have been sung by Vaughan—for Min Wilkin-

son it was a moat unfortunate choice :—we mean not to dis-

parage the young lady's taleuts ; in tender and solemn airs shi-

ts impressive in a great degree, but where every thing, as in

the present instauce, depends upon force and animation, she is

very inadequate to Hie task. When the chorussc* of Handel

come before us once during the season, we endeavour tr
-1

tltem a notice that we hnye not precisely given before

really when Ihey cross us a second time, we must perfo

silent. “ Gird on thy sword” had not, however, bcei

off; we were not sorry that it came in at the close.

And now, before we take our leave, we must be permitted

to remark upon a circumstance connected with tlie present

concert, which makes us almost entirely despair of any change

in the performances, generally, for tlie better. We Were in-

formed bv an intelligent friend, a sulwcriber, a day or two

ago, that be atteuded this last concert, giving up a particular

engagement elsewhere, purposely to enjoy a repetition of two

pieces tlmt had struck him with no less surprise than gratifica-

tion at tlie rehearsal,—viz., the beautiful air from Seincle,

“ O sleep," to which G restore* bad, with a taslr ami skill

never more successfully displayed, added a Violoncello accom-

paniment for Lind lev, and which produced a soothing and

delicious effect;—and a < lioruS of Marcello, beginning 44 Be

tbou exalted,” prepared foe the orchestra by the same excellent

musician, of such variety of merit as to make it difficult where

to give a preference, but closing with a fugue that Hands:'

himself has rarely ever equalled !—“These delightful novelties,’

sighed my friend, “ I went on purpose to hear agaiu but, U>!

they had' been cut out, as heavy aud stupid !
/**

We do not feel ourselves Mutliorued to call in question the

fiat of the noble director in this matter; the ancient coucert is

not exactly a public one, and we are well aware that it can

only be enjoyed through Hie medium of tin.1 most respectable

introduction; but this very circumstance should, we humbly

conceive, render some little attention to the subscriber,* enter-

tdinment the more necesssry on the psrt of the directors;

and make them consult their feelings generally, rather than

the will and pleasure of a few, because on the level of rauk

with themselves. We can venture respectfully to nmutc them,

(hut right subscribers at least out of ten would equally regret

with ourselves the omissions alluded to, aud who equally

deplore the close of another season without a ray of hope

afforded them of change; aud wlm sadly predict that the

sitting of 1826 will bring with it tlie same luckiest Sanmrsr

the same Shepherds and Canzonet ekorvsses, that cruellest of

rrwri Tyrants,
Love, aud—-/iais coronet opus—Mr. Jenkin*

i*§ double drums, with, we fear, new Kettles.

Cuo.

PHILHARMONIC CONCERTS.

SEVENTH CONCERT. Monday, May *3, 1825.

ACT 1.

Siofoiiia, Eroica -

Aria, Madnm.* Carsdori Allan, “ Damm* an teynaU. .1lotca*

Fantasia, Harp, Mr. La Barre - • • La tUxrre.

Aria, Madame Pasta, “ .fee Maria, accompanied on the *
CforaoIngUwe.by M. Vogt - - - fAvrahisF

•rture, Ltdoiska * * “ Lheramw.
ACT It.

Pasta, “ Tu eh' aecenJi,” ( Tawrredi) Rouini.

Quartet to, two Violins, Viola, and Violoncello, Mesara.

Kicsrwelter, Ounr, Moralt, and Ltudley, (by parti-

cutar desire) - - Maysedcr.

Duetto, Madame Cnradori Allan and Mr. Phillips,

“ Dvnaue io ton!' (Ji Barbiere Ji Seriglm) - Rottmi.

Overture, Egvutnt - • “ “ " êrlf,m'rn '

leader, Mr. Spagnoletti.—Conductor, Mr. Potter.

B.STnoTiiK'i Heroic Symphony, compoeed, he t*JI« “»• P"
crlrbrarr fa marlc <t an iroe. k » very masterly work, thougk

much too ion, for public performoner, i he Marcta t untort,

in C minor, beginning

—

-wJ 1—*- HI
*s PP ?

r^Sre

^ m
i, a very fin. specimen of the geniut of thk highly-giticd niuai-

ei»n. mod k mppreeimtod M it deserve, by the frequenter, of the

Philharmonic t’micerts. It i, juet m» tuggwtive—or imitative,

mt the metaphyiical writer, espre., themeel re.—mt luuaic i« ca-

pable of bemg, the dying canclueion particularly, wltieli mlw»y«

effect, the audience powerfully. Haydn’. evropliony, in B flat,

the ninth of the net compound for Salomon'. Concert,, lui never

been «o popular as mo«t id the twelre, and i« tlierefore some-

thing like a novelty when performed. But tke true coanuiaaevr

dteoorer, in it abundant proof, of geniur, and atriking beautke.

in erery movement. What iautrunirntal piece t>ffer» a more in-

telligible and chanmug melody than the adagio—a more original

subject than the minuetto—«r a more brilliant motivo than the

( herubini . Overture to Lailoick* it more tcientiSe than that

to Anacreon, we admit, but it .hew. Ie»» of geniut: neverthe-

lew it i. a very tine production, aud aulficient in iticif to erta-

blnh the reputation of a runpwt. The of Beethoven

it a ml,lime work, which wc hare more than once mentioned in

theae column, * ,

Madauie Caradori'l Aria wa» worthy of the place : .he ob-

tained great applauee for her manner of tinging it. Her duet,

by Hoeaini, warn well executed, but badly chosen. Why perform

at a concert a piece that it in euaetanl use at tlie theatre, where.
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having all the advantage* of iconic effort, it mint be heard is a
more perfect manner ? The aria, Am Maria , good a« it ia, and
judiciously ns it was sung by Madame Pasta, pnaluoed but little

nerniation. Why was this?—We were amongst those on whom
it made no impression. Her Tn eh' aeretnii was, as usual,

quite delightful ; but—for we seem to be in an interrogative hu-
mour-does this style of singing it accord with the author's

intention, and will it thus continue to please ?

M. La Barre is the best harp-player now in England. He
understands the character of his instrument, and brings out of

it every good quality that it possesses, without straining it be-
ybnd it* power, and converting all its sweetness and expression
into hardness of twang and jnrring noise. The qu&rtcttn of May-
aeder is a mixture of good and evil

; umch bad, bat prevailing

taste, with a little of what will always be admired sprinkled here
and there. V|> have known M. Kiesewetter more successful than
io this piece.

her father's, is too ornamental, and is not calculated tergite her
any lasting faiue. Her aria was very unskilfully selected for tlte

ooraeiiu.

This performance terminated the season—a season in which
there lias been much to censure and much to coinmend. With
attention, this Concert may continue, as it has long been, a fine

school of music, a counterbalance to the influence of feverish and
fliirtuating’ fashion, and a standard by whieh the taste of those

who really desire to cultivate the art may be regulataL But if

the manager* of the society are carelessly chosen, and persons
are elected to fill the office of directors who are likely to lie in-

fluenced by their uwu personal view*, then the Philharmonic
Concerts will degenerate—as they have onc« or twice threatened

to do—the lovers of good music will be left without any resource,

and the art will, for a time, be under the guidance of the weakest
of that part of the community which has leisure to affect the

characters of cognoscenti and patrons.

EIGHTH CONCERT. Monday, June G, 18*5.

ACT P.

Sinfnnia it» A . r - - . Herthorm.
Quartet to, “ Cieh it mio tabbro tupira Madam'' Camdori

Allan, Signora Garcia, Signor Garcia, and Signor Do
Begnis ( ttianca e FaUero> ... Rmnm,

Concerto, Piano-forte, Mr. Moacbele* - - jHowWft,
Aria, ?

4 Gran * Db,” Madame < urudori Allan - GugUetmi.
Overture Der FrcischiiU - . - . W'eber.

ACT 111.

Sinfonia, No. G - - - • Motor*.
Aria, “ AIma inrtUa," Signora Garcia - - Round.
Coocertantt-, Flute, Oboe, Horn, and Bassoon, Messrs.

Nicholson* Vogt, Platt, and Mackintosh - - Tolou.
Aria, Signor Garcia/* Suoni latromha" - - Garcia.
Overture, ZauberJVHe .... Mozari.

Leader, Mr. Mori.—Conductor Mr. Attwood.

Tm« merits of Beethoven s symphony in A we have before dia-

ensaed in das work, and we repeat, that, except the movement
from it published in a former number of the Harmouicon, it is

a composition in which the author has indulged a great deal

of disagreeable eccentricity. Often as we now have heard
it performed, we cannot vet discover any design in it, neither
can wo trace any coanexion in it* parts. Altogether it seems
to have been intended as a kind ofenigma—we had almost said

a* hoax. Mosart e symphony in C, the sixth in the edition of
Sperari and Cianchittini, is fiull of fire, and was written in the
vigour of his health and genius. We know none of his instru-

mental compositions that show such a continued flow of anima-
tion aa this: its beauties arenll of the sparkling kind, and the

hearer is as much exhilaratedby it, as if hehad swallowed copious
draughts of champagne.
The Overture* to the Freitchuix and the ZauberjUtc have

been too often eulogized here to require any further mention.
The concerto by M. Mocehfltes was a surprising and most
charming performance. The made, and the execution of it,

were of the highest character, and equal to each other. The
applause he received was great, but by no means unearned.
The concertante by Toloo, much in the manner, but not pos-

tMaing a tithe of t&e genius of Pleyel, was admirably executed,

and this ia all we can venture to say of It. The directors of

these concerts are not now very scrupulous in their rhoioe of

pieces
;
witnew the aria by M. Oa-rcia, sung by bicn. The beau-

tiful quartett bv Rossini was half spoiled by giving the fourth

unrt to Signor De Begnis, for whose voice it is altogether unfit.

Madame Caradori sang an ariabv Gugiielmi most agreeably, and
pleased every body by her performance. The composition of

tMs air forms a remarkable contrast to the vocal productions of
the present age; its comparative gentleness and tranquillity

afford a great relief, and its reception at this concert convinces

us that , in a few years, the rage for the “ trumpet's loud clangor”

will be abated, and a taste for the music of the olden times be
revived: or rather that new composers will start np, who will

seek to produce the effect of novelty, by imitating that which is

nearly forgotten. Madlle. Garcia made, we brieve, her first

public appearance at this Concert. She has a rieh coots' alto

voice, and is apparently a good musician
;
but her manner, like

THE DRAMA.
King's Theatre.—On the Sdth of last month, Madame

Pasta had her benefit at this theatre, on which occasion Paiwello's

Aina was performed, as reduced into one set, by M. Paer, and
thus represented with great applause in Paris. To tins was
added the first act of Tancredi. The former was thus cast:—

.Vim, beloved by Linder
LtntUr, lover of Aina,
The Couni, father of AW
A*too, gouvernanlc of A'tno

Georgtt, bailiff of the Count

Mad. Parra.
Sff. Cl'RION I

Sig. Powto.
Mad. CaeraLU.

big, Ri bbi.

Afina is by many people considered as the best of Pfetsieik>*«

serious operas ; awl some forty year* ago, L» Paxta per amore
(the second title ofNina

)

was as inueb raved after by the Pazxe
per la mutiea , as Afoirf in Bgitto has lately been, and ai It

Owiefe in Kffitto will shortly be, Nina is Alii of beauties of
the gentle kind • its melodics are original, pure, and delightful*

and every note in the open* is appropriate to the words. But it

is not adapted to a theatre of large dimensions
; composed for

the palace of Versailles, it there succeeded, and even now suc-

ceeds at the Louvoit in Paris—a room fitted up as a theatre

—

where none of its delicacies are Iost.in space, and where its mild,

unobtrusive merits are perceived, and therefore felt.

The opera certainly did not now please, as it once did, in Lon-
don, and only so great a favorite as Madame Pasta has been tbit

season, would have gained for it a second audienre of any extent

as to numbers.
Madame de Begnis took fto her benefit the second and third

acts of Romeo e GiulieUa by Zitigareili, in which, of coarse, Ma-
dame Pasta represented the lover. This drew two enormously

full houses
;
indeed the charming singer and actress, who during

a short month deserved and enjoyed so much public favour,

proved more useful to the treasury of the theatre than all the

other performers put together
;
for Madame De Begnis bad been

continually disqualified by illness from appearing, and the chronic

cough, rheum, $re. of Sig. Garcia, had frequently incapacitated

him from singing. His absence, however, was never felt after

the arrival of Signor Curiotii.

The return of Madame Pasta to Paris, and the inability of

the prima donna to resume her place, have thrown a damp on

the performances of the Italian Opera up to the present period.

Mademoiselle Garda was suddenly engaged to fill up the vacan-

cies, and made her first appearance on any stage, on the 7th of

June, in the character «»f novisa. in Rumini's flarhirrc tie Uf-

vigtia ; but though possessing a good contr* alto voice, an ample

knowledge of music, and a considerable share of vocal talent, has

not assisted the finances of the establishment, by attracting to

the theatre those useful persons who pay, thinigh number* have

been drawn together to applaud. Before this present number of

our work is published, // Crociato in Egitto, the celebrated

opera of Meyerbeer, will, in all probability, have been pro*lucrd,

and should Signor Velluti succeed, will doubtless restore the

theatre to a flourishing condition, and afford the public tho

means of hearing one of the finest works that has ever been per-

formed on the Italian stage. J
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IL CROC1A TO IN EGITTO,

• . . b .
•

AN HEROIC OPERA IN TWO ACTS,

WRITTEN BY ROSSI,—COMPOSED BY GIACOMO MEYERBEER.

This opera was first produced in the Grand Teatro la

Fenice in Venice, for the season of the Carnival of 1S24.

It has since been brought forward in most of the princi-

pal theatres of Italy, and is now rapidly making the tour

of Europe.
The Dramatis Personas are as follow, and arc thus

cast for representation :

—

Alidiu, Sultan of Damietta . .

Pnlmidr, his daughter • . • * .

Otmin, a Vizier • • • .

Alma, a confidante ofPalmide

Adrian dc Monifort, Grand Master of

the Older of the Knights of Rhodes

Fehria, a rtlative of Adrian , in mn/e

attire .

Around D'Orrille, an initiated Knight

of Rhodes, under the assumed name

ofJ&mirmo ....

Signor Remorini.

Madame Caradori.

Signor Criveffi.

Machine Cutelli.

t

Signor Curioni.

Signora Garcia.

Signor Velluti.

The argument prefixed to the opera, by the poet, Signor
|

Rossi, is as follows :

—

In an expedition on the coast of Egypt, which took 1

g
ace in the Sixth Crusade, in the neighbourhood of

amietta, a band of the Knights of Rhodes, commanded
by Esmengarde de fteaumont, was surprised, betrayed,

and after a most heroic resistance, overpowered by the

superior numbers of the enemy.

Armando d'Orville , a young Knight of Provence, was
l

one of this valiant band. Fainting from loss of blood, he
j

had remained among the slain. He returns to himself

;

night comes on, and he sees no other means of escaping

from the disgrace of slavery, than by concealing himself

in the spoils of an Egyptian warrior who had fallen on
the field. He hopes, oy mingling with the enemy, to

discover their plans, and to find a favourable moment for

escape. •

Armando, under the assumed name of Elmineio, finds

an opportunity of signalizing his valour, and of saving the

life of Aladino, Sultan of Damietta.

The supposed young soldier of fortune, by means of his

superior valour and gentle manners, wins the affections

of the Sultan, who becomes his friend, and receives him
into the bosom of his family. The Sultan has a daughter
named Palmide

,
who is regarded as the flower o? the
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Egyptian maidens. She sees the supposed Elmireno,

and a mutual passion is the consequence. Afar from his

country, almost without a hope of ever returning to it

again, young, and of an ardent mind, Armando forgets

himself, his duties, the faith he had plighted to Felicia ,

a noble maiden of Provence, and yields to the, love of

Palmide. lie has secretly instructed her in the myste-

ries of his faith ; they are privately united, and the pro^*

duct of this union is a son. Rut the call of honour, the

love of his country, and the sense of his dereliction of

duty, arc ever present to his mind, aud throw a gloom
over his happiness. Aladino observes their mutual at-

tachment, ana only waits the return of Elminero from a
glorions campaign, in order to unite their hands. Mean-
while overtures are made to the Sultan by the Knights
of Rhodes, for a purchase and exchange of prisoners

:

terms of peace are also offered, and an embassy from
them arrives at Damietta.

The action commences at the arrival of this Embassy.

ACT THE FIRST.

The opening scene represents a spacious enclosure in

the palace of the Sultan Aladin. To the right is seen
the Residence of the European slaves destined to labour
at the public works ; to the left is part of the Palace and
gardens of the Sultan.

The overture is expressive of the following tableau:—
All is hushed in the silence of night, which is beginning
to give place to the dawn. The sound of the morning
trumpet of call is heard ; a general movement within the
residence of the slaves. Keepers come and open the
gates ; the slaves come forth, who are recognised by their

dress, as belonging to different European nations. ” They
salute and embrace each other, and prepare fur the
labours of the day. The greater part are employed in

the construction of a small temple. All is in action. A
youth is seen supporting the chains of his aged father

;

a slave takes a portrait from his bosom, gazes on it

affectionately, presses it to his lips, and hastily conceals
it again, through fear of being discovered. Another reads
a letter, which he kisses aud presses to his heart. Other
groups are variously employed, while a purl give utter-

Digitized by Google
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ance to the emotions of their hearts in the following

chorus •

Pat rift amif.i ! oh, tu il pri micro
Dc* miei fervidi drain

;

Fra callnr, fra ampin,
A tc aurla il incsto cor.

Fier destin ci rese schiavi,

Marc iinnirnso ci sepura;

Ma tu ognor mi rri piu cara,

Tu mi km preaente oguor.
Cari oggetti del mio core!

Piu vederti io non potrii?

Fra i sospir ell triple amove
Qui penur, niorir dovrd -

Spoon f—figli \—patria f—amici !

—

Pin vedervi io non potro?
Da voi lunge moriro >

Ccssi oinai si acerba vita ;

Cangi omai si orribil sorte

:

O pirtosa tronclii mortc
II oiio harbaru dolor!

In scene the second, slaves arc seen coming from the

palace, bearing baskets full of various presents ; shortly

after appears ralmide, who is come to pay her morning
visit to the slaves, and brings them various presents to

Comfort and console them
;
we Jearn that these gifts are

sent by the wish of her lover Elmireno. Rejoiced at the

appearance of their benefactress, the European slaves

cnange their notes of sorrow into grateful and more
joyous accents t.

Ma gi& di Palmide gli schiavi avanzano,
I -a regal vergine a noi gi& recast,

Brillantc rnggio in sua belts.

Console trice de* uostri m.ili,

Benefattrice de* egri mortali,

Vieni, o belt* angcla della pieta

!

Palmide replies to their grateful salutations in the

following cavatina t

—

Beloved couiitry, oh, thou first.

Fond object of my fc rvpnt vows
;

Amidst our chains, our bitter sighs.

To Hire the sorrowing heart aspires.

Fell destiny has made us skives.

Between us boundless oceans roll.

But distance makes thee doubly dear,

And paints Ihce present to my thoughta.

Beloved objects of my heart

!

Ami shall 1 ne'er behold you more?
Amidst the sigh* of love forlorn.

Here must I ever pine and die?

Wife !—children !—country 1— friends t—
Ami shall I never see ye more?
And must 1 die from you afar?

Soon may a life so wretched close;

Soon may a fide so horrid chaugc:
And ah ! may death in pity come
To free me from such bitter woes.

I doni d' Elmireno
Io vi preset i to, amici

;

Con lui per gli iufclici

Divido la pieta

!

(Or per me forse in seno
Amor gli parlcra.)

(Soave immagine di quel memento,
A te sorriderc il cor io aento

!

Accenti c palpiti, aospiri e giubilo,

L‘ amor piu tencro coufoudern !)

Scarcely have these accents of tenderness died away,
when guards from the palace announce the approach of

Aladin and his vizier Osmin. The Sultan announces to

his daughter, that he has just received the news of the

arrival of Elmireno, who nas returned triumphant over

the enemies of his kingdom ; he commands a triumph
to be prepared for the conqueror, and requests Palmide
to present him with the laurel crown, convinced that

from her band it will prove doubly acceptable. Palmide
is all confusion and joy at the words of her father, while
Osmin is scarcely able to restrain his rage. The am-
bitious vizier is secretly aiming at the throne, and has
aspired to the band of Palmide. At this moment, trum-
pets in different directions are heard. A signal from the

tower of the port announces the arrival of a vessel in

the bay
;
at the same moment the banner of the Knights

of Rhodes is recognised, and the Sultan makes known that

the valiant warriors of Rhodes are come to sue for

peace and friendship. The other signal announces, at the

same moment, the arrival of the conqueror Elmireno.

Palmide and Aladiuo express their mutual joy at

this event in the following duct, and their sentiments arc

reiterated by the chorus

Vincitore a quarto pelto

.
**««* }
All ! tnaggiore di quel cli’io sento

Uu coutculo lion si di

Coro.

Concenti bellici all' nure ccheggino,
I/cro e festeggino, il vincitor

;

E .Vsuon bclligcri s'altcrnio tt-ncri

Di pace i cantici, gli intii d'amor.

Aladin, in a transport of joy, declares that on so propi-

tious a day all the wishes of his heart shall be fulfilled.

“ Thine too, oh daughter, he exclaims, shall be accom-
plished. Long have 1 observed the affection that thou

hast cherished for Elmireno; nay, blush not, I rejoice at

it, and had already planned thy happy union on the

return of the victor
;
yes, the brave man who formerly

saved my life, shall be thine.” Alas ! what an announce-

ment is this to Palmide; what a dreadful veil is rent

f But see Palmids'* slave* Silva nee,

The royal virgin hither comes,

A star in beauty * lustre bright.

Consoler of our biller ills.

Thou benefactress in our need*,

Angel of pity, come this way

!

% With gifts from Elmireno sent

I here present you, friends j

With him for the unhappy still

How fondly do I sympathise !

(E'en now perhaps is love

Whispering fond thoughts ofme.) Oh

Oh pictur’d bliss of that sweet hour,

I feel my bosom yearn for thee

!

Soft words, and sigha and thrills ofjoy.

The tcuderest love will mingle then.

$ How will 1 to tills bosom pres*

T,- {££££««
Ah what greater happiness

Could be found on earth than mine.

Cbqkvi.
What warlike strains of triumph swell the gale.

To hail the hero, the proud conqueror;

And with these warlike sounds alternately

Arise soft songs of peace and hymns of lovec
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before her eyes. For fire years has she been secretly

united to Elmircno, and n son is tbe fruit of this union.

—

Aladin bids her go, and announce in person the joyful

news to Elmirono. She retires in distraction. Aladin

congratulates Osmin on the happy event, and bids him
prepare the royal galley for the landing of the victor, and
make nil the due preparations At the palace, for tbe re-

cej>t ion of the knights who compose the embassy from

The following scene brings us to a retired spot in the

gardens of the Sultan, contiguous to the apartments of

Palmide, where her son Mirva is discovered asleep on a
bank of flowers. Alma, tbe confidante of Palmide,
guards the child in this retired spot, that he may be near
bis mother ; she also obviatesany suspicion that might arise,

by giving out that it is her son. Palmide enters all agi-

tation from the interview with her father, and, in the ago-
ny of her heart, reveals to Alma that she has renounced
the faith of her father and embraced the religion of
Elmireno. At this moment the sound of trumpets an-
nounces the landing of the conqueror. Alma exhorts her
friend to take courage, and not ruin all by betraying

herself.

The scene now changes to the Port of Damietta ; the
people arc seen hastening to the landing of the royal
vessel which is pompously adorned. A chorus of great
beauty and effect, intermingled with gay dances, nails

its approach to the straud*.

w Coro niterrta(o col* tlanra.

Vedi il legno, chc in vaga sembinuza
Mollemente tul Nilo s’avanza

j

Ci porta la pace.

Spiro unaura leggier*, agave,

E' I'aura di pace.
L'onda mormora placid* e diets,

Lieta bacia, accarrezza la nave
Che portc la pace.

Jl mace!Io apprwla.

Di nostre pa Ime all'ombra arnica,

Qui, sulla tpouda del Nilo apnea,
Dolce catena di miiti c Aor,

Nave propizia 7 t* arrest i ognor.
Mai t’ allontana da’ nostri lidi,

Tu die a noi gukli la bclla pace,

Voto verecc dei noatri cor.

Edieggt d* tutorno di pact I* recent o,
Di gtoja conccuto festeggi tal di,

E lieta la spooda risponda cod.

• Chorus, alternately vrt/A Ikmcei.

Behold the mid which in otatrly pomp
Glides softly on the bosom of the Nile

;

She brings us peace.

A sweet aud gentle zephyr breathes around.

It is tbe breath of peace.
The wavelets break in stilly murmurs round.

Caressing joyfully the happy bark
That brings us peace.

The Teasel reaches the Strand.

Beneath the friendly shadow of our palms
Here on the bank* of sunny Nile,

May bands of myrtle and of flowers,
Propitious vessel ! stay thy course.

Ne’er mayst thou quit our shores again.
Thou that fair peace has guided hither.

The object of our hearts’ warm sighs.

Let the voice of peace be heird around,
Let songs ofjoy salute tbe day,

And echoing shores repeat the strain.

Armando is received on the strand by Aladin and big

attendants ;
Palmide too is there, hut she keeps in the

background. The hern receives tire congratulations of

the Sultan, and is introduced by him to his daughter, with

tbe fervent wish that the hand of love may crown his

valour and fidelity. Armando replies in the following

air, which is interchanged with a chorus and dances*.

Aria.

Cara nuiuo deli’ a more
la ti bauo, e sob fclicc

;

Sc nitrcc sfierar mi lire,

Io ki spero dalf amor.

Coro, roll dansa.

Port sin ito vincitore!

(Jodi il preraio del vnlore

;

Purge u I tori a tc la gloria,

Mirti c rose ti ofl’rc Amor.

AnNANDO.

Rrgita all cm bra degl* allori,

E dc* figli iuoi tier! core

;

A tc aacro i il mio valore,

Di mi t fede il bel candore.

Conn, come topra.

Foitunato vincitore!

Arnardo.

Ah 7 non v‘6, non v’d trionfo

Al mio cor piu lusingtiiero,

D'un ardor cosi sincero,

Del sorriso dell’ a more.

Coro-

Fortunato vincitore f

The scene now changes and introduces us to a retired

spot on the shores of the Nile, where the Knights of
Rhodes reside. Near this there is a temple, from which
Adrian, the grand master, is seen to come forth, dressed

in the habit of a simple knight. He wishes to pass un-
observed, in order, if possible, to discover tidings of the

fate of his favourite nephew Armando, whom he believes

* I kiss thee, thou dear hand of lore I

1 kiss thee, and my joy ia full

;

If I may hope a recompense,
1 hope it all from love alone.

CiloRL's, teith tlanre.

Thrice happy conqueror 7

Enjoy proud valour's noble meed ;

Glory prcacuU her laurel w reath.

And love his rose and myrtle crown.

Arnardo.

Beneath the laurel’s shade may he
Aud in thy sons' brave bosoms reign;
Devoted is to thee this arm,
Aud tbe pure feelings of this heart.

Chorus, as before.

Thrice happy conqueror 7

Arnardo.

Ah 7 no, there is do triumph, none
So Mattering to this heart of mine,
As sii affection thus sincere.

As is this gentle smile of love.

Chorus.

Thrice happy conqueror ?

V 2
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lo have perished on these shores. On his way, he meets
his relative Felicia, who has assumed the dress of a
knight, intending to proceed on the same melancholy
office of attempting to discover the spot where repose the

ashes of her former lover, Armando, to whom she had
been betrothed before his departure lo join the Crusades.

Meantime, Armando having heard of the arrival of the

Knights of Rhodes, is all anxiety to learn tidings of his

relative. For this purpose he has quitted the palace,

and now encounters .Adriano; they recognise each other ;

tlie first moments are all transport, till the uncle survey-

ing the saraeen dress in which his nephew is attired,

shrinks from him with horror and indignation
; he de-

mands from him his sword, and breaks it before his

eyes. Then follows one of the master-pieces of the

opera, a duet, admirably expressive of the indignation of

the uncle, and the humiliation and repentance of the

nephew .

Dt ET.

* C»o, thou hast joined, apostate out!
The ktanrijr.l of (lie infidel j

Abandoning thy faith, thou hatt

Betrayed thy country and thy lionour.

1 leave thee to thy guilt and uliaror,

With horror thou dost make me shudder.
Arm. Ah ! by remorse o'erwhelmed,

1 shrink with horror from myself;
Pardon, oh heaven ! my errors past.

Look ou me with a pitying eye.

The iiame of honour and of faith

la still ilire withiu my heart.

Adr. And woutd'ot thou merit pardou still ?

Arm, Ah ! may 1 hope it still f—command

—

Adr. Then lay aside those guilty spoils

;

I-et Aladin know who thou nrt;

Then must thou quit this land with me,—

-

Arm, Quit!—{oh heavens!—and Palmitic t)

Adr. Spouse of Felicia thou must

—

Arm. How ! I Felicia's spouse ?

Adr. Why ahrink'st thou at my words ? ah ! say

—

Aud can it be—tremble,^—thy oaths!

—

Arm. Kill me at once— I have betrayed them sll.

Adr. All, traitor!—hut detlaie, for whom ?—

Ad”' wfcholS" >
U,U fl1 Wrorl

Arm. Thou kuow'st not by what i}iell my soul was hound.
She who awaked the flame is more than mortal.

Sweet unison of grace aud innocence,
*Twas in my heart she found I heir recompense.
The wretched one tv ill die,—and die for me

!

Adr. In grief nnd pain thy mother moaned,
1 wept with her, ungrateful one ! for thee.

And thou, meanwhile upon the breast of love

Dissolved, betray'd*! honour, vows, and faith

Thy mother dies the while—and dies for thee!
Adr. Choocc then—this seusHess love of Ihiur—

-

Arm. I will oc'rcomc. Adr. Virtue—fair honour

—

Arm. I will pursue. Adr. Upon this sword

—

Jt was thy noble father's sword.
Now swear. Ann. Ah! give it here, tliat L

May kiss it.—Ah, helovcd father

!

I do invoke thee—by thy memory swear
That 1 will worthy of thy love return.

Both.

The father's matchless brand shall wake

Tlie flame of valour in j|V* heart;

O’er every danger, every foe

With this his sou shall triumph still.

Duetto.
Va; gia varcasti, indeguo!

Dellc perfldie il segno ;

Trad is! i patria, ouore,

Scordutli la tua fe.

Ti lascio a I tno rotore, %

Frcmo d'orror per te.

Arm. Ah! dei ruuorai oppresao,

Or ror ho di me stesso ;

Perilous, oh Dio! I’crrorc,

Abbi pie la di me.
M'avvainpa ancor nil core

Fiarnma d onor, di fc.

Adr. Vuoi meritar perdono?

—

Arm. Poaso aapirarvi f—impoui

—

Adr. Le insegne ree depom ;

Sjppia Aladin qual sei

;

Meco partir poi dei.

Arm. Partir
!
(o cieio !—e Palmide !—

)

Adr. ' Sjjoso a Felicia omai—
Arm. lo »}>oao di Felicia!

Adr. Tu fremi f—di, se mai

—

Trcma—i loot giuri !—
Arm. Svenami—io t radii Uitto.

Adr. Perfido !—c per chi mai f

3<i?. t«!i }
qu* 1 " 1,0,0 orror!

Arm. Noti mi quale incauto quest ‘alma sorprese

;

(!olri che m’acrcse morlalc non U.

Di grazle e caudorc complemo celeste,

Nel solo mio core trovava mmi :

I .a mUera or muore— c muore per me!
Adr. Nel duolo, nel pianto, tua madre gemeva,

lo seco pinngeva, iugrato
!
per te

:

E in arno all 'amore tu intauto languivi;

Tradivi fonore, i voti, la ft.

Tua madre si muore—e muore per te !

Adr. Scegli dtinque; uu t ieco uruore—
Arm. Vfncerd. Adr. VirtuiJe—ouore

—

Arm. Seguiru. Adr. Su quests spada

—

Yu Is spada di tuo padre

—

Or lo giura. Arm. Ah ! porgi, ch* io

Or la back—Padre mio J

lo te invoco—per te guiro—
Di te deguo io tornerd.

«. 8 .

II brando iuvitto del genitora

l valore
|
^sccenderi

;

D‘ ogni ncmico, ri'ogai pcriglio.

Con caso il figlio trioiifersl.

Meantime Felicia, in prosecuting her search, has wan-
dered through the mazes of the garden to the spot which
serves as n retreat for Alma and Mirva. She sees the

lovely child, is struck with its features, and fancies she
traces some resemblance to one she holds dear. Pal-
mide enters, she is alarmed at the sight of a stranger in

this secluded spot, and for the safety of Mirva. She
calls the child to her; Felicia apologizes for detaining

lii in an instant longer. Palmide is surprised at the in-

terest manifested by a stranger for her child. An expla-

nation ensues. The name of Armando d 'Orville ia men-
tioned, which leads to a disclosure of the person of Felicia,

and of the love of Armandu and P&ltnide. The conse-

quence is, a struggle between generosity and love. Feli-

cia nobly declares that the child has dissolved the ties

that bound her to Armando, and that severe as the effort

is, she has determined to yield him up to Palmide.

Memory awakens
;
she recaU the time when Armando,

the youthful troubadour, first awakened her heart to love.
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she recals the song in which he painted his passion, and

sings the following canzonetto •

Canzonctte.
Gfovinctto riifdirr,

Di bel giorno al Immontar,
Coils Dra de* suoi peusier

SuUo uii salcio s’arrestar.

Tiicque uii po’» su lei fl*W>

Poi to sguardo, e aosuird

;

La BU4 man port6 al cor,
•* E qui, dime, qui tv auior."

Non fidarti, o gtovin cor,

Dell' acccnlo dell amor !

Palmide recognises the air, which Artn&mlo bad often

sung to her, and thus resumes the song t.

Cloe d’eta ncll' hell April,

Era giglio di candor

;

Sorrictcva al »uo gent 1 1

In uu tcnero languor.

Ma balzar quel cor senti,

E il suo tutto s' agitd ;

*

Uu sospiro le sfuggi— ,

Ei V iutrar, e I'ubbraeciA.

Noo fidarti, o giovm cor,

Dei sospiri dell* amor

!

Scarcely have the last sounds died away upon the lips of

Palmide, when the voice of Armando from the neighbour-

ing grove is beard to repeat the last verses. All is sur-

prise and emotion. Palmide becomes greatly agitated.

She imagines that ibe song of the knight is intended to

express tne farewell, which he is obliged to take of her.

Felicia entreats her to be calm. The voice of Armando
is again beard

; he terminates the song£.

Canzonet.
* At the gentle day's decline.

Came the youthful cavalier,

And beneath the spreading vine

Seated him beside his dear.

On her face lie silent gazed,

Then he sigh’d no tenderly.

To his heart her hand he raised,

And here true love beats said he.

Uusnspectiug heart of youth.

Think not all love says is truth

t Chine sbow’d in youth's fair spring

Charms, the lily's pride above,

W ith soft looks, how languishing

Smiled ahe on her gentle love.

Soon she felt her lieart oppress'd.

Her bosom Ihrob’d with soft alarms,

A sigh escaped her gentle breast,

lie heard—lie caught her in bis amis.

Trust not, youthful heart, the sigh

Love will pour so fervently.

} Once be came in arms complete.

And exclaim’d with many a sigh,

A Crusader, 1 nfar

From thy tender anus must fly,

A chilly coldness seized her frame.

Half dead upou live earth she lay,

He kiss'd her cold band—breath'd her name,
Drop! one sud tear—aud fled away.

Tutto srmato a lei venir

Vide uu gioruo il suo tenor

;

M Caro, addioT" con uu sospir,

** Sou Crociato,** ei disse allor.

Cloe gelarsi il cor sent!.

Quasi cstiuta al suo! piouiW> : ,

Ei la fredda man bat 16,

Su lei piause, c—dispart.

Armando appears, flies to P&lmide’s arms, and repeats^ ;

Mai provare, o giovin cor,

1 martiri dell’ amor !

But a sense of duty, and of the solemn pledge he had
given to Adrian, prevail over the delirium of the moment,
and he tears himself from Palmido's embrace. Felicia,

who has withdrawn, returns, ami the situation of the three

lovers is admirably painted in the following terzetto [

:

Armando.
Ma—il flover !—un micro onor!—
Ah I che I'uddio sul Ubbro moor,
E emti partir da lei potrfl.

Palmids.
S’ci hrvrdeJ—-un di I’ am6—

-

Po6 amarla ancOr I—che fur atlor!

—

Ml gcla il cor crudo timor.

Felicia.

D’avanzar ardir non ho—
D’un altra in sen chi un di I'amA!—
Qucato e soffrir—questo c dolor

!

a 9.

Mai provare, o giovin cor,

I aospiri dell' amor I

The struggle of affection in the bosom of Armando is

severe, but the sense of duty prevails
;
he snatches a

hasty embrace, and flics from the spot.

The scene change*, and wc are ushered into a magni-
ficent saloon of tne palace, where all the preparations
have been made for the nuptial ceremony. A grand
march. Palmide is seen in the procession, accompanied
by Alma, who leads Mirva by the hand, followed by
slaves. Itnans bear the nuptial veil. On the other side,

the sultan’s guards of honour jjrecede the Knights of
Rhodes; after appears Adrian in his drefcs as grand
master, followed oy his pages, among whom is FAicia.
Aladin is waiting to receive them, and at a sign from
him, Adrian and the knights are seated. Mirva presents

an olive crown to Adrian, and other children to the

5 Ob, may thy youiliful heart ne’er prove
Tin; bitter pang* of liopclrss love

!

Armando.

|[ But duty's call—fair honour’s voice—
All ! bow tli* adieu flies on my lip!—
Nor can 1 tear myself auay.

Palm tor.

But she is there, be loved her once,

M»y love her still,—thru I’m undone,

How cruel fears freeze all inj heart!

Felicia.

All ! to advance fvc i*t the heart,—
My lover tu another's arm*,

What uuguuh this!

a 9.

Ah » may the youthful lieart ne’er prove.

The bitter pangs of hopeless love.
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knights. Adrian in receiving it, regards Mirra with
interest, and caresses him. Palmide mid Felicia anxi-
ously watch the motions of Adrian. The sultan, after
announcing to all his choice of Elmireno as the husband
of his daughter, Polmide, and the successor to his throne,
commands him to be called in. To the amazement of Aladiu
and his suite, he presents himself in the habit of a
Knight ot Rhodes, declares that he is no longer Elinircno,
hut the nephew of Adrian, before whom lie prostrates
himself. The grand master announces that his nephew
has awakened from the delirium of a blinded passion, and
listened to the voice of duty and of honour; that he still

finds him worthy of bis love, and is prepared with him
to quit the territories of Aladin. The indignation of the
sullun is aroused at the insult offered to himself and his
daughter

; he sternly commands Armando to retract his
resolution, but finding him inflexible, is wrought up to
such a frenzy of passion, as to draw his dagger with the
intention of plunging it in Armando’s bosom. He is,

however, prevented by Felicia, who darts forward, and
throws herself between the sultan and Armando. All is

tumult and confusion. Aladin commands the knights in-
stantly to quit the city, and orders Armando to a dungeon,
there to be reserved for his fury. The general feeling is

admirably depicted in the following canon *.

Caxoxk.

Sogni r ident i

Di pace c Minor,

Furo i content i

Di cjuesto cor!

Non V« pin
}

Noavopi.}—

•

Ail now is rage, fury, and defiance. Aladin commands
the Iinaus to throw open the door of the Mosque, to sound
the formidable gong, which is ever a signal of war, and
to wave the banner of the crescent. Adrian, on his part,

commands his knights to unfurl the standard of the cross.

Open war is declared. Armando is surrounded by
guards ; a general movement takes place ;

the knights
gather round Adriano, and Osmin and the Emirs round
Aladin

; a double march ; Palmide and Felicia in an-
guish taking their farewell of Armando. Such ore the
materials that form the splendid

Finale of tiie First Act.

THE SECOND ACT.

At the opening of Act the Second, we learn that the
ambitious Osmin bos secretly fomented a sedition, and
that he purposes taking advantage of the present troubled

state of things, in order the better to carry his plans into

execution. After his deliberation with the Emirs, he is

sent by Alma, who anxiously inquires all particulars re-

Canom.

• Mere smiling dreams
Of peace and love, +

Were all the jovs

Of this poor heart!

Faith I
'*

Love l .

Honour/ n0 roorc -

lative to the knights, and particularly with respect to

Armando. lie informs her that the rage of Aladiu
knows no bounds, that Armando is confined in a deep
dungeon, and there awaits his fate ; that Palmide has
employed all her entreaties in vain, that she is sunk in

despair, and that even her life itself appears in danger.
Struck by the evils that threaten on every side, Alma in

an unguarded moment exclaims; Ah Palmide, what will

become of thy son !—The secret is revealed ; the child
which she has so long contrived to pass ofT as her own,
is discovered to be Palmide’s, and Osmin is deter-

mined to take advantage of this discovery, in order the

more to exasjicratc the mind of Aladin, and further his

own designs, by urging him to acts of greater violence.

In the meantime, Felicia is seen wandering in grief

and distraction, in the environs of Damietta. She laments
the destiny of her beloved,—for she still loves Armando

;

and gives vent to her feelings in the following airt.

Am*.
Pace ei reed, a’ noi piu grata

Dell* pulnie di vitlozta;

E la patri.i consols t a,

Liela omai per lui tornd:

Ma pin car* della gloria

M’ c la sua felicitA.

Me litre il sacro della pace
Ei ci porta amato pegno,
Lo splendor, di questo regno
In fra i ccppi sc no sta.

Ah! «e pona il caro bene.

Per me pace or piu won v* ha

!

All
!

piu sorridcre

Labhro d'amore.

Fra i dolci palpiti

Non ti vedrd,

Mai, cam imagine,

Ti rivedro

!

Oil cielo ! nrreuditi

Ai voti tnici

:

So vuoi divideroii

Dal mio tesor,

Camhiami il Icnero
Ardcntc cor!

We are next brought back lo Palmide, who, sad and lest

in thought, has wandered* lo tl»e scenes of her former

happiness ;
but these grateful shades can now afford no

Aik.

f He brought us peace, more grateful far

Thau glorious palms of victory ;

Our country, all its troubles soothed.

Through hiui breathes joyfully again.

Yet lie who brought the much lov'd pledge

Of sacred peace to Wow Urn land,

Himself, this realm's best ornament.

Pines ill a dungeon's mournful gloom.

Ah ! while my loved ouc suffers thus

No peace can this poor bosom know.

Ah* that smiling

lip of love

No more shall 1

With rapture see

!

Never, sweet image,

Shall 1 behold thee more!

. Oh heaven! propitious

Hear toy vows

:

If from my love

Condemned to pine.

All, change this too,

Too tcuder heart.
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relief to her wounded bosom ; all seems changed, sad and

mule, and remiuds her of. him who is no longer there*.

Arm.
* Tutto qui par la oguor

Del nuo 6;|>ce amor*
l. imago dr] piactr
A Hie present a.

Una sol volta anror

Ch* ei tomi a qunto cor!

Lo ijioho mio veder
Morrci contc-nta !

Alma enters with Mirra, and pointing to the child, re-

plies, that there are other mot ires to attach her to life.

She flies to embrace her child, exclaiming, Ob, my
sod ! my son! at that moment Aladin and Osmin enter,

and the former overhearing her words, is on the point of

killing Mirva, when Paltmde informs him, that she has

anticipated his wishes, by uniting herself to Armando,
and that this child is the fruit of their union. She pleads

for him with all a mother's fervour, and the eloquence of

her tears softens the heart of Aladiu. This is admirably
expressed in the following air and duet f-.

Aria.
Chiede clemeuzaAh ! miri htngelo

Dell' innocenza
A te aorridcre

Nel »uo candor

!

Le braccia stcudeti

Ala.

Per r itifeliee

Sun gcuitricr,

Perdono a) ratsere

Suo gtnitor I

Come si pod reaistere ?

Venttc a qunto seno

!

Pal, String* il mio figlio, oh giubilo!

Ah, del sflauno il pelpito

Tutto in piaccr caugio

!

E dove—dov'e Elmircuo?
Ala. Tosto Adriauo invumi ; (ad mu Emir.

Attrndi Elmireno.
Coro. Come repente iti giubili

La peon tun tongitf

!

Air.
* Here every thing around

Speaks of my happy love.

And to my view presents

Tim image of past joy.

Would he but onee again

Return to tNH fond heart

!

To aee my love again.

Then should 1 die ion tent.

t Behold tbia angel Imploring clemency
Of innocence, For his unhappy
Smiling on thee Desolate mother,

III gentleness ! And purdou for

He spreads bis hands His wretched hither!

Ala. Ah how resist appeal like this ?

Oh come to this relenting breast!

Pal. He does embrace my bod, oh joy 1

How is the bitter pang of grief

Coaverted into joy

!

And where—where is my Elmireuo?
Ala. Quickly let Adrian hither come; (To AtEmir.}

Let Llmirrno wait roe here.

Chora*. How quickly have thy sorrows been
Converted into joy!

Pal. All! with wlmtjoy will 1 unloose

The fetters of my licit beloved j

Other more grnllo bonds,

Embraces chaste, will I bestow.

To my besom, oh what rapture

!

Will I press my spouse, my son.

At a moment blest as this,

Sure with joy 1 shall expire!

Pal. Con qua! giojn )e eotcue

Altri Ucei pin soavi

Cash abbracci io reclierib

Del mio bcnc io scioghero!

Altri laevi piu iosvi

CalfI abbracc io rccheru

A1 nuo prttn, qual dilettol

Spooo e filio stringer6. -

A si caro be! moinmto
Di coolento nionrd

!

Adrian appears ; he comes prepared to meet some new
outrage at the sultan's hands

;
what then is his surprise

and joy to hear that Aladin has relented, and that his

nephew is pardoned and set at liberty. The latter en-
treats Adrian to imitate his example, and pardon his

nephew for all offences past, lie declares that he lias

already pardoned him, an avowal that leads Aladin to

suppose he is acquainted with all tlie particulars relative

lo tne child. He therefore declares now much he was
melted at the sight of Mirva at the festivity, and observes

that he witnessed the emotions of Adrian, when he kissed

and embraced the child on the same occasion, though
then unconscious it was his nephew’s child. At this

moment Armando enters, and confesses the truth of the

sultan’s words. Adrian repulses him, declares him to be
deprived of the honours of knighthood, disowns him us a
relative, and indignatly quits the apartment.

Aladin is overwhelmed with anguish, and gives up all

for lost. Aladin comforts him, and renews his promises
of protection and friendship. Armando sinks into a pro-

found reverie, a thought flashes across his mind—he en-
treats permission to conduct Palinide and her child to the

presence of his unde, and on obtaining permission flies to

execute his purpose.

We are again conducted to the residence of the knights,

at the side of which stands their ancient temple. Ar-
mando leads in Mirva and Palinide ; he demands of her
whether her heart is capable of a lofty exertion—pre-
pared for a great sacrifice—no less than to reveal to

Adrian their union and her new fnilb, and to quit the
land of her fathers. A struggle ensues between her love

lo her father, and her affection for Iter husband and child,

but the latter gains the victory. The gates of the temple
unfold, and Adrian and Feliriu are seen on the threshold.

Palmide avows herself a believer, offers to ratify her
belief by new vows, and consents to accompany' her
husband to his own land. Armando and Palmide kneel

;

Mirva is between them, Adrian is behind them, and with

his eyes raised to heaven, and his hands placed on their

heads, he implores the bounty of heaven in their favour
;

Felicia looks on with deep emotion, while the knights

contemplate the effective scene. It is in this place that

occurs one of the most effective pieces of the whole opera,

the preghicra X

QtiRTBTT.
J O, element Deity,

Who readikt in my heart.

Receive and ratify

This innocent vow

:

Nature and love

Implore, adore thee.

This union and these vows.
Oh! do thou blew.

Make happy now
And consecrate, O Lord !

Nature and love

Implore, adore thee.
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Qiubtetto.

O Nume elements!
Che in »eno mi leggi,

II voto innoccnte
Accogli, proteggi

;

T* adorn, I’ implora
Nature cd amor.

Quel nodo, quei giuri

Deli! ru bencoki;
Tu retidi feliri,

Councra, O aignor

!

T adorn, V implora
Nature ed amor.

In the midst of this impressive scene, Aladin enters,

attended by Osmin, Emirs, and guards. Astonished at

the scene before him, he sternly inquires the cause.

Adrian replies with dignity, that Palmide has offered up

her vows to the divinity they adore, and has embraced

the faith of her spouse. The fury of Aladin knows no

hounds, and he condemns the whole of them to death.

This scene gives occasion to a sestetto, which ranks

among the most brilliant pieces of the opera* :•

—

Sestetto.

Arm . From le hi grime,

Miodolce anion.*!

Vivi a quel tencro

Pcgno d' amore.

Cedi a uua barbare

Fatalita

;

E ronaolarti

II ciel itapru.

Adr. Sfogati, o barbaro !

Appaga il core;
Tutlo pot slruggcrc

Nel two furore,

Ma » tc quests auinu
Mai ccdcrA;

II too furore

Sfidar saprA.

Aladino f; Ojirmo.

M irate esempio

Del ""°i furore!
auo I

Trenmlc, o per fid i,

Nel voilro core

!

Pnga quest' auima
Alttii aari,

I traditori

Punir saprA.

Pal. Ah ! questo A V ultimo

Crudele addio:

Ti deggio perderc
Dolce amor mioT
Ma Icco Pnlmkle
Morir sapra.

Com la vita

(Vror mi fa.

Pel. Per me non palpito

In tal oiomeiito ;

Per lor quest* auima
Gemere io sento

:

Piaugo a si barbara

Fatah tii.

Per essi i vano
Sperar pieta.

• Sestetto.

Pal. Alas ! the lust

Sad farewell this!

And must I lose

My best beloved t

But with thee too

Shall thy Palmide dir.

Without thee 1

Should loath existence.

Pel. Not for myself

I tremble now

;

It is for them
This bosom groans j

1 wail their sad

And hapless fate.

All hopes of pity

Now are vain.

Aladin

Behold an example

or^ I
fun -

Tremble ye traitors

To the inmost heart

!

Arm. Restrain those tears,

My sweetest life I

Live for this tender
Pledge of love.

Yield to the rage
Of augry fate

:

Heaven will at length
Console thy heart.

Adr. Barbarian, here
Glut thy fell rage t

Thou may'st destroy

All in thy fury.

But ne’er to thee

This soul shall yield ;

Thv utmost fury

I defy.

AND OsMt*.

At lcnglh this soul

.Shall be appeased.

And wreak its vengeance
On the traitors.

Armando and the knights are led out guarded ; Aladin
lakes Palmide with him, ar.d Osmin retires rejoicinr at

the thought that the very rage of Aladin, which he has
fostered, will prove the means of his advancement to the

throne, by affording a pretext to the knights to rebel.

The next scene miners us into the great souare of

Damietta. An Emir and guards lead in Armando. His
firmness is scarcely proof ngainst the agonizing reflection,

that he has embraced Palmide and the other objects of
his affection for the last time. While buried in these

reflections, Adrian. Felicia, and the knights are also led

in, guarded by Osmin and a hand of Emirs. Adrian
seizes the opportunity afforded him by this momentary
meeting, and exhorts them all to firmness, faith, and
constancy. At this instant, Osmin and the Emirs
accost the knights with an air of mystery

;
they declare

that they have an important secret to impart, which may
prove the means of saving their lives ; they tell them that

an enterprise is on foot for their deliverance from the

horrors of slavery and death ; they place weapons in their

blinds, and exhort them to employ them in treeing them-
selves from their oppressors. Osmin boldly declares

that he will be the first to fall upon the tyrant, and
avenge his wrongs and their own in the blood of Aladin.

Adrian, in receiving the weapons in his hands, declares
in a marked and emphatic tone, that the arms intrusted

to him shall be employed to punish the traitor.

Aladin enters, accompanied by Palmide; he is yet
willing to extend his mercy to Adrian and his compani-
ons ; be bids them still choose.—Death and glory ! is the

proud reply. Aladin’s fury is again roused by this spi-

rited defiance
; he calls upon Osmin to lead them away to

instant death. At ibis moment, Osmin placing himself at

the head of the Emirs, rushes upon Aladin, exclaiming,

No! thyself be the first to perisni Armando draws his

sword, and flying to the side of Aladin, boldly takes his

stand there, calling on his brother knights to succour a
king who is betrayed, and to learn their duty from him.

The traitors arc disarmed and secured. The sultan is all

astonishment, admiration, and gratitude. Learn, 'cries

Adrian, from the example of Armando, our manner of

avenging ourselves. Armando advances towards the sul-

tan, and laying at his feet the sword that has saved his

life and throne, exclaims,— I am again thy prisoner

!

Aladin is overcome at the view of such unexampled

heroism and virtue
;
he embraces his heroic deliverers,

and joins the hands of Armando and his daughter.

The whole of this scene allows scope for a very splen-

did and effective finale, and Meyerbeer has amply availed

himself of the materials here afforded him. He has thus

maintained the same vigour to the last, displaying to the

concluding movement, the same copiousness of inoeution,

the same happy combination of new forms of melody

with powerful and expressive harmony, the same fire

and spirit, which animates all the other parts of this

i

masterly composition.
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MEMOIR OF BENEDETTO MARCELLO.

Bbncdstto Marcello, a noble Venetian, whose fa-

mily is mentioned by all the historians of Venice, was
born in the month of July, 1G8G. His father, Agostino
Marcello, wm a senator

;
his mother, Pnolina, was of the

honourable family of Capello, being the daughter of Gi-
rolamo Capello, and aunt of Pietro Andrea Capello, am-
bassador from the States of Venice to the courts of Spain,
Vienna, and Rome, and who also was resident in Eng-
land in that capacity about the year 1743.

His elder brother, Alessandro, had attained a great

knowledge in natural philosophy and mathematics ; and
Benedetto, after having been instructed in classical lite-

rature, and having gone through a regular course of edu-
cation under proper masters, was committed to his tuition.

Alessandro lived at Venice, and had in his house a
weekly musical meeting, in which his own compositions
were frequently performed ; being a man of genius and
rank, bis house was the resort of most of the strangers
that came to visit the city. The Princes of Brunswick,
when at Venice, were invited to one of the musical per-
formances ; and Benedetto, at that time very young,
being present, they took particular notice of him. In
the hearing of Alessandro, they asked him, among other

questions, what were the studies that most engaged his

attention ;
“ O,” said bis brother, *4 he is a very useful

little fellow to me, he fetches my books and papers, and
this is fittest employment for him.” The boy was nettled

at an answer which reflected as much upon his supposed
want of genius as his youth. He, therefore, resolved to

apply himself to some particular study, and soon fixed

upon that of music. His principal instructors were Gas-
pariui and Antonio Lotti.

In the year 1716. the birth of the first son of the Em-
peror Charles the Sixth was celebrated at Vienna with
great magnificence

; and on this occasion a serenata com-
posed by Benedetto Marcello was performed there with
great applause.

Marcello's compositions are very numerous. Two of
his cantatas, II fimeteo and La Cassandra, have been
much admired. He wrote also a mass which is highly
celebrated. This was performed for the first time in the

Church of Santa Maria della Celestia, on occasion of
the daughter of his brother taking the veil in that mo-
nastery. He likewise set to music the Lamentations of
Jeremiah, the Miserere, and the Solve. These, with many
other sacred compositions, lie ga>e to the Church of

VOL. III.

Santa Sophia, and wag himself at the pains of instruct-

ing the singers in the manner in which they were to be

performed.

In the year 1724. appeared the first four parts of a

Paraphrase ofthe Psalms, in Italian, by Giustiuiani, set

to music for one, two, and three voices, by Marcello ; and
in the course of the two following years four more parts,

including in the whole the first fifty psalms, were pub-

lished. In the prefatory address of the poet and com-
poser, the nature of the work is explained. Of the para-

phrase they state, that the original text is as closely

followed as possible, and that the verse is of various

metres and without rhyme. Of the music it is observed,

that as the subject required the words and sentiments to

be clearly and properly expressed, it is for the most part

adapted to two voices only. The writer says, however,

that it may and ought to be sung by a great number of

voices, agreeably to the practice mentioned in the sacred

writings, of psalms anil hymns being sung by many com-
panies and cnoruses. There are introduced into the work

several of the most ancient and best known intonations

of the Hebrews, which are still sung by the Jews, and
arc a species of music peculiar to that people. These,

(which, for want of a better word, we must call chants)

he says, he has sometimes accompanied according to the

artificial practice of the modems ;
as he has also clone

by certain cantilenas of the ancient Greeks. The latter,

he informs us, he has interpreted with the utmost dili-

gence ; and by the help of Alypitis and Gandentius, has

reduced them to modern practice.

To those mysterious and emphatic sentences, in which

the royal prophet has denounced the terrors of divine

justice, Marcello has Adapted a peculiar kind of music, a
modulation, as he calls it, iu the madrigal*# style, with

a commixture of the diatonic and chromatic genera. In

doing this, he compares bis labours to those of a pilot,

who, in a wide ami tempestuous ocean, avails himself of

every wind that may conduct him to his port, yet, in a

long and dangerous voyage, is constrained to vary his

course.

A few brief directions for the performance of the seve-

ral compositions, and a modest apology for the defects of

the wort, conclude this preface ;
which, though written

under the influence of strong prejudices, contains an in-

genious and learned dissertation on the subject of poetry

and music.

X
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For a character of the work, we must refer to the nu-

merous letters and testimonies of eminent musicians and
others, which accom|»nv it. In these it is stated, that

some of the music had been adapted to German words,

and performed, with throat applause, in the Cathedral
Chnrcb of Hamburgh ; that the Russians had translated

the paraphrase into their language, adapting it to the

original music,of Marcello ; that, at Rome, the composi-

tions were held in the highest estimation hy all who pro-

fessed to understand or to lore music ; and that at the pa-
lace of Cardinal Ottoboni, there was a musical asscmnly
once a week, in which some of the works of Corelli and
one of the psalms of Marcello made constantly a part of

the entertainment.

When the news of Marcello’s death arrived at Rome,
the Pope, as a public testimony of respect for his me-
mory, ordered a solemn musical service to be performed
on a day appointed for the usual assembly. The room
was hung with black, and the performers apd all other

persons present were in mourning.

Mr. Charles Avison, organist of Newcastle, has cele-

brated the above work of Marcello in a tract, entitled an
Essay on Musical Expression

;
and be issued proposals

for publishing, by subscription, an edition of it revised

by nimself. The execution of this design devolved, Ik»w-

ever, upon Mr. John Garth of Durham, who adapted to

the music suitable words from our own prose translation

of the psalms
;
and, by the assistance of a numerous sub-

scription, the work was completed and published in eight

folio volumes. Several specimens of bis psalms are to

be found in Stevens’s Sacred Music ; and parts of his

fourth and seventh psalms, as arranged for keyed instru-

ments, are inserted in Dr. Crotch’s Selections.

From the extent of his studies, it might be supposed

that Marcello devoted himself wholly to a life of ease

and retirement. This, however, was not the case
; for

he held several honourable posts in the state, and, as a
zealous and active magistrate, was ever ready to contri-

bute his share of attention and labour towards the sup-

S
rt of that government under which he lived. He was,

r many years, a judge in one of the Councils of Forty

;

hut from thence he was removed to the charge of prove-

ditor of Pola, and afterwards was appointed to the office

of chamberlain or treasurer of the city of Brescia, lie

died at this place in the year 1739, and was buried in

the Church of the Minor Observants of St. Joseph’s of

Brescia.

Marcello led behind him, in manuscript, a Treatise on

Proportions
,
another on the Musical System , and a third

oq the Harmonical Concords ,
with a great number of poe-

tical compositions.

1J is printed works inserted in the Dutch catalogues

were, u VI Somite a Violoncello solo e Basso coniinuo,

°pera Printa ;** 4 * XII Sonate d Flaulo solo e Basso con-

Unuo, Opera Seconda and “ VI Somite & Ire , due Vio

-

loneclli , o due I ink da GamLa , e Violoncello o Basso

coutinuoy*' called “ Opera Seconda."

Mr. Avison has asserted that the psalms of Marcello

contain the most perfect Assemblage of the grand, the

beautiful, and the pathetic in music, that had ever been

known
;
yet there have not been wanting men of sound

judgment and great skill, who assert that their general

levity renders them more adapted to private entertain-

ment than the service of the cnurcb. That they abound
in evidences of a fertile imagination, improved to a high

degree by study, all persons must allow ; but whoever

will contemplate that style of music which, in the purest

ages, has been thought best adapted to excite devout
affections, and understands what is meant in music by
the epithets sublime and pathetic, will be apt to enter-
tain a doubt whether these epithets can, with greater

propriety, be applied to them than to many less cele-

brated compositions.

OF THE MUSIC, DANCES, AND COSTUME OF
THE SCOTCH.

Although, with the exception of some few districts,

the inhabitants of the mountains of Scotland have long
mingled with other nations, and though in the course
of these latter years, many points of belief, of manners,
and of traditions, which were peculiar to them, have
disappeared in consequence of their extended intercourse

;

yet with respect to their music, dances, and costume, the

Celts possess original monnments, and types of the olden
time, which, according to all the chances of probability,

will never lose their primitive character. Hence the
national airs which they have been accustomed to sing,

either on domestic occasions, or on their march against
the foe, their dances which tend to give them their

extreme agility, and their costume, so remarkable for its

grace and convenience, will roost likely survive wheu
their language and their physiognomical structure shall

have been either lost, or changed in their mixture with
other people.

As long as the car shall continue to be charmed, and
the* heart to be warmed, by the magic of melody, so long

will the music of the Celts continue to claim its admirers.

Added to which, it has this peculiarity, that it cannot
be combined with the learned theories of our composers ;

its gamut being defective in the intervals of the major
fourth and seventh, and not admitting of any harmonic
accompaniment, stamps it with that character of sim-
plicity which proves it to be the true music of nature, and,

as such, the sure favourite of those w ho judge of music by
their feelings, and not according to the rules of science.

Another very remarkable character of this music, is ita

great ductibility, by means of which the performer can
at pleasure communicate to his hearers the sentiment, the

passion, by which lie is animated. The mountaineer,

whether he sadly follow the funeral of his friend, traverse

the narrow defiles of his mountains, skim over the smooth
surface of his lakes, or mArch proudly Against the enemy,
causes us to recognise, in the different airs which he sings

on each occasion, something that partakes of the nature

of the situation, something, according to his subject,

powerfully expressive either of grief, of melancholy, or

of resistless valour. Be it either graceful, complaining,

playful, or warlike, the moment that it receives a peculiar

character, no variation can give a new feature to it.

Between the Reel, the original dance of the Scotch,

and the Waltz, a German dance, which may equally be
considered as original, there exists nearly the same dif-

ference as between the two respective kinds of music.

The Reel is light, gay, and eucrgetic, and preserves its

native character in .spite of the strange innovations* which
have been attempted to be introduced into it : the Waltz
is more voluptuous, full of art and contrivance, and has

nothing of the vigour and simplicity of the Reel.

When we behold the Scotch giving a loose to the

pleasure of this favourite dance, we are at once induced
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to believe that their very hearts and souls itossess

thing of the liberty and freedom displayed in its move-
ments; whilst those who take a pleasure in the multi-

plied gesture and soft evolutions of the Walts, lead the

spectator to conclude, from the very opposite reasou, that

their ideas and their conduct are in some measure in

accordance with the same.

The other European dances are composed of figures

and combinations taken from the Reel : the country dance,

tor instance, is but a modification of it, and much less

ingenious than the origiual, since the majority of the

dancers remain for the greater part inactive. The Walts,
it is true, has also served as the type of the national

dances of some of the countries of Europe.
. The Scotch costume does Dot possess less grace, ele-

S
uice, and simplicity than their music and their dance.

y this costume I do not mean that fantastical dress which
the caprice of certain strangers has been pleased to

designate by that name, but such os it is still seen in the

families of the mountaineers, who have lost nothing of their

ancient inheritance. The kilt, which has been unworthily
mutilated in the service of the English army, bears

scarcely any relation to the original tunic, harmoniously
diversified by a variety of colours. It is the same with
respect to the bonnet, some vestiges of which are still to

he found among the Biscayans, and which has been so

Kcried in its form as to resemble the cap worn by the

aion grenadiers; n medley scarcely less strange and
discordant, than would be a simple Gaelic air interpolated

by German harmony.
A French Traveller.

HAYDN'S LAST APPEARANCE IN PUBLIC.

To the KiUtor of the IIaidiomcos.
Sib,

.

t

As the great object of your valuable journal is to

afford the public correct details of the history of tbe art,

and authenticated anecdotes of the great musicians who
have raised it to its present importance in the scale of

human attainments, you will oblige me by giring an
early place to the following observations. In the extracts

which you made in your number for June last, from
Mr. Crosse's interesting account of the grand music
meeting at York, is a statement that Haydn's last ap-

pearance in public, on occasion of the performance of

his sublime oratorio of tbe Creation, took place in the

year ISOS. A mistake is here made in dates; it was
on the 37th of March, tsoo. that this interesting cir-

cumstance in the history of tbe art occurred, and w hich

preceded Haydn’s death by exactly two months. The
following are the correct particulars of this fact, as I

collected them from the German journals of that period,

for the purposes of ray Biographical work.

During the winter of 1 v)9, numerous meetings bod
been held of all the principal amateurs in Vienna, who
assembled every Sunday evening, to execute the works
of tbe best masters. On these occasions more than 1500
persons met in the great hall of the city, all eager
either to enjoy the best uf music, or to take'a part in its

performance. As a worthy termination to this series of
concerts, it was determined to give the Creation of Haydn.
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Though the venerable composer had mil quitted bis re-

treat for nearly two years, yet some of his more intimate

friends were fortunate enough to prevail upon him to

attend on this occasion. When it was known that he
had given his assent, there was not a lover of music in

this most musical of towns wbo did not crowd anxiously
to the spot, in order to obtain an entrance. Tins
was the evening of the 27th of March, 1909. For
several hours before the arrival ol' the illustrious man,
the hall w as crow ded to excess. A triple row of elevated

seats occupied the centre of the room, on which were
seen the first artists of the place, waiting to receive

their venerable master, among whom might be noticed

a Salieri, a GiroweU, a Hummel, Jte. A more elevated

spot was left vacant to receive Haydn.
The moment the signal of his approach was given,

one individual feeling, a kind of moral electricity, com-
municated itself to erery coni present. The Princess

Esterbazy, at the bend of several ladies of distinction,

went to the doorto receive him. The illustrious old man
was carried in an arm chair to the place destined for him,
amidst a tumult of acclamation, intermingled by a salute

of trumpets, and of the whole orchestra. The Princess

Ksterharv wav sealed on his right, and on his left the
nothor of Les Dana ides.

Haydn, who hod not anticipated such a triumphant

scene, was quite overcome, and could express his feelings

only in interrupted words:—“ Never," said he, “did I

experience such delight as this !—were I but permitted
to breathe my last at this moment, then should I be sure
ofentering happy into another world !”

At this moment, tho signal was given by Salieri, who
directed the orchestra. At the piano was Kreutier, de-
menti was first Tiolin, and Madam Fischer, and MM.
Wainmuller, Radichi, and the very elect of the amateurs
of Vienna, commenced the execution of the most beau-
tiful work of Haydn’s genius, with an enthusiasm and a
force of expression caught from the presence of the mas-
ter, and Umpired by the occasion. Kvrrv virtuoso seemed
to surpass himself; tbe audience participated in tbe en-
thusiasm of the moment, and experienced emotions which
justly rank among the noblest of our nature ; many a
handkerchief was seen waving, but more were moist with
the tear that had glistened in many a bright eye. Un-
able to give utterance to his feelings, Haydn could
but bow, and raise his hands to heaven, in token of his
gratitude.

The exquisite sensibility that had directed this file
had also foreseen that it might prore too great an effort
for the weakucss of age. Tne persons who were to carry
him out, therefore, made their appearance at tbe end of
the first net. The ladies ami all around joined in en-
treating him to retire, and he was borne torth with the
same triumphant acclamation that had greeted his en-
trance. There was, however, this difference of feeling
in the latter ease, that, at the moment he was seen
to disappear at the end of the hull, it appeared to each
spectator as if he had bade them the last farewell. This
presentiment was too just. Haydn re-entered his re-
treat, and existed no longer for this world, on the 31st
of May following.

I have the honour to be,

Sir, Jte. Jte. ike.

Fatollb.

X 8
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The present state OF MUSIC IN SPAIN.

As it but rarely happens that we receive original com-
munications from Spain, or even indirect information

respecting the state of the fine arts in that ill-fated

country at the present period, we trust that the following

particulars, translated from a foreign journal, that

pledges itself for their authenticity, will not prove un-

acceptable to oor readers.

Extract from a private Idler, dated Madrid, Dec, I8S4.

* * * * Allow me now to speak to you on musical

subjects ; and though the pupil here addresses his

master, it may be fairly supposed, that the latter will he

pleased to receive a perfectly faithful account of the

state of the art in this country.

The office 1 hold leaves me leisure enough to keep up
an intercourse with the principal artists of this city, ana

to frequent the musical assemblies, but these take place

very rarely. Though I am but an amateur, yet you
wilt laugh, when 1 loll you, that I pass here for a per-

former (virtuoso) of the second rank, and for a musical

judge of the first. 1 should never hare dreamt that my
exceedingly humble pretensions as a player on the flute,

and particularly on the flageolet, would procure me the

honour to play ducts almost daily with the king, and
sometimes with the Infant of Spain.— 1 have also been

obliged to compose for these most high personages, as

well as for other amateurs and friends, a great many
Waltzes, Sonatas, Preludes, Ac.

The taste of Me Spanish public

*

requires, of all things,

subjects that are merely pleasing, somewhat like those

of the elder Pleyel. Upon the whole, instrumental

music is much less liked than vocal music, and boleros.

The native composers are, generally speaking, ex-

tremely insignificant. Spain can boast of but one good

composer—Caruiccr. He at present directs the Opera
of tne capital, and lias acquired considerable fame by

tereral works written in the style of Rossini, without,

however, attaining to the high genius of his prototype.

The productions of the other composers do not often

exceed the limits of waltzes, country-dances, variations,

and the like ; and whatever is produced as original ill

church music is very shallow, and deficient in knowledge
of harmony.

Though the Spanish genius is not, or seems not,

capable of giving birth to any musical works of impor-

tance, yet the old adage is illustrated here, that it is

easier to find fault with what is done, than to do better:

the Spaniard has a decided passion for criticism and
satire; whether just or not is the same thing, so that

he may vent his spleen.

Rossini is raised here into " the highest heaven of

invention
;
" and his principal operas, to be candid, are

tolerably performed in this city, as well as in Bar-

celona, both places having very respectable singers, both

male and female, the orchestra consisting partly of

natives, and partly of Italians. Rossiui ranks in Spain

far above Mozart, of whose works they know nothing but

a few piano-forte pieces, and some quartctls it would,

indeed, be a desirable, but a very arduous uudertaknig, to

introduce into Spain the best works of ibis dirine composer.

Among the instrumental performers of note resident

here, I name to you, above all others, a first-rate piano-

forte player, Madame Medeck, of Russian origin, and

* We have primed in limlica whatever is written so in the original.

brought up iu tbe Conservatory of Music at Paris. Her
husband, a native of Germany, is a good violonoeHitl,

and possessed of profound acquirements in harmony..

His compositions are. however, of too serious a character
to please the taste of the “ gay world” of Madrid.

This clever couple came here from Valeucay, and were
afterwards received in the King's chapel. But, a few
months ago, both lost tlieir places, and they now support
themselves by giving instructions. A grand piimo- lorte

of six octaves, which they had procured at a great ex-
pense from Vienna, passes for the very best in tbe
kingdom. In their house one hears, from time to time,

selections of German music by Mozart, iiimmel, Uussek,
Klengei. Cramer, Kalkbrenner, Ac., which are here cone
sidered to he great rarities, since foreign printed com-
positions con, strictly speaking, be only obtained by
neing smuggled into tbe country.—A Portuguese piano-

forte player, Bomtempo, is perhaps known to you by bis

compositions in tbe Portuguese taste. Besides him, we
have some other good pianists, and particularly good
organists, yet who wou'd probably, in our country (Ger-
many), pass only for artisis of the second rank.

We have also three good viobin-plagtrs, neither of

whom, however, at all equals K rentier, Rode, and others

of more modern reputation. We have likewise an ex-
cellent violoncellist ,

though considerably inferior to such
men as Romberg and Duport

;
and, lastly, one solitary

performer on the hautboy .—The harp is little played
here, as there is much want of a well-qualified master

for that instrument. To make up for these deficiencies,

we hare, however, a boat of gnitar-piayers of the very

first excellence. The guitar is indeed the hohby of the

Spaniards, in the learning of which they frequently

employ much more lime than would be requisite to make
an excellent violin-player. It was here that 1 first

heard difficulties executed on the guitar, that 1 had only
been in the habit of bearing mastered on the piano-

forte. But, notwithstanding, they excite in erery one,

save a Spaniard, but a very short-lived interest.

I was nitber surprised to meet in this city with three

rery skilful female piavers on the flute

,

so skilfnl

indeed, that one cannot bear their performance without

pleasure. Yet to my taste, beautiful women were not

created to he accomplished ud an instrument so entirely

masculine.

THE FITZWILLIAM MUSIC.

The University of Cambridge, among other magnificent
collections of works connected with the Pine Arts, pos-
sesses tbe rare and valuable manuscript music collected

by the Earl Pitzwilliam during his residence in Italy.

It consists of a numerous collection of the music, princi-

pally sacred, of Palestrina, Pergolesi, Carissini, Durante,
Leonardo Leo, Jomelli, Clari, Padre Martini, and other

classical composers of tbe Italian school, and contains

Compositions which have never yet been published, and
which, even in manuscript, are extremely rare. We
learn that tbe University lias most liberally granted to the
well-known organist and composer, Mr. Vincent Novello,

permission to publish such parts of this music as he
may think w ill prove most gratifying to the admirers of tbe
Ancient school. As tbe productions of the early masters
are, for the most part, written for cumparatireiy few
instruments, it is Mr. Novella's intention to publish

the full score of tbe pieces he selects, exactly as
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they were intended to be performed by the composers,
with the important and useful addition, however, of an
arranged accompaniment for the organ or piano-forte,

for the accommodation of those not used to play from
score. In this age when music seems rapidly sinking into

triviality, it ia highly gratifying to see this attention

paid to the great pillars and founders of the art, of whose
works it may be said, as of the works of another great

master of the human passions, “ they are not of an age,

but for all lime.’* We at the same time feel assured,

that there is no person belter qualified for so delicate

and difficult a task as Mr. Novello, it being a department
of the art to which be has long usefully devoted his

attention ; and as the work is to be brought forward under
the immediate patronage of the Chancellor and Uni-
versity of Cambridge, we can hare no doubt of the

success of the undertaking.

THE AFFAIR OF THE HEART.

A work has just appeared at Paris, entitled, “ Par-

tic.ulars relative to Uu* Consecration of the Heart of Gretry,

or an Historical Sketch of the Facts that transpired in the

Action brought by the citu of Liege against Ids Nepheto,

Flamand Gretry* which is followed by the arguments
employed in justification, and which were laid at the

feel ot his Majesty Charles X. This sketch is embel-
lished with different views by distinguished artists ; a fine

portrait of Gretry, after Isaby
; ofyiic similes , kc. ; with

the following epigraph taken from Gresset

:

La aoircenr masque en vain U- poison qa'eile verse
;

Tout m* mit, t«V. ou tard, et It verity prree ;

Far eux-mernes, souvent, les nkt bans sunt trahis.

AH the public prints have teemed of late with accounts

of the trial relative to the heart of Gretry, and of the

statements which M. Flamand has drawn up in justifica-

tion of his conduct, which were intended to have been

offered to the city of Liege, but of which M. Flamand
seems to have changed the destination. Several of the

Cottrs Souveraines We returned verdicts in favour of

Gretry’s townsmen, and the reason of these decrees not

being carried into effect is, that M. Flamand has referred

bis cause to the Council of State, which has not yet pro-

nounced a definitive sentence. So far, no censure at-

taches to the nephew of Gretry. He is anxious that the

heart of his uncle should not he transported into a foreign

land ; and, under this view of the question, the whole of

France cannot but offer up one united vow that his pious

resistance may obtain a complete triumph. But there

is another point, relative to which we cannot excuse him ,

ami that is, the style of the documents which be has just

published. The shade of Gretry will, on more than one
occasion, have reason to feel indignant at the tone which
he assumes, and above all at the kind of diatribe which
he launches against the gentlemen professionally em-
ployed by hi* opponents. That be should refute the

arguments of his adversaries, that he should oppose

reason to sarcasm, nothing is more natural : but let him
not transform himself into a gladiator

;
let not the tomb

of Gretry be converted into an arena, where the worst

passions of our nature are brought into sanguinary con-
flict. Genuine good feeling will never borrow the lan-

guage of the bar to justify its pious sorrows ; all it has

• la the Vol. II. page #8, will be found tome par-

ticulars of this extraordinary trial.

to do is to expose facts, in order to excite ibe sympathy
of every generous mind.

The misguided zeal of M. Flamand Gretry sometimes

hurries him into details, which are not without their

pleasantry. Let us hear the words in which the

writer describes his conduct after an audience at the

Cour Royale, in which M. le President Beguier hud

ordered that the decrees of this court should be carried

into execution, notwithstanding the opposition of M. le

Prfcfet de Police.

“ Figure to yourself, if possible," exclaims M. Flamand
Gretry, “ what were the feelings that overwhelmed my
shuddering spirit, when I heard these two frightful de-

crees, which were hurled like a thunderbolt against me !

Suddenly, leaving all my papers upon the bench before

me, I dashed like one distracted through the double fold-

ing doors of the tribunal, and rushed to find the Prefect

of Police, in order to give him instant notice of what had
passed, and warn him of the danger that loured over

nis head. This magistrate, actuated by a laudable

real lor the powers ot his office, and the respect due to

its decrees, immediately gave me an order to carry to

M. le Mai re d’Enghien. Happy at being the bearer of

such an order, but seized with a horrible fear of not ar-
riving in time at the Hermitage, with bewildered brain

and haggard eye, like some wretch who has escaped from
the hands of juslice, I rushed out upon the Phice. 1

sprung into the first cabriolet that presented itself
; the

driver gazed at me in astonishment, not knowing what
to do. All the words 1 could utter were: 'On, on!’

—

4 Where, Sir?’—•! will tell you’

—

4 But where am 1 to

take you, Sir?’— * On, I say, ou 4 Biit good G«kI, Sir,

where V—4 1 will tell you— it is an affair of the heart . . .

.’”

We will not extend our quotation farther, this will be
quite sufficient to prove that M. Flamand Gretry is never
more merry than when he is sad.

The author has swelled his volume with all veibal pro-
cesses, pleadings, opinions, decrees, and ordinance* to

which his dispute with the city nf Liege gave occasion.

It is true that this is not the most amusing part of ihe
work, but, by way of making some amends, he has embel-
bellished his memoir with several very pretty lithographic

designs, a portrait of Gretry, which is a perfect likeness,

and two fac similes of the celebrated composer’s writing.

These ornaments may serve to rescue lor awhile M. Fla-
mand ’a book from oblivion.

YORKSHIRE AMATEUR MEETING.
,

The rapid progress of music in England may be inferred

from the following account, which exhibits a taste and
judgment in selection, that puts to the bit sh >ome ol ihe

most fashionable private concerts, performed by pro-

fessors, that the metropolis has witnessed during the

season now terminating.

The seventeenth annual meeting of the Yorkshire

Amateurs of Music was held at Leeds, at the Utter end
of June last, and very numerously attended by gentlemen
from all the principal towns ol the county. 1 hesc meet-
ings deservedly excite great attention in the musical

world. The first concert took place on Wednesday
morning in the Music Hall, when about 660 tickets

w ere disposed of, ai.d therocm was quite filled: the
j
cr-

forniauces were ally led by Mr. W hite, assisted by Dr.

Camidge. The band consisted of loriy-seren persons.
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of whom twenty-four performed on stringed, and twenty-
three on wind instruments, &c. The selection combined
much of excellence and novelty. The first piece was a
Symphony of Haydn, No. 8 of Salomon’s set, in E fiat,

in which the composer has endeavoured to depict the

approach of a thunder storm, and the consequent disper-

sion of a family in the country, with the suoseoueiit re-

turn of fine weather. This was followed by Wehhe's
Glee, composed for the Royal Society of Musicians, Thy
Voice, 0 Harmony

;

Rossini’s Song

—

There's a Grief, was
prettily sung by Miss Scruton. This was followed by
an Overture by Schmitt, a composer of whom we bad
not previously heard, but whose reputation cannot fail

to be raised by it ; a Glee, by J. S. Smith, As on a Sum-
mer’s Day, remarkable for its happy expression of the

words ; and Arne’s celebrated Hymn of Ere, beautifully

sung by Miss Farrar. Wilbye’a fine old Madrigal, five

voices, Fl'/ra gave me fairest Jtoivers, was deservedly en-

cored. The first part was closed by Spontini’s magnifi-

cent Overture, Olympia

.

The second part opened with

Winter’s Grand Hattie Symphonv and Chorus, which
was most effectively performed. U‘ebbe’s difficult glee.

Discord
, was well executed. Handel's Laseia amor, the

finest perhaps of his Italian songs in Orlando
,
which

has this season been revived at the Concerts of Ancient
Music, was sung with admirable spirit and effect by John
Crosse, Esq. Bpohr’s Overture, Faust, was not particu-

larly pleasing or effective. The Glee, Oh! snatch tnenrift,
the first of'Callcotl’s compositions, was well sung. Miss
Farrar’s powers appeared to much advantage in Cian-
chettini’s Se mai turbo. Callcott’s glee, Hail, happy
Albion, was very fine. The day was appropriately con-

cluded by Weber’s Grand Jubilee Overture, composed
for the King of Saxony, when ho entered on the 50th

year of his reign, and concluding with God save the King,

which we are informed by Mr. Russell, in his recent

tour in Germany, is adopied as the national song of the

Saxons, Prussians, and Weimarese, as well a$ of the

English. The air is taken by the wind instruments,

with a rapid violin accompaniment
;
ami it was extremely

well performed.

In the afternoon of this day, at half-past ^ix o'clock,

a hundred and forty-eight gentlemen sat down to a
6Umptuous dinner, Darcy Lever, Esq. in the chair, who
presided with his usual laste, wit, and spirit over a de-

lighted company.
After Hon Nobis Domine had been sung, the chairman

thus addressed the meeting

Gkxti.fmkn.—

I

n ruing to express my llutnks, for the honour

you have done me, by placing me a second time in this chair,

but, at tin- same time, considering myself the representative

.of one, whose high talent and Attainments would have done

ample justice to the station ; and, conscious too of the insuffi-

ciency of mv own resources, adequately to supply his place, I

confess I labour under no little embarrassment : more especially,

as 1 am in the presence of a number of gentlemen, all of whom 1

will presume have more unequivocal chums than 1 can possibly

pretend to, to to gratifying a compliment. As we are assembled

here, not only to celebrate the anniversary of the Amateur Con-
certs, but also to acknowledge our high opinion of the art

and of the science of music, our attention is particularly at-

tracted to the Universities of Oxford and Cambridge. In these

teats of learning, when music received little or no encourage-

ment from the community at large, its consequence was always

recognised
;
and they conferred the degrees of Bachelor and

Doctor on its students—decrees which elevate them to a rank

in aoctety so justly claimed by the professors of the liberal arts.

Lightly as tins delightful art was esteemed some years ago, it

has required, for it* developement, the labours of profound ma-
thematical skill ; without tlvd wd of whUs the minute and
accurate division of sound* could never have been demonstrated.

It was through this medium that the immortal Newton disco-

vered the major key in music to have its foundation in nature ;
from the affinity between musical notes and the refrangibiljty

of light. Walker, in his optics, says, the "analogy is double,

there are only seven notes in music, exclusive ot interposing

semi-tones, and there are only, what are called, seven primary
colours in uature, and these colours suffer a refraction

through the prism, whkh marks proportionally the dis-

tances at which a performer would place his fingers on the

finger board of his violin." That is, in the diatonic scale.

Here, then, it is decidedly proved, that music is a divine art,

and that the Almighty Being regulated its scale, in similar

divisions with the good light which he gave to the universe-!

(apjdauxcJ—and as the organ of sight is cheered by that great

blessing, so is the ear delighted, and the mind soothed, by the

delicious combination of musical sounds. From this proof alone,

then, music can bold no second place in the arts. It must
stand before all human and mechanical inventions : and greatly,

indeed, are wo, as Amateurs, indebted tit those ancient nurseries
of science, which had the liberality, at a time when music
was nearly decried in this country, to rank it ns worthy of a
station in the four faculties, which are there taught, for the

benefit of the human race.

The health of His Majesty was (ben drank, with four

times four

After this the chairman gave, The Ladies. His
third toast lie thus prefaced

The military men, of all nations, have ever been attended to

the field by music— nay, it is said, that even the effeminate

Sybarites marched to the soft breathings of their flutes: and,

that the Lacedaemonians "rushed like a torrent" on their foes

to " the shrill screaming of the wrj-neck'd fife."—Now, if

these single instruments could so arouse and keep alive the

energies of the soldiers, what effect must the inure numerous,
as well as the higher order of instruments produce, which com-
pose the bands of the British army ! an army which has to

many claims on us, for the wonders it has achieved, the peace

it was so instrumental in restoring to us, and the sacrifices and
privation* it has suffered for our takes. Gratitude alone, in-

dependent of any other feeling, will prompt us to drink

The Duke of York and the Army,

After which, the Duke of Clarence and the Navy
was introduced in the following words

I must now launch into the stmun of grhtitudc the generous
nary of our country ; and, as it is always customary to crack a
bottle, whenever an individual ship is borne from her cradle to

the fair bosom of the deep, wc may very well afford a single

glass to the numerous and stately progeny of Albion. Not-
withstanding the refinement of our taste in music, Jack will

always be a passionate admirer of the old song of “ Hearts of
Oak," and poor fellow ! he has bat too much experience, that
“ « light hear*, and a thin pair of breeches, go through the

teorld my brace boys" A real British seamen is the pride, ami
however uncouth his rarriage, the ornament of his country: to

us of this institution, lur comes particularly recommended ; for.

he is notorious for his attachment to a fiddle

:

and 1 have oftcu

heard by moonlight on the forecastle, in the midst of an unruffled

sea, and under the steady breeze of a trade- wind, voices, natural

taste, ami pathos, that would have been no bad study for some
of the more cultivated singers in an English orchestra. A
British seamen is manly in his character; ami I have ever ob-

served, amidst the wildest traits of his eccentricities, that he. has

an unbounded reliance on an over- ruling Pr»w idrncr, and ever

bears in mind, " the sweet little cherub that sits up aloft, to

keep watch for the life of poor Jack!" Undaunted inen of this

cast were the peculiar faviairites of our immortal Nelson. With
such men then, and with officers so educated as the system of

the new school has turned out, we may fairly rest in the assur-

ance, thaty* Britannia' will always " rule the waves!" and that
" Nought shall make our country rue.

If Britaiu to herself be true."
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The greatest of Musicals,—be whose sublime, intel-

lectual works are now despised by the fashionable world,

—

was thus remembered :

—

Wc must now turn our pta&rfng attention to time who laid

the foundation, on which tlx structure of our musical taste wa*
erected. Our grateful recollection will point U* the name* of

CorclR, Purcell. Matt. Lock, Pepusrli, Boyer, Arne, and man)
others ; but above all, the name of him who stood so proudly

pre-eminent, imd who devoted his hue talents, to the pratars of

the Source of all gooH. Handel was truly the father of that

•acred cooipoaition. entitled the Oratorio,—this mitsu of excel-

lence burst on the astonished ear, at a time when instruments

were eery imperfectly known, their numbers extremely limited,

and when the performers, in comparison with those of the

present day, were scarcely versed with the mysteries of their

art. And vet even at that time, who, that heard the combi-
nation of his chords, and the various modulations by which he
enraptured the senses, but was fit to exclaim with the poet

" When the loud organ joins the tuneful choir.

Immortal powers incline their ear ;

While solemn sounds improve the sacred tire.

Borne on the swelling notes our umiIs aspire.

And Angels lean from Heaven to hear."

With such perceptions of this his wondruus power, I am sure
wc shall all celebrate with delight.

The memory, the immortal memory of Handel.

The name of a British genius, to whom the high title of

Bard so peculiarly belongs, was not forgotten,—said

the Chairman,

—

—If ever individual equalled the boasted powers of the ancients,

in the combination of poetry and music, and in its influence over

the minds of men, it was certainly Charles Dibdin. If wc look

over the volumes of his productions, what a record do we see

of the versatility of his talent, and of the strength of his muse,
which never wearied. Where can we find a more powerful

appeal to the feelings of humanity, than in lus pathetic de-

scription of the death of the race-horse
;
and where a more

affecting display- of religious resignation, than in the ** sheer hulk
of poor Tom Bowling." Hi* simple melodies, and easy rhymes
held a dominion over the mind of the British seaman, which
swelled the high tone of his manly daring into an enthusiasm,
which rendered our national bulwark impregnable to the asso-

ciated exertions of the whole world. When he descended from
the station of high feeling, to the lower walk of satire, or of

ridicule, his wit was too genuine to be debased by obscenity or

atheism : and if his muse were indeed humble, she has at (east

this proud boast, that she retired from her labours, innocent, and
untainted.

The memory of the modern Thales, Charles Dibdin.

A multitude of other toasts were drank, each accom-
panied by an appropriate speech from the inexhaustible

chairman, who did uot quit his seat till oue in the

morning.

Thursday's Concert, which was almost as numerously
attended as that of the preceding day, opened with

Andrei Grand Symphony, a very beautiful piece, the

repetition of which was much desired, notwithstanding
its great length. Webbe’s Glee

—

Hence! ail ye vain
Delight six voices, was well executed ; the two trebles

by Miss Farrar, and Master Bridgewater, from York,
Bishop’s Song, I give thee all , by Miss F., was light and
pretty. Stevenson’s Glee, Oh I Stranger, lend Ihy gentle

Bark, was also very pleasing. Weber’s Overture, La
Prcciasa, though not one of his best, was well performed.

In Bishop’s lvound, four voices, Hark ! *tit the Indian
Drum, we were glad to see a Leeds amateur take part.

“Mr. Chadwick sang Pergolesi’s well known song, “ 0
lord, have merry up<m me,” with great taste and energy.

Arne and Jackson’s Glee

—

Where the Bee such, is a

13£

specimen of genuine English music, and would alone

vindicate the claim of this country, to have produced

eminent composers. The overture* ot Romberg (On.

60) And Beethoven, Egmont, were rendered highly

effective. Horsley's charming glee, By Celia's Arbour,

was performed with all the pathos, delicacy, and feeling

which it so eminently requires. Mozart’s Overture,

Jdonumeo, was perhaps never more finely performed;

Callcott’s Glee, Queen of the Valley , followed, and was

succeeded by Pacini’s Scena e Rondo—E chi sa mal,

which exhibited Miss Farrar’s talents in a very favour-

able light. The vocal part closed with another of

Callcott’s glorious glees, from Ossian—Father of Heroet,

which was sung with precision and powerful effect. The
Finale was Rossini’s striking overture—La Gaxza Lidra,

in which the military drums and fife are prominently

introduced : it is unquestionably one of the bext and moat

characteristic of his compositions, and was loudly encored,

though the performance hod already been prolonged

till psat three o’clock. On the whole, this musical meeting

has gone off in an admirable manner, and with universal

satisfaction both to the amateurs, and all whoat tended

the concerts ;
and the public of Leeds will look forward

with pleasure to the next triennial meeting in that town.

HULL CHORAL SOCIETY.

On Friday, July 8th, the new organ built by Mr.Ward,
of York, for the Hull Choral Society, w as opened at their

room, in Myton-gate, late the Rodney Lodge, by
Dr. Catnidge, who came over from York for thie

purpose. This instrument, which has given the most
entire satisfaction to all who have heard it, contains

eight stops and five octaves of keys, with an ociave and
a half of pedals, and has been acquired by the Society at

a cost of 200/. A pair of fine kettle drums, recently

purchased from Mr. Jenkinson, were also made use of on
this occasion. Each subscribing member was furnished
with two tickets of introduction, and the room was quite

filled with a highly respectable audience. The per-
formance was divided into two parts ; each of which was
introduced by a voluntary by Dr. C., whose masterly
finger commanded the most profouud attention, and
elicited strong testimonies of approbation. The first part

consisted of the chorus ‘ Join voices/ by Dr. Cooke.; part

of a service bv Pergolesi and Mozart ; the 100th Psalm, as

arranged by Dr. Hayes ;
the chorus 4 When his loud Voice,*

from Handel’s Jcphihah, concluding with the Hailstone

double chorus, from Israel in Egypt- The second port

was composed of Haydn’s Austrian National Hymn, and
five choruses, from the Messiah—1 Glory to God,’ 1 Behold
the Lamb,* 1 All tee like Sheep,* 1 Their Sound is gone out,*

and ‘ Worthy is the Lamb.' The whole concluded with
* God sare the King.* All the pieces were exceedingly

well performed, particularly the chorus from Jephthah ,

and the last from the Messiah. The orchestra was under
the direction of John Crosse, Ksq., and consisted altoge-

ther of about 100 performers.

To the Editor of the 11ARMON ICON.

Sir,—Amongst the various interesting subjects with
which your excellent Miscellany abounds, 1 do not recollect

to have seen any article upon that species of vocal music
denominated Madrigals-—nor any notice of the society
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whose fiiim© is derived from these compositions. Per-
haps therefore, the following sketch may not prove either

unacceptable to yon, or uninteresting to your numerous
readers, ami by giving it insertion you will oblige,

Sir, your obedient humble Servant,

G. N.
MADRIGAL SOCIETY.

Of the word Madrigal, it would be difficult to give a
definition ; etymologists arc not agreed upon its meaning

;

the Italians of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

first spoiled the term to music adapted to words on pas-

toral subjects, or the tender passion, and composed for

four, five, and six voices •.

In the time of Queen Elizabeth, it was the fashion for

certain poetasters, whose names ore now lost, to lavish

adulation on her under the title of Oriana, and even to

the close of her reign, many a hyperbolical lay was ma-
nufactured in praise of her beauty. No sooner had the

verse appeared, than up rose the musician to set it to

notes, and the joint emulation of writer and composer
was incense most agreeable to the royal and antiquated

virgin. These musical productions were styled madrigals,

a name long before given in Italy to similar works.
These compositions, beautiful as they arc, remained

for a period neglected
; a fate. Jet it be remembered, that

also attended the dramas of our great bard. We have
no record of any performance of madrigals until the early

part of last century, when an association, consisting of a

few individuals, met at a tavern for the purpose of prac-

ticing, not only madrigals, hut also the best specimens of

music on sacred subjects, both of Italian and English

masters, and they designated themselves by the title of

the 41 Madrigal Society t.”

An ancestor of the present city solicitor, Mr. Newman,
was an early member of this Society, which met once a

week at the Twelve Bells, in Bride-lane. In 1745 it was
removed to the Founders* Arms, Lotbbury, where by rea-

son of many candidates seeking admission, it was found

necessary to frame new laws and regulations to meet ihe

exigences of their increased number
; laws that, with a

few alterations, form the code by which the society is

now governed.

Rather beyond the middle of the last century, the

following well known names appear on.the list of mem-
bers ; . tut., Dr. Worgan, Signor Karsanti, Dr. Arne, and his

son Michael; and at a later period. Sir John Hawkins,
the learned historian of music, E. T. Warren, the well

known Secretary to the Catch Club, and Editor of that

roost invaluable work, A Collection of Catches, Canon*, and
Gleet for three, four, and Jive voices; Alderman Clarke

the present city chamberlain, G. Berg, the late philan-

thropic Granville Sharp, Drs. Cooke and Calleott, and
some of the most eminent musicians of the present day
The society, like all other human institutions, has suf-

• The word madrigal is derived by Menage from maud err, a
•hcepfold, for he ttippoted it to have been a |«nntor»l sung: hence
mrnlrtfjal'*• in Italian. Bi«hnp Hum consideis it as a corruption of

Mariegawt, a name jrvven to the inliabitants of a district of Pro-

vence, who, according to a learned French sriler, ruelk-tl in this

species of composition. (See Reeatutunvi >te la longue Fran(ni*r,

par M.T Eet-qtte tie to Raratiere.) Tire latter seems the most reason-

able etymology ; though Dr. Burney is inclined to derive the word
from 6/to Ntadra, tho commencement of certain short hymns
addressed to the Virgin.—Eo.

t The Madrigal Society was founded in 1741, by Mr. John
immyns, An attorney : the subscription was five shillings and six-

pence a quarter, which defrayed all eipence*. They met on every

Wednesday evening.—Eu.

feted the vicissitudes of prosperity and adversity: a living

member can recollect the time when the attendance was
insufficient for the performance of a madrigal. Though
weak in numbers, the madrigal ists were strong in zeal;

they rallied, and the society because as efficient as ever.

The number of members is now limited to thirty ; they

dine together once a month at the Crown and Anchor Ta-
vern, except in August and September, when there are no
meetings ; and the members take the presidency in rotation.

Their last meeting was on the 30th ult.. Sir John
Rogers, Bart., in the chair, and as a proof of the esti-

mation in which that style of music, preserved by the

Society, is held, the following distinguished list of ama-
teurs, and professional visitors, united their talents with

the members in the performances of the day, namely

—

Of Amateurs,—Messrs. Blunt, Timothy Bramah, Coo*
per, Ferguson, Leslie, Luttrell, Nugent, Captain Rogers,

Dr. Sainsbury, Sandford, Wentworth, Temple West, and
Windus.

Of Professors ,
— Messrs. Attwood, Beale, Bellamy,

Blackbourn, Brahain, Dr. Carnaby, Clarke, Cole, T.
Cooke, J. Elliott, C. 8. Evans, Gore, Goss, Goulden,

Horncastle, Horsley, Jolley, John Jolly, Nicks, Nield
(Sen. and Jun.), Phillips, Sale (Sen. and Jun.), Smith,
Terrail, Turle, and Vaughan; aided by the Choristers of
St. Paul’s and Westminster Abbey.
The pieces selected for performance were the best

specimens of the English and Italian schools of the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, periods as rich in

vocal composition as in literature.

Of the English school, the following masters are fami-

liar to the amateur ; viz., Morley, Ward, Wilbye, Bate-

son, Orlando Gibbons, and others of the Elizabethan era.

Of the Italian , Palestrina, Stcffam, Rossi, Stradella,

Ferretti, Luca Marenzio, and other composers of about

the same periods.

Immediately after dinner, “ Non Nobis," and Dr.

Cooke’s “Amen,” wen* sung; the voices of nearly seventy

persons, in perfect harmony, produced a thrilling effect.

The performance commenced with “ Wc have heard,**

the music by Palestrina, adapted to English words by
Dr. Aldrich ; followed by “ Draw on, sweet Night,” by
Wilhye ;

“ Laudate Doiuinnni," by Rossi ;
“ There’s not

a grove,” by Ward; “ Clori sun fido Amanti,” by Stra-

della, Ac. Ac. The following nppvaml to be favourites,

and were sung twice; 44
1 love, alas! I love thee,” by

Morley ;
*‘ Singing alone,” by the same author

;

44 Gettaoo
il Re." by Steffani ;

4 ‘ Sister awake,” by Bateson ;
14 Slav,

Corydun,” by Wilbye.
4 * 1 will arise," by the Rev. Dr. Creygbton, was sung

verse and chorus ;
the former by Master Lloyd, Messrs.

Terrail. Vaughan, and J. B. Sale ; the repetition in

chorus had a fine effect.

The bass *olo in 44 Qui diligit ” was given by Mr. Bel-

lamy with considerable energy ; and the duet, by Mas-
ters Marquet and Mackellar, of the Westminster Choir,

was suug very sweetly.

Mr. Greatorex, wno is a member of the society, con-
ducted the whole, which consisted ofabove twenty composi-

tions, and the precision with which every performance was
executed, gave evidence of the talent winch he possesses*

The meeting broke up at eleven o’clock, every person

present having been highly pleased with the entertain-

ment. Probably so numerous and efficient a body of vocal

talent has never been collected together by this Society

since its first establishment.
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weak and evanescent productions, and thus check the

progress of the musical art.

We are led to these remarks by reflecting on the neg-
lect which Cramer's Concertos at present suffer, for we
never now hear them publicly performed, and very rarely

privately. Yet they are beautiful, and composed of ma-
terials that promised greater longevity

;
particularly Op.

10, in E flat, dedicated to Miss Jervis ; Op. 16, in d
minor, his chef d'mtvre* dedicated to Miss Scott

; Op.
4s, in c minor, dedicated to the Marchioness of Douglas,

now Duchess of Hamilton
;
anti Op. 51, in E flat, dedi-

cated to Mrs. F. G. Smyth. If these are falling into

disuse, while the author is living and floating on the full

tide of popularity, must we be surprised that other works,

not enjoying similar advantages, should be rejected and
forgotten ?

Hut Mr. Cramer is too active and well-judging, not to

regulate himself in some degree by the prevailing wnnts
of the day ; novelty is demanded, and he wisely obeys

the call ; lienee he has published the work now under

notice, which wc hope will satisfy for awhile the crav-

ings of those who cannot relish anything that time has

sanctioned. We may add, that we should not complain

of the impatience fbr new compositions, if only such as

the present were produced.

This Concerto is, according to the usual practice, di-

vided into three movements ; the first, in d minor, com-
mences with a charming, though rather a lengthened,

iuiti of three pages, in a small character ; the solo begins

most splendidly, and proceeds, without any interruption

from tne orchestra, through a variety of brilliant pas-

sages, till it comes to a pause on the leading note of the

key, when it passes into the second movement, a larghetto

on the annexed elegant motivo:

—

Eighth Grand Concerto for the Piano-Forte,
with Accompaniments of a full Orcltesira; com-
posed, and dedicated io the Duchets of Hamilton , by

J. B. Cramer. Op. 70, (Boosey and Co.) Holies-

street. s

it is the lot of most fine musical compositions to be heard
while new with admiration, to be applauded with enthu-
siasm, to be performed everywhere and by every body
for a certain time ;

then to be slighted, and though, per-

haps. not “ clean forgotten,” to be at length discarded

by those who at first nailed them with rapture, and ulti-

mately to be almost utterly unknow n, except by name, to

the very next generation.

In proof of this assertion, so far as it regards music
written for keyed instruments, we ask, where is the ama-
teur to be found who knows anything of Scarlatti's or of
Handel’s lessons, once most deservedly the delight of

their age t Doubtless, some few persons exist who have
explored these rich mines of harmonic wealth, but we
iwHild be exceedingly perplexed if called upon to point

ont the individuals; it being understood that we speak
not of professors, though we fear that a vast number of

even these would shrink from such a question. Where
now are any of Schobert’s, Edelinann’s, Knxeluch's, or

Pleyel's sonatas to be heard, though formerly so highly

valued ! But let us cast a view to the works of our own
times, and inquire how many there are among the present

youthful host of good performers that are acquainted with

the compositions of Clementi and Dussek,—compositions

so replete with every thing that genius, science, and strong

feeling could impart ? Alas ! we fear that they are

wretchedly small in number, and that the inordinate
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Melodious as this subject is, we do not think that in ex-

pending it Mr. C. has wrought so much out of his mate*

rial as he might have done ; nnd the lone ciulensa of tour

closely-printed pages by which it concludes, though it

will answer the purpose of a good exercise, is not in the
author's happiest style The Rondo, ii CUtpagnola,
atones amply for any deficiency in the middle movement.
It is written ou the following characteristic theme:

—

This subject is worked with great ingenuity and spirit

through fourteen pages, in Which are many very remark-

able passages, particularly for the left hand, and some
striking modulation*. The tuttu of this Rondo contain

* few bars of excellent imitation, in the good old style,

which we regret not having room to insert, but recom-
mend them n> the especial notice of our renders. Of the

time, by which term we mean the degree of quickness, of

this last part of the Concerto, no indication appears ; not

even a sol itary syllable is given to direct the performer,

who is left to guess at the author's intention. We le-

nient that Mr. Cramer does not fail into the laudable, and
now almost universal custom, of denoting the time by
Hiclaft metronome. During much more than a century,

men of judgment and acknowledged ability have been

atruggling to introduce the pendulum in music, for the

purpose of determining the exact measure of the first

oar, though not to reduce the whole of n composition to

mechanical precision : -we cannot, therefore, but regret

that, at a moment when so desirable an object is nearly

accomplished, an artist of so much influence a* Mr. Cra-
mer possess*, should not give his countenance to a prac»

tire of such vast utility.

Beethoven's (Isaso Symphonies, arranged for
the PlANO-FoHTE, with ACCOMPANIMENTS nf
h«)TE. Vioi.in. and Violoncello, AyJ. N. Hum-
bill, mitre tie Chapelle to the Duke of Saxe Weimar.
No, l. (/'n, thi l'rerprieter

,

Ay Chappell and Co., 50,

New Bond Street.)

This is the first number of a work which the spirited

proprietor at i lie ilitiuu of MoxaiCs Symfihtmtes, arranged
by Hummel, has just commenced publishing. We hope
that bis present undertaking may, m every way.preve as

successful a* that which he ha* recently completed. The
6y mpbony in c, now printed, is No. I of the quarto
edition in score, and as it is amongst the earliest, so it is

one of Ihe most popular of Beethoven’s grand orchestral

compositions. In all the arrangements by Hummel that

have pa«cd under our notice, it has appeared to us that

he might have rendered Ihem more practicable to the

great majority of amaleurs, by thinning some of the pas-

sages where a multiplicity of notes demand a larger and
more powerful hand than most female performers possess.

In the present symphony?, we do not perceive jo much of
this disposition to retain the less essential notes—octaves,
for instant*—as we observed formerly , vet the real of the

editor to do justice to the composer lias induced him to

adapt several passages in a manner that will call the

whole means of many performers into very active service.

But, at the san e time, it must he acknowledged, that

what is lost in facility is gained in effect.

We regret not having given the first two or three bars

of all Mozart’s Symphonies that have been reviewed in

this work ; a caljlogue lltemtUitfue of them might thus

have been formed, ui' a very useful kind. In some early

number we will supply the deficiency. The allegro of the

first movement of the present symphony begins thus :

—

5S5 ;

SfS-ft •*•••
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1. Amnsemens de I'opere, a Selection of the matt admired

Pivcsr/him the latestforeign Operas and Ballet*,
arranged for the Piawo-

F

orte, without the words.

Wo. 7. (Boosey And Co., Holies Street.)

2. Terpsichore, choix des Pieces tines des Operas et

Ballets, par

.

Rossini, Weber, Gallenberg, Mozart,

Beethoven, &c., et miscs pour te Piano-Iorte. Wo.

12. (Weasel and Studart, 1 , Soho Square.)

The former numbers of the Amusemens de l'opera have

been noticed in this work. The present consists of four

pieces from Spohr’s opera, Jcssonda, which are well se-

lected and arranged for the piano forte.

No. 2, is a Rondo alia polacca, from the same opera,

arranged by M. Mollwo.

A favourite Concerto for the Pi awo-Forte, composed :

by Mozart, newly arrange*l for Additional Keys, as

performed in public by J. B Cramer. (J. B. Cra-

mer and Co., BO I, Regent Street.)

The comparative simplicity of this Concerto renders it

one of the best, for the generality' of performers, of the

many composed by Mozart ; full of u very intelligible

melody, and abounding less in those passages of elaborate

modulation and difficult execution than most of his other

works of the same class, it will incite a greater number
of practitioners, and obtain a much wider circulation,

than can ever be expected for those of the more scientific

kind. But while we admit that this composition has many
admirers, and amongst these some of the first professors of

the age, wa must avow that it has never appeared to us

as one of Mozart’s happiest productions. There is, judg-

ing by the impression it makes on our sense, a com-
monness in its subjects and cadences tbal does not an-

nounce the name of its illustrious author. It wax written,

according to the composer's own catalogue ihenuxtique of

his works, in 1784, and before any of the most astonish-

ing proofs of his genius had been given to the world.

This concerto is composed for a full orchestra, but the

piano- forte part only is published in the present edition.

It opens thus

The second movement is an andantino in b flat, two-four

time. The last movement, an allegro in ft is in the

same time as the second.

We are decidedly of opinion that Mr. Cramer has
acted with judgment in the occasional use which he has

made in this edition of those additional notes that were
unknown in Mozart’s time. He has introduced them
with great caution, and very sparingly, and has, we are

quite persuaded, employed them only where the author

would have used them, bad they been invented during

his life. The work is remarkably well brought out, and,

considering all things, at a reasonable price.

1. The Huntsman’s Chorus, La ciiasse, for the Piano-
Forte, composed by Aug. M eves. (Clcmenti and
Co., Cheapside.)

2. The Laughing Chorus, a Divertimento, for the

Piano-Forte. Composed and published by the same.

3. A Divertimentofor the Pi ano-Forte ami Flute,
in which are introduced admired airs from Der Freis-

chiitz, arranged Ay James Clark. (Eavestaff, 00,

Great Russell Street.)

4. Aufforderung zutn Tnuze, or the Invitation to Dance,
Brilliant Rondo, for the Piano-Forte, com-

posed by Carl Maria von Weber. Op. &5.

(Paine and Hopkins, 09, CornhilL)

Nos. 1 and 2 of the above, are divertimentos made up
of airs from the Fretschutz . Mr. Meves has combined
and enlarged the subjects, with a great deal of taste, in a
popular manner, and adapted them exceedingly well to

the piano-forte, avoiding the extremes of difficulty and
ease ; so that they will suit a large class of performers.

No. 3, by Mr. Clarke, is also a selection of some of
the most charming airs from the same admirable opera,

w hich are united very skilfully, so as to produce a charm-
ing niece of music, and one that we recommeud without
anyhesitation to oor readers.

The last of these pieces, No. 4, is very pretty, very
easy to execute, aud has other recommendations of a minor
kind

; but we should not have named the original, the

romantic Weber, os its author, had we been desired to
guess the writer: we should rather have ascribed it to
some of our own countrymen, who often assume the title

of composer, in consequence of having succeeded in

irnitaliug something by somebody else, and then proved

equally successful in passing it off amongst the unwary
as their own. After a page of very good introduction,

the rest of this piece is un extended waltz, full of suavity,

and too genteel in its manner, to possess any thing that

is striking or new, but very likely to find its way iuto a
great deal of extremely good company.

1. Aure Felici, composed by Carafa, and arranged,

with Variations for the Piano-Forte, by Louts
J aNXEX. ( Bedford Musical Repository, Southampton-

Raw).
t

*. Fra Xante Angoscie, with Variations for the Piano-
Forte, composed by Richard Platt. (Balls, 408,
Oxford Street.)

£• Introduction and Air, Adeline, composed and
- arranged with Variations, byW illiam Knowles.
(Monro and May, 11, tMborn Bats.)

‘ Y 2
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. The Admired Sicilian Melody, knmcn as u Home !

sweet home!’* arranged with Variations far the

Piano-Forte, with an Accompaniment for the

Flute, by G. B. Stanley. (Bedford Musical

4
Repository.)

Mr. JAN8KN has given the charming air of Carafa
without very highly illustrating its beauties, hut he has

treated it like a musician, and it passes out of his bands

undamaged. Mr. Platt has altered the original base of

the same air as the preceding, bv the introduction of an
P sharp, and robbed it of a peculiarity that added much
to the beauty of its effect. In variation the second there

is a clash of discords, arising out of a carelessness in the

manner of treating the passing notes, that assailed our

ears most uncivilly. Mr. Platt mistakes the name of the

air he has arranged
;
Fra Tante Angoscie are the words

of the first movement ; he has chosen Aure Fvlici, the

second movement.
No. 3 is rather trite in its manner, and has nothing

very remarkable in its fabric. No. 4 may be designated

much in the same language
;
though we admire Mr. Slan-

ley’s spirit, manifested in bis title-page, in boldly re-

minding ihe world that 14 Home ! sweet home !" is a
Sicilian, and not an £nglisb air.

£ The Celebrated Tyrolienne, 44 Celui qui sut toucher mon
emur,” arranged toith Variations for the Piano-
Forte, by £. Berlot. (Bedford Musical Reposi-
tory, Southampton Row, Russell Square.)

2. The Scottish Melody, 44 Coming through the rye,” ar-

.
ranged with Variations and embellishments for the

Piano-Forte, with a Flute Accompaniment , ad lib.

by Cll ARLE6 Arnold. (Published by the tame.)

8. The Popular Air introduced in the Opera of The Bar-
ber of Seville, arranged as a Rondo for the Piano-
Forte, by M. Holst. (Published by the rame.)

4. The Imperial Grand March, and Quick-step , idtk
Accompaniments for the Flute and Violon-
cello, by T. B. Phipps. (Published by the same.)

5. Tue Preciosa Rondo, from Weber’s Preciosa,

arranged as a Divertimentofor the Piano-Forte,
by T. B. Phipps. (Published by the same.)

The whole of these are very much in the ordinary style

of airs with variations. There is a certain share of pret-

tiness in most of them, and they are all divested of every

kind of difficulty that might operate in deterring general

purchasers.

1. Rondoletto Brillante. on a Cavatina introduced
in L’ltalianain A Igieri, composedfar the PianoForte,
by Charles Czerney. Op. 74. (Bodsey and Co.,

Holies Street.)

2. Bavarian Air, composed by Spontini, arranged
with an Introduction and Variations for the Piano-
Forte, by C. Czerney. Op. 86. (J. B. Cramer,
Addison, and Beale, 201, Regent Street.)

3. A First Rondino, on the Carolina

,

44 Cara deb
attending,’’ from Rossini's Zelmira, for the Piano-
Forte, by C. Czerney. (Cocks aud Co., Princes
Street, Hanover Square.)

The termination etto is, as probably every one of our
readers knows, diminutive in the Italian language; ron-
doletto is, therefore, a little rondo; but whether little in

leuglh, or little in difficulty, the term does not actually

imply. As this rondoletto extends 1o thirteen pages,

shortness in duration cannot be meant On the other

hand, siuce the author, by means of extraneous modula-
tions, or sodden transitions into keys rarely frequented,

has rendered his present work anything rather than

easy, be cannot meAn to indicate facility by his title

;

we are, consequently, driven to conclude that it signifies

nothing, an infercoce by no means hazardous in whatever
concerns musical language. What the air is, we kuow
not, but take it for granted that it is an interpolation of

Viennese origin. It was never, we believe, introduced

into the opera in London, and has so small a claim to our
notice, that it is not worth while to inquire into its history.

M. Cierney certainly has not studied how to make it

engaging to English performers generally : but possibly

it may nave charms for Germany, for which region he
composed it, and he is not answerable for its migration

to a country for the latitude whereof it is not calculated.

No. 8 having no diminutive title, is, by the rule of

contrary, perhaps, less difficult than the former piece, but

not possessed ol more attractive qualities. The air itself

has no feature, and the variations are all of the true ma-
nufactured kind,—composed at so much per page, and
produced as a carpenter produces a peckn g case, or a
smith & kitchen poker: except, however, the third, which
is expressive, and shews that the composer is equal to

better things when he is in the right humour.
The third of these has a received a diminutive title, as

well as the first; but as it possesses merit, we are not

inclined to dispute the propriety of its name. The rondino

is not half so difficult as the rondoletto , and the subject of
it* is one of Rossini’s best airs. M. Czerney has treated

it with discretion, and introduced into it no passages that

a tolerable proficient on the instrument may not perform ;

and though he has spun it out to the unreasonable length

of thirteen pages, yet it is not tedious. But the English

price of it, three shillings and six pence, there having
been no copyright to purchase, is most extravagant.

Qu’en pensez-vous ? a fifteenth Divertimento for the

Piano-Forte, compost-d by J. B. Cramer. (Paine
and Hopkins, 69, Cornhill

)

This is but a bagatelle, and is, it must be acknowledged,
very slight in texture ; but nevertheless there is in it

some air— it is therefore very reviving after the dry
labours of M. Czerney, which we have just toiled through.

We know not if our answer to the composer's question

will be satisfactory ; but we like candour on all occasions,

critical ones particularly. 1 bis divertimento, we will

add, is easy in point of execution, and a good deal of

melody Hows through it.

1. II Snllievo, Rondo Scherzando, on a favourite

Scotch Air, for the Piano Forte, com/iosed by
Cipriani Potter. No. 10 of Airs, (dementi and
Co., Cheapside.)

2. La Primavera, Divertimento/otIAcPiano Forte,
with accompaniment for the Flute (ad libitum,)
introducing two favourite Airs,

composed by T. A. HaW-
LINGS. (Goulding and Co., Soho Square.

The first of these is formed of the beautiful Jacobite

air, 44 Will ye go to Inverness t V9 and is arranged with

• l*u bbaheti in No. 12, p. 212 of ibe li latosifON

.

t Published in No. 1, p. 126 of the Harmon icon.
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a studied attention to the ease of the performer. The
author haa not thrown much of his force into the present

publication ; and, indeed, a simple air it best treated in a
simple manner.

Mr. Rawlings's divertimento is oneof the most elegant

trifles that we have met with for some time past : easy,

but not beneath the notice of good performers ; and
though very simple, likely to gratify the best tastes,

because these are always unsophisticated, and not con-

fined to one species, or one age, of music. The two
airs on which it is composed, are, “ Since first I saw
your face,” Ford's beautiful madrigal, and Dr. Arne's

charming song, “ When daisies pied*,” which are pre-

ceded by a good, and rather a she* y , introduction of three

pages. The first of the airs is given almost note for

note from the original ; the slight deviations, upon the

repeat of the parts, are modest and judicious. The second

has some few additions made to it, but they are entitled

to the same praise that we have bestowed on tbe altera-

tions of the first.

Three Grand Sonatas for the Piano-Forte, com-
pared by Charles Ambrose. Nos. i, 8, and 3.

(Royal Harmonic Institution, 840, Regent S/reef.)

TnK term Sonata is become rare, and its style is now
rather uncommon. Mr. Ambrose has made a very re-

spectable effort to revive the title and manner of this once
esteemed species of composition, and has given us three

Sonatas published separately, that, thirty years ago,
would have been in great request. They are after (in

tbe language of painters) Dussek, in whose school the
author seems to have studied much, and not unsuccessfully,

with a little mixture of Kozeluch, The first and third

are in K major, and the second in E flat. In the latter

is introduced the sweet Scottish air. •• Oh ! my love's like

the red red rose," with some variations, that would be
deserving of much commendation, did they not depart too

widely from the character of the air. We” fear that these
sonatas are too long, and in a form too unfashionable to

repay Mr. Ambrose for his labour and ingenuity : but he
is nevertheless entitled to praise from those who are not

influenced in their opinions by the prevailing taste of the
moment.

1. Pot-Pourri of Favourite Airs, from Louts
Spobr's Opera, Jcssonda, artany d far the Piano-
Forte by Mock Witz. (Ewer and Co., Boio Church
Tard, and 803, Regent Street.)

Scour's Jeuonda is a fine, scientific composition, but it is

said to be toograve and learned fur theatrical performance.
This we can easily believe, judging liom an examination
of the adapted score ; but there is much in it that is well

calculated for the purpose to which it is applied in the

present publication, which consists of many of the best
pieces in the opera, exceedingly well arrange I lor the
piano-forte, and published at a price that is marvellously

moderate.—nineteen pages fur three shillings—and ought
to meet with public encouragement.

I. “ La doke Speranza,"u Jarnurite Rondo, compared by
Carl Maria von Weber, with accompaniment of

Piano-Forte. (Ewer and Co , 8«3, Regent Street.)

• lor die holer sir, see No. 86 of ilsaaonicos.

*. Duetto, “ .Venire Franeitco faceua it brodn," in At
Opera of Carlotta e Werter, compared by Signor
Cocci a. (Bircball and Co., New Bond Street.)

3. Cavatina alia Polacca, “ De tdegni tuoi mi ritlo," in

the Opera o/Adrle de Lusignano, composed by StGNOR
Car afa. (Bircball and Co.)

4. A Collection of lelect German National Melo-
dies, arranged with Accompaniment of Piano
Forte, or Guitar, 4y Mollwo and Derwort, Nos. 1

to 7. (Ewer and Co., Bow Church Yard, and 883,

Regent Street.)

The rondo by Weber is very airy and agreeable, but

has none of those original traits that distinguish his

music when he gives any force to his compositions.

Signor Coccia's duet is written entirely for scenic

effect, and must lose much when deprived of action. It

is exceedingly gay, and tbe words are set with a due
regard to their meaning; praise that cannot always be

bestowed oil Italian dramatic music. There is a passage

at tbe beginning of this composition, which shews that

the author has formed his taste in the right school. Kx
pede Hercvlem.

No. 3 is in Caraffa's usual style. He has gained

a name from one composition, which is an excellent one
undoubtedly ; but he never exhibited much vigour before

that appeared, nor has manifested much since. Tbe
present is tasteful, not new in any one passage, but

unobjectionable as to construction.

The three first of tbeGerman melodies, are rather pretty,

but possess no feature of nationality. In cases of this

kind, either the names of the composers, or the original

titles of the airs, should be allixed
; or else they should

be declared to he unknown. This would avoid any suspi-

cion of their not being genuine. The fourth number, hy
Himmel, has more of character in it, but the English
words arc wretchedly set to it ;

doubtless by some
stranger to the language. Tbe filth, by Weigl. is a grace-
ful duettino. The sixth, by the same, is very common.
The seventh, by Beethoven, a melody of sixteen bars, is

exceedingly simple, but not devoid of a certain kind of
beauty.

1. Recit. and Air, “ Man to Man,” the words from
Tasso, compared by J. C. Nightingale. (Monro
and May, Jloiborn.)

8. Song, The lullaby of the Dove, compared by J. F.

Danis Et.LY. (Preston, 71, Dean Street, Soho.)

3. Song, *• Grief's a Folly," in Der Freischiitz, \oardt by
W. T. COLLARD, composed by Weber. (Clementi
and Co., Clieapside.)

4. Scottish Songs,

—

I. O sav, bonny lass

;

8. The oirks of Invermay ;

3. Auld Robin Gray ;

4. Donald;

3. Tiit’ your auld cloak

;

Sung by MlS8 Paton, at expreuly arranged for her by
t>. Webbe. (Eavestaff,- 86, Great Russell Street,

Bloomrlnrry.)

5. Ballad, “ There was a time,” written by H.
Noblette, Esq., composed by Ajlkx. D. Ruche.
(Clementi and Co., Cheopside.)
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6. Song, “There is a sweet and pleasing hour,” written

bu Thomas Blake, the music by Aug. Meves. {By
the Same.)

7, Ballad, m My aiu sweet Annie/' in the Scottish style,

composed by John Whitaker. (Eavestaff, 66,
Great Russell Street.)

No. I is in the unmixed English style, with plenty of

trumpets and drums ; but there is some talent in it : the

pastoral owning is pleasing, though not abounding in

novelty of thought, in the third vocal staff, page u, is a
passage, containing false fifths, that are very painful,

notwithstanding the covering of the accompaniment,
which will perhaps be pleaded in abatement.

No. a will not circulate much beyond the composer’s
own friends.

We insert No. 3, merely to praise the manner in which
the English words are written and adapted to the fine

and celebrated Bacchanalian Song of Weber.
Under the fourth of these heads are five popular

Scottish airs, with an accompaniment for Harp, or Piano-
Forte, which are arranged in a very simple, modest man-
ner, and form a striking contrast to some that have been
published under great foreign names.

No. 5 has nothing uncommon in it, and the same
remark will apply to No. <5.

No. 7 is a pretty Scottish song, but like so many of the

Chledoniau airs, that it seems to us more to resemble a
republication than an original work.

i FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.
.Vaxica .—(Teatro alia Fttuet.) The urw opera of Aln-

biade, by Cordela, made a fiasco ; as did also the Fabbrua,

/primo musico,) and the tenor Falchinioni. The IWgondio
(aho musieo) with her powerless voter, and want of method,
inaiic, us the Italian* say, ne freddo ne catdo, (neither hot nor

cold.) The prima donna Lalande, and the bus*, Tamborini,
pleased much. After the second representation, the theatre

was closed, and Opened again after a short interval with the

Mon1 of Ruasiui, which made afurore, and afforded an admira-
ble opportunity for the display or* the voice and nctiou of

David. An Englishman of the name of John Kellner gave
the character of Mosi. The third ojrera of the season was
Meyerbeer's Croeiata us Fpitto, which was received with the

most unbounded apphuste; but unfortunately a* the pen
who sustained the principal character was unequal to the task,

and did not please, it was suspended.

— (Teatro Sun Luca.)— Principal singers: Fanny
Ayton, (art English lady,) prima donna; Favmo Mom 111,

pritnu tenora

;

Fcrdioamlo Lauretti, and PicIro Cappuu,
The operas last given here were Clotilde, by Coccia ; Chimra
Hi Rutenbury, by Generali; and Elisa e C /audio, by Merca-
daute. Fanny Ayton has a voice of no great power, but of a

very plcasnig kind, aud she shows an exiieltaijt school.

Mii.an.—

T

he feast of SL Stephen, which is held in so much
awe troth by arthts and composers, and ao productive in fiascos,

has pawed, and wc will give a short sketch of its products.

Our theatre on tisas day, was filled to overflowing by more
than 4000 persons, whose countenances beam with the live-

liest satisfaction. Hut a singular (ate seem* to hang over
new pieces; they all Aul, and the disappointed multitude
issue forth with altered brow, and changed demeanour; they

repair to the cafes

,

where tliey launch forth with unsparing
severity against ail, both imprrssarj and singers, ballet-masters

and dancers, which ia os frequently retorted upon them by the

indigent composers and artists, who accuse them of n want of

all good taste, judgment, and dwerimmatron. Means must.

however, be found to counteract the evil impression, and some
other composition is resorted to, as unsuccessful, perhaps, ;m Uie
former, when the only rbmedy is to retreat upou their body of
reserve, and bring forward something of Ruasiiii, beginning
generally with that universal stopper of gaps, the Baibitre.
This year, however, did not commence with anything new.

The opening opera was the Veitale of Spontiui, with the grand
ballet of Tippoo Saib by Taglioni. The company was the
wmc as last season, with the exception of the substitution of
the. very mediocre tcuor, Winter, and a bass of the name of
Gugliclmo Guglielmi, iu place of Signori Verger aud Uciua.
Signora Elisabctta Feron, the wife of our present iraprrssario,
without any regular engagement, gave the Vttlale. Owing lo
indisposition, she was not in the best voice, but her style of
singiug is chaste, and without any aiqierfiiious ornaments,
which in the performance of this character is an instance of
soll^denial, entitled to our warmest praise. Hut it ia more than
probable lh.it /at Vestale would have produced no impresaiou
with the heat of orchestras, and the first of singers; ao much
for the ta»te of this place. On the fourth representation, re-

course was had to Rossini, the refupturn prccatornm of all

theatres of the present day, and hi* Semiramidc was produced.
This was followed by / Bacchanal) di Roma of Generali, after

which came the It Don Giovanni. Two new Parti are ex-
pected, one of which is from (Ik* pen of Carulh; then ia to be
produced a new opera by Sapicnz*, which is to be followed by
the Jfose of Rossini, and heaven knows what besides. Our or

-

» lu stra this season was augmented by two additional violins,

aud two violoncellos, winch were u great improvement to it.

The wind-instruments, and (hose of percuswou are arranged
in a single row next to the stage ; the following is the dis-

tribution of the whole orchestra:-—
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'J*hc administration of our theatre lias recently received the

impoitaul addition of 440,000 franca to the duuuai salary,

besides perquisites to the amount of 70,000 of Milanese lie res,

and tlrerefbrc upwards of 30(^000 franca. Under the fcrcnch

government, it was quite the reverse ; the administration was
made to pay an enormous annual sunt, by the way of tax*

but for this purpose perraisaiou was granted to keep hazard
table* in the saloons!—a system which happily haa been abo-
lished.

Mi 1.

a

Among our Concerts, Was one which 1 must

not pau over without giving you seme account of it. It was
given by a Signor Angelo Casirota, of Tortona, and entitled in

the bills Academia Strordinaria, an appellation to which it

was justly entitled. He played a concerto of Zamboul wRbx
areo firmo, that is, with a fixed bow; a larghetto aud soudo,

composed by himself
;
nod a Rimsiiuan t lieme with variations

on the c string, iu which lie imitated, at least so he announced,
various stringed and wind-iostrumeits; variations by Madame
Catalan i, agaiu with fixed bow; and lastly, for the first time*
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* sonata tehersosa with two violin* and (wo hows!: Thin it

mlly murdering precious time, in order to attempt effect*,

which after all were uot produced. Signor C. fastens t|ie bow
in an upright position upon a table, and plays upon it with

a violin in tin? best manner he can. That in this awkward
manner of performance, harsh and piercing tones should fre-

quently be produced is not to be wondered at, since the heavy

end of the vioHu come* in the right hand, and the upper anil

lighter part in the left; hence the greatest pressure will be on

one side, and the play must be uncertain even to the most prac-

tised performer. The whole, together with the attitude of the

player, is by uo means pleasing to the eye. The larghelto and

rondo were given in the usual way, hut with little taste and
bad bowing. In the variations upon the c string, he imitated

the tones of the trumpet and flageolet, but the effect was not

extraordinary, aiid those- were the stringed and wind-instru-

ments mentioned in the announcement. In giving the sonata

tehertosa, lie had two violius Axed with the heads screwed on
a table, upon which Signor C. worked away right and left

with a bow in each hand, accompanied by a full orchestra ; but

the merit of this contrivance wc were unable to discover.

However, the company present aeeracd very much delighted

with the performance, and applauded to the very echo.

Napirs .—(Teatro San Carlo.)—The new opera by Pacini,

Alessandro nelle Indie, found but a cool reception; but, how-
ever, bad a long run, because the Tosi pleased in her character,

which is a proof how much the success of a piece will

frequently depend upon the performer*. Raimondi's opera

of Berenice was also unsuccessful : and Tamerlane, a new
operetta by Sapienza, shared the same fate.

( Teatro AW.)—A new opera was produced here-

from the pen of Douizetta, entitled Emilio, which was bat coldly

received ia the first representations, but afterwards became-

rathe r a favourite. It is quite decided that Sig. Barbaja w again

to undertake the direction of the two royal theatres. Tin? court

baa lost its two JlSautri di Capelin, Giacomo Tritto and Luigi

Moara. The first was born at AHsmuru, in the province of Bari,

in 1734, and since the year I7S0 has been the professor of com-
position in the Conaervatorio of this place.

Rome.—( Teatro Valle.)—Principal singers: delta Pastori,

prima donna; Luigi Sirletti, tenors; Antonio Tamburim,
and Nicola Tacci, basses. The operas recently given have
been Rossini's Cenerentala and Ifurbiere di Sieiglia, as well

as Mercadante's Elua e Claudio.

- Pastori is the great favourite here, her bust has been
takeu by a celebrated sculptor, and in all reaped a she ia the

reigning attraction of the day.

TfRiN.—During this season, this place was visited by
Siguor Mrrcailaiitc, who brought out with him his finished

opera of Sitocri : the poem by Count Piowisco. A man of

consideration and of wit, thus wrote from Turin to a friend.
** The music is made up; the only good thing in it was, that

it afforded me conslaut opportunities of recognising my old

acquaintances. The director caused chocolate to be served

up; the Maestro Ottain (who presided at the piano, and who
ia above aeveuty years of age) declared that all went well,

because it was exactly in this way that tilings went in the
day* of Padre Martini ; tlie scene-painter has made a great

deal of money ; the subscription list is full. J proclaimed aloud

through all the town that the opera was R chef d'oeuvre: it

wus believed with the lume implicit faith that is placed in

tlie Eleusiniau mysteries respecting which it is equally for-

bidden to say either that a thing is good or that it is bad."
Certain it is that as the Count was present at the first repre-

sentations, and as all marks either of approbation or displeasure

are strictly forbidden on these occasions, it is impossible lo

form a correct judgment of tin* public opinion. But if we
may believe the coinmou town talk, it is impossible for n piece
not to make a fiasco on St. Stephen's day. The music had
but little that could boast of originality, but there were many
ph asing things, aud among others a quartcU in Use second

act was particularly distinguished. Tachiuardi, Lanreagoa,
and Conge

i
pleased much, and tended very materially to save

the piece from utter destruction.

Tunis'.—(Teatro Caripnano.)—Principal ringers: Santiu-i

Perlotti, prima donna ; Domenico Bertozzi, besides tin? two
celebrated fcuiti, NicoJo de Greets, and Domenico Voccani.

O. Mom's r*| m j u, Im Sciaiea /xr Astuxia, which was revived,

nude a fiasco. The new opera La PasiortUa Feudalarea,
(taken from the Trench melodrama A la Iftryere Chutelain*,)
the music by Nieolo Vaccai, was received with much ap-
plause

,
afterwards Parr's GristJda was given, but, strange to

say, was received very coldly.

Thirst*.—The first opera of the season was V Etjnitoeo

Estmymgante, originally a Rossinian farm, and, properly speak-
ing, is ouly Carinso's opera V A rotso a' Marilate, first pro-
duced in 1814, in another form. Rossini had but little baud
in the piece : the greater portion was by Garina©, and fmrts

by Banj and Bulgnrelli, a violinist ; the overture was bv another
band, a dilettante of Udine. The whole pasticcio was very
properly hissed from the stsge. Tin* only applause obtained,

was by Signora Mela*, in the cavatina which she sung on bar
entrance. The tenor, Sirlette, fell very opportunely ill, and
tin* insignificant soprano V liter, and the two buffi Coppioi
and Lauretli, shared tlie fate of the opera. The vacuum was
at usual filled up by the Barbiere di Sentglia.

Modena.—-The same operas were given here a* at

Bologna, and by tlie same linger*. On the Teatro Reale, the
entrance to which ia by favour, and where nomouey ia received,

was given a new opera serin, entitled Antigone ; the text by
her Imperial Highness, (who is already known by several ex-
cellent productions of the same kind ;) the music by Autoaio
Gaudini, music-director, and Guardia PiobiU to his Imperial
Highness the Duke of Modena*

Bo 1,00N a ( Teatro Communatc.y—Meyerbeer's opera Mar-
ghertta d'Anjou lias been the great attraction here; the reread
act in particular always created a great sensation. After-
ward* a new Farsa was produced, entitled lo Capamia Max-
covita, the music by Capcletti, which obtained considerable
applause. Among the ringer*, the principal were Fanny
C orri Paltoui, ana Francesca Grassi. According to report,

f'apeletti is a composer of only mediocre talents.

Genoa.—The opera of Fraud rt* di Pergamo, by Stgnor
Mireeki, whi« h, as we before had occasion to mention, was
retarded in its representation last season, was produced here,
but did not succeed, and with it too fell the new singer. Signor
Lrsilia Mattel. Signora Bawd pleased, and the tenor Bmnghi,
though not equally with the former. The second opera was
Meyer's opera La flosn Rittnea e la Rosa Rosea, which was
followed by Meyerbeer's Craeiato in Fgitto.

Conrr.—-The theatre of this place lias gained much by the
recent measure* taken by the government, which has ap-
pointed three com miwoncm to superintend its administration.
The company consists of the following artist* ; Cristina Caaotti,
prima donna nssnfutn in soprano

:

Maria Mnrcliesini, primo
mnsieo, e printa donna in contralto: C. Fttscoui, primo tenore ;

Gerolnmo Donsti Ctnllrtta, primo buffo cornice; Giuseppe
Perlini, primo buffo rontantc; Angiohi Alartinelli, snpplentrntn
at eontra/to; Barbara Voitareaki, Candida Paguini. seeondc
thane: Giovanni Gomtio, secondo tenore

:

Giacomo Fntncbi,
seconda buffo. Tire opera* given were, the Odoacdo r Chris-
tina and the Cenerentala, of Rossini; and afterwards, Gittitnina
e Rernardonr, by Cimarosa, with new pieces introduced. Tilt*

whole of tiiese operas were well sustained, ami enjoyed their
share of favoor.

Lisaox.—The politic* of this part of tlie world have l»-nl a
very unfavourable influence upon the lyric theatre of this city;
and ou account of Uic long absence of the court, the interrup-
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tions have been numerous, and sometimes of long continuance.
Towards the Hose of last year, the performances became more
regular, and the company wu better organized than lor tome
time part. The find ojier.i given on the opeuing of the houae
wm tie Edoardo e Cristina of Rossini. The prinui donna was
Adelaide Varese, a tinker who is a great favourite liere. Her
voire and manner are both entitled to great praise; and she
has the additional advantage of grace and beauty on her side;

but her taste and ornaments are of a questionable kind : she is

too fond of conforming to the predominant taste of tlic time,

which is bail, and has evidently sacrificed a good school to this

temporiziug spirit. Another defect is her taping, indistinct

pronunciation; but this is a defect in which, unfortunately, she
ia by no means singular, as this ia the besetting sin of the lime,

and cries loudly for a remedy. The next female singer is Adc-
lank- Cressotti, a mezza soprano of great compass of voice,

rticulsrly in the lower parts. The leuorisf, Lombardi, ia

t n second-rate singer, but his action is better than Ins voice.

The buffo eantante, Paolo Lembi, has a beautiful bass voice,

but too feeble for the tlieatre, and but little energy in his per-

formance. The rest of the com|>*ny consists of Italians, who
have long been attached to this theatre, among whom Msrti-
oelli still enjoys his former reputation.

Besides the opera already named, the company gave several

other productions of the same composer. During Lent was
performed the oratorio of Mom ; and on occasion of the birth-day

of the king, the Zelntira. Besides these opera*, we have had
the Emma of Meyerbeer, Meyers Gcnerra di Scosta, Purr’s

Agutit, ami Pacini's Adtlaide t Comingeo.

Lrsnox. The agitated state of this city has been unfavourable

to all other artists ekeept the bull- fighters^ who have met with
abundant patronage; but St. Carlos was left empty. An excep-
tion to this, however, was the birth-day of the king, which this

year was solemnized with more than wonted splendour. Ou
this occasion was given s new opera seria by Coccia, entitled

Fagello, togetlier with grand allegorical ballet, called O Herot
entre os EilMos (the Hero amidst hit Children); in which re-

cent political Occurrences were depicted in a striking manner.
Though the theatre St. Carlos is under the protection of the

government, and has its expenses in part paid thereby, yet the

artists were unable to obtain the whole of their salaries' The
cause of this is attributed to the impressmria, Madame Brimi,

who, like others of the same stamp, paid herself, but left the
real in the lurch; ami the company broke up in consequence.
The principal singers engaged tJiemselves at tlie theatre at

Oporto, where they still continue. In consrquencr, ail agent
was despatched from Lblioii to Italy to engage a new company

;

but (lie task was not found very practicable, as a report had
gone forth to distant lands that credit was not sound, and pay-
ments tardy. The theatre, therefore, remained closed for

several mouths, till at length came a new reinforcement of
thirty-eight personages, the greater part of which were for the

ballet ; among these artists was Jncomo Piglia. A rich Indivi-

dual, Senor Falcao, made the necessary advances, to enable the

establishment to get into action. For the opera, there were
among the new members, Louisa Valsovaui Spada, Joscfa Ju-
lien, Madilclcna and Catarina Pereuo, and Maria Mori; Signor
Felippo Spada, a good buffo cantante; Alex. MombHIi, tt-oor-

ist; Ant. Colls, Banut, Luis Caupiteli, and .1. Rioboli. The
operas given were Bianca e Fatten, with moderate applause;
afterwards /,' Inoanno Felice, with but little success ; afterwards
II Turn in Italia, but not so well got up as on a former occa-
sion

; II Barbiere di Setiglia, and a few others of the more po-
pular operas of Rossini. Besides these, we had the Elisa e Clau-
dio of Mercadantc. and lastly Mortacchi's Teobaldo e Isolma.

The latter pleased extremely, and had a run of ten nights; but
the critics here complained that the music was too German, a

complaint which others, perhaps, might construe into a com-
pliment. Signora Valsovaui Spada is an excellent performer,
nnd possesses merits of a superior kind ; the only tliiug to be
regretted is, that her voice has lost its youthful freshness, aud
shews only the relics of its former beauty. The part of Isolma

u too high for her; but the part of Teobaldo waa admirably
performer! by J. Julian. The young Mombelli has a charming
tenor voice, and singa with great tarte ; he ia the son of the

veteran Mombellt, who was formerly so great a favourite in

this city, and tlie whole of whose family t* so renowned in

music.

— In church music we have had but little that was new.
On the *2d of November a new muss by Rego was given in tlie

church of Dos Martins, on occasion of the feast of St. Cecilit.

The composer himself was at the time labouring under severe
illness but he summoned forth lib energies for the occasion,
was brought to the church and directed his own music, which
was very generally admired, particularly the Et incarnatns ett,

which whs spokeu of as a masterpiece of the pathetic kind.
Ou the '29<h of tlie same month, was given the Grand Requiem
of Jomelli, and the fatuous liespousorius of David Perez, which
were performed with great correctness and effect, as all the
musicians of the town take a part on this solemn occasion.
Mozart's Requiem was given on the same ftte last year, bot
the singers of this place do not like the music of Mozart; the
most probable reason for which Vs, that it will not allow them
to show off their protracted trills and gorgheggi. There was
also given, for the first time, a grand MS. mans by the late

composer Leal, which created a great sensation. Another
mass by the able composer Joao Giordani, was also lately

produced, and b highly celebrated. But the mbfoitune is,

that notlriug now goes down in church music Imt compositions
cast iu the Hossinian mould ; almost every church festivity

commences with one of Roasiui's overtures, that to La Gasza
Ladra, especially, is often heard on tliese occasions. The
concerts of the greatest note have been those given by the
composer aud pianist. Bomtempo ; which, however, were coni'
plained of as presenting too little variety. The symphonies of
Haydn were, however, given ou these occasions with consider-

able spirit and correctness. In song, the performer who pleased

the most was a sbter of the composer, who made a debut at these

concerts. The following programme of the pieces, vocal and in-

strumental, (performed in the course of these concerts,) may
serve to convey a n idea ofthe musical taste ofthis city. A trio from
Coccia’s Festa delta Rosa ; scene and air from the Elena e Con-
stantino of tlie same ; a cavatina by Marco Antonio Portogallo;

a selection of the airs, ducts, terzettos, quarteltos, and a quiu-

tett of Rossini ; a duet from It Matrimonii) Secreto of Ciroa-

rosa ; an air of Pucitta, aud a terzetto with chorus by the same

;

terzetto by Paer, and a duet by Generali, in instrumental

music ; a selection of the symphonies of Haydn ; Mozart s sym-
phony in c flat, together with lib overture to the Znnherfiotc

;

an overture by Romberg, Mchul’s overture to Stratouice, and
Rossini’s overture to La Gazza Ijsdra. Each evening M. Bom-
tempo played a puuo-forte concerto of his own composition,

with great power nnd taste. M. Brelas and his sou, liolh dilet-

tanti, played a concerto for two Antes by Gunella, which tort

witli great success. M. Martino played a solo on the bassoon,

and concerto by Ozi with M. Tliiago, on the some instrument.

M. J. P. Scota gave a concerto with variations on the keyed
bugle, wh ;ch for a dilettanti was excellent; and M. Tbiago
played Kodc's variations in o major on the clariouef. But
|>olitics, that foe to all jiarmony, interfered with this artists

concerts, ami though it was impossible they could have any
connexion with political aflairs, liciug entirely public, they
were for a time interrupted. At length, through the interfe-

rence of the Marquis de Castcllo Mrlhor, permission was
given to him to continue them in the grand saloon of the
palace of the Duke of Cataval, in the Roscio. This is

built iu the octagon form, and opens into several large side

rooms, which altogether are capable of containing some hun-
dreds of auditors. The orchestra on this occasion was not so

large as formerly, but was far more select, being composed of

mo*d of the dilettanti of the place. M. Bomtempo presided at

the piano, and the two brothers, Giordani, were the leader*.

The private tlieatre of the Baron Quintcll.i, at Laurcujciraa,

near Lisbon, was lately Auished, and is lighted by gas by the

English company that is speculating here. It is of very good
dimensions for a private theatre, and the ornamental ports arc

very rich and massive. Attached to the establishment of the
Baron Qumlclls, is the celebrated clarionet player, M. Cooon-
gia, and it is expected that the Baron's mussed soirees are to

be more splendid than in old times.
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Lisbon.—Lately has died here, the excellent composer and
patron of composers, Jore Dina Pereira Chaves, at the ad-
vanced age of 74. In his youth he had travelled much, and
had opportunities of forming au acquaintance with almost all

musicians of eminence, besides being honoured by the notice
of more exalted personagps; for while at Home, he was the
intimate friend of the celebrated Pope, (langinelli, as well as
of Don Pedro of Portugal, and Donna Maria, the mother of
the present King. In him, the young artist has lost a generous
patron and support; it may with truth be saki, that the best
among the virtuosi of this city are indebted to him for their
advancement in the art, for his house was always open to them,
and where they had opportunities of hearing his personal in-
structions, of enjoying some of the finest masterpiece* of the
art, aud of being introduced to the first professors of the day.
Nor was this all, he provided means for many a meritorious
young artist, aud supplied him with the best instruments suited
to his particular taste or capacity.

Pa azs.

—

{Theatre Italien.)—The additional night given here
in order to afford Madame Sessi an opportunity of appearing
in the Orazsj of Cimarosa, by no means attracted in the de-
gree that had been anticipated. This opera, the success of
which was so prodigious, when it first appeared here some
fifteen years since, seems now perfectly to have fallen

In public estimation. Certain it is that the music of it

is any thing but grand, and it is difficult to conceive how it

could obtain auy success in France, where this subject has
been treated with so much severity, and in so masterly a man-
ner by the great Corneille. If there be any subject less

adapted to roulades and warbling*, ad infinitum, it must be
this. The admirable talents of Madame Pasta having been
found inadequate to the task of resuscitating this opera, it was
not likely that any other person would operate such a miracle.
Madame Sessi has nevertheless ventured upon the trial, but her
attempt has not been successful. The coldness with which she
was heard till the very dropping of the curtain, must have
tended to convince her, that what is impossible for a Pasta,
has no very great chance of success in other hands.—The
production of II Pretendente Burlato, an opera butfa of the
younger Gugliclmi, put the public in good humour again, after

the infliction of the Orazzt. It is full of spirit, and the music
is of a nature belter calculated to stand the test of criticism
than most of the productions of the same school. It was ex-
tremely well executed by Bordogui, Pclegrini, and Madlle.
Cinti, who was several times interrupted in her songs by the
applause of a very crowded house.

M. Sigismoud, who last Wednesday gave a musical
entertainment, is a young German, travelling for instruction,

and to perfect himself in the art of Baillot and I^ifont This
young man, who is only thirteen years and a half ok), ha*
already obtained the great gold academic medal of the univer-
sity of Rome, and is a member of all the musicai institutions of

Austria and (Inly. He is now about to travel over F'rauce,

where the prccosencss of his talents, as a performer upon the
violin, has already excited the enthusiasm, and even the poetic
vein of some of the provincial amateurs. But, finally to es-

tablish the reputation of an artist, these triumphs must be con-
firmed by the public of the capital of the arts

;
and Sigbmond

has thrown himself upon their judgment. If he has not com-
pletely succeeded, it is at least very honourable to him, to have
obtained, and merited, the encouragement of the connoisseurs
of Paris. M. Sifisaond displays vigour, and often grace, but
unhappily he does not always play in tune. We point out
these rocks to him, because we think, that with care he may
avoid them. The music which he executed, did not appear to
us well chosen ; the first air, which was rather varied, termi-
nated iu a polonaise, of which the motive is common and hack-
nied. As to Polledro's variations upon the nir Nil cor piu non
mi sento, they are difficult, but without any beauty.

-— — M. Mondonville lias made his debut at J.'Opera
Comiqnr, in Fnphrosine et Coradin, and Ijtt Fi le Village voisin.
As a singer, M. Mondonville has already obtained decided suc-
cess. His voice is ajvery fine bass; he easily passe* from the
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lowest to the highest notes, and has often been deservedly ap-
plauded His diction, as a comedian, wants firmness and
strength ; hut he has no very essential fault, and we hope that
by practice and application, he will distinguish himself, and
become useful to the theatre which will form hi* talents.

La Niege is about to be reduced to three acts, and
produced at court. Many new operas have been performed at
the/'eydrau. The public will, perhups, say with Lafoutaiue

.Wn a i/o hi qu'un mail rju it $oit bon.

M. Cherubini, as a recompense for the services he
has rendered L'Ecole llot/ale de Musique, which he has for
some years directed with so much zeal and success, is about to

be made an officer of the Legion of Honour. All the friends

applaud this just distinction. This great composer will add to

his fame, by a mats which he has composed on the occasion of
the corouation, and which all the connoisseurs admire.

Le Petit Ramonenr, a drama in three acts repre-
sented st the theatre De la Porto St. Martin, was favourably
received. The few who were in the green room, attributed

the words to M. Salvage, and the music to Af. Alexandre .

THE DRAMA-
KING’S Theatre.

On Thursday tlie 23rd of last month 11 Crociato in Egitto,
the new grand opera of a composer whose name was completely

unknown in this country only a few months ago, was brought
out at this theatre. For the dramatia persona , &c., we refer

our readers to the last number of this work
;
and some account

of M. Meyerbeer the composer, a* well as of the jnanner In

which tins masterly production has been performed and received

in Italy, will be found in the former pages of the Harmonicon.
The opera itself will be reviewed in our next, so that we have
now only to speak of its performance and reception in London.
The theatre was crowded to excess in lU parts, for the public

were not only attracted by the first representation of a work
concerning which fame had spoken so loudly, hut also to witness

the debut of Signor Velluti, whose peculiar voice exritrd much
curiosity, a male mrzzo-soprano not having been head on the

stage of the King's Theatre duriug the last thirty years. Be-
sides which, it was expected that his appearance would be
strongly opposed, and numbers were drawn together to support

hirn ; while many attended to witness, if not to assist, in any
contest that might tnkc place.

The opera was received with the most unanimous and enthu-
siastic applause ; its numerous beauties were recognised even at

its first hearing, a result which, the scientific nature of the music
considered, was hardly expected in so great a degree. The
performers exerted themselves to the utmost of their abilities in

support of the piece, though they did not anticipate a success so
decided and extraordinary as that which crowned their clforts.

Even Sig. Velluti himself wished, as is Well known, to be first

heard in an opera of Morlacchi, and used all his influence with
the director for this purpose

; fortunately for the singer, in vain.

The opening chorus of the opera was encored, a circumstance

we believe unprecedented, and tended to prove that the house
contained a discerning audience. When Sig. Velluti appeared,
about twenty, or at the utmost thirty, persons shewed the usual
symptoms of disapproval

; but all opposition was instantly over-
whelmed by the thundering plaudits that it produced, in fact,

no small sfiare of the debutant's triumph must be ascribed to the
fierceness of an attack made on him, previously to his appear-
ance. in a leading daily paper, which brought to his support all

the friends that his letters nad procured him, persons who other-
wise would not have exhibited the same activity and energy.

Signor Velluti's voice has a compass of full two octaves, from
the o above the treble clef, to the g above the bass. It is

powerful, and in its softer tone* is sweet; but when strained is

narsh and painful. His style of singing is of the best school ;

Z
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expression is its characteristic
;
mutates, and such vulgar finery,

such " Brummagem ware," he appears to despise, and though
he decorates much, yet his ornaments arc new, and in fine taste.

In our next we shall renew this subject; for the present, our

spare warns us that we must compress the rest of our matter.

Signor Curioni, as j4Jrian.de Montford, has proved a tower

of strength to this opera: hi* clear, rich voice, liw perfect in-

tonation, his pure style, free from all gewgaw ; his manly, well-

formed person, dignified deportment, and admirable conception

of the part, have gained every suffrage in his favour. Madllc.

Garcia, disguised in male attire, performed the part of Felicia

with great ability, both as a singer and actress. Signor Remorini
as AlaJinn was every thing that the lover of the musical drama
could wish; and Mad. Caradori exhibited powers that, till now,
few people knew were in her possession. Her last duet * with

Velluti produce* an effect which we have very rarely witnessed

before
;

It is listened to with unfeigned delight, and regularly

encored from all quarters of the bouse, without the aid of a

single claqueur sent in fur the purpose.

Haymarket Theatre.

Titb burletta of Midas has been got up at this house
;

Madam Vestris as Apollo, in' which character she has captivat-

ed every lieart that site had not previously enslaved. Liston’s

Midas is, perhaps, a little over coloured, but it is highly enter-

taining, and keeps the house in a constant roar of laughter

while he is on the stage.

English Opera House.

A NEtr "balled opera/* under the title of Broken Promises,
or The Colonel, the Captain, and the Corporal, was brought
out at this theatre, on Tuesday, July 5th.

The following are the characters, and their representatives:

Mr. Fairfield,

cimuln Ed«a id F.irlUld, }
• («**»»)

•
j

Colonel Coolard, ..........
Bagwell, (lfr*. Woodland*t Steward) . . .

Corporal Balance O'Conner

Fimna *

}
(Adopted Daughters of Mr. Fairfield)

|
Mr*. Woodland, ..........
Susan Roseby,
Margery, ............
Betty

Mr. Bartley.
Mr. Broadhi'rst.
Mr. Thor an.

Hi. Wmncb.
Mr. W. Bennett.
Mr. Power.
Mian Noel.
Miss Stephen*.
Miss Gray.
Miss Kelly.
Mrs. Grove.
Mrs. Wbipprrt.

•Sertuni*, Villagers, 8(c. S(t.

Broken Promises is from the French, the source of most of
our best modern short, dramas. The music is compiled,

chiefly from the Scotch and Irish melodics, with some pieces by
Weber, Mirer, Cherubini, Bcrton, Hinirael, and Meyerbeer,
the whole of which is arranged by Mr, Hawes.
The dramatic part of this opera is lively, withont possessing

much claim to wit, and interests the audience, though it leaves

no impression in them. The music contains two or three good
Scottish airs, one of which, "Here's a health to those far away**
beautifully sung by Miss Stephens, is always encored. Another
" Here awa’, there awa',” produces no effect, because, we rather

it is performed too quick, and thereby loses much of its

pathos.

The airs from Weber and Htmmel are not well chosen,

and fail altogether. The Giovinetto Cavalier, from Meyer-
beer’s Crociato in Egitto, with English words, excites here so

little attention, that latterly it lias been omitted entirely. The
short cborusses by Berton have great merit, and the Dusty
Miller, as sutig with delightful naivete br Miss Kelly, is more
applauded then any thing in the opera. This piece is successful,

and draws a most respectable company wbeuever performed.

• Page 179 of our present Number.
• Published with a new Accompaniment in the firat Number of

the Marmori con.
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MEMOIR OF FRANCESCO GEMINIANI.

Francesco Geminiani, a native of I.ucca, was born
about the year 1680 . He received his first instructions

in music from Alessandro Scarlatti, and afterwards be-

came a pupil of Carlo Ambrosio Lunati, surname* 1 II

Gobi#, a celebrated performer on the violin. His studies

were completed under Corelli.

In the year 1714, he arrived in England, where, in a
short time, his exquisite performance rendered him cele-
brated ; and, amongst the nobility, several laid claim to

the honour of being his patrons. The person, however,
lo whom he was most attached was the Baron Kilman-
seggo, chamberlain fo King George the First,' as Elector
of Hanover.

Iti 1716, Geminiani published and dedicated to this

nobleman, “ Twelve Sonatas,
d Violino

, Violone, e Om-
balo.” These bad such an effect, that the public were at

a loss to determine whether Gcminiani’s greater excel-
lence lay in his performance, or in his skill in composi-
tion. The Baron had ventured to speak of this work to

the king in such terms of approbation, as induced him
io direct that some of the compositions contained in it

should be performed in his presence by the author. Han-
del was desired to accompany him on the harpsichord,

and Geminiani acquitted himself in a manner worthy of
the expectations that had been formed of him.

Geminiaui was an enthusiast in painting ; and, to gra-

tify this propensity, he not only suspended his studies,

and neglected his profession, but often involved him-
self in pecuniary embarrassments, which a little prudence
and foresight would have enabled him to avoid. To gra-

tify his taste he bought pictures, and to supply his wants
he sold them. The consequence of this kind of traffic

was loss, and its concomitant, necessity.

In the distress which, by such imprudent conduct, he
had drawn upon himself, he was compelled, for the secu-

rity of bis person, to avail himselfof that protection from
arrest which the English nobility had then the power of
extending to their servants. The Earl of Essex was
prevailed upon, for this purpose, to enrol Geminiani's
name in the list of his domestics.

The place of master and composer of the state music
in Ireland became vacant in the year 1727, and the Earl
obtained from Sir Robert Walpole, a promise of it.

He then told Geminiani that bis difficulties were at an
end, as he had provided for him a place suited to his

profession, which would afford him an ample provision
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for life. On inquiry into the conditions of the office,

Geminiani found that it was not tenable by a member
of the Romish communion. He therefore declined ac-

cepting it, assigning this as a reason, and at the same
time observing, that, although he had never made any
great pretensions to religion, yet to renounce for the

sake of temporal advantages, that faith in which he had
been first baptized, he could not answer to his conscience.

The place was given to Mr. Matthew Dubourg, a young
man of great merit, who had been his pupil.

Borne years having elapsed after the publication of his

solos, Geminiani resolved to turn into concertos the first

six so/its of Corelli. These he completed, and published,

in 1726, by subscription. Their success was fully an-
swerable to his exjiectations, and, a short time after-

wards, he altered in the same manner the remaining six.

These, however, having no fugues, and consisting altoge-

ther of airs, afforded but little scope for the exercise of
his abilities, and met with an indifferent reception.

He likewise arranged as concertos six of Corelli’s sema-
tas, that is, the ninth in the First Opera, and the first,

third, fourth, ninth, and tenth of the Third. This seems
to have been a hasty production, and is now scarcely re-

membered. In the year 1732, he printed what he called

his Ojx'ra Seconda ; or, VI. Concerti grassi con due Vio-

lini, Violoncello, e Viola di Concertino obligati, e due a/tri

Violini, e Basso di Concerto ijrosso ad arbitrio. The first

of these is celebrated for the fine minuet with which it

closes. The publication of this work was soon followed

by another of the same kind, his Opera Terza
, consisting

of six concertos for violins, the last of which is esteemed
one of the finest compositions of the kind in the world.

Geminiani now enjoyed a high degree of reputation as
a composer for instruments

;
yet his circumstances were

not much improved by the profits resulting from his pub-
lications. The manuscript of his Opera Seconda had
been surreptitiously obtained by Walsh, who was about
to print it

;
but thinking it would be benefited by the

corrections of the author, he gave him the alternative,

either of correcting it, or submitting it to appear w ith its

faults before the world. Geminiani rejected the insult-

ing offer with the contempt it deserved, and instituted a
process in Chancery for an 'injunction against the sale of
the book. Walsh compounded the matter with him, and
the work was published under the inspection of the

author.

2 A
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The Opera Terra he sold to Welsh, who in his adver-

tisements gave the public lo understand that be came
honestly by the copy. In the year 1739, he published

the Opera Quarta, consisting of Tuxlee Sonatas far a

Violin and Bast; and also a new edition of the Opera

Prima, with considerable addition* amt improvements.

Soon afterwards apjwared a tract by tKemimiani, entitled,

A Treatise an Good Tmsir ; and another, denominated,

Pules for Playing in Taste. These two publications con-

tained, besides examples of such graces as Geminiani
bad adopted himself on the violin, variations o» several

well-known airs and some select Scotch tunes. About

this time also he printed The Art of Playing on the Vio-

lin, a work which contains the most minute directions for

bolding the instrument, and fur tin: use of the bow ; as

well as the graces, the various shifts of the hand, and a
great nrnnber of examples adapted to the rales.

j

About the year 1740, he published, ai»l dedicated to

the Academy of Ancient Music, his Opera Settima, con-

sisting of six cmocries for violins ; and, in the month of

April, 174S, came forth his long-expected work, Guida
Armcmica, o Didonario Armanico. In this work, after

giving due commendation to Lully, Corelli, and Bonon-
cmi, as the first improvers of instrumental music, he

smcoemfally controverts an opinion that the vast founda-

tions of universal harmony can lie established upon ihe

narrow and confined modulation of these authors
; and

snakes many remarks on the uniformity of modulation

apparent in the compositions that bad appeared in dif-

ferent parts of Europe for several years back.

The publication of the Guida was attended with cir-

cumstances that seemed to promise but little success.

The old musicians stood aghast at the licenses which it

allowed, and declared that, if well received, it would

teud to the entire destruction of the science of music.

They 'consequently determined to prejudice the public

against it. Many persons beKeved it to be only an
attempt to get money, from the novelty of its content*,

and these, on all occasions, ridiculed it. There were,

indeed, very few wbo were able to comprehend either

the motives of the writer, or the tendency of bis work.

In one of those excursions which after Geminiani bad
settled in England, be made to Italy, Trance, and other

ports of the Continent, he visited at. Baris Pi-re Castel, a
learned and ingenious Jesuit, and a man well skilled in

music. To Uns person be shewed his manuscript, and
explained its nature and design. Castel, with a view to

remove the prejudices that had been entertained against

it, printed, in the Journal des Sfavans, a dissertation on
the Guida, and a strong recommendation of it, which
Gaminiani, on bis return to London, got translated into

English, and published it a small pamphlet of about

thirty pages.

In a life so unsteady as that of Geminkoi, spent in

different countries, and employed in pursuits that had
oo connexion with bis art, and only served to divert his

attention from it, we asust suppose, in eider to account
tor the means of bis support, that he received very coa-
iderabk pecuniary assists*** from bis patrons and
friends. I he emolaments arising from bis publications

were not, in general, aucb as in any degree to com-
pensate for the many years of study aad labour which
they had occupied. Towards the conclusion of his life,

Ik had recourse to an expedient for raising money which
had never before been attempted : in the year 1748, he
issued advertisements announcing that a concerto spirituals

would be performed for his benefit at Drury Lane Theatre,
to consist chiefly of the music of Italian masters of emi-
nence, hut whose name* were scarcely known in England.
Geminiani, an entire stranger to the business of an
orchestra, had no idea of the trouble and labour that

were required to prepare singes for the performance of
music winch they had not before seen, or of the frequent

rehearsals that wore necessary for all the parties en-
gaged. The consequent* was, that the vocal department,
not being perfect, the performance miscarried. The
audience were sufficiently numerous to constitute what
it called a good house, and the performance commenced
with one of Getniniani's concertos, which was succeeded
by a grand chorus. Both these pieces bad justice done
them; but ibe first of the women, to whom a solo air had
been given, was unable to execute it, and the whole
band, after playing a few bare, were compelled to stop.

The audience, instead of expressing resentment, seemed
to pity the distress into which Geminiani was thrown.
An apology was received by them ; surd they sat silent

till the book* were changed for those which contained
Gctniniani's own compositions.

The profits arising from this entertainment enabled
him once more to gratify that inclination for ram-
bling which was so inherent in his disposition. He went
to ! ranee, and took up ius residence tor seme time at

Paris. As the engrav ing of music was then much more
neatly executed in that city thaa in any other part of the

world, and a* his concertos had never been printed is such
a manner us he wished, he was now determined to pub-
lish them himself in score. Accordingly be revised, for

this purpose, his Second and Third Operas; but such
wore his desire for making improvements, and his pas-
sion for refinement, thaihe not only betrayed himself
into numerous errors, but likewise was led to the inser-

tion of many new and ill-constructed passages.

He staid long enough in Paris to get engraved the

plates both for the score and the part* of the above-
mentioned two sets of concertos; and about the year 17SJ,

he returned to England, and advertised them lor sale.

About tbe same time be published what he called The
Enchanted Forest, an instrumental composition, grounded
on a singular notion which be had long entertained, that

betwixt music and conversation there is a very near and
natural resemblance. This be used to illustrate, in

conversation, by a comparison between those musical

compositions in which a certain point is assumed in one
part, and answered in the ether with frequent repetitions,

and riie form and manner of conversation. With the

design of reducing this notion to practice, Gcminkni-ea-
deavoored to represent to the imagination of his bearer*

the succession of eveuts « that beautiful episode con-
tained in the 1 3th Canto of Tasso’s Jerusalem, where,
by the order of Israeae, a pagan magician, a forest is

enchanted, and each tree informed with a living spirit, to

prevent its being cat down for tbe purpose of making
battering nuns and other military engines for carrying

on the stage of Jerusalem .

The Enchanted Forest was succeeded by tbe publica-

tion of two numbers of a work untitled, The Jfarmonical

Miscellany, cmtmrung sundry Modulations on a Bass, cal-

culated for the Improvement of Studentt in Music, and the

Practice of the Vudin and harpsichord, Geminiani ip-

tended to cnotinue this work by periodical publication

,

but a* it did not receive much encouragement, he de-

sisted from his intention.
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In tW year tTIl, be went over to Ireland., where he
was kitidlv received and enterteioed by Dobourc, at

that time master el the king's band there. Gemimam
had spent many years in compiling an elaborate trea-

tise on music, which be intended for publication; bat

mo* altar hie arrival in Dsthm bv the treachery of a
female servant ("who, it baa been said, was recommended
to bins for no etner purpose than that she might steal it),

the manuscript was purloined out of his chamber, and
could never afterwards be recovered. The magnitude of

this loss, and his inability to repair it, made a deep im-
pression on bis mind, and baa soeh an effect upon bis

spirits as to hasten tost has dissolution. He died at Dub-
lin on the 17th of September, 170*» in the eighty-third

year of his age*.
It is observable from the works of Geminiani, not only

that his modulations are original, but that his harmonies
consist of such combinations as were never introduced

into mnsic till bis time. His melodies are in the highest

degree elegant ; and, in their general cast, most of his

compositions are exquisitely tender and pathetic. Of his

execution on the violin, it may be stated, that he had
none of the Are and spirit of modem performers ;

but he

possessed an abundance Of grace and feeling : nearly all

the powers that engage the attention of the bearer, and
render it subservient to the will of the artist, were united

in him.
The following is a list of the whole of Geminiani’s

productions, except two or three articles that are consi-

dered of htlle value >—
Twelve Sotns for a Violin, Opera 1.

Six Cmcrrlat in Seven Part*, Opera 9.

Themr in Score. •

Six Concrrtos in seven Parts, Opera 3.

The same in Score.
Twelve Solos for a Violin, Opera 4.

Sim Salvi for the Violoncello, Opera 5.

The *ame made into Sotos for a Vloliu.

Sim fWcrna* from the Solos of Opera 4.

Six fimrrrtw in eight Part* Opera 7.

Twelve Trios in two Seta

Six Trios from Opera l.

Rub* for playing in true Taste.

A Treatke on Good Music.

The Art of playing the Violin.

Twelve Sonatas from his first Solos, Opera 11.

Harpsichord Pieces, two Socks.
fruidn A rmtmicn.

Supplement to Gwida Armonieo.
The Art of Accompaniment, two Books.

The Enchanted Forsst.

NOTE8 TO ASSIST THE MEMORY.

Undfr this ten' modest and unawmming title t, a smaH
volume has lately appeared, consisting of short memo-
randa in various sciences, arranged under their respec-

tive heads, from which we extract the following notices,

relative to music. Familiar as some of the facts may be
to a great proportion of our readers, we consider them

• Dr. Burney <tate* the birth of Gcminianr in 18BP, and con*e-
qaeatly makes his ago ninety-ait. Ovr account b from Sir John
Hawkins, who, being acquainted with the subject of this memoir, is

probably the more correct in hi* history.

t Note* to asaist the Memory in Various Sciences. One vol.
•mall 6vo. Murray, 1325.

worthy of the epece they occupy in our columns, for the
benefit of those who may either not have seen, or may
hove forgotten them.

The Musical Signs—-The seven musical tires, ut, FT,

mi, fa, sol, la, tut, invented by the Benedictine monk
Guido A return, ore the firsteyllahiee of some words con-

tained in the ’first strophe of a Latin hymn, composed in

honour of St. John the Baptist, which runs thus

—

Ul queant laxis, /frsonare fibris

J/ira geslorum. Famuli tuorurn
;

Solve polluti, Libit reatum,

Suncte Joannes.

Octaves and Concord.—When two strings, whose length

is as one to two, vibrate together, it is obvious that the

one vibrates twice, while the other only vibrates once

;

they will coincide at the beginning of every alternate

vibration, and their sounds will then accord. When the

strings are in this proportion, their coincidences are more
frequent than when their lengths are in any other ratio,

and hence it is that the octave is the most perfect con-
cord. If the lengths lie two to three, which is the ratio

of the fifth, every third vibration of the one coincides

with every sceond of the other ; the coincidences are conse-
quently not so frequent as in the octaves, on which ac-

count the concord is not so frequent.

Discord.—if their lengths be such that they never
describe the arcs of vibration together, but perpetually

crass each other in their oscillations, then their sounds
are jarring and uuconcctilaneous, and thus discord is

produced.

Scottish Music.—The Scottish airs of genuine charac-

ter are composed on a scale w bith does not contain the

fourth and seventh of the diatonic scale of music. From
this is derived the peculiarity by which they are imme-
diately recognised.

Beating Time.—An attentive person can beat time
pretty accurately for one minute, but it is very difficult

to he correct for a greater length of time.

Stammering A drunken man, or a person afflicted

with St. Vitus's dance, can run, although he cannot walk
or stand still. In the same manner a stammerer can
sing, which is cnnjtnuous motion, although he cannot
speak, which is interrupted motion.

Sound.—AH sound travels at the same rate (1112 feet

per second, or thirteen miles per minute), a whisper, an

tar as it goes, as fast as the report of a cannon. It also

describes equal spaces in equal times. The strength of
sound is greatest m cold anti dense air, and least in that

which is warm and rarefied. During Captain Parrv's
first voyage, in lat. 74P S& N., people might often "he

heard conversing distinctly, in a common tone of voice,

at the distance of one mile.

Musical Figures resulting from Sounds.— Cover the
mouth of a wide glass, having a foot-stalk, with a thin

sheet of membrane nr vegetable paper, over which scatter

a layer of fine sand. The vibrations, excited in the air

by the sound of a musical instrument laid within a few
inches of the membrane, will cause the sand on its sur-

face to form regular lines and figures with astonishing

celerity, which vary with the sound produced, affecting a

particular mode of division according to the number of

vibrations.

Musical Flame.—Musical tones are produced by the

combustion of hydrogen gas in tubes ol’ diflfetent dia-

meters.

Uncertainly of Sound.—In listening to sounds, we arc

2 A 2

c
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deceived M to the quarter from whence they proceed, by
the change produced in the direction of the sonorous

wares by intervening obstacles, so that we mistake the

reflected for the radiated vibrations, echo for direct sound.

Singing Birds* The following table, formed by the

Honourable Dainos Barrington, is designed to exhibit

the comparative merit of the British singing birds. In

this scale, ttccnlg is supposed to be the point of absolute

perfection.

•

2.©
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oo
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Nightingale . . . . . 13 14 19 19 19

Skylark 4 19 4 18 18
Woodlark ...... 18 * 17 12 8

Titlark 12 18 12 18 IS
linnet 12 16 12 16 18

Goldfinch 4 19 4 12 18
Chaffinch 4 18 4 8 8
Greenfinch 4 4 4 4 6

Iledgesparrow 6 0 0 4 4
Aberdavine, or Fiskin . . 2 4 0 4 4
Redpoll 0 4 0 4 4
Thrush t 4 4 4 4 2
Blackbird 4 4 0 2 4
Robin 6 16 18 18 12
Wren 0 18 0 4 2
Red-sparrow ..... 0 4 0 2 4

Blackcap, or Norfolk Mock >

Nightingale : . . j

14 12 IS 14 14

ON THE ORIGIN AND HISTORY OF THE ORGAN.

From the Account of the Musical Fettiral at York, in 1829. By
John Cbosib, E«q., F.S.A., Sic- Ac.

Of this noblest of all instruments, as its name denotes,

ofyam, “ the instrument,” by way of excellence, a few

historical notices may probably afford some amusement
to the reader. Notwithstanding many laborious re-

searches, its origin is still enveloped in much obscurity,

chiefly arising from the various senses in which the

general term organum was used. Some of the instru-

ments so called w ere .acted upon by the force of water,

whilst in others the application of bellows is mentioned ;

the only difference between them, however, was in the

mode of introducing the air into the pipes, and their

common origin may probably be referred to the ancient

Syrinx or Pan’s pipe, made of reeds. Although the

earliest descriptions appear to belong to the hgdrauiicon,

of which Clesibins of Alexandria was the discoverer

about A.C. 880, yet it seems natural to suppose, that the

* Mr. Blackball, is opposition to the Honourable Daioes Bar-
rington, considers the notes of birds to be instinctive, and not de-
pending on the master under whom they are bred.

t The thrush does not appear to have his proper rank in this
scale.

pneumatic organ was the prior invention; and its anti-

quity seems to be confirmed by tbe discovery of a monu-
ment at Rome, mentioned by Mersennus, and engraved
in the first volume of Hawkins’s Hilton of Music, p. 403.

The first account of any instrument of the kind occurs in

the tenth hook of Vitruvius, who flourished above a
century before the Christian era : this was an hydrau-
licon. An empigram by the Emperor Julian, about tbe

year A.D. sso, first quoted by Du Cange from the
Anthology*, describes one, which greatly resembles the
present pneumatic organ. St. Jerome mentions one
which had twelve pairs of bellows, and fifteen pipes, and
was heard at the distance of a mile ; and another at

Jerusalem, which was heard at the Mount of Olives.

Mersennus, however, doubts the genuineness of tbe piece

ascribed to Jerome, and Mason, in bis Essay on instru-

mental church music, has questioned that of the monu-
ment above named.
The date of the introduction of the organ into the

churches of Western Europe is uncertain. The use of
musical instruments therein is unquestionably as old as

the time of St. Ambrose, if not of Jwstin Martyr, two
centuries before him ; but Pope Vitalian is generally
allowed to have been the first who introduced the organ
into the service of the Romish church about the year
670, and the enemies of church music have ingeniously

contrived to fix upon the exact year 666, as correspond-

ing with the mystical number of the apocalyptic beast.

Be this as it may, the first tolerably certain account of

an organ, properly so called, in tbe West, is about the

year 755, when the Greek Emperor Constantine Copro-
nymus sent one as a present to Pepin, King of France ;

though doubts have been raised even on this point, which
most writers hare taken for proved. In the time of
Charlemagne, however, organs were brought from Greece
inlo Western Europe, ami soon became common. The
artists of that Prince built one at Aix-la-Cbapolle in

818, on the Greek model, which the learned Benedictine,

D. Bedos de Celles, in his L'Art du facieur ties argues,

1766, thinks was the first that was furnished with

bellows, and in which water was not employed. In 8*6,
a Venetian presbyter, named Georgius, visited the Court
of Louis le Debonnaire, and built another organ, at Aix,

on the hydraulic principle
;
he is supposed to have been

the father of the art of organ-bunding in Germany,
from whence we soon after this time hear of artists in

that line being sent into other countries.

Our historian, Bede, does not mention organs in his

account of church ceremonies, bnt before tbe tenth cen-

tury they not only became common in England, but seem
to nave surpassed those of the continent in sire and
compass. Dunstan is recorded to have given one to the

Abbey of Malmesbury in the reign of Edgar ; he is also

said to have introduced singing in parts ; and if, as some
suppose, organs were then built with fifths and octaves,

(it having been discovered from tbe vibrations of a bell,

that tbe fulness of tone would be thereby increased,)

that circumstance may have led to tbe invention of

harmony, consecutive fifths not being, of course, re-

garded as forbidden in the then state of musical science.

In Ibis way, therefore, to the organ may he traced the

first dawn of harmony, of which the ancients appear,

from all that we can discover, to have been unaccountably

• Lib. i. cap. 86.

y Coogle
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ignorant, unless octaves, intended probahlv for unisons,

be considered as sueh, Elfeg, Bishop of Winchester,

procured an organ for his Cathedral m 951, which was
the largest then known, baring twenty-six pairs of

bellows, and requiring seventy men to fill it with wind ;

it bad, however, not ten keys, with forty pipes for each

key : a description of it by Wolstan, in barbarous Latin

Terse, is given in Mason’s Euay, where it is erroneously

laid to hare been at ff'eslmimter. Oswald, Archbishop
of York, consecrated the church at Ramsey, where Count
Elvin bad placed an organ, with pipes of brass, that cost

thirty pounds sterling ; there was also one pres ions to the

year 1174 in Canterbury Cathedral ; where choral *er

vice, which took its rise at Antioch, appears to have been
first introduced into this country.

Notwithstanding these early attempts, the organ long

remained rude in its construction
;
the keys were from

four to fire or even six inches broad, and must have been
pressed down by the fist ; the pipes were of brass, total

and harsh in their sound, at ul the compass did nut exceed
two octaves in the twelfth century, about which time

half-notes appear to have been introduced at Venice

;

and it was not until the fifteenth century that both hands
were made use of in playing on it. At Venice also, the

important addition of pedals was first made by Bernhard,

a German, to whose countrymen we owe most of the other

improvements of the instrument, in bellows, stops, Ac,,

and among whom its construction has always been a
work of great repute, though in excellence of finish they

have been surpassed by our English builders. Several

elaborate French and German works, on the subject of

organs, are in existence, which are scarcely known even

by name in this country ; but some idea may be formed
of the great importance attached to the possession of a
good organ, from the fact that one Beck having con-
tracted with the magistrates of Groningen in 1598, to

build one for the castle church, no less than fifty-three

organists certified, in 1.598, that he had fulfilled his

contract. The names of the early builders, also, are still

remembered with honour ; among which may he men-
tioned those of Smid of Peyssenborg, in 1433 ; Andre of

Brunswick, in 1456; Cnstendorfer of Breslaw, in 1406 ;

and Rosenburger of Nuremberg, who built the great

organ of the Cathedral of Bamberg about 1470. In the

south of Germany organs were not known so early as in

the uorth ; since it appears that Nuremberg first became
possessed of one in 14-43, anil Augsburg in 1490,

We find scarcely any particulars recorded respecting

the organs of this country from the period of the reforma-
tion down to the time of Charles the First. Camden
mentions out- at Wrexham

;
and Fuller has been strange-

ly misquoted ns describing it to have possessed pipes of

gold : it shared the general fate of organs in 1641 ; and
probably the York organ is nearly the only one in the

kingdom which escajved the destruction of those limes,

(owing, no doubt, to the protecting care of Lord Fairfax,

who saved the painted windows of the Cathedral,) the old

work of which, though greatly improved and enlarged,

still exists. During the wars of that unfortunate reign,

the organs throughout the kingdom were, it is well known,
cither sold or destroyed ; the service books perished in

the flames, and the professors of the art of music were
driven to other resources for their support, by the furious

haters of episcopacy and cathedrals
;
so that on the re-

storation of choral service, instruments, performers,
books, and singers were equally difficult to be procured.

Yet Cromwell himself wi* partial to the organ, and
caused the one belonging to Magdalen College, Oxford,
to be removed to Hampton .Court, where he often enter-
tained himself by listening to it : it was restored after-

wards to (lie college, and remained there until about the

middle of the last century. He also connived at Dr,
Busby having choral service with un organ, in bis house,

at Westminster, when it was forbidden throughout the

kingdom. In 1SU0 it was found, that there were only
four organ builders of repute surviving—Preston, of

York ; Loosemore, of Exeter ; Thaioar, of Peterborough,
and Ralph Dallans*. This led to the introduction of
foreign artists, the celebrated Bernard Schmidt, com-
monly called Father Smith, and his two nephews, with
the elder Harris, and his son Renatus. The well-known
bitter dispute between these rival builders may be found
in amusing detail in Burney's vol. ii. p. 437. Each had
erected an organ in the Temple church for trial ; Blow
and Purcell performed on Smith's, amt Lully upon
Harris's, and several new-invented stops were intro-

duced
p when Lord Chancellor Jefferies at length decided

in favour of Smith’s, the bellows of which were cut open
by the friends of Harris on the night previous to the
final trial of the reed stops. Smith’s principal organs
are those in the Temple church, Christ church, and
St. Mary’s Oxford ; Trinity College, Cambridge

; St.

Margaret’s, Westminster; St. Clement Danes; South-
well Minster; and Trinity Church, Hull; which last

has 20 stops, and was originally intended for St. Paul's

Cathedra) ; besides the fine one which is now placed
there, “ in every respect worthy of that beautiful and
stupendous structure," and “ which is generally allowed
to nave the sweetest tone (except that at the Temple,)
the most noble chorus, and a swell which produces the

finest effects, of any in the kingdom.” The Temple
organ is further remarkable for the division of two of the
five short keys, by which G sharp, and A flat, D sharp,
and E flat, are made different notes. Harris's organ,
after rejection at the Temple, was divided

;
part of it

was erected at St. Andrew’s, Holborn, and part in Christ-

church, Dublin, which was afterwards removed to Wol-
verhampton. His other principal instruments, arc those

at St. Mary Axe, St. Bride’s, St. Lawrence’s, Ac.; and
one at Doncaster, erected in 1739, which did him great,

credit, and which contains two trumpets and a clarion

stop throughout the whole compass of the great organ, so

excellent, that the celebrated Mr. Stanley told Dr.
Miller, that each pipe was worth its weight in silver.

It was repaired by Donaldson, of York, about 1794 ,

Harris appear* to have been very ambitious, of building

an instrument fur St. Paul’s Cathedral, vtbieh should
transcend every former work of the Lindt. To these

celebrated artists succeeded Schreider, Smith ’s- sun-in

law, who built the organ at St. Martiii’f-io-the- Fields, a

present from King George I. as churchwarden; Ry field,

Bridge, and Jordan, who united in partnership; Snctzler,

Ac., and at a later period, Green, Gtay, Avery, Elliot,

England, Flight, Nicholls, Ac.

* Sir J. Hawkins informs us, that Raiph Dalian a died whilst

building an organ at Greenwich* in 1678-3. It therefore* appears

that the supposition (at p. 134) of his being the same person with
Robert Dallam nr Dnllom, cannot he correct,

t Spectator, No. 658, Dec. 3d, 1718, by Steele.
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'• M. HUMMEL.

[fern a Pari* Journal.] ... ,

Tm! concert of M. Hummel, on the 83d of May, in

ta salle des mcmu~Plaiun, ought really to be considered

as a musical solemnity, for we heard for the last time,

that celebrated virtuoso, whom all Europe, long since,

has proclaimed the modern Mozart of Germany.
During the short stay that M. Hummel has made in

Paris, the amateurs anil performers, full of admiration of

his talents, have strnelt a bronze medal in hi* honour,

bearing his portrait, which is tery like, and has the

marks of that genius w hich animates the original. This

medal will add tn the jnst reputation which the young
matt who cut it has already obtained by other works of a

simitar nature. The subscribers inserted tbeir names in

a hook, which was given at his departure to this cele-

brated composer, who will live hi our memory as well as

upon bronze, and has found as many admirers and friends

in the capital of the arts, as in his own country.

Previously to M, Hummel's departure from Paris, he

addressed the following letter to the editors of the French

jenmals.

Gentlemen,

Allow me, through the tneilinm of your journal, to

espres» the lively gratitude which I' feel towards the

French public, tor the flattering reception they have

deigned to give me. I also beg to return my most sincere

thanks to those celebrated performers, the ornament of

this city, of the art*, and the admiration of Europe,

who have kindly embellished my concerts by their

talent*. It is also particularly my duty to give well-

deaerred praise to the Messieurs Erard, for the clear and

beautiful sound of their instruments, which has obtained

them a most distinguished reputation for more than forty

years.

I carry away with me the most tender remembrances,
and regret that l cannot more strongly express my grati-

tude, for the proofs of good-will that I have received in

Paris, and which will for ever remain engraved on my
heart.

Accept, Gentlemen, the assurance of the distinguished

consideration, with which

I have the honour to be, &c.

Hummel.
Parit, Slay 31, JSS5.

THE MOUNTAIN-SPIRIT,
rm:r berg-gemtj

A NEW OPERA sv LOUIS SPOlUt.

This opera was produced in Cassel, to celebrate the

nuptials of the Duke of Saxe-Meiningen with the

daughter of the Elector of Hesse Cassel. The poem is

by the well-known G. During, and possesses great merit;

it abounds with those situations, which are well calcu-

lated to animate the genius of a composer. As the poem
describes the world of spirits, Spohr has endeavoured,
and we think successfully, to impart to his music that

mysterious character which is in unison with the senti-

ments of the piece. He appears throughout the whole
to hare wisely borne in mind that the love of men, and

the love of spiritual being* require * wary different

character and tone of music : and accordingly the fed*
mgs of these unearthly livings are imprest d in snunda

which, thnugh-irapaseioned have a certain definite charac-

ter, and leave much to the imagination to supply. This

composer in the powerful music of hia Faustus, in the

'

tender strains of his /Jerome, and the deep feeling of hia

Jemmta, has already displayed the variety of hi s talent ;

the present opera will show’ him in another, but not lea*

praiseworthy, point of view. The design is well con-
ceived, and full of invention

;
the contrasta of the tender

and the terrible ara in the highest degree striking, and
yat the unity of the whole is sustained in a masterly

manner throughout. The recitative is admirable, but

particularly in those places where the cantabik is re-

quired. In this, as in his funner operas, Spohr has
proved bow great a command he possesses of instrumen-

tation and the powers of harmony : but in no other opera
has he shewn so wise ao economy of accompaniment*, so

that the song is nowhere oppressed, hut admirably sap-
parted. and allowed freely to develnpe all its beauties.

in the overture, which begins with a novel subject,

characteristic of a march, and advances with a copious-

ness of rich ideas, the roost important features of the
opera are portrayed, without being distorted and exag-
gerated. as is the case in so many compositions of this

kind. The contrasts of opposing li-elings are powerfully

depicted, till at the conclusion, the bursting sounds of

jubilee announce the victory which forms the catastrophe

of the piece. This is followed by an opening chorus of
spirits, of a highly original character ; a subterranean
scene, lighted by a fire in the centre, displays them
ranged in groups around. Tmtt, one of the spirits of
the earth, appears

; he is the favourite of the great Moun-
tain-Spirit, but is dissatisfied at the eternal toil and la-

bours endured in the bowels of the earth, and speaks in

praise of the destiny of men who are permitted to enjoy
the light of heaven and walk the airy surface, and to

whom in days of old it was permitted them to pay a visit.

The recitative of Trail and of the others is here admirably
managed. The inquiries of the spirits, their anxious
curiosity to learn something of the unknown upper world,

are marked with great genius and character. An air of
Trail which follows, is full of beauty, nnd mingled with
a certain humour, that distinguishes all the songs of thru

spirit. When Trail pronounces the word “ love,” the

Mountain-Spirit, who has till now set in a gloomy and
abstracted attitude, starts from bis throne. This mo-
ment of tbe piece i* expressed by the music with great

strength and truth. Every one feels and acknowledges,
that at this instant the lite-spark of the whole action is

kindled, and will soon burst into a flame. This is still

more strongly expressed in the duet between the Moun-
tain-Spirit and Trail, which is taken np by a chorus,

and by the life and freshness which it breathes, is truly

admirable, concluding the first scene with great effect.

The scene changes, ami a rustic chorus follows, of the

female attendants of Alma, the bridegroom of Prince

Oscar, who haa just returned triumphant from the wars.

The recitative of Alma, which succeeds, is Ml of passion,

tenderness, and the consciousness of a love that meets
reinrn. This is followed by a duet between Alma and
Oscar, graceful and rich in melody. This leads to a very

effective terzetto between tbe lovers and the father, who
now first makes bis appearance. It is in part without

accompaniment, and independently of its merits, in a
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ineiodial point ofviww, w dixitogaixhed by * peculiar ma-
»ng~>n«nt of the voieas. After tins comas a situation of
the high*»ld«Jouaceffect,im which the composer ap|ieai«

in bi» notice-worth , >• a great and original artist. Aims is

•ten atone, meditating on her approaching happiness , bat

is suddenly anmsed from this reverie of delight, by a
shuddering which seirei her whole frame, caused by the

approach of tint spirits. She it niggles against the feel-

ing, hut in vain; the attempts to quit the place, hut
remains fixed, as if spell-bound, to the spot. The in-

trinsic vaioe of the melodies in the air which she sings
in this situation, the horror excited by the gradual ap-
proach of the spirits, and at last the burst of tenor at

the appearance of the Spirit of the Motuitahi, produce an
•fleet which it would not tie easy to deserroe. An in-

creasing energy of feeling, a deepening interest in the

•cone, a continually progressive beauty of the harmonies
and melodies, and great truth of expression, reign in

the sobsexpire t finale, in which Alma is transported by the

'Mountain-Spirit to his subterranean abode, while the

bridegroom, her father, and friends, arc seen bewailing
her foie in fraitloss grief, and venting in their fruitless

rap on the malignity of the Mountain-spirits.
In the second act we find Alma, in the subterranean

empire, in the power of the Monntain-Spint. On her
returning to herself, he attempts with soft words to

soothe the terrors of the maiden
; he avows his passion,

and entreats her to yield him her heart in return. Hot his

gentle expressions cannot bide the malignity of his na-
ture

; Alma is at first all terror ; but at length she ac-
quires confidence, aware thathor only means of gaining
time, is to pretend to be moved by the tenderness of his

professions. The composer has in the first duet of this

act, admirably expressed the contrasted feelings of the
two characters , the situation is new, bnt Spbnr has evinced
the versatility of his genius. For depth of sentiment, and
happy discrimination of character, we consider this duet
as one of the most original compositions of the whole
opera. Alma expresses a wish to see her friends who are
upon earth, and asks as an only boon that she may be
allowed to bare them occasional iv nea r bar. The Moun-
tain-Spirit gives her tbe power to call up the forms of
men by means of certain magical Powers, which Troll is

commissioned to procure, films dares not venture to

summon before her the forms o4 her bridegroom or her
father, bat she commands her friend and companion
Ludmille to appear, that from her she may learn tidings

of those she holds dear. In the following scene between
Alow and the shade of Ludmille, the composer has again
shown himself a master who has the command of the
brightest and most original fancies. The coluurtess song
of the shade, composed of a few'simplc chords, opposed
to Alma* deep-teh and glowing sensibility, is productive

efan.eflect, more easily imagined than described. After-
wards Atom calls .up other toms, and a recitative and
chorus which follow, are of tbe sum- extraordinary and

• mysterious character. A duet succeeds between Trail

and' the shade of Ludmilitv in which he declares to her his

-love. The amorous professions of the whimsical spirit,

blended as they am with bts characteristic gaiety, his

anger at the indifference shewn by the shade, afibixl tbe

composer an ample field for tbe display of bin versatile

talent, and he has -not failed to profit by -ibacoonlingly.
The melodic beauties and harmonic conduct of this purt
•of the opera is altogether worthy of -the master.

After the duet, the scene changes , Oscar the un-

happy bridegroom, is discovered wandering in « mountain
scene, iu search of bis lost lore, and calling in rage

on?the daring raoisber to restore his victim. Theair which
be siags on this occasion, h of the most iippassiuned kind,

end highly expressive et the stormy foeliugsdhal send bis

soul. Of the duet tliat follows between ‘Oscar and Da-
masiav, though it contains many beauties, yet it cannot
be denied that it is too long, and might have been con-
centrated with ad vantage. The second act concludes with
a festivity given by tbe Mountain-Spirit, in honour of the
beauteous daughter of earth, who graces his subterranean
abode, and affords the composer an occasion for a display
of a truly dramatic character, in which the music of the

dances is of tbe most enlivening and characteristic kind

;

while, at the same time, the wild and savage character of
the scene is not forgotten, bnt breaks through the sweeter
melodies.

The third act opens with a recitative and air of Alma,
full of spirit and feeling ; a terzetto follows between Alma,
Troll,’ and the Mountain-Spirit, which terminates in a
chorus of great effect. Meantime Trail, dissatisfied with
the mere shade of his beloved Ludmille, makes a journey
by stealth to earth, and brings back with him tbe red
female friend of AUna. The Joy of these two friends on
their meeting is charmingly expressed in a duet ef great

tenderness. Tbe two females are now together, and they
contriveto obtain tbe spell by which Troll effected hr*

passage to the upper regions of earth. Tbe Mountains-
Spirit gains intelligence of their Sight, and pursues them
amid thunders and lightnings. He arrives ; terrible

appearances precede him; an earthquake shakes the
grouml.and the rocks are rent asunder. In depicting all

this in tones, the genius of Sphor soars into the true

sublime, and tbe author of Pontius, Zerrure, and Jtssonda,

adds fresh laurels to hi* wreath. At this moment,
the Mountain-Spirit receives an admonition from a supe-
rior power, and becoming sensible of having degraded
his superior nature by an attachment to a daughter of
earth, yields Alma to the arms of lier lover. The whole
of this conclusion is of the same lofty tone and Character
as the rest of the piece, full of sweet melodies, combined
with harmonies of great power and effect. We feel

assured, that great as is the fame of M. Spobr, this com-
position will tend to augment it. It is delightful to see
how rapidly many of the later compositions of the Ger-
man-school are making their way through Europe, and
dividing that attention which was before too exclusively

directed to the lighter compositions of the Italian school;
and we do not hesitate to say, that the present opera is

as worthy of distinction as several of Us rivals of the
same school

Castet, June, 1885. J, T. Jt.

On Jl SCARCE WORK or BENEDETTO MARCELLO.

To the Editor of the Haiimonicon.
Sib,

1N the Memoir ef Benedetto Marcello, which ap-
peared in your last, no mention was made of a satiri-

cal tract of this master, entitled It Teatro alia Aloda,
which is extremely rare, but of which I am so fortuneless
to possetsacopy. Disgusted at beholding- the musicians of

his time Studious rather to flatter the ear, than to speak
to the imagination ami inform tbe heart, this great coat-
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poser conceived the Me* of offering some corrective to the
evil in the tract in question. I will proceed to give an
outline of the satire, and concentrate the more striking

parts of it, convinced that in so doing, I shall not only
succeed in interesting your readers by some account
of a rare work, but also in exciting their curie ,ity at the
perusal of sentiments, which are not less just and piquant,
than applicable to the poets and musicians of our times.

The author has divided his tract into two parts
j in the

first he addresses himself to the poet, and in the second
to the composer.

Tibst Past.

The modern poet should completely abstain from read-
ing the ancient writers, and for this very reason, that the

ancient writers never read the moderns.
Before entering; upon his task, he will take an exAct

note of the quantity and quality of the scenes which the

manager is desirous of introducing iulohisdrama. It will

he requisite that the poet should come to a good under-
standing with the mechanist of the theatre, in order that

he may learn by what exact number of ariettas be ought
to prolong his scenes, for the purpose of affording the

workmen time to arrange all things behind the curtain.

He will compose his poem verse by verse, without giving
himself any trouble ns to the action, in order that ii may
be impossible for the spectator to comprehend the plot,

and that by .this very circumstance, curiosity may be kept
alive to the end of the piece. By the way, lie will not
forget to introduce a brilliant and magnificent scene at
the close of his piece, terminating in a chorus in honour
either of the sun, the moon, or even of the impresario.

He will place at the head of his poem a long discourse

upon the art of poetry. He will take care to interlard

it w ith abundant quotations from Sophocles, Euripides,

Aristotle, Horace, Longinus, &e., but he will conclude

by declaring that a fashionable poet ought boldly to

swerve from the rules which they have laid down, in

order to conform to the genius of his age, to the cor-

ruption of the theatre, to tlie caprices of the composers,

to the whims of the singer, to the delicacy of the great

bear (del grand * urso.) [query, Impresario
1

], Stc. »kc. He
will have recourse as frequently as possible, to the dagger,
to poison, to earthquakes, to spectres, to incantations, Stc.

All these means arc admirable ; they cost but little, and
produce a prodigious effect on the people.

He will always take care to have a copious store of airs,

St c., in reserve in his portfolio, in order to be able to

change them at the will of the manager or singer.

Even should the virtuosi pronounce an unfavourable

judgment, still the poet will do wisely not to complain ;

he should bear in mind, that if the text were pronounced
distinctly, the sale of the Librettiwould suffer considerably.

He will not neglect a regular and orthodox explanation

of the three important points of a drama, time—place

—

and action. Such and such a theatre—so much for the

place

;

from eight o'clock in the evening till midnight—so

much for the time; the ruin of the manager—so much for

the action.

Second Paht.

The modern composer will have no occasion for a
knowledge of the rules of composition. Practice, and
some few general principles, will be abundantly sufficient.

Nor will he feel any more occasion for an acquaintance
with poetry ; it will not even be necessary for him to dis-
tinguish the long syllables from the short ones.

He will do Well not to read the entire poem before
setting it to music, for fear of overloading bis imagination
and oppressing bis genius. He will compose it verse by
verse, and will not fail to adjust to tbe words such airs as
he has composed during the course of tbe year, even
though the metre and the quantity should be at perfect
variance with his ideas.

He will produce no airs but such as are accompanied by
the whole orchestra; for in order to compose in the modern
taste, it is indispensable above all to moke plenty of noise.

Should it be found absolutely necessary to shorten the
drama, the composer will take care to insist that whole
scenes should be suppressed, rather than permit a single
note of any of his airs or ritoraellos to be retrenched.

If any air should displease, he will answer, that in order
to form a right judgment of it, it should be beard upon
the stage with full orchestra, dresses, decorations, and
lights.

As to the singers, they should never by any chance
practise solfaing, for fear of falling into the old-fashioned
practice of singing in tune and time ; both which things
are at absolute variance with the taste of the day. And
not only will they begin by changing the time of the airs,

but they will also alter the airs themselves, by adapting
them to their manner, although their variations are in

direct opposition to the bass, and the whole of the in-
struments. 1 have the honour to be.

Sic. Sic., Fayolle.
London, August 10lb, 1885.

ADVICE TO THE YOINO COMPOSER,
ox r nt at TUmu tv or mozxkt.

[Prom the German.]

“ Advice from Mozart !" metbinks 1 hear the reader
Exclaim,—even so. “And now first brought to light ?”

Exactly so. “ Yet, surely, Mozart was not one of those
who arc fond of giving advice."—That indeed is true.
He was coutent with doing things as they ought to he
done, and left it to others to imitate his example. This
is precisely what he did in the instance before ns. and
the instruction which he afforded by his example, I shall
endeavour to translate into language, in under that it

may serve for the imitation of others. “ But will artists
like to hear it V—I hope 1 shall succeed in awakening
attention. “ How will you contrive to do so?"- -By
beginning with some particulars reiatire to this glorious
master.

The observation was made during Mozart’s life-
time, and cited rather as a subject of praise, than of
censure, that he wrote even his best and most finished
works with amazing rapidity, and, according to the
common German proverb, “ shook them from his sleeve."
Having had the happiness of a personal acquaintance
with this extraordinary man, and the best opportuni-
ties of studying his character, 1 trust that the following
particulars will afford some explanation of a fact that has
excited so much wonder.
1 he troth is, Me/art was no t fend of writing, I mean

as far ns regards the mechanical part of it, and the
sedentary posture which it requires. In order to induce
him to sit down to his desk in good earnest, some strong
motive was necessary ; he never would do so, except
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from necessity. But when such an impulse was given,

and he began to kindle with his subject, it was finished

with a despatch that was really astonishing. And yet,

at least in his latter years, such was the concentration

of his mental powers, tnat be had very rarely any thing

considerable to correct in what he wrote. But, never-

theless, Mozart did not create so quickly as might be

supposed ;
when he sat down to commit any thing im-

portant to paper, it was rarely an invention' of the mo-
ment, dropping, if I may so express myself, from heaven

by chance. Much less was this the case with the

arrangement and completion of any work of his. No,
Mozart’s method was this. When alone, or with his

wife, or in company with those with whom he stood upon

no ceremonies, as well as during his frequent journeys in

a carriage, be had the habit not only of keeping his

fancy upon the stretch in search of new melodies, but

also of working up and arranging the ideas floating in

his mind. Without appearing to be conscious of what
he was doing, he would hum over, or sing aloud the ele-

ments of his embryo work, and when warmed with his

subject, would suffer no one to interrupt him. In this

mauner be completed whole pieces of music in his mind,
without committing them to paper, till a convenient op-

portunity presented itself for so doing*.
When, however, such an occasion occurred, the subject

being fully arranged in his mind, he committed it to

paper with a rapidity that appeared to the casual ob-

server almost miraculous. He was even fond of writing

while others were engaged in conversation around him,

and would every now and then throw in a remark, chiefly

in a jocular strain, which shewed that he was not so

absorbed, hut that he followed the general drift of the

topic in discussion. So extraordinarily tenacious was

his musical memory, and so abundantly was his mind
stored with all the means and resources of his art, that

in order not to confuse and forget the casual labours of his

mind, a few short notes only were necessary. For this

purpose, he always took with him, a number of slips of

ruled paper, to which he committed bis (tossing thoughts ;

and these little slips, carefully preserved in a box, con-

stituted the singular diary of his journeys.

Let us now proceed to the moral application. If we
review th£ works of the best German composers of the

last fifteen or twenty years, we must be at least preju-

diced and uncandid, if not unjust, to deny that a rich and

highly-finished style of composition has been eminently

advanced by zeal and perseverance ;
that the art of a

'

skilful management of iorms, of & well-adapted instru-

mentation, and of all that can be obtained by unceasing

practice and persevering industry, has been accomplished,

and that the means of art which were formerly known
only to the first masters and their more favoured disci-

ples, have now become generally diffused. So entirely

is this the case, that if an artist of our limes should show
himself weak, defective, or negligent in these respects, he

cannot hope to rise in the estimation of the public. Nay,
so far do we carry this feeling, as to treat with contempt

and ridicule foreigners of great natural talents, who
show themselves deficient of these advantages, and who
if they succeed in producing brilliant effects, do so rather

through a natural impulse, than a profouud knowledge of

* We ihall have occasion in our next, of laving before the

Trader some extraordinary instances of the power of Moxart’s

memory.
VOJL III.

the art. So much for the balance in favour of our com-
posers.

But on the other side, in invention, and above all in

inelodial invention, by far the greater part of our musi-

cians, even those of the more distinguished order, will, if

compared with those of an ear!} period, appear tame and
jejune. In truth, it cannot be aenied that they are far

from original, abound much less in feeling anti expres-

sion, and therefore are much less diversified and inte-

resting. Their works, it is true, may have little or

nothing to blame, hut they have still less wherewith to

fire and fill us with enthusiasm. Though on the whole

not defective in individual character, they still betray a
certain monotony, between which and absolute dryness

the difference is but trifliog. This is secretly and sensi-

bly felt, and in order to disguise their paucity of inven-

tion, they take refuge in violent and glaring resources,

which are either purely mechanical or artificial, and
sometimes even hyper-artificial ;

thus in either case

having recourse to means which may be acquired by
study and labour, and which consist in modulations that

confuse the unlearned in music ;
in the noisy effects of

parts, whereby the unity and consistency of the whole

is destroyed; in accumulated instrumental effects, and
the deafening noise that naturally results; in figures of

the most difficult, and from their very difficulty, of the

most astonishing kind ; in a word, by carrying the ex-

ternal means ol the art to extremes. But such is the

nature of things, that every extreme, when habitually

employed, does not produce the effect of an extreme,

but that of an ordinary means ; what is external soon

satisfies the senses, and the senses thus satisfied demand
a more violent stimulus

;
at length these can no longer

be obtained, for nature can go only to a certain point;

it is only the mind, the sentiment, tb&t is infinite* A
degree of interest may be excited in the hearer, when
these resources have been employed with spirit and effect,

but he will still fancy that he has heard the work before,

and indifference will be the natural result ; the music

will only pass through the ear, and die away with the

last sounds, without possessing either the judgment, the

fancy, or the memory with one substantial idea, one

strain that roots itself in the mind, one sound that we
love to reflect upon, desire to hear again, and to retain

the recollection of for ever

Whence arises this decay of invention ? The Italian

is at once ready with his answer. 44 Invention, (says he,)

pure and original invention, is the gift of genius alone.

The Germans,” he adds, “ are, with some brilliant excep-

tions, a people without any real genius for the art ;
but,

as a compensation for this, they possess great solidity of

judgment, profound knowledge, and unwearied industry

and perseverance.*’ Upon this answer the Italian prides

himself not a little, and why ? Because it is but saying

in other words : “ We ourselves possess a vast deal of

genius, and as much talent, though we employ it other-

wise. It is tme we do not possess equal industry and

perseverance ;
but, why should we lay claim to that of

which we do not stand in need?’* The German will do

well to adhere to his wonted justice and modesty ; to leave

to the Italians their just meed of praise, and to oppose to

such reasoning the only real answer—the matter of fact.

Oppose to them our works of genius, the great master-

pieces of the art.

But to complain of the decline of invention, yet still

to demand new works of genius, may appear a contrn-

s B
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diction, and be saving in carnet* what Jena Paul says in

jest :
“ My dear sirs, let us but have a good stock of

Kins, and the rest will follow of itself." We do not,

ever, think that there is any want of genius amongst
ns, but that a wrong method or empieving, or rather of

squandering it awav, is prevalent. The divine gift of
genius cannot be forcibly obtained, either by human
exertions, or by magical means ; It is either given or

denied ; it either exists, or does not exist ; bst when H
does exist, like the rocky spring in the bosom of the

earth, it may be dug out and a free coarse be made for

it : hut it may also be neglected, it may be left to stagnate

and corrupt, it may be mixed with loathsome elements,
and become noxious instead of useful. In plain troth,

the decay of invention in many of our modern musical

composers, ehh'fly ns regards melody, does not in general

proceed so much from a want of genius, as from enrelexs-

ness on the part of those who really possess this divine

gift. The evil arises from an improper mbthod of em-
ploying their lime, of squandering their resources, and
losing the happy moment of inspiration ; as well as, in a

great measure, by over-rating the efforts of mechanical

labour, practice, and industry. Both the one and the

other of these evils proceed, we think, from the manner
in which the greater part of composers have been taught
and continue to practise the art of music, and perhaps
still more from the manner in which they are accustomed
to write down their compositions.

Let us briefly discuss these two last points, more particu-

larly the latter,"as being the real object of the present Essay.

In our days, pupils, and particularly those who from
their precocious talents are early destined to the study of
the art, are made acquainted with such compositions only
as are adapted to a correct, flowing, and finished mecha-
nism in the execution. As far as regards practice, this

may be an excellent method for the fulure ripicno-player;

it may be deemed indispensable, considering what is ex-
pected from him. Yet it cannot be denied ibat this me-
thod gives the mind a decided bias to the mechanical
part of the art, and habituates it to the same. It is a
practice that cannot, in my opinion, but prove disad-

vantageous to the solo-player, in as far as regards ex-
pression and sentiment ; how much more so then in

respect to composition, and, above all, to invention.

Again, the endless reading of notes which follows the

pupil's first progress
; the immense value attached to a

rapid, though correctly cold, playing, ayrima vista: the

running through on immense mass of the ever-renewed
and renewing labours of others

; and the consequent neg-
lect of the powers of fancy and of extemporaneous execu-
tion, of original thinking and feeling when at the in-

«trumpet—all which tends to choke- up the sources of in-

vention, or at least to prevent original ideas from flowing

so copiously and freshly as they might otherwise do.

I have pointed out these among many other causes of
a similar nature, which strike me as having a tendency
to produce the evil in question

; an evil which is seen to

abound nowhere so strongly as among the Germans.
It is troe that men of extraordinary genius, such as
Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, even though educated
somewhat in the manner here described, have, by the
native force of their genius, triumphed over the obstacles
presented by this mode of education. But these are
exceptions of the rarest kind, and when the question is

one of general rule, it is folly to refer to exceptions.
Bay, perhaps, those very master-spirits may at certain

periods have been betrayed, by a recollection, and, as it

were, distant re-actiuu of these early impressions, into

extremes which they had better haw avoided ; as, for in-

stance, Haydn in some of his sportive passages, which
almost border on buflaaaery, and Beethoven in some of
his more wild and grotesque caprices.

From their extensive and multifarious reading, the young
composers of the present day have formed within ihem-
selves certain models, as it were, of the stylet of different

masters. Possessing all the external means of the art,

a correct taste, a good knowledge of instrumentation, and
of the best means of grouping their ideas, and a general
acquaintance with (he symmetry uf ports, &c„ they seat
themselves at the desk without waiting fur any interior

impulse or direction of the mind to a given object, ar-
range their music-paper, and confidently commence the
task of composition, trusting to experience, anil the hope
that life and inspiration may come in the course of their

writing ; or if not, that they shall, at least, produce
something tolerably clever, and not unpleasing. Stored
as they are with the means of art, they may chance to

succeed in producing a work of respectable mediocrity ;

or should it happen to turn out more spirited and impor-
tant, it may owe its merits either to the correctness of
the finish, to certain surprising effects, to the charm
of instrumeutation, fee , bat rarely, if ever, to inven-
tion, to fresh and original ideas. The other produc-
tion, however faultless, decent, or well-adapted to the
end proposed, will still possess nothing truly new, truly

characteristic and impressive, and therefore nothing that

can excite any lasting interest. Nor indeed can this be
otherwise, except on the supposition that ail artist daring
such a writing-lesson should all at once be wrapt into

inspiration, and that the fervour should last till his task
be finished

; an event which may perhaps occur bat
once during the life of the greatest genius—a wonder, a
real miracle I and consequently an event upon which no
one should calculate, and to the chance of which no rea-
sonable man would trust. The most distinguished mas-
ters of the art, men gifted with the greatest inventive
powers, have never been so presumptuous as to reckon
upon such chances. Though conscious of their own
powers, they had learned to be more humble

; they hailed
with joy and gratitude the moments of pure inspiration,
at direct gifts from heaven

;
carefully distinguishing

such moments from those beneficially devoted to the
working up and final disposition and completion of their

conceptions. Those Devoured moments of inspiration
are ot such short duration, and the ethereal gifts 'which
they bring so easily evaporate, that such masters have
wisely had recourse to means to grasp them instautly,

and give them a “ local habitation and a name,” iu order
that they may profit by them afterwards in the hours of
labour. Their method, with but slight deviation, was that

pursued by the great Mozart, as already described : it

is known to have been the practice of Giuck, and
Haydn, and there can be no doubt hut Beethoven nod
others hare nearly a similar method. Unfortunately

as we have before observed, the young composers of our

day act in soother way. They hu»e not learned the

wisdom of duly estimating the u gift of the aiomeut,"

as Schiller happily calls it, and they do slot bear in

mind what thu poet adds, that the moment is “ the

mightiest of all the gods.” Trusting to the self-elected

hour and to themselves, they neglect these nobler re-

sources, or omit to profit by their practical application.
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REVIEW OF MUSIC.

It Cbociato in Ecrrro, Melo-'Dramma Eroico, in

due Alii: Poesia del Signor Gaetano Rossi; Slusica

del Siqnor Maestro Gi acomo Meyerbeer.

For many years past the Italian opera may be said to

have been shared, in most of the great lyric theatres,

between Mozart and Rossini. A few worts by inferior

composers, or, rather, by servile imitators of those great

masters, hare been occasionally hoard, and oven ap-
plauded, by audiences for whom a new name possesses a
charm ; but they hare not been able to maintain their

ground, nod hare passed into oblivion after a short season
or two.—-Such are the production, of Nkolini, Morlacchi,
Mercadante, Soliva, ravesi, and id genus <mm. It is

true dial the operas of Winter and Pair are now and
then brought forward, bnt this is chiefly, if not entirely, 1

in the north of tiermany, where a better taste for masic—because an unprejudiced one—prevails, than in any
other part of Europe

;
and Zmgarelli’s Romeo •• GiulitUa

has gained a popularity in Paris and in London, from
Ihe pathetic acting of Madarac Pasta. In examining,
however, the lists of performance* at the Scala, the

Santo Garin, the Ptniee, the Looms, and the King’s

Theatre, it will be found that, with the admitted excep-
tions, what we have Stated is supported by unquestionable

facts.

Such being the case, the appearance above the musical

horizon of a fresh composer, possessed of brilliant talent,

is really a subject of general gratulalion, in an age when
the public amusement so much depends on the harmonic
art; for a little change, or at least some variety, is as

* necessary to the auditory as to any other sense, if wc
would avoid that satiety which a few things reiterated

year after year is sure to produce. We bad, therefore,

with no ordinary satisfaction, the rising up of sucb a
genius os M. Meyerbeer* has proved himself, if wc
may be allowed to judge by a single opera. He comes
very opportunely, for nothing by the “ divine Mozart"
is left unknown

; Rossini seems exhausted, or, at least,

is become wealthy, and indulge* in repose; and Weber
has hitherto confined himself to dramas in the German
language.

Concerning the dramatic part of the opera now before

us, we have only to say, that the composer has not de-
pended upon the materials furnished by lhe poet for

much assistance, except as to situations. We have
given so copious an analysis of the poem in our thirty-

* to, account of M, Meyerbeer, roe the present Volume ol
the IlariQonicon.

first number, that it is unnecessary to enter any further
into it now. .

ll Croicdo in Pyitto is the offspring of real genius,
because it abound, in invention; it is no less the week of
an excellent musician and man of taste, for it is full of
those effects that none but an able harmonist can produce,
and of numerous beauties that only proceed from a fertile

and refined imagination. The words, so far as the sense
is concerned, are carefully and judiciously set; the com-
poser very rarely mistakes the nature of the passion to

l»e .expressed, and is in most cases scrupulously true to

the sentiments of the poet, so long as the poet is true to

his own meaning. Rut M. Meyerbeer dare not always
shew that he is intimately acquainted with the prosody
of the Italian language ; at the same time it should be
borne in mind, that he is a German, and this being con-

sidered, his occasional errors in accent are neither sur-

prising i»r inexcusable. The orchestral accompaniment*
are not elaborately composed, nevertheless they shew
the great master, by admirably supporting and illustrating

the principal design. Those on the stage arc written od
captandum

;

hut military bands in operas are tin, fashion,

and fashion must not be too stubbornly opposed by those

who wish to conciliate public favour.

Having thus given our opinion generally ofthis opera, vre

shall next speak of some of its jxtrt*. As, however, much
of the work has been published in the Harvoonienn, and
our readers therefore haw been enabled to judge of a
considerable portion of it fitr themselves, wc will nut put

their patience to a trial by any minute and lengthened

detail. The first act comprises ten pieces, the second

eight. The Pantomimic Overture (page lS+of Harmo-
nieon,] terminates in a fine chore, of slaves, “ Palria

amala!" No. « is a cavatina for Palms de, which passe*

into a duet, *' Some immarjine for the same and Aiadino,

on the following motive —

The chorus then announces the arrival of vessels in the

harbour, and the duet Is continued in a second charming
SB 8
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subject, which however is a little k la Rossini. After

this occurs, in the original score, the duel "Non v'e per n

[page 170,] a beautiful morceau that was omitted at

Florence, and also in London, having being thought to

resemble too closely the duettino at the end of the opera.

The Chorus, “ Vetli it legno”, in A minor, introducing

Armando, is one of the cleverest things in the opera ; the

change into the major key, when the military band enters

and joins the orchestra, produces a new and remarkably

imposing effect. Armando then sings the Cavatina,

Caro mono", [page 184,] which, it has been suspected,

is not the composition of Meyerbeer, though no evidence

of the fact has Von adduced. It was certainly performed

with his sanction at Florence : but a considerable alteration

was made in this part of the opera, wlien produced in the

latter place, on account of the insufficiency of the tenor

there engaged, and it was represented in London nearly

according to the arrangement made at Florence. A very

fine accompanied recitative, “ L'anmtlia mia," and the

grand duet, “ Fa/ girl varcadi, indegno!" occur in this

part of the opera. The composer has exerted all his

strength in the latter, and given to the world an example

of dramatic music that has rarely been equalled on the

Italian stage : the bursts of vehement passion, the sub-

sidence of these into pity and tenderness, the struggle of

conflicting feelings, meekness, contrition, all find corre-

sponding notes in this duet, and if measured sounds hare

any power to express natural emotion, they have been

successfully employed for the purpose in the present in-

stance*
The Terzetto, “ Giotinrito Cavalier,” follows the above

duet. [Harm, page 153.] The undivided opinion ill

London has been loudly declared in favour of this com-
position

;
yet at Florence it produced so little effect, that

after the second performance, it was cut out of the opera!

It has been remarked that the opening of this is bor-

rowed from a chorus in Mozart's Figaro, beginning

thus,

—

J--v,J—y..( - r —i —v
/ r *1 .! *' ^ fm

™
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—

Hi - ce - Pad - run - ci - oa

The above bars, compared with Meyerbeer's, will shew
the similarity, to the extent of four notes, and no more.
The coincidence was, most likely, accidental ;

but if not,

the trifling plagiarism is turned to so good an account,

that it is amply atoned for. The chorus of Priests and
Knights [page 174] is well contrived for stage effect,

and good in any form. The commencement is so per-

fectly Handelian, that the imitation, in all probability,

was intentional. The Finale opens with great solemnity

:

the whole of this long and important portion of the opera
displays the richness of M. Meyerbeer's fancy, and the

justness of his conception. By referring to our analysis

of this drama, [page 185,] the reader will perceive how
large a demand is made on the composer by tbc various

feelings to be depicted, and how difficult bis task, amidst
so many sudden changes, to preserve a due musical re-

lation in all the parts, and to combine them as a consistent

V For a large extract from ikia duel, ice No. XXXI, page 199, of
the Ilannonicoo.

whole. Yet he has effected his purpose, and in a manner
that may cballange competition with any composer,

Mozart adone excepted*. The Canone which forms a
part of this Finale, is a very happy effort of genius; it is

scientific, but not dry, and though quite new, imme-
diately felt. The following enharmonic modulation in it,

is beautiful in effect:

—
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The annexed, in the same, for five voices, is a singular

vocal passage:

—
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The winding np of this Finale we must still view as a very
masterly climax

;
though it has been censured as too gay,

the warlike designs of the various persons being con-

sidered. But, whatever soldiers may really feel, they

never wish to appear sad on the eve of a battle ; therefore

a brilliant chorus in a major key may well express the

state of mind that warriors at such a moment would at

least affect.

The second act begins with a pleasing elegant Rondo,
[page 101] which was excluded from the King’s Theatre
m order to make way for a wretched air, the composition

of Signor Garcia. The grand 6'cena ed Aria lor the

prima donna follows, and is not the most successful of the

composer's efforts, though he doubtless spared no pains

to render it so. The most agreeable part of it we have
published in this work, [page 164.] The chorus of con-

spirators that succeeds this, is exceedingly original, cha-

racteristic, and efficient : the talent of the author shines

conspicuously in this fine composition. The subjoined

•In this final,' are, the March and Chorus printed al pare 159,

the Canone, pace 167, and Ihe Solo, page 191, of Numbers XXXI.
and XXXII. of the Ilanuonicpo.
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harmony, which is (bo commencement of the symphony,
is very impressive:—

As we intend in a future number to print the whole of
this chorus, arranged for the piano-forte, we refrain from
indulging in any further extracts from it here. The
Canone, “ O Cielo clcmentc!” comes next in order, the
whole of which has appeared in this work, [page 188 .]

But we could not make room for the quartett and quintett

that follow. The former is a beautiful coda to the Ca»-

none: the latter two quick movements, in dialogue
;
the

first built on the following elegant melody :—

Allegro-

The second melody is equally charming, quoad melody,

but too lively for the scene, which threatens nothing less’

than “dire despair and death.” The whole of this is

worked up in a manner that demonstrates the scientific

knowledge of M. Meyerbeer, and his skill in rendering

science conducive to effect ;
and extended as the present

article already is, we must lengthen it, to give one passage’

from this quintett that will be acceptable to all who enjoy

harmony that never fade*.

The Inno di mortc is next in succession in the origiual
s^>re, but wa* rejected at the King's Theatre, on account
of the length of the opera, which is seldom allowed to ex-
ceed three hours in London. This Hymn of Death is cal-

culated for stage effect, and most ably written ; hut would
be extremely deteriorated if performed w ithout the neces-
carv action and the scenic adjuncts.

>Ve have now nearly concluded this subject, and have

jitized by Google
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only to Mention (lie nnutet canvertation-clionit, pub-
lished in am last, [page 18®,] and the delicious duet, “ ll

tenero ajfetto," I be most popular piece in the opera,

which also appeared in the anie number. [Page 179-]

Of they- them is but one opinion: the latter was never

performed in public without on immediate t-neoft, and its

reception in private has not been less decisive of its merit.

By this opera M, Meyerbeer has already established

his fame: should his hive of the art— for he pursues ii

with no interested views—prompt him to continue so ele-

gant n pursuit, it is mure than probable that be will fain

a celebrity which will transmit his name to posterity ns

one of the benefactors of mankind.

i . The MtRCH/nw the Opera q/Cendrillon, tcith varia-

tions /or the Piano-Forte, by J. N. Hdmmsi.,
Matin de Chapdle to the Duke ofSaxe H'eitrutr. (Cocks
and Co., Princet Street, Hcnorer Septate.)

8. Ttm favourite Rondolettos, in the form of Waltzet,

compound by the tame. {Pubtithed by tAc tame.)

8. “ O fCscator dell' onda,” VENETIAN Ala ,
part'd for

the Piano-Forte, by Charles Czerny. {Pub-
lished by the tame).

We have been uncommonly gratified by M. Hummel's
Variations to the tine march in Cendrillon *, the great roas-

ter appears in every Hue, and the difficulties presented

throughout are worth overcoming, because the passages

involved cannot be rendered more easy without a loss,

and a considerable one, of effect. The variations are eight

in number ; the last, which alone occupies seven pages, is

the least meritorious of the w hale, but calls for a greater

power of band, and more rapid execution than all the rest.

In a piece of seventeen pages, it is generally prudent to

curtail, and we advise most players to retrench this eighth

variation, the performance w hereof would surprise more
than please. The first, third, and sixth variations must
delight the lovers of fine harmony ; t he second is excellent

practice for tho left hand, and the fifth is a good exercise

tu the interweaving of the fingers, while it produces an
agreeable and novel effect.

The Rondolettos can neither of them substantiate any
claim to origiroality, if they are recent ©impositions

The first is a glaring imitation of the waits in the FreU-
chiili, as the annexed four bars will shew :

—

The second is much like a composition of the same
species that we know by heart, but cannot rccal the author.

Hummel is not thought fastidious in the use he makes of

other people's ideas, hut he very often improves them
we willingly* allow.. These Rondolettos are very brilliant

and lively; the last of them has some troublesome skips,

but both are iu u popular style, short, and simple in eon-

attraction.

The universally admired air, “ O Pescator dell’ onda,”
has met w ith cruel usage. Were tha ingenious composer
of it, Madame Gail, now living, she would speedily com-
plain, and bitterly too, of the treatment which herdelight-

fbily simple melody has received in Germany, where it

lias been made to skip and jump, to scream and grumble

;

has been whipped about in all directions, tortured above

and below, and split into ten thousand notes
;
M. Charles

Caertiy, the tlight-o'-hand mas, officiating as execu-

tioner. Is it possible that in Vienna, where such honours
were paid to Haydn, apiece like this should be considered

as music ?—Is it possible that in londoo, where in de-
spite of the pedantry of a few masters, aud the felly of
msfaio*, good taste in the art prevails, such a republica-

tion as this should remunerate the dealer 'f—Bui let us be
just

;
part of the third vitiation is very good : all the rest

is downright absurdity, and there are thirteen pages of if.

1, Melange on Favourite Air# from "Meyerbeer's Opera,

ll Croclato In Egftlo, arranged for the Piano-Forte,
- by 1. B. Cramer. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale,

801, Regent Street.)

8, Melange on Favourite Airs from Meyerbeer’s Opera,
11 Crociato in Egitto, composed for the 1’tAa o-I‘onTK,
by Camille Pleyel. (Cocks and Co., Princes-tt.,

Hanover Square; and Messrs. Pleyel, Parit).

S. Impromptu on Meyebeer’s Farmrite Air, Giovinetto

Cavalier, for the Piano-Forte ; arranged by J. B.
Cramer. (J. B. Cramer aud Co.)

One of the certain consequences now of an opera be-
coming popular is, an arrangement of its most favourite

airs for the Piano-Forte. Where one vocal piece with

Italian words is sold, a doren of the same melody in the

form of an instrumental rondo obtain circulation ; for

players compared to singers of music set to that lan-

guage, are in about the proportion, we should estimate,

of twelve to one in England. Besides, at the present

jieriod there seems to be a dislike, rather gcueral, to any-
thing bearing the name of sonata ; nay, even its succes-

sor, the divertimento, begins to be looked upon with a
sour countenance, and nothing but airs or marches from

operas and ballets suit the reigning taste. Composers,

therefore, discreetly adapt themselves to the prevailing

rage, and then adapt melodies
;
thus saving an iufinile

deal of trouble ; for to arrange demands no extraordi-

nary quantity of thought, to invent requires genius.

Mr. Cramer and M . Camille Pleyel bare both fixed

their attention at the same moment on the favourite work

of the day, and to tha produce of their labours have,

singularly enough, given nearly a similar title
;
hut they

have selected different parts of the opera, therefore in no

way clash with each other. M. Pleyel has tieen most

fortunate in the choice of subjects, and Mr. Cramer most

successful in his mode of treating them. The furmer has

introduced passages that call tor a little more execution

than the nature of the publication warrants
;

tin: latter

has studied to impart a reasonable degree of facility to

his pages. But noth these Melanges shew much excel-

lent taste, and w ill make their way in the musical world.

No. a. is the Romance, or Terretto, published in our

Thirty -first Number. Mr. Crauier lias given it very

fai ib I idly from the original, adding a few passages, ana

modulating it into C major, fur the purpose of extending

it to the usual length ol a Piano-Forte piece. He has

also prefixed a short introduction, and the whole is con-

tained in seven pages.

1. Sacred Music, being a large and valuable selection

of the best Psalm Tunes, both ancient and modern,

arrangedfor Four Voices, or a Single Voice, with an

Accompaniment for the Organ or Piano-Forte, by Ro-
bert James Edwards, Organist ofBanbury, Oxon.

(Preston, 71, Dean Street, Soho )
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I. A General Collection of Pstxw and Hymn Tunics,

icilh Aim Interludes, Sre. Selected by James
Peck. The Interludes hy Mr. NigHTJKQALE. (James
Peck, 52, Paternoster Row.)

We have smell an abundant supply of the orthodox Psalm
tunes in every possible shape, tltat it would seem to be

almost unnecessary to multiply edition*, witlxiut some
distinct public advantage. Mr Edward* has here given

us a collection of between sixty and seventy tunes,

amongst w hich we find one—new we conclude—composed
by himself ; all the rest, to the best of our belief, have

beeu in print before ; most of them for nearly a century,

and many much longer. Had he throwu any fresh light

on them, by means of accompaniments, or of some im-
proved yersion, his work would have been received with

thanks, perhaps with general enconragement : but he has
left the matter exactly where he found It, and only given

Us a new title-page.

In reading over some of the sacred poetry in this vo-

lume, it struck us that the version in a few instances,

might have been amended. In the very first page we find

this stanza

:

“ Come, let u* hrrak his hands,” »iy they,
** This man shall never give as Uwt

;

And thus they cast his yoke away.
And nail’d the Saviour to the crocs.

The work is published by subscription, and the list

shows that the compiler is much respected in his neigh-
bourhood.

Mr. Peck’s collection amounts to nearly one hundred
and thirty tunes, in a pocket volume, and at the econo-

mical price of three shillings and sixpence. “The new
Interludes," says the editor, “ will be found suitable to

either of the tunes which follow them, and it is hoped w ill

be considered as a feature of originality and usefulness

peculiar to this work, which has for a considerable

time past occupied the incessant attention of (lie pub-
lisher.”

1. Three Bounds, with an accompaniment for the

Piano-Forte; Use music by George B. Herbert:
Me Poetry by J. R. PlanCHE. Book 1. (Moulding,

D'Aliuaine, and Co. Soho Square.)

*. “O! aay not Woman’s Heart is bought," song by John
Whitaker, Harmonised for Three Voices, by

Samuel Webbe. (Mathew aud Co., 17, Old Bond
Street)

3.

The Huntsman’s Chorus from Der Freischulz, trans-

lated by 1. W. Bowden, Esq. arranged for Two Voices,

with on aixompaniment for the Piano-Forte, or Guitar,

by C. M. Sola. (dementi and Co., 26, Cheaptide.)

Though the Rounds by Mr. Herbert have been in our
possesuou some time, we have never been able to notice

them till the urcsent moment, whicb we much regret, for

before we had devoted many minutes to them, we found
that they possess a very superior degree of merit, and
ought to have had the advantage of what little service

our recommendation might have afforded them, long ago.
Their design is thus stated in a preface; “—there is

scarcely one concerted piece Iq twenty, the subject of
which is calculated fur ladies to sing; they being gene-
rally,the sentiments of soldiery, seamen, hunters, ban-
ditti, smugglers, Ac. The natural consequenaes of these
circumstances are the utter banishment of part-music
from school and drawing-room." We hardly need tell

our readers that a Round hi a kind of Canon in the

unison, each part singing the same air, the first part

beginning, and others following in succession. These
Rounds are for three voices, equal ones they should be,

namely, three sopranos, or tenors. The melodies have
nothing common or vulgar about them

; the harmony is

smooth and agreeable, more so than is usual in music of

this description, and the composer has read the words
with care and jndgmeut, thus doing that justice by the

poet which he seldom receives at the hands of the musi-
eian. The former had a right to expect thus much from
his coadjutor, for he supplied him with some very pretty

verses,—verses which deserved the notes that have been
joined to them. We extract the words of the second
Round, entitled "The Willow’s Warning, from
the German.”

Rest ye, rest vc, rapid streams

!

How tike iwedlcsi youth ye go,

Kissing rv'ry tlow'r that beams
' Ou the bank through whicb ye tiow.

Pure sud sparkling was your spriug;

Sweet and stainless still ye be;

Why thus hsste yourselves to fliog

In a salt sod stormy seat

Rest ye, rest ye, Ac.

Book the second, which is published, we shall notice ip

our next.

Bo. 2, Mr. Whitaker's dsservedly popular air, is well

harmonized by Mr. Webbe, and converted into a very

pleasant trio, or glee. He should have pointed out that

the second voice is to be sung an octave lower.

Mr. Sola would have rendered a service to many vocal

ladies, by altering the Huntsman’s Chorus of Weber into

a duet, had he been cautious in the management of the

harmony, which he has very much neglected in the pre-

sent arrangement.

1. Ballad. “To welcome Jamie bame agaiu," written

by H. Si. Van Dye, Esq., composed by T. A. Raw-
lings, and sung by Miss Stephens. (J. B. Cramer

A Co., 201 , Regent Street.)

8. Ballad, “My own dear Maid,” written and composed

by the same, and sung by Mr. Sapio. (Published by

Use same.)

3. “ Let the shrill Trumpet’s warlike Voice," composed by

W H. Cutler, ItJtus. Hac. Oxon., Sung by Mr.

Atkins. (Lindsay, 217, Regent Street)

4. Ballad, “ The Rose,” written by the late Rt. Hon.

C. J. Fox, composed by W. 11. Cutler, -If. B.,

(Published by the same.)

5. Ballad, “The Farewell," the Poetry by Samuel
Rogers, Esq., the music by W. rl. Callcott.
(Birehall A Co., 140, blew Bond Street.)

t. “ Th* Merry Mariners,” by Charles M- Kino.
(Dover, 66, Chancery Bane.)

7. “ O lull me 1” by Mb same. (Published by the seme.)

S. “ Oh! it is not while Riches,” an original Irish Me-
lody, the words hy W H- Bellamy, Esq , With an

accompaniment for the FlANO-Folk'I E, by IV. Eave-
stafv. (W. Eavestaff, 66, Great Russell Street,

Bloomsbury .)

8. Ballad, seritten by II. Parker, Esq., composed by

W. A. Wordsworth. (Monro and May, II, Hol-

bosn Bars.)

To find a new melody now, is almost as fortunate, and
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qirifc as rare, as to set the ticket that is to sain the
great prise; we therefore do not blame those who fait in
their search after so scarce and raluable a commodity ;

neither do we encourage them to continue their pursuit,
for no labour will discover it,—it sets all industry at
defiance, and comes of its own accord, unsought/ un-
•olicited. We do not perceive that it has faJlen in the
way of any of the above composers

; the chances, indeed,
in only nine songs were much against snch luck. Mr.
Rawlings's two ballads possess a large portion of
elegance, and but & small one of originality. The first
os very like what a compound of Shield’s excellent sea-
60

r£’
** heaving of the lead,” and the Scotish air,

“ Down the bum davy, love,” would produce. The
second has the same easy, genteel manner, but without
any prominent feature. The accompaniment of this is

too much crowded with notes, the last bar in the bass,
page 3, particularly, and the words are too often repeated.
In both there is too great a display of Italian, in the
shape of directions

; nevertheless, they are much superior
lo the generality of modem compositions of this class.

Mr. Cutler’s two songs must abound in engraver’s
^errors ; should they ever come again into our hands in a
corrected form, we shall be happy to re-consider them.

Mr. W. CaUeott's ballad is full of taste and tenderness

;

the words are correctly and feelingly set, the accompa-
niment is judicious, the compass is adapted to any voice,

and it presents no difficulty to the singer. The melody
reminds us of a pathetic song, “ Too plain, dear Youth,”
by Dr. Howard, a composition of which Mr. C. probably
never beard.

Mr. C. King’s two songs lead us to believe that he
inherits his father’s talent. No. 7, is an uncommonly
animated sea-song, and shews an inventive faculty.

No. 8, is in another Btyle, more gentle and expressive

;

but it was a bold attempt to set snch words, and almost

rash to make even a slight alteration in them. In two
instances Mr. K. has mistaken the accent, and has not

read this beautiful little poem,—written two hundred

years ago by Strode,—with due attention. His general

conception, however, of the author's meaning is correct,

and his melody is pleasing.

Mr. EavestalTs Irish melody is decidedly an imitation,

and a very good one, producing an agreeable well set

aong. The words are not less deserving of praise, but the

author has had the great lyric poet of our aay, Moore, in

his view while writing them.

The last of this list, No. 9, is free from any of those

faults which we too often have to expose, and in its

accompaniment, proves the composer to have a good taste

for harmony ; but we must not deceive him by saying

that it has any pretensions to novelty.

1. Havering Bower, a Second Serenade for the Harp
and Piano-Forte, with Flute Accompaniment , ad

lib., by T. A. Rawlings. (J. B. Cramer 3t Co.,2oi,

Regent Street.)

2. The Incantation Scene in Dcr Freischut 2 , arranged

for the Harp and Piano-Forte, with Flute and
Violoncello Accompaniments , ad lib., by N. C.

Borns a. (Boosey and Co., ? 8, Holies Street.).

3. A Selection of Ain from C. M. von Weber’s ce/e-

brated Opera, Der FreischiU, arranged for the Harp
and Piano-Forte, by W. H. Steil. (Goulding,

D’Almaine, and Co., Soho Square.)

4. The favourite French Romance
, Le Petit Troubadour;

arranged with Variations, as a Duet for the Harr
and Piano-Forte, by J. T. Craven. (Paine and
Hopkins, 69, Comhill.)

5. 44 Amor, possente mime,” from Rossini’s Opera,
Arm ida, as a Duet for the Harp and Piano-
Forte, by Gijstavus Holst. (Cocks and Co.,
Princes Street, Hanover Square.)

Havering Bower is a pretty, easy duet, in which the beau-
tiful air * 4 Donald” is introduced with propriety, and aug-
mented with judgment. There are in it arpeggios of
demisemiqtiavers, it is true, but the movement is larnkctto

,

and they are meant to be swept with the utmost delicacy
and lightness, producing the soft, celestial, effect of an
Aeolian harp. *' Cease your funning”—very properly
marked andantino—follows ; and the last movement is the
popular soug in The Antiquary.
The Incantation Scene is remarkably well arranged

by 31. Bochsa, all the extraordinary effects rendered by
the orchestra being concentrated in the Harp and Piano-
forte parts, but in such a manner as to avoid any repul-
sive difficulties for either instrument. M. Bochsa really
seems quite at home in this scene.

No. 3 is like many other arrangements, German,
French, and English, for Harp and Piano-Forte, that
have fallen under our view since the birth of the Frei-
sdiutz. Indeed, it would be next to a miracle to give
any thing like an air of novelty to the popular pieces

chosen from this opera by Mr. Steil, therefore we cannot
help wishing that he, amongst many others, had turned
his attention to some other.

In Numbers 4 and 5, ease has been the prime object
of Mr. Craven and Mr. Holst, and they have accom-
plished their purpose. We are glad to see the gay French
air, and the magnificent duet of Rossini, in such prac-
ticable instrumental shapes.

1. “ La Jeune et sensible Isabelle,” Introduction and
Air with Variationsfor the Harp, bv F. Dtzi. (J. B.

Cramer and Co., 201, Regent Street.)

2. The Huntsman’s Chorus, arranged for the Harp,
with an Introduction, by T. H. Wright, Jun. (By
the rame.)

3. 41 Auld Lang Syne,” a favourite Scotch Air, with

Variations, for" the Harp, by W. EtheringtoX.
(Skillern and Challoner, Regent Street.)

Tre French Air, No. 1 , is unknown to us : with the words

and the melody in its simple state, it may, very likely,

be interesting ; but in its present form it so much resem-

bles a thousand other things, that it does not appear to

have any claim as an original composition. Mr. Dizi has

not given any colouring to this melody of his adoption

that affords a new feature to it ; the whole, including the

Introduction, is monotonous, though perfectly faultless as

to grammatical rule.

The Huntsman’s Chorus follows the copy arranged by
M. Weber for the Piano- Forte, allowing for the changes
necessary to adapt it lor the Harp. The two lost pages

of this publication, which we suppose are meant as

something like an amplification of the chiof subject, are

more in the stylo of au interlude! and remaining most

obstinately in the same key as the Chorus—which is here
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transposed into E flat—afford no Jrelief to it whatever.

Ttie Introduction has the same fault; we do, it is true,

find an A natural, once or twice, but this can hardly be
considered as even an apology for modulation.

The fine Scotisb Air, Auld lany syne , has been sadly
tortured and twisted within the last dozen years. Had
Mr. Etheringfon given it us once in a simple form, we
might have compounded for all the tricksy variations that

follow : but he sets out with a fidgetty bass of semiqua-
vers, and will not once allow it to be heard in its mother
tongue. The very first variation is marked scherzo

,

(scherzoso ,
we presume, is meant.) Hut in what can this

pathetic tune have ofTended, that it should be punished by
so unnatural n disguise ? Then we have a con spirito,

and double demisemiquavers. Spirits of ancient song

!

protect your Scotish airs from double demisemiquavers,
played con spirito!

1. Fantasia Brillante, introducing The cries of

Paris, for the Flute, with a Piano-Forte accompa-
niment, by Toulol. Op. 30. (Lindsay, 217, Regent
Street.)

2. Introductions and Variations on a Theme by
Cimarosa, for the Flute and Piano-Forte, com-
pnsed by Mauro Giuliani, of Vienna. Op. S4.

(Wcssei and Stodart, 1, Soho Square.)

3. Am, “Sul margine d’un no," with Variations for
the Piano-Forte and Flute obbligato , cvmpated by

Charles Saust. (Cocks and Co., Princes Street,

Hanover Square.)

4. Three Themes from the Operas of Hummel and
Spohr,arranged /hrTwo Flutesand Piano-Forte,
by Willi am Forde. (by the,same.)

5. Introduction and Air, with Variations for the

Flute and an Accompanimentfor the Piano-Forte,
by J. X. Hummel Op. log/ (Paine and Hopkins,

09, Cornhitl.)

fl. A Selection of original Iristi Airs set for the Flute,
by Charles Saust. (Cocks and Co.)

7. Vie Beauties of Weber’s Preciosa, sit for the Flute,
by Charles Saust. (Cocks and Co.)

The practice of the Flute is making rapid strides in

England, if we may -judge by the quantity and quality

of the music publishedfor it.
* We have before us pieces

that twenty years ago would have been thought fit only

for the professional player, but now are addressed to the

amateur. The first of them is founded 011 the popular

French air, u Voila le plaisir, mes dames," with an ex-

tremely easy accompaniment, consisting only of chords.

"The second fs an elegant melody in the Matrimonii) Segreto,

and the third MilHco’s sweet arietta ; these two requiring

rather a better piano-forte player ns accompanist than the

former. No. V consists of two subjects, a Romance and a

Terzetto, from the new opera by Hummel, Mathilde von

Guise
,
and an aria from Spohr’s Faust; the accompani-

ment simple. No. 5, Hummers Introduction and Air,

opens with an adagio in F. minor, that looks formidable,

but proves very manageable. The credit of playing the

music of this generally elaborate composer, may be ac-

quired without much labour fur the Flutist, and with

scarcely any for the Pianist.

Numbers 6 and 7 are small books of times fo^ begin-

ners ; the respectable name under w hich they arc pub-

lished ought to be a sufficient recommendation of them.

VoL. III.

1. Boosey's Selection of Airs, 8fc.^ for Vt\so and Vio-
loncello, by the most admired Foreign Composers.
Book 3. (Boosey and Co., Holies Street.) *

2. B. Romberg's Aria/ “ Bel piacer,” adapted as a
Soto for the Violoncello, with Piano-Forte Ac-
companiment, by W. II. Hag art. (Wessel and
Stodart, \ t Soho Square.)

3. Twelve Exercises for the Violoncello Solo,
composed by J. J. F. Dotzauer, (Ballister, 109,

Ganceil Street.)

•1. A Set of Exercises for the Violoncello, selected

from the works of Corelli, Haydn, and Kreutzcr. Edited

by II. J. Banister. (.Published by the siflne.)

5. Cock's Collection of Choice Pieces for the Violon-
cello and Piano-Forte, selected from the best

foreign Composers, by W. H. Hag art. Books 8

and 3 .
(Cocks and Co., Princes Street , Hanover

Stuart*.)

0. A Selection of Melodies from Dcr FVeischiktz, arranged

, for the Violoncello and Piano-F’orte, by H. J.

Ban ister. (The Editor, 109, Goswell Street.)

7. Twenty-four Scotch and Irish Airs, set for the Vio-
loncello, by W. H. Hagart. (Cocks and Co.)

The first in this list is certainly not by a foreign compo-
ser, as the publisher announces, being a divertimento

by Mr. Cipriani Potter. It is written in rather a grave
style, and wants the animation which a more strongly-

marked character and a freer melody would have given

to it. The Violoncello part is very easy, and that for

the Piano-Forte requires no great powers of execution.

No. 2 differs very little from the Violoncello Solos that

we have heard all our lives. But comes out as new,
and is well arranged for the instrument. The accompa-
niment is perfectly simple.

The two books of Exercises are extremely well worth
the notice of students. In No. 3 ure some good exer-

cises in bowing
;
and No. 4, selected from such masters,

cannot fail to give or to improve a taste.

Book 2 of No. 5, is from I he Freischutz ; and Book 3 is

from Mayseder’s divertimento. Both are well arranged,

with an easy accompaniment.

No. 6 is also from the eternal opera by M. von Weber,
and consists of five of the most favourite pieces. In this

the piano-forte has quite as much, if not more, to do

than the violoncello, which assumes rather the form of an
accompaniment.

No. 7 is a pretty set of national airs, in a very cheap

form, and calculated to amuse as well as to instruct be-

ginners.

Wc rejoice to observe the vast progress which the

violoncello, a rich, manly instrument, is making in Eng-
land, as well as abroad. The intercourse with the con-

tinent by means of our army during the war, and encou-

raged since to so great an extent by all classes of our

countrymen, has contributed much to the cultivation of

this branch of music, as well as every other amongst

amateurs, in a degree that cannot have escaped the

uoticc of all who observe the present state of society.

8 C
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FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

Vienna.—We mentioned in our last report from this place,

that ll Turns in halta had been produced with great effect,

and with all the power of the Italian company here; it still

continue* a great favourite, as well a* Paer's masterpiece, the

Agnete, in which Madame Podor continues to delight the

public. The aeaaou is shortly to dose, and wc have the fol-

lowing announcements in colossal letters; for the. last time

Figaro f a few day* afterwards, for the last time, Jl Turco in

Jtalia

!

again, for the last time, ll Barbitr* diStdglia! Jm
(Jazz rt Latlra, the same ; ll Matrimonio Secreto, the same

;

after this we have a repetition of the self-same names with the

annouuccmeut changed into rubric letters, “ for the very last

time.** The managers find their account in all this, for it is the

fashion here to be present at all these farewell representations,

and therefore the thicker the farewells, and the ofteuer and
more tenderly reprated, the better for the treasury of the

house : so much for fsslnon, and the magic of a name I

The season lias been rich in concerts, and among them
there have becu several remarkable for the good taste shown
in the selection, and the laudable resolution manifested to rise

above the trivial, aud produce something worthy of the ap-

probation of the public. Of this kind was the concert given

by the Musical Society, for the benefit of the public charities,

when the following was the admirable bill of fare :— I. Sym-
phony in r. flat, by Mozart ;

*2. Hymn from Cherubini, (Cho-
rus of the Sacrifice in Medea); 3. An dir Sympheu der Bac-
chut-qutllr, (To the Nymphs of Bacchus'-fouut) a Double
Chorus by J. F. von Mosel ; 4. Overture to Anacreon, by Che-
rubini; 5. Warlike Chorus from Haydn; 0. Overture, and
7- Fiualc of the first act of Ahatiterut, from Mozart, by J. G.
R. von Scyfrcid. Were the same taste displayed in all the nume-
rous concerts given in this place, we feel persuaded that the true

friends of music would blush to be backwards iu bestowing
their patrouage. Let then such an example have its due weight
with those to whom is intrusted tbe task of selection.

Berlin.—Since our last report, there lias been nothing new
in the theatre of this place. Repetitions are tbe order of the
day; Gluck's Armida, and Iphigcnia in Aulit, Rossini's Tan-
crtdit the Ferdinand Cortes of Spout itti, and the (Edipt de
Colonne of Sacchinl.
The concert of the greatest attraction has been that of the

celebrated Madame Milder, on which occasion she sung, with
great effect, the Troubadour

,

a new aotig, composed ex-
pressly for her by Carl Blum, accompanied by him on the

guitar. The remainder of the pieces were cast as follows, and
may serve to give an idea of the reigning taste of the town :

Scene from Haydn, Berenice, eke fas; Scliubart's favourite

aong. Die Forelte

;

a favourite duet from Meyerbeer the well-
'

known duet from Zingarelli's Romeo e Giulietta ; and, lastly, a

terzetto from Beethoven.
An attempt has recently been made here to alarm I lie lovers

of theatricals, by a Tract, of 4(3 pages, 8vo., from the pen of
M. Tholuck, the professor extraordinary of theology, it is

entitled “ A Warning Voice to the Lovers of Theatricals;
accompanied by the evidence of the two dear men of God,
the late Philip Spcner, and A. H. Franke. * Among other
specimens of the sublime eloquence of this piece, we may select

the following :
'* Theatricals is the only art with which tbe

Christian has nothiug to do; it is not in his line. It is the art

of tbe loose and abandoned, whether we regard it on tbe side

of the artists or of the spectators * for there u not a straw to
choose between them," &c. See. We lure not as yet heard
of any converts to the warning voice.

Luma.—The crilics of this place are loud in their praises

of ft Grand Mass for four voices, with choruasrs, bytlie Che-
valier von Seyfried, which has just appeared here. Tire Agnus
Dei is particularly spoken of as a piece of very lovely and
effective music. A Journal of this place lias the following
pertiuent remarks: "We are very much delighted with this

native production of our esteemed artist, for which we owe

him our gratitude, and hoftf, before long, to have occasion

to bear other productions of the same kind. We acknowledge
how infinitely more we are gratified with hearing tlie creations

of his own fancy, than in seeing the artist employed in working
up the instrumental music of Haydn and Mozart into soug

;

works like these require no such process, neither do they want
our eternal Abasucrus to render them immortal

Dresden.—On occasion of the birth-day of His Majesty

the King of Saxony, was produced here for the first time,

the opera of Morlacchi, Teobaldo ed Isotina. The other

operas given at intervals liave been Mehufs Joseph et set

Frtres, which afforded real pleasure to ail the friends of

simple and effective music; and Schmidt's pleasing opera Ein
Abend in Madrid, the charming Cavatina in the third act of

which, delightfully sung by Mile. Veltlicim, is always sore of a

hearty encore.

Pxaocs.—The only novelty of the theatre of this place luta

been one of those fairy operas which are so much in favour

with the people of this part of the world. It is entitled Rube

-

xahL, or the Benevolent Spirit, the music by Wftrfel, who is a
popular composer here, and piano player. It was followed by
Cherubini’s masterly opera of Faniska, and Parr's Sargine,

both of which arc deservedly favourites here.

Wcjmar.—

T

here are few places where the greater part

of the masterpieces of the new, as well as the old, school

are giveu iu a more effective maimer, than in the Grand Ducal
Chapel of this city, under the direction of the indrfaligable

Kapellmeister Kranz. The fame of the music here gains

daily on the public ;
crowds are seen flocking from tbe neigh-

bouring towns ami villages to enjoy the treat, and gratify that

inborn love for the art, that hunger and thirst for music, which
distinguish the inhabitants of Germany. The Opera too

continues with its wonted vigour ; tbe pieces given since our

last notice are the following : Rossini's Cenerentola, ll Flanto

Magico, Naxse di Figaro, Sonntagskind, Camilla, Richard
Occur de Lion, Fanchon, La Folic, Jean de Paris, Graf pot*

(stricken, Eorgan the, aud Ferdinand Cortex.

Camel—The lovers of music of this town hive recently

enjoyed a great treat in the production of Spohr’s new and
romantic opera, entitled Berggeist, (the Mountain Spirit ).

Even before its appearance, many favourable reports were
spread by thouc wlto had been present at the rehearsals, or

had caught a glance at parts of l lie score, and curiosity was
raised to the highest pitch. This, when carried to excess, is fre-

quently injurious, not to say unfair; but in the present instance,

the curiosity thus excited was amply gratified. Suffice it foe

the present to say, that a copiousness of soug and instrumental

melodies, a rich and evcr-clear harmony, an expressive, pow-
erful, and yet by iio means overcharged, orchestra, are excel-

lencies of which this opera can justly boast f. The opera was
given with particular splendour and effect, as it was produced

on occasion of the marriage of the Prioceas Maria with the

Duke of Meiningen. As these illustrious personages were
present on the first representation, etiquette demanded lint no
applause should be given ; but on I be second representation,

Lite approbation, thus aockieutally suspended, was bestowed with

redoubled enthusiasm.

Bremen.—The principal musical novelty of the theatre of

this place, has been the reproduction of Catel's Scmiramis, a
grand Opera in three act*. The excellencies of this work are

such, that it is to be regretted it should have been suffered to

lie so long upou the ahelf; and the zeal of those to whom we
are indebted for it* reproduction is deserving of all praise. It

abounds with just declamation, a flowing song, an artful but
praiseworthy texture of harmonies, and a well-sustained keep-

ing throughout. One must be sadly blinded by party spirit.

* The allusion here is to the Oratorio of Ahasuerm, which Sey-

fried has compound from various portions of the instrumental works

of Moxart, to which be adapted words.

t We have had occasion to give a more detailed account of this

opera in another part of our pn«Dt number.
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not to acknowledge these excellencies
;

indeed, such la the

merit and character of this composer, that we do not hesitate

t> compare hiiu to o<ur great Mayer, whom he resemble* in

m«uy ituportaut points. The wntr flowing character in his

melody, the same vigorous und judicious management of hia

bass ; the only difference is, that our composer evinces greater
powers of fancy, which will always triumph over learned
harmonies, if there is auy drawback to the merit of Semira-
mis it is that the recitative is sometimes monotonous; but this

is more than compensated for by the beauty and expression of
the airs. Among others, that of Assur in the second act, with
a violoncello accompaniment, is a masterpiece of its kind

; the

duet between Semiram is and Assur, ami the concluding cho-
rus of the second act, are also compositions which it is vain to
praise, as they rank among the first compositions extant in the
province of declamatory music. We may add, that every
praise is due to the management for the aplendid and effective

manner in which the piece was brought out, and which was
worthy of the subject which it hid to decorate. Its success

was decided ; indeed, where such liberality i» shewn in the
productions of the masterpieces of art, the public will always
be found ready to give their zealous and effective support.

Hamburg.—Hamburg has to boast of its progress in instru-

mental music, and the musical association called Der Apollo Krr-
etn, cultivate this branch of art with zeal and assiduity. The aca-

demy for song, conducted by Messrs. Stein field and Berens, also
,

continues to answer tbc expectations oft he lovers of the art; some
judgment may be formed of the progress made, when we inform
you that Handers Oratorio of Joshua was given entire and with
great spirit and correctness. B. Romberg, the brother of the
late celebrated Andreas Romberg, and who himself treads

close in the footsteps of his fame, is living among us.

Maintz.—The only novelty, in a musical point of view, in

this place, is tlie appearance of a publication entitled. Volt-

stundige SmyschuU, fye. (The Complete School for Song), with
ureliminary observations in Italian, German, aud French, by
Kapellmeister Peter vou Winter.

Habrlxm.-t-A keyed trumpet of wood, intended as a substi-

tute for copper trumpets, is about to be sent to the approaching
exhibition nt this town, it has becu examined aud approved of

by a society of musicians, who have named it the Tuba-
Dupre, in Iwnour of its inventor. A similar attempt was
made some years ago at Paris, by M. Boileau, a musical instru-

ment maker, who constructed horns and trumpets entirely of

wood, excepting the mouth-piece and rim, which were of cop-

per. These instruments were also tried and approved of by
several musicians, but were never adopted, as their only advan-
tage over the old trumpets was cheapness, and they were
inferior to them in tone.

CoPEXUAOtx.—There has recently appeared here a work
entitled, ** Music to the Tragedy of Macbeth, by C. E. Weyse.”
The critics apeak of this composition, aud particularly tl»e

scene with the witches, as of a very superior and characteristic

kind.

Paris.—The opera of 7/ Viaggio J Reims (the Journey to

Rheims,) was performed, for the first time in public, at the

Th^fttre Italien, on Thursday, the 23d of June. This repre-

sentation drew together a great* number of spectators. The
heat was excessive, but tbc amateurs of good music were re-

compensed by the pleasure they received, for the punishment
they endured : like tt»c inhabitants of the infernal regions, their

pa ius were relieved by the song of Orpheus.
It is difficult to pronounce a decided opinion on a great

musical composition the first time of hearing it. Wc will

therefore defer our observations on this opera till, having had
time to study it, we shall be able to speak with some degree
of certainty. In the mean time we do not hesitate to point out

the duct, S'rl suo ditin semhiante, as a piece full of spirit aud
grace; and the banquet-scene, ‘which is the finale, as one of the
most original compositions that ever was conceived and exe-
cuted by auy composer whatever.

In this banquet, where, aa in a congress, each nation in Eu-

rope has its representative, every person sings, to one of hia

own national airs, the praises of the grandson of Henry the

Fourth, and a sketch of each of these airs is in the overture,

which serves as an accompaniment to all of them. There is

equal beauty in the gran pezzo coneertato, for four voices, in

the same opera; an ordinary head would have been lost in

combinations so multiplied: but a great general can man-
oeuvre an army as easily as a battalion. Such power is pecu-
liar to geuius.

Wc must allow that the poetry of // Viaggio a Reims is as

good as circumstances would permit. The idea is ingenious,

the style easy, and the plan is combined in such a way as to

give room to the musician to display bis powers in the liappy

manner he hax These things constitute tlie merit of such a
piece. Ixt us then bestow on M. Balocclu the praise which
be deserves.

Tlie principal characters in this piece were, as they always
appear to be at tbc Theatre litdirrs, distributed with great dis-

cernment. 7.ncheili

,

born in Ijoudon, played tlie Englishman;
Graxiani

,

tbc German; grave Levasseur, tlie Spaniard; the

ardent Donzelli, the Frenchman ; and Bordogni, in a Russian

uniform, represented this people of tlie hyperborean region.

Mcsdcmoiscllcs Cinti nndSchiassetti were charming ; the for-

mer as a Parisian, the other at a Polonaise. Madame Piuto,

as an improrruairice Romaine, recalled at once, by lier accent in

declaiming, and the expression of her countenance, tlie Corinmm
of Madame de Staid, and the not less beautiful Corinna of

Gerard.
A new piece is about to be brought out at the Opira

Italic*, in which Galli will appear. While this is preparing,

Galli will perform some of the parts of Pellegrini. The for-

mer will appear in August, as Figaro in 11 Barhirre di Si-

riglia, and will afterwards perform the |>art of Deudini iu La
Cenerentola.

The Otello of M. Castil-Blaze has only been performed twice.

At tbc sccoud representation there was much less discordance

between the singers, aud much more among the public.

Tlie Frankfort Journal announces that Rossini's opera, called

Bianco e Fahero, has turned out quite disastrously for the

theatre of St. Carlos, at Naples.

The Opera jury have approved of the musical part of

young Liszt's opera, but have required some alterations in the

poetry ;
alterations which sre vulgarly called corrections.

The health of Signor Row'iui is continually giving some
inquietude to his frieuds; it is hoped that the repose and air of

the country will hasten his recovery. He now iuhabits one of

prettiest houses at Sabouvillc, near Paris.

M. Spontini, director of the grand Theatre at Berlin, haa

obtained a congi for eight months from tlie King of Prussia,

which time he will pan* in Paris. M. Spontini is expected to

arrive here in a few days, and will himself bring forward, at

the Acadhnie Rotftile de Manque, the opera of A letdor, which
has succeeded at Berlin.

THE CONCERTS OF THE SEASON, 1825.

The only regular Subscription Concerts now supported in Lon-
don, arc the Aucicnt and the Philharmonic. Of these we
have periodically endeavoured to make a full and clear report.

It remains now to give a brief sketch of the single concerts,

chiefly benefits, that took place during the season just terrai-

nated : but amongst them we shall include four private one*

of the most fashionable description, in order that such of

our readers os were not enabled to partake of the amuse-

ment afforded by them, may judge of the taste of the highest

classes in music ;
and also as a record that hereafter will prove

useful in tracing the progress of the art. With these we com-

mence our list, and at tlie head of them we place a concert

given by His Majesty, at Carlton Palace, on

Wednesday, June 15.

FIRST PART.
Quintetto, “.Vnto oh BtoT* Madame Camdori, Mile.

Care ia, Signors Garcia, Rcmorim and l)c Begins,

(Con fan tutte) . . • • Jfatari.

2 C 2
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Terzetto, " Giorinetto Caraker," Madame Caradori, Mile.

Garcia, and Signor Velluti, (11 Crociato in Egitto) Meytsbetr.

Duetto, " Per piastre," Madame Caradori, and Signor De
Dcgnis. (It Tureo in Italia) * Roaini.

Romania, 44 Sott* trrmenda” Signor Velluli ;
Ifarp, Mon*.

Labarrc, and Flute, Mr. Nicholson, (Teobaldo e

Itohtut) .... Mforlaethi.

Terzetto, “ Qua! Silenrto,” Signor* Brgrez, Garcia, and

De Begnis . . .%
t

• Attwomi.

Romance ** Ca m'n/ egal," Madame Caradori . . Jardin.

Finale, Madame Caradori, Mile. Garcia, Signor* Velluli,

Curioni, Kcmorini, and Crieelli, with chorus, (Pint
Act of II Tancredi) . • . Rossini.

SECOND PART.
Quintette, “ Oh guanlate" Mad. Caradori, Mile. Garcia,

Signors Reg rez, Rcmorini. and De Begni*, (11 JWw
w Italia)..... Rossini.

Duetto, " La dotee tmmagin*" Signor* Velluli and Ctr-

l'ioni, {Teobaldo e Itolina) •
.

Morlaccfu.

Duetto, ** Ah <r pur>i," Madame Caradori, and Signor

Curioni, (.VW 01 Egitto) . . . Rossini,

Barcarolle, *

4

La nolle si Leila," Signor Velluli . Permehim

.

Spanish Air, 44
St, Anton" Mile. Garcia . . Garcia.

Duetto, 11 Qaesto aeciara" Signor* Velluli and Curioni,

( Teobaldo e Itolina) . . . MvrlacrkL

Preghiera, Madame Caradori, Signor* Bcgrrr, and De Be-
gni*. (A/ot? r'n F.gittn) . * . Rossini.

Finale. “ ttuona sera," with a chorus, (Batbierc di Siei •

glia') ..... Rossini.

This concert wat conducted by Mr. Altwood, Sir CL Smart,

and Signor Scappa. The instrumental accompaniment* were
liarp (Labarrc), flute (Nicholson), violoncello (LindIcy), and
contra- basso (Draxonctti). The King'* ta«te iu music i*, as is

well known, excellent, and decidedly in favour of the classical

master*. Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Cherubini, uuri Beethoven,

are his favourite composers: the line English church-music he
greatly admires and iu his domestic parties take* great delight

in listening to our best glees: but he does not suffer himself

to be influenced by prejudices; and, though not an absolute

par jo for the newest productions of the day, enjoys many things

of Rossini, and tolcrulcs at his large assemblies works recom-
mended by his fricuds, though not much calculated to please

himself. Of the latter description some few will be found in

the above programme. It ought to be known that Ihe per-

formers at this concert were liberally paid half a* much again

as they usually receive. Hi* Majesty's rule was, till lately, to

pay them double, but the demand* of the singers arc now
become so extravagant, that it i* impossible for even royalty

itself to indulge its gcucrous wishes in the same proportion as

formerly.

The uext, not in the order of dates, but aecordiug to the rauk
of the giver, w as performed at Prince Leopold's. Of the card
distributed ou this occasion, the following is a literal copy.

MARLBOROUGH HOUSE,
Jtfllli *a-

1. Trio—'u Proteggf' S*. Catadori, M,lf
. Garcia, S'.

Garcia .... Mozart.

2. Duetto

—

44 Riccianlo que veggo" S*. Caradori, S'.

Curioni .... Rossini.

9. Aria ..... Rossini.

4. Quartetlo—“ Del crociato" Mad". Pasta, 8», Cara-
dori, M"*'. Garcia, c SC Curioni . iVayerAe.»r.

5. Duetto—44 Parlar Spiegar" St*. Curioni, e Reiuo-
rini . . . . • Rossini.

6. Finale—44 HBarbiere de Sieiglia'* . Rossini.

1. Trio ,

—

,€ Con rispetlo” S”. Curioni, Garcia, c Re-
morini .... Masea.

2. Aria .... Zingaretli.

3. Duetto—*‘ Ah iieni" Sn . Curioni, e Garcia . Rossini.

4. Duetto—“ Eben a te fevisn* Mud*. Paata, c M 11*.

Garcia .... Rossini.

5. Quartctto—“ De Situs" Mad*. Pasta, S'. Caradori,
S'. Garcia e Remorini . . . Paetiello

,

G. Terzetto— 14 Incerta F anima** Mad*. Pasta, SM.

Garcia e Remorini • . . Rossini.

7. Coro—'“ U Asia in FaeiWTaUi . . Rotttni.

On Friday, May 6th, the Duke of Devonshire msde a most
laudable attempt, at hi* magnificent* mansion, to please the
fashionable world by a concert in which some of the best

musk by the ancient masters, and by English composers, was
introduced ; but the majority of the visitors declared it to be
very dull ; hi* (irace therefore, in the following week, endea-
voured to adapt his entertainment more to the taste of lit*

company
;
and the annexed is a list of llte selections made for

the purpose.

Friday, May 13.

’ PART I.

Sonata, Como, Signor Puzzi
Terzetto, 44 O Sums bencjlco" (La (iassa Laxlra) .

Duetto, “ Mille sospiri," (L' Aureham• in Palmira)

Teueilino, 44 V u*alo ordir

(

Sent iramide) .

Romania, 44 Sotte tmnendo" (Tcabaldo e Itolina)

Finale, (SemirainiJe)

PART n.

Sonata, Piano-forte, Madame Sxymanowska .

Duetto, “ Bella Imago" (Semiramide) . .

Aria, 44 Che faro senxa Lund*rr,” (Orfeo) •

Duetto, “ Rkciardo, cite reqgo" ( Rtcciardn * '/.oroide)

QuinteUo, “ Sr*fo, O Dio (CosLfan tnUe

)

.

Duetto, 44 Per field" ( Grncvra Ji .Scoria) .

Finale, ( Tancredi) . . ,

Rotsini.

. Rossini,

Rossini

JUorlacchi.

Rjstmij

Rot ’in i

Gluck.
Rossini.

Mozart.
Mayer.
Rtnuni.

Among the singers were Madame Pasta and Signor Velluti.

The noble Duke, with great spirit, and purely out of con-
sideration to those that give partus, hut who are not so
wealthy as himself, declined, during the whole of the late sea-

son, to comply with the unrc isouablc demands of many of the
foreign vocal corps, and therefore dispensed with their service*

st hi* concerts. We trust that this example will be followed,

and then we may hope that two or three of tlieve people, wIiom*

pride and insoleucc are becoming intolerable, will be brought
to their senses.

The Marquess of Hertford, whose entertainments of all

kind* are splendid, and rccktrchts, gave a concert iu Iris grand
saloon on the 20lh of March. The music was chiefly selected

from Mozart's Srrraglio, an opera little known,—or, at least, not
hsekoied,—in this country, and from Weber’s Freischnts,

The ultra-{u>hionablc* thought the selection very tiresome, and
wc have heard it hinted that one, at least, of the j>er former*

strove hard to ridicule it, in order to discourage the introduc-

tion of compositions that, riot being sung almost every night in

parties, cost some little trouble iu getting up. The .Marque**,

on the 1st of June, gave another grand musical entertainment,
consisting of the pieces in the subjoined programme, which
were sung ou a stage erected iu the flue saloon of bis new
mansion in Piccadilly. These connected together in a dramatic
form by menns of a dialogue in French, written by M. Strfl'juio

Veitris, and carried on by Messrs. PcIi&stA and Snrtlid, of the
Theatre in Tottenliam-street, in the characters of an Impre-
sario and his assistant. The opera of It Crociato in Eyitto had
not then been performed in London, and the noble Lord
wished to aflbrd his friends an opportunity of heariug parts of
it before it was publicly produced. The chief performers of the
Italian Opera- house*, both vocal and instrumental, were en-
gaged upon most liln'ral terms ; but the indisposition of Mad.
De Begin* and Signor Velluti, and the tuning of the accom-
panying instruments considerably below the u«ual pitch, at the
request of the latter, threw a dump on the performance. Tii.s

entertainment was entitled a

DRAMATIC CONCERT.
PART I.

Sinfnnia, (Cahji*») , . . . IFinler.

Terzetto. 44 H inetra di yaragone/’ Signori Curiotii, De
Hcgnis. and Remorini . . . Rossini.

Duetto, Madame Pasta, and Signoy Velluti, {Aureliam in

Palmira)..... Rossini.

Duetto, Signor and Mf.dame De Begnis . . Mercadante.
Rumania, Signor Velluli, ( Teobatdo a Itolina) . Morlaechi.

Coro, {Ufranco Arcieto.) . . IVtber.
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PART n.

Quartet to, Madame Pasta, Signora Murinoni, Signori Vel-

loti, and Curiprti, (II Crocwto in F.gitto) . Meyerbeer.

Seen* cd Aria, Madame Paata, ( Romeo e Giulieital ZingareUt.

Terzetto, Madam*- De Begnis, Signora Murinoni, ami Sig-

nor V'elluti, (// CrocwUo) . . . Meyerbeer.

Duetto, Mcadamcs Dc Begnia and Pasta, ( Kornev e

GiuIirUtt).... ZingarvUi.

Caoonc. Madame Dc Bcgms, Signora Murinoni, Signori

Vclluti, Curioni, and Rcmorini, (// Crociato) . Meyerlteer.

Coro, Tiati , • . . *
. Rossini.

Mr, CJrratorbx had Ins annual concert on Monday, April

161b, at I lie Hanover-square Rooms, at which all the perform-

ers of tlie Ancient Concert ana isled ; and many of the subscrib-

ers, together with other lovers of classical music, attended. ,

Mr. Vaiiqiian’s was given in the above rooms, on Friday,

May Gtb, bv nearly the same performers, with the addition of

Signor and Madame Dc Begins. The selection rather wanted
novelty,—we do not mean music newly composed, but the re-

vival of good compositions now forgotten, therefore virtually

new.

Mr W. Ks YTITT** farewell concert took place in the same
rooms, on Friday, the 13th of May. It was not so fully

altcudcd as we expected, but the company was highly respect-

able. This gentleman retires from his profession immediately
after the York Festival ; lie will carry with him into private

Jife the well-earned esteem of tbe public, and the unfeigned
friendship of hia brethren.

Mr T. Kovcdino collected hia friends together on the 10th

of May, in private, at Mr. Maude's, in Great George-*! reef,

Westminster. Tickets one guinea each ; but as Madame Pasta,

who was newly arrived, sung for Mr. K., the house was
crowded to excess.

On Tuesday, May 24th, the Messrs. Cramer had their

annual Morning Concert at Willis’s Rooms. We conjecture
that not loss than a thousand persons were assembled on this

occasion, many of whom could gaiu no admittance into the
great room, which was tilled at an early hour. As we were
atnougst this number, wc can only aay, from report, that

Mr. Cramer never played in a wore finished maimer than on
titis occasion ; and ns it was nuuouuced as his last public per-

formance, un extraordinary interest was excited to hear the

final notes of an artist who docs not leave an equal to supply
his place.

The subjoined will show that the Messrs. Crasirr arc not

forgetful of music which, though not new, being founded on an
immutable basts, will never cease to gratify real lovers of the
art.

ACT 1.

Grand Symphony .... Haydn.
Rccit. and Air, Mr. Vaughan, “ Gentle Lyre* Hartley.

Eighth Concerto, Piano-forte, Mr. Cramer, (/?y detire) . Cramer.
Sceita, “ Gran fho ! che tM min rare," Madame Cnradori Guglicltni.

Dud, Piano-forte and Harp, Mr. Cramer, and Mr. T.
Wright . . . Mustek and Cramer.

Recit- a IV I Air, “ Softly tight the voice of evening" Miss
Stephens ..... Weber.

ACT II.

Grand Overture, ( IJomeneo) . . . Mozart.
Trio, fur Violin, Violoncello, and Contra Basso, Messrs. F.

Cramer, Lindlny, and Dragnnetti , Handel and Martini.
Ballad, Miss Stephens, (accompanied on the Harp by Mr.

T. II. Wright) . . . Chipp.
Concerto, Piano-forte, Mr. Cramer, (never jierfvrmeilm this

Country) .... Mason.
Duet, “ Together let wr range the fields," Miss Stephens

and Mr. Sapio . . . Dr. Boyce.

Mr. SpAOKOLBTTt’s annual Benefit Concert took place at the
Argyll Rooms, on Friday, May 27 . All the irerfurwers at-

tached to the King’s 'llieatre, both vocal and instrumental,
altcudcd, together with others from the band of the Philhar-

monic Society, and gave an excellent selection of sterling

music.

Signor Pozzi had his private concert at Mrs. Cox'a house in

Groavenor Place on the 3d of June. Tickets one guinea each

!

Mr. Pio Cianchettim s was given in Willis's small room on
the 4th; and on the 7th the Young Liszt had a morning per-
formance at the Argyll Rooms, in which he displayed his won-
derful power* of execution. We hope that he will now begin
to turn his attention to expression, w ithout which he may for a
while astonish, but will rarely please.

Madame Szymanowska gave a morning concert at the Ha-
nover Square Rooms, on Saturday the 11th of June, and de-
lighted a remarkably select audience, by her elegant and expres-
sive style of performing on tlte piano-forte. Signor Velluti sung
for the first time in public. Many of the Royal Family were
present, but the company was not very numerous, though of a
high class, for guinea admissions rather deter visitors.

Mr. Kibskwbttrr’s private concert was performed at the
house of William Curtis, Esq., in Portland Place, on Monday,
June Idth.; and Mr. Bbgrbz’s was on the 15th, at the Argyll
Rooms. Both of these were guinea concerts, and a good deal

of talent w as exhibited at each.

The London Orphan Akylvm at Clapton, was opened on
the l6th of June, with a public breakfast and concert. The
efficient patrons of the institution are wealthy merchants, Ac.,
and we always observe, that where such gentlemen direct a
musical performance, the selection shew* good sense and a re-

fined taste.

The Young Minasi, a prodigy on the flute, had a concert al

the Argyll Rooms ou June I Tib. The Master Schulte’s gave
a morning concert at the same place on the 22d, and on the
same day, Madame Castelli had her private concert at Mrs.
Otway Oavc’s, South-street. On the 25tb,at tbe Argyll Rooms,
Messrs. Vogt and L \darrr jointly took a benefit. The former
is the principal oboe at the Academic Royale de Mtaiqvc, or
Grand Opera, at Paris; and the latter is a performer ou tbe
harp, who has not long been known. M. Vogt has astonishing

execution, with an indifferent tone. As steady in the orchestra
as knowledge and great experience can make him, but forces

his instrument, ana makes it resemble too much the u scrannel

pipe.*’ M. La barre is admirable on the harp ; he is beyond
.compare, the best player now in Euglaud.

M. Muschrlbk, who returned to us with the spring, gave
the public an opportunity of hearing him again, after his long
absence, at the Argyll Rooms, on tbe 27th of June. He played
his fiue concerto in G minor, ami 0 new concertante, accompa-
nied by Kieaewelter. His performance was masterly and de-
lightful; full of energy and meaning; and, though abounding
in extraordinary instances of rapidity and strength, was not less

remarkable for taste and feeling. Tlie great room waa crowded
to hear him. Madame Coraegs, tbe contr'alto^ made her first

appearance at this concert.

The pupils of the Royal Academy of Music, performed a
concert at the Hanover Square Rooms, on the morning of June
tlie 30th. After which the prizes were distributed by the Prin-
cess Augusta. Much talent was exhibited, and tire dawn of
future excellence was seen in many of the youthful candidates

for funic. The sccue was an interesting one ; but why was it

clouded by the presence of a man who should never be allowed
to appear "before the public, and whose only proper place now
is, the gallics at MarscUles, to which he was a few years ago con-
demned.

On the 1 1th of July, a concert was performed at the Argyll
Rooms, for the benefit of Signor Placct, well known at the

Italian Opera as a very useful artist, who had ticen, for many
months, suffering under one of the heaviest afflictions of Provi-

dence. The list of vocal and instrumental talent was exceed-

ingly strong, and a tolerably good bill of fare was made out;

but the undertaking was ill managed, and we fear that the

result was not by any mcatts so beneficial as it might have

proved.
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The last concert of the season was given by Madame Com-
nega, on Wednesday morning, July 13th, at the Argyll Rooms.

Madame Comega is certainly the finest singer with ? contr'alto

voice that we at preaeut have in England, and we venture to

predict, wiH become very popular next season. She arrived

too late this year to be much known, except in that circle to

which the Duke aud Duchess of Cambridge introduced her.

THE DRAMA.
Kino’s Theatre.

The Italian Opera did not close till the 13th of August, haring

been opened only on Saturdays for the last three weeks. //

Crociato in EgUte kept exclusive possession of the utagr

to the end, and proved more and more attractive ; every

piece In it told,—lor the trumpetty Air foisted into it, and

condemned by all save the claqueurs, forms no part of the work,

—

and the admiration of Meyerbeer's talents increased at evey
fresh hearing of his new production. The management is infi-

nitely indebted to his opera, for it restored the finances of the

theatre, and eared it just at the moment when the termination

ofMadame Pasta's engagement, and the absence of Madame De
Begin*, had plunged it into most alarming difficulties. It is true

that Signor Velluti brought many to the house, particularly at

.first, when several were drawn out of mere curiosity
;
but his

personal attraction soon abated, the opposition to him censed.

And the interest excited in his favour died away. With all the

merit that he possesses, he is not a singer that now can long

keep hold of the public. Independent! v of moral considera-

tions, his voire is not in its prime, and Ids Intonation is defec-

tive. When we first heard him, many rears ago, his middle

tooes were good
; they are now imperfect. If not actually dis-

agreeable. and he is no longer youne. His taste however re-

mains, and though in the repetition of the final duet, II tenero

ajfetto, we witnessed some symptoms, the last few nights, of

an erroneous judgment and a neglect of the harmony In the

variations he introduced, yet we must hope that such aberra-

tions from his usual habits were nceidental.

English Opera House.

On Monday, the 15th of last month, an opera, under the name
of Tarrare, the Tartar Chief, was produced at this theatre ;

the characters as follows j—
Atar, (Sultan of Persia) Mr. II. PniLtrv*.
Artenio.(//igA Print nf Brahma) .... Mr. J.O. Atkins.
Altnmorr, (Son of the Hiqh Priest) .... Mr. Paakias.
Tarrare, ( A Tartar Chief m the serriae of Ike

suit fin) Mr. BasUAM.
Calpigi, (An Italian Sloe*, Chief of the Sut~

tan'* Household) ........ Mr. Tiioaxa.
Astasia, ( H'ife nf Tarrare) Miss Hamilton.
hi inet la, (An Italian Slate, H'ife of Calpigi) . Miss Pa vox.

This drama is abridged from the Tarare of Beautnarclutis, an
opera in five acts, written with the political design that most of

this author's works manifest. Tamre
, a whimsical title. Is a

Trench Interjection, signifying filldiestick / a term of contempt,

and M. Beaumarchais thus explains the object of his work :—
Tarare is the name, but nut the aim, of my opera. The fol-

lowing maxim, at once consoling and severe. Is the subject of

my drama
" Homme! la grandeur sur la terre

N’uppartirnt poini a toti flat
j

Kite est loute a ion caracierc.

" The dignity of man, therefore, is the moral point that I

wouid exemplify, the theme that I hare taken. To put into

action this precept of the poet, I have supposed, in Ormus, two
men in Use must opposite conditions ; oue all-powerful, an ab-

xolute Asiatic despot, hut a most vicious character. * He was
born wicked,' 1 have said, ‘ let us ace if he will be unhappy ?*

The other drawn from the lowest ranks, deprived of all, a poor
soldier, has received from heaven but one blessing, a virtuous

• soul.
* Can he be happy here below ?‘

—

"

The following is the plot, at it appears in the English version

Atar, hating Tarrare. for his virtues, and enamoured of Us
wife, has her seized and conveyed to his seraglio. Tarrare
repairs to the Palace of the Saltan, where he learns, to his sur-

prise, that hie wife it a captive. But though he had once the
good fortune to save his monarch’s life, who has now robbed him
of his wife In return, poor Tarrare is so unlike a Tartar in fero-

city, that he lingers about the seraglio in the most deplorable
talc, hoping (o obtain that relief from chance which others of hie

tribe would here sought from the sword. The Sultan, however,
is not much more fortunate. Atlatia resists alf his solicitations,

and at length he resolves, in a fit of rage, to punish her per-
verseness, hv compelling her to marry an African slave belonging
-to the seraglio in which she is confined. It so turn* out, acc£
den tally, that Tarrare himself, in the disguise of a slave, is the

person fixed upon, but Astasia being ignorant of the person on
whom the Sultan intended to bestow her, permits Ninetta to

appear as her substitute, and thus the happy meeting is pre-
vented. This Ninetta is a cunning chambermaid, whose dis-

position it is not easy to unravel, for her conduct does not ap-
pear quite intelligible, as relates either to the hero or the heroine

of Hie piece. After matters have proreeded thus far, Tarrare is

by some sort of legerdemain created General of the army, and
just as the Sultan is about to despatch him and his wife together,

the soldiers rush in to despatch the Sultan. This rouses the

loyal spirit of the Tartar, who turns round upon the troops,

abuses them for having dared to meditate the death of the Sultan,

and reads them such a lecture ou the doctrine of "divine right,"

that the tragedy is turned into a comedy all at once, anu th«

Sultan, embracing his deliverer, becomes one of the best of
Kings.

This must be considered solely as a vehicle for music ; as a
drama it will not bear the test of a rigorous examination.

Tarare was composed by Salieri for the AcatUmie Royale

de Musique, where it was first performed in 1737*. It was
soon afterwards translated into Italian, and produced at Vienna
under the title of Axur, (or Atturf) Re d'Ormus, and such
was then the effeminate taste of the Viennese, that they pre-

ferred it to the fine works of Mozart, at that time performing
at the secondary theatres of the German capital. The charac-

teristics of this opera, are smoothness and prettiness : at the

time it was first brought out, its accompaniments, compared
to those of Piccini and PaUiello, were new and rigorous

; but

heard after Mozart's and Rossini’s, they are meagre and patsi.

Salieri had neither the beautiful melody of the earlier Italian

composers, nor the rich orchestral effects ofthe German masters •

his reputation was chiefly made by the patronage of Gluck, and
he has been much over-rated, both in the capitals of France and
Austria. Our own journals have made mention of this opera

in terms that shew now very backward the state of musical

criticism is even yet in England : hv their epithets it would

seem that they place it on a level witfi the greatest works the

age has produced. Some parts of it certainly are very pleasing,

but wc cannot point out a single passage that shews a first-rate

genius. The popular pieces in it abroad are, the Canone and
Romance, published in our present number : the first is always

encored here, but the last is suug so much too quick, that it pro-

duces no effect on our stage. The song, “Revenge I" made
out of a march, and given with great spirit by Braham, is

original and animated ; and there are two rhoruases—which Mr.
Kelly introduced in, we think, Blue-Beard—of considerable

merit, that are much applauded. The opera is altogether very

successful
;
Mr. Braharn rings gently in it, and pleases every-

body thereby. Miss Paton sustains her part exceedingly well,

though it were to be wished that she would reform tier shake,

anil abolish the eternal sameness of its terminating appng-
giatura. Mr. Phillips, both as actor and singer, is a very

superior person. Miss Hamilton, a debutante on the present

occasion, does not yet produce much effect
;
but she has time

in plenty before her, and seems to have some of the requisites of

a singer. Mr. Arnold has brought out the piece in a very liberal

manner, to which much of its success may be ascribed.

• See Hannooicoo, Vol, 1, page 158, foe some account of Salieri,

and his works.
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MEMOIR OF

Maria-Luigi-Carlo- Zknori - Salvador Che-
Rub in i was born in Florence, the 8th of September,
1760. At nine years of age he commenced the study of
composition under Bartolomeo Felici, and his son, Ales-
sandro Felici. They were able masters, and under their
care he made considerable advancement in an art in which
he was already an enthusiast. But he had the misfor-
tune to lose both his instructors, who died one shortly
after the other, when he passed under the care of Pietro
Bizzari, and Giuseppe dastrucci. In 1773, that is be-
fore he had completed his thirteenth year, he produced
a mass and an anthem, which were executed at Florence,
and excited a great sensation. In the space of four or
five years from this period, he laid before the public a
gTeat number of works, as well for the church as for the
theatre, which were received with applause. These suc-
cesses attracted the notice of the Grand Duke, Leopold
II., of Tuscany, a zealous friend and patron of the arts,

who, in 1773, granted him a pension, in order to enable
him to continue his studies, and perfect his talents under
the celebrated Sarti, who was at that time residing at

Bologna.

Cherubini passed nearly four year* under this admira-
ble master, and doubtless it is to bis talents and instruc-

tions, that the former stands indebted for the profound
knowledge which he acquired in counterpoint, and in the
ideal style, as well as for that perfection of talent, which
has raised him to snch eminence "in the art, and entitles!

him to rank among the most learned and able composers.
So devoted was Sarti to the improvement of his favourite

pupil, that though overwhelmed with occupations, he
always contrived to find time for the exercise of his

talents
; and so rapid was his progress, and so well did

he correspond to his master's care, that he was intrusted

with the composition of the secondary parts of his operas.

Hence the scores of Sarti contain a great number of

pieces which were thus composed for him by Cherubini.

In 1784, he quitted Italy and paid a visit to Lon-
don, where he resided nearly two years, and produced his

two operas La Finta Principessa

,

and GiuUo Sabina, in

the latter of which the celebrated Marches! made his

debut in the British capital, and formed a new era in the

musical annals of our country. This singer was not only

inexhaustible in fancy and embellishments, but pos-

sessed the more rare and, perhaps, important talent of

giving to the recitative all its power, expression, and

Vol.IU.

CHERUBINI.

varied energy. Independently, too, of his vocal powers,

his performance was highly set ofT by the beauty of his

person, and the grace and propriety of his gestures.

In 1736, Cherubini quitted this city, and repaired to

Paris, where He came to a determination of taking up his

residence, and where he has since reaped so abundant a
harvest of fame. He, however, occasionally visited Italy,

and in 178S, produced, at Turin, his opera of Ifigenia in

Aulide, which tended very considerably to raise his reputa-

tion in his native country. On his return to Paris, he pro-

duced on the third of December of the same year, at the

Academic Imperiale de Mutique, his opera of Dcmnphoon,
the first work with which he enriched the French lyric the-

atre. He afterwards composed a great number of de-
tached pieces, which were introduced in the Italian opera
executed in I7tr0, and the following years, by the admi-
rable Italian company which Paris at that time pos-
sessed. Among many other masterpieces of this kind,

still continues to be sung with increasing delight, the

magnificent quartet 1 , Cara da tot dipenuh, which was
introduced in the opera Dei Viaggiatori J'elici , ami was
received at the time of its production with an enthusiasm

which is not yet forgotten. Cherubini always presided

at the execution of his works, and immense went the

advantages which both the singers and instrumental per-

formers derived from his zeul and talents. Added to this,

he had the happy art of gaining over the singers to his

views, by a suavity of manners, and a conciliatory mode
of address, not always possessed by persons of his talent

and profession. Suffice it to say, that he raised the lyric

stage to a degree of eminence to which it had never

before attained, and of which later periods convey but

a very imperfect idea.

The opera of Ludniska was produced in 1701, at the

Theatre Feydeau. This production forms an epoch in the

annals of the comic opera. It was the first time that a
composition had been heard at this theatre, in which the

song was sustained by all the power and all the richness

of the symphony. It was now that Cherubini was seen to

tread, and to tread not unworthily, in the footsteps of

Haydn and Mozart.

To Ijotlaihka succeeded Elisa
,, Medic, Les deux Jourrues,

and L’Hotellerie Porlugaim. These compositions wore

not unworthy of the great masterpiece to which they suc-

ceeded, and gave Cherubini a just title fo rank among the

!
first of living composers. It was at this period, that the

80
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French lyric drama attained to its greatest eminence* for

while the subject of this memoir was operating these won-
ders at the Theatre Feydeau

, Mchul was effecting a similar

revolution at the Theatre Favart
, by his admirable produc-

tions Evphrosine et Coradin , Stratanice, Throsine et Mali-
dor, Sic. Nothing can be more delightful than to see the

mutual esteem of two great artists, increasing with their

success,and interweaving the garland of friendship with the

laurels of glory. Some ill disposed persons having
spread a report, that Mchul was jealous of Cherubini,

toe former wrote a letter, w hich appeared in the public

journals, stating that he considered Cherubini as the

greatest composer in Europe. This was in 1610, a year
after the death of Haydn.

In 1805, Cherubini visited Vienna, where his re-

putation had preceded him. It was in this city that he
Drought out his Faniska on the imperial theatre. Pre-
vious to his return to Paris, in March, 1600, he went to

bid adieu to the illustrious Haydn, and entreated as a
parting favour, that he would give him the original MS.
of one of his scores, liaydn presented him with an un-

published symphony, and said to him, while he affection-

ately pressed his hands; “ Allow roe to call myself your

musical father, and to greet you by the title of my sou."

—Nor must we omit to mention in this place, that in 1601,

Cherubini was commissioned by the Academic de Musique
to repair to Vienna, in order to present to the immortal

symphonist the medal which they had caused to be struck

in his honour, after the execution of his sublime oratorio

of The Creation , the 12th of December, 1600. This was
in all respects a remarkable day, for it was on his way to

the Aeademie de Musique, to bear this very oratorio, that

Napoleon had so nearly fallen a victim to w hat w as called

the infernal machine. It is no mean proof of this extra-

ordinary man’s presence of mind, and intrepidity of cha-

racter, that even after the danger that had threatened his

life, he was determined to attend at the performance of

the music, into the whole spirit of which he seemed to enter.

In 1615 Sig. Cherubim was invited to London by the

Philharmonic Society, for which he composed an Over-
ture, a Symphony, and a grand concerted vocal piece, all

of which w ere performed at the concerts of this distin-

guished body of professors, under his own immediate di-

rection. He remained in England during a great part of

the spring season, and received a liberal remuneration for

his labours. When he returned to the metropolis of the

French nation, he found his interests considerably in-

volved in the changes making by l he restored dynasty in

the musical as well as other establishments of that coun-

try. He even retired from some of his situations for a
time in disgust, but was soon recalled to them by the go-
vernment, and now fills some of the most respectable

offices that the members of his profession can occupy: he

is one of the composers of the ('handle du Roi
, professor of

composition at theEeoU Royale, a Member of the Academic
Royale des Beaux-Arts, and also of the Legion of Honour.

In his Dissertation on the Slate ofMusic in Italy, Perotti

makes the following reflection on certain living composers,

such as Asioli, Paer, Mayer, and Cherubini. 11 The de-

sire," says he ,
44 of improving and refining the art, has

frequently led them to seek for eclat in the pomp of in-

strumentation
; even without being able to plead the

plausible excuse of incapacity in the siugers ; though
even this apology could not avail them, upon the princi-

ple of the received axiom, that one fault cannot justify
another."

But if in his vocal compositions Cherubini has laid

himself open to some reproach, his instrumental music is

beyond the reach of criticism, os is his sacred music be-

yond all praise.

We may remark, that when a musical education has

been perfect, when the fundamental principles of the art

have fceen thoroughly imbibed, the powers of the man of
genius acquire strength with age ; as in the instances

of Handel, Haydn, Gluck, Beethoven, and Cherubini.

On the contrary, when precocious composers, who have

neglected early to draw from the profound sources ofcoun-

terpoint, arrive at maturity, they feel the need of making
good the deficiencies of their early education : but it is

too late ; the happy moment is past
;

science is now a

fetter to them, ana they fall oppressed beneath its galling

load. We will not be invidious in particularizing indivi-

duals
;
there are few of our readers who will not be able

to fill up the list which we leave vacant. It is with rea-

son, that the able theorist Koch has laid such stress upon
the study of counterpoint, and so strongly recommended
it to every young artist, who aspires to a renown beyond
the empty honours of the moment, and feels nobly ambi-
tious ol solid glory. As the question is so immediately

connected with the subject of our Memoir, we shall be
excused for citing a short passage from an author whose
authority is allow ed to possess so much weight. 4 • Through
the study of counterpoint, the composer reaps the ad-

vantage of learning to combine a variety of parts with

facility, and of wing able to view at a glance their

whole harmonic connexion ; he is thus enabled fully to

develope the melodies best adapted to the expression of

his ideas, and among all the variations, all the harmonic
combinations of which they are capable, of selecting those

which best answer his purpose. In a word, by the study

of counterpoint, he acquires a tact or dexterity in the em-
ployment of harmony, without which he is unable fully

to embody the ideas of sound conceived in his fancy, and,

without which, be cannot arrange and complete them to

advantage in their harmonic extent.”

In instrumental music, Cherubini enjoys a reputation

truly European. In Paris, in Berlin, in Vienna, in Lon-
don, his overtures are hailed with undiminished applause,

particularly that of Let Abencerages, of Anacreon , and Let

Deux Joumecs. That of Anacreon is the most known
among us •

;
it is less learned than the overture of Let

Deux Journces

,

but it offers the powerful contrast of solo

passages for various instruments, finely blended with

the more massy parts, to which they impart lightness

and effect. With respect to the overture of Les Aben-

cerages, it is obscure in several of its {Arts, and has been

compared to the sun disengaging himself with difficulty

from the clouds by which he is enveloped.

It is in the opera of Les Deux Joumecs ,
that we find

the admirable finale, which has been so justly admired,

and of which Castil-Blaze has given so picturesque an

analysis in his work on the French opera.

But it is in the field of sacred music, that the genius of

Cherubini has most distinguished itself. His masses,

psalms, motets, and oratorios, unite, to the most learned

structure, all the charms of the sweetest melody. In this

respect he is justly entitled to the appellation of the Jo-

tnelli of the present day. His mass a trots rour, is regard-

ed as a masterpiece of the kind, and which would of it-

• U ha* recently become very familiar to the English public, by
the admirable manner in which it has been arranged on the Apol-
lurncon of Mr. Flight.
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self have been sufficient [to insure the composer a place

in the temple of immortality.

At the epoch of the organization of the Conservatoire

de Musique, he was named one of the five inspectors, and

afterwards he was chosen to fill the post of director. He
has co-operated in several practical works published by

this establishment ;
among others, in Let Mcthodes de

Vxolon et de Vioitmceile

,

edited by Baillot ; to the various

musical examples employed in these, he has added basses,

which are admirable studies for the young virtuosi on

these instruments.

The following is, we believe, a correct list of this com-

poser's works.

From 1773 to 1779, various Miuuei, Pwlnis, Mo4ets, Can-
tatas, Arias, Interludes, &c.; during his residence at Florence.

In 1780, Quin to Fabio

,

an opera in 3 acts, produced at Ales-

sandria.

In 1782, Armida, sud Messenzio, both in two acts, and at

Florence : Adriano in Sirin, at Leghorn.
In 1783, Quinto Fnhio, at Rome ; together with Lo Spoto di

tre famine.
In 1784, L' hia tide, an opera in two acts, at Florence; Ales-

sandro ndl' India , at Mantua.
in 1785, La Finta Principrssa, produced in London.

In t78fi, Qiulio Sabino ; together with a great number of

new pieces added to 11 Marchese di Tutipano, also in London.
In 1788, Ifiymiu inAnlide, at Turin; and DcmopAwm, at Paris.

In 1790, Additions to the Italian* in Londra, of Cimarosa,

at Paris.

In 1791, Lodoiska, at the Theatre Feydeau.

In 1794, Ehsa ; in 1797, Medet; in 179«, L'Uotcllerie Por*

tugaist.

In 1799, LaPnnition, and La Prisonncirt.

In 1800, Lea Denx Joumles.
In 1803, Anacreon : all at Paris.

In 1804, Achilla d Syrot, a ballet, at Paris,

lu 1800, Ftmisha, at Vienna.

In 1809, Pygmalion*, produced at the Theatre des TtuUriet.

1810, Le Crescendo, a comic opera.

Les Courses da Newmarket, ditto.

In 1813, Les Abencerages, an opera in three acts, the poetry

by Jouy.

In 1814, Bayard d Meztires, conjointly with Boicklieu, Cate!,

and Nicolo.

In 1821, Blanche, de Provence, cm La Cour des Fees, an alle-

gorical opera, conjointly with Bcrton, Boicklieu, Kreutzcr,

and Parr.

To this list we may add the following pieces:

1st, A Sonata for two organs.

2d, A Hymn to the Memory of Haydn, executed at the

Conservatoire, in 1 809, and in every respect worthy of the

great genius to whom it was consecrated.

3rd, Overture composed for the Philharmonic Society of

Loudou.
4th, Grand Sinfouia for Ditto.

5th, Cantata Pastorale, with full orchestral accompaniments,

for Ditto.

fithlv, Miss* jirrt Defunctis, or Requiem, executed at the

Abbaye de St. Denis, in 1818. This composition breathes the

true sublime of the high and pathetic order.

7thly, Ten Canons, published by Clemeuti iu 1821, not lea

remarkable for their learning than their beauty and expres-

sion, and which arc deserviug of being better kuowu than they

appear to be.
#

8thly, All the world is acquainted with Perfda Chlori, a

canon which is the very perfection of the art, and proves with

what dexterity a difficult musical] problem may be solved by

a man of genius.

9th, A Requiem, executed at the obsequies of Louis XVIII.,

of which amateurs have spoken in very flattering terms.

10th, Lastly, a Mass, performed on occasion of the corona-

tion of Charles X., which is said to be a masterpiece.

CURIOUS EXPERIMENT RELATIVE TO
SOUND.

To the Editor of the Habmojuicox.

Sin,—Among the extracts which you gave in your last

Number, from the ingenious little work, entitled. “ Nottr

to assist the Memory,” there is a very brief notice of an

experiment made in Germany, relative to the properties

of sound. As the subject is curious, and calculated lo

lead to important results, a more detailed account of the

way in which the experiment may be tried, will not, per-

haps, prove unsatisfactory to vour readers.

Anions other properties of sonorous bodies, it was

discovered that they possess that of acting upon light

substances, under particular circumstances, and of dis-

posing them in certain directions according lo the various

proportions of the vibrations ;
or, in other words, of ar-

ranging them into various figures corresponding to the

proportions of musical tones.

For example :—if we take a piece of glass of exaetjy

equal thickness, eight inches in length, and one in

breadth, cover it with a thin layer of fine sand, and either

holding it in a particular position between the finger and

thumb, or having it fastened in that position lo some

other bodv, play on its side with a violin bow *, not only

will tones be produced, but the different vibrations causcdi

by these tones, will have the effect of distributing the

sand in certain directions, corresponding to the propor-

tions of the tones so produced. The method iu which

this is effected, will be more clearly shewn by a few

figures.

Take a piece of glass, as in Fig. I. covered with a

slight layer of 6ne sand, mid holding it between the finger

and thumb at a, vibrate it with a violin-bow at 6 or c, the

glass will give its fundamental tone ut t ;
and the vibra-

tions will throw the sand into one horizontal, and one

transverse line, as in Fig. II., where the lines are re-

presented by dots.

Fig. I.

Fig- H.

if the piece of glass Fig. III. be held at a, and be

vibrated by the bow at b, the octave at above gamut

is beard, and the vibrations throw the sand into the

longitudinal line, mid hoo transverse ones, as in

• Caro should be previously taken to smooth down the tough

edge, of tile gins, on a grind.stone, in order that their stiarpnesa

may not injure the bow, but more particularly that tile hone-hair

may tu; enabled to act *o delicately upon the glass, that no violent

friction may ensue.

f h it self-evident Itint this .1 will differ more or less from the «f

of common concert pitch, according as the piece of glats varies in

thickness. For the rest, it inny be observed, tltat in the lest, the ap-

pellation of fundamental tone is given to this wf, as being the lowest

tone that can be produced from the piece of glass.

s D a
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Fig. HI.

b

If the piece of glass in Fig. IV. is held at «, and vi-

brated by the bow at b, then it gives the tone sol above

gamut, or the fifth of its fundamental tone, and the sand

is thrown in one longitudinal line, and three transverse

ones, as in

Fig. IV.

—
A

In the same manner arise the tone fa above gamut as

fourth, the tone mi above gamut, as third of the funda-

mental tone, See. ; according as the piece of glass is held

nearer its end, and intoned with the bow. By the Fourth

the sand is thrown into four, by the Third into five, trans-

verse lines, he.
The results obtained from this experiment are as follow

:

1st. That the lines which thus form themselves, cor-

respond to the proportions of the intervals produced ; and
2dly. That two distinct kinds of vibrations take place,

viz., one by which the sand is thrown into a longitudinal

line, and which arc therefore called horizontal vibrations;

the other, that throw' the sand into transverse lines, and
are therefore termed transverse vibrations.

These particulars are collected from a minutely detailed

account in a work of the celebrated E. F. F. Chladni,

entitled, Entdeckungcn uber die Theorie da Klanyes
,
(Dis-

coveries relative to the Theory of Sounds,) Leirwic,

1980. This subject bos also been investigated in a Dis-
sertation by Panser, entitled, Dissertatio Physica Sistens

Invcstigationcm motvum et Sonorum
,
quibus Inminer elas-

ticie contremiscunt. Jena, I SOI.— I remain, &c. 8tc.

W. J. W.

ACCOUNT OF THE MOST CELEBRATED ORGANS.
From the Account of the Musical Festival at York, in 182.1. Hy

Joint Cbojse, Esq.. F. S. A.,

As very much has been said and written respecting

the great organ at Haarlem, the following list of cele-

brated instruments, arranged according to the number of

(heir stops, may not be uninteresting. It has been col-

lected from various sources, and enriched with some
additions by the kind communication of the Rev. C. 1.

Latrobe; to which it may be added, that no similar list

has ever fallen under our notice. It includes the largest

organ existing in England
; to which we are enabled to

add a notice of the largest one in the United States, from

the Harmonicon for December, 1 j>2+. It may be rendered

more intelligible to the general reader by stating, that

an 8-fect open pipe produces a .sound equal to the lowest

C upon the violoncello, therefore n 10-feet pipe is equal to

the octave below, and a 32-feet pipe to two octaves below

that note, or four octaves below the middle C of the

piano-forte.

Seville.—The Cathedral organ has loo stops, 5300

pipes, and 7 pairs of bellows, of very peculiar construc-

tion, which fill it with wind in 15 seconds.

Gokrlitz, in Upper Lusatia.—The organ in the

church of St. Peter ana St. Paul, was built by Eugeniua
Casparini, and his son Adam Horatius, in six years, and
was consecrated by a solemn service, August 1 9th, 1703.

It has 92 stops, 57 of which are whole stops ; and 3270
pipes, 522 of which are of metal. The towers in front

shew above 2S0 polished metal pipes, the largest of

which, I
; in the pedals, is 2k feet long, and contains

31,971 cubic inches; there are two octaves of pedals,

the lowest note of which, C, is from a pipe 32 feet in

length, and there are also 7 others of 16 feet; it has

3 rows of keys, and 12 pairs of bellows.

Merseburg, in Saxony.—The Cathedral organ has
75 stops, 6k of which are whole ones, containing H pipes

of 16 feet, and 2 of 32 feet
;
4 rows of keys and pedals,

10 sound-boards, and 6 large pairs of bellows.

Hamburg.—St. Michael's organ has G7 stops,

(Burney's Musical Tour says 64:) containing 9 pipes of
16 feet, and 3 of 32 feet; 4 rows of keys, and 10 pairs

of bellows, with the pedals, extending from double double

C to I7 in allissimo. The flute stop is composed of as

many real flutes as there are notes. It was built by
Hilcfebraml, at an expense of above 4000/., agreeably to

the will of Mr. Matlheson, and is probably the most
complete, if not the largest, in Europe. There are four

other large organs in Hamburg, one of them as old as

the 15th century; the other three built by Splitger

before the year 1700.

Amsterdam.—

T

he old church organ has 64 stops,

and requires nearly the weight of 2lbs^ to put down the

keys ; it is better toned than that of Haarlem, and was
finished by Batti, of Utrecht, in 1760.

Lisle.—St. Peter s church has an organ of 64 stops,

and 4 rows of keys, with a front containing 13 columns
of pipes : it was built about 1710.

Weingarten.—

A

Benedictine monastery in Suabia,

possesses an instrument of great celebrity. The great

organ contains 11 stops and 2176 pipes ; tfre choir organ
10 stops and 1 176 pipes ; the third manual 12 stops and
127k pipes; the echo 11 stops and 1225 pipes, and the

pedals 16 stops and 915 pipes. The whole number
of stops is GO, (Sir J. Hawkins says 66,) and of pines

6666 ; 7 of which are of 16 feet, and 3 of 32 feet. The
builder, Gabelaar, of Ulra, gave such satisfaction, that

the monks, who were immensely rich, arc said to have

presented him with 6666 florins above his charge. There
is a drawing and a description of it in theFacteur d’Orgues.

Tours.—The Cathedral organ has 60 stops, and pos-

sesses immense power, It has 5 rows of keys, ana 13

pairs of bellows; 5 pipes of 16 feet, and 3 of 32 feet,

and was built by J. B. X. Le Ferre, of Rouen.
Haarlem.—The celebrated organ of this place, so

generally, though erroneously, said to be the largest in

the world, was built by Christian Muller, of Amsterdam,
in 1739, at ihe cost of more than 10 ,

000/. It has 60
stops, and 12 pairs of bellows, each 9 feet by 5, and
contains nearly 5000 pipes; 8 of which are 16 feet, and
2 of 32 feet; the greatest diameter being 15 inches.

It is 109 feet high, and 50 feet broad. The present

organist is M. Schumann, and the fee for hearing him
display the powers of his instrument for an hour, is 11

guilders, or l ns. Ad. sterling, with a further charge of

3 guilders, or 5^., to the bellows-blower. A list of the

stops is given in Burney's Musical Tour
,
vol. ii„ p. 305,

Google
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and in Rees’S Cyclopcedia, art. Organ

,

which contains

much information as to the construction of organs, and

the recent improvements by Messrs. Flight, Liston,

Loeschman, and others.

Groningen.—Sit. Martin’s church organ has 54

stops, and 4 rows of keys ; the principal pipes of the

pedals are 32 feet long: it was originally built by

Rudolph Agricola, in the 15th century, and is one of the

sweetest in existence; hut the modern additions to it,

according to Sir J. Hawkins, do not equal the old work.

Alost.—St. Martin’s church organ has 53 stops, and

was built by Van Petigham, of Ghent, in 1767 ; it nas hut

little variety, there being frequently more solo stops in

an English organ of half the size.

Amsterdam.—The new church organ has 52 stops,

besides half stops, 3 rows of keys, and 2 rows of pedals.

York.—

T

he Cathedral organ has 52 stops, 3254

pipes, and 3 rows of keys; 60 notes in compass, with

two octaves of pedals ;
its greatest pipe is 24 feet long,

and it is the lurgest instrument in the United Kingdom.

Berlin.—St. Peter’s church organ had, in 1773,

50 stops. It was iutended to have been the largest in

the world, consisting of 150 stops, and 6 rows of keys,

besides pedals, but remains unfinished.—The Garrison

church organ has 3220 pipes, and 50 keys in compass.

Ulm.—The Cathedral organ has 45 stops and 3442

ipes; the largest are 13 inches in diameter: it was

uilt by Schmahl, in 1734, and is much esteemed. The
gallery and ornaments are 150 feet in height.

Vienna.—St. Michael’s church organ has 40 stops.

The disposition of its keys attracted the notice of Snetzler.

Rom e.—

T

he church of St. Johp Lateran has an orean of

36 stops : it was first built ini 549, and is the largest in Horae.

Baltimore.—The organ of the Cathedral is the

largest in the United States, and was built by Mr. Tho-
mas Hall, of that city. It contains 36 stops, and 2213

pipes; the largest, 32 feet long, has two octaves of

pedals, and is 33 feet in height. An instrument of 1 8 stops

was also lately built by Hall and Erben, of New York, tor

the Presbyterian Church in Charleston, so that the use of

this noble instrument appears to be spreading among our

Trans-atlantic brethren of various religious denominations.

Strasburg.—This city has been famous for its hell-

founders, dock-makers, and organ -builders, as well as

its free-masons. So early os the end of the 1 3th century,

there were several organs in its Cathedral, very curious

in their structure, and sonorous in their notes. The
resent instrument, on the north-side of the mire, was
uilt by Silbermann, nearly a century ago, and is placed

about 50 feet above the pavement—it has 6 pairs of

bellows, each 12 feet bv 6, and contains 2242 pipes.

“ The tone,” says Mr. Ybhdin, in his Bibliogi‘ayhical

Tour, 14
is so tremendous, though mellow and pleasing,

that it almost overwhelms the voices of the musicians in

the chair, at the distauce of nearly 300 feet.” Mr. D.
also mentions the immense organs of the Cathedral and
of the Abbey of St. Ouen, at Rouen, the latter of which

be found, by pacing the ground, to be 40 feet in length.

Besides the above, St. Anthony's, at Padua, has four

immense organs, and that at St. Roque's, at Paris, is a
very large one, with 4 rows of keys. Notwithstanding

the imposing enumeration of so many stops, the large

organs of the continent are inferior in the choice and
variety of them to the best English instruments, a great

part being merely duplicates of unisons and octaves, and
some of them performing other services, such as turning

wheels with bells, kc. ; so that, though 70 or SO may be

in sight, only 50 or 60 of them are actually used. Pedals

are the invention of Bernhard, a German, about the year

1470. It is to be wished that there was some rule for

their uniform construction ; the best plan probably is, to

make one octave equal iu compass to two in the manuals,

C corresponding with C. Two full octaves are required to

play them in the foreign style, which produces a won-

derful effect under a skilful performer. The swell is

certainly an English invention : Dr. Burney, in his tour,

found only one, and that a bad one, in the whole of

Germany in 1772, and none in Prance and Italy.

Handel is said to have sent a model of the swell-box

over to his native country; but it evidently was not

imitated until long after his death. A recent writer has

attributed much of the excellence of the Germans in the

art of music to the great use which they make of the

organ
;
whilst the cheapness of materials and of labour

enables them to multiply large instruments at a small ex-
pense. We are informed by Mr. Lalrobe that an organ was
lately built by Grunehurg, of Brandenburg, for the church
of St. Catherine, at Magdeburg, containing 29 stops, and
7 pipes of 16. feet, which cost no more than 450/. sterling.

Of English organs it is not easy to procure any
account so as to compare their respective size and merits;

but, in addition to those by Smith and Harris already

mentioned, notices of the following may be acceptable.

The famous one in Exeter Cathedral was built by John
Loosctnore, in 1G6G, and its largest pipes arc 15 inches
in diameter. It was thoroughly cleansed and repaired

about 1805 by Miches u. Snetzler built one for St. Mar-
garet’s church, at Lynn, under Dr. Burney’s direction,

with 30 stops, in which he first introduced the dulciana
stop, which fixed his reputation

; it cost 700/. He also

erected a very fine one m Beverley Minster, containing

26 stops, which was opened with the performance of two
oratorios, September 20 and 21, 1769. The noble in-

strument at Yarmouth, built by Jordan and Co., in 1740,
has 29 stops. The one iu Canterbury Cathedral, by
Green, was, by permission, first used at the Commemo-
ration in 1734

;
it cost loOO/. Green also built those at

Windsor, Litchfield, and Salisbury, which last was pre-
sented to the Cathedral by his late Majesty in 1792.
That in the Theatre at Oxford was built by Byfield and
Green, the former of whom was likewise the maker of
the one in Greenwich Hospital. The noble organ in

Spitalfields church was built by Bridge, for the small

sum of 600 /. The very fine one at King’s College, Cam-
bridge, was erected by Avery, in 1803. One at Hinck-
ley, built by G. P. England, which cost 525/., has 21
stops, 1370 pipes, and three rows of keys. It was opened
with a performance by a band of 100 musicians, Oct. 19,

ISOS. St. Peter’s, at Leeds, has an organ of 29 stops,

and three entire rows of keys, besides the swell, built

by T. Greenwood and Sons of that place, in 1815, which
cost 1200 guineas ; and a very noble one was built for

Waterford Cathedral about the same time, by Elliot.

The new church of St. Luke’s, Chelsea, has been pro-
vided with an instrument, built by Nicbolls, which con-
tains 33 stops, and 1876 pipes, and is said to be the
most powerful one in London. That in St. Paul’s Ca-
thedral, which is much too small for the building, con-
tains 1976 pipes, of which the largest is only 16 feet

long. An organ, recently erected in St. Nicholas’s church,
Bristol, possesses the novelty of a set of iron pedals.

The laTge instrument in St. Patrick’s Cathedral, Dublin,
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was taken in one of the ships that composed the Spanish
Armada, and presented to it by Queen Elizabeth.

We cannot conclude these notices upon the subject of
organs, without mentioning the evident change of opinion
which has taken place among several Christian commu-
nities, with regard to the employment of them in the
celebration of Divine Worship. The Wesleyan Metho-
dists have instruments in several of their chapels, as at

Wakefield, Halifax, Huddersfield, 3tc.; one at the latter

place contains 19 stops, and cost 500 guineas. The Inde-
pendents, ami the Unitarians also, in several places with
which we are acquainted, have organs in their chapels ;

one belonging to the former body at Manchester cost

350 guineas ; and even in Scotland, where the prejudice
against this noble instrument has long ran high, there is

now a very prevalent feeling in its favour : and the ques-

tion, of its admissibility into the service of the kirk, has,

if we are not misinformed, lately become a subject of
discussion in that country.

OX THE JOINING POETRY WITH MUSIC.
To the Editor of the Harmon icon.

Sin,—In reading lately William Jackson’s ingenious Essays,

The Four Ayct, 1 met with some observations which I consider

as valuable ; and as the work is extremely scarce, and then? ap-
pears to be an increasing appetite for musical criticism in the
reading part of the public, I have extruded the Essay for your
use, if you think with me that it is worth reprinting. I urn. See.

Clbricc s.

In some late remarks on a musical publication, a wish
is expressed, that the alliance of music and poetry were
dissolved. If by this is meant, that they are two distinct

things, and exist independently of each other, it cannot
he doubted ; hut if it means, that they ought always to he
kept asunder, or that they are not the stronger from being
properly united

;
the assertion, at least, may be questioned.

When we read the Faery-Queene or Paradise Lost, it

is without the intrusion of any musical idea; the poems
might have been written if music had never existed, for

the measure of the verse, which is all the analogy that

can he pretended, bears no relation to musical measure.
Nay, those pieces which have lines of such a length as
easily coincide with equal bars, are written and read
without any reference to music.

In like manner, when we hear a symphony, or any
composition merely instrumental, it is unaccompanied by
poetical ideas; the composer thought of nothing but his

subject, and the audience do not associate with it cither

verse or prose—in this sense, then, there is no natural

union between poetry and music; but an artificial union
may be formed, and with increased effect. After we
have been accustomed to hear the same words sung to a
particular air, the latter, if heard alone, will weakly ex-
cite the same kind of passion as when performed together

:

—but if the tune had never been applied to the words, no
such passion would have been excited, for music receives

a determinate meaning from the words, which, alone, it

cau never attain . The song and chorus of M Return, O
* It is true that we find the terms tumtnrr and •tinier, noon and

night, battle and chase, given to pieces from some fancied resem-
blance between them. The proving that summer and winter, dec.,

have no connexion with musical expression, I suppose will not be
expected. As marches are performed by military hands, they induce
the idea of soldiers—when wc hear one we think of the other

;

and
as French-horns make part of the paraphernalia of bunting, in pieoes

where we find a fmjueui interchange of fifths, sixths, and octaves,

we join with it the idea of a chase—but all this is association.

God of Hosts,’* in the Oratorio of Samson, is undoubtedly
a fine piece of devotional music, but it might with equal
ease have been adapted to the complaints of a lover for the
loss of his mistress. The old psalm-tunes, so expressive
of religious solemnity, were formerly in the French court
applied to licentious songs; and that peculiarly fine

melody appropriated to the hundredth psalm, was sung
to a popular love-ditty. At present we may observe the
reverse—many of our favourite sung- tunes, are, by some
religious establishments, applied to their hymns; which,
as one of their teachers observed, is rescuing a ^ood thing
out of the clutches of Satan. These conversions could
never have succeeded, if poetry had not the power to
determine what idea the music should express. Take a
yet stronger instance. Let us imagine ourselves unac-
quainted with the well-known chorus of 44 For unto us,”
«c., and that we heard the instrumental parts only—we
should think it a fugue upon a pleasing subject, without
applying it to any particular meaning, sacred or profane.
Conceive it part of a comic opera—nothing is more easy
than preserving the same form of words in a parody, to
suit the purpose— suppose it done, and that there were
common names in place of the sublime appellations of the
original—they would he equally well expressed; |>erhap$
in one part, better; for the space between “called,” and
the name, is so filled up iu the violin parts as would
more properly introduce the names we have imagined to
be substituted, than those terms which really follow.

Let us next suppose the composer of an oratorio apply-
ing the same music to the passage in the prophet, as at

present, and the chorus is heard with its proper words.
We have now a sublime and religious idea impressed,

to which we think the music admirably adapted, and
where our sensation is ill unison. Religion and ridicule

differing in the extreme, no other subjects could he found

so proper for proving the point to be established.

By all these instances, it is plain, that the same music
may be applied for opposite purposes, and equally well;

and although they also evidently shew that music alone

expresses no determinate sentiment, yet that it increases

the expression, and even meaning of the words, whenever
they are judiciously conjoined

;
for whether the mnsic

had been only applied to the psalms or songs—to the

chorusses either for a serious or comic effect, yet it is

most certain that the words and the music are the more
expressive for each other.

Let music and poetry then be kept distinct, when it is

for their mutual advantage to be so
;
they have each their

particular and sufficient consequence, to subsist, without

collateral support
; but all the world has felt that they

may he combined, and receive so much additional effect,

that we roust oppose the slightest wish to dissolve ail

union productive of such exquisite pleasnre.

UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF DIDEROT, ON THE
MUSICAL DRAMA.

[From on original MS. in the po&sraaion of M. Fayolle.]

The great question between the Chevalier ChasteOnx *

and his antagonist, (the anonymous author of the Traite

• Author of L' E**ai tur Funion de la Paesie H de la Mmnque.
This w ork wan the fruit of a journev which the writer made to Italy,

l in 1730. At ihia period but little had been written relative to tlio

1 nature and essence of the art, which was left to professors and
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,
published in 1772,} is, whether the

poem ought to t>e composed for the music, or the
music for the poem

;
whether the poet is to be allowed

the privilege of following the free course of his fancy,
or is to be constrained servilely to follow the musician as
his train-bearer. The latter is the opinion of the au-
thor of the Treatise

,

who can discover no real difference

between the tragedy and the opera. Now, if the lyric

tragedy is nothing more than the common tragedy, it

will follow that they are both equally proper for music
;

if so, will he oblige the curious by setting good and
appropriate music to one of the tragedies of Racine ?

1 cannot, however, conceal ray surprise, that the au-
thor in question was not stopped short in his arguments
by a well-known fact ;—that though the poems of Qui-
nault arc delightful to be read, nothing can be more flat

than the music to which Lully has set them
; and yet,

that this flat music having been composed for these
poems, and these poems for this flat music, all those who,
up to tbe present period, (1772,) have attempted to set a
different music to Armide, from that of Lully, have pro-
duced a music still more flat than that of this composer*.

It always struck roe that nothing could be more
absurd than to abandon the ancient music, and yet
retain the form of the ancient tragedy; and it also
appears to me to be necessary that the style of the poet
should be in accordance with the style of the musician.
The ridiculous contrast of our poetry with the music of

Italy, which is continually gaining ground amongst us,
the discordance of these two arts, lea the Chevalier to ex-
amine the question somewhat more profoundly, and he
discovered, that if music is essentially song, this song
must necessarily have a real period t.

He pursued this idea till it led him to that remit
which at once excited the anger and the jealousy of
Marmontel

; namely, that verses intended to beset to music,
ought, iu their march and their form, to be subservient to

tbe song. It appears to me that nothing could be more
sensible or reasonable than this. And yet up springs
an author, who exclaims that taste is trampled under foot,

that the age of barbarism is returned, that all is ruined
by our rendering the substance subservient to the form,
the orator to the interpreter. Good heavens ! all this is

surely very alarming. Rut let the good man who
mounts the pulpit of science, and bawls aloud to us that
we are lost, teU us, in mercy, what we are to do to find

ourselves again.—What you are to do ? why it is this :

pursue the beaten track of theatrical expression
;
presume

not to deviate from its maxims, though they pre-suppose
the sacrifice of connexion, order, method, awl consistency.

Happy in his ignorance, the good man is not aware to

what a pass he is bringing the musical art ; fertile as it

is in wonders, powerful as it is in extraordinary effects,

he is reducing it to a nothing, a frivolous recreation, an
irksome restraint, calculated to destroy the action of the
singer, whether of the comie or tragic order.

pedants, who did every tiling but reason justly respecting it- Hence
the reflections which M. Chastcllux offered were not without their
value at the time lie wrote.

• it will be rrmemhered tliat Gluck had not yet appeared; his
Annul* was produced in 1776. Tl*c operas of Qumault, set to
music by Piccini, are posterior to this epoch.

—

Translator.
t The Chavulicr de ChasteU ux was the first writer wlio said any-

thing respecting the muaicul period. The Abbe Area ud promised
to throw further light upon this subject ; but it was reserved for M.
Heiclia to give » complete analysis of all its parts. 8ce Ins ex-
cellent work entitled Le Traxtf dv, Afeledte, which appeared in

Now what is the advice of the author of the Treatise

f

u You have nothing further to do,” says he, <A than to

enforce tbe expression by all the means of the musical
art.” Rut, my good man of maxims, if tbe poet has not
afforded these means, if he has brought no powers into

action, what has the poor musician to do but to cut tbe

strings of his instrument

!

Rut it cannot be denied that in his answer to the

author of the Treatise, the Chevalier attempts to restrain

within too narrow* limits the principle of the fine arts,

by confining it too closely to the imitation of nature.

His reflections are very refined ; he pretends that

there is something inexplicable in the pleasure of our
sensations, as being purely organic; and in this respect

he is right. A series of beautiful chords delights my
ear, abstractedly considered from any sentiment of my
soul, from any idea of my mind; though, to say the
truth, it would be impossible to listen for any long time
together to music that possesses no other merit than
this. I never heard a good symphony, above all an
Adagio or an Andante, without being able readily to

interpret it, and sometimes so happily, that 1 caught the
reci.se sentiments which the master had proposed to

irnsclf to express *. 1 shall, therefore, never depart
from the advice which I once gave to a clever master of
the harpsichord :

“ Would you wish to produce good in-

strumental music, and that your instrument should never
cease to discourse to me intelligibly 1 I*lace Metastasio
upon your desk ; read one of his arias t and then give the
free rein to your fancy.”

The author of the Treatise allows, that the Italian

music possesses the divine power of shaking the inmost
soul, of transporting us beyond ourselves, of filling our
ear with every varied accent of passion, of conjuring up
within us phantoms of every kind, of calling forlh the
tender tear, and of provoking the mirthful laugh. Ren-
dered still more confident by concessions like these, the
Chevalier presses him thus closely.—What more then
would you require i What would you have us do with
that music, the wonderful effects of which you are
obliged to acknowledge ?—Do with it ? replies the au-
thor of the Treatise, why make a concert of it; but
never think of bringing it to the theatre.—And why ?

Recause it will be tbe death of the poor poet.—Granted,
if his poem belong to tbe wretched and the poor iu spirit.

—

Can we pretend to produce lyric poeins belter than
those of Metastasio.—And why not l There is music in
Sylvain , and iu Lur.Ue t ; is this music in any way hurt-
ful to the poems? Do >ou think that they could do
without it i And bad PhiLidor been blessed with any
other bard than Poinsinet, might we not have been
allowed to conclude from the success of Emeiinde, that

it is possible for a lyric tragedy to be heard with interest

from one end to the other ? 1 should have no hesitation

in swearing, that the man who advances tbe principles

of the author of the Treatise, is either a Lull vis t in dis-

guise, or that he advocates the doctrines, is the dupe of
his own delusions.

•Tliia opinion of Diderot offers a formal contradiction (o that
which Gtetry rcpirsents him as t-nleriaiiiiiig in an address which he
is supposed to make to Haydn, in order to induce him to renounce
instrumental music, and devote himself wholly to that uf the vocal
kind, which vrili render knn immortal. Such is the very expres-
sion of Gretry. (See his rot. III.) However, it so hup-
pens, that tbe reputation of this exclusive cultivator of vocal music
declines in proportion as that of Haydn increases.

—

Editor.

t Two charming operas of Gretry.
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SECOND YORKSHIRE MUSICAL FESTIVAL,
FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE YORK COUNTY HOSPITAL, AND OF THE GENERAL INFIRMARIES

OF LEEDS, SHEFFIELD, AND HULL.

Foil this truly grand Musical Festival, our readers have
j

hepn prepared by more than one announcement in this

Work; and the important preparative to it, the erection
of the new concert-room* has already been noticed, and

|

some of the particulars given, in our columns,

w
The splendid success of the former meeting, held in

I

\ork Minster, in September, 1883, naturally led its sup- i

porters to look forward to a repetition, at no very distant t

period of time ; and, indeed, some distinguished patrons
of music wished that another festival should take place in
the September following ;—but this was judged unadvisa-
ble, as the interval would be too short to insure success,

j

if it embraced arrangements as extensive as those adopted
on the former occasion.

^
The Committee who had so successfully conducted the '

1 estival of 1S23 was never dissolved, the members had
frequent meetings to close up the accounts, and finally to

arrunge the affairs connected with it ; in the course of
which, the inconvenience experienced at the lost festival, J

from the inadequate dimensions of the assembly-room, was
often adverted to, and the question discussed, of how it

'

was to be avoided in future ?—There appeared no means I

of remedying the evil, but by building a new' music-hall, !

or concert-room
; and circumstances afforded an unex-

pected facility for carrying the wishes of the Committee
and of the public into execution.

On the third of July, 1824, the first official announce-
ment of the Festival appeared, together with a statement
of the plan which hail been resolved upon with respect
to the new concert-room. Mr. Greatorex visited York,
in the following January, to assist in forming the arrange-
ments ; and in March an application was made to the
King, through his Grace the Archbishop, to accept the
office of natron. This request was graciously occetled to

;

and by Sir Wo. Knighton, his Majesty conveyed his

consent to the Archbishop, in the most condescending
terms, expressing the great pleasure he had in complying
with the wishes of the Committee.
On the 23d of April, Ilis Majesty held a levee, previous-

ly to which he was pleased to grant a private audience to

tlie Archbishop of York, and his Grace had the honour
of presenting to the King, on behalf of the Committee of
Management, the History of the Yorkshire Musical Fes-
tival in 1823. His Majesty received it most graciously,

and expressed his satisfaction in becoming the patron of
the next Festival.

The Committee, anxious to secure the aid of the highest
talent in every department, entered into a correspondence
with Madame Catalani, or rather with Monsieur Vulle-
breque; who. much to that lady’s disadvantage, conducts
all her professional negotiations.

This treaty failed, after pecuniary terms had been ar-
rauged, in conseqvence of a stipulation on her part hav-
ing been insisted upon, of interfering in the transposition

of several songs into a lower key, to suit her voice—a con-
dition, which though conceded by the Committee with re-

spect to detached airs, was firmly opposed in the in-
stance of those which are connected with chorusses.

The Committee now endeavoured to procure the aid of
Madame Pasta, and through the medium of his Grace the
Archbishop, made an application to Lord Granville, His
Majesty’s ambassador at the Court of France, to endea-
vour to obtain permission for her to come over to York,
the Indy having consented, if the necessary permission
could be secured. lard G. entered into correspondence
with M. le Vicomte de la Rochefoucault on the subject,
which was closed by the receipt of the following letter
from that nobleman, on the 21st of July.

My Lord.

I received your letter asking permission for Madame
Pasta to go to London, tome days in the month of September.
You cannot have a doubt, my lord, of the great value I should
attach to the being able to give you some proof of my lively vrith
to be agreeable to you, and on thia account I feel the greater
regret that it will not be possible for me to grant your request.
The very recent absence of Madatnc Pasta will not allow me to
give a second permission without materially compromising this
interests of the Italian Theatre-Royal, and without making my-
self liable to the just complaints of the French public, which so
well appreciates the admirable talents of this performer.

Thus disappointed in obtaining the aid of Madame
Pasta, the Committee entered into negotiations with Mr.
Rraham,and several othereminent performers

;
and finally

succeeded in obtaining the following assemblage of talent.

Mr. Gucatohux, Conductor.
Dr. Camidcb, Assistant Conductor.

Principal Moralists .

Mias Stephens, Mr. Rraham,
Madame Cnradori,

Mademoiselle Garcia,
Miss Travis,

.Miss Wilkinson,
Mis* Good all,

and
Miss Farrar.

Mr. Vaughan,
Mr. Sapio,

Mr. W. Knjvctt,
Mr. Teirail,

Mr. Bellamy,
Mr. Phillips, and
Signor de Begins,

A Grand Chorus of
90 Canto*, 90 Tenors,
70 Altos, 100 Basses.

9J0

And in the Instrumental department,

Mr. Cramer, Leader, Morning,
Mr. Mori, do.

Mr. Kiesewcttcr, do.

Mr. Loder,

Violins

Violas

Violoncellos

Double Basses
Flutes

Hautboys -

Clarionets

Bassoons

do.

Violins.
1st Evening,
2J. do.

3d. do.

92 I Serpents and Bass Horns
32 I Trumpets
21 Horns
16 I Trombone Bass

Tenor
Alto

Double Drums
12

j

Harp

210 I

Conductors ami Leaders
Principal Vocal
Chorus
Instrumental

«
15

350
24S

619

Digitized by Google
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Madame Ronzi de Begnis and Mrs. Salmon, who had
been also announced, were compelled to give up their en-

gagements on account of ill health.

On Tuesday, the 5th of July, his Grace the Archbishop
held a confirmation in the Minster ;

and on the following

day, the preparations for the Festival commenced in that

building. Messrs. Allison and Sharp were the architects

under whose able direction these arrangements were
carried into execution.

The concert-room was finished at the end of August

;

and the preparations in the Minster being completed,
both were thrown open on the Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday previous to the Festival, to visitors, each of

whom left some donation for the charities. The orchestra

was erected as before, under the great tower ; hut it pro-
jected about fifteen feet further into the nave than on the

former occasion, by which means the principal vocalists

were carried beyond the area of that vast absorbent of
sonnd. A wing was carried up from each side of the
orchestra into the side aisles, under part of the first arch,
in which the choristers were arranged. Under the able
management of Mr. Ward,—whose contrivance for that
purpose was as at once simple as efficacious,—the organ
was made available at a much greater distance from the
instrument than before. Fronting the orchestra, under the
great west window, was the patron’s gallery, the space
between being filled with seats. Galleries were erected
in the side aisles, with octagon fronts coming between the
massy columns, and in a line with them : and seats were
also placed under the galleries. The seats were covered
with crimson cloth ; and the whole had a rich appearance.
The north transept was fitted up with seats, as it was thought
many persons would like to avail themselves of the supe-
rior facility for bearing which that situation would afford.

There were six entrances
;
one at the great west door

for the guinea tickets; the company with fifteen-shilling

tickets were admitted at the south door, and the door
under the north-west tower; the company with seven-
shilling tickets were admitted at the door under the
south-west tower, and at one on the north side of the
Cathedral ; and those with five-shilling tickets at a door
near the Chapter-house.
The concert-room is a magnificent building, 85 feet

long by 60 broad, within the walls, and 45 feet high.
The orchestra, which is built to imitate rose-wood, will

bold from 140 to 150 performers; and opposite the
orchestra is a spacious gallery. The music-stands in the

orchestra are very elegant and appropriate. Moveable
seats, covered with crimson, and with railed backs, oc-
cupy the area, and the whole affords accommodation for

1600 persons. The walls are painted of a very pale
straw colour, and the pilasters, oi the Ionic order, are in

imitation of yellow marble: the deling is also painted
in compartments to imitate marble; and a magnificent
frieze, moulded from designs by C. Rossi, Esq.. R.A.,
and three feet deep, adds to the beauty and riennass of
the whole. A lofty door, the height of the columns in
the assembly-room, opens a communication with that
apartment

; and directly opposite is a spacious stair-case,

which leads to the gallery, and in a niche on the landing,
a statue of Apollo forms a prominent ornament. The
room is lighted, for the evening performances, by two
rich chandeliers, depending from the glazed domes, each
containing 30 lights; and clusters of gas lights are
ranged along the sides of the rooms. The tout ensemble
of this splendid apartment is exceedingly striking.

VOL. III.

On Saturday morning, the 10th, a rehearsal of the

chorus-singers took place in the Cathedral, accompanied
by the organ and a few instruments

;
the effect was very

powerful, although upwards of one hundred of the choral

performers had not then arrived.

At a very early hour on Sunday morning, Sept. 11 th,

numbers of persons were seen thronging to the Minster,

and the streets in the vicinity presented the appearance
of a moving mass. The sacred place was crowded, and
the spectacle was very interesting. The musical parts of

the service were admirably performed.

The sermon was preached by the Rev. John Eyre,
Archdeacon of Nottingham, and one of the Canons Resi-

dentiary of the Cathedral. He concluded his address by
an appropriate and eloquent peroration, of which the fol-

lowing is the substance :

—

" At the ere of a grand festival, it would not be proper to

paw it over in silence. In tike early ages of Christianity, solemn
festivals were obserred, which noon sadly degenerated ;

profane

ceremonies were intermixed with them, and they were associated

with wuminery and buffoonery. At the Reformation, these

ceremonies were purified only—for tlie abuse of a practice was no
reason for its discontinuance. During the gloomy reign of fana-
ticism, however, they were totally abolished. It is the glory ofthe

Church of England, to walk in the more sober path
;
and neither

to deck herself with the meretricious garment* of the Church
of Rome, nor the gloomy cloak of fanaticism ; nnd she docs not

object to worshipping Cod with a cheerful countenance. Let ua

not, however, in tike contemplation of the means, forget the end.

All this splendour of preparation would indeed be indefensible,

if the enu was merely to procure an innocent amusement. It

would scarcely be justified, even if no higher aim were to be
served than the advancement of a beneficial charity. No-—God
forbid that any sounds should be heard beneath that roof, but
those ofpraise to the God ofHeaven. And cold indeed must be that

heart, who, when thousands of voices were raised, and thousands
of instruments heard, hymning loud Hosannahs, and ascribing
' Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, to him whosittetn
on the throne, and to the Lamb, for ever and ever,'—and when
they are enjoying,—I speak it with great humility,—a foretaste of
heaven—cold indeed must be that heart, which remained un-
moved by such a scene ; desperate must be that profligacy on
which no amendment was produced—

by
the impresMionsofEUch

a moment. Beit ours to pray God to give his messing, that the

hearts of the disobedient may be turned to the wisdom of the just."

The afternoon service was as numerously attended as

that of the morning ; and the antbero, “ Ascribe unto the

Lord,” by Travers, was sung in a style which excited

the admiration of the professors present.

On Monday, a second rehearsal look place in ibe Min-
ster. This was a general muster of both vocalists and
instrumentalists ; and most of the pieces that were not

familiar to the performers were rehearsed.

it is quite impossible to describe the bustle which the

town was in all day, from the constant arrival of carriages

in every direction. Every description of vehicle was put

in requisition, and the poor horses had no easy day's work

to perform. Many families were delayed on the road from

not being able to procure relays ;
and those who arrived,

and had not been fortunate enough to secure lodgings be-

forehand, had great difficulty in procuring accommodation.

The sale of Tickets continued this day at the Guild-

hall ; and 5649/. 15*. 6d. were taken.

The amusements of the Festival commenced with a
Hall in the Assembly-Rooms, which was attended by
434 persons, many of them of the first distinction. The
dancing consisted of quadrilles and waltzes, and the ex-
ceUentTmnd of Collinet and Michaud attended.

2 E
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TUESDAY, September 13, 1885.

FIRST GRAND SELECTION.
Leader, Mr. F. Cramer.

part l.

Chorus ,

u Gloria Patri,” . . •

Duet, Messrs. Vaughan and Phillips, “ Here shall soft

Charity,” ..... Bores.
Chorus, "Seethe proud Chief," ( Deborah) . HasDSL.
Song, Mias Travis, "* Agnus Dei,” . . Mozart.
Recit. and Air, Mr. Sapio, " O thou bright Orb,”

{Joahua) ..... /iJlfDBL.

Chorus, ‘‘Behold the listening Sub,” (JoshuaJ Handbl.
Motett, " Lord, have merer,*” . . . Mozart.
Recit. and Air, Miss Farrar, *• O had 1 ,” (Joahua) Handel.
Anthem, u 0 give thanks,” . . Purcell .

[The verses by Miss Travis, Miss Goodall, Messrs. Vaughan,
Knyrctt, Sapio, Terrail, Phillips, and Bellamy.]

Song, Miss Stephens, “ Pious Orgies,” (i.iffaero6e*u) HasDSL.
Air, Mr. Knyvett, and Chorus, “ Lord, in thee,” (Dei

-

tinge* Te Drum ) . . . . Hahdsl.

PART If.

First Concerto (Grand) . , . .

Recit. and Song, Mr. Braham, “ Total Eclipse,”

Chorus, “ O first-created Beam,"
Recit. and Song, Miss Wilkinson, “ Return, O

God of hosts,”

Chorus, “ Fix’d in his cvrrlasting seat,”

Recit. and Song, Mr. Vaughan. “ Why docs tire c
God of Israel,**

Chorus, “ Then shall they know,”
Song, Mr. Bellamy, “ How willing my paternal,” >5

Symphony,
Recit., Mr. Bellamy, M Heav’nl what noise V*

Chorus, "Hear us, our Cod,”
Recit. and Song, Mile. Garcia, “ Let the bright

Seraphim,”
Chorus, “ Let their celestial Concerts,”

IIAHDEL.

II

A

.V DEL.

PART III.

Sanctus and Gloria . . . Cam tdoe.
Recit. and Song, Madame Caradori, "Ah’ parlate,**

( ll sacrijlsio J*Ahramo) . . CtMAROSA.
National Austrian firms, ** Lord of Heaven," . Haydh.
Recit. nnd Song, Mr. Sapio, “O Liberty!" (Judat

Maerabemt) ..... HAHDSL.
Chorus, “ Hark ! the grave,” . . . Himmsl.
Song, Miss Stephens,” If guiltless blood,” (Susannah) HaHDSL.
Chorus, “ Glory to God,” (introduced in the Oratorio

of Judah, by W. Gardiner) . . . Bsbtuoykh.
Song, Miss Goodall, The prediction of the Messiah Bochsa.
March and Chorus,

u Behold him !”i

“ °V" "d
[(Vmm/a/ Oiir«) Bk*tho rex.

Chorus, 44 Hallelujah,** . J

The Gloria Patri was selectee! for the opening of the

Festival, in order that the whole mass of vocal and
instrumental sound should burst at once on the ear,

without any gradual preparation. The effect exceeded
expectation, and was so powerful as to make a part of
the audience start suddenly on their feet. This is tne only
Gloria Patri that Handel ever composed, and magnificent

as the effect was, it would have been still greater had the

aiders possessed sufficient confidence in their strength.

The auet of Boyce was beautifully sung ; and the fol-

lowing chorus was executed with the greatest precision
;

but did not prove a very remarkable feature. It is, in

fact, “caviare to the general.” The Aynut Dei was
admirably performed, though never before sung by Miss
Travis.

The chorus, “Behold the listening Sun l*' was at-

tended by some confusion. Mr. Sapio had been apprized

of the short Recitative the preceding day. He ind not

attend the rehearsal, and on the morning refused to sing

it,
41 as he did not know it.’* The other tenon did not

take it, because, according to their notion of etiquette
, it

would have been robbing another person of his part

!

The committee were highly, and justly, offended, and
meant to mark their displeasure to Mr. S., but he quitted

York on the Friday, indisposed. It was diverting to read
in the Morning Chronicle of September 15th., 44 Mr.
Sapio sung 1 O thou bright orb,’ with his usiiaI correct-

ness
; his recitative in particular was exquisitely chaste,

and could not be surpassed.’*

Mozart’s Motett is a glorious specimen of the modern
school, and being well rehearsed by the choral societies,

was most effectively performed, 'fhe concluding fugue
consists of a bold subject of nine bars, led off by the

bases, followed by the tenors in the fifth above, by the
altos in the octave, See., and extends to 1S1 bars. Miss
Farrar sung her air in a very respectable manner

;
but

she ought to be placed for three years under the best

masters. We would suggest to the Committee and the
Yorkshire amateurs to be at the expense of her instruc-

tion, and she will amply repay their care. The anthem
by Purcell, 44 O give tnanks,” produced a very fine effect.

In the grand concerto of Handel, the pianos were
the most delicious that the mind can conceive. A very
good judge said that he had never beard them so deli-

cately executed :
44 he had not supposed that such a band

could whisper so quietly,” he remarked. There never
was a finer—probably never so fine—a vocal performance
heard as Braham’s 44 Total eclipse !

” He perhaps gave
a little too much force to one note, on the word 44 sun” ;

the rest was perfection: the pathos most deeply af-

fecting,—it was a master-piece ; and such is the opinion

of nearly all who are competent to form an opinion. Miss
Wilkinson’s voice was found quite unequal to the

building : she sung her son£ well, however, had it been
in a room. The chorus “ Fix’d in bis everlasting seat,”

was among the best performed, for all knew it by heart.
44 Why does the Goa of Israel sleep ? ” was well sung
upon the whole, though it is not in Jur. Vaughan’s exact

line. It is a difficult, but after all an ineffective piece;

and, in our judgment, was done a little too quick.
44 Let the bright Seraphim,” was sung by Miss

Stephens, in her best style
;

Madlle. Garcia wisely

giving it up. Who could have advised her to think of

attempting it ?—the trumpet, by Harper, more wonderful
than ever. We are decidedly of opinion that this song

is sung too quick. The slackening of the time when the

trumpet answers to the words 41 their loud,” and again

at “ uplifted,” may be tolerated, but the starting off

again at 44 Angel-trumpets blow,” is quite ludicrous.

The double cadence was a fine performance, but a gross

absurdity.

The Sanctus and Gloria of Dr. Camidge, by which the

third act commenced, is full of eminent beauties. We
have reason to know, that it met with the warmest ap-

probation of the directors, as well as of the audience

generally. The York Journals, with reason, proclaim

loudly, the triumph of their ingenious townsman.
Madame Caradori’s

44 Deh! parlale” by Cimarosa,

awakened no less surprise than delight It was feared

that this lady’s voice would prove too feeble for so vast

a space ; but the result shewed all doubts *o have been

groundless. A murmur of approbation arose at the con-

clusion, which some of the reporters for the press have

ridiculously called, 44 a burst o4 applause.” This is only

one of the many blunders of which they have been

guilty, concerning the late Festival.
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The National Hymn, by Haydn, has been better

known by the words “ God preserve the Emperor

Francis.*' The score of this was now for the first time

produced and employed in this country. This elegant

and simple composition of a great master was per-

formed by the principal singers in double choir, without

any accompaniment w hatever, both 1st and 2nd verses to

sixth line inclusive; and then the whole band and chorus

came iu as one man, on the chord of the 6tb, in a

manner quite electrical. The third verse was, to

produce a change, accompanied by the band pianissimo.

It is not easy to say which of the modes proved most

effective. This was the most generally attractive of any
piece in this day’s selection. The words adapted to this

composition, and sung on the present occasion, were
written by John Crosse, Esq., a member of the Com-
mittee of management*.

Mr. Sapio's song shewed, to the surprise of many,
that he was in excellent voice, though he could not sing

the first piece “ set down for him.'* Then followed

Himmel’s sublime chorus, “ Hark 1 the Grave !’*

This gigantic composition, of the German school, was
written on occasion of the death of Frederic H. of

Prussia. On the first performance of this extraordinary

production, recourse was had to an agency not common
in music—no less than the discharge of artillery at the

word “Hark!" Divested of this tremendous accom-
paniment, it now produced an effect sufficiently appalling

and grand.

Miss Stephens’s song from Susanna is little known
even at the Ancient Concert, hut was greatly admired.

The first part was unquestionably much too quick, but

the last two lines in d major were deliciously executed.

This furnishes a curious, and almost a unique, iustance

of an air ending in the 5th of the key.

Beethoven's chorus was admirably performed ; it is,

in the opinion of a good critic, the finest thing he ever

wrote. Bochsa’s song had been studied by Miss Goodall,

and was well sung. It has little merit, hut that of

shewing off the wind instruments, which the composer

understands, having been for many years in a French

Regimental band. The selection from the Mount of

Olivdt by which this day's performance concluded, was
well performed, though tne rehearsal threatened a

failure.

FIRST CONCERT.
TUESDAY, September IS, 1S25.

Leader, Mr. Mom.

PART i.

Grand Symphony (in D. Op. 86) . . . Bbstboteh.
Terietto, “ Soave >it it vento,” Madame Caradori,

Mile. Garcia, and Mr. Sapio, (Cesifan tviti) Mozart.
Song, Madame Carudori, “ Should be upbraid . Ifltiiop.

Military Concerto, llarp, Mr. Bochsa . . Bochsa .

Aria Buffo, Signor Dp Besrnis, “Largo al factotum/'

(// Barbara di Siri/jlia) . . RosstHt.

Duetto, Mile. Garcia, and Mr, Sapio, *• M’abbraccia

Argirio,” (II Tancredi) ... RoastHi.

Scotch Ballad, Mis* Stephen*,*' Jock of tlazcldean,"

word* by Sir Walter Scott . . .

Concerto Violin, (in D. No. 8) Mr. Mori . Matsbbbb.

Ana, Mile. Garcia, ** Una voce poco fa,” ( ll Barbiere

di Siviplia) ..... Rosstst.

Grand Finale, “ Cid che feci,” (Tancredi) . Rossmr.

• We are particularly happy ia having obtained Mr Cioaae'e

permiaMOD to print thin, in acute, in our prevent number.

PART II.

Overture, {F.uryanihe) . . * . IFkbeb.
Song, Mr. Phillip*, " When forced from dear Utrbc

to po,” ..... Abhe.
Glee, “ By Celia’* arl>our/* Messrs. Knyvctt, Vaughan,

Terrail. and Bellamy . . . IlottSLBY.

Cantata. Mr. Rrahan), 44 Alexia,” (with Violoncello ac-

companiment obligato, Mr. Lindley) . PMecscu.
Conccrtanle for Flute, Clarionet, Horn, and Bassoon ;

Messrs. Nicholson, Willman, Plait, and Mackin-
tosh . . . . . . Tvlov.

Aria, Mi*a Wilkin*on, “ Vengo a voi,” con Coro. Gvolirlui.
Duetto, Madame Caradori, and Sig. Dc Brgnis, “Con

pezienrn,” (It Fanalict* jar la Afuuca) . Fiona FASTI.
Rondo, Mademoiselle Garcia, " Non piu incsta,” (La

Cenerentoia)..... Rossi ftI.

Overture, (Olimpia) .... SPoHTIHI.

The opening of the new concert-room excited great

interest, and induced the attendance of a large number
of persons, who filled every part except the gallery. The
effect of the spectacle was beautiful

; and exclamations

of approval ana delight were heard from all sides.

The orchestra, however, in the opinion of all the

musical men with whom we have conversed, is badly

contrived. The basses, in particular, are cut off from

all communication with, or sight of, the leader
;
and it

appears essentially necessary that it should undergo

some alteration. The concert which ought to have com-
menced at eight o'clock was delayed, from a considerable

degree of confusion created by there being no arrange-

ments whatever made for the stations of the performers,

and by other preparatory operations.

Beethoven's grand symphony had not justice done
to it, from the circumstances to which we have already

adverted. A small portiou of the violins and basses

were called into action ; a necessary consequence of the

confusion which reigned around.* Mozart's Terzetto

was charmingly performed. Mr. Phillips was loudly

encored in Dr. Arne’s simple and elegant ballad
; but

such is the growing taste for instrumental accompani-
ment, that the audience were rather dissatisfied with

that of the mere piano-forte. In the duet for flute and
harp, Mr. Nicholson shewed all his wonderful powers of
execution, and M. Bochsa did little more than accompany.
“ Largo al factotum” was well sung, and encored. The
duet Irom Tancredi also was performed with great ability.

Miss Stephens was much applauded in Bishop's air; but
an attempt at an encore failed. The applause was more
for the singer than the song. ** What can drums and
trumpets,” very shrewdly asks a York critic, have to

do with the gentle lark V* Mayscder’s concerto is a
brilliant composition, and was skilfully executed, but the

music is for the reigning fashion, not for the reign of taste.

Of the performance of 44 Una we poco fa,” we quite

agree that Madtle. Garcia, in attempting to do much,
failed.

Owing to some misunderstanding, and a want of ar-

rangement which increased experience will, it is to be
hoped, prerent in future, the fina finale to Tancredi was
executed without a chorus or a bass singer. Time was
hastening on, and four out of six performers whom it

requires, proceeded ; so that it was actually sung with

the omission of the basses, or rather wiih such a sub-

stitution for them as the tenors could supply. This is a

* We learn that much of ibis confusion arose from (ho want of

experience in ihe porter*, who did uert convey (be in*rrumcirt* from
(lie Miiuter ia time for Ihe avening performance.—(Bn.)

2 E 2
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painful thing to relate, but it can excite no wonder that

the audience expressed their displeasure.

The bold and original overture to Evrynnthe ,
was not

executed in such a way as to shew its beauties in this

concert. “ Should he upbraid,'” was beautifully sung,

in A flat, by Mad. Caradori, and vehemently encored.

Horsley’s glee is his best composition
;

it was admirably
performed. Alexis—which as generally performed, is an
instrumental piece, accompanied by a tenor voice,—
pleased every body, because what is intrinsically good,
and full of melody, always gratifies an audience. But
Lindley, in oneoftiis eternal, though surprising, cadences,

actually introduced 14 Over the hills and far awav,"
and by this mauvaisc ylaisanteric excited the risilile

muscles of the company in no slight degree. There are
times when we must either laugh or scold : it was well

for the excellent violoncellist that the thing took a favour-
able turn.

The concertante by Toulou was performed last season
at the Philharmonic concerts, and much disapproved.

Such talent as the persons engaged in it possess, is thrown
away on a composition of this inferior kind. Miss Wil-
kinson proved in Guglielmi’s air, how much better calcu-
lated her voice is for a room than for a cathedral. Madame
Caradori’s archness in 44 Con pazienza rather took us by
surprise; the whole went off con spirt to. Mad lie. Garcia's

rondo came too late to be heard to advantage
;
the com-

pany were all moving away, and thil young performer
had not influence enough to detain the audience.

The overture to Olimpia has no great merit, and os it

was past miduight when it commenced, it had but few
bearers.

WEDNESDAY, September 14, 1825,

THE MESSIAH.

leader, Mr. P. Cram kb.

Tiie oratorio of “ The Messiah” was appointed for this

morning’s performance, and although perhaps no com-
position is more familiar to those who feel the least

interested in sacred music, yet there is not its rival in

general attraction. A strong proof of this was manifested
on the present occasion. At half past eight o’clock in

the morning, many who were anxious to hear this

sublime production of the immortal Handel, had con-
gregated at the several doors of admission into the
cathedral—every minute brought fresh accessions to the
throng, and hundreds endured the purgatory of being
pent up in the avenues to the entrances for nearly the
space of two hours, that they might have the first choice
of a place in the opening Paradise of enjovmLMit. Before
eleven o'clock, which is one hour before the performance
commenced, every ticket was disposed of at the Guildhall,
and numbers were obliged to submit to disappointment
for the present, and delay their treat until the following
day, in order to secure which, numbers of tickets were
then taken. The throng in the cathedral was extreme,
and every place, even the most disadvantageous for
either hearing or seeing, was speedily occupied; and
long after the commencement of the performance, the
workmen were busily engaged in procuring temporary
seats for the numbers who could not otherwise be accom-

modated. The immense concourse unavoidably oc-
casioned some little confusion, and the casual break-
ing down of some of the benches, from their extreme
pressure, disturbed at intervals the attention of the
audience.

At a quarter before twelve His Grace the Archbishop
of the Province, the President of the Festival, took his

scat in the projecting front of the Western Gallery, and
at twelve o'clock gave the signal to the Conductor, which
was immediately answered by the commencement of the

Overture.

Mr. Vaughan’s opening, 44 Comfort ye,” was decidedly

one of his happiest efforts, and drew forth the warmest
encomiums. The idle stories in circulation of Mr. Brahara
having felt mortified at not being selected for this duty,

are scarcely worth contradicting. The fact is, that the

committee in 1823, being obliged either to yield to

Madame Catalani the commencement of the oratorio,
or lose the attraction of her name after they were
pledged to the public, guaranteed to Mr. Vaughan this

post of honour at the present Festival, of course long

before Mr. Braham was engaged, who did not hesitate

to concede the point in the handsomest manner; a point,

however, which, under any circumstances, the managers
could not have yielded.

The first chorus burst on those who were not present

on the former day, with astonishing effect. Bellamy's
44 Thus saith the Lord, ” was very animated, and it was
generally allowed that he sung it with an effect that he
never before produced in so eminent a degree. Miss
Wilkinson’s 44 O thou that tellest,” was chaste, but her
lower notes scarcely audible. The accompaniments of
Mozart were used in this, and in the duet, 44 O Death,

where is thy sting ? ” but in no other part. They pro-

duced a most magical effect, and even the opponents of

their introduction generally seemed to feel tlieir power
in these instances. It is much to be regretted that any
prejudices should prevent their adoption every where, for

thev were added by a most sincere admirer of Handel,
and a consummate judge of effect

;
not in the spirit of

innovation, but simply to fill up a vacancy which the

great composer of this sublime work had not the means
of supplying at a time when wind instruments were in a
state so comparatively imperfect. The chorus, 44 For
unto us,” was the most perfectly-performed piece of the

whole Messiah; the hursts were awfully grand. The
brilliant and effective song, 44 Rejoice greatly,” which
used to he so splendidly sung by Mrs. Salmon, was given

to Mademoiselle Garcia, who evidently has not studied

Handel; and we, in common with all present, much
regretted that the air had not been allotted to some one
better acquainted with this high, intellectual, and diffi-

cult school of music. The second part of the air,
44 Come

unto me,” was omitted. Madame Caradori had, through

some inadvertence, never been informed of it. This was
much lamented, as those who attended only at the per-

formance of tbis oratorio, had no opportunity of hearing

the lady for whom it was intended. The conductor asked
M iss Stephens to take it, but professional etiquette, and
the fear of being misrepresented by the gentlemen of the

press,—who have committed so many surprising blunders,

and described in glowing terms pieces wnich were never

* Madame C. not only insisted upon haring this piece, in oppo-
sition to the earnest entreaties of the committee, lint obstinately

persevered in singing it in D, and completely sacrificed it, aa well a*

the auccecding chorus, which, neceaaarity was performed in a.
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performed—prerented that lady from complying

; though
she, perhaps, ought to hare considered the integrity of
the Messiah of more importance than either of the other
results. Such we suspect to hare been the opinion in
the patrons’ gallery.

In the second part, the chorusses, 44 Lift up your
heads,” and “ Their sound is gone out," (sung first as a
quartett) were beautifully executed. “ The Lord gave
the word,” which of late years has been left out, was
restored. The committee also had determined to intro-
duce the duet and chorus, 41 Break forth into joy,” which
was encored by his late Majesty at the Abbey, in 1787;
but to the great mortification of many amateurs who ex-
pected it, the orchestral parts, through n neglect in some
quarter, were not prepared. Mr. W. Knyvett’s 44 He
was despised” was even more excellent than usual: in-
sensible must have been the heart that did not feel its

effect. But how can we describe Mr. Braham's 44 Thy
rebuke hath broken his heart ? "-—Language is unequal
to the task : the style so pure, the pathos so deep, so
unaffected, so opposite to any thing of a theatrical ten-
dency l—the words, “ But there was no man,” went to
the soul of all.

Notwithstanding the deep impression left by this, the
next, 44 But thou didst not leave,” was little less effective:
it has usually been considered a third-rate song, but has
been raised by Miss Travis to as high a rank as “ From
mighty Kings” was by Mrs. Salmon. Mr. Phillips, in
the terrifically expressive composition, 44 Why do the
nations,” manifested vast energy, much dignity, and a
full knowledge of the true character of this most masterly
production. Miss Goodall's 44 How beautiful” was much
admired

; and Mr. Sapio's 4 ‘ Thou shalt break them in
pieces” was an excellent performance.
The 44 Hallelujah Chorus,” the most simple, but the

grandest of Handel’s compositions, produced an effect
that we cannot convey any notion of in words, and there-
fore will not attempt so hopeless a task. In this was in-
troduced, for the first time, we believe, a third drum,
on the sub-dominant G. The great utility of this was
particularly felt in the penultimate bar of the chorus,
where, from necessity, a D drum has hitherto been em-
ployed, to the manifest subversion of that effect which
the harmony demands. Our readers will find this
important improvement suggested in the last page of
The Account of the Festival of 1828, to the author of
which (John Crosse, Esq.) the musical world are indebted
for it.

44 I know that my Redeemer liveth” was sung in
Miss Stephens’ best manner: more cannot be said. This
charming performer may want dignity of voice and
grandeur of style for such an air; but the place aided
her much, and she delighted almost every body. Bel-
lamy, in “ The trumpet shall sound,” wont quite beyond
himself; the accompaniment of Harper was wonderful.
The Duet, 4

‘ O Death, where is thy sting ?” shewed Ter-
rail off to advantage : the divine accompaniments of Mo-
zart were added to it. Miss Goodall gave a new cha-
racter to 44 If God be for us :” and shewed evidently that
she had been studying it with the utmost assiduity/ The
effect of this was very generally felt.

Then the sublime closing chorus, 44 Worthy is the
Lainb,” broke on the astonished ear in all the harmo-
nious thunders of the host of musicians. The fine fugue
on the “ Amen” formed a climax to this, which left even
professional judges immersed in wonder.

SECOND CONCERT.

WEDNESDAY, September 14, 1825.

Leader, Mr. KtescwcTTER.

PART (.

Grand Symphony, (Jupiter) . . . Mozart.
Son?. Miss Travis, “’Mid »ilent shades, " . Hack.
Coro, ** Placido a il mar,** ( Idomeneo) . Mozart.

Aria Buffa, Signor De Begnis, 44 Amor perche,” (//
Turco in Italia) .... Rossr.tr.

Concerto, llarp, Ac., Mr. Bochca
Aria, Mad Ilr. Garcia, ‘‘Alma invitta, (Sigitmondo) Rossisr.
Concerto Violoncello, Mr. Lindloy , . Lindley.
Sccna, Madamr Camdori, “Gran Dio,” . , Gvoiielmi.
Echo Duct, Mits Stephen* and Mr. Brahatn, 44 Ah,

whither ij Im* straying” . . . Praha*.
Grand Finale, 4

‘ Alla bella Despinctta,” (ffcni fan tutti) Mozart.

FART II.

Overture, (Leonora) .... Beetuotejv.

Song, Mr. Sapio, 44 The triumph of freedom,” (with
trumpet iicrompaniraent obligato, Mr. Harper.)

Duetto Buffo, “ NeUa Casa,” Madame Coradori and
Signor Do Bc?nis, {La Pirtra di Paragon*) Rossini.

Mndrizal, ,l Let me careless,” Miss Travis, and Messrs.
Knvvett, Vaughan, Phillips, and Bellamy . Limey.

Scotch Ballad, Miss Stephens, 44 Gin living worth.”
Concerto Flute. Mr Nicholson.
Scene, Mr. Hrahatn, “ What blissful visions open,”

(IklVIlv) ..... SAUERt.
Romania e Tentrllo, ' GiovinettoCavalier,” Madame

Caradori, Miu Wilkinson, and Madlle. Garcia,
fit Crorialorti EgHto) . . . Meyerbeer.

Overture, (Drr Fmtchutz) . . . Weber.

This evening the room was crowded to excess, and
great inconvenience was endured. It now appeared
that the architects had not made a very accurate calcula-
tion of the numbers which the place would accommodate,
and consequently more tickets were sold than could be
well seated. The orchestra was much better arranged
and managed than before ; Keisewetter was the leader,

and he was supported by Cramer, Mori, Loder, White,
with many others of eminence in their profession.

Mozart’s grand symphony was performed in a most
magnificent manner. 44 ’Mid silent shades” is not ex-
actly calculated for Miss Travis. 44 Placido e il mar’*
was exquisitely sung, and charmed every body. No
opera music will bear a comparison, either in sterling

merit, or in the power of pleasing both amateurs ana
connoisseurs, witn that of Mozart. The comic air by
Signor De Begnis produced an encore. We suspect that

this kind of music is frequently applauded in order to

instil a belief that the Italian words are understood.

The harp pleased somewhat more in the present concert

than in the lost ; nevertheless it proved inefficient.
44 Alma iuvitta” was Madlle. Garcia’s best effort at this

festival. After which Mr. Brabant introduced a song of

his own, 44 Winter is past,” which lost much of its effect

from not being printed in the books. These intrusions

are injudicious things, and should never be allowed by
those who are in the management. Lindley always
leases by his beautiful tones and brilliant execution ;

ut his music on the present occasion was almost as old

as his instrument ; or if new to the paper, was old to the

ear. Guglielmi’s scena was decidedly Madame Cara-
dori ’s most successful performance, up to the present

concert. The composer of this was a great musician,

and must not be confounded with his sou, whose vapid

music has been within the last few years attempted to be
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forced down in Italy, and lias been tried, without sue- !

cess, in this country. The Echo Duet has not calibre

sufficient to please northern judges. Singers should re-

member that such an audience is not composed of the

same materials as the company at a benefit in London.

The finale from Coti fan tutli was admirably performed ;

Miss Travis as Despina was peculiarly happy.
The second act commenced with the overture to the

ErciKhiiUt the books for the wind instruments to the

Leonora not being forthcoming. It was performed with

prodigious effect, and encored. Sapio's song was scarcely

beard, for dancing had commenced in the adjoining

saloon, by those who could not get places in the concert-

room, and the ouadri lie-band did not blend harmoniously
with the grano orchestra. The doors at length were
shut, and the air was continued ; but had it all been
drowned by Messrs. Collinet aud Michaud, no loss could

have been sustained, none would have grieved, for the

singer made a woful choice. The delightful madrigal,
“ Let me careless,” by the father of Mr. Sheridan, was
most chastely and beautifully sung. This is a composi-

tion which, alone, is enough to prove of what the Eng-
lish school has been capable, and might be again, were
the professors of it true to themselves.

The Scotch air was not very effective : the flute con-

certo all that could he wished. The song from Tan-are

came too late, aud Braham was not in good voice this

evening
;

it was the only time during the festival that

he seemed to flag, l'hc terzetto from Jl Crociato

in EgiUoy which is full of beauties, was executed in

such a manner as to deprive it of every recommenda-
tion to the notice of the audience assembled at this con-
cert : the harp accompaniment by some strange chance

was omitted.

The hand were now about to leave the room, hut some
gentlemen called for the overture to Leonora , which

should have commenced the second part. At this time,

nearly two-thirds of the performers, including most of

the principals, bad left the orchestra ; and of course it

was miserably performed. We really must censure this

proceeding, as extremely disrespectful to the audience.

THURSDAY, September IS, 1925.

SECOND GRAND SELECTION.
Leader, Mr. F. Crakes,

part i.

Overture, (Savi) . . , , Ha XDSL.
Chorus, “ Mourn ye afflicted,”

Duct, Miss Goodall and Mica Travis, “From this

dread scene,”.....
Recit. and Song, Mr. Braham, ** Sound an alarm,”

Chorus, “ W* hear, we hear,”

Sony, Miss Goodall, “Come, ever-smiling Liberty,”

Recit. Mr. Sapio, * So will’d my Father,”
Trio and Chorus, “ Disdainful or danger," Messrs.

Knvveit, Tcrrail, Vaughan, Sapio, Phillips, and
Bellamy .....

Song, Mise Wilkinson, u Father of Heaven,” .

Chorus, ** Fall ’11 is the foe,” . .

It cell, and Song, Mr. Phillips, "The Lord worketh
wonders,” .....

Song, Miss Stephens, •* Wise men flattering” ,

Duet and Chorus, Mias Travis and Mian Farrar,
” Sioo now,”.....

Recit. and Song, Mad. Caradori, “ So shall the lute,”

Song. Mr. Bellamy, “ Rejoice, O Judah,”
Choree, “ Hallelujah ”....

PART n.
Overture, fChaot) ... ,

Recit., Mr. Phillips, 91 In the beginning,”
Chorus, “ And the Spirit,” . .

Recit. and Sing, Mr. Vaughan, “ Now vanish,”
Chorus, * Despairing,”
Recit. and Air, Mr. Phillips, “The droadful tempest,”
Air and Chorus, Miss Travis, M The glorious hie-

rarchy.” .....
Recit. and Song, Mr. Bellamy, * Rolling in foaming

billow#,” .....
Recit. and Song, Madame Caradori, “ With verdure

clad,” .....
Recit., Mr. Sapio, "And the heavenly host,” .

Chorus, “ Awake the Harp,” .

Recit. and Air, Mr. Rraham,“ In splendour bright,"
Chorus, " The heavens are telling, ,

Part hi.

Recit. and Air, Mile. Garcia, M On mighty plumes,”
Trio, Miss Goodall, Messrs. Sapio and llcUarny,
" How beautiful!" ....

Chorus. “ Jehovah reigns,” (.Was doubted) .

Song, Mr. Phillips, “llcavcn now in fullest” .

Recit. nnd Air, Mr. Braham, “ In native grace,”
Hymn (doubled), "By thee with bliss,”

Chorus, “ For ever blessed,” . . .

Duet, Miss Stephrns und Mr. Bellamy, u Graceful
Consort,” .....

Chorus, “Accomplished is the glorious work,”

The disappointment sustained by many persons on the
14th, seemed to have had its influence on those desirous
of witnessing; the present performance. People began to

congregate in the Minster-yard at an early hour, and
between nine and ten o’clock, the addition to the throng
was in two-fold proportion. Long before the period for

opening the doors, they were surrounded by a suffocating

press of persons continually increasing in force und
density. When the period of admission arrived, the
rush was tremendous, and the angry remonstrance, the
earnest expostulation, mingling with the shrieks of fe-

males, rendered the scene, at certain periods, alarming
in the extreme. AVe are glad to learn that nothing
more serious than temporary inconvenience was sustain-
ed. A very few minutes after the opening of the doors,
every seat was occupied, and before the period for com-
mencing the performances, even the stairs, and every
part where room for standing could be found, were ap-
propriated : and, nevertheless, hundreds who would
willingly have been present, were obliged to submit to a
disappointment, not a ticket being procurable.
The first part opened with the overture to Saul ; this

was succeeded by a selection from Judos Maccabteus,
commencing with the chorus M Mourn, ye afflicted,”

which was performed with great accuracy and feeling.
“ Sound an alarm,” was another of Braham's happy
efforts

;
he gave the requisite energy to it, without forc-

ing his voice into harshness. We wish that the per-
formers of this air would not dwell on the word Sound,
but on the syllable larm : emphasis thus placed would
greatly improve the effect. Miss Wilkinson’s 44 Father
of Heaven l” was certainly rather heavy, she wants
that pathos, and indeed skill, which such music abso-
lutely requires *.

• With every (Imposition to render this young Indv justice, and
to encourage her, it is impossible to conceal, that her ill-judging
friends have done her injury by urging her engagement, mod pressing
it against the opinion, as se arc informed, of the more musical por-
tion of the Committee; who would, however, have conceded the
point, und given her even fair and even fuvou rable chance, at a rate of
remuneration suitable to the attractions ofa singer of a few months'
standing. Miss W.’a demands were 310/., which were, as might

Haton.

Digitized b;
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The chorus “ Fail'd is the foe," a most elaborate com-
position, and exceedingly difficult to execute, was given
with great energy and due attention to the pianos and
fortes, the chiar otewo of music. Phillips, in 44 The
Lord worketh wonders" was excellent ; Miss Stephens
sung 41 Wise men flattering" with delicious sweetness
and simplicity; and 44 So shall the lute and harp awoke"
appeared more than respectable, all circumstances con-
sidered.

The instrumental opening of the Creation, Chaos
,

and the succeeding Recitative and Chorus, were per-
formed in a style of surpassing excellence, exceeding any
thing we ever before heard.

One of the principal features in this part is, the air
44 With verdure clad ;" Haydn reset it no less than three

times ; finally leaving it as we now possess it, replete

with originality and elegance, and every way worthy of
its author.—Madame Caradori was an admirable agent
to convey to us Haydn’s ideas. The recitative, by Mr.
Sapio, 44 And the heavenly host," introduced the full

chorus of 44Awake the harp," which is a fine scientific pro-

duction, replete with fire and spirit; am! more of the

latter quality was never, we imagine, evinced in its per-

formance. than on the present occasion. It is succeeded

by the celebrated scene, fthe subject of much conflicting

criticism), descriptive of the creation of the heavenly bo-

dies, in which the song by Mr. Bratiam 44 In splendour

bright," stands pre-eminent. It was given with his

usual force, and with all those peculiar features of power
and delicacy, which alternately mark this performer's

efforts, and was acknowledged to be a most extraordinary

display of fine, intellectual singing. 44 The heavens
are telling," the most original, scientific, and magnificent

of Haydn’s chorus ses, produced a stupendous effect ; the

beauty of its melody, and the prodigious power of the

winding-up, shew the composer’s genius to nave been as

fertile as sublime.

The second part of this oratorio opens with an air, de-

scribing the creation of the birds, which has often and

have been expected from men of taste and judgment, rejected. But
after two counter-tenon, Meun. Knyvrtt and Terrail, had been
engaged, and after the lady's friends had declined tire advice given
from a high quarter, that she should offer her services for nothing,

and be content with the eclat of singing on such an occasion, tier

terms wc hear were suddenly, and without any abatement, acceded
to ! If these facts be correct. Miss W. lias been much more injured

than benetilted, and the charities Iravc not been tike gainers. Yet she

is well taught, and will, no douht, in time, prove a valuable acquisi-

tion to the Hanover Square Rooms. Rut Ymk Minster is not the

place for *nch hazardous experiments ; in Ijondon there is enough of

apathy, or urbanity as some call it, for any possible purpose of this

nature.

Wc know not what Miss Travis or Miss Goodall receives, but
report says that these two deserving singers do not exceed, if they
Teach half the sum, that we have mentioned. Miss Stephens is

understood to have the same as Miss Wilkinson. There is a

wanton absurdity in thia. True it is, that pressing circumstances
often compel managers to yield to some exorbitant demand, as in

the case of Madame Catalani at the last Festival, for the sake of
attraction

;
but that cannot bo pleaded in this case. In the present

instance of Mademoiselle Garcia, something may bo said in exte-

nuation of the extravagant, the ridiculous sum said to be given to

her, when it was found that Madame Pasta could not be obtained,

and that neither Madame Do Oegnis nor Mrs. Salmon could per-

form. If the remuneration be between S und f<>0 guineas as stated,

we can only say that we know it to be about twice as much as Mad.
Caradori obtains. Wc do not wonder at our English vocalists.

Misses Stephens, Travis, and Goodall, and Mr. Vaughan, feeling

hurt at such statements as wc haw adverted to, which though par-
tially incorrect, are near enough the truth to excite remark, and to
provoke angry feelings.

justly been criticised, as attempting more than music is

capable of performing. The trio, song, and chorus which
followed, pleased everybody; and were succeeded by that
noble piece, 44 in native grace," in which the declama-
tory powers of Mr. liraham were finely exhibited.

The selection, and the morning’s performance con-
cluded with a highly appropriate chorus, 4 ‘ Accomplished
is the glorious work," which we cousider as one of the
finest and most elaborate pieces in the work.

THIRD CONCERT.
THURSDAY, September 15, 1825.

Leader, Mr. Lodrr.

FART I.

Grand Symphony (in C) .... liKKTNorEir.
Song, Mr. BoHainy,‘ < Tht* Tempest” . Hobslbv.
TcnceUo, “ Ah taci,’’ Mad. Caradori, Mr. Sapio, and

Signor De Regnis, (// Don (tioranm) , Moxabt.
Song, Mix# Goodall, “The Skylark call*,* A ttivood.
Concerto \ idin, Mr. Kimwcttcr
Song, Mr. Vaughan, * 4 In life’* gay *c*ne*,” . Callcott,
Duetto, Mix* Strphcns and Mr. Uralutm, “Amor, pnn-

•entenome” {trmiJ/i) . , . Roasts/.
Song, Mia* Wilkinson, ** Tlw mansion of peace,” Wbbbb.
Grand Finale, “lihi! di ca »» (11 Uarbiere diSitiglta) Rossini.

FART II.

Overture, {La Gatsa Ladra) . Z Rossini.
Song. Mr. Phillip*, 44 fascia Amor,” {Otlatvfa) (with

Hautboy and Ba*»oon uccom pen invent* obbligati,

Mr«r», Er»iune, Sharp, and Mackintosh) . Iiasbbl.
Aria, Madame Caradori, “ Ihnuni un segnale," JUosca.
Quintetto, * Oh guardate,” Madllc. Garcia, Mad. Cara-

dori, Mr. Brahara, Mr. Sapio, and big. IX4 Begins,

{II Turto in Italia).... Rossisr.
Song, Mr. Brabant, “Revenge,” ( Tarrare) . Saubbi.
Duetto, Flute and Harp. Mmwa. Nicholson and Bocbsa.
Song, Mi»» Stephens, “ Auld Robin Gray.”
Sccou, Mile. Garcia, “Oh patrio," (/I 7Vjjicred*) Rossis i.

Duetto. Madame Caradori and Mademoiselle Garcia,
“ Fieri* incontro,” {II Tancredi) . Rossisi.

Aria Buffo, Stg. Uc Urgnis, “ I violini lutii,” {It Fa-
natics per la ifnska) . . . Sacchini.

Finale, “ God save tire King.”

The band and arrangements wore still not so perfect as
could have been wished, though far better than before;

and we add with regret that some of the performers did

not shew much real in remedying the evils which the

inexperience of the music-porters occasioned.

The symphony requires no eulogy ; it was most bril-

liantly executed. 44 The Tempest" was Hellamy’s best

performance at this meeting ;
the jpoetry is by Dr. N.

Drake, a native of York. It is a fine song, in the style

of Callcott’s
44 Angel of life !” The terzetto from the

incomparable Don Giovanni, did amazing credit to the

judgment of the singers. Altwood’s song, which evinces

great ability in the judicious adaptation of the sound to

the sentiment, Miss Goodall sung very delightfully. We
were very much surprised to find that Mr. Kiesewetter

had chosen the same concerto which Mr. Mori played on
a previous evening; but it is therefore just to conclude,

that it was a preconcerted trial of power. Without

wishing to provoke an inviduoux comparison, we must

grant to this artist a fine, brilliant toue, wonderful execu-

tion, much occasional delicacy, and a complete command
of the instrument. His cadenza to the first movement
was perfectly astonishing ; it is impossible to convey an

idea of it in adequate terms. He is an ungraceful per-
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former, ami th6 extraordinary applause which he elicits,

—

which, this evening, was immense,—is the sole result of

his wonderful powers, for the music selected by him is

rather fashionable than good. Vaughan's song seemed
a little tame after the concerto ;

it is quite in the style of

that by the same composer mentioned above. The duet

was finely sung, though never before attempted by these

twoperformers together ; not even in a rehearsal.

Tnc celebrated ball-room scene from Don Giovanni

was substituted for the finale announced ; of which change
no explanation whatever was given. Though beautifully

performed, the effect was, of course, much diminished, as

the audience were not in possession of the necessary

verbal explanation.

The overture to fa Gaz:a fadra was, perhaps, never

more finely executed. Mr. Phillips sang 44 fascia Amor”
charmingly. This is the air which in Handel’s time

made Signor Montagnana so popular: it has long been

forgotten, mid is one of the excellent revivals lately made
in the Ancient Concerts. Instead of 44 Dammi un *eq-

node” Madame Caradori sung Mozart's “ Voi chc uipcte,”

pleasingly certainly, but a little too much decorated

The quintett delighted everybody, and was repeal' d by
unanimous wish. Brahma's song from Tarrjre' a* far

better than the piece from the same opera on a former

evening. The duet for harp and horn not please in

any way. Auld Robin 6 ray proved is auld -‘*er; but

charmingly sung. 44 Oh patria excited \.uch attention

;

hut all who had heard P* ’ame P*-.in ^ performance of

this, onjifi- the present to be an imitation. The duet

from il Greetato in Emit* gratified the audience very

generally: nH the -*ua Uuffa produced an encore, even

at midnK!.., for all understand comic gesticulation. 44 God
save the King" was sung by the whole choir: Miss
Stephens very kindly relinquished the first verse to

Madame Caradori, who, most likely, knew no other.

The second was sung by the whole of the vocal corps,

sotlo irace, and the third in duet, by Miss Stephens ami
Braham, the,chorus repealing each stanza: and thus ter-

minated the last of the evening performances at half-post

twelve o’clock.

FRIDAY, September HJ, IS25.

THIRD GRAND SELECTION.
Leader. Mr. K. Chinch,

i-akt i.

First and fourth movement* of the Dcttingon Te Deum HanDEL.
Song, MU> Travis, “ What tho* 1 trace, (Sotomon) Hasdel.
Chorus, ” Let none despair/* . . . Has DEL.
Song, Mr. Phillip*, ** Tears such as tender Fathers

shed/* (Deborah) . • . . Has del.
Dead March, (Saul) .... Hisdel.
Quartctt, Miss Goodall, MissTravis, Messrs. Knyvett,

Terrmil, Vnuphan, Sapio, Phillips, and Bellamy,
“ When the ear laard him/' ( Funeral Arnhem) Hasdel.

Chorus, “ lie delivered the poor," ( Funeral .Inthem) Hasdel.
Song, Mias Stephens, ** Praise the Lord/' (Esther) Hasdel.
Grand Chaunt, Vcnito cxuliemut/’ and 44 Jubilate

Deo” ..... Humphreys.
Kecit. and Song, Mr. Vaughan, * 4 Gentle uirs/*

( Athalia ) ..... HasDEL*
St. Mauliew's Tunc, as arranged for tha Ancient Con-

cert bv Mr.Greatorex. MissTravis. Messrs. Kny-
veit, Vaughan, and Bellamy . . . Croft .

Motett. 44 The arm of Uie Lord,” (introduced in the
Oratorio of Judah, by W. Gardiner) Rayon.

Rccit. and Air, Miss Stephens, 44 As from the power/* HasDEL

.

Chorus, * The dead shall live/* (Dryden'$ Ode) Handsu.

part if.

Fourth Concerto, Oboe .... Handel.
Luther** Hymn, Mr. Braham . . . Lvtuer.
Chorus, “ lie gave them hailstones/*

^
Chorus, 44

lie sent a thick darkness/* I (I*rael m \ „
Chorus, “lle smote all the tirst*bora/’ f Egypt) J

Chorus, “ But as for his people/* j
Song, Modllc. Garcia, 41 Giaiias agimus" Gvclielmi^
Chorus. “ He rebuked the Ked Sea/’ ( Itrael in Egypt) Has del.
Duet, Messrs. Bellamy and Phillips, '* The Lord is a

man nf war.” (Israel in Egypt) . . Handel.
Song. Miss Wilkinson.*4 Lord to thee/* (Theodora) Has del.
Uecit., Solos, and Double Chorus, Miss Stephens and

Mr. Braham, “The Lord shall reign,” ( Irrael in

Egypt) ..... Handel.

PART 111.

Rccit., March, Air, and Chorus, Mr. Sopir '* Clo**r

God/* (Joshua) . . Handel.
Recit. accompanied, Mr. Braliam, ‘ ^ee, r .:ddee«er

still.” (Jrphthah) Handel.
8ong, 44 Waft her angels.’* (J*phth>ih) . . Hasdel.
Chotus, '* O God, who i: -it* heavenly hand ** Has del.
Duet, Miss Good./! and Mira Wilkinson, *‘T© ergo

quarsumus.”..... Gmaus.
Hymn. “ Glrr

.
p-rtise,” Mozart.

Sonr .r. .* j "<*jny . 'Ills SfiNM,'’ . • C'ALLCOTT.
C'iOi'ij, “ Rir * ..enda*/* . . . Mozart.
«juarti r t,MaUlL*. Garcia, Mad. Caradori, Mbs Wilkin-

son, Messrs. Knvvelt, Vaughan, Sapio, Phillips,

and Bellamy, ** Bcnediclus/* ( Requiem) . Mozart.
Song, Mad. Caradori, 44 Holy, Holy,” ( Redemption ) Hasdel.
Coronation Anthem, ** Zadok the Priest/* . Hasdel.

Tnotcn the company was not so numerous on this

fourth day as before, yet the crush at the doors was
greater, and attended by more personal inconvenience.

This selection was generally considered as the best.

The Dettingen Te Deum made a magnificent opening.

The trumpets,—important instruments in this—were
both perfect, for Harper had Napier of Edinburgh as
his second. Miss Travis’s 44 What tho’ I trace’

7
was

the very beau ideal of chaste singing : it is difficult to

convey an idea of the perfect intonation, the correct taste,

and graceful simplicity which she displayed in its per-

formance. How is it that this lady should be engaged
at less than hulf the sum given to her juniors, who are
not her superiors 1 Does modesty in asking moderate
terms meet no other reward than this ? We sneak the

sentiments of nine-tentbs of the company at the York
Festival in saying, 44 these things ought not to be." The
chorus, 14 Let none despair," being taken from Hercules,

and not from a sacred oratorio, was, very properly, in-

serted in the hooks without any further indication. It

was charmingly performed. 4 ‘ Tears such as tender
Fathers shed/’ received ample justice from Phillips

;

though a serious undertaking for him. The Dead March
was never heard with a more impressive effect, and the

Anthein after it was delicious.
44 Praise the Lord," could not he played on the organ

at 12.5 feet distance with sufficient precision, therefore

Mr. Bochsa was desired to accompany it on the harp.

Much difference of opinion prevailed on this subject; but

rjuond harp, there could be no impropriety in it, for this

instrument is continually mentioned in the scripture;

but tjuoad the individual who performed on it, is quite a
different thing.

The ch&uut had an organ accompaniment only; the

effect of it wav grand and devotional. Instead however
the whole choir singing it, it should hare been per-

formed Decams and Cantoris , in the true ecclesiastical

mode
;
giving the Gloria Patri in full chorus. 44 Gentle

airs " was immediately followed by a great buzz of con-
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creational applause. Dr. Croft’s psalm-tone produced a
sublimely religious effect.

Of the Motett it is perhaps not too much to say, that

it proved the finest piece in this morning’s selection.

Looks of delight pervaded the whole of the audience

during its performance. In the Solo, u As from the

power of sacred lays,” Miss Stephens, in our opinion,

shone even more than in her songs : it is in nieces of this

kind, that she rises higher than in those favourite airs

which singers, naturally enough, are so anxious to intro-

duce.

Luther’s Hymn was the grand attraction of the day.

Finely as it was done on the whole, there is something
in a female voice which commends it more to our ears

than when suug by a tenor, and it was the only piece in

which we at all wished for Catalani. Mr. Braham's
performance was, however, on the whole, admirable,

with one solitary exception, which with every allow-

ance for difference of opinion, we must express. This

exception is, the ascent up to the key-note on the

word 44 soul,” which we can by no means be brought to

approve, even if reached perfectly in tune. Contrary
to nis usual custom, 3Ir. Braham had the trumpet accom-
paniment introduced at the end of each line in the verse,

which he used to allow only in the chorus. On the merit

or demerit of this addition of Baungartcn, we shall not

now dilate ; its effect under the tower of York Minster
almost subdues criticism. We must, however, observe,

that we did uot now feel all the emotion which we ex-

perienced in 1S23, and we attribute it, on deliberate

consideration, to Mr. Harper’s having too much atte-

nuated the sound of his trumpet in the third sounding of

it, so as to give the effect of an echo himself, instead of

producing tone enough to be followed by a slight echo
from the tower, a9 he did at the last festival. The pause
after the solo, before the repetition in chorus was most
solemn and affecting. Though almost out of place, we
must not omit to give the due meed of praise to the organ

prelude by Dr. Camidge, who, we perceive, has provoked

the anger of a disappointed violinist in a provincial paper,

and who, it has been said by another writer, may have

played the organ “ well, or ill, or not at all, for any thing

that could be heard,” forgetting that the non-predomi-
nance of it over the other instruments is the player’s best

eulogium.

The Hailstone chorus was indeed grand : the tenors in

“ He sent a thick darkness” were rather faulty. This is

the choral recitative which required so many rehearsals

before it could be ventured at the commemoration of

Handel : the perseverance of Mr. Joah Bates alone car-

ried it through, and the effect justified the expense of

time and labour bestowed upon it.
14 Gratiat agimut

tibi'* was sung with much finish by Madlle. Garcia, who
gave great satisfaction in it. Willman, in the clarionet

accompaniment, was, as usual, excellent 44 The Lord
is a man of war,” seemed to be a trial of strength

between the singers, who performed it admirably. In
the Recitatives mingled witn the chorus “The Lord shall

reign,” Mr. Braham and Miss Stephens shone forth

gloriously : the latter gave 44 Sing ye to the Lord,” with

a force aud dignity worthy of Mara : she excited looks of

delight and astonishment. The double chorus was the

sublimity of music.

Mr. Sapio being unwell, Mr. Vaughan took the pre-

vious air to 44 Glory to God.” There is an effect in this

chorus, produced by the trumpets, at the words, 44 Dread-

Vot. III.

ful sound,” which is iudiscribably agitating. It was this

that created so much wonder aud delight in the mind of

Haydn, when he heard it in Westminster Abbey. Han-
del’s anthem, 44 O magnify the Lord,” was now in-

troduced, it having been thought that Miss Travis was
not so much engaged in this morning’s performance as

the public might wish. She sang it charmingly. The
celebrated scene from Jephihah followed

;
and here

words absolutely fail in the power of conveying any
notion of Braham’s efforts to excel, and to abstain from
any thing that might not conciliate the severest tastes.

The recitative, in the opinion of all, was never surpassed,

if ever equalled. In the air he closed the first part with
a few descending chromatic uotes and a shake: in the

second part he was animated but chaste, though we thought

the cadence overdone. But in the return to the first

strain, his fine taste was again fully displayed, and the

conclusion left us in the highest admiration.

Grauns Duet was sweetly sung. After this Miss
Stephens introduced 44 Angels, ever bright ami fair!”

which hnd, at her urgent revest, been allowed. She
sang it deliciously. Mozart's Hymn in D, (No. 3} is a
lorious production, the chorus especially, whicn had
een well got up. Dr. Callcott’s song came too late to

have justice done it, and the baud appeared fatigued.

Rex tremenda

!

was infinitely superior in effect at the

present Festival to what it was at the last. The Bene-

dielus, in which Braham took Sapio's part, was di-

vinely sung. Mad. Cnradori’s 44 Holy, Holy !” kept the
company to hear it, though it was by this time five

o’clock, ami every hotly nearly exhausted.* She delivered

it with £rcat simplicity and devotion.

At this time the doors were thrown open, by order of the

Dean, and the transepts were filled by the crowd
;
and we

must indulge our feelings by declaring how deeply we
were impressed by this kind act of the Chief Diguitary
of the Cathedral. Ilia wish to gratify, for the reasonable
space of a few minutes, that humbler class who had no
means of obtaining even a taste of the innocent plea-
sures which those within the walls were enjoying, shewed
a feeling heart aud a liberal mind

; and his courage—for

so we must view it—in admitting, without any precedent
to lead or sanction him, those who contumeliously are
called the mob, entitles him to the respect and praise of
all w ho are governed by the genuine dictates of Chris-

tianity.

And now we arrive at the close of this truly Grand
Festival, which was, with great propriety, terminated

by the Coronation Anthem, at the commencement of
which all the audience stood up, and presented a most
extraordinary and imposing spectacle. When the voices

burst simultaneously on the ear, in the words, 44 God
save the King!” the force and effect produced admit of
no description,— the imagination of our readers must
supply the deficiency of language.

COMPARATIVE STATEMENT.

FINANCIAL ACCOUNT in 1825.

The following statement is founded upon accurate cal-
culations, by persons officially engaged

; but as the
accounts cannot be made up so soon, some trifling and
unimportant difference in the figures may ultimately be
found.

The Receipt* of 18J5 .... £20.550
Expenditure 18/JOO

2 F
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The band cost more than that in 1823, bj 9500/.
This of course is included in the latter sum, and it also

includes 6000/., expended in the site and erection of the

New Music Hall, it, however, should be understood,

that there are two distinct funds—one formed by the re-

ceipts at the rooms, the other by those at the Minster.

The music hall was to be paid lor out of the former—
but the receipts there being deficient for that purpose,

and the hall having been devoted for ever to the public

charities, it is more than probable, that the two funds
will be joined in one, for the purpose of liquidating the

debt.

as counter-checks to the admission tickets. By the kind

permission of a member of the Committee, we are ena-
bled to dose the present account with the introduction of

the engraved blocks used on this memorable occasion.

CASH ACCOUNT IN 182S.

Receipts . £16,174
Expenditure 6,809

The sura of 1800/. was immediately paid to the York
County Hospital, and the same sum to each of the In-
firmaries of Leeds, Hull, and Sheffield ; leaving a small
balance in the hands of the committee.
We have been thus particular in giving a statement of

the cash accounts of the two festivals, in order that our
readers may form a pretty correct idea, as to the general
bearing of each, though we cannot pretend to give exact
particulars, until the removal of the erections, the sale of
cloth, Sfc. Ac. When those shall have been effected,

there is no doubt but the receipts, including several libe-

ral donations already received, will be very considerable ;

as the total amount paid into the bank, is £0,550/.

Amongst the donations already received are the
following :

—

The Duke of Devonshire, 100/.; Earl of Carlisle, 50/.; Mar-
quis of Ailcabury, 50/.; Earl of Scarborough, 50/.; Lord Macdo*
null, 10/. 10«.; Dean of Ripon, 5/.; Timothy llutton, Esq., 5/.;

Lord Tyrcoane), 35/. ; Robert Cracroft, Esq., 10/.

e‘v*- vMX«v

A COEKKCT ETATHMEKT OF THE

NUMBERS OF TICKETS ISSUED
For the Various Performances during the Festival of 1835.

One Guinea . .

Fifteen Shilling* .

Seven Shilling*

Five Shillings . .

. 1153

. 1614

. 001

. 18

1207
2500
1990
39

T**r«1a}.

1449
8599
1900
154

Mday.

1 199

2372
1509
27

3389 5736 6 lit* 5107

CONCERTS.
TuewSay’a 1179 Wuiiooftlaj’• 1894 Tliureda? ’» 1353

BALLS.
B*U. Fr.ijj*# {Fine?) *»IL

Seven Shillings 734 Fifteen Shillings 2263

Nl'M MRUS PRESENT IN 1833.

First Morning • . . 3050
Second Morning . . 4683

Third Morning . . . 4840
Fourth Morning , . 41 15

First Concert . . . 1355
Second Concert . . 1325
First Hall .... 1150
Second Ball ... . 030

The books of the several performances were neatly
printed in small quarto, under the direction of the Com-
mittee of Management, and facsimiles of the autographs
of Handel, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven, and Weber were
introduced as tail-pieces; the autographs were also used

SUMMARY OBSERVATIONS ON THE YORK
FESTIVAL.

We could not resist the temptation of attending this

truly magnificient spectacle,—this great congregation

of musical talent in all its several branches ot per-

fection;—and we have no hesitation ia saying, that

greatly as our expectations were excited, they have

been gratified to their fullest extent. Indeed, whether

we consider the awful and majestic splendour of the

Minster itself, (unquestionably the noblest cathedral that

the Christina zeal of our ancestors ever erected, and de-

dicated to the great cause of our holy religion) or whether

we contemplate the assemblage of rank and talent of both

sexes, amounting to nearly eight thousand persons, that

filled aud adorned every part of it,—filled it in anxious

and almost breathless expectation of that burst oi sublime

harmony which an orchestra of six hundred performers

was preparing to pour upon their car,—we arc lost in

admiration !—the various solemn and affecting associa-

tions which took possession of our best feelings, conveyed

us beyond this world, and wc could only turn our atten-

tion from such a scene, to our Creator!

Such indeed were our sensations, when Handel's

" Gloria petri," without any introductory symphony, and

with instruments and voices combined, burst at once

Digitized by Google
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upon us, the vast concourse of auditors rising simultane-

ously to do homage to the theme ;—It was a proof, amount-
ing almost to demonstration of the soul’s immortality

;

for could the soul he annihilated which imagined

the heavenly strain ?—could that spirit
41 he brought to

nought” which projected and reared the magnificent

structure in whicn the strain was poured forth 1

So full and so satisfactory a detail of the performan-

ces, frem our able York correspondent, will appear in

the present number, that we shall confine ourselves to a
few remarks only touching the performers. The most pro-

minent feature of this wonderful festival was the choir

:

the chorus singers, male and female, were selected from
the different towns and villages in the counties of York-
shire, Lancashire, and, if we mistake not, Derbyshire and
Nottinghamshire. (We believe we may safely aver that

on these occasions, not a single chorus singer from Lon-
don is engaged), and whether belonging to their several

churches, or different musical societies, they are sure to

he conversant with choral music of every description, and
when united, sing with a feeling and precision which we
must in vain look for in the metropolis, or any port of the

west or south of England. To what cause to attribute

this vast superiority among our northern countrymen, we
know not ; but true it is, that superior thev certainly are,

ami, in an eminent degree, and it is not the mere accu-
racy with which so many to a part are sure to lead off the
most intricate points of fugue, whether the composer be
Handel, Mozart, Haydn, or even Beethoven; but there

is a corresponding spirit ; they are not the cokl mecha-
nical drudges that are paid for doing a reluctant task,

but energetic musicians anxious to execute well and sa-
tisfactorily, a delightful duty.

In regard to the instrumental band, so much has becu
already, and justly said in its praise, that we shall con-
fine our present panegyric to Dr. Camidge, who presided
at the organ, and feel gratified in being able, most con-
scientiously, to acknowledge his very superior powers
upon that noble instrument:—bis management of the

pedals was really surprising, and nothing short of the

most constant and severe practice could have enabled him
to manage them in the cborusses as he did, to the produc-
tion of very sublime efTecls, preserving at the same time,

the steadiest correspondence with the voices, and leading

•fT the points of the chorusses with admirable precision.

Thus much for the doctor's excellence as a practical mu-
sician, with which indeed we are so well satisfied, that

we would rather remain silent altogether upon his merits
as a composer After all, much finer music than our
worthy organist’s might have been eclipsed amidst such

a splendid variety from the best productions of the greatest

masters. We were however, much pleased with the style

of Dr.Camidge's introductory voluntary to Luther s Hymn,
but he lengthened it out past all endurance. There was
a very striking and elective Motet! of Haydn intro-

|

duced in the last day’s performance, and certainly far

better adapted to a cathedral than the music of the Crea-

tion, whit n, we fairly confess, could other words be
substituted, we would much rather hear at the Opera

House. As to Beethoven, we know what to say ;—we
must not venture to object to so mighty a genius, as he is

universally considered to he, we must therefore honestly

exclaim, like the poor Italian singer in the Critic

—

44 me
no understand.” To return to Ilaydn, we feel regret that

the British public at least is unacquainted with the only

church music of this great master. His masses have never

been excelled, and very rarely equalled, by the best of

his contemporaries.
In the principal vocal department we must place first

and foremost, Madame Caradori, whose performance of

“Holy, holy/* was perfection both in regard to feeling

and execution :—it was piously sung, and greater praise

we cannot award it. Braham’s 44 Total Eclipse” differed

a little from our notions of what it ought always to be:

he made, however, ample amends by nh» w Deeper and
deeper still indeed all the other songs allotted to him,

he executed with a force and animation never better dis-

played. Sapio ought to have introduced, in a beautiful

and highly characteristic recitative, the fine chorus in

Joshua, “The listening sun”—why be did not, remains

to be explained. The consequence of this omission, was,

a momentary confusion in the band, both vocal and
instrumental, which with an orchestra less excellent,

would have beeu distressingly perceptible to everybody.

Of the other performers, we have nothing new to remark

:

tbeir merits are well known, and have been duly pane-

gyrized
; but, if we were called upon to decide as to any

peculiar excellence in their respective powers, we should

not choose the York Minster as the place of probation.

Char friend Vaughan, for the first time, did not quit*

please ua in 44 Comfort ye.” We would advise him, in
lutnre, to recollect an old, but no less good adage—
44 let welt o/oae,”—he will know what we mean. Bellamy
44 did bis duty manfully” as the nautical poet has it, and
we were agreeably surprised b? all the renovated force
and pathos of W. Knyvett m 44 He was deputed. 1 *

He never sang it in finer style. Phillips's 44 The Lord
worketh wonders” was also exceedingly well sustained.

We shall now close our observations by respectfully

suggesting to the Committee of Management, that if, ora

any future occasion, the orchestra and the patron’s gal-
lery were to change places, the general musical effect,

though the exhibition may be less striking, would be
wonderfully improved ; and we would also recommend that

the chorus singers, instead of being placed opposite each
other, should, with the principals, front the audience.

The cborusses would be heard unquestionably better, and
the singers fiud greater facility in tbeir joint co-opera-
tion.

Clio.
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REVIEW OF MUSIC.

Sacked Melodies from Haydn, Mozart, and Beetho-
ven, adapted to the Lest English Poets, and appropriated
to the use of the British Church

, by William Gabdi-
NEH. Vol. 3. (Clementi and Co., Cheapsidey and
Eirehall, New Bond Steed.)

Upon taking up the pen for the purpose of giving some
account of the present publication, we found ourselves

stopped in limine
, arrested in our progress by the very

title-page, which ascribes the contents of the volume to

the three great German musicians, and to the best poets

of our own country
;
though it comprises but one move-

ment by Haydn, and two pages by Mozart, and exhibits

not a note by Beethoven, or a verse by any English
bard, from Geoffrey Chaucer to Thomas Moore :—while
the names of the actual composers of the music, and of
the authors of the words, are, with the above exceptions,

altogether suppressed.

We knew not, therefore, how to proceed in our review;

for the more wc beat our brains to find out why the

slightest allusion to the most distinguished of our ecclesi-

astical musicians, whose works constitute this volume, had

been neglected in so important a page as the title, the

less we were able to discover a reason. Advancing a

step further, and attempting to learn wherefore the sub-

lime strains of King David and the pious effusion of

Nicetius hail been assigned to English poets, we were

still more at fault. In searching too deeply for causes,

those that lie near the surface are often missed. The
knight of la Mancha's squire would at once have sug-

gested, that the title-page in question was perhaps en-

graved before the volume was thought of ; and thus have

conquered in half a minute, a difficulty which cost us half

an hour to overcome.

Such being, we may fairly presume, the exact state of

the case, w ill account in some measure for the irrocon-

cileable difference betwixt the work and its title. The
latter we now leave to the correction of the editor, and
proceed to speak of the contents of the former, which
consist of a preface, and a selection from the sacred

music of Purcell, Weldon, Croft, Greene, Boyce, Blake,

Kent, Marcello, and others, abridged and altered so as to

be rendered—in Mr. Gardiner's opinion—more fit for

general use.
44 The anthem/’ Mr. G. observes, 44

is too often marked
by the same prolixity which characterizes the sermons
and disquisitions of tne times in which it took its rise

;

but as that which was deemed an excellence in the

scarcity of musical productions, will now be considered a
defect, the author [tne editor] has used his best judgment
in abridging many of the pieces in the present work."
Now we must beg leave to deny this alleged 44 prolixity.”

That the censure may attach to some few Englisn anthems
we readily admit, but that it cannot justly fall on the

vast majority of them, is shewn by their constant per-

formance in an unaltered Btate, in the principal cathe-

drals throughout the empire, and without producing any
complaint of tediousness from the great hulk of the con-

gregations. Not many anthems exceed a dozen minutes

in duration
;
many are much less : the two first in Mr. G.’s

present volume, “ O give thanks,” by Purcell, and “ God
is our hope,” by Greene, are about ten minutes each,

played from the original scores ; ami if a good composi-

tion of this class even extended to a quarter of an nour,

it would not be thought too long by most of its hearers,

were it only tolerably well performed.
44 Some passages," says the preface, 44 having nothing to

recommend them but their qnaintness, have been re-

moved, and other movements nave been supplied, which,

it is presumed, will accord better with tne improved

taste of the age” •••••. 44 In some instances he has

ventured to change the course of the harmony. These

alterations are confined chiefly to the works of Purcell.

In the Te Deum [Purcell's] numberless errors have been

faithfully copied in even' succeeding edition down to the

present time. Some of them are doubtless to be attri-

buted to the mistakes of the press, but the same explana-

tion cannot he given of the coarse transitions that occur

in “ O give thanks,” as this anthem was edited by the

scientific and careful Dr. Boyce ;
its defects must, there-

fore, be attributed to an idea of modulation less accurate

than that which we now possess.”

Here is an avowal of practices which, if imitated to

any extent, bid fair at no very distant period to mutilate

and disfigure every fine composition of every age and
school

;
lor if the principle be once admitted, that pas-

sages of classic antnors may be <4 removed” because they

seem <juaint to one critic, and lhat the “ course of the

harmony” may be 44 changed,” if not agreeable to the

ears of another, there can be no security for the integrity

or preservation of any piece of music that already exists,

or that may hereafter be produced. In none of the fine

arts is there such a diversity of tastes as in music ; it is

the youngest of its sisters, and has not yet established a
standard of excellence that is universally recognised.

Hence every professor, nay, even every amateur, con-

siders his own taste as the true criterion, and condemns,

openly or covertly, each other that differs from it. The
admirers of Purcell and of bis school, at first viewed

Handel's compositions with jealonsy and dislike. Of
this party were Doctors Pepnsch and Greene. At the

same period the major part of the nobility, and the

fashionable world generally, despised both Purcell and

Handel, and patronised composers of the most contempti-

ble kind, whose very names are now unknown except to

the musical antiquarian. The Handclians of the present

day reluctantly hear Haydn and Mozart: to Beethoven

they will not listen. On the other hand, the enthusiastic
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admirers of the latter will not tolerate the music of the
M Giant Handel/’ and already speak with ill-dissembled

coolness of the two earliest of tne three great sympho-
nists. We do not from this mean to infer that there are

no compositions permanently good, or, in other words, that

there are not to be found such as have always pleased,

and always will continue to please, persons of’real judg-

ment : on the contrary, we are persuaded that there is a
standard of taste in music as well as in the other liberal

arts ; but we do mean to infer that while opinions differ

so widely, while capricious fashion exercises so much
control, and prejudice influences such numbers, it is in-

expedient, it is unsafe, to trust any individual with the

discretionary power which the compiler of this volume of
“ Sacred Melodies" has assumed ; and that it is our duty
as critics, it is the interest of all lovers of music, to con-
demn and resist a practice fraught with so much danger
to the art.

“ Many of these compositions have hitherto remained
unknown," says Mr. G., 14 except to the learned, chiefly

from the obsolete character in which they are written,

and partly from Uie want of an arranged accompaniment
for the organ and piano- forte. To render them more
easy of performance, the author has compressed those of
five and six voices into the compass of four ; and many
beautiful duettos and trios, intended originally for altos,

he has accommodated to the soprani."

We cannot agree with the editor in thinking that
** many" of the pieces now republished by him, are in

so unknown a state. Except the Te Deum of Purcell,

and a few other things, all that appear in the present
publication have been often heard oy the frequenters of
those places of worship where cathedral service is per-
formed. This, however, is not material ; but the reason
which Mr. G. assigns for what he supposes to be the case,
is not quite intelligible to us. We believe ourselves to be
pretty well acquainted with English church music, and
know not what obsolete character is employed in its com-
position, except now and then a brew. The mean, or C,
clef, cannot oe alluded to, for it is still nearly as much
used in scores as formerly, and, moreover, Mr G. retains

it in this very volume
;
though, contrary to all rule and

precedent, he places it for the service of the tenor on the

third line instead of the fourth. Surely we need not

remind him that it is never written on the third line

except for the counter-tenor, or alto, and that by putting
it on this for the use of the lower voice, he throws a great
difficulty in the way of most tenor singers, without gain-
ing a single advantage in favour of the general performer.
The occasional change from threc-two time to three-four,

we do not oppose
;
and the reduction from five and six

voices, to four, has utility on its side, so far as regards
parochial or private performance.

This volume commences with Purcell’s mneh-cele-
brated anthem, “ O give thanks," the duet for the con-
tra-tenor and base, as well as the solo for the former,
being omitted, and in lieu of the duet, Mr. G. has reset

the words in the form of a base solo ; why, we cannot
guess ; for though the original movement has no very
powerful charms, we do not perceive more in its substi-

tute. There are some other alterations made in this an-
them, of no great moment certainly, except one in the
last chorus, the opening of which loses all its solemnity,
by being changed from the ** slow” of Purcell, to tfie

“ allegro" of Gardiner.
The second piece is the duet, “ Te ergo quaesumus,"

from Graun’s splendid Te Deum, judiciously abridged,

and with four English lines very well set to it: but

the transposing it into r is any thing but an improve-
ment.

The next is Dr. Greene’s brilliant and admirable an-
them, “ God is our hope and strength," very skilfully

reduced from six voices to four, but not otherwise cur-

tailed of a note, Then follows an equally fine compo-
sition of the same class, “ O Lord, thou hast searched
me out," written by Dr. Croft for contra-tenor, tenor

and base, but arranged by Mr. G. for two sopranos and
a base. This is also injuriously transposed into 6, and
without any motive that we can trace. In the symphony
to the lovely air, M Whither shall I co?" are imprudent
alterations of the composer’s text, such as would too often

occur, should the practice, in its present infant state, be
suffered to pass without animadversion.

We now come to the beautiful anthem, “ I have set

God always before me," by the Rev. Dr. Blake, with
which the editor has taken more unwarrantable liberties*

than with any piece in the collection. He has trans-

posed it from E to F, a step peculiarly prejudicial

to this composition : he has changed the notation ;
altered

the harmony
;
reversed the parts

;
interpolated a sym-

phony, in which the rhythm is incorrect ;
discarded two

admirable movements, full of religious feeling and musi-
cal expression, and replaced them by one of his own,
that cannot for a single moment stand the test of com-
parison. This, by curtailing one of the connecting verses

of the psalm chosen by the reverend composer, produces

a sort of non seguitur, and leaves those who have no
means of better information, to conclude, that a doctor in

divinity did not understand the sacred words which he
set to music.

As this movement, so placed, seems to challenge cri-

ticism, we have no reluctance in saying that we find in it

errors, both in accent and harmony, which the composer
should have corrected, ere he bad committed it to the

press. In the 7th bar, page 302, the emphasis is thrown
on .

“ thy" instead of “ holy and in the 4th bar,

page 303, M thou" is the accented word, iustead of
“ wilt." In the former page, bar 6, is an f, which we
must impute to the engraver: but in the latter page is

the following harmony, if it can be so named, which we
did not expect to meet with in the compositions of one
who censures the 44 quaintness" of some great masters,

and complains of the 41 coarse transitions" of Purcell.
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The elegant and sweetly-flowing movement, 14 Thou
shalt show me the path of fife," Has suffered materially,

either from the ill-judged innovations of the editor, ipr

the faultiness of his copy : the subjoined examples will

enable the reader to compare the original notes with
Mr. Gardiner’s version of them, and will prove the dan-

f
er of attempting to amend what has long be»n approved

y the best judges, and sanctioned by continual use.
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1 . Blake.

1. Gardiner.

shalt shew me the

2. Blake. 2, Gardiner.

*T 'n Pr
ful - ness of joy.

t
ful - ness and

3. Blake.

shatt shew me, shalt shew me the of life.

3. Gardiner.

sSS-SrSZ
sha!t shew me

We TOiild add other instance, fro™ the same, bat most come up to Mr. G.’s idea of perfect happiness, so he
think of concluding this article. We cannot, however, double, the figure ; thus we hare “ Fulness end joy.”

resist making one remark on the editor', new rending in The emendation would have been worthy of London’s

the second,J!i«mple. “ Fulness of joy," though satis- most corpulent alderman.

factory eaoagh to the psalmist, does not, apparently, Dr. Blake's anthem is followed by Dr. Boyce’s u By
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the waters of Babylon," a wort whirt, alone, is suffi-

cient to confer lasting fame on its anthor. Mr. t*. gires

it at length, urn! without any alterations that we have

observed. But his arrangement of it for the organ is, in

two or three instances, rather faulty, and betrays a want

of practical shill in adapting a score. We refer to

page 309, bar 14, and page 911, bar 8, where, by a Utile

contrivance, the horrid effect of the uncovered consecu-

tive 5ths might hare been aroided. In the first of these,

the omission of the author's pause contributes much to

the mischief; and in the bar next to it, the added crot-

chet, c, is little less than vulgar.

The cheerful anthem, “ Sing unto the lord a new

song," by Dr. Greene, is given with only the abridgment

of a few bars, and very well arranged for the organ.

Then come the two pages of Mozart, with English

words; “This is the day," by Dr. Croft
;

Marcellos

delightful duet, “ Quid anelcmte," with English words ;

the first movement of “ We will rejoice,” Dr. Croft s

fine anthem ; and “ Sing unto God,” bv the same. The

well-known delightful work by Kent, “ Hear my prayer,

succeeds these, in which we find alterations in the har-

mony that admit of no excuse, betng equally adrerse to

the composer’s intentions, to science, and to good taste.

Dr. Boyce’s “ Be thou my judge,” follows, transposed

from E flat into c, by which it loses considerably in

effect. Then a fine solemn movement by Havihp vvith

appropriate words adapted. And after this, Dr. Crott s

“ God is gone up,” with a few useful introductory bars

by the editor, and the last part compressed from six to

foor voices. . , _ _ „ _
The remarkably elegant anthem of Dr. Greene, U

God of my righteousness," which, in its pure state, is as

fresh and modern at the present moment, as on the day

of its birth, lias suffered in more than one place from

Mr. G’s arrangement. An editor can plead no apology for

so decidedly preferring his own opinion and taste to the

real author’s, in the case of so finished a composition as

this. We have no room left for further extracts, there-

fore must simply refer to the 5th and 6th bars of the

third movement, where Dr. Greene’s single appoggmtura

is converted into a 9th and 4th
;
and to bar 8 ot the same,

where two leading notes, without any base, have an ac-

companiment added to them. But this is not the worst

;

the last few notes of the verse are entirely changed, and

a bar added which, as in a former case, utterly destroys

the rhythm. We have not time to dwell on other objec-

tionable points in this, but mnst pass rapidly on, merely

naming part of an anthem by Gnldwin, with a very good

movement, by Mr. Gardiner, added to it ;
a charming

terzetto hy Sarti, from Latrobe’s collection ; a movement

by Ciampi ;
Broderip’s •• Awake up, my glory ;

’ and

Weldon's masterly anthem, “In thee, O Lord.

These bring ns to the last thing in the volume,

Purcell’s Te Ileum in t>, originally composed with or-

chestral accompaniments, but here arranged for the organ,

and abridged. We have always thought that this,

though a work of genius, has been over-praised. The

imperfect manner in which the first edition of it, in type,

and also that by Walsh, are published, certainly renders

it difficult to make out the composer's menning ;
never-

theless there is enough of it discernible to enable a

person acquainted with Purcell’s style, to judge with

tolerable fairness of its merits. W ould that- Mr. G. had

confined his " alterations and emissions!" to this Te Drum ;

and that of the alterations—provided they had been

actually corrections—he had augmented the number ; for

passages in abundance are left that are amazingly annoy-

ing to the car. But the editor of this portion of the

volume has shown us how “ confusion'' may be “ worse

confounded” by means of an awkward accompaniment

:

we name the 18th and 13th bars of page 403, as one

example. The editor also is sometimes as untrue to the

sense as to the fame of his author; a strong proof of thi*

appears in page 405, where the annexed bar may be

found ; by the side of which we place the original notes

Gardiner. Purcell.

ip
'T

Mr. G. is fond of this dry 4th and 3rd. But we must

now he brief.

We have dwelt thus unusually long on this volume on

account of the importance of its matter; and of the

weight of recommendation which Mr. Gardiner’s respect-

able name will add to it ;
for, agreeing entirely with its

compiler, that “ this species of sacred music, is inferior

to none in pathos and devotional feeling,” anil that it

“ is peculiar to this country,” we have felt it a duty

to afford it all the protection that we are able to give,

and to guard it against those innovations which—whether

to he justified or not in other cases—ought only to he

suffered under Tery peculiar circumstances when it forms

a part of our church service.

BROKEN PROMISES.

Ay Opera Performed at the English Opera House;

The Poetry Ay S. J. Arnold, Esq., adopted, ant/ in

part competed, Ay William Hawes. (Welsh and

Hawes, 846, Regent Street.)

Overture, arranged by Tlios, Valentine.

1. Ballad, “ There’s a tear.”

8.

Sono, “Oh, turn again.”

8. Trio, “ Absence is over.”

4. Song, “ I’m in such a bustle.”

5. Duet, “ Two orphan girls.”

6. Ballad, “ Why didst thou leave me.”

7. Song, “ Tis not her beauty.”

8. Song, “ In young life's morning.”

9. Ballad, “ Her 1 love so dearly.”

10.

Song, “Oh! I could weep.”

U. Duet, “ How should language.”

18. Song, “ Nor gems, nor wealth.”

13, Ballad, “ Though sorrow may come.”

14. Air, “ To lave, and yet our love conceal.”

15, Song, “ My morning prayer to heaven is flown,”

16. Cavatina” “ Ah, why that look of sorrow 1
"

Every English song.lkc., that naw-a-days is published,

has been performed, somewhere of other, with either

The most enthnsiaatic l

The most rapturous V Applause;

Or, The most unbounded I
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or else it baa been received with

Universal

With the most unanimous > Approbation:
Or, With distinguished J

for nothing of the sort, in the present melodious age, ever

appears in print till it has charmed all mankind
;
nay,

worked up many into a delirium of joy. So susceptible

now is the whole human race of the effects of our vocal

jnusic, that not a tune, old or new, good or had, can issue

from English singers, of any class, without producing
effects that are only to be described in the strongest su-

perlatives that language can supply. This is quite suf-

ficient to shew the vast superiority of British over every
other species of song, for we never find that German, or

Italian, or French, airs excite such truly astonishing re-

sults
;

if they did, their authors would not conceal so

flattering a circumstance ; unless indeed they are guided
by that mistaken modesty, and foolish self-denial, which
dictate the title-pages of high literary characters—men
otherwise of sound sense. We assert from positive fact,

for we see a great deal of foreign music, and never per-
ceive in its titles the remotest allusion to its success.

Can any thing be more conclusive ? How fortunate then,

how rich in genius, are the composers of these happy
isles !—there is no monopoly here of the talent for de-
lighting

; every professor of the art who can put two or

three dozen bars together, is endowed with the power of
yielding his fellow creatures the most unlimited pleasure,

and of drawing from them in return the most enthu-
siastic applause. Doubtless, therefore, if the phre-
nologists were to compare the craniums of—who shall

we say ?—of Mr. Bishop and Mr. Hawes, they would find

the musical bosses of these two gentlemen much alike
;

for the compositious, or arrangements (we will not dis-

pute about the term) of the latter excite, he tells us, un-
bounded applause, and those of the former, we are sure, do

no more ; the genius then for producing such comjiosi-

tions must be equal. Quod erat demonstrandum.

These reflections, which had often before occurred to

us, were recalled by the titles of the above pieces in the

opera of Broken Promises. Not one of them, it would
appear, was performed without some extraordinary mark
of public approbation, a fact which, being in print, must
be true

;
yet we were present at the representation of

the said opera, and thought that the musical part of it

was received very coldly. Miss Kelly’s acting, it

seemed to us, was the makiug of the piece, and her

comic song—the merit whereof is Mr. Arnold's—pro-

duced a general encore, certainly ; so did a Scotish air,

sung in Miss Stephens’s naive and charming manner.
The rest, according to our opinion at the moment, was
ineffective. But there can be no longer any question on

the subject, since Mr. Hawes asserts, and asserts in

print too, that every thing, with one exception, which we
shall notice in its place, was received with some unequi-

vocal testimony of high public approval.

But to business.

—

The first of the above we believed to be the Scotish

air, 41 Here’s a health to those far awa,” on which Mr.
Arnold has written a kind of parody, but copied the

syllabic quantity with great fidelity, so as to give Mr.
Hawes not the smallest trouble in the arrangement of it.

This beautiful melody we published, with an accompani-
ment after our own fancy, in the first number of the

Harmonicon, therefore imagined that we had become

intimately acquainted with the tune, aud entirely sup-

posed when we looked over Mr. Hawes’s notation of it,

that it was precisely the same as every other edition

giffes it. But how thoroughly we had deceived our-

selves !—for on reading the title, we discovered, to our

great amazement, that Mr. Hawes's 14 favourite ballad”

is only founded on the melody to which Caledonia lays

claim, and therefore differs entirely from it in manage-
ment and detail

:
just as Shakspeare founded his Hamlet

on a story told by Saxo-G rammalices, but was by no

means indebted to the Danish historian for the fine

philosophy, the splendid eloquence, and the admirable

poetry that shine in every scene of the play.

Still we were unsatisfied on this point, so went 1q
book, and collated the air as given in that excellent w ork,

The Scotish Minstrel , by R. A. Smith, with the version

of Mr. Hawes, and could not, with all our industry, find

out any thing that deserves to be called a difference be-

tween them. Nevertheless, as the latter gentleman as-

serts in print—(w ho will be hardy enough to doubt what is

printed /)—that his ballad is only 14 founded on a Scoti.sh

melody, is
44 newly arranged, and iu part composed”

by him, we must distrust our own senses, and believe

his declaration.

No. 2, is the Romance, 44 Giovinetto Cavalier,” from

Meyerbeer’s Crociato in Egitto, w ith English words, and
is the piece alluded to, as the only one that, judging by
Mr. Hawes's silence, did not receive some unequivocal

mark of approbation. Now this is also 14 newly arrang-

ed.”—Good gracious !—We must absolutely quit our

calling as critics, or our poor senses will bo iu sud dis-

order. We have compared this with the arranaed copy
published at Milan, by Ricordi, and find it identically

the same as Mr. Hawes's : there is not a note, not a
tittle of difference, in our eyes. We surely cannot un-

derstand the signification of the word arranged

;

what
can it mean ?

Next comes No, S, Cherubini's Canon, “ Perjida.

Ctori and here we had vision enough to discover a new
accompaniment. Would to Apollo that we had found

out no such thing

!

No. 4, is 44 The Dusty Miller,” and No. 5, M Gin
living worth,” the poetry of both 44 uewly arranged
to— ’ Here we cannot be mistaken ; Mr. H. must
positively have intended to write adapted to ; for never

did we see the French verb so used before.

In No. 6, weliave 44 Here awa, there awa,”

—

44 ar-
rangtd to, and in part composed,” by Mr. H. Pray do
enlighten our dark understandings, good Mr. Hawes
What part of this beautiful air owes its charm to your
pen ?

Biit our readers will grow incensed at our unhappy
blindness.

Prices are looking up in every thing, therefore, it is

fair that music, which has hitherto been so dirt cheap,

should also mount in value. Mr. Hawes thinks with us,

and for some of these songs has charged at the rate of

nearly a penny a bar. No. 4 will cost to the buyers al-

most ttco-pencc per bar

:

that is to say, the air and sym-
phony are comprised in fourteen bars ; but there are six

stanzas : now each of these is engraved with the music

over again, at full length, instead of being printed sepa-

rately from the note6, according to the foolish old fashion

;

and thus the public will have to pay—that is, if they buy
—two shillings for, iu reality, fourteen bars of music. It

is true that many of these pieces, consisting of three
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pages, swelled out as we have described, are charged at

eight-pence a page. But why not 1—Mr. Hawes has

not been at the expense of paying for talent, for inven-

tion, for composition, we grant ; for except two airs by

himself, all the above are copies and repriuts that cost

not a farthing: But then his arrangements, and his

w partly composed," must be paid for :—aye, sure ;
every

man must live. And after all, what is five or six hun-

dred per cent, profit on an article?

One word more, to shew how silly SDcb men as Doctors

Boyce -and Arnold were in their generation. The former

published his splendid Cathedral Music, in Royal

Folio, on paper which cost at least double what is de-

manded for the common article now, and it was engraved

in a manner equal to copper plate : for this, and for all

his learning and research, he ('barged—seven farthings a

page. Anil Dr. Arnold, for his continuation of Boyce's

work, was satisfied with a price, which amounted to very

little more than four farthings per page 1

In our next we shall print one of these Scotish songs,

“ Here awa,” that we have long had ready, and which

will cost our subscribers—not two shillings, bat—three

halfpence.

1. Fisher’s Celebrated Rondo, in E flat, newly ar-

ranged , with an Introduction, for the Piano-Forte,

by J. B. Cramer. (Cramer, Addison, and Beale,

SOI, Regent-street.)

». Cruda Sorte, ThemeJawri dc Rossini, arrange ,-n

Rondeau, pour le Piano-Forte, par Camille

Plevel. (Cocks, SO, Princcs-street, llanmer-square,

and Pleyel, Paris.)

It is many years since we heard the present Rondo of

Fisher, which was justly celebrated in its day : and bow

many recollections does the sound of it now awaken.

Probably none of the fine arts operates so powerfully by

association as music. ... ,

The subject of this is animated, the rhythm well mark-

ed, and the effect upon the whole uncommonly pleasing ;

yet there is a something in it that we would fain not call

vulgar, though to our ears bordering closely on it ; and

this we apprehend depends not on any iuherent defect in

the melody, but from its having been so frequently

imitated in vulgar compositions. Mr. Cramer has not

bestowed a vast deal of thought on it, or extended it

beyond a very moderate length ; his object has been to

revive a forgotten favourite, and he has given it such a

dress as will make it re-appear without a blush for its

fashion.
, . . _. . ,

Cruda Sorte is the most admired piece in RtcnariSo e

Zoraide

;

it consists of three movements, the first of

which M. Camille Fleyel has used as an Introduction,

and the last, Sara l' alma, is what he has taken, and

ought to have named, as his theme. He has executed

his task with amazing spirit, and produced an excellent

piano-forte rondo ;
brilliant in effect, yet simple in con-

struction, and adapted to a large class of performers.

We have not often met with a publication that is so

likely to succeed, and obtain a general circulation, as the

present work.

1 . La Salle d’Apollon, a collection of neto and elegant

German Waltzes, for the Piano-Forte, com-

posed b) the most esteemed foreign authors, Nos. 1 to 1*.

(Wessel and Stodiurt, i, Soho Square.)

VOL. Ill,

S. Six Waltzes, composed for the Piano-Forte, by

D. Schlesinoer. (Cramer and Co., 201, Regent

Street.)

The first of these is one of the neatest publications that

ever came under our view. It is in octavo, and each

number contains at least one waltz, generally with a

trio, and sometimes two, composed by Beethoven, Mos-

cheles, Rossini, Weber, and Prince Ypsilanti. From

the latter name, are we to learn that the modern Greeks

imitate their ancestors in their system of education, and

blend the musical with the military art ill their schools I

The waltz attributed to this Hellenic prince and general,

is not likely to work so many wonders as the sounds of

Amphion. wc fear; if it would only do as much as the

strains of Tyrtteus, we should be satisfied. But do the

publishers of this pretty work expect that the masters

will recommend so cheap a collection ?—
_

Mr. Schlesiuger dives deeply into the motives which

actuate his professional brethren, when he gives only

eight pages for four shillings ;
but then he has bestowed

as much labour upon his waltzes, as would have gone ‘ar

towards the formation of an overture. Had he been

rather less scientific, and a little more melodious, he

would have spared himself not only a vast deal ot

trouble, but also the mortification of seeing the fruits ot

his industry reposing ingloriously on dusty shelves, m-

stead of finding places on polished music desks.

1. Overture to the opera of Tarrare, or Asutr, Re

d’Ormus, by Salieri, arranged for the Fiano-

Forte, with the Accompaniment of Flute or

Violin, ad tih. (F.wer and Johanmng, Bow Church

Yard, and SSS, Regent Street.)

2. Brilliant Overture to the opera of Jessonda,

composed and arranged for the PiA NO-1'ORTE by

Louis Spohr. (Published by the same.)

The overture to Tarrare is «s weak ami vapid as any

old Italian orchestral piece we ever heard ;
but it is so

easy, that any body may execute it, and the accoropam-

znent may give some little interest to it ;
at all events, it

makes it social ; and then there are but three pages of it.

The overture to Jessonda claims to be considered as

an elaborate, scientific production. Viewed in this light

it is unquestionably a clever composition; but as to

effect—at least on the piano-forte—it will disappoint

most who undertake it, for it is weighed down by a

multitude of notes, having UUle extricable melody to

give it buoyancy.

FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

Viexwa.—The reign of music has been shortened here

since our last report, by the closlngof the Italian OperaJ! »“d

Dothing new has appeared on the German atage to compen-

Mte for the low, if we except the revival of the T joiiwi of

Seyfreid, which abounds in melodies „!!?!*»

and contains many combined piece# which duplajr thei bind of

a master. Of the other two pieces, which were called new

in the bills, Jupiter in Wien, and Dtr Zeukerjwkyuc* (‘he

Magic Cuckoo), the muaic of the former of which ii by Jgnaz

Schuster, and the latter by Kepellmeiater Wenzel Muller, we

can only say—Rsgniesesmt in paw .'-Howyer. Uierc- wa. an

experiment mad* in another piece, entitled, Korug Otukms

<SUck and Ernie, which if oot entitled to our praise and wor-

2 G
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thy of imitation, proved, at least, a treat in the absence of the
munc of the great lyric theatre. The piece itoelf possesses but
little merit, nnd relies for its interest on the selection of instru-

mental masterpieces interwoven with the subject The brilliant

overture was arranged by Hummel from the most celebrated of
Haydn's national melodies. The transition to the second act
is formed of Beethoven’s charming andante from the symphony
in d major. The third opens with a hunting piece, taken from
Mdtul'i spinted overture to Ariodant

:

the fourth from Mozarts
highly tragical quick movement in hi* sonata in c minor, with an
additional accompaniment by Scyfreid ; lastly, the characteris-
tic entr act

e

from Cherubini's Medea. We cannot bat acknow-
ledge that the effect of this magnificent pntfcris was highly
imposing, whatever severer critics may say of the taste by
wlisch it was conceived.—But if the theatres here have been
inactive, the concert-rooms have been more than usually alive

;

we have had no less than twenty concerts, ofone kind or another.
The two most remarkable were that of Professor Schuppenzih,
at which, among oilier interesting pieces, was given a new dou-
ble quatuor by Sphor, which was pronounced by all the ama-
teurs to be a masterpiece, and created a very great sensation

;

the other was a Concert Spiritoel, opening with Beethoven**
grand spirited symphony in a major, which was per-
formed with admirable taste and expression. *. Three hymns
and an Offertory from Winter's new Mass, which, in spite of
their general beauty, struck us as being in a more florid style
than u suitable to church music. In the Offertory there was
a solo piece of great beauty and power of expression, which
was enthusiastically encored

; indeed, it is in melodies of the
deep and touching kind tlmt the forte of this great master lies.

One of the movements with a double orchestra was also full of
power, and shows that years have quenched nothing of the
vigour and fire of this veteran composer. 3. A chorus from
Handers Timotkcue, which was admirably performed, and
created a very lively sensation.

In the musical chit-chat of the town it is said tb:i» Barbaja is

anxious to become a purchaser of the Karnthuerthor theatre.
Thia ia rather a dubious salvation for this declining establish-
ment, for it is not impassible but it may tend to the down-
fall of German art The celebrated mechanician Leonard
M*it*el is said to have completed his new instrument called
the Metall-Harmonikon . We hope soon to be able to give
you tome particulars of this invention.—The late composer
Salieri has left by will the whole of his musical manuscripts to
the Timkaytlcr Societal. Among them is the manuscript of a
new Rcqniem, entitled Mntn funebru piccolo, da me piccolit-
iimo, A ntnaio Salieri. According to the composer’s own wish,
as expressed m his will, the work is to be performed for the
first time on his anniversary, by oil his surviving scholars, male
and female, who are particularized by name.

Bcxliv.—

O

n occasion of the marriage of the Princess Louisa
with the Prince of the Netherlands, the long and anxiously-
expected opera of Sj>ontini was produced, and by the magnifi-
cence of the manner in which it was brought wit, but above
all, by the power and originality of the music, far surpassed
the exjicclationi of the most sanguine. It is entitled Alcidor, a
graud magic opera, in three acts, the subject of which ia taken
from that inexhaustible muse of the dramatic poet, the 44 Ara-
bian Nights' entertainments.** The outline of the subject is
this : A Iraoraa, the king of the sylphs, is a protector of Alcidor,

the laird of the golden bland, whose love for Selaidc, daugh-
ter of queen Ortane of Lahore, he favour*, in opposition to
Jtmcnor

, prince of the isle of volcano*, who lias learnt from
the secrets of fate that tlicir union will prove his ruin. That
his malignity is counteracted, and that the lovers ore made
happy in the possession of eac h other, may readily be supposed.
It would be presumption, after having heard the music but
twice, to attempt to form a decided opinion; all we can do is
to enumerate the pieces which met with the greatest applause.
The short, but rich sod expressive introduction, consisting of
a chorus of the followers of Ismenor, who are seen forging
arms in the caverns of their mountain, gave, in its finely-
blended harmonics and melodies, a favourable foretaste of the
treat that was to follow. After thb came the tcena of Alcidor,

with a melody of a sweet and original character; followed
by a duet between the same and Aimorau, and a chorus of
warriors, interrupted by an air of Alcidor. The finale of
this act was also much admired. In the second act, the pieces
that excited the greatest sensation were, the tcena of Seiaide,
with an air of a very sweet and plaintive expression . then fol-

lows a duet between Alcidor and Zelaide, which displays the
taste and feeling of the composer to great advantage ; after this

comes the air of Oriane, and the Swale, including a chorus of
the female attendants, full of new and charming effects. In
the third act the most striking pieces appeared to be the open-
ing chorus of genii am) the finale*. We may add that, ia
scenery and decoration, this foiry-opera surpasses any thing
before witnessed in Berlin. In these points, wonders had
already been effected ra the ffurmakm of Sphor, and the
Olympia of the present cnmjioaer. but the one before us throw*
them al I into the shade. Before, w« were astonished at the view
of valleys, landscapes, saloon, and temples, ia all the luxury of
decoration; but now we have gardens and structures of gold,

aerial palaces, with columns of living fire, See. Ac. The first

thing that naturally strikes us, ia the reflection that it must re-

quire music of a very extraordinary and attractive kind, to

counterbalance in some degree the effect of these gorgeous
•conic decorations. In order that the ear should obtain an
equal impression with the eye, it is requisite not only to employ
all the possible strength of the orchestra and chorus but the

composer also found it necessary to avail himself of those great
nnd massive effects, which, of all the composers of the day,
Spootini possibly atooe possesses the art to employ, without ab-
solutely overwhelming his audience.

We have been fertile in noTclty here, for besides the shove
aplendid work, we have had a comic opera in owe act, entitled,

Jcry and Bdtdy, the poetry by Gbthe, the music by Adolph

|

Bernhard Marx, editor of the Musical Gaxette published in this

place. As far hack as the year 1 801, this same opera was act to
music by Rcicbard, and considerable expectations were excited
on the subject, which, however, were disappointed. M. Marx
has attempted more appropriate music to the piece, and though
he has not entirely succeeded in rendering the spirit of the
admirable text, he has thrown so many beauties into the piece,

that it is likely to prove a favourite. Among the pieces that

most generally applauded were a duet between Jcry and BkleJy,

and a song by Jery of a very pleasing character. We have
also, en peum h t, been treated with a little French opera, got up
by M. Hyacinthe Brice, first tenor from the French theatre at

St. Petersburgh, assisted by his wife, and daughter Rose, a
sprightly girl of teu years of age, together with Miss Angely
and Rosie kc. Tlie pieces given were Le Ckanteur et Le TaiU
leur

,

an opera in one act, the words by Armand Goufffe, the

music by Gaveaux, with various Italian and French airs intro-

duced. Le wrier Garmon et la petite FtHe, in one 'act, by
Scribe, in which the Rose performed several characters.

L'Actrice en Voyage, a vaudeville, by Scribe and Meles-
vi lie, in which the young lady also distinguished herself;

indeed, she gives promise of great future excellence.

Wc have now among ua a musical prodigy of four years of

age, of the name of Carl Anton Fiona n Eckert, born in Pots-

dam, 18$0, whose father » a aerjeant-major in the royal guard.

Even hi its cradle, when only nine mouths old, this child had
no greater enjoyment than to listen to a visitant who played on
the flute, accompanied by the father on a guitar. On the pas-

sage of a tune into the minor mode, tears were seen to start

into its eyes, and if merely a noise was made upon the instru-

ment, it would begin to cry vehemently, place its little hands
against its ears, and was with difficulty pacified again. Wheu
the child was fifteen months old, the father happened to be

playing on an old harpsichord, with bis left hand, the favourite

German air, Schdne MtnJta. ieh must tcheidcn, (Beauteous

Minka, I must depart), the child began to weep, and expressed

great impatience to reach the keys of the instrument. The
hither took it ou his knee, and placing it before the key-board

of the harpsichord, the child succeded in picking out the notes of

• We shall have occasion in our next, to give a more minute
analysis of the musk of this opera.
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the air, and thorn which it coukl not reach with iU fingers,

it struck with ita knuckles. The first time the child was
brought to an organ, it was evidently terrified at sonods strange
to its ear, and it required a considerable time to reconcile it to
this instrument. At three years of age it was able to play oil

several pieces from Die Prrnota and Der Freisckiitz, and it is

now undergoing a course of instructions under a master ofemi-
nence.

Wrtxiar.—Our opera season here continues in all its vigour

;

indeed, the theatre has not. for many years, had to boast of so
effective a company. The Ferdinand Cortez of Spontini con-
tinues the great favourite, and affords the amateur a constant
opportunity of admiring this composer's profound talent for
dramatic music of the higher order. The characters were ad-
mirably supported, particularly the principal part, which was
sustained by the well-known Madame Steioert, who lias also
delighted the public in Urn characters of Annette iu Der Freis-
ehutz, and Myrrh* in Dot Opferfest.—Under the management
of Music-director Eberwein, our church music has received
a new impulse. The pieces lately given have been the
Stabat Mater of Haydn, which was new to this place,
a Te I)eu*n by Jomelli, an Offertorio by Winter, with its

delightful oboe obligato, admirably performed by the
brother of the director, a Mast and admirable Misericortlia
by Moaart, the celebrated 104th Psalm by Naumauu, and
several sacred cantatas by HomiJiua. M. Eberwieu’s zeal aud
industry are also conspicuous in our Musical Society ; a laud-
able establishment, which affords the friends of the art an
admirable opportunity for the display of amateur talents, and of
doing justice to some of the great masterpieces, vocal and in-

strumental.—We have recently had a visit here from the young
prodigy of Magdeburg, the pianist Schilling, a youth nine years
of age, whose taste and powers of execution are really astonish-
ing at his age.—He executed Mozart's concerto in n minor,
and a difficult piece by Moscheles, to the admiration of a nu-
merous meeting of the amateurs of the place. He found here
the encouragement which all rising talent merits.

Darmstadt.—Under the auspices ofthe Grand Duke, whose
zeal in the cause of the art is never seen to relax, music conti-
nues to mako daily progress in this town. Oar opera proceeds
with spirit, and can boast of considerable talent. Among
other singers of eminence here is the celebrated basist, Fischer,
who has delighted the lovers of chaste yet energetic singing, in

the characters of Leporello in Don Juan ; Osmin in Der Ent-
fnkruruj am dem genii; and (Kdipe in S»echini'* (Edipe
•* Colonne. This singer, besides an excellent style, poa-
aesses the still rarer qualification in a vocalist, of entering
perfectly into the seutiments of the composer, and being con-
tented to sing what is set down for him, without any meretri-
cious ornament. Happy would it be for the interest of the
•rt, if he had more imitators! A Madame Schomberger also
pleased much in Saryinn, in Pair's opera of that name, She
•inn with great taste, and there is a simplicity in her manner
and style which is very pleasing, and which is of itself suffi-

cient to atone for a multitude of sius.

Koxtosderg.—

-

Alter the Opera of this place had been for a
long time in bad hands, it had the good fortune to pass under
the direction of the able and active Adolph Schrfider, who,
among other distinguished singers, succeeded in engaging the
celebrated Madame Rosalie Braun, who made her debiit as
Julia in the Vestatin. Her reception was flattering iu the ex-
treme

; her singing shows the goodness of her school, and her
style of acting is far superior to that of the generality of singers.
Her talents will doubtless be productive of a good effect here;
and, to say the truth, we stood much iu need of some able artist to
direct the public taste. She afterwards filled, with increasing
success, the characters of Elrire in Dus Opferfest ; Constan tia
in Der Enfuhrung aus dem Serail: Agatha in Der Freischut:

;

in Die Prtnzessin von Navarre ; in Lodoiska. kr. The other
favourite is M. Geisaler, who created a considerable sensation
ill Don Juan, Vne FoUie

,

by Mehul, and afterwards in an
opera revived here, entitled Die Wittier in Merlin, which.

though without any great intrinsic merit, is become a great

favourites—We have lately been visited by several artists

their musical travels. Among them was M. Maurer, royal

Hanoverian concert master, who delighted the amateurs of the

place by two pieces of his own comfiositiou, the one a grand
violin concerto, in which the air of God save the King, with
variations, was introduced with great effect ;

the other was a
rondo militaire, of a very brilliant and original kind.—Among
sacred music, Der Tod Jests, (the Death ofChrist,) by Grann, was
admirably given here under the management of music-director

Riel, for the benefit of the public chanties; and wc are happy
to say the object was satisfactorily fulfilled.—M. C. Urban,
music-director of Elbing, has just published here a work upon
which he has] been long enguged, entitled, Tkeorie der Mutik
week rein Natnryenrnxsen Geoetzen, (Theory of Music according
to pure Natural Principles); as the work contains many things

of value, and ofdeep importance to the interests of the arts, we
shall find an early opportunity of giving some account of its

cootents.

Vrxjcs.—The Mote of Rossini has engrossed the favour of

this place ; the characters were cast as follows; Fsttaone, An-
tonio Tamburiui ; Amaltea, Maddaliua Mamini ; Osiride, Gio-
vanni David; EUit*, Henrietta Maria Lelaiwfe; Arone, Giu-

arppe Vaschetti; Mose, Erneat Augustus Kellner, from England.
The prineipal singers, Lalande, Tamburini, David, aud Kellner,

particularly distinguished themselves. But a few days after,

the tables were quite turned, for, in the Zelmira, David made
quite afiasco. The good people of Vienna cannot dream how
such an outrage on their favourite cookl have happened. The
privileged Venetian Gazette gave a just and admirable critique

respecting David's fall. In the Mate his trills and roulades

surprised and delighted ears open to be pleased
j in tltc Zelmir«

they no longer possessed the charm of novelty. His own cele-

brated cavatina, Cara, deh attendimi, is said not to have moved
a single soul, not even excepting the ladies. A Milanese, near

where wc sat, looked quite desponding ; be confessed that the

favourite's voice had really taken its flight. Madame Borgon-
dio also failed in the part of Emma .

—

Dardano e Dartata, a

new opera by Puvesi, met with a very lukewarm reception ; orf
as au Italian journal expresses it, non feet ne caldo nejreddo.

Pat.ermo.—

T

he operas that have been performing here are

Morlacchi's Teobaldo ed Isolina and Roaaini's Zelmira and
Semiramis, but ouly the latter continued a favourite.

From the aliove list, added to our preceding report, it will

be seen that Italy is not poor in public singers, and then as for

dilettanti, how vast is their number! Indeed, it may be said

of ttiia land that every one here is a singer. Wc have been
favoured by a list made by a person curious iu these particulars,

from which it appears, that within the last five years, Italy

can reckon above 1 100 individuals, who devote their talents

to the public amusement on tlie lyric scene. When classed

they run as follows: 23<> prime donnr, (including those who
perform male characters,) *50 sertmde donne, 140 primi tenori,
ISO secondi tenori, 340 buffi comici

#
aud buffi cantanti (it may

be remarked that an Italian buffo and basso mean nearly the

same thing,) the rest seeondi buffi and tersrt dotuu. Italy can
reckon nearly 300 theatres, above 60 living opera composers,

and 30 opera poets ; but it must be acknowledged that the

Peninsula has lost much of its native muxie, and can no longer

boast of the great singers who illustrated their lyric theatre

half a century ago. The number of those really entitled to

the name of singers, in this age so full of pretension, is com-
paratively small indeed ; and the judicious observer will not

allow his judgment to be biassed, but hnvc the resolution to

form an opinion of his own. For the rest it must not be
omitted, that at no period of the musical history of Italy was
Midi a number of foreign singers seen on the stages of this

country, composing a motley group of Italians, Germans,
French, Spaniards, English, Poles, Ac. The number of the

latter, however, sinks into nothing when compared to the

number of Italians who exercise this art in foreign counties.
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Turin.—Teatro Regia. A furious war of the pen ha» been
carried on here respecting Mercadanle’t new opera, one party
maintaining it to be a masterpiece of the art, and the other
denouncing it as a wretched imitation.

Nicolinis new opera, which, from various causes, could not

be produced last season, made its appearance this, bnt did not
meet with much success. It is entitled Teuzxone,tsnd possesses

but little interest either in the story or music. A dancer
from Vienna, Signora Heberle (who writes her name Heberh',

to give it, we suppose, a French physiognomy,) has obtained
great applause here, as well as in the great theatre at Milan.

—

Teatro Sutrra. The principal singers of this theatre are, prim

a

donna, Maria Castarelli ; trnorr, Enrico Moliuello ;
batti, Fi-

ll ppi Ricci and Pacifico Proape ri. The Pretendenti Delmi of
Moaca, and the Amare aguzsa I ingegni, an opera in one act,

by Celli, pleased considerably.

Tribstr.—Mayerbeer’s celebrated opera II Crocimlo in

Egit to was replaced by Rossini's Barbiere, and by a new
opera, entitled Aminta, by a composer residing here, of the

name of Antonio D'Antoni; the music is said to bespeak the

hand of a master, and to abound with many original ideas.

Parma.—The great attraction of the season has been
Houim's Mote, which caused a great sensation here. The
singers were every evening called upon the acenc to receive

the congratulations of the public. The talk of the place is the

production of Mayerbeer’s Croeiato.

Arezzo—The principal singers at the theatre of this town

are, prima donna, Adelaide Rinaldi j
wmrieo, Angelica Corri;

trnorr, Silvano Casini ; basso, Paulli. La Gassa Ladra was the

favourite of the seasoo, in which Signora Corri pleased much.

Modrna.—Tlie latest novelty given here was La Capanna
Moscovita, by Cappaletti, and a new opera by Vicenzo Ga*
buasi, of Bologna, which is said to have been received with

great applause, and is spoken of in the journals as containing

much new and original music.

Regoio.—Principal singers, prima donna, Catherine Monti-

celli; a dilettanti tenorist; fasti, Michele Cavarra and Vin-

cenzo Pozzi. The operas given were Matilda Chabran, and

Elisa e Claudio.

Piacbnza.—L'Ajo nrlt imbarasso (the etnharaased Tutor),

compressed into one act, by II Conte Alberte Scribani, and

newly set by II Conte Dauiele Nicclli, both natives of Piacenzs,

was received with great applause.

Cremona.—Rossini’s ever-pleasing Barbiere has been the

great attraction of the season. The soprano singer. Signora

Rosa Mariani, is the reigning favourite. She has appeared in

several pieces of Moses, Rossini, and Pacini.

Crema.—The performances here have been a new opera by
Signor Celia of Piacenza, entitled, 11 Servo Astuto, which was
favourably received ; the other piece was Mec&dante’s Elisa t

Claudio, which also pleased considerably.

Pavia.—After Mercadante’s Elisa, a piece new to these
hoards, was produced, composed by Signor Coccia at Lisbon,
entitled, La Feeta della Rose, in which the contrail', Giuditta
Favini, performed with great success. The music of this opera
is full of pleasing effects, particularly a buffo-terzetto.

Brroamo.—The opera of the season has been Rossini’s Ce-
nerentola, which pleased.

Brescia and Lodi.—The same company and performances
as at Bergamo. •

Vicenza.—La Garza Ladra satisfied the good people of this

place, who are not like some of their neighbours, greedy of
novelty.

Paris, Sept. 23d.—Meyerbeer’s opera, II Croeiato in Egitto,
was produced at the Tkiatre Ilalirn yesterday, it hss been
about nine months in preparation, though it is said that it was
got up in London in four or five weeks. Its success has been
brilliant, but wc must delay till to-morrow any detailed accouut
of it.

AN ITALIAN OPERA AT NEW YORK.

Ax agent of Mr. Price, the active and respectable manager of

the Theatre at New York, has been in England, for the purpose

of engaging a company of Italian Singers to perform operas In

America. He has not been successful in procuring Italians to

aid.hls enterprise, for he has only obtained the younger Crivelli,

who took the minor parts at the King's Theatre last season, and
a Signor Rosiclie, who afforded great amusement for a night or

two in 1&24, and was in the list for 1825, at a salary of 50/.,

but never allowed to appear *. But Mr. Price has obtained the

Spanish family of the Garcias, consisting of husband, wife, son,

and daughter. How an opera is to be got up by such slender

means we cannot guess, for though Madlle. Garcia is clever, she

possesses a contr' alto voice, not a soprano, though the latter,

of course, must be wanted ; And the father is liable to such fre-

quent rheums, that he cannot always be counted on : besides

which he is no longer young. Madame Garcia, some years ago,

in Paris, took the inferior parts, and once made an unsuccess-

ful attempt in the same in Londou. The son has never ap-

peared. But our trans-Atlantic brethren have no experience

in this kind of musical representation, and, therefore, will not

perhaps be very nice. The sums said to he secured to these

persons, are past belief, all circumstances considered. We
have hitherto been the laughing-stocks of Europe, for the

preposterous manner in which wc pay foreign singers, but the

ridicule will now be transferred to the Western continent, if tlie

statements put forth—which we cannot credit—should actually

prove true.

• Since writing the above, we hear that Signor Angrisani ha*

been induced to join the troop. Madame Caradori declined a large

offer; so did the young Signora Marinuni, and others.
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MEMOIR OF JEAN-PHILIPPE RAMEAU*.

Jean-Phu.ippe Rameau, Composer to Louis XV.,
and Chevalier of the Order of St. Michel, Mas bom at

Dijon, 1693. He may be said to have inherited a talent

for music, for his father manifested so strong a predilec-

tion for the art, that he commenced studying it as a pro-

fession after he had passed his thirtieth year, and became
organist of the Sainle-Chapelle in the above city. He
neglected nothing that could tend to inspire his children
with a taste for his own favourite pursuit, and taught
them to play even before they began to read. The sub-
ect of tnis memoir was the eldest son

;
he went early in

ife to Italy, and at his return was appointed organist at

Clermont en Auvergne, were his Traiti de la Muxitpic
was written in 1722. He was afterwards elected organist

of St. Croix de la Bretonnerie at Paris. Here his time
was chiefly employed in teaching

;
however he published

harpsichord lessons and several other theoretical works
without distinguishing himself much as a vocal composer
till the year 1733, when, at fifty years of age he produced

his opera of Hipjtolite and Ariciet. The music of this

drama excited professional envy and national discord.

Party rage was now as violent between the admirers of

X^ulli and Rameau, as in England between the friends of

liononcini and Handel, or, in modem times, at Paris,

between the Gluckists and the Piccinists.

When the French, during the last century, were so

contented with the music of Lulli, it was nearly as good

as that of other countries, and better patronised and sup-

ported by the most splendid prince in Europe. But
that people, so frequently accused of more volatility and ca-

price than their neighbours, have manifested a steady per-

severing constancy to their music, which the strongest ridi-

cule and contempt of other nations could never vauquish.

Rameau only answered his antagonists by new pro-

ductions, by his Castor and Pollus ,
Dardanus

,
and Zo-

roaster, which were still more successful ; and at length,

be was acknowledged by his countrymen to be not only

superior to all competition at Paris, but sole monarch of

the musical world. From 1733 to 1760 he composed
tweuty-one operas and ballets, besides other works, a list

of which is subjoined to this memoir.
The successful revival of his opera of Castor and Pollux

in 1754, after the victory obtained by his friends over the

• For the greater part of this memoir, we are indebted to Dr.
Burner’s History of Music.

t The Prince de Conti asked Campra, what be thought of this
work ? The composer replied ;

“ There is enough music in it to
make six operas."

Vot. III.

Italian burletta singers, who had raised such disturbance

by their performance of Pergolcsi’s intermezzo, the Serva

Padrona , was regarded as the most glorious event of his

life. The partisans for the national honour could never

hear it often enough. “This beautiful opera,” says M. de

la Borde, “ without any diminution in the applause or

pleasure of the audience,"supported a hundred representa-

tions, charming at once the soul, heart, mind, eyes, ears,

and imagination of all Paris.”

From this era to the time of his death in 1764, at

eighty-four years of age, Rameau's glory was complete.

The Royal Academy of Music, who all regarded them-
selves as his children, performed a solemn service in the

church of the Oratory, at his funeral, and M. Philidor

had a mass performed at the church of the Carmelites,

in honour of a man whose talents he so much revered.

Rameau's style of composition, which continued in

favour almost unmolested for upwards of forty years,
though formed upon that of Lulli, is more rich in

harmony and varied in melody. The genre, however
displeasing to all ears but those of France, which had
been nursed in it, Mas carried by the learning and genius
of Rameau to its acme of perfection

;
and when that is

achieved in any style, it becomes the business of subse-

quent composers to invent or adopt another, in which
something is still left to be done, besides servile imitation.

After frequent perusals and consultations of Rameau's
theoretical works, and a long acquaintance with the

writings of his learned commentator D'Alembert, and
panegyrists the Abbe Roussier, M. de la Horde, Sec., if

any one were to ask me, says Dr. Burney, to point out

what was the discoi'ery or invention upon which his system
Mas founded, I should find it a difficult task.

The base to a common chord has been known ever
since the first attempts at counterpoint ; and it only seems
as if Rameau had given new names to old and well-known
combinations, when be calls the key-note with Gene-
ratcur , Basse-fondamentalc . But the Italians ever since

the time of Zarlino have dislinpiished this lowest sound
by calling it the first base , lmo. lasso; and the other parts

of the chord when made the base, basso rivoltuto, or 2do.

basso. But Brossard in his Musical Dictionary

,

published

1702, in defining Trias Harmonica ,
or the three sounds

of a common chord in its first state, calls the undcr-nole
basse, or son fondamental, and afterwards remarks that

among the three sounds that compose the Triads Harmo-
nique, the gravest is called basis or sonus fundamentalist

And what has Rameau told us more, except that the

2 II
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harmonics produced by a string or pipe, which he does

not pretend to have first discovered, are precisely the

third and fifth in question. This is the practical principle

of the fundamental base, the theory was surely known
of harmonical, arithmetical, ami geometrical proportion,

and ratios of sound, with which so many books have been
ostentatiously filled ever since the time of Boethius.

The Abb6 Roussier, his most learned apostle and able

champion, candidly confessed in his first work, that “ the

system of a fundamental base ought not to be regarded
as one of those principles which precedes the consequence
to be deduced from it.’* Le mtrilc de cettc tUcovverte

consist*, d avoir reduit en un system? simple, commode, el

facile H snisir, toutes let operations des grands maifres de
r/iarmonie. Traill* des Accords, 1764.

Rameau’s system, as compressed and arranged by
D'Alembert, is perhaps the snortest, clearest, and best

digested, that is extant
;
and yet, from the geometric

precision with which it has been drawn up by that able

mathematician, many explanatory notes an<1 examples arc

wanting to render Rameau's doctrine intelligible to musi-
cal students in the first stage of their application; and
even after that, the work, to be be rendered a complete

theory would require many additions of late discoveries and
improvements, both in the theory and practice of Harmony.

About the year 1760, the system of a Fundamental
Base, by Rameau, gave occasion to much discussion in

Germany. By some it was adopted there, as well as in

Italy, by others disputed. It seems, however, as if this

system, ingenious as it is, were somewhat overrated by
French theorists, who would persuade the world that all

music not composed on Rameau’s principles should be
thrown into the flames. Jusau’a mon system*, says

Rameau himself, and M. de la Horde says, that 4i Music,

since the revival of arts, was abandoned to the ear, ca-

price, and conjecture ofcomposers, and was equally in want

of unerring rules ill theory and practice, when Rameau
appeared, aud chaos was no more. He was at once

Descartes and Newton, having been of as much use to

music as both those great men to philosophy.” But were

Corelli, Geminiani, Handel, Bach, the Scarlattis, Leo,

Caldara, Durante, Jomelli, Perex, Arc, such incorrect

harmonists as to merit annihilation because they never

heard of Rameau or his system ? Indeed, it may be

further asked, what good music has been composed, even

in France, in consequence of Rameau giving a new name
to the base of a common chord, or chord of the seventh ?

The Italians still call the lowest sound of music in parts

the base, whether fundamental or derivative ; but do the

French imagine that the great composers above mentioned,

and the little composers who need not be mentinned, were
ignorant whence every supposed base was derived ? The
great harmonists of the sixteenth century seldom used

any other than fundamental bases. And the fundamental

base to the bexachords has always been the key-note,

and the fifth above and fifth below, just as Rameau has

given it in his theoretic tracts.

But though the several merits of this musician have

been too much magnified by partisans and patriots in

France, and too much depreciated by the abettors of

other systems and other styles, as well as patriots of

other countries, yet Rameau was a great man
; nor can

the professor of any art or science mount to the summit of

fame, and be elected by his countrymen supreme dictator

in his particular faculty, without a large portion of genius

and abilities.

CATALOGUE OF THE WORKS OF RAMEAU.
T Hf.nK FTUAL W0MK8.

1. Traiti* de Harmonic, ri'duite a ses principal nature!

s

; 1772,
in 4to.

2. Nouveau Syat^me de Mosique thforiqoe • 1726, in 4to.

3. Calibration harmonique, ou Traits de la Musiquc tlicnriquc

at pratique
; 1737, in 8vo.

4. Dissertation sur I'uccnmp,'tenement
;
1781, in 8vo.

5. Dissertation sur le principe de 1‘ harmonic ; 1752, in Svo.

6. Nou relies Reflections sur la demonstration du principe de
l'hannonic ; 1752, in 8ro.

7. Rbponsc 5 une lettre de M. Euler, 1752; in Svo.

8. Observations sur notre instinct pour la musique ; 1754,
in Svo.

9. Erreuns sur la musique dans 1' Encyclopedic: 1755, in Sro.

10.

Code de musique pratique
; 1760, in 4to.

MVXtCAL W0HK$.

1. Three books of pieces for the Harpsichord, 1706, 1721, 1726.
2. Hyppolvtc at Aricie

;
opbra, 1783.

3- Les lades Galantes
;

ballet, 1785.

4. Castor et Pollux
;
opera, 1787.

5. Les Talcns lyriqucs
;

ballet, 1739.

6. Harpsichord Concertos ; about 1740.

7. Dardanus ; opi'ra, 1743.

8. Les F?t« do Polrmnie
;

ballet, 1745.

9. Le Temple da la Gloire ; ballet, 1745.

10. Les Intermedes de la Princesse da Navarre, Comedy ; 1745.
11. Samson

; opera, not represented.

12. Pygmalion ; opera in une act, 1747.

13. Les Ffctes de 1‘Hymen et de 1‘Amour ; ballet, 174S.

14. Zah ; ballet, 1748.

15. Nais
;
ballet, 1749.

16. Platee
;
Comedy-ballet, 1740.

17. Zoroastre ; opera, 1749.

18. Acante et Cbphise
;
hemic pastoral, 1751.

19. La Guirlandc ; ballet, 1751.
20. Anacreon, ballet, 1754.
21. La Fete de Patnblie ; ballet, 1754.
22. I<es Surprises de 1*Amour ; opera ballet, 1757.

23. Les Sybarites ; ballet, 1759,

24. Les Paladins ; Cotnfdy- ballet, 1760.

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF PRUSSIA AND
SIGNOR SPONTINI.

Paris , September 18, 1825.

Kings do not create men of genius as they distribute

titles. They make Lords : a superior power makes great

men ;
hut it'belongs to those whom society have invested

with authority, to encourage talent, to incite by delicate

favours those who by their genius throw a real glory

round the throne. Such examples as the following are

always pleasant to notice. The author of La Vettale and

of Ferdinand Cortez ,
belongs to France as the first country

that adopted his fine talents. He has just received a

gold box, enriched with diamonds, from his Majesty the

King of Prussia, adorned with his miniature, likewise en-

circled by brilliants ; the whole is of exquisite workman-

ship, but* the design is still more elegant than the execu-

tion is delicate and elaborate. This box was accom-

panied by a medal in gold, struck upon the marriage of

his daughter, the Princess of the Low Countries, and also

by a note, full of kindness. Several weeks afterwards

the same composer received the letter already noticed in

the German Journals, which we subjoin to the first.

These historical facts are useful to preserve.

“ You have added to the fame which your compositions have

acquired, by your opera of Aleidor

;

ana I join in the approba-

tion testified by the public in so incontestibfe a manner. I add

to the present, the medal in gold struck upon the occasion of
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the marriage of Her Royal Highness of the Low Countries, my
daughter ; and also one other remembrancer, in permitting you to

publish these expressions ofmy satisfaction, if you approve of it.

(Signed) * 4 Frederic William.*'
“Potsdam, June 90, 1825.

“ The opera of Alcidor carries with it, as all your operas do,

the stamp of original talent, and is ns worthy of admiration as

are the P'eAale, Cories, Olympic, and JXurmahal. I accept,

with pleasure, the dedication of this opera, and am charmed and
delighted thereby to afford a public testimony of the esteem in

which I Hold the composer, and of the real value 1 attach to the

work. (Signed) “ Frkdbric William.”
*' Berlin, August 10, 1S25."

It is not astonishing that so dazzling a distinction

should have fixed the Author of Vestalc in Prussia. The
representations of Nurmahal and Olympic drew presents

of equal value, and as honourable letters. This is truly

rewarding the fine arts. It is this union of graciousness

and munificence that induces talent to attach itself to

courts, and to honour the power which thus renders ho*

mage to genius.

THE MISERERE OF ALLEGRI.

Mucn has been written, and more said, of the composi-

tion by Gregorio Allegri performed in the pontifical chapel

during the passion-week : and while all admit that the

effect produced by it is roost imposing, few seem to be
able to account for this in a satisfactory manner.
Andrea Adami,—who may have been a very good

singer, but was a feeble writer,—tells us that “it is the

wonder of our times, being conceived in such proportions

as ravish the soul of the hearer.” Upon which Sir. J.

Hawkins observes, that this culogium, hyperbolical as it

is, does not equal in warmth of admiration the terms in

which many express themselves on the subject
; and

adds, “ that the Dtirial- service of Purcell and Blow may
well stand in competition with it.” The learned histo-

rian might with truth and propriety have expressed his

opinion more undisguisedly on the subject, and have said

at once that the composition which he names very far

surpasses the renowned work of the Italian contrapuntist.

But he should not have forgotten Morley, Tarrant, and
other early harmonists of England, particularly Orlando
Gibbons, whose works for the churcn shew the advanced
state of musical genius in this country before the depres-
sion of it commenced, shortly after the restoration, by the

injurious partiality for foreigners manifested by the

French-hearted Charles.

That the effect of the celebrated Miserere depends
mainly on the theatrical manner in which it is performed,
there cau be little doubt; though its harmouy is pure,

aud, for the time in which it was written, not without a
considerable share of ingenuity, and a peculiar kind of
beauty.

Dr. Burney’s account of this composition, In his

Musical Tour in Italy, is drawn from authentic sources,

and partly confirmed by his personal observation. He
seems to have discovered the cause of the impression
which it makes on its hearers ; though he is rather re-

served in his mode of explaining the nature and working
of the machinery employed ingiving action to it.

41 Signor Santarelli favoured me with the following

particulars relative to the fatuous Miserere of Allegri.

This piece, which, for upwards of & hundred and fifty

years, has been annually performed in passion-week at

the Pope's chapel, on Wednesday and Good-Friday, and

which in appearance, is so simple as to make those, who
have only seen it on paper, wonder whence its beauty

and effect could arise, owes its reputation more to the

manner in which it is performed, than to the composition;

the same music is many times repeated to different

words, and the singers have, by tradition, certain cus-

toms, expressions and graces of convention, which pro-

duce great effects
;
such as swelling and diminishing the

sounds altogether; accelerating the measure at some par-

ticular words, and singing some entire verses quicker

than others. Thus far Signor Santarelli.
44 However, some of the greatest effects produced by

this piece, may, perhaps, be justly attributed to the time,

place, and solemnity of the ceremonials, used during the

performance: the pope and conclave are all prostrated

on the ground ; the candles of the chapel, and the torches

of the balustrade are extinguished one by <Jne; and the

last verse of this psalm is terminated by two choirs

;

the Maestro di Capelin beating time slower and slower,

and the singers diminishing or rather extinguishing the

• harmony, by little and little, to a perfect point *.

44 This composition used to be held so sacred, that it

was imagined excommunication would be the consequence

of an attempt to transcribe it. Padre Martini told me
that there were never more than three copies made by
authority, one of which was for the Emperor Leopold,
one for the late king of Portugal, aud the other for him*
self : this last be permitted me to transcribe at Bologna,

and Signor Santarelli favoured me with another copy
from the archives of the pope’s chapel. Upon collating

these two copies, I find them to agree pretty exactly,

except in the first verse. I have seen several spurious

copies of this composition in the possession of different

persons, in which the melody of the soprano or upper
part, was tolerably correct, but the other parts differed

very much; but this inclined me to suppose the upper
port to have been written from memory, which, being so

often repeated to different words in the performance,

would not be difficult to do, and the other parts to have

been made to it by some modem contrapuntist afterwards.
14 The Emperor Leopold the First, not only a lover and

patron of music, but a good composer himself, ordered his

ambassador to Rome, to entreat the pope to permit him
to have a copy of the celebrated Miserere of Allegri, for

the use of the imperial chapel at Vienna : which being

granted, a copy was made by the Signor Maestro of the

ixtpe’s chapel, aud sent to the emperor, who had then in

nis service some of the best singers of the age ; but, not-

withstanding the abilities of the performers, the compo-
sition was so far from answering the expectations of the

emperor and bis court, in the execution, that he con-

cluded the pope’s Maestro di Capetla, iu order to keep it

a mystery, had put a trick upon him, and sent him
another composition.

*' Upon which, in great wrath, he sent an express to

his holiness, with a complaint against the Maestro di

Capella
, which occasioned his immediate disgrace, and

dismission from the service of the papal chapel ; and in

so great a degree was the pope offended at the supposed

• The original is written in alia capella lime, two semibreves in

each bar. We have subdivided the bars, for the convenience of
those who are not accustomed to ancient church music. To such it

will be necessary also to observe, that in this species of composition
the notes are only half as Ion* as in modern secular music. Paying
strict attention to this, the above composition is to be performed
lartfhetlo, beating twice slowly in each bur.

2 H 2
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imposition of his composer, that, for a long time, he
would neither see him, nor hear his defence ; however,

at length, the poor man got one of the cardinals to plead

his cause ;
and to acquaint his holiness that the style of

singing in his chapel, particularly in performing the

Miserere, was such as could not be expressed by notes, 1

nor taught or transmitted to any other place, but by
|

example ;
for which reason the piece in question, though

|

faithfully transcribed, must fail in its effect, when per-
!

formed elsewhere.
** His holiness did not understand mn&ic, and could

hardly comprehend how the same notes should sound so

differently in different places ;
however, he ordered his

Maestro di Capelin to write down his defence, in order to

send it to Vienna, which was done: and the emperor,

seeing no other way of gratifying his wishes with respect

to this composition, begged of the pope, that some of the

musicians in the service of his holiness might be sent to

Vienna, to instruct those in the service of his chapel how
to perform the Miserere of Allegri."

Mozart heard this composition twice, in 1769, and

such was the impression left by it on his sensitive mind,

that he noted it down from memory, ill exact conformity

to the original manuscript*. In 1771, Dr. Korney pub-
lished a score of it, at Hremner’s, of which very few
copies were printed, and it is now become extremely

rare. In 1810, M. Choron introduced it in his Collection

des Classitpses
; and as the work, whatever may be its

positive merit, must often have excited the curiosity of

lovers of music, and cannot fail to prove interesting to all

who seek general information, it is here inserted, but in a

very contracted space ;
though every note is given, except

the repetitions.

The Miserere is the 51st psalm, whence Allegri has

selected part of the 1st verse, and the whole of the 2nd,

4tb, 6th, 8th, 10th, 12th, 14th, 16th, I8th verses, and
part of the 19th. These are all set to the music now-

printed ;
it follows therefore that each of the chants—if

they may so be called—is sung five times over, except

the last, which is performed but once; for the effect of

this, if reiterated as the others, would be lost,—reason

|
would resume its sway,—the illusion would vanish t.

1*7 Verse, 2 Sopranos , Contratenor, Tenor, and Base. The 4™, 8T.H , 12T_H, and 16” Verses arc sung to the same.

mi - - seri-cor - -- -- -- -- -- -- - diam tu ------ am - - -

* ^ II**vomco?i, No. 11!., p#gc 52, in Memoir of Mozart, for Maestro cl»e ('ultimo verso del salmo tormina a due Cori, c pero
a circumstantial account of this. sari la Battuta Adagio, per finirlo piano, amorzando a poco a poco

t Adami s inrtruction* arc thc«e:— Avcrta pure il Signor rarmooia.” Osserv. per rtg. ilcvro della cap. port. p.36.
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The well-informed and entertaining author of A T<mr

in Germany in Ike years 18*0, 18*1, and l$** k
,
gives the

following account of the mode of performing the Miserere.

“ Allegri's famed Miterere* os sung in the Sistine chapel

• Poblubed is 18a t, is * roll. lino., bv Constable, Edinburgh.

at Rome, during Easter, justifies the belief that, for pur-

poses of devotion, the unaided human voice is the most

impressive of ali instruments. If such a choir os that of

his Holiness could alwavs bo commanded, the organ

itself might be dispensed with. This, however, is no fair

sample of the powers of vocal sacred mnsic ; and those
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who are most alive to the “ concord of sweet sounds"
forget that, in the mixture of feeling produced by a scene
so imposing as tbe Sistiue chapel presents on such an
occasion, it is difficult to attribute to the music only its

own share in the overwhelming effect. The Christian
world is in mourning

; the throne of the Pontiff, stripped
of all its honours, and uncovered of its royal canopy, is

degraded to the simple elbow-chair of an aged priest.

The Pontiff liioiself, and the congregated dignitaries of
the church, divested of all earthly pomp, kneel before the
cross in the unostentatious garb of their religious orders.
As evening sinks, and the tapers are extinguished one
after another, at different stages of the service, the fading
light falls ever dimmer and dimmer on the reverend
figures. The prophets and saints of Michael Angelo look
down from the ceiling on the pious worshippers beneath ;

while tile living figures of his Last Judgment, in every
variety of infernal suffering and celestial enjoyment, gra-
dually vanish in the gathering shade, as if the scene of
honor bad closed for ever on the one, and the other had
quitted the darkness of earth for a higher world. Is it

wonderful that, in such circumstances, such music as that
famed Miscreie, sung by such a choir, should shake the
soul even of a Calvinist.”
The Reverend Gregorio Allegri, bom at Home*,

was admitted into the pope's chapel 1689, as a contra-
tenor. He studied under the famous Nan ini, who was
extemporary with Palestrina, and his most intimate
friend

; both of whom had been fellow- students under
Gaudimcl, who instituted a music-school at Rome, which
produced many eminent professors. Allegri was ac-
counted an admirable master of harmony : many of his
works are still preserved and performed in the pope’s
chapel, (particularly the above Miserere. His vocal abi-
lities were not great

;
yet so much was he esteemed by-

all the musical professors of his time, that the pope, in
order to secure his services, appointed him one of the
siugers of his chapel. He joined to his extraordinary
merit an excellent moral character, for he not only
assisted the poor, by whom his door was usually crowded,
but daily visited the prisons of Rome, in order to bestow
his alias on distressed and deserving objects. 44 Of this,"
says the author from whom these particulars are ex-
tracted, 44

1 was assured by one of the scholars of Allegri,
a man of tbe greatest veracity, who is now (in 1711)
•live.*^ He set many parts of the church service wilh
such divine simplicity uod purity of harmony, that his
loss was much felt, arxl sincerely lamented, by the whole
college of singers in the papal service. He died in l65i,
ant^ *-as buried in the Chieta Aimra, before the chapel of
S. FiUppo Sen, near the altar of the Annunciation,
where there is a vault for the reception of deceased
singers belonging to tbe pope’s chapel

;
upon which is the

following inscription

:

cani ore* KJimncii,
TCE QtJOS Tiros.

CONCUR.4* MKLODLA
JCNXIT:

MORTVOd CORPORIS,
DISCORS RESOLUTIO

DUSOLVBUT.
H1C UNA CONDI

VQLVRRE.
ANNO ISM.

• He vu a relation of the great painter, Correggio, who*e family
name wai AUegri.

AN UNPUBLISHED LETTER OF MOZART.

Translated from the German original.

tx laying before the readers of the ffarmomeon the subjoined

letter of the great Muzart, f beg to observe, that I am indebted

for this valuable communication to the kindness of Mr. Mos-
elides. The authenticity of this document being therefore fully

established, and tbe letter itself bearing such strung internal

evidence of its being Mozart's, there cannot remain the slightest

doubt on the subject with any one, who has, like myself, had

an opportunity of inspecting other letters of that composer.

The original is without date, but a Vienna correspondent,

through whom it was received, supposes that it was written from

Prague in 1783. As to the translation, f hare taken the

utmost pains to preserv e the spirit, and tbe good humour of the

original, but, above all, to render it as faitliful and as literal as

the idiomatic difference of the two languages would admit.

J.R. S z.

LETTER OF IV. A. MOZARTf TO THE BARON V .

Herewith I return you, my good Baron, your scores,

and if you perceive, that, in my hand, there are more
noia bones * than notes, you will find from the sequel of
this letter, how that has happened. Your symphony has
(leased rae, on account of its ideas, more than tbe other

pieces, and yet 1 think it will produce the least effect.

It is much too crowded, and to hear it partially or piece-

meal (sluchceise,) would be, with your permi&sioi), like

beholding an ant-hill
;

(/t rturisen haufen.') I mean to say
that it is, as if Eppes the devil were in it. Yon must not

•nap your fingers at me, roy dearest friend, for I would
not for the world have spoken out 90 candidly, if I could

hare supposed it would give you offence. Nor need you
wonder at this, for it is so with all composers, who, without

having, from their infamy, as it were, been trained bj
the whip, and the curses (Lkmnemcetler) of the maestro,

pretend to do every thing with natural talent alone,

oorae compose fairly enough, but with other people’s

ideas, not possessing any themselves
;
others, who nave

ideas of their own, do not understand how to treat and
master them. This last is your case. Only do not be
angTy, pray! for Saint Cecilia’s sake, not angry, that’ I

break out so abruptly. Hut your song has a beautiful

cantabile, and your dear Franz) t ought to sing it very

often to you; which I should like as much to see as to

hear. The miuuet in thequartett is also pleasing enough,

particularly from the place 1 have marked. The coda,

now ever, may well clatter or tinkle, but it never will

produce music. Sapienti sal, and also to the nihil sapient«,

by whom I mean myself. I am not very expert in

renting on such subjects, I rather shew at once how it

ought to be done.

You cannot imagine with what joy I read your letter.

Only you ought not to have praised me so much. We

In the original stand* fenxter (window*,) which aignify paawges

marked for the auke of drawing the reader’ a attention particularly

to them.

t Probably tbe Baron’* daughter.
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may get accustomed to the bearing of such things, but to

read them is not quite so well. You good people make
too much of me, I do not deserve it, nor my compositions
either. And what shall I say to your present*, my
dearest Baron t that came like a star in a dark night, or

like a flower in winter, or like a cordial in sickness.

God knows, how 1 am obliged at times to toil and
labour, to gain a wretched livelihood, and Stanerlt too

must get something. To him, who has told you, that 1

am growing idle, 1 request you sincerely (and a baron
may well do such a thing) to give him a good box on
the ear. How gladly would 1 work, and work, if it were
only left to me to write always such music as 1 please, and
as I can write ; such, I mean to say, as 1 myself set some
value upon. Thus 1 composed three weeks ago an or-

chestral symphony, and by to-morrow's post 1 write again
to Hofmeistert, to offer him three piano-forte qnatuors,

supposing that he is able to pay. O heavens l were I a
wealthy man, I would say: “ Mozart, compose what
you please, and as well as you can ; but till you can
offer me something finished, yon shall not get a single

kreutzer$. I’ll buy of you every manuscript, and you
shall not be obliged to go about and oiler it for sale like

a hawker.” Good God ! how sad all this makes me, and
then again how angry and savage, ami it is in such a state

of mind that 1 do things which ought not to be done.
You see, my dear good friend, so it is, and not as stupid
or vile wretches (Lumpen) may have fold you. Let this,

however, go a cosset del diavolo.

I now come to the most difficult part of your letter,

which I would willingly pass over in silence, for here my
pen denies me its service. Still I will try, even at the
risk of being well laughed at. You say, you should like

to know my way of composing, and what method I follow

in writing works of some extent. I can really say no
more upon this subject than the following

;
for I mvself

know no more about it, and cannot account for it. When
I am, as it were, completely myself, entirely alone, and
of good cheer; say travelling in a carriage, or walking
after a good meal, or during the night, when I cannot
sleep

; it is on such occasions that my ideas flow best and
most abundantly. Whence and how they come 1 know
not, nor can I force them. Those ideas that please me,
I retain in memory, and am accustomed, as I nave been
told, to hum them to myself ||. If I continue in this

way, it soon occurs to me, how 1 may turn this or that

morsel to account, so as to make a good dish of it, that

is to say, agreeably to the rules of counter-point, to the
peculiarities of the various instruments, See. All this

fires my soul, and provided 1 am not disturbed, ray sub-
ject enlarges itself, becomes methodized and defined, and
the whole, though it be long, stands almost finished and
complete in my mind, so that I can snrvey it, like a fine

icture or a beautiful statue, at a glance. Nor do I
ear in my imagination the parts successively, but I hear

them, as it were, all at once (gleich alles zusanunen .)

What a delight this is I cannot tell 1 All this inventing,
this producing, takes place, as it were, in a pleasing lively

dream. Still the actual hearing of the lout ensemble is

* Some bottle* of wine.
t The diminutive in the upper German dialect, for Constantia, the

name of hia wife.

t A music-seller at Leipzig.

$ A small Austrian coin of the value of a halfpenny.
|| Beethoven doos exactly the same thing.—H. S.

after all the best. What has been thus produced I do
not easily forget, and this is, perhaps, the best gift I
have my Divine Maker to thank for.

When I proceed to write down my ideas, I take out of

the bog of my memory, if I may use that phrase, what
has previously been collected into it, in the way I have
mentioned. For this reason, the committing to paper is

done quickly enough, for every thing is, as I said before,

already finished ; and it rarely differs on paper, from
what it was in ray imagination. At this occupation I

can therefore suffer myself to be disturbed ; for whatever
may be going on around me, still I write, and even
talk, but only of fowls and geese, or of Gretel • and
Barbel

, or some such matters. But why my productions

take from my hand that particular form and style which
makes them Mozctriish, and different from the works of
other composers, is probably owing to the same cause
which renders my nose so-or-so large, so aquiline, or, in

short, makes it Mozart’s, and different from those of other
people. For 1 do really not study or aim at any origi-

uality; I should, in fact, not be able to describe in

what mine consists, though I think it quite natural that
persons who have really an individual appearance of
their own, are also differently organized from others,

both externally and iuternally. At least, I know
that 1 have constituted myself neither one way nor the
other.

May this suffice, and never, my best friend, never
trouble me again with such subjects. I also beg
you will not believe that I break off from any other
reason, but because I have nothing further to say on
that point. To others I should not have answered, but
have thought : “ Mutschi, b usehi quitle. Elchc molape
newingt !”

In Dresden I have not been eminently successful. The
Dresden people fancy themselves to be even yet in posses-
sion of every thing that is good, merely because they had
formerly to boast of a great deal. Two or three good
souls excepted, the people here hardly knew any thing
further about me, than that I had been playing at con-
certs, in Paris and London, in a child’s cap. The Italian
Opera I did not hear, the court being in the country for
the summer season. Neumann I treated me in the church
with one of his masses, which was beautiful, well har-
monized, and in good keeping, though too much spread,
and as your C— would say, rather cold (e biessle kuMigfy.)
It was somewhat like Hasse, but without his fire, and
with a more modern cantilena. I played a great deal to
these gentlemen, but I could not warm their hearts, and
excepting Wisclu wasc/u |, they said nothing at all to
me. They asked me to play on the organ, and they have
most magnificent instruments. I told them, what is the
real truth, that I had but little practice on the organ

;

notwithstanding I went with them to the church. Here
now it shewed itself, that they had tn petto another fo-
reign artist, a professed organ-player, who was to kill

me, if I may say so, by his playing
(
todl spiclcn). I did

• Gretel and BArbel are again diminutives for Morgarethe and
Barbara.

t What language this ia, or what it means, I am not in the least

able to tell.—EL i
J Maestro di tapella, like Haste, at the Electoral Court of

Saxony. Both are known, aad even celebrated by their sacred and
dramatic compositions.

$ This is in the Austrian idiom, instead of “tin Buctum kSht.n

H These axe the very words of the original.
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not immediately know him, and he played very well, but

without much originality or imagination. I, therefore,

aimed directly at this stranger, and exerted myself well.

I concluded with a double fugue in the perfectly strict

style, and played it very slowly, both that 1 might con-

duct it properly to the end, and that the hearers might
be able to follow me through all the parts. Now, all

was over. No one would play after this. 1 1 ussier, how-
ever (this was the stranger's name, who has written some
good things in the style of the Hambn/ Bach •), was the

most good-natured and sincere of them all, though it

was he whom 1 had endeavoured to punish. He jumped
about with joy, and did not know bow to express his de-
light. Afterwards he went with me to the hotel, and
enjoyed himself at my table; but the other gentlemen
excused themselves when I gave them a friendly invita-

tion
;
upon which my jolly companion Hassler said no-

thing, hut 41 Tausend sapperment !*'

Here, my best friend and well-wisher, the pages are
full, and the bottle of your wine, which has done the duty
of this day, nearly empty. But since the letter which I

wrote to my father-in-law, to request the haud of my
present wife, I hardly ever have written such an enor-

mously long one. Pray take nothing ill ! In speaking,

as in writing, 1 must shew myself as 1 am, or I must
hold my tongue, and throw the pen aside. My last

word shall be :
“ My dearest friend, keep me in kind

remembrance !” Would to God I could, one day, he the

cause of so much joy as you have been to me ! Well ! 1

drink to you in this glass : Long live, my good and faith-

ful —. Amen

:

W. A. Mozaht.

THE HAARLEM ORGAN.

In our two former numbers, were inserted extracts from

the interesting account of the York Festival, in 1823,

for the purpose of communicating to our readers a history

of the origin and present state of that most noble of all

musical instruments, the organ. The celebrated one at

Haarlem is only cursorily noticed by the indefatigable

writer whose labours have furnished us with those two

instructive articles ;
and as it is an instrument more

generally spoken of than any other, and, with perhaps
one exception, is the largest and most powerful that ever
was constructed, a circumstantial account of its compo-
nent parts cannot but prove acceptable to those who give
any attention to the pages of this work. We therefore
extract from I>r. Burney’s Tour through the United Pro-
vinces, the following particulars relative to this extra-
ordinary and far-famed organ.

41 There were few things that I was more eager to
see,, in the course of my journey, than the celebrated
organ in the great church of this city. Indeed it is the
lion of the place ; but to hear this lion roar, is attended
with more expense than to hear all the lions and tigers in
the tower of London. The fee of the keeper , or organist,
is settled at half a guinea; and that of his assistant
keeper, or bellows-blower, at half a crown. Expecta-
tion, when raised very high, is not only apt to surpass
probability, hut possibility. Whether imaginary great-
ness diminished the real, on this occasion, I know not,
but I was somewhat disappointed upon bearing this

instrument. In the first place, the person who plays it

is not so great a performer as he imagines
; ana in the

next, though the number of stops amounts to sixty, the
variety they afford is by no means equal to what might
be expected. As to the vox humana, which is so cele-
brated, it does not at all resemble a human voice, though
a very good stop of the kind

j
but the world is very apt to

be imposed upon by names ; the instant a common
hearer is told that an organist is playing upon a stop
which resembles the human voice, he supposes it to be
very fine, and never inquires into the propriety of the
name, or exactness of the imitation. However, with re-
spect to my own feelings, 1 must confess, that of all the
stops 1 have yet beard, which have been honoured with
the appellation of vox humana, no one, in the trebi*
part, has ever reminded me of any thing human, so much
as the cracked voice of an old woman of ninety, or, in the
lower parts, of Punch singing through a comb.
“ As this organ is not only said to be the largest, but

the best in Europe, that is in the world, I shall here in-
sert a list of the stops it contains, with equivalent English
names, to such as are used in England, and short ex-
planations of the rest.

“Catalogue of the stops in the great Organ at Haablem, built by Mulleb, 1738.

N». Names.

1 . Prettant - -

2. Bourdon - -

8, Octave - - -

4. Viol da Gamba
5. Rocr Fluit - -

6. Octave - - -

7. Gem s-Hoorn -

& Roer-Quint
9.

Quint - - -

10. Tertian - - -

11. Mixture - -

12. 1Food Ftuit

13. Trumpet - -

14. Trumpet - -

15. Trumpet - -

16. Hautbois - -

Unidi.

16 feet

16 „

8 „
4 „
4 „
« »
3
2 ranks

6, 8, and 10 ranks

2 feet

18 »
8 „
4
8 „

GREAT MANUAL +.

Anarrowpipe which imitates thewtmtliog ofthe bow
With a funnel or small pipe upou the top -

A land of flute, the pipes narrrow at the top

Stopt pipe, unison with the •

Reed stops

English Kim.
Open double diapason
Stopt ditto

Open diapason

U nison with ditto

Diapason, half stopt

Principal

Unison with ditto

Twelfth half stopt

Fifth

Tierce, or 17th

Furniture, or mixture
Fifteenth, or octave flute

Double trumpet
Trumpet
Clarion

Hautbois

* C. Ph. E. Bach, the second son of the great Sebastian Bach. * Key-board, or row of keys.
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UPPER MANUAL.

. .MOW.

1. Prestant •

2. Quintadeen*
3. Gem't-Hoom
4. ftaar pyp -

5. Octare - .

6. Flag Fluit -

7. Aiaieat - -

8. Nagt-lfoorn

9. Flageolet -

10. Sesquialter -

1 1. Cimbaal . -

12. Mixture - -

13. Schalmay -

14. Haitian - -

13. Fox Humana

8 feet

16 H
8 „
8 H
4
4 „
3 „

2 ..

H..
2 rank*

3

Breaks into a 5th, which predominate* -

A muffled pipe, used with the rox Humana -

Derivation unknown • - -

J Night horn, but why so called, no reason can be

Open diapason
Double diapason
Unison with stopt diapason
Bear pipe

Principal

Flute

Stopt twelfth

given -

Tuned octave and 12th to the diapason

}
Flute

Octave twelfth

Sesquialter

- Octave to mixture

4 and 6 ranks /
A " ri“ of eiShl notf‘ r'Pe*tl*1 ,hrouSh “* in‘ l Mixture

l strument - - - - - J

8 „ Reed stop - - - - Bagpipe

8 „ A narrow delicate pipe, unison with diapason • DuLcinna

8 „ An iinitation of the - - • - Human voice

POSITIF, OR SMALL ORGAN .—(Lovett set of Keyt.)

*. Nim.
1. Prratant - •

2. f/oljtuit - •

3. Quintadeem* -

4. Octave - - -

5. Fluit - - -

6. Sped Fluit

7. Seequialter

8. Suyer-Octave -
0. Schcrp - •

10. Cornet • -

11. Cimbaal - -

12. Fagotte - -

13. Trumpet • -

14. Regaal - •

8 feet

8 „
8 „
4
4 „
8 „

2, 3, and 4 ranks
2 feet

6, and 8 ranks

*»

16 feet

8 „

8

B^Uth Viiui

- Open diapason
• Diapason half stopt

- Ditto
- Principal
- Flute
- Twelfth

. • • . - - Fifteenth

- ...... High mixture

- Octave mixture
- • - - • • Double bassoon

r Formerly a portable organ, used in processions,
]

< was called a regal

;

the stop in this organ is l Regal

[ entirely of reeds - - - - - J

PEDALS-

N •- N'bjbm.

1. Principal - a

2. Prestant - -

3. Sabbat - »

4. Roer-Quint •

5. Holfiuit - -

C. Octave - - -

7. Quint-prcstant

8. Octave - - -

9. ft uixh-Quint -

10. ffoljtuit - - -

11. Jiazuin - . .

12. Uazuin - - -

13. Trumpet - •

14. Trumpet • -

15. Cink - - - -

U«ctS.

32 feet

16 „
16 .,

12 „
8 „
8
6 „
4
3 „
2 „
32 „
16 „
8 M
4 „

By the Germans called Potaune ; a reed stop

A cornet, horn, or shawm

En«lUb N*ra«u

Octave below the doubte diapason

Double diapason open
Ditto stopt

Fourth below the diapason stopt

Diapason half stopt

Open diapason
Fifth

Principal

Twelfth
Fifteenth

Double sackbut *

Sackbut
Trumpet
Clarion

Octave clarion

“ This organ has sixty stops, two trcmulants, two

couplings, or springs of communication, four separations

or valves to close the wind-chest of a whole set of keys,

in case of a cipher , twelve pair of bellows, and 5300
pipes.

“ Upon the whole, it is a noble instrument, though I

think that of the new church at Hamburgh is larger, and
that of the old kirk at Amsterdam better toned ; but all

these enormous machines seem loaded with useless stops,

or such as only contribute to augment noise, and stiffen

the touch.
0

Vol. III.

• The word taekbut is now aupexseded by that of trombone.

2 I
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THE LATE YORSKHIRE MUSICAL FESTIVAL.

To the Editor of the Harmonicm.

Sir,—In common wifh nil who were present at the York
Festival, I was too much j^ratificd with it, as a whole, to

indulge any thing like a desire to pick out blemishes.

Still it is desirable that such an undertaking should he
as perfect as possible, and that those defects (at least as

they struck me) should on a future occasion be obviated.

I would recommend the conductor another time to in-

form every principal singer of the whole of his duty each
morning and evening. Had this been the case, Mr.
Sapio would have prepared himself for “ O thou bright

Oru," and for the trio in Creation, “ The Lord is

great,’’ neither of which he sang. Madame Caradori
would not have absented herself from the performance
of the Messiah, believing that she had nothing to sing ;

nor would such constant reference to the conductor have
been necessary to ascertain who were to perform certain

songs, trios, &e, just before their commencement. The
conductor, if he neglect so obviously necessary a part of
bis duty, cannot blame any one but himself shoulct those

unpleasant omissions take place, which you have so pro-
perly reprehended in your very just and full account of
the York Festival. And it is rather too much to expect
Miss Stephens, who with every respect for Madame
Caradori's talent, is in no respect her inferior as an
oratorio singer, to become the mere stop-gap for that

lady, or for Mr. Vaughan to volunteer to supply Mr.
Sapio’s want of ability to sing “ O thou bright Orb.”

Public singers, Sir, are very well aware how liable

their conduct is to misrepresentation from the press,

and, had Mr. Vaughan sung the air, Messieurs the Re-
porters, in the plenitude of their wisdom, would doubtless

have indulged in some very shrewd remarks on the rea-
sons, (for they know every thing, and the reason for every
thing,) why Mr. Vaughan had been allowed very unfairly
and improperly to deprive Mr. Sapio of his song

!

Let me here remark on the extreme modesty, as
well as superior information, of these individuals. I

happened to take up a Leeds paper—The Intelligencer, I

think it is called,—wherein are detailed all the par-
ticulars of a conversation between some members of the

York committee, and the reporter for that paper, in

which the reporter claimed, and accompanied his claim

with the most insolent threats, tickets of admission to all

the performances. This request does not appear to have
been complied with by the committee, whereat the

gentleman prints the conversation, I suppose “ to shame
the rogues.” Now, Sir, just see what this demand
would have drawn from the charity, had it been com-
plied with. There are fifteen papers published in York-
shire, and there arc fourteen London daily papers, every

one of which, (to say nothing of the other Loudon papers,

or those published in the counties adjoining Yorkshire,)

had an equal claim with this Leeds paragraph writer.

There were seven performances, without reckoning the

balLs, so that the committee would have had to distribute

among this fraternity 203 tickets, or in other words to

have deprived the charities of 15*/. 5s. And for wbat ?

Why, that these gentry might edify the public with
their blunders and nonsense. I read, for instance this

Leeds man’s account of the festival, and it was just what
might be expected from oi:e who blew nothing whatever

of the subject on which he wrote. A more wretched,
trashy, silly composition never was put upon paper.

Only think of a ..... ..... * exercising his

critical powers upon the works of Handel and Moiart,
and sitting in judgment upon Stephens, Vaughan, and
liraham

;
and think of the incomparable assurance of

such a person's asking to be paid by a free admission for

so exercising his vocation 1 If indeed men competent to

the office of critics were employed by the newspaper pro-

rictors, there might be some reason for their request,

ut we hare only to look at their reports in order to be
satisfied that this is not the case.

Your remarks on the engagements of some of the per-
formers are strictly just. Is it possible that the sums
stated in the newspapers os their respective amounts can
be true ? If so there must have been some influence at

work, of which the managers ought to be ashamed, and
to which they ought not to have submitted. In what
respect was Madfie. Garcia Miss Stephens's superior ?

I happened to hear her rehearse “ Rejoice greatly,” and
I never heard it so badly sung. She went through it

twice, and the second time was worse than the first.

Hardly a bar in either time or tune from the beginning

to the end. How ill-judged, again, was it to allow her

to introduce “ Gratias agimut,” in the very midst of the

selection from Irrael in Egypt. To have introduced a
scene from Mother Goose into Hamlet would not have
been more absurd. We had plenty of introductions that

morning, by which the performance was foolishly length-

ened till half-past five o'clock. But there was one from

which we were happily delivered, viz., a composition of

Mr. Cutler’s, which Mr. Braham would have favoured

ns with. Fnture historians of the York Festival will

not be able to record that the Friday morning’s selection

was from the works of Handel, Mozart, Graun, Croft,

and CcTUJt ! Nothing certainly was more inexplica-

ble to mere auditors than that Miss Wilkinson should

be paid 210/. for singing “ O thou that tellest,’’ and
“ Return, O God of Hosts," while Mr. W. Knyvett was
sitting in the orchestra. This lady must abate most ex-
ceedingly in her terms, or she will atteud but few more
music meetings 1 apprehend.

MissGoodall’s song, “ The Advent o£ the Messiah,” was
utterly unworthy of her powers, and still more unworthy

of a place at the York Festival. Vulgar, noisy, common-
place, and of course w holly unlike what a song with such

a title ought to have been. 1 entirely agree with yonr

opinion of this lady’s singing “ If God De for us." I

never heard its beauties so well developed. Mr. Bocbsa
is quite out of bis depth in oratorio musict.

In the performance of the Creation there was constant

confusion among the principal singers, from their not

having all the same translations of the words. There
were three different sets of words in the orchestra at one
time. It is much to be regretted that the original trans-

lation was not adhered to. In some respects it ia

faulty, but the ear bad got reconciled to now and then an
awkward expression, and the new edition is very far

from being always an improvement. Why, for instance,

is “ achieved” altered to so vile a singing word as “ ac-

complished t”
In the Friday morning’s selection, the chorus of “ To

• We mart leave the feeder to conjecture whet language our

correspondent employs in ihie parr of his letter. Eo.

t And though he sunk, he could not be said to tlrown. Perhaps

the old proverb saved him. Ed.
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the Cherubim,” goffered Tory much from not being done in

connexion with the movement which immediately pre-

cedes it. There wag not time enough to perform the

connecting movements between them, though there war
time enough to introduce two gongs, the tinging of which
took about four timet as long. But the whole of the

DeUingen Te Deum should have been performed. Per-
haps there is hardly a composition existing more worthy
the employment of such a bond. The /Mod March was
solemn and affecting in the highest degree. It it im-
possible to feel all that liaodel intended, without hearing
it played by such a band. It would, however, have been
still more effective, had it been introdoced in the selec-

tion from Smuon, and preceded by the recitative “ The
body comes.”
The remark of your correspondent Ciao is perfectly

just, that the oboructes would produce a more powerful
effect, if the singers all faced the audience

; but I doubt
the possibility of constructing an orchestra which should
bring such an army of chorus -singers into that situation,

without completely buying the organ, and driving the
instrumental band too high into the tower. The sixe of
the pillars drew a complete screen before that part of
the choral band which was in the side aisles, and render-
ed them comparatively inaudible to a majority of the

company.
Dr. Camidge deserves much credit for the pains he

took in getting up for this festival some pieces which
have been scarcely, if at all, heard in this kingdom ;

and where so much was done, it is perhaps hardly fair

to expect more. But it is much to 6e regretted that the
Mattel, both of Haydn and Moiarl, should not have been
heard at such a festival.

A great part of Mozart’s No. 7, of Novello’s arrange-
ment, was performed at the Norwich Festival, and form-
ed a very splendid feature in the bill. Great pains had
evidently been taken in the preparation of it, and it was
sung with as much precision as any of Handel's chorusses.

Now this is a sort of rivalry which one would be glad to

see existing between the managers of the three great
meetings. Let them each endeavour to bring into notice

those great works of the foreign masters, which are
now known only to the classical harmonists. There is

an abundant field open for them, if they have but know-
ledge and perseverance enough to enter upon it.

Having thrown out these hints for the consideration

of those to whom they may be of use, 1 cannot conclude
without expressing both my admiration and my thanks
to those individuals who bad the public spirit to plan,

and the perseverance to cany through, such an under-
taking. The difficulties and discouragements which they
had to overcome seem only to hare roused them to fresh

exertious, and the triumphant success with which their

labours were crowned, most have been a most noble
reward. They have raised the character of England as
a musical nation. That England is a musical nation is

no longer a matter of dispute. If we are asked for proof,

we cau point to the York Festival, and say “ read it

there." Read it in the mighty and excellent band there

assembled—in the admirable selection of music—in the

crowds who daily thronged to witness such a splendid con-
centration of talent—in the unexampled success of an
undertaking—itself unexampled

. I am, Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

A Hearer.
London, October 15, 1SS5.

ADDENDA TO THE ACCOUNT OF THE YORK
FESTIVAL, 1885.

The concert-room newly erected at York, and described

in our last, has been made the subject of some animad-
versions, not altogether unfouuded. The steps of the

orchestra arc undoubtedly moat unnecessarily and dan-

gerously high, and must lie altered, even if the room be
not enlarged. With regard to what has been said ns to

the light lieing wholly derived from the roof, and to

the squareness of the room, it must be observed, that

those arrangements were a matter of necessity, from the

ground obtained being no more than was to tie entirely

occupied by the building ; except a projecting portion,

by which a separate access was obtained to the orchestra

from the street. The pnrcha.se of a tenement, as laid

down in the plan given in the account of the Festival of

1823, now lying before us, would enable the committee

to extend the building some twenty feet or so, at the

same time that the orchestra might he remodelled ;
and

thus to improve the proportions of the room, by making
it about 115 feet by tiO, and to accommodate 2000 per-

sons, as was originally intended. We have been given

to understand, that such an alteration is at present in

contemplation, aloug with the provision of retiring rooms,

Jrc. Could one uniform front be given to the whole pile

of buildings, from the assembly-room in BLako-strect to

the concert-room iu Lendal-street, the effect would be ex-

ceedingly striking.

On the Tuesday after the Festival, a meeting of the

Committee of Management was held, at which it was
unanimously resolved :

“ That it is gratifying to this

Committee to receive from his Grace the Archbishop, as

President of the late Festival, the assurance of his Grace’s

approbation, and bis congratulations on the splendid

success of the arrangements which were adopted on the

occasion.” Separate rotes of thanks were also unani-

mously passed—to the Rev. W. H. Dixon, the Chairman
of the Committee, for his able, 2ealous, and indefatigable

exertions, and his conciliatory, unassuming, and inde-

pendent conduct—to the Lord Mayor, (\V. Oldfield, Esq.)

for the use of the GuildhaU—to the Magistrates for their

attention to the police—to the Directors of the Assembly
Rooms for allowing a communication with the Concert

Room—to the Stewards—the Auxiliary Committee—the

Managers of the Balls—and to Mr. Jonathan Gray and
Mr. Robert Davies, the Honorary Secretaries, for their

respective exertions and attention—to Mr. Wolslenholine

for nis gratuitous trouble in keening a register of lodgings

;

and to Mr. Nokc for the use of his room near ihe Minster.

Lastly, it was resolved, “ That this Committee do con-

tinue iu existence no longer than may be necessary for

bringing to a conclusion the concerns of the late Festival.”

These proceedings strongly mark the interest taken by
all classes in the festival. With respect to the period at

which another may be expected, although it must always

depend, as was officially intimated from the first, open

the pleasnre of the Dean and Chapter at the time, yet

the present dean. Dr. Coekbum, is stated, in the York
papers, to have expressed his approval of an interval of

three years, keeping clear of the Birmingham meeting in

1 829, and leading the public tu expect tbe third York-

shire Festival in 18*8.

To the Editor of the Habmonicox.
Six,—

A

report having been propagated, that the Committee of

die York Musical Festival made an application to Signor Velluti

2 I 2
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to sine: At those performances, I shall be Had if you will contra-

dict it in your next number, as your work has given us so good
and ample an account of the meeting. You may assure your
readers that, whatever may be the feeling of Lonaon managers
on the subject, the thought of engaging that singer never was
seriously entertained by any one who was entrusted with the

ordering of our Festival. I am, &c.,

Oct. 13th, 1885. Onb of thb Patronizbrs.

^
Owing to tbc shortness of time between the Yorkshire

Festival and the day of our publication, some errors un*
avoidably crept into our accouut of that meeting

;
which,

without being too minute, we are desirous of correcting,

in order to render the statements in our pages worthy of
future reference.

>“*r
175, for Allison, rend Atkinson*
- for 85 feet, rend 95.—— for 48 4 persons, read 784.

177, for Military Concerto, read Duet, Flute and Harp.
for Scotch ballad, read Song “ Lo, here the gentle lark.”

—

Bishop.
1 78, line 24, for Madame Caradori, read Miss Stephens.
180, for Mr., read Mrs. Sheridan.

for Recil. and Air, Mile. Garcia, read Miss Goodall.—— for Trio, Mis* Goodall, read Miss Travis.
181, In “All taci,” for Sir. Dr Begnis, read Mr. Phillips.

—for Duetto, Flute and Harp, read Harp and Horn, Messrs.
Bochsa and Platt.

for Duetto j "Fiero/’ read “ Ravvisa qual alma,” (// CVo-
cialo in Egitto,) Meyerbeer.

182, for Decani#, read Decani.
184, drlo di in the autograph of Mozart.

for eight, read seven thousand persons.
Passim, for Cosi fan lotti, read tutte.

Sheet S O, p. 229, (Music) title of National Hymn, in last line of
the first stanza, for the, read thy ;

and for the, read our, as
in page 288.

The necessity for some of the above corrections, has
arisen from the circumstance of our printer having set up
the programme of the performances from copies which
did not contain the latest arrangements

;
the differences

between which, and the books of the words forwarded
with our correspondents remarks, escaped our notice

until too late. What other variations exist, are suffi-
,

ciently explained in the course of our observations.

HEREFORD MUSIC MEETING.

The one hundred and second meeting of the three choirs

of Hereford, Worcester, and Gloucester, for the benefit

of the widow s and orphans of clergymen of the three

dioceses, took place on Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday, September lflth, 17th, and 18th. The prin-

cipal performers were
Miss Stephens, Mr. W. Knyvett,

Miss Paton, Dr. Chard,

Miss Travis, Mr. Bellamy, and
Mr. Vaughan, Signor De Begnis.

Mr- F. Cramer led the band, and the whole was con-

ducted by Dr. Clarke Whitfield, organist of the cathedral.

At an early hour on Tuesday, the doors of the cathe-

dral were besieged by an anxious multitude. The choir

was thronged by nearly a thousand auditors, and great

numbers were obliged to leave the church, unable to

find places. The sermon was preached by Dr. Carr,

bishop of Chichester, who delivered a very appropriate

and elegant discourse. The music performed during the
service consisted of the overture to Saul, the Dettingen

Xe Veum, Dr. Boyce’s anthem “ Here sbull soft charity

repair,*' and the Coronation anthem. Mr. Vaughan, un-
fortunately, could not attend, on account of illness, but

the parts assigned to him were obligingly taken by Mr.
Bellamy. The collection at the doors, for the charity,

amounted to 265/., being 94/. more than was taken on
the first day of the meeting in 1822. In the evening,

the concert at the spacious and elegant Shire-ball was
fashionably, though not numerously, Attended. Dr. Clarke
Whitfield made an apology for the absence of Mr. Vaughan.

Oil Wednesday morning the Messiah drew a most
respectable audience. Dr. Chard opened the oratorio,

instead of Mr. Vaughan, whose indisposition still con-
tinued. Miss Stephens, Miss Travis, and Mr. Bellamy,

distinguished themselves as usual ; but the privation of
the tenor was much felt. On Wednesday evening, the

concert-room exhibited a brilliant and animated scene :

nearly 700 persons, including almost all the principal

families of the county, and many distinguished strangers,

were present. Amongst the pieces performed, was a
new symphony, composed by Dr. C. Whitfield, which
was warmly applauded. Miss Stephens and Mr. Bel-

lamy were very successful in their songs ; and Miss
Faton and Signor De Begnis were encored in M I-a ci

darem,” from Don Giovanni.

On Thursday, the company attending the cathedral

wras nearly as numerous as on the preceding morning.

The performances were opened by the overture to the

Crucifixion , an oratorio by Dr. Whitfield, which was
followed by an Offertorio , the composition of Dr. Chard,

of Winchester, noth of which were greatly admired.

Of the Resurrection , also the production of l)r. Whit-
field, which succeeded, we were happy to hear expres-

sions of unqualified approbation, from both the per-

formers and the audience.

A selection from Samson formed the second part of the

performance. Mr. Vaughan took his place this morning,

though evidently suffering under severe indisposition : but

he sang “ Total eclipse !” in his most finished manner.

In the evening, the Shire-hall was, as on the previous

night, crowded with beauty and elegance. The per-

formances commenced with a scena, from the Fretschutz ;

the overture was loudly encored ; and Mr. Vaughan,
who was greeted on his appearance with a welcome of

applause, sang “ Oh ! I can bear my fate no longer,”

with all the effect which his rich voice is so capable of

giving to it. The Huntsman’s chorus was encored. In-

stead of a concertante by Messrs. Dtndley, Miss Cann,
a highly-talented girl, of twelve years of age, the

daughter of Mr. John Cann, of Hereford, played Drouet's

variations to 4
‘ God save the king,” on the flute ; and

her performance excited astonishment and admiration,

both in the room and in the orchestra. We were pleased

to see the leader, Cramer, nodding mute approbation;

and Lindley, leaning upon his silent violoncello, smiling

as the rapidly-executed notes struck on his ear. She
concluded amidst a thunder of applause.

The collection at the doors, lor the charity, amounted
to 910/. Is. 6d ., being very considerably more than has

ever been collected, in any of the choirs, since the com-
mencement of the triennial meetings, with the single ex-

ception of Worcester, at the time of the king's visit.

The sums collected each morning were ns follows: first

day, 265/. ; second day, 240/, ; third day, 398/. 6s.

;

added since, 6/. I5r. 6<i. ; total. 910/. 1j. Gd. The
amount of tickets sold was 1269/. 19j, 6d.

t
making the

total receipts 2180/. lx.
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REVIEW OF MUSIC.

1. Foreign Melodies, the words fry Haiiry Stoe
Van Dyk ; the symphonies and accompaniments fry

T. A. Rawlings. (Goulding, D'Almaine, and Co.,

20, Soho Square.J

2. Selection of French Melodies, with symphonies

and accompaniments fry W. Eavestaff; the words

fry W. H. Bellamy, Esq. Book 2d. (Eavestaff, ce,

Great Russell Street, Bloomsbury.

Notwithstanding the almost numberless mutations

of which the seven sounds, their semitones and various

lengths, are capable, melody seems nearly exhausted
;

or else the art of producing it in any unknown form is,

at present, in a dormant state. Foreign airs, therefore,

though not very recently composed, with English words
united to them, and decked out in fresh accompaniments,
carry an appearance of novelty, and satisfy the cravings

of those who are continually asking for something new.

Such publications then ns these now before us, answer
a temporary purpose at least, and sometimes make the

public acquainted with melodies worth knowing, that

otherwise might never have come under their observation.

The joint work of Mr. Van Dyk and Mr. Rawlings
comprises twelve airs

; three of them also harmonized,
for two sopranos and a base, and one with a short chorus
of four voices. The first, d la polonaise, is a pretty
French melody. The second is Tyrolese, tasty but not
uncommon. The third is said to be Porlugueze ; but, in

reality, Sarti's beautiful cavatina, “ Lungi dal cam
bene” is the parent of it. The fourth is German, a
mere wait*. The fifth Mexicau 1—in fact, Spanish,

and a slight alteration of the Cachucha. The sixth is

also from the country of romance. The copper-plate en-
graving to this is well designed, and being printed on a
paper tinged with green, produces an evening Luc ex-
actly suited to lovers and to serenading. The seventh is

called Portuguese. The eight and ninth are expressive

German melodies: the former is indebted to Brahatn’s
Beautiful maid," and the latter is attributed to the

Portuguese. The tenth, Italian, reminds us of “ Life

let us cherish. " The eleventh—Portugueze again— is

very common
;

and the twelfth is another Spanish air

—

something like the Cachucha Also, but in common time—with a very John-Bullical chorus.

The accompaniments to these are ably set, free from
affectation, and with the sole intention of aiding the
melodies. We do not perceive a single error of ac-
centuation in the whole of the volume. The harmonized
airs are not much calculated for effect, and in no way
augment the value of the work, though they add very
considerably to its bulk. We observe twice in this

volume the word scherzo used, instead of scherzoso, or

—

to bo still more correct

—

scherzosamente

.

The substan-
tive must not be thus employed

; the adjective may, but the
adverb is the most grammatical. The work is well brought
out, in the form and maimer of Moore's Irish Melodies.
The Selection of French Melodies is the second number

of the work mentioned in our review for last April. The
present contains three airs, one of them also harmonized

for three voices. Much as we approved the first number,

we still more admire the second, which will further

corroborate the opinion that we have often ventured to

give on the subject of French melody. The second of

these is a tune popular all over Europe, and has put into

motion the feet of every modern votary of Terpsichore.

The symphony to this is admirable as a composition,

though far from appropriate to the air
;

but the word
44 loneliness" is too drawling. We know, however, by

experience, how impossible sometimes it is to adapt

words to melodies already written, with the accuracy that

is to be wished.

Twenty-Four Grand Studies, for the Piano-
Forte, in the Major and Minor Keys, Composed and
Fingered fry HENRY HERTZ. Book 1. (Cocks and

Co., 20, Princes Street , Hanover Square.)

The readers of the Harmonieon have often met with the

name of this composer in its foreign reports : he is still

a youth, and has been performing in most parts of Ger-

many, as well as in Pans, as a prodigy. We opened the

present book expecting to see nothing except dull pas-

sages of mechanical execution, but have been agreeably

surprised at finding an abundance of invention, and as

much expression as the nature of the design would admit.

That these studies are almost unboundedly and pur-

posely difficult, we admit; we likewise grant that the

author has carried this point a great deal too far, inju-

riously to himself, with respect to the sale of his work :

but we consider it as a collection of severe exercises for

the practice of a few fir&t-rate performers, not as pieces

intended for society, or for individual amusement
; and

therefore make allowance for what, in any other case, we
should at once designate as downright and wanton absur-

dities. They are qnite novel in style, and will enable
those who are strangers to the present taste of the

ultra-fashionables at Vienna, to become acquainted with

the kind of music that is cultivated in the capital of

Austria, by a small number of persons who wholly

mistake, and thoroughly defeat, the true object of the

art. These introduce such compositions as we allude to

into the drawing-room, instead of confining them to the

solitary closet, or at the most, of now and then pro-

ducing them to a few curious people, to near relations, or

intimate friends, and w ith the caution that a well-bred
private gentleman would observe in exhibiting feats of
strength, or of manual dexterity.—-We recommend this

publication, therefore, to professors, and to such amateurs
as rival, or sometimes go beyond, profe4>sors in practical

skill : but we exhort all those persons to view them as

downright tasks, as no more calculated for amusement
than the diophantine problem, or a dissertation on the

digamtna. it will be seen at once, from what has been
said, how much M. Hertz’s Studies differ from Mr.Cramer’s
delightful as well as improving Exercises : hot to the

latter, the present publication will make a good appendix

;

not however to be opened till a thorough mastery has

been gained over the other unrivalled work.

XX
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1 he title-page (ells ns, that Mr. Moscbcles has revised
this edition, and arranged the passages for the additional
keys, so that they mav be performed on instruments that
only go tip to c.

The work is well published, at the reasonable price of
one crown for twenty-two pages.

A compendious MusiCAt, CaAHMAa, in which the

Theory of Music is completely developed% in a series of
Familiar Dialogues, written by Bonifacio Asioi.i,
Director of the livg.it Conscrvatario of Milan. Trans-
Died. with considerable additions and intpremesnents. by
J. Jovbse, Professor of Music. (Cramer, Addison,
ami Beale, 201, Urgent Street.)

Many years ago, Benifasio Asioli published his Prin-

cipj Elementari di Mmica, compiled for the toe of the

Conservatory, of which he bad the direction, lie was a
good musician, though bis cum|>ositious are light, and
not formed of lasting materials. He was also a sensible

man, therefore better qualified for the duties of a master

than many who possess the higher gift of a genius for

invention. The title of his work is simple, short, and in

the very words that we have given
j

hence he is not re-

sponsible for that which has been fabricated for him m
London : he w as too wise a man to suppose that “ tba

theory of music" could be “ completely developed” in so

small a compass, and too modest to be guilty of such

tain boasting, even if he had thought what the English

title expresses. Moreover, he never meant to enter at

all into the theory— properly so called— in a publication

intended to teach the etemen tary principles of music to

mere beginners. Thus ranch we say in vindication of a
meritorious artist, who might otherwise appear to have

Digitized by Google
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been one of those conceited persons whose auto-eulogy

should have been written only in chalk on a brick

wall.

The title of M. Jonsse’s publication would lead most
people to conclude that it is translated immediately from
the Italian. But in the year 1819, Signor Asioli's Prin-
ripj apjteared at Lyons, in a French garb, as a Grarn-

maire ifusicale, and from this, we shrewdly suspect, the

present volume is derived
;

for the preface, as well as

the “ additions,” are nearly the same in both ; though
we must do the Lyons editor the justice to say, that he
has introduced no bombast in the title-page.

In the translator's preface he says,
“ The theory of the musical art, being chiefly studied

by young people, should be written with clearness and
precision. The present grammar is divested of all ob-
scure arid abstruse definitions.”

This is an excellent maxim, and by way of exem-
plification, we have, page 68, the following question and
answer.
“ Q. Is there any particular denomination given to

these sounds ?—[l. e. c sharp and n flat.]

“A. Yes; they are called homotogovs."

Homologous !—Many will doubt whether so very
Greek a term can Ik- made to appear clear to young
people of seven or eight years. Omotogo is not uncom-
mon with Italian writers, but extremely rare in English
ones: we never met with it out of the dictionaries, and
hope that M. Joussc will retain the undisturbed monopoly
of it in his own hands.

In the preface also we learn, that the translator “ has
occasionally inserted useful and important observations

on the text." Amongst these is doubtless to be enume-
rated the remark in a note, page SO—“ the Italian words
at segno, at the sign, are sometimes written where a re-

peat is intended.”—Thus it is that M. Jousse translates

one of the commonest expressions used in music: Da
rapo atsegno—{again, or, from thebeginning, to the sign)

—

is a phrase continually occurring ; but the performer who
construes the dative at by the words at the, will always
misunderstand the composer, and find himself in a state

of constant perplexity.

In a chapter which is M. Jousse's own, we are told,

that “ the principal means of obtaining expression arc
accent, emphasis, the modification of souua, the legato

and staccato.” What then, are not accent, emphasis,
legato, and staccato, modes of sound ?

As a specimen of the editor’s “ precision," we offer

the following note, page 36. “ When a series of triplets

occurs, the time changes from simple to compound
; ]

becomes 4, and |, f.” Now this is a complete sophism,
which can only puzzle and mislead a learner

;
for if the

time changes from | to {(, the notes—quavers for in-
stance—are, by the definition, no longer triplets : if the
Dotes still remain triplets, the time is unchanged,
although the figures £ may be written.

The sixteenth lesson, on transposition, added by the
Lyons editor, and translated by the present, is founded
on an erroneous assumption. To transpose is to change
the key, a difficult process, which can only be executed
systematically, and with any degree of certainty, by
means of a supposed clef. (This rule applies to per-
formers, not to copyists.) To imagine all the notes on
other lines and spaces, in order to get rid of a trouble-
some clef, is not transposition, for in this case the
sounds are unaltered ; it is a mere supposition. In real

transposition, we must also observe, it is not enough

to place “ after the clef the sharps and flats which

belong to the new key,” and to play or write “ the

music higher or lower, according to the new key hut

the rule, a most important one, must be known for the

management of the accidental sharps, flats and naturals,

for want of which, whoever attempts to transpose by the

directions in this grammar, will produce a hideous con-

fusion of sounds.

In all didnctic works, definition ought to be a primary

consideration. The terms employed in music are chiefly

Italian, the language in which Signor Asioli wrute his

Principj ; it was not therefore incumbent on him to ex-

plain them beyond their technical meaning. But to the

English student a literal translation of all such words,

in addition to their signification as terms of art, would

hare been a vast improvement of the book.

1. Capriccio for the Piano-Forte, founded on the

celebrated Round in the favourite Opera of Tarrare,

arranged by J. B. Cramer. (J. B. Cramer, Ad-
dison, and Beale, *01, Regent Street.

J

8. Giovinetto Cavalier, with an Introduction
and Brilliant Variations, composed for the

Piano Forte, by J. P. Pixis. (By the same.)

3. Rondeau Mignon, pour te Piano-Forte, rom-
pasl par J. P. Pixis. (Euvre 77. (Boosey and Co.,

*S, Holles-street.)

. Introduction and Rondo Brilliant, for the

Piano-Forte, composed by D. Schlesinoer. Op.
V. (By the same .J

The most popular thing in the once celebrated opera of
Tarrare, and now the only piece in the original work
that meets with any portion of the applause which the
whole, in days gone by, received, is the Canone, as the
composer calls it, or round, as it may be named, if more
convenient It is not an easy subject to arrange for

keyed instruments ; it has too many breaks for a rondo,

or for variations, and the best form in which it could he
put for the piano-forte, has been chosen by Mr. Cramer,
fhe introduction to it is exceedingly good ; the air is

ingeniously managed, and so distributed to both bands,
as to preserve much of the conversational effect of the

original. The modulation into n flat, page s, is bold,

ana the few succeeding bars, where the subject passes
into c minor, is quite in the adapter’s good style. This
is certainly not to be classed amongst easy music, but in

the present age of difficulties, it will excite no alarm in

the minds of tolerably good performers.

Pixis is one of the many new names that have ap-
peared in Germany dining the last three or four years.

He is a very brilliant pianist; and, generally speaking,

his music—at least such of it as has come under our view

—is calculated chiefly to shew great powers of execution.

The present composition, however, is not exactly one of

this description, and is, very wisely, better calculated for

rational English performers, than for the extravagant

—

we might almost say, half frantic—amateurs of Vienna.

In truth, there is great beauty in parts of this composi-

tion by M. Pixis, and merit in the whole of it. It is

difficult certainly, but the labour that the practitioner

by Goo
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may bestow on it will be well rewarded by the pleasure
and improvement which it will afford.

No. 3 is an original composition, by the author of the
foregoing. The subject of the rondo is simple and
pleasing, and the whole is written in a familiar, easy
Style, comparatively speaking. Most persons who have
made any progress in the instrument, may undertake
this piece ; which, if not remarkable for any original
traits, has no defects, and bears on its title-page a name
that is new to the majority of amateurs.
We should be happy could we say so much of M.

Sehlesinger’s rondo. That it shews him to be a good
musician, in the common sense of the word, is undenia-
ble

;
but it proves also that he composes rather to obtain

a certain kind of reputation—a reputation for putting
difficulties ou paper, and, by inference, of having over-
come them—than to consult the public opinion, and
circulate his productions. Let us hope, however, that
his object is already attained, and that he will now per-
ceive that without taste and feeling, without a melody
that all having an ear can make out and understand,
music is intolerable

;
and that to people of sense and cul-

tivated minds, a brazier hammering on his vessel is quite

as entertaining as a performer whose merit consists solely

in execution.

1. The Overture, and Select Airs in Meyer-
beer’s celebrated Opera , 11 Crociato in Egitto, ar-
ranged at Duets far Two Performers on the Piano-
Forte, l*y T. Attwood. Book 1. (Clement i and
Co., Cheapside.J

2. The Overture to the same, arranged as a Duet for
the Piano-Forte, by C. Dumon. (Goulding,

D’Almaine, and Co., Soho Square.)

Tue reputation of Meyerbeer’s fine opera is increasing

every day, as we expected, and is appearing in as many
sha|ies as Don Giovanni did half a dozen years ago, and
as the Freischuts hag assumed lately. 11 Crociato in

Egitto is one of those original and masterly works that

require to be frequently heard to be thoroughly under-

stood ; it is formed of very uncommon materials, the

melodies particularly, and as these become known, by
being spread abroad in such various guises, the public

opinion is more and more declared in its favour *. Both
of the above arrangements of the overture, and opening
chorus, w ill add to the popularity of the opera : they are

executed with great ability, and give as much effect to

the compositions as a single instrument can bo made to

render. Mr. Attwood, we conclude, means to adapt most
of the pieces in the work, many of which, from the ful-

ness of the parts, and the complicated nature of the

composition, can only derive the just effect of their har-

mony from four hands. These arrangements are not

difficult in performance; the division of labour facili-

tates as much in music as in manufactures, and most
players inuy fearlessly undertake either of these publi-

cations.

• Wo have Iramt Lately, from ihc beat authority, that prent per-
auaoion «aa u»cd, and many art* employed, to deter Mr. Ayrton
from bringing out tlii® opera laat aeason ; even Signor Velluti him-
aelf—who owe® every succeas that he haa met with here to the
beauty of Meyerbeera music,—was one of the moat strenuous in

wishing to appear in an inferior work by Morlaccbi

!

1. Martial Impromptu, on the celebrated Song,
“Revenge he cries, and the traitor die*,"/or the Piano-
Forte, by Icnace Moschf.les. (Welih and
Hawes, £46, Regent Street.

S. Brilliant Variations on the favourite Cavatina,
“ Serena i vaglti rai”, from Rossini’s Opera of
Semiramide, for the Piano-Forms, composed by
MaysedeR. (Published by Ike same.)

3. A Second Rondino on the favourite qvintett from
Rossini's Opera of Cnnwlino, for the Piano-
Form:, by Charles Czerny. (Cocks and Co.
Princes Street , Hanover Square.)

No. 1, is the melody which Mr. Brabant introduced into
Tarrare, and sang with that effect which his declamatory
powers are sure to produce. It is a fine martial air,

decided in its rhythm, bold and animating. Mr. Mos-
cheles—who never adopts a subject without improving
it—has enlarged it into a very spirited divertisement of
two movements. He has also managed to make it as
sbewy as any ambitious young lady can wish, while he
has confined the passages within very moderate bounds,
so as to require moderate powers of execution in its

performance.

The air in Semiramide, selected by M. Maysedcr, is

deservedly popular. He has certainly added variations

to it that are brilliant, and require not only a rapid finger,

but a powerful hand. For practice they may be made
useful

, but we find nothing in tho mode of treating the
subject that has any pretence to originality, neither do
we discover any allurement that it possesses for the true
lover of music, except what is to be found in the melody
itself.

No. 3 is quite the contrary of the last; the subject is

indifferent, but it is improved by the arranger. It will

not, however, extend the fame of either Sig. Rossini or
M. Czerny : though we must add that, it is not so oiilrc'

as most of tbe piauo-forte productions of the latter.

1. Themes from the Beggar’s Opera, tcith Varia-
tions for the Piano-Forte, Flute, and Violon-
cello, by J. Mazzinoiii. (Goulding, D'Almaine,
and Co. Soho Square.)

2. Introduction and Rondo, the subject from “Di
tanti palpiti," for the Organ or Piano-Forte,
composed, and performed on the Apollonicun, by

Thomas Adams. (Clementi and Co. Cheapsidc.)

Mr. Mazzinghi deserves the thanks of all lovers of
ancient English song, for assisting to preserve from
oblivion these fine old airs. His talent for such arrange-
ments has long been acknowledged : none ever succeeded

better than Ibis gentleman in rendering publications of
the present kind popular. This is quite equal to his

former adaptations, and will make its wav in most places

where the three instruments can be collected together,

for it is perfectly easy for each, and effective in union.

No. 2 is a very clever arrangement, and shews that

knowledge of counterpoint so absolutely necessary to a

good organist. But we hardly know what to say further

of this: it is too organic for the piano-forte, and too much
in the piano-forte style for the organ. On the latter

instrument rapid notes are out of character, and reite-

rated staccato semiquavers are intolerable. On tbe
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former, fugual imitations, excellent as they are in them-

selves, are out of fashion. We would therefore advise

Mr. Adams to forget the organ when he writes for the

piano-forte ; and when he composes for the case ofstrings,

to dismiss the box of whistles from his thoughts.

1. Grand March for the Piano-Forte from Mey-
erbeer's II Crociato, arranged by Ala. Meyes.

(Clementi and Co. Choapside.)

2. “ Soave Immagine," Introduction ami Polonaise,
from the tame. Arranged and Published by the same.

S. The favourite Airs in Spohr’8 celebrated Opera ,

Jessonda, arranged far the Piano-Forte by J. II.

Griesrach. (Cocks and Co., Princes Street, Han-
over Square.)

4. The admired Airs in Sporr’s celebrated Opera,

Faust, arranged and published by the same.

The March in II Crociato in Egitto appeared in our

thirty-first number; both this and the following. No. S,

are well arranged, in a very popular, easy manner, by
Mr. Moves, who has followed the original as closely as

he found practicable, and where he has deviated for the

sake of an accompaniment to suit the instrument, he has

shewn great judgment.

Spohr's Opera of Jessonda is not unknown to our sub-

scribers ; the first and best of the airs in the above

edition, appeared in the last number of the llarmonicon,

and we do not perceive any difference in the copies, ex-

cept that ours, by means of repeats, and other modes of

abbreviation, lies in a smaller compass. Mr. Griesbach

has inserted four pieces from this opera. He has pub-

lished the same number from Faust. These are not well

contrived for the left hand, which has many awkward
passages given to it : neither are they the most striking

specimens that might have been selected from the opera

;

but they arc the most simple in keys and construction,

therefore the best adapted for general use.

1. La Miscia, for the Piano Forte, Introducing the

favourite subjects and movements in Meyerbeer's
admired opera, II Crociato in Egitto ; arranger! by T.

A. Rawlings. (Goulding, D'Almaine, and Co.,

Soho Square.

J

2. L’Ete, Divebtisement for the Piano Forte,
with an Introduction and Flute Accompaniment, (ad
lib.) by the same. (Published by the same.J

3. Beau Temps, Divebtisement for the Piano
Forte, Introducing the admired Glee, The Wreath,

with Variations, by the same. (Published by the

same.)

*. Aria all’ Inglese, with Variations, for the Piano
Forte, by James Calkin. (Clementi and Co.,

Cheapside)

5. Fantasia Brilliante, Introducing the Waltz and

Jager chorus from Dcr Freischiilz, composed for the

Piano Forte, by James Calkin. (Lindsay, 817,

Regesd Street.)

What Miscia signifies, we know not
;

possibly it is a

misprint for misceu, baggattella, though really M. Mey-

Vol. III.

erbeer's airs are neither worn out nor trilling, as the

latter word signifies. In the music-plates the piece is

named la Mischia, the quarrel, the riot. This must
be an error :—hut perhaps the thing matters not. Mr.
Rawlings gives us here the chorus “ Net Silenzio," and
the aria u Giovinetto Cavalier the first a little enlarg-

ed upon, the second very nearly note for note, according

to the piano-forte adaptation of the score.

No. 8 is an introduction of about two pages ; the air

“ Oh! yes, dear love,’’ by Bishop, arpeggioed ; and a
waltz, i la Freischiilz.

No. 3 cannot be better described than in the title-

page. All these compilations, or pieces—we must not

call them compositions—by Mr. Rawlings, are nearly as

easy as piano-forte music can be made, and there is a

certain prettiness about them by which they will be re-

commended to those who have no taste for what they

call “ learned stuff.”

We do not know the melody, No. 4, chosen by Mr.

Calkin, but it is exceedingly tender and beautiful

:

though we cannot conjecture why, being an “ old En-
glish air,’’ published in England, w ith an English title-

page, it should be metamorphosed into an Ana all' In-

glese. This is a device which, whatever young composers

may think to the contrary, never sells a single copy, and

is bordering on the ridiculous. There are seven varia-

tions, some of which, inasmuch as they extend a sweet

air, will please. Two arc quite irrelevant to the subject,

and no one of them makes any attempt to move out ot the

usual track. The publication however is worth having,

for the sake of the melody.

The title of No. 5 explains as much as is necessary to

know : we can only add a few words to it ; but first,

should rather be inclined to ask what claim this publica-

tion has to the appellation of Fantasia. It is made up

of three movements, an adagio as an opening, the well-

known waltz, and the chorus ; the latter extended by
two or three pages of semiquavers in triplets ; the

whole not affording quite so much facility to the per-

former as the foregoing three pieces, but, nevertheless,

adapted to any learuer of two years’ standing.

1. Three Rounds, with an accompaniment for the

Piano-Forte; the Music by George B. Herbert:
the Poetry by J. R. Plancue. Hook 2. (Goulding

and Co., Soho Square.)

2. Glee, 4 Voices, “ There is bcanty on the moun-

tains,” the Poetry by Bernard Barton ; the Masic

bu John Goss. (Welsh and Ilawes, 216, Regent

Street.)

3. Ode, 11 Not a drum was heard,” on the Death oj Sir

John Moore, composed by T. Pubday. (Clementi and

Co., Cheapside.)

The first book of these rounds was mentioned in our

thirty-third Number, in those terms of approbation which

we think they richly merit. The pieces in the present

book are in the same dramatic style as the last, and

though upon the whole we prefer those in the first, yet

there is enough to praise in the melody, sentiment, and

effect of the present. We would, however, call Mr.

Ilerbcrt's attention tq, the last bar but one, in page 1,

2 K

Google
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where the c sharp continues loo Ion*, and becomev very

grating to the ear s

—

The sharp Sth is n very dangerous companion, and
shoutd only he admitted as a passing acquaintance.

Had it been the flat 2d, with tbe flat fith and 4th, and

falling to its resolution, the case would have been widely

different. We are not much better satisfied with the

fourteenth bar, page 8, where there are three unneces-

sary and objectionable octaves.

We hope that these rounds will find their way into

drawing-rooms, and Itoarding-scbools, for which they

are designed ; so much ingenuity deserves patronage.

Mr. Goss has produced a lovely piece of vocal har-

mony, under the name of a glee, to which we beg to call

the attention of the many societies spread over this

island
;

for they will now very rarely meet with a com-
position of the kind that has half its' beauty. Does not

the last bar of page 2 contain errors of the engraver f

Mr. Pnrday's Ode must be meant as a burlesque.

1. TEapsicnoBF., denudes Pieces tiroes des Operas, foe.

Compotta par Rossini, Weber, Mozart, et

Beethoven : Mutt pour Ic Piano-Forte. Nos.
12 to 14. (Wessel and Stoddard, Solo Square.)

2, Ewer and Johanning's Collection of favourite and
modern Marches. Waltzes, Polonaises, and
Minuets, for the Piano-Forte, by Gluck, Mo-
zart, WF.nER, &c., -Vc. No. J to 4. (Ewer and
Johanning, Bow Church Yard, and 283, Regent Street.)

The first of these is a continuation of tbe work formerly

noticed. The present numbers contain a rondo from
Spohr's Jeuonda, “ Giovinetto Cavalier," from ll Cro-

data, and a piece from Winter's Opferfest ;
all well ar-

ranged by Diabelli, of Vienna.

No. 2 is a new work, well brought out, at a reasonable

price. The above numbers comprise mueli from the

rreisdsAtx, marches by Winter and Cherubini, Oginsky's

polonaise, and a waltr by Beethoven ; arranged with a
view to accommodate moderately qualified performers.

1. Ballad. 11 v andering Willy," sung by Miss Paton,

composed by Dr. William Carnaby. (Cramer
and Co., 201, Regent Street.)

S. Song, “ O Erin, the land of tbe fiur and the bold

written on the Lakes of Kdlarney, by VV. F. Col-
LAnr>, the music by J. C. Clifton. (Clementi and
Co., Cheaptide.)

2. Song, “ Farewell," sung by Mr. /'carman. composed
by 3. Blew ITT. (Published by the same.)

4. Song, “ Two and twenty miles from town,” a rustic

portrait, by Thomas Dibdin. (Published by the same.)

5. CANZONET, sung by Mia Goodall ; the poetry by J.

Hay Allan, Esq., composed, by Burford G. H.

Gibs owe, (Willi* and Co., St. James's Street, end
Dublin.)

8. Serenade, “ Whilst tbe moon," the n ords by
Harry Stof. Van Dyx, Esq., the music by John
Barnett. (Boosey and Co., SS, HotUs Street.)

7. Canzonet, “ Dear is tbe blush,” the poetry from
lord Strawjfurd’s Camoeos, composed by r. Vf.

Horn castle. (Birehall and Co., Kew Bond
Street

.)

8. Ballad, "The Wind Boy wards by Colley Cibber

;

tuna by Master Smith, composed by J. A. TatTET.
(Welsh and Hawes, 240, Regent Street.)

S. Song, “ Forget me not when beauty's smile,” (Cfem-

posect and published by the same.)

Dr. Carnaby is one of the few remaining disciples of

the good old English school of pure melody ; there is a
delightful naivete in most of bis compositions, which
reminds us of Arne, Jackson, said Finley, names that

will never be strange to those who have an ear for tbe

charms of song, uninfluenced by the voice of fashion,

which raises up one day, pulls down tbe next, and con-
demns indiscriminately alt the past. While, however,

simplicity is tbe leading feature in Dr. Carnaby’s pro-

ductions, be can shew vigour in his style, and richness

in his harmony, when be is inclined—witness “ I hate

that drum's ’discordant sound," and “ Tbe braes of

Yarrow."
The present is an extremely pretty, playful ballad ; the

air has much originality, and is m the author’s most

natural manner. The accompaniment is in two parts

only, treble and base, and the whole has a very pleasant,

and rather novel effect.

No. 2 is indeed a beautiful song, in which the poet

and musician have joined their talent* to produce one of

tbe roost agreeable unions of the two arts that we have

met with, in so unpretending a shape, for many a long

year. Both verse and melody seem to Have been in-

spired by the scene—are as gentle and elegant as the

lake whence they sprang ; and partake largely of that

tenderness which so generally characterizes the song of

ill-fated Erin.

No. 3 is pretty; and No. 4 is, like every thing that

eomes from the pen of Mr.T. Dibdin, good-humoured and
entertaining. The air to w hich he has »t his verses is

either Scotish, or else an intentional imitation of an
ancient Caledonian melody.

No. 5 possesses considerable merit, bnt the composer

has got a little out of his depth, at page 5 of his Can-
zonet, by plunging iuto a flood of extraneous harmony.
Mr. Barnett's Serenade is a very ingenious composition,

shews a great deal of invention, and produces an ex-

cellent effect. We have had occasion to point out to this

young writer what we considered a* errors in his publi-

cations, and are persuaded that he now feels indebted to

us for our candor. We most unhesitatingly recommend
his present production to all vocal performer* ; it will

gratify them, and do the author much credit.

Nos. 7 and 8 are very much in the style of nineteen

out of twenty of the songs that are now published. They
are entitled to negative praise.

No. 9 is more aspiring, and shews talent
;

bnt the

accompaniments are too laborious for a song, and in-

appropriate to the sentiment of tbe word*.
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FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

Biklih.—

O

ar German *t*pe aui txi.ul of nothing new lately,

if we except a comic opera, in two act,, entitle*). Do. Frtt tier

JVinrtr (the Vintage Fciil), the music by M. Kunic. late

Royal Kapellmeister to the court of Denmark. Many of the

airs are of a very pleasing and original cast, and were loudly

encored ; also a tcraetto, a quartette, and the finale of the se-

cond art, were found to be marled by much that was pleasing,

and that bore the stamp of originalilv. Unfortunately, the story

to which this music is attached is of a weak and ineffective na-

ture, and therefore cannot be expected long to survive
;
such is

the unhappy destiny tint attaches to many a meritorious piece of

music ; chained to the perishable material, it is dragged by it

into oblivion.—The French company, of which we spoke in our

last, still continues to give its representations, and with the

same success. The pieces performed by them have been Le

Mm itre tie ChapeUe, the music by Paer • Adolph ft Clara, ou

let Deux Pritonniers, by D'Aleyrac ; Let Amaru Prottet, ou

Qui Compte tans son Hole, comide deux Foix, by Patrat ; Let

deux Jaloux, the magic by Madame flail, intermixed with airs

from Boieldieu and i&ouard.—-The celebrated Madame Milder

Hauptmann treated us with a musical Soiree, before leaving us

for Paris. She was in her usual power, without having lost

any thing of the sweetness of her tones, and sung with ^reat

feeling and expression C. Blum’s song, entitled, Schwetzer-

gruxx (an Address to the Swiss). She also sang two airs from

Goethe s fFestostlichem Diran, the music bv F. Schubert, and

Den Erlkonig, also by Goethe, and the music by Schubert, which

pleased extremely. This lady has the judgment and good taste

to select such pieces for her performance a* arc calculated to
|

afford her an opportunity for her powers of expression and of
j

moving the soul, not of showing off the compass of her voice. 1

There has just appeared in this place Sonatcfur Forteviano

und Fioline, comp. von Felix Mendelssohn- Barthold v, 4th Op.

This production ot the grandson of the celebrated philosopher of

the same name, is bailed by the amateurs of the continent as a

presage of great musical excellence. They mention it as a

composition, that bespeaks not only the hand of one perfectly

versed in all the secrets of the technical branch of his art, but

also of one who knows all the avenues to the heart, and all the

sources of profound feeling and expression. We trust that

judgment wiU be shown in the completion of this young man’s

education, and that the failing of others in the same career will

be held up to him as a warning beacon*.

At parting wc may remark, that it would appear as if our

whole opera were about to be transplanted to Paris. Besides

Madame Milder and Madame Schulz, we are to lose Spontini

and music-director Moser. The latter, who by his distinguished

activity has made his value so much felt here, is said to have

proceeded to Paris for the promotion of the objectB of his art.

Drrsdbn.—One of the great attractions of the day is, the

admirable performance of M. Keller in the part of Die FaJche

Jimtalani
, (IV False Catalani.) in which his exfrmurdinaij

falsetto is called so effectively into play, in the imitation of Uus

distinguished singer. The manner in which he imitates the

various styles of Italian singing, and particularly the laborious

fidelity with which he gives the well-known variations of Rode,

as executed by this linger, is altogether marvellous.

* 8ur let Prodiget d la mode.

Plus merreilleux que nos ancfires.

On pcut-flrc plus tingnlicrt,

A dix ana nous nvon* dr* malices,

Qui sont A vingt dea fcoliers.—-Fatoll *.

On the Prodigies d la mode.

Ours is an age of wonder*—we behold

Precocious talems budding forth in plenty ;

We have our masters now at ten years old.

Who sink to humble scholars when they 're twenty.

Re,h]e« this ewnic opera, rtf pieces screen ret the German

Theatre have been Iter Friesrhut*. wire'll wu honoured for the

firat time by the presence of the Grand Durtre** uf 1 uwanjr,

Weiel', \ortimU und Rob, (NirhtingaJe and Raven.) Monet •

Kntfuhrnng an. dm, hermit, and the Don Juan of the «amf.—

The Italian Opera E«t»ldi.hinent haa for the prerent limited it,

representation)* to once a week, which » no the Saturday, and is

alwayi nutneruu«ly attended, though nothing in the shape of

novelty ha, been produced, unloa we rank »« an exception the

KUm e Claudio of Mcrcadante, which i* heard alternately with

Lr .Verse di Figaro, Tancredi, and Cenrrrnlata.

We hear that Morlarehi, the celebrated computer, etill eootr-

nnea in a delicate state of health ; the last we heard of him

that lie war on a visit tu the water, at Manenbad.

Wkihiar.

—

We have not for many year, had to lwast nf eo

iureessf.il a season, so effective a company, and so varied and

iudiciotia a choice of musical pieces, for all which advantage* we

are indebted in a great degree to the leal and industry or our

music-director. Kapellmeister J. N. Hummel. The following is

a list of the pieces performed: 1. It Matrimonii, Srcreto, by

Cimaroso, twice ; 2. Cturrrntola, by Rossini, once ; S. La

Folie. once
;
4. Lihuua, by Kreutrer. twice

;
S. Die Srlnrrdrrn

roil Drogue, (The Sisters of Prague ! once ; 6. Drrtrnirkutt.

six times; 7. fliir und Down, twice; 8. Dee Waarrtragrr,

(The Water-carrier) once; 9. Dor neue Sonniagrkind, seven

times - 10. Do Molinara, by Paiesiello, twice; H. Taaetud,.

twice ; 12. Die ZauhrrJhiU, twice; 13. Jran dr Pari,, .mce ;

14. Graf von Oleiehen, twice
;

15. Das Opferfest ,
by Winter,

once
;
16. Die Saalnixe ,

(The Snow-storm) twice
;

17. Pun-

chon. once ;
18. Die Entfuhrung ant dem Serad, twice

;
19.

Euruanthe

,

three timeB
;
SO. Ferdinand Cortez, twice • *1.

he Noxxe di Figaro, twice ; 28. Richanl, Carnr de Lion,

twice: 23. La Clemen za di Tito, twice; 24. Den *****

n..t.h~~m.« ftxnVm • p/s. Camilla, bv Pacr. twice ; 26. H Da* «»•-

ronni, once.
, f .

In x theatre of a moderate compass like out*, the talents ot tne

artist are developed in an effective and yet pretenshmless man-

ner ; none of those violent efforts are necessary, which are not

less painful to the singer than to the hearer
;

this is a blessing

which we still enjoy, but which most of the larger cities of

Europe have cither lust, or are getting rid of as quickly as they

can. Tlie great favourite of the season has been a Madtle.

Hrvgendurf, whose voice is said to be nf the first-rate quality,

and who displays an excellent school. Not only is the lightness

and grace with which she gives the ornamental psreaages ex-

cellent, and a proof of the best taste
;
hot the power of her

recitative and declamatory song is not less admirable. The only

point on which the public is dirided. is whether she excels most

in comic or serious characters. She appeared as hiadatmo

in II Matrimonii, Seerrlo

;

as Libussa, in the opera of the

same name; as the daughter in La Molinara; as Amenable

in Tancredi ; as Chadija, in Graf ran Gleichrn; ns Susanna in

Figaro; Sextus in La Clemensa di Tito: as Camilla, in the

opera of the same name
;
and Donna Anna in H Don Giovanni.

Hamburg.—Before giving an account of the state of music

in this place, I shall beg leave to premise a few observations.

Among all the fine arts, practical music possesses this disad-

vantage, "to which the rest are not subject, eix that it requires

an assemblage of artists foe its pertcct display. Now, how

manv difficulties are presented by such an assemblage, through

the variety of their capacities and peculiarities of view, as well

as through all those weaknesses incident to humanity, and from

which artiste are as little exempt as any of the other children of

Adam, such as vanitv, which prides itoelf on its own talents

and opinions alone : self-interest, collateral views, &c. Singu-

lar m it may appear, these feelings are found to be not Jess

predominant in self-created establishments, than in those where

talent, are rated at a certain etthnate, and paid by the govern-

ment. But muaic art only require, effective artuu, hut aha.

hearer, gifted with the mean, ot enjoy ing it
I
for all teal lor the

fKi
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art will cool. If there is not a due degree of interest displayed in
its behalf, and encouragement bestowed upon it. Now this,
perhaps, is the principal reason, why music doe* not prosper to
such a degree in commercial towns such as our own, as in places
graced by the presence of a court, and where the intercut of the
nobility is exerted in favour of the art. Not that our town is

wanting in warm and zealous supporters of music among the
mercantile classes; all that wc say is. that not all is done which
ert*n the modest friends of the art could wish. The truth is, wc
want an effective orchestra, and till that deficiency be made
good, we can never hope to see music make that progress which
its friends could wish. But in spite of these defects, we have
had Handel s Judas Maccabeus, as well as an oratorio by a
composer of our town, of the name of M. Grund, entitled, I>ie
Aufersirhung uni Himmelfahrt Jesu, (The Resurrection and
Ascension of Jesus,) a work of great power and spirit, and
which was spoken of with great applause. After this were
given Handers Samson

, and The Alexander s Feast, and which,
considering the limited means of the place, were astonishingly
well and correctly performed. These were followed by Schicht's
oratorio, Das Ende des Gerechten, (The End of the Just.)

Daktzic.—The samemusical activity which reigns through
the principal towns of Germany, is also, perhaps with some
little deductions, prevalent in our own. We have various newly
established institutions for music, vocal and instrumental, where
numerous amateurs assemble to exercise their talents, and de-
rive instruction from their mutual observations. We cannot,
however, abstain from a remark in this place, which we deem
important ; it Is, that no amateur efforts ran reach the effects of
primitive instruction, as imparted in early years, when the mind
is fresh and open to those impressions which are generally
denied at a later period of life, and best suited to receive

and nourish the seeds of instruction. Wc hope, however, to see

this evil remedied in part by the efforts of music-director Urban,
of Elhing. who has recently published his practical work, Ucber
die Mtisik, drrtn Theorte und den Musik untcrricht, (on
Music, its Theory, and mode of Instruction,) according to

which, he intends giving a series of lessons on elementary prin-

ciples, to a class of his friends ami others ; we have no doubt but
this will lead to beneficial results. Among the most zealous

promoters of music in this place is Professor Kniewel, head-
director of the Musical Institution. His efforts are highly

praiseworthy, and deserving of acknowledgment. He gives

from time to time grand oratorios, which arc performed in the 1

great Music Hall, amung which we have to reckon Das ff'At-

gericht, by Schneider, Dat befreite Jerusalem, (Jerusalem
Delivered,) by the Abbe Stadler, and Die Sumlfiutk, (The
Deluge,) also by Schneider. The latter was again recently

performed for the benefit of the public charities of the place, the

object of which, we arc happy to say, was fulfilled.

thii finale, were never found united with such clearness and ease
of conception. The effect which this produced is stRl the sub-
ject of every conversation, and every one is anxious to hear, sing,
or play something of Spontini's. Such, indeed, is the general
encouragement which M. Nauc has experienced, that it is said
we are shortly to have a second concert, when doubtless Spontini
will not be neglected.

Mainz.—The following announcement has recently appeared
in this place: Prospectus of a publication by subscription of the
three latent grand works of Beethoven

I. Missa Soleunit, D major.
S. Grahd Overture, C major, and
3. Symphony with chorus.

The genius of harmony has beeo particularly propitious to our
times. Scarcely has one brilliant star set beneath the musical
hemisphere, when another genius rises in his brilliancy to replace
the loss. No sooner had a Mozart and a Haydn quilted this

earthly sphere, when Heaven gave us a Beethoven, whose works
are of a character to stand by the side of those of his great
competitors, and with them to share the admiration of the latest

posterity. The originality of his harmony, the ever-varied and
all-expressive power of his modulations are inimitable, and
emanate from the pure fount of genius. The publishers are
proud to have it in their power to afford the public an opportu-
nity of possessing these List, and perhaps, most original of this

great man's productions. They will appear in the following
form

:

I. The Grand Missa Solennis.

1st. In full score ; 2nd. In separate pieces for the orchestra

and voice
;
and 3dly, In pieces arranged for the voice, with

piano accompaniments.

II. The Overture for a Grand Orchestra.
1st. In score ; 2nd. In Orchestral pieces.

III. The Grand Symphony, with chorusees and solo pieces on
Schiller's Song of Joy.

1st. In score
; 2nd. In Orchestral pieces.

Frankfort.—Two numbers of Shakspeares songs have ap-

K
arcd here, set to tnUBic. with a piano-forte accompaniment, by
r. von Boyneburgk. The text is selected from the best Ger-

man translations of Voss, Kessler, Krausse, and particularly

Schlegel. The foreign critics speak of this composer as having

entered into the spirit and character of his author, and rendered

his ideas with force and simplicity. Above all, they represent

him as being particularly happy in his short ehorusses and in-

terlocutory passages. Each number contains six pieces. The
author receives every encouragement to proceed.

Hallr.—

T

he highest treat of music that this town has en-
joyed for a considerable time, was the grand anniversary concert,

given in honour of the King of I'rusEia'B birth-day. It was
conducted by the university music-director, M. Naue, whose
zeal and perseverance cannot he too highly commended. In

order to give every possible eclat to this occasion, he, with great

sacrifices on his own part, assembled from 70 to 80 musicians

from all the neighbouring towns. With this strength of orches-

tra, he was enabled to give us a chorus of his own composition,

in sixteen parts, as well as different specimens of Hallelujah* of

various ages, of the 9th, 13th, und 15th centuries, terminating

with Handel's celebrated composition of the same name. In the

course of the selection was also given, the finale of the second

act, and the triumphal march of Olympia, as well as the cele-

brated duet from the opera ofNurmuhal, by the same composer.
When I inform you that the lovers of music here had never
heard any of the compositions of Spontini, except with a meagre
violin or piano accompaniment, you will easily form an idea of

their surprise and delight at hearing these grand compositions of
this master given with due power and effect. It was universally

acknowledged that such vigour and passion, as predominate in

Nantes.—DerFreisch'utz was lately produced here under the

name of Robin des Hois, and gave rise to u singular discussion.

It was thus announced on the bills of the opera:—“Robin des

Dois, opera en trois actes, de Castilblaze, et Sauvage.*’ The
question was, why tbc name of the author did not precede the

opera, according to usage immemorial. The poets thought that

the name of Castilblaze ought not to stand first, as he was only

the compiler of the work
;
the musicians maintained that M.

Sail rage was nothing more than an arranger, since he did no-

thing else than adjust the German text, and hitch it into short

verses according to the pleasure of M. Castilblaze. At last

the important dispute was thus decided : as the piece was not

from the pen of M. Castilblaze, any more than from that of

M. Sauvage, therefore the bill should run thus: “Opera in

three acts, words by M. Castilblaze, music by M. Sauvage, or

words by M. Sauvagc, music by M. Castilblaze/' Hy-tne-by,

the manner and form in which this opera Is brought out here is

whimsical enough. In the first place, the scene of the action it

transposed to England, to the county of Kent, and amidst the

ruins of St. Dunstan's Abbey. The black huntsman is trans-

formed into Robin Hood, and Max into Tony / The magio
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harts are diminished to three, but by wav of making up for the

diminution, the first is of gold, the second of silver, and the third

of lead. The rest of the changes and substitutions are equally

bright and judicious.

Fi.nRr.xrR.—There has recently appeared here a work, enti-

tled, Oftertori a due, tre
,
quattro, tei e otto toci, con Organo

solo obligato, del Sig. Franc. liasili, compositor* e Maestro
di Cap ella delt insigne Hasiliea di Loretta. The composer

here mentioned is a pupil of the celebrated Zingarelli, but,

thongli he hag produced several works of merit, hts name is as

vet little known. Though fame is tardy in doing justice to

his merits, yet, as they are of & class far above the common,
they will not fail to shine forth in their due time. A matured is

frequently much better than a precocious renown. Besides the

work above-mentioned, I have now lying before tne the original

M.a. of a Kgric for eight voices, with organ accompaniment,

which shews no less masterly knowledge of the fundamental

principles of the art, than grace and beauty of manner. The
present OJfertnrios arc in the same pleasing and effective style,

without having any great difficulties to overcome. We should

think they were of a nature likely to become popular, though it

might certainly be objected to some of them, that they are in

too secular a style for church music. It should, however, be

remembered, that in music of this kind, the same as in the an-
them, a certain latitade should be given to the fancy of the com-
poser, beyond the part* strictly belonging to the church service.

No. I. Justorum aninue in manu Dei sunt. This is perhaps
the most beautiful of all the set

; a lovely and expressive melody
runs throughout the whole, and there is a tone and finish in the

piece which is not less rare than delightful.

No. 2. Justus iit paima fiorebit, a terzetto for soprano, alto,

and bass, a movement of a sprightly and rigorous kind, and ad-
mirably suited to the expression of the text. Add to this, it is

far from being difficult of performance, and the melody is of a
kind which is easily retained.

No. 8. Exultabant sanctx in gloria, for two basses, both of

which are equally well wrought as to the subject, and the rhythm
is of a peculiar character that imparts a charm to the whole.

No. 4. Arc Maria, for a soprano and tenor voice, ('are is

required togive this piece with the effect which it is intended to

produce. The melody is particularly expressive, and yet of a

peculiar cast, which marks an original mind.

But this author has not been successful in smaller composi-

tions only
;
he has also produced an oratorio, entitled 11 San-

tone, of which the foreign journals have spoken in terms of very

great praise.

[We have been so fortunate as to procure a copy of a

Romance from this composition, which our readers will

find at page 954 of the Music of the present Number,

with an accompaniment for the piano-forte.]

MUSICAL HOSTILITIES COMMENCED IN PARIS.

Madame Fodor is arrived in the capital of France.

She no sooner made her entrance, than the horizon of
tlie Thedtre liatien began to assume a threatening aspect.

Semiramide had been granted to Madame Pasta for her
benefit

;
this concession unavoidably implied that she

was to perform the principal part in the opera, 'he cha-
racter in which she shone so brightly last season at the

King’s Theatre. But by an evasion, too common in

opera management, and not, it steps, beneath a Vis-
count, though utterly unworthy of a gentleman, when the
moment for commencing the rehearsals was come, the
part of Arsaces—(performed here by Madame Vestris)

—

was allotted to Pasta, and the principal character given to

Fodor. This proceeding of the noble Director produced

the following advertisement:—

•'Various reports spread bv some journals might make it

believed that I have no right to fill the character of Serairamit,

at the first representation of the opera of that name, which has

been set apart for my benefit of the year 1884. I think it my
duty therefore to lay before the public, whose suffrages have

been always so precious to me, the supplementary article which

was added to my act of engagement the 8ud of May last, by
Mr. Plantys, director of the Italian theatre-royal. This article,

written entirely with his own hand, is as follows:
•' 4 It is welf understood that the words vrimo musieo which

Madame Pasta has consented to insert in tne first article of this

engagement will not oblige her to perform the part of Arsaces

in Setniramis, which opera is reserved for her benefit.

(Signed) • R. ou Plant vs.
4 Paris, Mag 2, 1894/

“ If any objection could still be made to & right so dearly
stated, 1 shall find myself under the necessity of publishing a
letter which has been written to me on the 22nd of November,
1821. This document, by the authority whence it emanates, the
date which it bears, and the precision of its terms, will certainly

leave room fur no ambiguity.

" Paris, Sept. 2S, 1885. Judith Pasta."

Madame Fodor lost no time in replyiug, in the annex-
ed letter to the journalists.

* I have read, in a journal of tliis morning, a letter sigued by
Madame Pasta, in wlitch she nuotesan article of her engagement,
which provides that she shall not be obliged to play the part of
Arsaces in Semirainis, ar opera which is reserved for her benefit.

“This letter lays me under the obligation,—a very painful one
forme,—of informing the public of the following facts.

“ When, almost a year ago, the management thought fit to
testify a desire of re-attacking me to the Italian theatre-royal,
I authorized my agent (fondi de pouroirs) to make some con-
cessions, as far as my interests were concerned: but I strongly
insisted on a clause which would guarantee me the choice of
parts.

“It is in consequence of tikis wish that the following article
was inserted in my contract of engagement, signed at Paris, on
the 20th of February, by the Viscount Rochefoucault on one side,

and on the other by my agent.

“ * Art. 9. The two works in which Mad. Mainvielle Fodor
is to make her dlbut shall be chosen by her ; and she there-
fore will inform the management, before the 1st of July next,
what two works she has chosen, in order that they may be ready
to be brought on the stage when she arrives in Paris.'*

“ In consequence, therefore, of this liberty to choose my parts,
which is guaranteed to me by this article, I had the honour of
announcing to the Viscount ue la Rochefoucault, that I should
choose those of Semimutis and Elizabeth.

“ This choice was agreed to by the Viscount, who, in the letter
which he did me the honour of writing to me, made use of the
following words:
•'•Asa matter of course, nothing can hinder Madame Fodor

from debuting in the operas she has chosen.*
“ 'This is all that it is of any importance for the public to

know. Madame Pasta is perfectly at liberty to play or not
play Arsaces, as she pleases; and if she is determined that
Seuiiramis shall be for her benefit, I shall deem myself happy to
be able to assist in it.

**
I have the honour to be, iic.,

•* Mainvielle Fodor.

“ P. S. Let me add, that if Madame Pasta desires, after my
debut, to sing the character of Semirainis, I shall with the
greatest alacrity yield it to her.

«• Paris, Sept. 29, 1825,”

Which produced the subjoined pungent epistle. How
Le Viscount De la Rochefoucault, and M. du
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Planty*, looked, after reading it, we cannot guess,
not knowing what command the parties hare acquired
over their countenancua.

4
* TO TUB EDITOR Of THE M'RNil DBS DBBAT9.

“ Parts, Oef. 3.

“ Sir—

S

ensible of the injustice which I am tt> suffer bj bring
deprived of the part of Semiramit the dav of the first represented
thm of that Opera, 1 am obliged to publish the letter in which
Viscount Del* Kochefoucault, Directorof the Department of Fine
Arts, confirmed the promise of my having this part for inv be-
nefit. This letter is dated November 28, 1824. On my return
from London, where 1 performed the part of Semiramit in Au-
gust, 1824, I obtained a promise from Viscount de la Ilochefou-
cault that this Opera should be given for rnv benefit. Semiramit
was to be substituted for the Donna rtet Lu%o, which f had at
first chosen, and which I had subsequently given up to the admi-
nistration. I have now learnt that the firtt representation uf
Semiramit has been promised to Al. Rossini for his benefit. It
was in nnswer to my respectful representations on this subject,
that the Viscount do la Rochefoucauilt wrote me the following
letter, with his own hand, and signed by his initials

-

44 * How could Madame Paste suppose that I should commit an
injustice with regard to her ? This is to misconceive my cha-
racter—-to doubt the enthusiasm which is inspired by her ta-
lents, and the esteem w hich I personally have fur her. M. Ros-
sini gives up Semiramit to her--he only requests that she will
postpone the moment of representation. If Madame Pasta will
oe so kind as to think or rae one of these days, I shall be de-
lighted to speak to her.—I have the honour to be,

“ * Her very humble servant, L. R.’

•• • Not. 22, 1824.—To Mad. Past*.'

u I waited on M. de la Rochcfoueault, to thank him for the
decision in my favour. The Director of the Fine Arts asked uie
in the name of M. R. to await the arrival of M. Galli, who was
expected in April, before Semiramit was given. In April, M.
de la Rochcfoueault proposed to me to give up the part of Semi-
ram it, and to take that of Arsacet

,

which is in no respect suita-

ble to me. He admitted the impossibility of my taking this part,

and to prevent all further discussion, he ordered that an addi-
tional article should be added to my engagement. It if this ar-
ticle which M. du Planty*. with a hastiness which I will not
describe, arcuses me of inaccurately copying. Indignant at such
a reproach, which casts a doubt on my veracity, I add the ar-

ticle ;
the word reserve, denied by M. du Plantys, is written by

the hand of this administrator.

** * It is understood that Use w ords e primo musico, which
Madame Pasta has consented to insert in the first article of this

engagement, is not to oblige her to play* the part of Artaces in

Semiramit, an opera which is reserved for her benefit.
“ * The Administrator, R. Du Plantts.

M 4 Paris, May 2, 1825.’

“ What prevents me from despairing of obtaining justice is.

that a De la Rochefoucault is both juoge and party in this busi-

ness.

“Judith Pasta.*
4

The Parisians are all on the side of Paata, and it b
pretty evident that she has been unhandsomely treated.

The French journals insinuate that Signor Rossini is at

the bottom of the affair ; we should, however, be cautious

how we condemn him unheard, or without evidence

equally convincing as the above letters contain against

the other branches of the administration,—as our neigh-

bours term the theatrical management.

But passing from the ThMtre Italien to our own Ojjera-

Iiouse, we are constrained to say that occasionally some

of the leading lingers amongst the Italian performers
shew a daring intrepidity in their conduct, which at
once proves their want of sense, and the enduring apathy
of the English public. How often has this been ex-
hibited in London, and how seldom has it been pro-
perly resented ! But at the King’s Theatre the crowd of
foreigner who are now admitted by the orders of their
'oral friends, are sufficient to hear down all opposition,
even if the audience had energy enough to shew their
resentment when displeased. We have beard it slated,
that a kind of servant of one of the singers engaged at
the opera last season, had the audacity to declare, that
he would place himself in the pit, and challenge—aye,
challenge !—any person that shonld hiss his employer.

But while we admit and condemn the absurd pre-
tensions, the intolerable exactions, and the glaring mis-
behaviour of a few of these performers, let us do justice
to the others, by adding, that most of them are reasona-
ble. polite, and obliging. It must also be confessed, that
they are too often provoked by vexatious delays in the
payment of their salaries, by dishonoured bills, and by
the necessity to which they are sometimes reduced, of
sacrificing part of their just demands, iu order to secure
the remainder. A pamphlet will appear shortly, it i,
sajd, on operatic affairs, and, by disclosing a vast deal of
the private history of the establishment, open the eyes of
the subscribers to the real state of that hot-bed of folly,
meanness, and prodigality, the Italian theatre in London.
Our space will not allow us to go further into this

matter at present, but we shall return to the subject.

THE DRAMA.

Cov«ht-Gabden Theatre.
Os the 81st of last month, a new “ Operatic Drama," named
Lilia, was produced for the first time, from the pen of Mr.
Planche, who has produced several successful pieces at this

theatre.

Brcnhotd (• Silesian Farmer) , , Mr. Fawcett.
Ehrrnbwrg Mr. Cooper.
Merlin Brand .... Mr. Conoor.
Victor 9t. Phar . . . .Mr. Power.
Jacob Grotten , . , » , Mr. J. Uaaci.
Fril* Flacluca .... Mr. Kcelcy.
Joseph Mr. ChiptiM.
Peter ..... Mr. Meadows.
Lilia (BrenhokT* Daughter) . . . Misa Paton.
AtHooctto .... Misa Lore.

The dramatic part, which is of the serious cast, excites a consi-

derable share of interest ; for it is extremely well written, though
a little extravagant, and displays not only Mr. Fawcett s su-
perior talent in scene* of strung parental feeling, but brings
to ligh* Miss Paton's powers u a sensible actrea; while it

gives her nothing to do worth notice, in her own immediate
department.

The musical part is (elected and arranged by Barlmni Liriun.

Esq., from Weigh Uchxccixcrfamili?, according to the an-
nouncement ; but there is so little mtttic of any kind in the

piece, and what is introduced is so perfectly insignificant, that,

except a dance of a eery common manufacture, it excited no
notice whatever.
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MEMOIR OF THOMAS LINLEY.

) N.

own accurate discrimination and excellent management,

music became the predominant amusement of the Western

metropolis, as it was once called, at that time the most

fashionable place of resort, during the winter months, in

England. At those concerts, and at the oratorios sub-

sequently performed under his direction in London, he

revived a taste for Handel’s compositions—then falling

into neglect—which has never since deserted those true

lovers of the art who are not infected by the senseless

inconstancy of fashion.

Both as a teacher and composer, Mr. Linley had a

style and taste entirely his own, although it may be said

Thomas Linley, the composer of some of our most
popular operas, received the foundation of his musical
education in Bath, from Thomas Chilcot, organist to the

Abbey-church of that city
;

but it was reserved as a
lasting honour to Parodies, a Venetian, and known for

his twelve Sonatas, to complete ail education so well

begun.

Mr. Linley having established himself in Bath, con-
ducted during many seasons the concerts which were re-

gularly performed there, and through the fascinating

talents of his two daughters, Eliza and Mary—after-

wards Mrs. Sheridan • and Mrs. Tickell—joined to his

•Of Eliza Linley, the beautiful and accomplished Maiti of
Math, the following particulars, from Mr. Moore's Life of the

Right Hon. K. 13. Sheridan, cannot but prorc interesting to

our readers
“ Her personal charms, the exquisiteness of her musical ta-

lents, and the full light of publicity which her profession threw
upon both, naturally attracted round her a crowd of admirers,

in whom the sympathy of a common pursuit soon kindled into

rivalry, till she became at length an object of vanity as well as
of love. Her extreme youth, too.—for she was little more than
nixtcen when Sheridan first met her,—must have removed, even
from minds the most fastidious and delicate, that repugnance
they might justly have felt to her profession, if she had lived

much longer under its tarnishing influence, or lost, by frequent

exhibitions before the public, that fine gloss of feminine modesty,
for whose absence not all the talents and accomplishments of
tire whole sex can atone.

“ She had been, even at this early age, on the point ofmar-
riage with Mr. Long, an old gentlemen of considerable for-

tune in Wiltshire, who proved the reality of his attachment to
her in a way which few young lovers would be romantic enough
to imitate. On her secretly representing to him that she never
could be happy as his wife, he generously took upon himself the

whole blame of breaking off Inc alliance, and even indemnified

the father, who was proceeding to bring the transaction into

court, by settling SQOOf. upon bis daughter. Mr. Sheridan, who
owed to this liberal conduct not ooly the possession of the woman
he loved, but the means of supporting her during the first years

of their marriage, spoke invariably of Mr. Lungi who lived to a
very advanced age, with all the kindness and respect which such
a disinterested character merited.

" It was about the middle of the year 1770 that the Sheridans
took up tbeir residence in King's Mead-street, Bath, where an
acquaintance commenced between them and Mr. Linicy's family,

which the kindred tastes of the young people soon ripened into
intimacy. It was not to be expected,—though parents, in gene-
ral, are as blind to the first approach of these dangers, as they

VOL. III.

are ri*id and unreasonable nfter they have happened,—that such
vouthiul poets ami musician* should come together, without
Love very soon making one of the party. Accordingly, the two
brothers oceanic deeply enamoured of Miss Linley. Her heart,

however, was not so wholly un-prcoccup»ed, as to yield at once
to the passion which her dc&tiuy hud iu store for her. One of

those transient preferences, which in early youth are mistaken
for love, hud already taken lively possession of her imagination ;

ami to this the following lines, written at that time by Mr. She-
ridau, allude:—

*To the Recording Angel

Cherub of Heaven, that from thy secret aland,

Do«t note the follies of each mortal here.

Oh, if Eliza's steps employ thy hand.

Riot the sad legend with a mortal tear.

Nor, when she errs, through passions wild extreme,

Mark then her course, nor heed each trilling wrong;
Nor when Iter wul attachment is her theme.
Note down the transports of her erring tongue.

Rut when she sighs for sorrows not her own.
Let that dear sigh to Mercy’s cause be given

;

And bear that tear to her Creators throne.

Which glistens in the eye up-raised to Heaven !*

“ But in love, as in every thing else, the power of a mind like

Sheridan’s must have made itself felt through all obstacles and

difficulties. He was not long in winning the entire affections

of the young 4 Syren,’— though the number and wealth of hli

rivals, the ambitious views of her father, and the temptations to

which sbe herself was hourly exposed, kept hU jealousies and
fears perpetually on the watch, lie is supposed. Indeed, to have

been indebted to self*observation, for that portrait of a wayward
and morbidly sensitive lover, which he has drawn so strikingly

In the character of Falkland.
• •••••

"Miss Linley went frequently to Oxford, to perform at the

oratorios and concerts
;
and it may easily be imagined that the

ancient allegory of the Muses throwing chains over Cupid was

s L
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that it was modelled on the purest principles of the
English school, a school which, however obscured at pre-
sent, by the blaze of foreign genius that has poured over

England of late years, can uever be totally eclipsed,

while there is one musical man living who loves his

country and its reputation in science and the arts. The

here reversed, and the quiet shades of learning* nut a Httlc dis-

turbed by the splendour of these • angel visits.*
'*

At Oxford, “the rivals mitst dreaded by her admirers were,
Norris, the singer, whose musical talents, it was thought, re-

commended him to her, and Mr. Watts, a gen ticman-commoner,
of very large fortune.”

“ While all hearts and tongues were thus occupied about Miss
Linlev, it is not wonderful that rumours of matrimonr and
elopement should, from time to time, circulate among her appre-
hensive admirers

;
or that the usual ill-compliincnt should br

paid to her sex of supposing that wealth must l*c the winner of
the prize. But, to the honour of her sex, which is. in general,

more disinterested than the other, it was found that neither

rank nor wealth had influenced her heart in it* election
; and She-

ridan (whose advances in courtship and in knowledge seem to

have been equally noUelew and triumphant) was the chosen
favourite of her, at vklM feel so many fortune* lay.”
“ In the year 1771, Miss Linlev suffered from the persecution

of a Captain Matthews, who, though a married man, so conti-
tinually annoyed her br his addresses, that the disgust thus ex-

cited, and “an increasing dislike to her profession, which made
her shrink more and more from the gaze of the many, in propor-

tion as she became devoted to the love of one, she adopted, early

in 1779, the romantic resolution of flj ing secretly to France, and
taking refuge in a convent,—intending, at the same time to in-

demnify her father, to whom she was bound till the age of 91,

by the surrender to him of part of the sum which Mr. Long hnd
settled upon her. Sheridan, who, it is probable, had been the

chief adt iser of her flight, was, of course, not slow in offering

to be the partner of it. His sister, whom he seems to have per-

suaded that his conduct in this affair arose solely from a wish to

serve Miss Linlev. as a friend, without any design or desire to

take advantage of her elopement, ns a lover, not only assisted

them with money out of her little fund for house expenses, but
gave them letters of introduction to a family with whom she had
been acquainted at St. Quentin. On the evening appointed

for their departure,—while Mr. Linlcy, his eldest son, and Miss
Maria Linlev, were engaged at a concert, from which the young
Cecilia herself had been, on a plea of illness, excused,—she was
conveyed by Sheridan in a sedan-chair from her father's house
in the Crescent, to a post-chaise which waited for them on the

London road, and in which she found a woman whom her lover

had hired, as a sort of protecting Minerva, to accompany them
in their flight. They were married at a little village not far

from Calais, about the latter end of March, 1779, by a priest

well known for his services on such occasions.**

“ So soon as Miss Linley’s marriage was avowed, Mr. Sheridan
withdrew her not only from public performance, but altogether

from her profession ; she, however, continued, upon the terms
of friendship, to cliann, by her exquisite vocal powers, the cir-

cles in which she moved ; where her other delightful qualities

appear to have been equally conspicuous as tier musical talents.

“ Mrs. Sheridan, now retired into private life, was the soul of

every society in which she mixed, and in her domestic relations

was not less respected than beloved. Of her attainments and
elegant turn of mind, many proofs might be adduced ; hut the

following from Mr. Moore's second volume, will be sufficient to

shew that her genius and taste were not limited to a single art

;

that mure than one of the Muses presided over her birth. The
verses were written on the death of her favourite sister, Mrs.
Tick ell. Mr. Moore has thus prefaced them :

—

“The passionate attachment of Mrs. Sheridan to this sister, and
die deep grief with which she mourned her loss, are expressed
in a poem iff her own so touchingly, that, to those who lore the

language of real feeling, I need not apologise for their introduction

here. Poetry, in general, is but a cold interpreter of sorrow •

and the more it displays its skill, as an art, the less it is likely to

nation which has produced a Purcell, an Arne, a Boyce,
an Arnold, a Dibdin, a Shield, and names equally illus-

trious, but now neglected, except by the discerning few,
need never bow its head, but may start once again into

musical existence, and raise its crest higher than ever

among the musical nations.

do justice to nature. I n writing these verse*, however, thejwork-
manship was forgotten m the subject

;
and the critic, to feel them

as he ought; should forget his own craft in reading them.

Written m the Spring of the Year 1788.

“ The hour* and day® pass on ;—sweet Spring return®.

And whispers comfort to the heart that mourns
;

liut not to mine, whose dear and cherished grief

Asks for indulgence, but ne’er hopes relief.

For, ah, can changing seasons e’er restore

The |ov*d companion I must still deplore ?

Shall all the wisdom of the world combin'd
Erase thy image, Mary, from my mind,

Or bid me hope from others to receive

The fond affceiion thou alone could'st give ?

Ah no, idt best belov’d, thou still shall be

My friend, my sister, nil the world to me.
“ With lender woe sad memory wooe* back time,

And paints the seem** when youth w&* in its prime ;

The craggy hill, where rocks, with wild flowers crown’d,
Burst from the luuti'l copse or verdant ground ;

Where sportive Nature every form assumes.

And, gaily lavish, wastes a thousand blooms;
Where oft we heard the echoing hills repeat

Our untaught strains and rural ditties sweet,

Till purpling clouds proclaim’d the closing day.

While distant streams detain’d the parting ray.

Then, on some mossy stone we*d sit us dow n,

And watch the changing sky and shadows brown.

That swiftly glided o'er the mead below.

Or in some fancied form descended slow.

How oft, well pleas’d each other lo adorn.

We stripp'd tl»o blossoms from the fragrant thorn,

Or caught the violet w here, in humble oed,

A iham\t of its own sweets it hung its head.

But, oh, what rapture Mary’s eyes would speak.

Through her dark hair Imw rosy glow'd her cheek.

If in her playful search, she saw appear

t The first-blown cowslip of the opening year.

Thy gales, oh Spring, tlicn whisper’d life and joy p—
Now mwn'rt wakes, thy pleasures to destroy.

And all thy beaut**** serve but to renew
Regret* too keen for reason to subdue.

Ah me ! while lender recollections rise,

The ready tears obscure my sadden’d eyes,

And, while surrounding objects they conceal.

Her form belov’d the trembling drops reveal.
** Sometimes the lovely, blooming girl 1 view.

My youth's companion, friend for ever true.

Whose looks, the sweet expressions of a heart

So gaily innocent, so void of an,
With soft attraction whisper'd blessings drew
From all who stopp’d her beauteous face to view.

Then, in the dear croniestic scene I mourn.

And weep past pleasures never to return

!

There, where each gentle virtue lov'd to rests

la the pure mansion of my Mary’s breast.

Tin* days of social happiness axe o*cr,

Tlte voice of lutnuonv is licard no more

;

No more her graceful tenderness shall prove

The wife's fond duty or the parent's love.

Those eyes that brighten’d with maternal pride,
’

As her sweet infants wanton’d by Her side,

T«« my sad fate to see. for ever cloae

On life, on love, the world, and all its woes

;

To watch the slow disease, with hopeless rare.

And veil in painful amites my heart's despair

;

To see her droop, with restless languor weak.

While fatal beauty mantled in her cheek.

Like fresh flow’rs, springing from some mouldering clay,

Cherish’d by death, and blooming from decay.

Yet, though oppress'd by ever-varying pain.

The gentle sufferer scarcely would complain*
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In 1774, Mr. Cfarisi. Smith, once the friend and iidr-

menxix of Handel, declared bis intention of retiring from

the management of the oratorios ; on which occasion Mr.

Sheridan thus wrote to his father-in-law, Mr. Unley :

—

“ Mr. Stanley was with me a day nr two ago on the

subject of the. oratorios. 1 find Mr. Smith has declined,

and as retiring to Bath. Mr. Stanley informed me that

on his applying to the king for the continuance of his

favour, be was desired by his majesty to make me an

offer of Mr. Smith’s situation and partnership in them,

and that he should continue his protection, &c.—I de-

clined the matter very chilly and very peremptorily. I

should imagine that Mr. Stanley would apply to you ;

—

1 started the subject to him, and said you had twenty

Mrs. Sheridans more. However, be said very little :

—

if he does, and you wish to make an alteration in your
system at once, 1 should think you may stand in Smith’s

place. 1 would not listen to him on any other terms,

and 1 should think the king might be made to signify his

Hid every sigh, each trembling doubt reprov'd,

To spate tt |ui»g to those fond Itrutu she lov’d.

And often, in short intervals ofease.
Her kind and cheerful spirit strove to please

;

Whilst we, alas! unable to refuse

The sad delight we were so soon to kwr,
Treasur'd each word, each kind expression claim'd,—
‘ Tsai me she look'd at,’

—
* it was me she nam'd.'

Thus fondly soothing grief, too great to bear.

With mournful eagerness and j< ulna* care.
“ But soon, alas 1 from hearts with sorrow worn

Ev’n this last comfort was for ever torn :

That mind, the sent of wisdom, genius, taste.

Tin* cruel hand of sickness now laid waste;
Subdued with pain, it shar'd the common lot,

All, all iti lovely energies forgot!

Tlie husband, parent, sister, knelt in vain.

One recollecting look alone to gain :

The shades of night her beaming eye* obscured.

And Nature, vanquish'd, no sharp pain endur’d ;

Calm and serene—till the last trembling breath
Wafted an angel from the bed of death!

Oh, if the soul, releas'd from mortal cares,

Views the sad scene, the voice of mourning hears,

Then, dearest saint, didst thou thy lirav’n forego,

Lingering on earth in pity to our woe.
Tnas thy kind influence sooth'd our minds to peace,
And bade our vain and telAsh murmurs cease ;

Tvas thv soft ssnilr, that gave the worshipp'd clay

Of thy bright essence oar celestial my.
Making e'en death so beautiful, that we,

Gating on it, forgot our misery.

Then—pleasing thought !—ere to the realms of light

Thy franchis’d spirit took its happy flight.

With fond regard, perhaps thou saw'M me bend
O'er the cold relics of my Iwort’s licit friend,

And heartfst me swear, whHe her dear band I prest,

And tears of agony bedew'd my breast.

For her lov'd sake to act the mother* * part.

And take her darling ro fruits to my heart.

With tendereat care tiieir youthful minds improve,
And guard iter treasure with } >»>uJ.ectin** love.

Once more look down, blest creature, and behold
These arms the precious innocents enfold

;

Assist my erring nature to fulfil

The sacred trust, and ward off every ill

!

And, oh, let her, who is my dearest can*.

Thy blest regard and hrarrnly influence share

;

Teach roe to form her pure and artless mind,
Like thine, its true, as innocent, a* kind.

That when some fuinrr day my hopes shall bless,

And every voice her virtue shall roofless.

When my fond licart delighted hears her praise.

As with oDonascious loveliness she strays.

* Such,' let me say, with tears of joy the while,
* Such was the sutures* of my Mary's smile

;

pleasure for such an arrangement. On this yon will

reflect, and if any nay strikes you that 1 can move in it,

I need not Add how happy I shall be in its success.”

in cou r equeue*; of thin Mr. Litiley joined Mr. Stanley
in carrying on these performances during the l ent season.

We shall here again avail ourselves of Mr. Moore's
recently-published biography of Mr. Sheridan—a work
of great interest, and inimitably executed—for the pur-

pose of giving some account of the Duenna, for which
Mr. Liuley, in coujunetion with his son Thomas, selected

and composed the music.
44 As every thing connected with the progress of a

work, which is destined to be long the delight of Eng-
lish ears, must naturally have a charm for English
readers, 1 feel happy in being enabled to give, from
letters written at the time by Mr. Sheridan himself to

Mr. Liuley, some details relating to their joint adapta-
tion of the music, which, judging from my own feelings,

1 cannot doubt will be interesting to others.

* Such wm Aar yowtli, *o blithe, no rosy *w«rt P

* And Mich Krr mind, unpractu-M in deceit

;

4 With artlc** elegance, unstudied grace,
4 Thus did #A* guio in every heart a place!'

** Then, while the deur remembrance 1 bobold,
Time shall steal on, nor tell me f am old,
Till, nature wearied, each fond duty o’er,

I join my Angel Friend—to part no more!**

44 In the year 1792, after a long illness, which terminated in

consumption, Mrs. Sheridan died at Bristol, in the thirty-eighth

year of her age.
" There has seldom, perhaps, existed a finer combination of all

those Qualities that attract both eye and heart than this accom-
plished and lovely person exhibited. To judge by what we
hear, it was impossible to tee her without admiration, or know
her without love

;
and a late Bishop used to tay that * sire

sectucd to him the connecting link between woman and angel 1"’

•

" The devoteduess of affection, too, with which she was re-
garded, not only by her own father, and sinters, but by all her
husband s family, shewed that her fascination was of that best
kind w hich, like charity, ‘ begins at home and that, while
Iter beauty and music enchanted the world, she had charms more
intrinsic and lasting for those who came nearer to her. We
have already seen with what pliant sympathy she followed her
husband through his various pursuits,—identifying herself with
the politician as warmly and readily ns with the author, and
keypmg Love still attendant on (ienius through all his trans-
formations. As the wife of tire dramatist and manager, we find

her calculating the receipts of the house, assisting in the adap-
tation ofher husband's opera, nnd reading over the plays Bent m
by dramutic candidates. As the wife of the senator and orator
we see her, with no leg* real, making extracts from state-papers,

and copying out ponderous jmmphlcts,—entering with all her
heart and soul into the detail* of elections, and even endea-
vouring to fathom the mysteries id' the Funds. The affectionate
and sensible care with which she watched over, nut onlv her own
children, but those which her beloved sister, Mrs. TickeU, con-
fided to her, in dying, give* the finish to this picture of domestic
usefulness. Wlirn it is recollected, too, that the person thus
houielily employed was gifted with every charm that could
adorn nnd delight society, it would be difficult, perhaps, to find

any where a inure perfect example of that happy mixture of
utility and ornament, in which all that is prised by the husband
and the lover combines, and which renders womau what the

Sacred Fire was to the Parsecs,—not only «ui object of ado-
ration on their altars, but a source of warmth and comfort to
their hearts.”

w Jackson of Exeter, too, giving a description of l«*r, in some
Memoirs of his own Life that were never published, said that to see
her, as she stood singing beside him at the piano-forte, wo* “ like

looking into the face of on apgel.n

2 L 2
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“ Mr. Linley was at this time at Bath, and the follow-

ing letter to him is dated in October, 1776, about a month
or five weeks before the opera was broughtout :—
•'Dear Sir,—We received your songs to-day, with which

we are exceedingly pleased. I shall profit by your proposed al-

terations
;

but I'd have you to know that we are much too

chaste in London to admit such strains as your Hath spring in-

spires. We dare not propose a peep beyond the ancle on any
account : fur the critics in the pit at a new play arc much greater

prudes than the ladies in the boxes. Betsey intended to have
troubled you with some music for correction and I with some
stanzas, hut an interview with Harris to-dav has put me
from the thoughts of it, and bent me upon a much more impor-

tant petition. You may easily suppose it is nothing else than

what I said I would not ask in my last. But, iu short, unless

you ran give us three days iu town, I fear our opera will stand

a chance to be ruined. Harris is extravagantly sanguine of its

success a* to plot and dialogue, which is to be rehearsed next
Wednesday at the theatre. They will exert thrmsrlvrs to the

utmost in the scenery, &c., but I never saw anyone so discon-

certed as he was at the idea of thrre being no ouc to put them
in the right way as to music. They have no one there whom
he lias any opinion of—ns to Fisher (one of the managers) he

don't chouse he should meddle with it. He entreated me in the

most pressing terms to write instantly to you, nnJ wanted, if lie

thought it could be any weight, to write himself. Is it impossi-

ble to contrive this ? couldn't you leave Tom to superintend the

concert for a few days ? If you can manage it, you will really

do me the greatest service in the world. As to the state of the

music, 1 want but three mure airs, but there are sume glees and
quintetts in the last act, that will be inevitably ruined, if we
have no one to set the performers at least in the right way.
Harris has set his heart so much on my succeeding in this appli-

cation, that he still flatters himself we may have a rehearsal of

the music in Orchard-street to-morrow se nnight. Every hour's

delay ts a material injury both to the opera and the theatre, so

that if you can come and relieve us from this perplexity, the re-

turn of the post must only forerun your arrival ; or (what will

make us much happier) might it not bring you f 1 dull say

nothing at present about the lady * with the soft look and man-
ner,* because I am full of more than hopes ofseeing you. For the

same reason I shall delay to speak about (i
;
only this much

I will say, that I am more than ever positive I could make good
my part of the matter

;
but that 1 still remain an infidel us to

G.'s retiring, or parting witli his share, though I confess he
seems to come closer to the point in naming his price,

'* Your ever sincere and affectionate
'* B. B. Si! Kill DAN."

“ On the opposite leaf of ibis letter is written, in Mrs.
S.'s hand writing

—

" Dearest father, I shall have no spirits or hopes of the opera,

unless we see
y
ou.

44 Eliza Ann Sheridan."

“ In answer to these pressing demands, Mr. IJnlcy, as

appears by the following letter, signified his intention of

being in town ns soon as the music should be put in re-

hearsal. In the instructions here given by the poet to the

musician, we may perceive that he somewhut apprehend-
ed, even in the tasteful hands of Mr. Liiiley, that pre-

dominance of harmony over melody, and of noise over

both, which is so fatal to poetry and song, in their

perilous alliance with an orchestra. Indeed, those ele-

phants of old, that used to tread down the ranks they

were brought to assist, were but a type of the havoc that

is sometimes made bulb of melody and meaning by the

overlaying aid of accompaniments.
44 Dear Sir,—Mr. Harris wishes so much for us to get you

to town, that I could not at first convince him that your proposal

of not coming till the music wa* in rehearsal was certainly the

best, as you could stay but so short a time. The truth is, that

wbat you mention of toy getting a mas'er to teach the per-

formers is the very point where the matter sticks, there being no
such person as a master among them. Harris is sensible there

ought to be such a person ; however, at present, every body
sings there according to their own ideas, or what chance instruc-
tion they can come at. We arc, however, to follow your plan
in the matter ; but ran at no rate relinquish the hopes of seeing
you in eight or ten days from the date of this

;
when the music

(by the specimen of expedition vou hare given me) will be ad-
vanced as far as you mention. The parts are all writ out and
doubled, &c„ as we go on, as I have assistance from the theatre

witli me.
"Mr intention was to have closed the first act with a song,

hut I find it is not thought so well. Hence I trust you with on©
of the enclosed papers ; and, at the same time, you must excuse
my impertinence in adding an idea of the cast I would wish
the music to have

;
as I think ( have heard you say you nerer

heard Leoni, and 1 cannot briefly explain to you the character
and situation of Slur persons on the stage with him. The first

(a dialogue between Quick and Mn. Mattocks), 1 would wish
to be a pert, sprightly air ; for, though some of the words
mayn't seem suited to it, I should mention that they are neither
of them in earnest in wbat they say. Leoni takes it up se-
riously, and I want him to show himself advantageously in the
six lines, beginning ‘Gentle maid.* 1 should tell you/ that he
sings nothing well but in a plaintire or pastoral style; and his

voice is such as appears to me always to be hurt by much ac-
companiment. I have observed, too, that he nerer gets so much
applause as when he makes a cadence. Therefore my idea is,

that he should make a flourish at * Shall I grieve thee and re-

turn to ‘ Gentle inaid,' and so sing that part of the tune again
After that, the two last lines, sung by the three, with the per-
sons only varied, may get them off with as much spirit as pos-
sible. 'Fhe second act ends with a slow glee, therefore I should
think the two last lines in (mention had better be brisk, espe-
cially as Quick and Mrs. Mattocks arc concerned in it.

14 The other is a song of Wilson's in the third act. I hare
written it to your tunc, w hich you put some words to, begin-

ning, 1 Prithee, nrithre, pretty man!' I think it will do vastly

well for the words : Don Jerome sings them when he is in par-
ticular spirits

;
therefore the tune is not too light, thougn it

might seem so by the last stanza—but he does not mean to he
grave there, atid I like particularly the returning to *Othe
days when I was young!* We have mislaid the notes, but Tom
remembers it. If you don’t like it for words, will you give us

one ? but it must go back to 4 O the days/ and be funny. I

have not done troubling you yet, but must wait till Monday.**

14 A subsequent letter contains further particulars of
their progress.

44 Dear Sir.—Sunday evening next is fixed for our first mu-
sical rehearsal, and I was in great hopes wc might have com
pletcd the score. The songs you hare sent up of 4 Banna's
Banks,’ and 4 Deil take the Wars,* I had made words for before

they arrived, which answer excessively well ; and this was my
reason for wishing for the next in the same manner, as it saves

so much time. They are to sing ‘Wind, gentle evergreen,' just

as you sing it (only with other words), and 1 wanted only such
support from the instruments, or such joining in, as you should

think would help to set off and assist the effort. I codose the

words I had made for * Wind, gentle evergreen,' which will he
sung, as n catch, by Mrs. Mattocks, Dubcllniny, and Leoni. I

don't mind the words not fitting the notes so well as the original

ones. 4 How merrily we live,' and * Let’s drink and let's sing,*

are to be sung by a company of friars over their wine. The
words will be parodied, and the chief effect must arise from
their being known ; for the joke will be much less for these

jolly fellows to sing any thing new, than to give wbat the au-
dience are used to annex the idea of jollity to. For the other

tilings Betsy mentioned, I only wish to have them with such ac-
companiment m you would put to their present words, and!
shall have got words to my liking for them by the time they

reach me.
“ My immediate wish at present is to give the performers

their parts in the music (which they expect on Suuuay night),

and for any assistance the orchestra can give to help the effect
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of the gleet, he., that may be judged of and added at n re •

hearsnl, or, as you say, on inquiring l»nw they have been done ;

though I don't think it follows that what Dr. Arne’s method is

must be the best. If it were possible for Saturday and Sunday's

post to bring us what we asked lor in our last letters, and what I

now enclose, we should still go through it on Sunday, and the per-

formers should have their parts complete bv Monday night. We
have had our rehearsal of the speaking part, and are to have

another on Saturday. I want Dr. Harrington's catch, but, as

the sense must be the same, l ant at a loss how to put other

words. Can't the under part A smoky house,* he.) be sung
bv one person and the other two change ? The situation is

—

Ouick and Dubellatny, two lovers, carrying away Father Paul
rlicinold) in great raptures, to marry them:—the Friar has be-

fore warned them of the ills of a married life, and they break

out into this. The catch is particularly calculated for a stage

effect ; but I don't like to take another person's words, and I

don’t sec how l can put others, keeping the same idea (‘of seven

squalling brats,' &e.) in which the whole affair lies. However,
I shall he glad of the notes, with Remold's part, if it is possi-

ble, as I mentioned.
“ I hare literally and really not had time to write the word*

of any thing more first and tlten send them to you, ami this

obliges me to use this apparently awkward way.

“The enclosed are the words for “ Wind, gentle evergreen

a passionate song fur Matlocks, and another for Miss Brown,
which solicit to be clothed with melody by you, and are all I

want. Mattocks'* I could wish to be a broken, passionate affair,

and the first two lines may be recitative, or what you please,

uncommon. Miss Brown sings hers in a joyful moon
;
we

want her to show* in it a* much execution aB she is capable of,

whic h i* pretty well
;
and, for variety, we want Mr. Simpson's

hautboy to cut a figure, with replying passages, &c., in the way
of Fisher’s Mfcrwi, il htl idol mio/ to abet which 1 have lugged
in 'Echo/ who is always allowed to play her^part, I have not
a moment more. Yours ever sincerely.*’

“ The next and last extract i shall give at present is

from a letter, daled November 2, 1775, about three

weeks before the first representation of the opera.”

“Our music is now all finished and rehearsing, but we are

greatly impatient to see you. We hold your coning to be ne-

cessary beyond conception. You say you are at our service

after Tuesday next ; then 4
1 conjure you by that you do pos-

sess,’ in whirli I include all the powers that preside over har-

mony, to come next Thursday night (this day se’nnight), and
we will fix a rehearsal for Friday morning. From what I see

of their rehearsing at present, 1 am become still more anxious
to see you.

“ We have received all your songs, and are vastly pleased

with them. You misunderstood me as to the hautboy song ; 1

had not the least intention to fix on ‘ Bel idol mio.' However,
1 think it is particularly well adapted, and, 1 doubt not, will

have a great effect.
•••*•**

“ On the 2 1st of November, 1775, The Duenna was
performed at Covent-g&rdeu, and the following is the

original cast of the characters :

—

Don Ferdinand
Isaac Mendoza
Don Jerome
Don Antonio
Father Paul

Lopes
Don Carlos
Francis .

Lay Brother

Donna Ix>ui«a

Donna Clara

The Duenna

Mr. Mattock**
Mr. Quick.
Mr. Wilton.
Mr. DuheUamy .

Mr. Mahon.
Mr. JfVtrWcer.
Mr. Leom.
Mr. Fox.
Mr. Baker.
Mm. Mattock*

.

Min Brown.
Aim. Green.

“ The run of this opera has, 1 believe, no parallel in

the annals of the drama. Sixty-three nights was the

career of The Beggars* Opera ; but The Duenna was acted

no less than seventy- five times during the season, the

only intermissions being a few days at Christmas, and
the Fridays in every week ;—the latter on account of

Leoni, who, being a Jew, could not act on those nights.”

It was about this time, that Mr. Linley became a

joint-paten tee of Drury-lane theatre, with his son-in-

law, Mr. Sheridan ;
and in consequence of this weighty

enterprise, it became necessary for him to quit his occu-

pations at Hath, and reside in Loudon. Here, for

several years, he had the sole conducting of the operatic

department in that concern, and the public were every

season gratified with fresh productions of his genius.

The history of Mr. Linley’s purchase of a share in the

first of our national theatres, particularly in junction

with so distinguished a character as Mr. Sheridan, is too

interesting to require any apology for introducing it here,

in the words of Mr. Moore.
w Towards the close of the year 1775, it was under-

stood that Garrick meant to part with his moiety of the

patent of Drury-lane theatre, and retire from the stage,

lie was then in the sixtieth year of his age, and might

possibly have been influenced by the natural feeling, so

ncautifully expressed for a great actor of our own time

by our greatest living writer :

—

——“ Higher duties crave
Some space between the theatre and the grave $

That, like lire Homan in ilw Capitol,

1 may adjust my mantle, ere 1 fall,”

“ The progress of the negotiation between him and
Mr. Sheridan, which ended in making the latter patentee

and manager, cannot better be traced than in Sheridan’s

own letters, addressed at the time to Mr. Linley, and
most kindly placed at ray disposal by Mr. William
Linley

41 Sunday, Dec. SI, 1 77.5.

“ Dear Sir,—T was always one of the slowest letter-writer#

in the world, though I have had more excuses than usual for my
delay in this instance.* The priucipat matter of bnsiricis, on
which I was to have written to you, related to our embryo ne-
gotiation with Garrick, of which f will now give you an account.

“Since you left town, Mrs. Ewart has been so ill, as to con-
tinue near three weeks at the point of death. This, of course,

has prevented Mr. E. front seeing any body on business, or from
accompanying me to Garrick's. However, about ten days ago,

I talked the matter over with hitn by myself, and the result was,

appointing Thursday evening last to meet him, and to bring
Ewart, which I did atrordingly. On the whole of our conver-
sation that evening, I began (for the first time) to tliiuk him
really serious itt the business. He still, however, kept the re-

serve of giving the refusal toColman, though at the same time
lie did [not hesitate to assert his confidence that Colman would
decline it. I was determined to push him on this point, (as it

was really farcical for us to treat with him under such an eva-
sion,) and at Inst he promised to put the question to ('olnian,>

and to give me a derisive answer by the ensuing Sunday (to-

day). Accordingly, within this hour, I have received a note

from him, which (as 1 meant to show it my father) I here tran-

scribe for you.

“ * Mr. Garrick presents hn compHmen'* to Mr. Sheridan, awl a*
he it obliged to go into the country far three day, he t/iouhi hr glad
to tee him upon his return to town, either on It'cdnesJuy about 6 or
7 <>'cloth, or ichenrter he please*. The party has no objection to the
whole, hut chooses no partner but Mr. G.—\ot a word of this yet.

Mr. G. sent a messenger on jmrpase ft. c. to Caiman), He would
call upon Mr. S. hut he is confined at home. Your name it upon
our list/ **

“This decisive answer may be taken two ways. However,
as Mr. G. informed Mr. Ewart and me. that he had no authority

or pretensions to treat for the whole, it appears to me that Mr.
’ Garrick's meaning in this note is, that Mr. Colman declines the
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purchase ofMr. Garrick'% share, which is t lie point in debate, and

JJ*
only part at present to be sold. I shall, therefore, wait on

C. at the time mentioned, and. if I understand him right, we
shall certainly without delay appoint two men of business and
the law to meet on the matter, and come to a conclusion without
further delay.

••Jccardimjr to his demand, the whole is valued at 70,030/.

He appear* very shy of letting his book* be looked into, as the
test of the profits on this sum, but says it must be, in its nature,
a purchase on speculation. However, he has promised me a
rough estimate, of Hi own, of the entire receipts for the last
•even rear*. But, after all, it must certainly be a purchase on
speculation without moneys worth being matte out. One point
he soleinnlv avers, which », that he will never part with it under
the price above-mentioned.

' Thj* w *11 I call say on the subject till Wcdnewlav. th.mgh
I can t help adding, that I think we m it; tit rafily give five ihuu-
*aii<l pound, more on this purchase than richer people. The
whole 'allied at 70.000/ the annual interest is 3,JOY. ; while this
u cleared, the proprietors are wife.—hut I think it mu»t be
infernal management indeed that dues not double it.“ • auppow Mr. Stanley hat written to yon relatire to your
oratorio orchestra. The demand, I reckon, will be diminished
one-third, and the appearance remain very handsome, which, if
the other affair takes place, you will find vour account in ; and,
if you discontinue your partnership with Stanley at Drury Lane,’
the orchestra may revert to whichever wants it, on the other’s
paying his proportion for the use of it this vear. This is Mr.
Garrick's idea, and, as he says, might in that case be settled by
arbitration. 1

* My best love and the compliments of the season to all voor
fire-side. Vour grandson it a very magnificent fellow.

“ ‘ our» *w sincerely, R. fl. Sheridaw."

* January 4, 1778.
" Dear Sir,—

I

left Garrick last night too late to write to
you. He haa offered Colman the refusal, and showed me his
answer ; which was (as in the note) that he was willing to pur-
chase the whole, but would have no partner but Garrick. On
this, Mr. Garrick appointed a meeting with his partner, young
Leasy. ( Lacy, ) and, in pretence of their solicitor, treasurer, lie.,
declared to him that he was absolutely on the point of settling]
and, if he was willing, he might have the same price for hit
share; but if he (Least) would not sell, Mr. Garrick would,
instantly, to another party. The result was, Lease s declaring
his intention of not parting with his share. Of this Garrick
again informed dolman, who immediate]'- gave up the matter.
" Garrick was extremely explicit, and,' in short, wc came to a

final resolution. So that, if the neeessarr matters are nude nut
to all our satisfactions, we may sign and' seal a previous agree-
ment within a fortnight.

•*I meet him again to-murrow evening, whrn we are to name
a day for a conveyancer on our side, to meet bis solicitor, H aJ-
lacs. 1 have pitched on a Mr. Phins, at the rci-ommendatinti
and by the advice of Dr. Ford. The three first steps to be
taken are these.—our lawyer is to look into the titles, tenures,
&c. of the house and adjoining estate, the extent and limitations
of the patent, &c. We should then employ a builder i’l think.
Mr. Collins) to survey the state and repair in which the whole
premises are, to which G, entirely assents. Mr. G. will then
give us a fair and attested estimate from his books of what the
profits have been, at an average, for these last seven years.
This he hat shewn me in rough, and valuing the property at
70,000/.. the interest has exceeded ten per cent.
“ Wc should, after this, certainly, make an interest to get the

king's promise, that while the theatre is well conducted, in ., he
wilt grant no patent for a third,—though G. seems confident that
he never will. If there is any truth in professions and appear-
ances. G. seems likely always to continue our friend, and to girc
every assistance in bis power.

" The method of our sharing the purchase, I should think,
may be thus,— 1Cwart to take in.ooofi, you 10,

000/., and I

10
,
000/.—Dr. Ford, agrees, with the greatest pleasure, to em-

bark the other five; and, if you do not ehoure to venture so
much, will, I dare say, share It with you. Kwart is preparing

*

his raonev, and I have .certainty of my part. We shall have «very useful ally m Hr . Furrl ; and m v father offer* hi* service#
on our own tends. H’e cannot unite Garrick to our intercut* too
finuly

; and I am convinced his influence will bring Lenar to o«r
term*, if he should be ill-adxised enough to desire to interfere
in what he ir totally unqualified for.

i

^ *?' exoe*^nf hurried at present, so cxrm» omiaarons, anddo not nag, whrn wc come to the point. I ll answer for it. we
shall see many golden campaigns.

“Yours ewer, IL B. Shbridax.
“ Yon have heard. I suppose, that Foote is likely never toshow his face again.'*

^January 31st, OTf,
Ubar Sir, I am glad you have found a person who will let

you have the money at 4 per cent. The security will be very
clear

;
but, as there is some degree of risk, as iu the case of fire

I think 4 per cent, uncommonly reasonable.—It will scarcely
be any advantage to pay it off. ’for your houses and chapeL I
suppose, bnng in much more. Therefore, while you can raisemoney at 4 per cent, on the security of vour theatrical share
only, j-ou will be right to alter, as liulc as you can, the present
disposition of your property.
“As to your quitting Bath, I cannot see whv you should

doubt a moment about it. Surely, the undertaking in which you
embark such a sum as I0,0(>0/. ought to be the chief object of
your attention—and, supposing you dkl not choose to give up all
your time to the theatre, you may certainly employ yourself
more profitably in London than in Bath. But, if you are willing
(m I suppose ^'ou will be) to make the theatre the great object
ot yotir attention, rely on it you mav lay aside every doubt of
not finding your account in it ; for ’the fact is, we shall have
nothing but our own equity to consult in making and obtaining
any demand for exclusive trouble. Leasy is utterly unequal to
any department in the theatre. He has an opinion of me, and

‘VffT wiulnr to let the whole burthen and ostcnsibility be taken
off his shoulders. But I certainly should not give up iny time
and labour (for his superior advantage, haring so much greater
a share) without some exclusive advantage. Yet, I should by
no means make the demand till I had shewn myself equal to the
task. My father purposes to be with us but one year; and that
only to give me what advantage he can from his experience.
He certainly must be paid for his trouble, and so certainly must
you. You have experience and character equal to the line von
would undertake

; and it never can enter into any body's head
that you were to give your time or aay part of vour attention
gratis, because you bad a share in the theatre.

'

I have spoke
on this subject both to Garrick and Leasy, and too will find no
demur on any side to your gaining a certain income from the
theatre—greater, I think, than you eonld make oat of h—and in
this the theatre will be acting only for its own advantage. At
the Mine time you may always make leisare few a few wdert scho-
lars, whose intern* may also serve the greater cause of your
patentee-chip.

" You must nut regard the report* in the paper about a third
theatre—that’* ail nonsense.

” Betsey s and my love to all. Your grandson astonishes
ererv body by hix vivacity, hi* talent* lor musk and poetry, and
the moat perfect integrity of iniird.

“ Your, most rincrrely, R. R. Sunum*!*."

“ In the folio" mg June the contract with Garrick was
perfected ; and, in a paper drawn up by Mr. Sheridan,
many years after, J find the shares of the respective
purchasers thus stated ;

—

Mr. Sheridan, twu-foartcenths of the whole 10,0007.
Mr. Lin ley, ditto 10.000/.

Dr. Ford, 3 ditto lfi,oooL
“ Mr. Kwart, it will be perceived, though originally

mentioned u, one of the parties, had no concern in the
final arrangement.”
The success of the Duenna was a sufficient inducement

to Mr. Linley to strike the lyre again
;
and hi a few years

he produced, in bis own theatre, tbe idllowing pieces,
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all of which had their doe share of popularity : The
Carnival of Venter ; Salima amt Azov (from the 1 retieh)

;

Tht Camp, one of Sheridan’s best operas, and, we be-

lieve, his second production ; The Spanish Maid ; The
Stranges at Home

,
Loo* in the Oui

;

and several other

works of less reputation, and less pretensions to it. All
these productions, but more especially the Duenna,

Selinsa, and the Carnival, exhibited every proof that the

most fastidious criticism could require of the abundant
fancy, judgment, and skill of the composer. His minor
pieces we have not thought it necessary to enumerate

;

but the music of one of them, Robinson Crusoe
,
that de-

light of the young and the old, we mast mention ; it is

not easy to forget the accompaniments to the business of
the first part of that ixipulnr piece, which are at once
so appropriate, original, and effective in elucidating the
dramatic action of that best of ballets. Another of the
delightful effects of Mr. Linley’s unwearied industry, was
his adding harmonies and orchestral accompaniments to

the songs of The Beggar's Opera. Before this admira-
ble improvement, the treble only, ami a weak and often
incorrect bass were all that accompanied those beautiful

specimens of simple English song , but from his labours
they have now all the advantages of a full orchestra, and
every variety of instrumental illustration.

Mr. Unley's next work was his Six Elegies, produced
while he was residing at Bath. Dr. Burney, in his
history, has especially pointed out these to the" notice of
the cognoscenti : no small compliment from a man who
certainly had not a very strong predilection for the
English school.

Twelve ballads by the subject of this Memoir were
published a short time after the untimely death of his
favourite son Thomas. The first of them,"- I sing of the
days that are gone," evidently refers to that mournful
loss. These are, perhaps, too decidedly and purely Eng-
lish in their simplicity of construction, to suit the taste of
the present day ; but it would be difficult to select any
compositions in so unpretending a style, which could com-
pare with them in spirit, simple pathos, and originality.
The works left at the deaih of ihc son and the fa-

ther. were collected and published a few years after
the decease of the latter. They are in two volumes, and
consist of a rich assemblage of songs, madrigals, elegies,
See. It is surprising that they remain almost entirely
unknown. One of these productions, however, by the
elder Linley, no lapse of time or change of taste will ever
consign to oblivion—bis madrigal on Cowley’s thoughtful
and delicious words, full of the very spirit and essence
of poetical idleness, and philosophical enjoyment of re-
treat from the stir of this busy world :

—

*' Let me, careless and unthoughtfu! lying,
Hear the soft winds above me flying"

This was evidently designed to display all the peculiar
excellences of Mias Linley s style of singing. It may bo
affirmed that there is not any madrigal superior, arid it
is equally certain that there are few pieces, in that pecu-
liar style of composition, which are equal to this delicious
native specimen of vocal harmony. This delightful effort
of bis genius is still performed a"t the Ancient Concerts,
and occasionally at the Catch amt Glee Clubs, arid is
heard with the same admiration which it originally com-
manded. J

Mr. Ijaley died in 1794, at his house in Sonthampton-
Street, Strand, and was buried in the same family vault

where his beloved and most celebrated daughters lie,

under the Cathedral of Well* : u monument, erected by
William I-inley, his youngest son, points out the spot

where rests all that remains, save his works, of Thomas
Linley the Elder.

As the untimely death of h»s eldest son, at the

early age of twenty-two, spread a melancholy gloom
over the remaining period of his father’s life, we will

briefly relate the circumstances of it. The late Duke of
Ancaster had extended his patronage to this promising

young man even from his childhood, and on his returning

from the Continent, be used occasionally, with his sisters,

to visit the Duke and Duchess at their seat at Grims-
thorpe, in Lincolnshire. During one of those visits, on
the 7th of August, 177S, it was proposed by some of the

young people who were there assembled, to enjoy the

pleasure ot sailing on a canal in the park, in a boat be-
longing to his Grace. Neither the Duke, the Duchess,

nor his sisters, were acquainted with this project, or

their prudence might have instilled some caution into

the young men. They went on board; the wind was
not high, bnt came in sudden gusts, and by one of

these the boat, before they could take in the sail, was
upset. Some of the young gentlemen saved themselves

by clinging to the keel, whilst Thomas Linley, who was
reputed a fine swimmer, made for the bank, to procure
such aid as might succour them. It was too fatal an ex-
periment! Encumbered by his clothes, and deceived as to

the width of the canal, tfie bank of which he had nearly

gained, he sank exhausted in the sight of his young com—
panions. The unhappy father’s grief at this afflicting

termination of all bis long-cherished hopes of a favourite

son, produced a brain fever, from which he ultimately

recovered, but was never restored again to the health
and happiness he had till then enjoyed. His son had
been the pride of his existence, the }>artner of his studies ;

his name had mingled with the father’s in a united re-
putation; he was the “ admired of all observers” of big
growing genius •; and these were bereavements which an
affectionate father did not, and which indeed he could
not, cease to mourn to the last hour of his life. Thomas
Linley the younger was buried in the aucestorial vault >f

the Duke, and was deeply lamented by him, as well as by
all who were acquainted with his worth.

William Linley, Esq., the youngest son, is living.

When young he was appointed, by Mr. Fox, to a writer-
ship at Madras, and subsequently filled the responsible
situations of provincial paymaster at Vellore, and sub-
treasurer at the presidency, Fort Si. George. He re-
turned earty, with an easy independence, and is known
to the public by many ingenious productions; the chief
of which is, his u Dramatic Songs of Shakspearc” a
work that shews not only great musical invention and
taste, but that clear perception of the meaning and
beauties of the great bard, which is but rarely to be
traced in those composers who have Attempted to set his
poetry to notes. Mr. W. Linley is also the author of
some literary works

; ami part of a very feeling elegy
written by him on the death of his sister, Mrs. Sheridan,
appears in the 2d volume of Mr. Moore’* recent work.

• He hod made himself rxcecdincly beloved and esteemed,
during his travel* in Italy and Germany ; Mozart knew him wrU,
and never spoke of him but with admiration and record. Wo may
also add here that the younger Linley composed the Overture to the
Duenna, as well as the opening song, u Tell pie, my lute/

1
and, we

believe, one or two other pieces.
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A CHARACTER

TV* wrt<r

i

ibiiwd by a iimii! viiUiooii* knave,
A bate mxtxiou* knave,* Kvrvj Iftli:- -**••••
O pnl ia every h<mo» linort a «Up,
To ia»b the i aatal naked throngk ike worltl.

To the Editor of the Harmonicon.

Sir,
I have long witnessed with equal surprise and in-

dignation the unchecked career of a foreign knave, who
by means of impudence, intrigue, and quackery, has con-
trived to palm himself on the musical world. So daring
is the audacity with which he obtrudes himself on the
public, that there is scarcely a musical assemblage of a
public kind which he does not infest ; and, to the great
disgrace of the Directors, with—1 blush when 1 insert
so respectable a name in a narrative of such atrocities

—

with tin? Archbishop of York at their head, he was suf-

fered to insult by his presence the large portion of the
rank and wealth of our country, assembled at tire recent
Festival at York; chilling by his daring hardihood the
pious and benevolent sentiments which the solemn scene
was otherwise so well calculated to inspire.

I had reason to believe that the blasted character, in-
nate viciousness, and continued villany of this man, had
been pretty notorious ; but it appears that 1 have been
mistaken—for who, knowing such facts, would tolerate in

public, or admit into their houses, the branded convict and
runaway galley-slave t Who, with their eyes open, would
sufTer the exulting bigamist to approach their daughters
in the sacred and confidential character of an instructor 1

Who, that had undertaken the awful responsibility of
forming the youthful mind, would depute their high and
solemn functions to an outcast felon /

Allow me, therefore, very briefly, to recapitulate some
of the pretensions of this notorious sw indler.

Passing over, for the present, his earlier pursuits

abroad, (to which he will probably have no objection,)

be it remembered that for his residence, here we are in-

debted to the discovery of a series of forgeries committed
by him on his most intimate friends, for whom he thus

procured the blessings of poverty, and the comforts of a
prison. Between the period of disclosure, and the visit

of the officers of police, a short ihterval occurred, which

be employed in stealing a horse and carriage, and started

off to Calais, where he sold his stolen goods, and shortly

afterwards appeared in London, as a professional gentle-

man ; setting up (in compliment, I presume, to our mora-
lity) as an instructor of our sons and daughters. When
cited before his own criminal tribunals, he, of course,

did not appear ; but he was tried, par coniumace , found

guilty, sentenced to be branded, condemned to the gal-

leys for life, and, being absent, his name was publicly

nailed to the pillory, in which he would have figured had

he been present.

Soon after his settlement in this country, he must be

married, forsooth
;
and married he was : and the caste

from which he made his selection was, perhaps, of all

others, the most projier for such a character to choose

from. To be sure, he had left a wife behind him ; a vir-

tuous, accomplished, and (notwithstanding her unfortu-

nate connexion with a scoundrel) a respectable lady, to

whom, and to her distinguished relative, lie is indebted for

what professional knowledge he possesses. That, however,

signified nothing ; when remonstrated with on the crnel-
ly of deserting his wife, and informed that bigamy is by
the laws of England punishable with transportalion, the
moral logician ably answered all scruples, by reminding
his informant that, being & condemned felon, he was dead
by the laws of his own country, and consequently no
longer liable to his marringe engagements ! The appear-
ance in tendon of his deserted wife certainly, for a mo-
ment, deranged his philosophy

; but he turned upon his
pursuer, and, by threats of immuring her in a mad-house,
and other expedients, he so seared the poor woman, that
she was glad to escape from a country in which she
doubted her personal safety.

1 forbear following this deprared, this heartless, this
profligate wretch through the details of his subsequent
conduct in London, lest in so doing I should remove the
veil that has hitherto concealed some of the painful
consequences resulting from misplaced and imprudent
confidence. But his attempts to deceive and impose
upon the world by the agency of an anonvmous writer,
specially retained to puff him off, to raise for him a
pretension to professional excellence, by writing down
artists as immeasurably above him in talent ns in cha-
racter, must be still in the recollection of most |jorsons
connected with the musical world; and still more re-
' cut is his audacious attempt to influence and dictate to
the whole metropolis, relative to one of our national
entertainments. A grand crash soon after followed—the
carriage and country-house were suspended during the
short period prescribed by law for a convenient white-
wash, and the old bird is again upon the wing, looking
out for new fools to become the dopes of his incurable
tilhny. ......

1 will not, at present, Mr. Editor, trespass further on
your patience with this disgusting subject, but should
circumstances require it, 1 w ill at a future lime furnish
you with a few details and authentic documents, to fill up
the outline 1 have here sketched, together with a clue to

the names of some parties whom it will surprise the
world to hear have been his associates and employers.

1 remain, your constant reader.

Detector.

A VISIT TO BEETHOVEN', m
./))) ,ov>'s/«r gVi
[Extract from a Mler writu-n by an English lad*

}

dated Vienna, October, 1825.]

• « • • •

The imperial library is the finest room I ever saw,

ami the librarian very agreeable and obliging. What
will you say when I tell you, that, after taking an iufinily

of trouble, he succeeded in obtaining for me an introduc-

tion to Beethoven,—who is exceedingly difficult of

access; but, in answer to the note requesting that 1

might be allowed to visit him, wrote

—

14 Avec le plus grand plaisir,je recevrai tme Jille da
Beethoven."

We went to Baden, a pretty little town in the Arch-

duchy of Austria, about fifteen miles S.W. of Vienna,

much frequented for its hot baths, (whence it derives its

name, similarly to our Bath), where the giant of living

composers—&s Mr. •••• always pleases me by calling

him—retires during the summer woutha.
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The people seemed surprised at our taking so much
trouble ; for, unaccountable as it may seem to those who
have any knowledge of, or taste for music, his reign in

Vienna is over, except in the hearts of a chosen few, with

whom, by-the-by, I have not yet met* ; and I was even
taught to expect a rough unceremonious reception. When
we arrived, nc had iost returned home, through a shower
of rain, and was changing his coat. I almost began to

be alarmed—alter all that 1 bad beard of bis l/ruu/uerie,

—lest be should not receive us very cordially : when he
came forlh from his tanclum, with a hurried step, and
apparently very nervous

; but he addressed us in so

gentle, so courteous, so sweet a manner, and with such a
truth in bis sweetness, that I only know Mr. ••••t with
whom he can be compared ;

whom he much resembles,
ju features, person, address, and also in opinions. He
is very short, extremely thin, and sufficiently attentive to

personal appearance. He observed, that ***• was
very fond of Ilaudel

; that he himself also loved him;
and proceeded for some time in eulogising that great

composer, I conversed with him in writing, for 1 found
it impossible to render myself audible ; and though this

was a very clumsy movie of communicating, it did not

much signify, as he talked on freely and willingly, and
did not wait for questions, or seem to expect long re-

plies. I ventured to express my admiration of his com-
positions, and, amongst others, praised his Adelaide, in

terms by no means too strong for my sense of its

beauties. He very modestly remarked, that the poetry
was beautiful.

Beethoven speaks good French—at least by comparison
with most other Germans—and conversed a little with
**** in Latin. He told us that he should have tpoken
English, but that his deafness had prevented his acquir-
ing more of our language than the power of reading it.

He said thnt he preferred English to French writers,

because “ ill son! vlui vrai." Thomson is his favorite

author, but his admiration of Shakspeare is very great

indeed.

When we were about to retire, he desired us to stop—
“ Je veux i ous dormer urt muvenir do moi." He then

went to a table in an adjoining room, and wrote two

lines of music—a little fugue, for the piano-forte,—and
presented it to me in a most amiable manner. He
afterwards desired that I would spell my name to him,

that he might inscribe his impromptu to me correctly.

He now took my arm, and lea me into the room where

he had written, that I might see the whole of his apart-

ment, which was quite that of an author, but perfectly

clean
;
and though indicating nothing like superfluity of

wealth, did not shew any want of either nseful furniture,

or neatness in arrangement. It must be recollected,

however, that this is his country residence, and that the

Viennese are not so costly or particular in their domestic

details as we English- 1 led him back very gently to a

room on the other side, in which was placed his grand

iano-forte, presented to him by Messrs. Broadwood:

ut be looked, 1 thought, melancholy at the sight of it,

• The Ufte of the people of fashion at V tenna is worthy of their

government ;
they at Ini* moment prefer C. Caerojr to Beethoven.

—When Mozart aa alive, and hi* opera* wero performing in that

city, the court and beau-monde actually patronised Salicrt, in op-
position to him '.—{RdHor.)

t A literary character, remarkable for the goodne** of hi» heart,

and the naivete of hia manner*.

VOL. III.

and said that it was very much out of order, for the
country tnner was exceedingly bad. He struck some notes

to convince me; nevertheless I placed on the desk the
page of MS. music which he had just given to me, and he
played it through quite simplv

;
but prefaced it by three

or four chords—such handfuls of notes ’.—that would
have gone to Mr. ••••'$ heart. He then stopped; and
I would not on any account ask for more, as I found that

he played without any satisfaction to himself.

Wo took leave of each other in a tone of, what in
France would be called, confirmed friendship

; and he
said, quite voluntarily, that if lie came to England, he
would certainly pay us a visit.

ON ENGLISH OPERAS.

7b the Editor of the Harmonicon.

The revival of Arne’s opera of Ariaxerxet at Covent-
garden theatre, during the present month, has given rise

to a variety of curious speculations and conjectures with
regard to the success of operas brought before the En-
glish public. I am fully aware that no composer was
ever so mad ns to say to himself, upon completing a com-
position for the theatre,

—

4 ‘ This is good music ; I am
sure the harmonies are sound, and the melodies Rowing
and natural, and therefore it must succeed.” Such
sentiments as these (although the conclusion might be
warranted from the premises) would display total igno-
rance of the nature of a theatrical audience. It is a
complete fallacy to suppose that the success of an
English opera is entirely owing to the goodness or bad-
ness of the composition : and if in fact, that rather im-
portant feature of an opera, the music, have any thing
at all to do with its success, we may attribute it rather
to the latter than the former quality. Few of your
musical readers who are frequenters of the theatre will

be inclined to doubt what I nave advanced, when they
reflect upon the motley assemblage of compositions
brought iorward for the entertainment of the town, from
the positively good to the absolutely execrable. We
have had at short intervals, in the full possession of
musical popularity, Der Freischiitz , Artaxerxes, Rob Roy9
Lilia , ana The Coronation, Perhaps it would not be possi-
ble to find a greater contrast than these pieces present t*

one another ; aud I will answer for it, that those parts
which should have been 44 damned beyond redemptied},”
have received the greatest share of applause. When
I hear of the musical taste of the public, 1 cannot help
smiling at such a misapplication of tne term.* The taMe of
the public is a mere chimera

;
it is true that boxes, pit,

and gallery, have their enthusiasm desperately excited by
a long shake on the octave-flute

; but further than this,

deponent saith not. The aforesaid shake on the octave-

flute is a most invaluable requisite in modem operatic

compositions; and my advice to a young composer is, that

if he have a cultivated shaker in the orchestra for which
he writes, that he make him shake through the whole of
the first act. This will procure a favourable hearing for

the second ; and if his invention then begin to flag, what
an invaluable and never-failiug resource be will find in

the carillons. 1 must not be accused of insensibility

in indulging a little merriment on w melancholy an
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occasion as that which will be the downfall of the hopes
of every legitimate musical aspirant. It is the tendency
of human nature to extract as much pleasure as possible
from things which lead rather the contrary way ; and
when the prospect is so very deplorable, tbe only refuge
is laughter.

We hare seen in a late opera, (Der Frcuck&xJ that
good music may be inveigled on tbe stage, and by the

assistance of a dexterous machinist may keep its place
there : but can any one be found so hardy as to affirm

that the incantation scene in that opera would huve been
tolerated for a quarter of an hour, unaccompanied by the
extraordinary exhibition of imps, devils, See., with which
the stage is crowded ?

In Arlaxerxts the whole dialogue is carried on in reci-

tative, accompanied by the orchestra. There is not a
single chorus in the original opera ;

and the interpola-

tions consist of a quartetto from Kduf and a finale by
Bishop. Is it an old prejudice in favour of Arne’s opera,

as genuine English music, which procures it so patient a
hearing? oris it the appearance of Madame Vestris in

male attire, or some other adventitious and inexplicable

circumstance ? It is not quite* reasonable to suppose that

the same audience which applauds the 14 White Uockade,”
will very much admire the delightful modulation in the

recitatives in Artaxerxes: to my taste these fine chords
holding on the stringed instruments are the best part of
the opera.

The whole end of my inquiry is, to be satisfied on
what grounds a composer may think himself ensured of

Success with the public, seeing that he is debarred from the

only rational one—the merit of his composition as music.

The little encouragemeut which is given to a good style

of composition, and the applause which follows the most
frivolous songs, are sufficient to make him adopt other

‘

methods of pleasing an audience instead of writing'merely
I

good music :—he must contrive that there shall be some
pageout or mummery passing on the stage, something to

amuse the gaping multitude, and his performance will

probably become a stock piece.

The operas of the present day are not required to

possess any peculiar musical merit ; they are mere ac-
companiments to something of more interest which is to

be passing on the stage. Hence, at Covent-gardeu, with

the help of two hacks an opera may be manufactured ou

the shortest notice, and the said musical cobblers pass for

composers. For my own part, I rejoice when it is possi-

ble to have any thing like sound harmony and flowing

melody, as in Der Fmschutz , brought before the town ;

every thing of this sort is something gained on the side

of good taste; And as it is not to be supposed that the
public ear was always as depraved as it is in our day, the

ignorant composers of modern sing-song have much to

answer for in helping to spoil that which was at no
time very good—the taste of a theatrical audience. It

is to the frequent hearing of melodies accompanied with
bad and ignorant harmonies, that we may in great part

attribute the abhorrence which is entertained of a good
chord.

A. B.*

* We give oar correspondent's letter, without pledging ourselves
to agree with him in all he advances.

—

(Kd.)

DON SANCHE, ou LE CHATEAU D'AMOUR,

AN OT’KR A IN O.Vt ACT,

THE MTSIC BY FRANTZ LISZT.

Produced at the Acu<Uou« Royal* de Mmiqne.

(From a German CorretpondnU *
.

)

The extraordinary youth, the composer of this Opera,
has but iust entered 'his thirteenth year. He has been ac-
knowledged by some of the first connoisseurs of Germany
and France, to merit a place among the principal pianists

of Europe; nay, some hare gone so far as to say, that be
yields lie palm to Hummel only, whose immense talent

as an improwisatorc, undoubtedly stauds as yet alone
and unrivalled. But the youthful Liszt is also a com-
poser, and gifted with the talent of improvisation in a
high degree. Aware of this, and wishing early—we trust

not too soon—to develop his talents, the admirers of
the youthful compatriot of Mozart, desired him to try
his strength on a wider field; they procured a poem
adapted, as they supposed, to his powers: he has for

some time been diligently engaged upon it, and the
present is the result of his labours.

« • « •

But the authors of the poem have afforded but little

scope for the exercise of his talents. Wc will allow
them to explain their own views.
“ Our sole object iu composing this lyric work, was to

furnish the astonishing child, to whom we are indebted
for the score, with a certain number of scenes, the variety

of which might afford his taleut the means of shewing
itself under a variety of aspects. . . We think it neces-
sary to offer this remark to tbe critic, who may find but
little connexion between certain scenes of this unassum-
ing opera. Here poetry has entirely renounced her pre-
tensions in favour of tne music, and the interest winch
attached to the name of the celebrated Liszt, imposed si-

lence on our vanity as authors.”

We have here a very humble confession
;
one capable

of disarming the rigours of criticism. But criticism has
also its duties to fulfil, and one of the first is to be im-
partial. In what respect, it might be asked, could a
regular action, all the scenes of which were in perfect

accordance
; in what could a lively and interesting poem,

affording a series of situations of a contrasted character,

have proved injurious to the varied talent of our y outhful

composer ? How, in this case, could tbe genius of music
have had reason to complain of any undue pretensions

on the part of her sister, poetry ? Is not the poetry of an
opera the natural auxiliary of the music ? Has the lat-

ter any advantages to exercise in employing its powers
upon unconnected scenes and a dull subject? You may
reply, that your only object was to produce a libretto, to

arrange, without much attention to order or connexion, a
series of images and passions, by turns gay and serious

:

but have you forgotten that, at the present day, a more
serious attention nas been paid to this subject, and that

masters have laboured upon works not unworthy of the

public sanction. Instead of lowering your subject to what
you conceived to be the level of the talents of tbe young

* Id oar Pari* report will be found another account of this opera.

From all tliol we have heard, from various quarters, wc arc inclined

lo believe, that Liszt’s friends have not acted with judgment in per-

suading him to bring his work before the public at present.—( ad.)
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and sifted artist, you would, had you been consistent, have
akiea his inspirations with all the powers of theatrical

combination, and all the authority of poetic composition.

The subject of the opera is taken from a tale of rlorian,

entitled Don Semefie, one of the feeblest of all this au-
thor's works. It is a kind of allegory, in which love ap-
pears iu person, armed with bis bow and arrows. Tne
little god is the lord ami master of an almost inaccessible

castle, the gate of which can be entered only by two and
two at a time. The draw-bridge is never let down, save

to a kniglit accompanied by his lady. Elvira, persecuted
by one whom she detests, and who is attempted to be
forced upon her as a husband, disguises herself as a
knight, and finding a favourable moment forescape, sallies

forth alone from the castle of the king her father. In
the midst of a forest, she meets with Don Sancho

;
who

being in quest of adventures, Is desirous of entering into

coiivers&tiou with the unknown. Piqfed at being an-
swered only in monosyllables, he finds means to excite

a quarrel. A combat ensues, Elvira, as every child could
have foreseen, is vanquished, she sinks to the earth, and
her helmet falling off discovers the features of a beauteous
female. The victor is on his knees before his lovely foe

;

Elvira no longer merits that title ; she also is in love
with Don Sancho at first sight. But a fearful storm
comes on, anti they hasten to the Castle of Love (le
Chateau <fAmour,) which is seen in the distance. On
the way they are encountered by Rostubalde—for such is

the name of the odious rival—who wishes to prevent
their entrance into the castle. Don Sancho rushes
upon him, but is wounded

; Elvira avenges the wound
of her lover by the death of Rostubalde. At length
the two lovers are at the gates of the castle; the winged

f
od appears upou one of the towers

;
“ Open to us,” cries

Uvira, ‘ 4 we are two faithful ones who love, and will love
for ever." At this magic word ever, the gates fly open

;

Cupid with a single touch heals the wound of Don Sancho

;

Elvira returns with him to the court of the good-natured
king her father, who asks not a word of explanation
relative to the absence of his blooming daughter from
her home, but hastens to unite the two lovers.

Iu the outline here given of this dull and insipid pas-
toral, will, with a very few exceptions, be found that of
the opera iti question. The principal change is that of
the person of Rostubalde into an enchanter, of the name
of Alidor; bat even this resource, such as it is, the
authors have turned but to little account. In a word, we
consider our young artist as dragged to the earth by the
dead weight of this mass, which he has attempted in vain

to leaven by his genius.

But we must now speak of the music. The overture con-
tains many happy raotivos, and passages of great beauty
ami effect. It it fails in being strongly characteristic, we
should impute the fault in a great measure to the subject.

An overture should be the preface to the work, but what
roust be the preface to a work without interest ? Among
the airs, the most admired was that of the magician, and
above all, two romances, one sung by Don Sancho and

Sempliee for the theatre of Vienna. The distance is im-
mense, indeed, between that essay and his Don Giovanni ;

but the question is whether he would ever have created

the latter wondrous opera, if his first steps in the career

of excellence had been inhumanly arrested ?

DERBY FESTIVAL.

The fifth Derby Triennial Festival, for the benefit of the

County Hospital, was held on the 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th

of October. President, Earl Howe. Patrons, thirty-

four noblemen and gentlemen of the connty. The Dukes
of Devonshire and St. Albans, the Marquis and Mar-
chioness of Hastings, the Earls of Rawdon, Chesterfield,

Sec., were present. Mr. F. Cramer led, and Mr. Grea-
torex conducted, as on former occasions.

On the first day a sermon was preached by the Bishop
of Lichfield, accompanied with full cathedral service, in

the fine church of All Saints, which is admirably adapted
for musical purposes. Orlando Gibbons’s 44 Hosanna,”
Dr. Croft’s Te Deum and Jubilate , with Dr. Cooke’s
44 Amen Dr. Greene’s anthem 41 O Lord give ear,”
44 Pious orgies,” by Miss Stephens, 44 Holy, holy,” by
Mias Wilkinson. The duet 44 O never, never how we
down,” by Misses Stephens and Travis, with the chorus ;

and the 32d psalm, harmonized by Mr. Greatorex,

formed the selection.

The second morning’s performance opened with the

Coronation Anthem ,
44 The king shall rejoice.” 44 Qual

anelante” was next sung by Madame Caradori and Miss
Wilkinson, in a chaste and pleasing manner. Mozart's

motett in b flat, performed at York to the words 44 Lord,

have mercy,” 5tc., was done with those beginning 41 Hail,

O Lord Jehovah,” written by Hampden Napier, Esq.

There are now two editions of this splendid composition,

published in separate vocal ports: the York edition,

including also the instrumental ones. 44 Ye guardian

saints,” from Dr. Crotch’s Palestine, and 44 Golden
columns,” from Solomon, with a quartett of Haydn’s, 44O
Lord, call to remembrance,” from Gardiner's Judalt, were
in a great measure new to the audience ; the first was
not very happily sung by Mr. Bellamy. In the second

Miss Wilkinson appeared to advantage, although it is

rather a heavy song. The quartett was doubled. 44 O
magnify,” by Miss Travis, in which she has scarcely any
rival. The choruses from Israel in Egypt, and Croft’s
44 Sing unto God,” are sufficiently well known. The
chorus 44 He sent a thick darkness," was, as usual, far

from being mastered by the singers. The second part,

after a symphony of Gluck, consisted wholly of a
selection from Jephthah ,

which does great credit to the

judgment of Mr. Greatorex, and comprises the choicest

pieces in the oratorio, preserving at the same time the

unity of the story, and doing away with the unpleasant

impression, too commonly entertained, as to the actual

sacrifice of Iphis. Miss Stephens, Miss Wilkinson,

Messrs. Knyvett, Vaughan, and Bellamy, sustained the

the other by the page. Many of the orchestral parts are respective parts, except that the recitative of 44 Glad
treated with a vigour and intelligence which would do tidings,” which belonged to Hamor, (Mr. Knyvett), was
honour to composers loag disciplined iu tbeir art. given to Storge, (Miss Wilkinson.) The message of thehonour to composers loag disciplined in tbeir art.

Upon a cool and dispassionate view of the whole com-
position, we must remark, that the young Liszt ought
to view this his first dramatic work only in the light of
an experiment on the extent of his powers. Mozart was
oaly twelve years of age when he composed hi* Finta

given to Storge, (Miss Wilkinson.) The message of the

angel was delivered with great truth and animation by
Miss Travis, and the concluding chorus, 44 Theme
sublime,” was very fairly executed, which is more than

can be said for all the choruses of this day. The singers

were not all perfect, nor had they always copies

2 M 2
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sufficient. The third part opened with the well-known
scene from Belshatoar, and closed with the no less

known “ Gloria Patri,” of Leo. Madame Caradori in

“ Ah ! parlate,” and Mr. Phillips in “ The Lord worketh
wonders,” were both highly successful. The other

pieces consisted of “ Lord, to thee,” by Miss Wilkinson,
and the two fine and contrasted choruses of “ Glory to

God,” by Beethoven, and “ See the proud chief,” from
Handel's Deborah.

The Messiah was performed on Thursday, and opened
by Vaughan in his ablest manner. Miss Wilkinson in
“ O thou that tellest,” and “ He shall feed,” certainly

exceeded any thing we haro previously heard from her;

and the size of the building, as well as its acknowledged
adaptation to sound, was as much in her favour, as the

size of York Minster bad been against her. Madame
Caradori acquitted herself Tery respectably in the dif-

ficult song ot “ Rejoice greatly
: '

’ and that of ” If God be
for us,” which we mentioned as having been raised into

greater estimation than it previously was held in, by Miss
Goodall at York, bad quite as much prominence given to

it now by Miss Travis. Of the other pieces, allotted as

usual, it is unnecessary to speak in commendation.
The selection of Friday opened with the first move-

ment of the Deltingcn Te beurn. “Tears such as tender
fathers shed,” by Sir. Phillips ;

“ What though I trace,”

by Miss Travis
;
“ Gentle airs,” by Mr. Vaughan

; and
“ Gratias animus,” by Miss Stephens, presented nothing
new. Lindlcy’s cadence in one, and tne double cadence
with the clarionet in another, were both sadly too long,

and it is creditable to the improved taste of the audience
that, notwithstanding the excellence of their execution,

they were generally thought to be both absurd and tire-

some. The choruses were “ Let none despair,” “ Then
round about,” and the ” Hallelujah” from the Mount of
Olivet. The concluding quartett and chorus “ Our soul

with patience,” by Marcello, is, we presume, one of Mr.
Greatorex's recent adaptations from that author.

Handel’s 1st Grand Concerto finely introduced Ilie se-
cond part, and was followed by “ Return, O God,”—one
of the songs best soiled to Miss Wilkinson's powers

—

Haydn's magnificent motet, “ The arm of the Lord,”
the “ Recordare” from the Requiem, doubled

; the

chorus “ Immortal Lord,” “ Shall I in Mamre's,” given

with good effect by Mr. Bellamy, and the difficult chorus
“ O God, who in thy heavenly hand.”
A short selection from The Creation next exhibited

Madame Caradori in “ With verdure clad,” and Mr.
Vaughan in “ In splendour bright” to the best ad-

vantage, and closed with the appropriate chorus “ The
heavens are telling.” Part the Third commenced with

the chorus “ Ye sons of Israel,” succeeded by “ Agnus
Dei,” sweetly sung by Miss Travis, and Jomelli’s
“ Sanclns.” Pergolesi’s “ Cum sancto,” Boyce’s fine

duet “ Here shall soft charity,” by Vaughan and Phil-

lips, followed next. Luther's hymn was then allotted to

Miss Wilkinson, an arrangement which appears to us

rather singular, and not well adapted to tier powers

;

the ornaments introduced in the execution, moreover,

were sadly out of place, and what we should not have

expected from such a quarter. “ Let the bright sera-

phim,” by Miss Stephens and Mr. Harper in their usual

perfection, and the inarch and doable chorus from Solo-

mon, “ From the censer curling rise,” formed a mag-
nificent termination to the morning's performance, and to

the festival.

REVIEW OF MUSIC.

A Collection’ of Motetts, for the Offertory, and
other Pieces, principally adapted for the Morning Ser-
vice. The whole compared, selected, and arranged, with
a separate Accompaniment for the Organ or Piano-
Forte, and respectfully inscribed to M. W. Troy, Esq.:
by Vincent Novello, Organist to the Portuguese
Embassy in London. (Faulkner, 3, Old Bond-slreel.J

The first six books of this collection appeared before
our work had commenced, they therefore nave not been
publicly noticed by us, though well worthy of attention.

The latter four books, however, resemble so much, in

every feature, the former six, that our present review
may almost be considered as embracing the whole work.
Mr. Novello has prefixed to his seventh book an Ordo
Mirror.—or precise succession of verse and response, as
delivered by the priest, and returned by the choir or con-
gregation, throughout the mass—for the guidance of young
organists and cantors, or choir-masters, of Catholic esta-
blishments. The responses are given with full harmonics,
but of appropriate simplicity. IV e think,with Mr. Novello,
that the omission of the organ in these responses, where
the choir is competent to go alone, would prove an accep-

table relief from its general introduction through the

service.

No. 1. Of the Motetts, Book VII., is an elegant flowing

Quartett, by Haydn: the words “ In devicto mortis

aculeo,” are from the Te Deum, but whether an ex-
tract from the original of Haydn, or an adaptation, we
are not informed.— No. 2. is a very pretty airy duet

—

afterwards a quartett—from a manuscript mass of Nau-
maun, not having much of the sacred character about

it, but still nothing to violate devotional feeling. The
words “ Dcus noster” are an invocation to the Saviour,

which, although certainly proper for Christian devotion,

appears to us to have been in this portion of the col-

lection, too often repeated ;
not fewer than one in every

three motetts being set to similar invocations, differing

from each other only in a transposition of the various

designations employed, and which are more remarkable

for fervour than dignity at one time “ Amator noster,”

“ Fill Mari®,” “ Jesu mi ;” at another, “ Jesu mi,”
“ Fili Mari®,” “ Amator noster.” It is to be regretted

that the second line of this duo was not assigned to a
soprano. It is disagreeably high for an Alto.

No. 8, and No. 7, are immediate extracts from a
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Te Doum by Schieht, “ Salvnm fac populum luum,” a

treble solo of much beauty ami delicacy, and •• Et rege

cos,” a chorus, terminating with a fugue. “ In le

Oomine,”—Wc should have been glad to hare had the

same bold trumpet-like motion, that twice fills up the

half-bar of interval for the voices in the first movement

of the chorus, continued in the corresponding intervals

that follow. , ,

The intermediate inotetts have all great merit; but

we have not space to go minutely into them.

N0 . 4 . “O Jesu,” Sic. terzetto, Winter,— has some

errors which wemust impute to the engraver: “ Fili Maria

Virgine" for “ Maria Virginit," and “Exemplar Vir-

tutem” for “ f'irtutum."

In the first page of No. 5, last bar but one, an imper-

fect 5th (a minor 9th fundamentally) is left unresolved,

although the quaver in the accompaniment beginning

the next bar affords a convenient opportunity.

No. 6 . Quartett “Jesu Deus,” Sic, by Naumann, brings

to mind both Pleyel’s Hymn, as it is called, and “ Ah per-

form,i." It is very pretty.

The first bar, bottom staffs, second page of the Ingue,

requires the inner part to fall a fifth in order to preserve

the course of the subject ;
and we think the advantage

of facility in the way it is set, thus,

is so small, that this sacrifice need not have been made
;

especially when it is considered that to accompany, at

all. many of the movements occurring in Mr. Novella's

collection, requires more command of the instrument than

the point in question.

The VUIth book opens with an original composition by

Mr. Novcllo, an air and quartett, the beauty and delicacy

of which leave us only to regret that he has not recourse

to himself ns an author more frequently. In the second

bar, tenor part, we should have wished for a passing

note, as at once getting rid of an unmelodious progression,

and forming a response to the base, in the former bar.

This is a most interesting air throughout
;
but we are

especially delighted with the frequent recurrence, under

a variety of forms, of the following sweetly emphatic

passage:

No. 2. Is a soothing, elegant air, by Ilimmcl, divided

into solo, duet, and quartett ; the minor passage upon

“ Consolatrix afflictonim,” and the bold unison imme-

diately following are very impressive.

We are rather annoyed by the mis-accentuation of the

word “ Nobis,” that occurs a" few bars beyond, and which

we think might be cosily obviated. It is set thus

:
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No. 3. Is a quartett by Haydn.
One important characteristic in Sir. Novello’s mode of

conducting this and his former works, is the instruction

occasionally given for the use of the stops on the organ,

and for which all young organists must befor ever grateful

to him.

In No. 4, the value of this instruction is strikingly ex-
emplified. It is grateful even to the eye of the tasteful

organist, who hears “ with his mind's ear," the delicate

opening, the solemn advance, and the thrilling swell

upon the change of chord at the third bar ; the subse-

quent relief of four detached notes on a different stop

;

and then the resumption of the sweet sostenuto swelling

onward to the introduction of the voice ! This solo and
chorus of Righini, is one of the most truly devotional

pieces throughout the collection. The author is in-

debted to Mr. Novcllo for enriching his harmony in the

fourth bar of the chorus by a ninth before the plain chord.

Thus also preserving, from bar to bar, the train of dis-

sonance, which would be otherwise interrupted.

The movement of the base in the concluding bars of

this motett is peculiarly striking and impressive, begin-

ning with the fall of a flat seventh, and diminishing

that fall by half a tone at each return, during the

tranquil and lengthened course of the three voices above.

The resolution however of the flat sixth which is omitted,

we conceive to be quite necessary, and we are not aware
why it should not, accordingly, have terminated thus

—

O - - nit tu - *
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No. 5. A quartet!, by Weigl, “ Jesu Deus pacis,” is

marked as proper “ for solemn occasions," and to be sung
“ at the Benediction:" but why the many other motetta,

set to words of simitar import, are no* marked iu like

manner, does not appear.

No. 6. An alto soio.wbidb, being likewise of excessive

altitude for that mice, (as remarked of a former in the

YHlh book,) should also have been assigned to a so-

prano. The steady march of the base in diatonic solem-

nity, though three different keys, in (he symphony, p. Its,

and then sliding quietly back into its original key, is

certainly a very prominent and effective feature.

No. 7. A noWe toio, quartet!, and chorus, by Hiramel,

much in the same rich, elegant, and flowing strain as

others of the same author before noticed, but which we
incline to consider of rather an uZtra-rcfiuement,—too

much luxuriating in the rich pastures of the diminished

Seventh for genuine church style, the dignity of which
is much more allied to simplicity than to chromatic com-
binations.

Nos. 8 and 9, are manuscripts by Caldura, both of

which are marked by the gravity and sobriety of the

ecclesiastical character, but have very little pretension

to melody. We are not aware whether the various points

in these two motetts, that are led off by a single voice,

the others following also one at a lime, are harmonised

by Mr. Novelio, or the author himself; but if the aceom-
niment had only come in with the voices, we should
ve preferred such arrangement.
No. 10. A chorus by Hummel,—in the first bar of which,

Mr. NoTcltfi's arrangement of the harmonies is obviously

better than that of the author. In the fourth bar of the

accompaniment, middle staffs, p. 29, Mr. Novelio has

added to the chord,—which in the voice parts, has only

cth and 3rd,—a 4th. This, we think w ould have been
better omitted. The chorus is of considerable grandeur

and effect, and worthy the great master from whom it

emanates.

No. l. Book IX.— “ O Crux benedicta" is a quartet!

by Haydn, elegant and airy, yet perfectly simple and
appropriate.

No. 8. " Inclina ad me,” &c., base, solo and quartet t,

by Himmel, is a most impressive and truly devotional

composition, (he awkward accent on the preposition ad
might have been obviated thus.

ta - - ell - - na ad me

No. 3. A trio, by Cherubini, has much beauty, especially

the following passage, iu which the ascending progression

of treble and tenor against the descending base, is ex-

tremely effective ;
rather iu the manner of Jioxart.

The erode modulation that occurs in tbe next passage
is not less distressing tn the ear than the foregoing is

gratifying. In the leading subject, which is several

times repeated, tbe words, forming the substance of the
angelic salutation to tbe Virgin, are certainly not applied
with propriety. Tbe pronoun, is, should not have been
set to a short note ; nor should it be suffered to follow in
repetition after inter, as it cannot but appear to be con-
nected with it. The defect would have been obviated
thus.

Signor Cherubini's air would not be injured, we think,

by the extra F.

No. 4. duo, by Novelio, has much sweetness, but not

much originality. Its principal feature is the pretty

passage first led off in the symphony, at the end of the

fourth bar, and frequently reiterated by the way. In
the symphony, where the semiquaver motion in this pas-

sage is transferred to the base, the binding curves on tbe

D spoil its conformity with the other places where it

occurs.

No. 5, quartcU, from a “ Benedictus” of Hummel, is

a delicate flowing pastorale. The term allegretto, even

with the qualifying poco, is certainly not appropriate:

the coda, from the “ Dolce,” is the most striking point.

No. n. Quartelt, mid chorus by Anrfrens Romberg, js a

comivosition of superior order, and which Mr. Novelio has

further enriched by his organ accompaniment. It is full

of devotion. We Wish that the point “ miserere” upon

the last page bad been led off without the two octave

notes below, as these injure the imitation.

In the concluding pianissimo, Mr. N. has, daring two

hare, trusted the alto to move without the organ ;
why bas

he not ventured to do the same by tbe tenor, for the one

bar that tallows 1

No. 7. Adi,ramus—“ a rare manuscript by Antonia

Betielli," is also of rare beauty and merit, and well

worthy its place in this charming collection. The words

which" are supplicatin', are finely set.

No. W. An original “ Tawtum ergo” by Mr. N. who
has several times before set the same hymn; always well,

but perhaps never more charmingly than in this instance,

Tbe first portion consists of a most elegant and interesting

air, and the second “ Genitori,” is a quartet t nod chorus,

begiuning with a few bars, in a bold dignified strain,

upon even chords, and proceeding at tbe words “ Ians

ct jubilatin,” with a firm fugato point, followed up by
that close interweaving of four parts, w ithout ever coming

in collision by the way, which so eminently displays

skill in counter-point.
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The Tenth Book begins with a beautiful, well-known
air of Gluck, arranged also in quartett, to one of those

hymns addressed to the Virgin which engross an unrea-
sonable portion of the collection, considering that the

Scripture furnishes an exhaustless store of fine passages-.

The Roman Breviary itself would prove also a never-

failing source of variety.

No. 9. Quartett, Beethoven, an airy, graceful com-
position, but possessing no stamp of this extraordinary

man's originality.

No. S f duo, Pergolesi, is a good specimen of old style,

gracefully smooth, and sedately devout; but tiresome,

from its paucity of materiel, though well employed. The
opening of Rossini's Moth is forcibly brought to mind bv
tne main point in thiB motett. It is to be remarked,
that the words of this duet, which appear to be a part

of a “ Gloria in excelsis,” have no ven>, and, of course,

do not form a phrase. We doubt the legitimacy, there-

fore, of considering it as a detached piece. The sequel
of the “ Gloria" is given at No. 5, as a distinct motett.

No. 4. Alto solo and quartett. This is one of the
least interesting of Signor Novello’s productions, and
the voice is again carried unmercifully high.

No. 5. “ Gratia? agimus,’’ chorus, Pergolesi. The
sequel, apparently, to the passage from his M Gloria"
above. (No. 3).

No. 6. Quartett, by Haydn, which name at once
marks its excellence; but, containing nothing uncommon
for that great author, it requires uo comment.

In No. 7, Mr. N. has famished another “ Tun turn

ergo," by the adaptation of Gluck’s fine march from his

Alcesle. In the second verse he has varied the har-
monies, and introduced some rich combinations ; but we
should have preferred,—with the varied effect of the
chorus,—the repetition of the simpler harmonies, with
the exception oi two chords upon the second inversion in

succession, •* eedat rifttt/* which are bad in effect.

No. 8 is another original composition of Mr. N., to the
hymn 14 O Sacrum,” which he has also set repeatedly
before, but most successfully as a duet for tenor and
base, followed by a chorus, which is inserted in ad early
Tolume of his works. Mr. N. has terminated his tenth
book with a most magnificent composition.

No. 9, of A. Romberg. The first movement consists

of a few bars of a very solemn and dignified character.

This is followed by a bold and noble fugue, in which
this admirable author has, in a distinguished manner, dis-

played his great powers. This motett is probably set in

the original to the same words. We are, however, pleased
that Mr. N. should have again introduced this clause of
truly dignified devotion from the Te Deura, which is

worthy of the fine music here set to it. It is remarkable
that Mr. N. has also concluded both his seventh and
ninth books with this same passage.

The length to which this article has extended, will
prove that our delay in noticing the present collection has
not arisen from the slightest doubt as to its merit and
importance ; it is a publication not only for the present,
bnt for the fnture, generation ;—a classical work, in-

teresting to musical amateurs, whatever creed they may
profess ; and of course doubly so to those of the Catholic
church, by whom, we should imagine, it will lie consi-
dered as an invaluable means of diversifying such parts
of their religious service as admit of variety, and also as
a delightful occupation for some of their "leisure hours.

We will but add, that we roost unfeignedly congratulate

not only Mr. N. on his access to the rich stores of har-

mony, noth ancient and modem, whence he has drawn
these volumes, hut likewise the public that sack treasures

should have fallen into hands so capable of converting

them to the best possible use.

1. Variations pour le Piano-Forte, sur la March*
dc Copera i Les aeux JonmCes, par Cherubini, composes
par J. N. Hummel. (Cocks and Co., Princes Street,

Hanover Square.)

2. Brilliant Rondo for the Piano-Forte, on an
air from Mercadante’s Elisa e Claudio, composed by

C. C/erkky. (Welsh and Hawes, 246, Regent
Street.)

3. Introduction and Rondo on an air in La Gazm
Ladra, compoted for the Piano-Fortp. ^Camille
Plkyel. (Cocks and Co.)

4. March in Mose in Egitto, arranged as a Rondo for

the Piano-Forte, by the same. (Cocks and Co.)

M. Hummel composes with extraordinary facility, ami
gets a good price lor his lubours, therefore writes abun-
dantly. The majority of his latest productions are ad-
dressed to the many, and do not alarm by an ap|>earance

of discouraging difficulties, whether of rapidity or unusual

combinations of notes. Of the latter we have not re-

cently had much reason to speak—on behalf of those

who love their case—for M. II . seems at this moment in a
state of exhaustion, arising from over-production, and not

very fertile in invention ; of which fact the present

variations bear evidence. They shew the contrapuntist,

but want spirit and novelty, and more than once betray

haste or carelessness; the third bar from the end of page
5 for instance. The subject from Cherubini’s French
opera, is animated and popular.

M. Charles Czernev is now a fashionable piano-forte

composer in Vienna ;
for genius is not in vogue at present

in the Austrian dominions. Open as we are to convic-

tion, and anxious to praise, we should be most truly

thankful for a view of some production by this artist, that
would enable us to ascribe to him an original idea. That
he is a very brilliant performer, we have no doubt ; that

he occasionally displays elegance, we admit ; but as to

the power of creating, we cannot discover a trace of it

in his publications. This now under notice shews some
p>od taste, mixed up with much of an opposite kind : it

is flowing and graceful where the theme prevails, but
laboured yet ineffective when the subject is diversified.

At the 7th page is a descending semitonic passage of
semiquavers, in thirds, running through no less than three

octaves! This is not melody
;

it is not harmony ; but it

is detestable, and only to be matched by the Howling of
wolves. The theme of the Rondo has been borrowed
without any scruple from the well-known Tyrolian, or

Bavarian air; for Mercadante is one of the non-inventor*
of the day, and very much addicted to poaching. M.
Czemey has drawn this through twenty and one pages,

and though its difficulty will prevent the performer from
sleeping, it has no quality that will deter the hearer from
nodding.

We turn with pleasure to M. Camille Pleyel’s two
arrangements, because from him we expect at least good
sense.—He chooses his subjects well, and in an instru-

mental dress sets them off to advantage. He consults
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lhe powers of the vast majority of those who ought to be
esteemed good amateur performers, and studies to please
all who really have an ear for music, and do not airfct to
admire a bustling among the notes, and a rattling of the
keys. Both of his present publications are highly de-
serving of praise

;
his themes are beautiful, he has

treated them well, and not diluted them to insipidity, as
Is too commonly the case. The first consists of five, and
the second of six pages, lengths that will assist in re-
commending them to the public.

1. Asia, alia Scorre.se, with Introduction and Varia-
tions for the Piano-Forte, by T. A. Rawlings.
(J. B. Cramer, Addison, and Beale, SOI , Regent Street.)

5. Polonaise on the march in the Opera of Thu Rosen-
hutchen, for the Piano-Forte, compared by De
Winkhler, and performed before His Majesty,
George IV., by Edward Schultz, of Vienna,
aged 11 years. (Wessel and Stodart, 1, Soho Square.)

3. Andante and Brilliant Rondo for the Piano-
Forte, composed by W. Wilkinson. (By the tame.)

4 . FANTASIA, in which are introduced a Scotch and
Irish Air, composed for the Pi A N o-Forte, by T. S.

Robbens. (For the Author, Bath.)

-5. Fantasie ALLA Rondo, in which is introduced the

Jager Chorus, from Der Frcischiitz, composed by
E. Solis. (Clementi and Co., Cheapside.)

6. Operatic Rondo, on an air in Elisa c Claudio,

arranged for the Piano-Forte, by J. Salmon.
(Blackman, o, Bridge Street, Southwark.)

7. RondiNO, for the PlANO-FoRTE, composed by

S. Godbs. (Wheatstone, 430, Strand.)

8. Swiss Melody, Fleuve du Togo, with Introduction

and Variations, by the same. (Published by the same.)

The Introduction to Mr. Rawlings's air is in the excellent

style of Dussek and Cramer, and many passages among
the Variations also remind ns of both

;
the latter parti-

cularly. There is a good deal of display for the per-

former in this publication, though nothing very difficult

to execute. The air itself does not strike us much, but

the third variation is clever. In the multitude of compo-
sitions, adaptations, arrangements,— or by whatever name
they arc to be called,—which are daily issuing, it is not

to be expected that much originality can be found, and
therefore in such productions, which have but a temporary
purpose to answer, we are now never surprised at its

absence, and try to content ourselves with good taste and
an exemption from errors. On this principle we have
every reason to be satisfied with the present composition.

The young Schultz, who, with his brother, astonished

many people here last season, and had previously excited

some surprise in Germany, is certainly a very extraordi-

nary player, his age being considered, for be seems to

have no small share of musical feeling blended with his

powers of execution. This composition does credit to its

uuthor,—whose name is unknown to us,—but is rather in

the style of the concertos of thirty years ago, than of

the modern polonaise, which is indeed its recommendation

;

for these reminisceuces are exceedingly agreeable, when
they do not betray servile imitation, or undisguised pla-

giarism. There is a great deal for the performer to do in
this, and his left hand is called into severe diztv; bat it

is a good piece for practice, to which all lhe passages will
submit, without any uncommon derotion of labour; pro-
vided the player is of a superior class, and possesses a
powerful hand.

So. 3 is, we are given to understand, by on amateur,
and as such he is entitled to praise for this effort, which
exhibits marks of some musical taste : but it likewise
proves, incontestably, that dilettante composers should
never venture before the public, till they have submitted
their manuscript to the correction of a competent judge.
The Fantasia of Mr. Robbens proves that he respects

the style of some very good piano-forte composers, which
he has followed without much admixture of the modern
school. We do not perceive in this piece any attempt to
move out of the frequented track

;
we rarely find a pass-

age in it which lias any claim to novelty, tliough it is not
meant to be considered as unpretending. Viewing it then
in the light of a work which the author intends to be ex-
amined, wc must say, that its merit is by no means pro-
portioned to its bulk

; that in playing through nineteen
pages, wc expected to meet with more to reward our
(wins, but were disappointed by the result. The Intro-
duction is spirited, but common, and the variations to
“ Scots, wha hae,” are devoid of error, and equally free
from originality. In the former. 3d bar, 4th treble staff,

is a d flat, which should be a c sharp. The same sort of
mistake occurs again at the bottom of the filh page, where
the F. flat should have been written as a n sharp. In the
fourth page is an instance of what the Italians term rosa-
lia,—the repetition of a passage, one uote higher or lower
at each recurrence,—which is very tiresome to the ear,
and betrays a want of resource.” We have said thus,
much, because, judging from a former publication by Mr.
R., we think him equal to better things than the multi-
tude of soi-disani composers produce, and that therefore
he has not sufficiently exerted himself in his present
work.

The title of No. 5, Fantasie alia Rondo, is quite worthy
of the piece. Mr. Salmon, No. <S, has choseu a very un-
polished subject, which may be “ popular” in one sense
of the word, but not in the sense in which it is intended
to be understood. Nos. 7 and 8 evince some fancy, and
also a want of a very careful revision.

1. Useful Extracts, for the Piano-Forte, consisting of
Scaler ami Exercises, intended as an Introduction
to the celebrated Studies of Clementi, Cramer, Woe1ft,

&c., arranged andfisigered by J. B. Cramer. Book I.

(J. B. Cramer, and Co., 201, Regent Street.)

2. Preludes for the Piano-Forte, fa the keys most
generally used, Major and Minor, composed by T. A.
Rawlings. (Welsh and Hawes, 246, Regent Street.)

3. Exercises for the Piano-Forte for beginners,
composed and arranged in progressive ordir, wilt, a
preface, by Ch. H. Rink. Hath some additions by
William Clark. (Goulding and Ca, Soho Square.)

4. The Piano-Forte Student's Companion, containing all
the Scales in four positions, Ac., Sc., by J. H.
Uriksbach. (Cocks aad Co.)

Mr. Cramer has published a useful work, a great part
of which is adapted to beginners, and may beneficially be
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placed before them so soon as they have passed through

an elementary book. The six first pages contain scales

in eleven keys, for both hands, and fingered. Then
follow passages to improve the strength of the third

finger: others for reiterated notes, the shake, skips, 5tc.,

all of which ate well calculated to improve the learner
who will regularly, even if but for a very short time, prac-

tice one of them every dny. The title might have run
thus,—Mr celebrated Studies ofsome great masters ,—leav-

ing out all names, which omission would have been in

better taste. Or else to have added a few more, that

ought not to have been rejected, if any had been inserted.

The Preludes by Mr. Rawlings are, beyond compare,
the best we have ever seen ; there is a spontaneous ness
in their character which will gain for the performer,— if

he play them accurately by memory, and freely,—all the
credit of an unpremeditated effusion. Most ofthe things
of this kind that have fallen into our hands, are too
formal for the intended purpose, and sound more like the
ceremonious opening of tne piece, than a flight of notes as
preliminaries to it. These are elegant and natural ; taste

and expression predominate, but not to the exclusion of
maoy brilliant passages to shew off the Anger, and to

prepare it for what is immediately to follow.

The Exercises of Rink (a German), now published in

England for the first time we believe, differ from all

others that we have met with, in being written as duets
for two performers' on one instrument

; the great ad-
vantage of which is, the steadiness in time acquired by
the learners. The author tells us, that *• the scholar
ought to be accompanied by the master as soon as possi-
ble,” and that “it is quite practicable to teach two at one
time by this method." To the first proposition we agree

;

but on the second wc must remark, that however desir-
able it may be, and really is, to let children play duets,
yet they must be taught to perform them one at "a time,
and accompanied only by the master. This is also a most
useful book

; and in schools will prove particularly invit-
ing and serviceable.

Mr. Griesbach’s work is also a collection of Exercises
in the major and minor scales, but for one performer.
Also of passages, of double notes, chords, Stc. au fingered,
preceded and interspersed by a number of explanatory and
other remarks, many of which will be acceptable to those
who possessed no previous information on the subject.
We conjecture, by what we can collect from Mr. G.’s
observations, that Mr. Kalkbrenner’s method is followed
and inculcated in this publication

; and though we differ
from it in some points, respecting fingering, yet on the
whole, the rules are unimpeachable. Mr. Kalkbrenner's
mode of playing octaves, by using the third finger on the
black keys, is worthy of particular notice, he being re-
markable for the rapidity and neatness with which he
executes passages of this kind.

Mr. G. is rather prolix, and forgets that, in writing to
be read, the art of condensing is of inestimable value.
His book however, taken altogether, shews that he thinks,
and that he has at least spared no pains in endeavouring
to make it useful.

1. Duet for the Piano-Forte, selected and arranged
from Der Freischutz, by Samuel Webbe, No. 1.
(Cramer and Co., 801, Regent-Street.)

2. Ditto
, from Pietro l’Eremita, by ditto.

Vol. III.

3. Duets. Amusement on the Piano-Forte, exm-

posed by J. N. Hummel, arranged for Two PERFOR-
MERS by Fred. Jos. Hoffman. Books 1, 8, and 3.

(Welsh and Hawes, 246, Regent-Street.)

4. Duets. Select Airs from Spohr’s Jcssonda, ar-

ranged for Two Performers on the Piano-Forte.
(Boosey and Co., 29, fjolles-Slreet.)

Mr. Wf.bbb’s two duets are easy to execute, yet

brilliant in effect. The parts taken from Weber’s opera

ore not, in our opinion, the best that he might have

chosen from that work
;
but his selections from the Most,

—or Pietro tEremita, as named in England,—are ex-

cellent, and including the original and splendid march.

The whole are arranged with the skill of an experienced

piano- forte master.

No. 3, are the Trois Amusement en forme des Caprices,

(reviewed in our twenty-second number,) exceedingly

well arranged os duets ; in which form the difficulties

which they presented in their original state, being

divided, are much diminished, and an effect is now given

to them by four hands, which they cannot derive from

two.

The arrangements from Spohr’s opera might have been

rendered more easy, without the smallest diminution of

effect, by a retrenchment of notes not at all essential,

and by giving passages now allotted to the left hand of

the first part, to the right hand of the second. Herein

is shewn the judgment of an adaptor, which is only ac-

quired after much experience. The third of these, alia

marcia , is scientific and graud ; and the fourth—given

in our Thirty-fourth Number for one performer,—is new,

full of melody, and extremely brilliant.

Instructions for the Piano-Forte, with Popular
National Airs arranged as Lessons, by A. Bennett*
Organist of New College, Oxford. (J. B. Cramer and
Co., 201, Regent Street.)

In a book of elementary instruction, the utmost correct-

ness and clearness of definition are indispensible. The
want of these essential qualities has rendered nine-tenths

of the works of the present kind useless, and has con-

demned them, after a short, ineffectual struggle, to be

sold hiper pound.
In tne very first page of these Instructions we find

the following :
—

“ In music the different sounds are expressed by cha-

racters called notes.
44 These notes (of which there are seven) are called a,

b, c, &c.”

In the next page we learn that
44 Six notes are used in music, tit., a semibreve,

minim,” Sic.

Now how is a child to reduce to any order such confu-

sion as this ? And yet Mr. Bennett may plead many
precedents.

in the first pa^e we see stave, for staff ; ledger, for

leger ; space, for interval. In the next we read, 44 the

length of each note , and the proportion they bear to each

other, if as follows.”

We have searched no further; but if Mr. B. will re-

vise his work, we shall be most happy to look it through,

and give our opinion of it in a corrected edition.

2 N
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Harp, New Precentor for, including a Stria of Exer-
cises, and tucvcaed bv Preludes and Progressive Les-
sons, wii/i Ike Method of Tuning, &c. fyr. by T. H.
Wright. (Cramer and Co., 201, Regent Street,)

“ As it very rarely occurs," says 5Ir. Wright, “ that

the learner commences the study of the harp without

hairing a previous knowledge of the pinuo-forte, the pri-

mary rudiments of music are in consequence omitted. —
His work therefore is entirely devoted to the practice of

the instrument, and his directions are given with clear-

ness; though they certainly admit of many verbal emen-
dations, which would render them still more perspicuous.

The rules laid down are unexceptionable, and the anno-
tations which accompany the lessons, explanatory of the

different terms and characters used, are correct and intel-

ligible ; though, in point of definition they might hare
been rendered much more serviceable. The lessons are

well chosen, and consist principally or the airs which are
now most popular

;
fingered in a very accurate manner.

And though the author almost gives us to understand, in

his preface, that such a work was unnecessary,—for he
says that he “ is aware of the excellent publications

already in circulation for the harp,”—yet we hope that

his present production will be successful, for it deserves

to meet with an extensive circulation.

GUITAR,

1, Twelve original Venetian Canzonets, arranged
with an Accompaniment for the Spanish Guitar, Ay
J. A. Nuske. Book 1. (Boosey and Co., Holies-

Street.)

S. A Selection of Scottish Melodies, arranged by the

Voice and Spanish Guitar, by M. Holst. Nos. 1

and 8. (Bedford Repository, Southampton-Raw.)

M. Nuske is, we believe, a native of St. Petersburg,

and well known in private society, as an excellent per-

former on the Spanish Guitar. His present publication

comprises six canzonets, or ballads, out of the twelve

intended to be printed, of undoubted Venetian birth.

They are very light and pretty, offering great temptation

in point of facility, to both singer and accompanist.

No. E is a very neat little work, well arranged and
published. Each number contains six airs, in thirteen

octavo pages, at a most reasonable price.

FLUTE.

1, Overture and Airs in Weber's Preciosa, arranged

aj Duets for two Flutes. (Ewer and Co., Baw-
Church-Yard, and 803, Regent-Street.)

8. Thirty-three Petits Duos, computet par T. Berbi-
guier. Op. 78. (The same.)

3. Kuitner’s Adagio and Polonoise, xcith Piano-Forte

accompaniment, arranooi Ay Rud1*. Weasel. (Wessel
and Stodart, 1, Soho-Sguare.)

4. Flora, Recueil, Ac., pour le Flute seule. No. 5.

(The same.)

3. Themes, BeRBIgutBR, varied ; with an accompani-
ment for the Piano-Forte. No. J. (Cocks and Co,,
Prinees-Street, Hanoeer-Sguare.)

6. Twenty-four Studies, or Exercises on both Scales
and Chords, calculated for all degrees of proficiency ;
composed by Raphael Drbsslea. Op. it. (The
same.)

7. The Maid of Lodi, varied, with Piano-Forte accom-
paniment by L. Dhouet. (The same.)

S. Polacca from Tancredi, arranged for Two Flutes
and Piano-Forte, Ay Tolou. (Th~ same.)

9. Cocks’s Foreign Melodies, selected mi Berbi-
guier, Ac. Ac., Ay Charles Saust. Book 18.

(The same.)

10. “ Di tanti palpiti,” with brilliant Variations Ay W.
Gabkielsky, to which a Piano-Forte accompu m ment
is added. (Lindsay, 817, Regent-Street.)

11. Select Flute Solos, No. 4. (The same.)

is. Brilliant Fantasia, Ay Raphael Dressier.
Op. 50. (Paine and Hopkius, 69, Comhill.)

IS. “ Home !” us tA Variations, and a Piano- Forte ac-
companiment, by HuntsAttn Lee. (Balls, 40‘ . Ox-
ford-Street.)

No. t are published without any name. They form a
pleasing work, requiring a moderate degree of profici-

ency.

No. £ is a useful publication for young performers
;
the

melodies are good, and the author's name alone is suffi -

cicnt to recommend them.

No. 3 is superior in point of composition, but demand-
ing no great powers ol execution. The accompaniment

is quite adapted to a young player.

No. 4 is a continuation of the work before mentioned

in the Hcsrvwnicon. This contains an air, “ Maricndel,

Zuckerkandel,” composed by Klingenbrunners : but the

melody has more of music in it than the title-page.

No. 5 contains an air with some difficult variations.

No. o is a valuable publication for students, containing,

intermixed with the studies, some excellent instructions.

This is a very desirable work for those who have not

access to a good master.

No. 7 is short, brilliant, difficult, and without any
attraction.

No. 8 is also brief, but more easy, and pretty.

No. 9 is the twelfth number of this agreeable work,

which is now completed.

No. 10 is well arranged for moderately good per-

formers on the flute : hut the air has been so often in

every body's hands, that it should be allowed to rest for

a time.

No. 1 1 is by the same composer, containing some good

variations for practice.

No. IS wants an accompaniment ; seven pages for the

flute alone will not command many listeners.

No. 13 is the pretty Sicilian nir, arranged with some
variations that are good, in one seuse, but not very ap-

propriate to the melody. The accompaniment is ‘well

I

arranged, and exceedingly simple.
j

/
j

[Jgitized by Google
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FOREIGN MUSICAL REPORT.

B**u*.—Jacob Hertz Beer, the great banker, died lately

at thia place. A more than common intercal i» now attached

to hia inline, u being the father of the celebrated author of

« 11 Croatia i« Kaitla.' At the commencement of hia illoeaa,

hia aou wee in a distant part of Germany, but he hastened to

watch at the death-bed of hia father, and had the melancholy

satisfaction of being able to hold him in bis arms when he

breathed Ins list. The charitable deeds of this worthy nun

are proverbial in thia place, and no more honourable teshmnny

can lie rendered to his memory Ilian to record that his earthly

remains were attended to the grave by at IraM six thousand

persons, all anxious to pay their last tribute of respect to worth

ami virtue.

. \ concert was lately given here for the benefit

of the charitable institutions of the place; the novelty on this 1

occasion was, Pcrgolesi’s far-famed Stabat Mater, which was

performed with words that the celebrated poet Klopstock had ,

adapted to the music, ns also with additional accompaniments,

and parts for the oboe and flute, by J. Adum lliller. This

latter was a delicate and arduous tusk to perform, but we must

do this composer the justice to observe that has executed

it in a superior manner, and in unison with tbe spirit and

character of the composition of this greatest of the Italian

masters.

It has been remarked, that at the two last repre-

sentations at the opera, his majesty the king [of Prussia]

walked in tbe saloon, amidst a respectful crowd, who appear-

ed anxious to ace a sovereign that had so highly noticed tbe

author of La VetiaU and Ferdinand Cortes. His Majesty con-

versed for a long time with Spontini on the resources which

the Royal Academy possesses to enable it to rank amongst the

first theatres of Europe, blending in his discourse the most

fluttering and well ’merited praises on the personal talents of

the compoacr. A grand circle was formed around the royal

interlocutor, and every body heard this interesting conversa-

tion, wherein taleut was treated by majesty as its equal.

. .. Tbe Superintendent-general of the tnuaic of bn
majesty, (M. Spontiui) enjoys the most transcendent favour of

his sovereign.

His majesty has honoured by his presence the Castle of La
Mucitc, which belongs to M. Krard, a relation of M. Spoutini.

After having admired the beautiful gallery of pictures, and

the almost boundless view that the eye commamls from the

top of a lofty turret, the monarch testified, in the most

flattering terms, the pleasure which this visit had afforded him,

ami complimented M. Erard on his possession of so charming

a place, and on the reputation that he had obtained through-

out Europe, as the mauufucturer of such celebrated harps and

pianos.

Vtrxxa.—

T

wo grand masses have appeared here bjr the

Abbe Maximilian Stadler, which are spoken of by the critics as

containing much that is sublime and beautiful, and which

breathe the tme character of animated church music—There
bas also appeared a piece entitled, Rimemhranze di Napoli,

componizione per Viano-forte sopra NOfii'i Neapolitan i, by a

young composer of the name of Dessauer, and which is marked
as his Op. 1. It has become a great favourite in all our musical

lire leo. it is a land of Pot-pourri, consisting of a variety of

motivos from Neapolitan national songs and dances. The ar-

rangement is good and highly commendable
;
in tbe first place,

the composer gives the melody in its native simpUritr, exactly

as be beard it on the spot, and afterwards introduces it with an
appropriate and characteristic accompaniment. The melodies

here introduced are six in number
;
among which the most

striking are La Mlutiea di Zambogna (a pretty pastoral melody
for the bagpipe,) the Tarantella, and the singular melody (a
kind of monkish chant,) with which the Improve itatori usually

accompany their poetical effusions. These form, the ground-

work of M. Dessauer' s composition, bv a happy interchange of

which and appropriatness of introduction, they produce a

very pleasing and cnaractcristic effect. We learn that M. Des-

sauer is a pupil of the Musical Conservatory at I*rague, and

hit pleasing little work is dedicated to his master, D. Weber.

Hamburg.—Madame Mara, the once celebrated singer, who
has fur some time past resided at Revel, lias announced her in-

tention, through the medium of our journal*, of publishing her

own Memoirs, which are to include the period of her whole

musical career. She states, that her principal inducement for

doing this, is to correct a variety of inaccurate statement* which

have been circulated among the public respecting her. We may
reasonably anticipate much that will prove highly gratifying to

the lovers of music, In the journal of the life of so eminent an

artist: we make no doubt that the public wilt hasten to patronise

a work, which to many will be full of pleasing reminiscences,

and to all of interest.

Paris.—The. new Italian theatre was opened with Tanertdi.

With respect to the house, its form is elegant, its oruamenta

rich and in excellent taste, and it is lighted in a manner to dis-

play the bcautica of its interior to the highest advantage. The
eye was enchanted ; can we say as much of the ear V Mead.
Paata aud Ciuti, and the singers Bordogni and I^evaascur, were
in their characters ; they were accompanied by the usual or-

chestra, anil the piece performed was once held in high es-

timation. All this, added to the novelty of the occasion, was
surely sufficient to waken the attention of the public. Yea,
doubtless; but one of the first wishes of these artists must be

to be heard, and to say the truth, their voices were so lost, that

but little could be enjoyed of those delightful effects, of that

vigour and force of expression, which we admire in the Italian

opera. Tbe walls, the ceilings, the numerous friezes, absorbed
the greater part of the sounds; the orchestra itself appeared
dull and heavy ;

one was half tempted to believe that the dia-

pason of the Academie Royal

t

had stolen into tbe interior of the
new Italian theatre, to give one the horrors with its lugubrious
drone. The singers, astonished at being able to produce so
little effect, re-donbled their efforts to make themselves
heard, and these efforts were injurious to the execution and
even to the ensemble of II Tancredi. All the favourite pieces

terminated with scarcely a hand raised to applaud them, and
the Cavatina of Pasta, which always drew down a triple round
of applause, was allowed to pass with oue cold salute only. It

struck me that the sounds of approbation might also be swal-
lowed up by the interior ; I looked around me to ascertaiu the
fact, aud saw the dilettanti all sitting in cold inaction.

The interior of the Italian tlieatre is deaf; I will not say,—as

a wicked wag did the other day relative to that of the Academie
Hoi/ale ,

—“ Yes, and a lucky thing for the interior.” As to

the latter theatre, at all tunes have tbe shafts of satire been
aimed agaiust it; it has lately been pronounced by a musical
man, whose authority is of some weight, to be the last theatre
iu Europe of which barbarity and bad taste have kept un-
disturbed possession. And to say the truth, into such dis-

credit has it fallen—so greatly have its receipts diminished—in

such horror arc its screams and howlings held, that the greater
part of its most zealous defender* have joined the ranks of the
opposition

Tanertdi was followed by La Donna del Lapo, in which a
singer of celebrity, from Germauy, named Schulz, made her
first appearance in the character of Malcolm. This lady ia an ex-
cellent musician

,
her execution is deckled and full ofpower; the

quality of her voice is good, and it possesses no less justness

than flexibility; but she ts not a contralto, as was an-
nounced. Madame Schutz has nothing of the mtested, whose
place she fill#, saving the cuirass and the helmet. The hitter,

with its towering plumes, was really a remarkable object, from
the active part which it took, or seemed to take, in the exe-
cution of the music, bv picturing aa it were to the eye the trio-

lets that glided from the lips of Malcolm. It cannot be denied

that female characters would be better suited to Madame
8 N 2
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Schfitz, as her general appcnrauce has but little of the heroic.
It should be remembered that it is the voice, and not the
helmet and sword, that constitutes the office of a inuaico. The
lady should also remember that large boot* with spurs must be
a nuisance instead of an ornament to a hero who necessarily

travels on foot.

Rubini performed the part of Uberto in a manner deserving

of all praise. Signor Zucchelli, who personated the* character of

Rodrigo, acquitted himself admirably ofliis part, and sang with
great effect andjustness of expression. One word more of Ru-
bin i, his voice possesses an inconceivable charm, and, without
effort, is capable of tin? most surprising effects. The manner in

which lie sung the Romance, Aurora sorgerai, was altogether

enchanting ; be threw numberless charming graers into it,

without injuring the otigimil air, or at ail altering its character.

He is one of the most valuable acquisitions which the French
theatre has had for years.

Paris.—The ojiera of II Crociato has obtained a brilliant

and merited success. It drew a very large audience on its first

performance, and the richness of the score justified this eager-

ness of the public to hear it in action. It abounds iu pieces

replete with grace and force, in vigorous tnovenumts, full of

charms ami sweetness. The music of this opera speaks; it

is the expression of sentiment and (xassion ; it nearly stands in

lieu of words, by the correctness of its declamation , it occupies
and fills the scene; it portrays the situations sufficiently, and
makes them comprehensible to those who do not even understand

Italian. One feels ill listening to lliis work all that M. Mey-
erbeer might do for a poem well w ritten. The drama is not

without some interest, but offers nothing determined : it has

too many unmeaning scenes, which the art alone of the musician

has rendered tolerable.) .Madame Pasta is excelleut ill her
soliloquy in the first act : she sung and acted this admirably

:

the has a warmth and expression which exceeds all praise, and
we sincerely regret to see her pass from a scene where she is

sublime, both as a siugcr and actress, to others that arc frivo-

lous and insignificant, where the poet affords her nothing to ex-
press. She ischarming in her costume of the young Turk, and one
may, in beholding her, yield oneself up to the illusion, that, in

•pile of her feminine beauty, she is a young and handsome
lover of the Houri of Mahomet: but when site returns iu the

costume of a Crusader, licr sex betrays her. She resembles ra-

ther Jeanne tTAre than a Knight-Templar. Under a Christian

clothing she accost** the conscience of a Christian, and despite

of the magnanimous jerk with which she draws the sword, one
is tempted to exclaim

—

“ Pour dcs combats plus doux, I’Amour forma vos charities.”

. The reputation which Meyerbeer has acquired by his

Crxiciafo, is begiuning to call public attention to his other pro-

ductions. His opera eutitled Marghtrita d'Anjou, which was
brought out at Milan nearly three years since, U preparing for

representation at the Odcon. At the Academic Royale, they

arc about to produce Meyer’s Honx bianco , e Rota roua, ati

opera which has long been highly popular iu Germany. Signor
Hubiui is to perform the principal character. It is no unfavour-

able omen of the return of the reign of good taste, that the

public attention is thus directed to the laud of genuine music,

and that the productions of the German school ure thus deserved-

ly becoming popular.—The King of Prussia, at the liberal

suggestion of Spontiui, who fills the place of superintendent of

his music, was pleased to confer an honour of a very gratifying

kind on four o( the composers of this capital, lie has given

order* that the Abenceraget of Cherubini, and the Pkaramond
of MM. Roicldieu, Martin, mid Kreutzer, should be prepared for

representation at the Theatre Royal of Berlin. There is no
way in winch the work* of composers of merit can be made
known toother countries at once so effectually and so agrccnblv,

as at the generous and disinterested suggestion of a brother

composer. Such acts, too, will do much towards removing sn
unfavourable impression from the public mind, relative to the
jealousies that arc found to prevail among the members of this

profession. It is said that, in return, the Academic lloyale has

solicited M. Spontini to superintend the production of his two
operas, Olympia and Aleidor, on that Theatre.

October 15th. Yesterday the orchestra of the Comic
Opera performed, tietween the two pieces, the overture to
Jeune Henri of Mtbttl. This composition might stand in the
place of a piece, from its length, and from the effect it pro-
duces. We listen to it with real interest, so entirely has the
composer painted the circumstances of a chase. We follow the
rapid steps of the hounds hear the trampling of horses, and
the sound of the hunter’s horn : we are present, as it were, at
the last moments of the stag, who expires shedding tears.
Imitative music cannot be carried to a greater degree of per-
fection. Tins chef-d'oeuvre is always received with ctiiliusiasrn.

The orchestra, filled by first-rate talent, and one of the finest

in the capital, performed the overture with a vigour and pre-
cision most remarkable, and worthy of the highest praise.

October I8lb. The opera by young Liszt, Don Sanchet

on le Chateau d'Amour, was performed at the Academic
Rovalc yesterday, and iu no way answered to the magnificent
and absurd praises which had previously been bestowed on it.

It merited the encouragement of hi* friends ill private, and the

praises of his family, but not the ill-judged honour of a public
representation on » stage where has been produced llie works
of a Gluck, a Pircini, a Mozart. No one more than we can
applaud the brilliant execution and precose merits of this

child: but at the same time, none can be more deeply in-

terested for the character of a theatre, the dignity ofwhich ought
not to be compromised by such experiments.

—— October £1. A new opera, Don Sancke, ou le ULi-
team rf Amour, by Master Liszt, lias been performed here.

The whole thing turned out to be of an exceedingly childish

nature, and the great majority of the audience looked, ou the

dropping of the curtain, very like persons painfully conscious

of having beeu very completely mystified.

Mademoiselle Cioti lias just contracted an engagement
of ten years with the administration of the Academy" Royal of

Music. She will appear before the first of January. The
parts she will fill arc Amazili; Antigone ; AgJaure, iu the opera

Aristipc ; Philit
, in le Hotignole

;

and Collette, in Le Devin
du Village. They likewise talk of a very brilliant part in the

new opera of Rossiui. The rapidity with which the celebrated

Maestro has worked for some time past, leads one to surmise

that this opera will be published towards the conclusion of the

engagement of Mademoiselle Ciuti.

— Madame Catalan! is deigning at present to give some
concerts at Toulouse

;
but wc do not learn that the public

there deign to atteud them.

The third representation of the Berg Geixt, an opera by
Spoil r, lias been given at Leipzig, with little success notwith-

standing the su|>erb decorations by M. Gropius. This failure

ig imputed to the poem itself, which has not common sense.

It is to be hoped, however, that the composer of Fautt and of

Jeuonda will soon redeem iiis name.

The composer of the Freischutz is occupied in setting

an English opera, named Oberon, which is to lie given at

London in the month of March. It is said that M. dc Weber,

in passing through Haris, will get up his Eurynnthe, of which

a skilful translator baa made, wc arc told, a charming drama.

Robin det Doit, [the French name for the Freiteh'utx,]

is in a fair way to travel through France. It Inis been per-

formed at Tour*, where, aa in Haris, the famous hunter’s chorus

is always encored.

—— Madame Sxymanowska, the cetcbratrd Polish pinuiate,

who was applauded exce«ively here lately, and who lias since

travelled through England and Italy, is returning to us. Wc
have not forgotten her graceful, easy, and brilliant execution ;

and it is probable that her concert* will not be less thronged,

than at the period ofher first v«it
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Paws.'—

O

n the 4th of last month, the diatingnised harpitt,

Madame Hrndal-P«Rinere had her benefit nt the Theatre de

Madam*. The choice she made of two Concerto* bv Buetaft,

the fugitive, was considered by the critic* to be injudicious

;

the artist I* to be pitied when, instead of being content to touch

the heart bjr effective melody, he is ambitious to surprise by the

conquest of mechanicRl difficulties ; how often in this manner,

is the hearer made the martyr of the vanity of the composer.

The public received with particular marks of favour Zucliclli,

whose admirable voire ana manner seemed to impart a fresh

charm to that most familiar of familiar airs Non pi* andrai.

Indeed, it may be remarked, that a concert would scarcely lie

worthy of the name, unless enlivened by that sweetest and most

perfect of ail instruments, the human voice. And here we
cannot but express a regret, in which we are sure that many will

join ms, that instead of a judicious select ion from the great mas*

ter-piece* of the old school, we are condemned to an eternal

repetition of airs, &c., which are daily heard in the theatre*.

What happv occasions would these be of making the public ac-

quainted with numerous treasures of art which may be said

to be lost to posterity. But we think it requires no prophetic

spirit to see that the dawn of good taste is near at hand, that a

disgust at the tinsel and extravagant ornaments of the ILwsi-

nian school, is rapidly spreading among us, and that this will

naturally lead to a wish to bring to light the chefs-tftracers of

expression and melody, and vigorous and classic productions of

a better age. Music, the most delightful of the arts, has a ma-
nifest disadvantage over the rest: paintings, or statues, are

exposed to the eyes of ail, and continue to command admiration

from age to age, while the productions of the great masters arc

condemned to sleep in dull oblivion, covered with dust and
neglect. The glorious creations of a PMgilciL a Vinci, a Leo,

a Durante, a I’orpora, a Jomelli, a Majo, will fur ever remain
unknown in our regard

;
wc are taught to admire the genius of

these illustrious masters, but our admiration is but ignorance,
for we are unable to fathom the secrets of their mighty art.

itiu0ual 0bttuar)>

Francis Seraphicos Ignatius Lauska, better known to the

English public as the mister of the two great modern geiiiutcs.

Von Weber and Meyerbeer, than from an acquaintance with
bis own works, died during the present year at Berlin. He
was born at Brtinn in Moravia, the 13th of January, 1*61,

where his father held an official situation of great respect-

ability. He gave his sou a very liberal education in the

collegiate school of that town, where he made a considerable

progress in languages, mat liems tics, and metaphysics, and was
honoured with the degree of Bachelor of Arts. He was
destined for the civil law, but his great love for music predomi-
nated, and he quitted the study of Justinian and Grolius, for

that of Haydn and Mozart. He had the good fortune to enjoy
the instructions of the celebrated Albrechtsbcrger, under whom
he made a rapid progress in the study of harmony. He then
visited Milan and Rome, and afterwords filled the situation of
chamber-musician in the Palatinate of Bavaria. As a piano-
forte player, Lauskt particularly distinguished himself by his

uncommon ease and finish in extemporary performance. He
composed numerous works for the piano, which in Ins travels

through Europe were everywhere received with Un; most
lively interest, not to say enthusiasm. Hamburg, Copenhagen,
Petersburg, Riga, Konigsberg, and Berlin, were successively
the witnesses of his triumphs. His Fantasias were universally

acknowledged os master-pieces of their kind. There never
had been a pianist who so perfectly understood the powers of
his instrument as Eauska ; and he is said by amateurs, who

remember him at this period, to have anticipated many of the

more refined inodes which have recently conferred such cele-

brity on some distinguished masters.

As a teacher of the piano, I^ouska united every requisite,

ami in the midst of all his vivacity, his patience and per-

severance were eminently conspicuous. He passed many years

at Berlin; and, after visiting most of the cities of Europe, at

length finally settled there. His fame spread daily. He had

the honour of instructing nearly the whole of the Princes and

Princesses of the royal family of Prussia, by whom he was
treated with every respect and esteem for his worth and talents.

Of his merits as a composer, his numerous works, among
which not the least valuable are his posthumous productions,

will stand as the most enduring testimonial. In his private

character Lauska was much esteemed for bis excellent qualities,

and particularly for his freedom from those little arts ofjealousy

and intrigue, which—it is with pain we arc obliged to confess

it—but too often disgrace the profession : extremely alive to a

sense of right and wrong, lie always uniiifestcd this feeling

without respect to persons. As u companion lie possessed a

fund of humour and merrimeut, though of a serene and gentle

kind.

Altera residence of more than twenty years in Berlin, where

he had the happiness of uniting himself to a lady of great beauty

mid rare talent in Ins own art, in the year 1821, lie revisited

Italy, and passed a considerable time at Rome and Naples, an

object for which he had sighed for year*; indeed ever since the

visit in his youth, lie had frequently been heard to express it

as his most fervent wish that he might once again be permitted

to behold the favoured laud of music and the arts. Shortly

after bis return in 1824, lie fell into a state of debility, which
increased till his death, which took place immediately after

Easter of the present year.

He died in the house of his friend M. Schlesinger, the pub-
lisher of many of bis works; and every honour was done to hta

memory. An appropriate piece of his own composition was
performed on occasion of bis funeral, which was numerously
attended by many of the principal people of the town, aud by
nil bis friends and brother artists. The composition selected

for this occasion, was a solemn movement from his Requiem to

the words Quango corpus morietur, with the concluding
passage Pit Jesu doius eis requiem.

Peter Winter. To the Memoir of this eminent composer
and excellent man, given in another part of the present volume*
wc have now to add the termination of Ins earthly career. He
died at Munich on the 17th of August, at the good old age
of 71, universully esteemed both as a man and as au artist. He
continued to the last to draw on the abundant stores of his

genius, having very shortly before his death composed a Mass
for the chapel of Ilia royal protector the King of Bavaria, who
has since paid the debt of nature, and followed his favourite

musician to the tomb.

In October last died, at his house in Berners-Street, Jous
Crosmll, Esq., Violist in ordinary to the late King, and to
his prescu I Majesty. He received the early part of bis educa-
tion as a chorister in Westminster Abbey, and in 1782 was
appointed chamber musician toQueeu Charlotte ; about which
time he had the houour of instructing the Prince of Wales,
our reigning Monarch—on the Violoncello. Mr. Crosdill was

• Page 49.
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the principal Violoncello at the commemoration of Handel i

\

also at the Profeariona) Concert, ao long as it continoed, and

likewise at the Ancient Concerts, till he withdrew from his

profession, about five and thirty years ago, upou entering into

wedlock with a lady of considerable fortune. But after this,

he continued to delight his friends in private by his admirable

performances, which hod never been excelled. Ilia tone,

whereby he was particularly distinguished, survives in Liudley;

though the latter tar surpasses hiiu in point of execution.

Mr. Crosdill was born in London, iu 1755, and lias left a son,

Lieut. Col. Crosdill, of the East India Company's Service, to

inherit his property. He was 57 years a member of the Royal

Society of Musicians, and by his direction his successor has

presented that body with the liberal donation of looof,

Mr. Crosdill was exceedingly beloved by all who knew him.

lie was a sensible, but unassuming, man
;

full of good humour,

and even playfuluess, to the Ust hour of liis life
;

qualities

which, combined with a personal appearance that tended to

conceal his age, made him pass for young, till within a very few

years of bis death. He was a moat honourable man, and dig-

nified the profession to which he once belonged.

M. Lc Comte de Lacepede, member of the Academy of

Sciences, and Ancient Grand Chancellor of the Legion of

Honour, died October 7th, at his country-house at Epinay, of

the small-pox. The count wus born at Agen, in Guienue, in

1756. In 1785 appeared at Paris his Poitique tie la Mtuique,

in two volumes Rva, a work which displays a lively imagina-

tion, and an active spirit of metaphysical inquiry ; though ua-

fortunately having chosen most of his examples from operas

composed by himself, but never performed, and therefore

unknown, his arguments want that illustration which might

have rendered them convincing, had he availed himself of the

works of Gluck.

In science and letters, bis deep knowledge and talent for

writing placed him on a rank with Button : as a man, he was

equally distinguished by justice and probity in his public capa-

city, and by his rare virtues in private society, which reudered

him one of its most valuable members.

Mr. D. P. Brcguier, a violin-player and teacher of the

Piaiio-l'orte, also died iu October. He was an associate of the

Philharmonic Society, and published many arrangements of

overtures, &c^ as well as a number of easy lessons. He was

much respected by bis professional brethren.

THE DRABS A.

King's Theatre.
The following letter ha* appeared in the daflv napers: we

offer no comment on it, as it speaks plainly enough lor itself:

«« Siri—Observing in a paper of yesterday that a Mr. Bnchsa

is announced as Director of the Musical Department at the

King's Thextre, you will much oblige me by publicly stating,
that I have been for some time past engaged by Mr. Ebert, as
sole Director of all Operas which will be given at the theatre
during the season, and that no other person can assume to him-
self a title which only belongs to me. This I should not have
considered necessary publicly to announce, but to remove the
impression which would otherwise fall upon that establishment
by the promulgation of tlie above-mentioned statement.

**
I am, Sir, yours, very obediently,

“ Nov. 10. " 0. B. ViiLVTtr

But hereupon some noble influence was immediately used,—the
cause being so noble—and the next day the subjoined was pub-
lished, through the same channel as the funner.

“ Sir,—-I have been informed by some friends, that in the
letter which 1 addressed to you yesterday, 1 had made use of
expressions which might be considered personal and offensive.

If I have doue so, my ignorance of the English language must
plead my excuse

;
for neither my cducatiou nor my principles

nave ever permitted me to insult any one.

** I remain, Sir, your obedient Servant,
** Nov. 11. " G. B. VxtLUTt.*'

But though Signor Velluti had no occasion to boast of the

literary assistance of the first scribe, he has less cause to be
satisfied with the second writer, who has made him endeavour to
explain away language that, at least, expressed an honest indig-

nation : and has also furnished him a little indiscreet boasting
about education, 'together with two grammatical errors, in the
short compass of six lines.

Drury-Lane Theatre.

Mbs. lKcnBsiD*9 two-act piece, The Midnight Hour, which
she translated from the French with admirable humour, was re-

vived at this house on tha tWrd of last month, enlarged into an
opera of three acts, under the name of The Wager, or The
Midnight Hour. Mr. T. Cooke has selected, for the piece, some
favourite music from the works of the popular foreign com-
posers of the day; and, thus brought forward, assisted by
the good acting of Miss Kelly, Don-ton and Harley, u favourite

old farce, in au exalted state, lias proved successful, and is

likely to be often performed duriug the season. This b the

only musical attempt that has been made since the rc-opcuiug

of the house.

Covent-Garden Theatre.

The imitations of M. Mazukier, so flattering to our nature,

and so creditable to a patent theatre, continue, aud are suffi-

ciently successful to render any new effort of a musical kind, at

present, unnecessary.

Haymarket Theatre.

This House closed on the 15th of October, iffer a very prospe-

rous season ; in which, however, music had very little dure.

We suppose it to be almost an understood thing, that the

English Opera House is to have the musical field to itself

during the summer mouths.
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